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Abstract— This paper presents a proposal of taking nonlinear material as the structural defects
in one-dimensional photonic crystals. The performance of this structure is simulated by using
finite-difference time-domain method and transfer matrix method. The simulation results show
that the investigated structure can work as frequency multiplier. In this paper, we introduce
nonlinear defective photonic crystals in order to enhance the second harmonic wave and achieve
relatively high second harmonic conversion efficiency. By adjusting the parameters of the defective
photonic crystals, the position of the defect modes overlap in the position of the fundamental
wave (λFW = 1064 nm) and the harmonic wave (λSH = 532 nm).
1. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals (PCs) [1–3] have gained worldwide interest due to their unique electromagnetic
properties and potential applications [4, 5] in the last two decades. PCs are artificially fabricated
periodic structure in which the dielectric constant varies periodically in one, two, or three spatial
directions. They have many novel physical properties, which provide a good way to control the
propagation of electromagnetic (EM) waves due to the existence of photonic band-gaps (PBG). The
PBG means that the propagation of EM waves of certain frequencies is forbidden. When a single
defect layer is introduced into the PCs, defect mode will appear in PBG and such defect modes is
also periodic. Nonlinear optics [6] describes the behavior of light in nonlinear material, which the
polarization of the material responds nonlinearly to the electric field of the light. Typically, laser
light is sufficiently intense to modify the optical properties of a material system. Essentially, almost
all the material can have nonlinear optical response in case of intense light. Researchers have been
made many efforts to enhance the second-order harmonic generation of nonlinear materials [7–
11]. When the nonlinear material is introduced to the defective PCs, nonlinear processes, such
as harmonic generation, optical bistability [12] will emerge. Second harmonic generation (SHG)
occurs as a result of the part of the atomic response that scales quadratically with the strength of
the applied optical field. Shi et al. [9] demonstrated the great enhancement of SHG in the defective
PCs. Ren et al. [10] investigated giant enhancement of SHG in the finite PC with a single defect
and dual-localized modes. Dolgova et al. [11] verified the enhancement of SHG in PCs with single
and coupled microcavities.
In this paper, we construct the nonlinear photonic crystal structures [10] alternating between
nonlinear and linear layers. When we increase the thickness of the central nonlinear layer, SHG
can be enhanced greatly. By using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [13] and the
transfer matrix method (TMM) [14], we simulated the electromagnetic waves propagating through
the proposed structures. Giant enhancement of SHG is predicted in numerical simulation. Such
a kind of structures can be expected as high-efficiency nonlinear photonic devices. We utilize the
investigated structure to make a frequency multiplier.
2. PHYSICAL MODELS

We consider a one-dimensional nonlinear PC created by alternating between nonlinear and linear
materials. Fig. 1(a) shows a finite perfect periodic PC. It is composed of alternately stacked NL layers surrounded with L medium, where N and L indicate the nonlinear and linear layers.
LiNbO3 crystal is chosen as the nonlinear material. The parameters of the designed perfect PC are
as follows: thicknesses and refractive indices of the N and L and layers are 0.304 µm, 0.351 µm,
2.157, 1.0, respectively. In order to introduce the defect, we change the thickness of the central N
layer from 0.351 µm to 0.737 µm as shown in Fig. 1(b).
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Figure 1: Geometric structure of PC. (a) Perfect
periodic PC, (b) defective PC.

Figure 2: Permittivity in the wavelength range of
0.15–0.18 µm.

Nonlinear materials (LiNbO3 ) is a dispersive material, the dispersion effect of its relative dielectric constant ε versus frequency ω should be taken into account in the calculations. Normally,
the dispersion in LiNbO3 should be expressed by a multiple second order Lorentz poles model, and
ω(ε) can be expressed as
b−a
ω(ε) = a +
(1)
1 − jωτ
where a, b, and τ are fitting constants, and they are chosen to be 6.2, 4.49, and 1.77 × 1016 s ,
respectively. Fig. 2 shows that in the wavelength range of 0.5–1.8 µm.
In these structures, the nonlinearity is modeled in the relation D = ε0 εE, where
³
´2
ε = n2 = n0 + n2 |E|2 ' n20 + 2n0 n2 |E|2
(2)
where the linear refractive index n0 is dimensionless, and the nonlinear refractive index n2 has
units of m2 /v2 . We use the finite-difference time-domain method [15] to solve three-order nonlinear
medium.
3. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Firstly we simulate the frequency-domain waveform of a bulk nonlinear material layer with a
Gaussian beam illumination as illustrated in Fig. 3. The fundamental wave frequency is chosen to
be 250 THz, and the third-harmonic wave appears at 750 THz. As shown in Fig. 2, the harmonic
amplitude is about 3.5% of the fundamental amplitude.

Figure 3: Frequency-domain waveform of third-harmonic generation in a bulk nonlinear material.

In this paper, we can enhance the second-order harmonic wave by utilizing the nonlinear defective
PCs. According to the results in [10], high-order harmonic wave can be enhanced by introducing the
nonlinear defective layer in PC structures. Electromagnetic wave can’t directly propagate through
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the PCs for the PBG. If PCs have a defect layer, electromagnetic wave can be limited in the defect
and reflected back and forth repeatedly. These localized electromagnetic waves are superimposed,
and the amplitude of the electromagnetic waves will be improved greatly. The refractive index of
the nonlinear medium is related to the intensity of electric field. It can be also looked as a very
strong electromagnetic wave. So enhancement of high order harmonic wave can be realized. Now,
we introduce a single defect into the PCs. And the nonlinear material is introduced into a defect
layer. We calculated the transmission spectrum of the structure (N L)7 N (LN )7 by using TMM.
Figure 4(a) shows the transmission spectrum versus free space wavelength for a 29-layers perfect
PC. When we introduce a single defect layer by changing the thickness of the central layer from
0.304 µm to 0.737 µm, defect mode will appear in PBG and such defect modes is also periodic.
As the nonlinear material can generate harmonic wave, we introduce the nonlinear material to the
defect layer of PC structures. By adjusting the parameters of the defective PCs, the position of the
defect modes overlap in the position of the fundamental wave (the wavelength of FW, 1064 nm)
and the harmonic wave(the wavelength of SH, 532 nm). As shown in Fig. 4(a), the transmittance
of the perfect PC at the wavelength of FW and the wavelength of SH approach zero, meaning that
there is no localized modes within the PBG’s. As shown in Fig. 4(b), when the transmittance
of the defective PC at the wavelength of FW and the wavelength of SH arrive at the maximum
value. There are two sharp peaks around and within two discrete PBG. These results confirm that
a single defect can give rise to the simultaneous dual-localized modes at the fundamental wave and
the second harmonic wave. We found that such dual-localization feature should cause the giant
enhancement of SHG. We utilize the proposed structure to make a frequency multiplier.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Transmission spectrum of (a) the perfect PC and (b) the defective PC.
4. CONCLUSIONS

We present a one-dimensional defective photonic crystal containing the nonlinear medium. The
performance of this structure is simulated by using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method
and transfer matrix method (TMM). Giant enhancement of second harmonic generation is predicted
in numerical simulation. The simulation results show that the investigated structure can work as
frequency multiplier.
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Abstract— Nonlinear monopulses of dust sound waves in dusty plasma waveguides bounded
by dielectrics are investigated. The dusty plasma includes the positive ions as a light component
and the negative dust as a heavy one. The dusty plasma with different masses of dust particles
is considered. The set of hydrodynamic equations for the dust jointly with the Poisson one are
used. The Boltzmann distribution is valid for the ions. The boundary conditions are applied at
the smooth interfaces. When the moderate volume nonlinearity manifests, near the interfaces
the variations of the dust concentration reach extremely high values, and the collapse of the dust
sound waves occurs.
1. INTRODUCTION

The dusty plasmas in space, the Earth’s ionosphere, in volcano dust clouds, and under laboratory
conditions now are under investigations [1–5]. An important property of dusty plasmas is the support of various waves and oscillations, both linear and nonlinear ones [3–8]. The dusty plasmas
can be bounded and can be the waveguides for plasma waves. In the bounded plasma waves the
oscillations of the surface charge take place [2, 6]. Even in the case when the volume nonlinearity
is small, the variations of the dust concentration near interfaces can reach essential values. Moreover, because the dust concentration is principally nonnegative, the surface nonlinearity cannot be
considered as moderate.
In the present report the nonlinear monopulses of dust sound waves in the dusty plasma waveguides bounded by dielectrics are investigated. The waves propagate along OZ -axis, see Fig. 1.
The dusty plasma includes the positive ions as the light component and the negative dust as the
heavy component. The set of hydrodynamic equations for the dust, namely, the continuity equation and the equation for the momentum jointly with the Poisson one are used. The Boltzmann
distribution is used for the ions. The electric and hydrodynamic boundary conditions are applied
at the interfaces. The initial condition for the electric potential is monopulse-like. The simulations
have demonstrated that the monopulses of small amplitudes are the subject to the wave dispersion
and the diffraction. But when the moderate nonlinearity manifests, the pulse dynamics changes
drastically. Namely, near the interfaces the variations of the dust concentration reach extremely
high values, where the collapse of the dust sound waves occurs.
2. BASIC EQUATIONS

Consider the dusty plasma, layer 0 < x < Lx , bounded by two dielectrics of the permittivities
ε1,2 > 1 at x < 0 and x > Lx , see Fig. 1. The dusty plasma includes positively charged ions (+e)
and negative charged dust particles (−Q). The temperature of ion fluid is Ti , one of the dust is
Td . It is assumed that Td ¿ Ti . Note that Td is the temperature of the collective motion of the
dust particles but not the temperature within each particle. The mass of the ion is mi , the mass of
the dust particle is md À mi . Generally the dust particles can possess different masses in different
regions: md = md (x).
The set of hydrodynamic equations for the dust fluid concentration nd and the velocity vd
is [2, 3, 9, 10]:
∂nd
+ div(nd~vd ) = 0,
∂t

d~vd
∂~vd
Q
Td
≡
+ (~vd · ∇)~vd =
∇ϕ −
∇nd .
dt
∂t
md
md nd

The ion concentration ni obeys the Boltzmann distribution:
µ
¶
ϕ
kB T i
ni = ni0 × exp −
.
, where ϕT i =
ϕT i
e

(1)

(2)
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Figure 1: Geometry of the problem.

Here ni0 , nd0 are unperturbed concentrations, in the neutral state there is e × ni0 = Q × nd0 .
Equation (1) should be added by the Poisson equation for the electric potential ϕ (in absolute
units):
µ
¶
ϕ
∆ϕ + 4πeni0 × exp −
= 4πQnd .
(3)
ϕT i
The basic equations have been reduced to the undimensional form. The following units have
been used for prepare of undimensional values like ϕT i for the potential, ln ≡ rDi = (kB Ti /4πe2 ni0 )
for distances, tn = (md0 /4πQ2 nd0 )1/2 for time. The parameter md0 is some typical value of the
dust particle mass. As the result the basic equations are:
∂n
∂~v
1
+ div(n~v ) = 0,
+ (~v · ∇)~v = (∇ϕ − T · ∇ log n),
∂t
∂t
m
(4)
∂~u
+ (~v · ∇)~u = ~v ; m ≡ m(x − ux ), ∆ϕ + exp(−ϕ) − n = 0.
∂t
Here n, v, u are undimensional dust concentration, velocity, and displacement; T = (Td /Ti ) ×
(e/Q) ¿ 1; the undimensional dust mass is m ∼ 1. One can see that the dependence of mass
on the coordinate results in an additional mechanism of nonlinearity. In calculations the value of
T 6= 0 is used, because in the limiting case T = 0 it is necessary to consider the motion of the
surface charge separately. Our results are independent on the value of T , when T < 0.01.
Within the dielectrics at x < 0 and x > Lx the Laplace equation is valid:
∆ϕ = 0.

(5)

The system is uniform in y-direction so ∂/∂y = 0. Therefore, the dust velocity v has only the two
components vx , vz .
The volume equations have been added by boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = Lx . Namely,
the electric potential ϕ and the electric induction should be continuous at x = 0 (analogously at
x = Lx ):
∂ϕ
∂ϕ
ϕ(x = +0) = ϕ(x = −0),
(x = +0) = ε (x = −0).
(6)
∂x
∂x
Also, because it is considered the case T 6= 0, it should be vx (x = +0) = 0. Otherwise, in the
limiting case T → 0 the surface dust concentration should be considered separately. Note that the
interface is assumed as smooth, so the tangential component of the dust velocity is vz (x = +0) 6= 0.
To solve the equations, the explicit 3-layer finite difference schemes have been applied for n, vx ,
vz , ux . For the Poisson equation the fast Fourier transform has been used:
X
πl
ϕ(x, z) =
Φl (x) sin(kl z); kl =
, l = 1, 2 . . .
Lz
l
(7)
X
¢
d2 Φl (x) ¡
2
− 1 + kl Φl (x) = Fl ; where F (x, z) ≡ n − (exp(−ϕ) − ϕ =
Φl (x) sin(kl z);
dz 2
l

The boundary conditions (6) are rewritten as:
dΦl
dΦl
− ε1 kl Φl = 0, x = +0;
+ ε2 kl Φl = 0, x = Lx − 0.
(8)
dx
dx
Equations (7), (8) have been solved by the finite differences within the region 0 < x < Lx with
several iterations, which show a good convergence.
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3. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS

The linearized Eqs. (4), (5) and the boundary conditions (6) possess a solution as the waveguide
modes of dusty sound waves. These waves are mostly the oscillations of the surface charge near the
interfaces x = 0, x = Lx . In the linear case one should consider the dust concentration as n = 1+ ñ,
|ñ| ¿ 1. But it is physically impossible to get the value of n < 0. Therefore, a manifestation of
nonlinearity near the surfaces is more essential than in the volume.
Equations (4), (5) added by boundary conditions (6) have been simulated. It is possible to
solve these equations under the proper initial conditions. Namely, the initial monopulses of almost
rectangular shape and of moderate maximum values |a0 | ¿ 1 have been considered:
Ã µ
¶ !
z − z1 6
< 0; ñ(z, x, t = 0) = ∆ϕ + exp(−ϕ) − 1 > 0;
ϕ(z, x, t = 0) = −a0 exp −
z0
(9)
ϕ
vz (z, x, t = 0) = −
> 0; vx (z, x, t = 0) = ux (z, x, t = 0) = 0.
m(x)1/2
The following distribution of the masses of the dust particles has been used:
Ã
Ã µ
Ã µ ¶ !!
¶ !
x − Lx 4
x 4
m(x) = m1 + (m2 −m1 ) · exp −
+ exp −
xq
xq

(10)

Namely, the values of the masses are m1 and m2 in the center of the waveguide and at the boundaries, respectively.
Under small initial amplitudes the pulse of the dust sound wave is subject to strong diffraction
and dispersion. The nonlinearity is unessential there, both at the surface and within the volume.
But at higher but moderate amplitudes the dynamics of the pulses changes, see Figs. 2–4. For all
the Figures, the initial distribution of the perturbation of the concentration ñ is chosen the same:
a0 = 0.14, see Fig. 2(a). The used parameters are: z0 = 20, Lx = 16, xq = 1, ε1 = ε2 = 4.
The sharp peaks of the dust concentration near the surfaces are formed, which are localized both
in longitudinal (Z) and transverse (X) directions. The maximum values of ñ are 40 . . . 50 times
higher then in the volume. The nonlinearity ceases to be moderate near the surface. Moreover,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: The collapse of the monopulse of the dust sound wave. A distribution of perturbation of the
undimensional dust concentration ñ is given. The maximum initial amplitude is a0 = 0.14. Part (a) is the
initial distribution for t = 0, parts (b), (c), (d) are for t = 21 in different representations. The values of the
particle masses are m1 = 1, m2 = 0.5.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The collapse of the monopulse of the dust sound wave. The maximum initial amplitude is a0 = 0.14.
Parts (a), (b) are for t = 28. The values of the particle masses are m1 = 0.5, m2 = 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: The collapse of the monopulse of the dust sound wave. The maximum initial amplitude is a0 = 0.14.
Parts (a), (b) are for t = 32. The values of the particle masses are m1 = m2 = 1 (the uniform waveguide).

under this level of a0 and higher, see Eq. (9), the calculations overflow. It is possible to interpret
this phenomenon of the sharp growing and the narrowing of the dust concentration near the surface
as a manifestation of the wave collapse [9, 11]. At the undimensional dust temperatures T < 0.01
the dynamics of surface dust sound waves does not depend on the value of this temperature.
The wave dynamics depends on the values of the dust particle mass at the boundaries. One can
see from Fig. 2 that the collapse occurs at smaller times when the lighter particles are near the
boundaries: m2 < m1 . Figs. 3 and 4 are for the same masses of the particles near the boundaries,
m2 = 1. The collapse occurs earlier for the nonuniform distribution of masses m1 6= m2 within the
waveguide, compare Fig. 3 (smaller masses in the center, m1 = 0.5) and Fig. 4 (the same masses
of the particles within the waveguide, m1 = 1).
There is an explanation of the formation of the peaks of the dust concentration. When the
excess concentration is present at t = 0, the electric field Ex < 0 occurs near the interface x = 0.
This leads to the presence of the normal component of the velocity vx < 0 at the front end of the
rectangular pulse. Therefore, the accumulation of the dust particles and the formation of pointed
above sharp peaks occur at the interfaces.
The decrease of the waveguide thickness Lz can stabilize the dynamics of the nonlinear waves.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The evolution of initial rectangular pulses of dust sound waves in the plasma waveguides with
dielectrics has demonstrated the essential surface nonlinearity near the interfaces. Under moderate
values of the input amplitudes, the values of the dust concentrations near the surfaces reach high
values, and the formation of narrow peaks of the dust concentration occurs. The nonlinearity
near the surface ceases to be moderate, the compression of these pulses both in longitudinal and
transverse directions takes place, and the wave collapse can be observed. The dynamics of the wave
collapse depends on the distribution of the masses of the particles within the waveguide.
The estimated temporal and spatial scales have demonstrated that it could be possible an
appearance of the investigated phenomena of the nonlinear wave collapse in the dust objects under
volcano eruptions.
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Abstract— In this work, we study the total reflectivity of mechanically polished metals samples.
In our experiment, a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser that generates 50-ns pulses at a wavelength of
1064 nm is used for ablation of a sample. To measure the total hemispherical reflectivity we
use an ellipsoidal light reflector technique. The total hemispherical reflectivity is studied as a
function of laser fluence in the range of 0.1–100 J/cm2 . The experiments are performed in air at
the atmospheric pressure.
1. INTRODUCTION

Processing of materials through laser ablation [1] is widely used in fabrication of devices for photonics [2, 3], plasmonics [4], optoelectronics [5], photovoltaics, microfluidics, and solar energy harvesting [6–9]. Despite a large number of studies on nanosecond laser ablation, the reflection of
high-intensity nanosecond laser pulses is still a poorly studied issue.
The reflection of intense laser pulses by metals was first studied by Bonch-Bruevich et al. [10],
where a substantial drop of the total reflectivity during submicrosecond spikes in a millisecond
Nd-glass laser pulse was experimentally found. For studying reflection, the authors used an integrating sphere technique that allowed measuring the total reflectivity (both specular and diffuse
components). Basov et al. [11] studied the total reflection of 15-ns Nd-laser pulses from Cu, Sn,
and Al in a laser intensity range of 3 × 107 to 3 × 1010 W/cm2 and reported a sharp decrease of
the total reflectivity to ∼ 0.1 for ablation in a vacuum. Dymshits [12] studied the reflection of a
30-ns Nd-laser pulse from a thin aluminum film ablated in vacuum. The reflected laser light was
collected over a solid angle of about 1 sr. Vorob’ev [13] carried out a comparative study on the
hemispherical total reflection of 45-ns ruby laser pulses in ablation of Cu in air and vacuum. Both
time-resolved and time-integrated experiments showed a substantial decrease of the total reflectivity at the plasma formation threshold. At laser fluence above about 15 J/cm2 , the time-integrated
reflectivity of copper was measured to be about 0.3 and 0.2 in vacuum and air, respectively. At
present, nanosecond Nd:YAG laser is the most widely used laser for ablation of materials as compared with other nanosecond lasers. In many applications, nanosecond laser ablation of materials
is carried out in air of atmospheric pressure. However, as seen from previous works [10–13], the
reflection/absorption of the nanosecond Nd:YAG laser pulses for ablation of the materials in air
has not been yet studied despite a crucial role of the reflection/absorption in ablation.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup used in this study. For ablation of the samples we use
an Nd:YAG laser that produces 1.3 J in a 50-ns FWHM (Full Width at Half-Maximum intensity)
pulse. The main laser beam is focused onto the sample with a lens. Reflected laser light is collected
using an ellipsoidal light reflector technique [13, 14].

Figure 1: Experimental setup for studying reflection of the laser light in ablation of a metal sample.

The studied sample is placed in an internal focal point of the ellipsoidal reflector. To reduce laser
light backscattering through the entrance hole in the reflector, the sample is tilted at 19 degrees.
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Energy of the reflected laser pulse, Erefl , is measured using an energy meter located in the external
focal point of the reflector. A cutoff filter is placed in front of this energy meter for blocking the
plasma radiation. Energy of the laser pulse incident upon the sample, Einc , is measured using an
8%-beamsplittter and energy meter. Using this method, the hemispherical total reflectivity, R, (a
sum of specular and diffuse components of the reflected light) can be found as R = Erefl /Einc . The
laser fluence, F , incident upon the sample is varied by inserting attenuation filters and changing
the distance between the focusing lens and sample. The total reflectivity is studied in the range
of laser fluences between 0.1 and 100 J/cm2 . The reflectivity measurements were performed in air
of the atmospheric pressure. The sample was translated after each laser shot in order to expose
an undamaged surface area for the next laser shot. Along with the reflectivity measurements,
both surface damage and plasma formation thresholds are also determined. The surface damage
threshold is found as the lowest laser fluence resulting in a surface damage that can be discerned
under an optical microscope. The plasma formation threshold is determined by detecting the onset
of a bright violet flash from the irradiated spot [15] using a photomultiplier (PMT) with a filter
that blocks wavelengths longer 0.45 µm. The studied metals are mechanically polished bulk silver
and molybdenum.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The total reflectivity as a function of laser fluence in ablation of silver and molybdenum in air
of the atmospheric pressure is shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that the reflectivity of the studied
metals remains constant at low laser fluences. At these low fluences, the irradiated surface does not
undergo any surface damage and the reflectivity values are 0.92 and 0.62 for silver and molybdenum,
respectively. These reflectivity values agree with available table values of the room-temperature
reflectivity for mechanically polished surfaces [16, 17]. The plots of R(F ) in Fig. 2 show that the
reflectivity begins to decrease rapidly at a threshold fluence of 3.3 and 2.4 J/cm2 for silver and
molybdenum, respectively. These threshold fluences of a sharp reflectance drop coincide with the
measured plasma formation thresholds within the experimental uncertainty. In our study, the
plasma formation thresholds averaged over ten measurements were found to be 3.2, and 2.5 J/cm2
for silver and molybdenum, respectively. The values of the damage threshold were found to be
only slightly lower than those for the reflectivity drop. As can be seen in Fig. 2, as the laser
fluence increases further, the reflectivity drops (to about 0.17 and 0.11 for silver and molybdenum,
respectively) and then remains unchanged with further increasing fluence.

Figure 2: The total reflectivity of silver and molybdenum as function of laser fluence for ablation in
1-atm air.

Figure 3: Surface temperature of silver and molybdenum samples as function of time at the plasma
formation threshold laser fluence.

The above observations indicate the correlation between the reflectivity drop and plasma formation. In general, the reflectivity reduction can be caused by Drude’s temperature dependence of the
optical constants and absorption of laser light in a laser-induced plasma. In order to ascertain the
role of Drude’s temperature dependence of the optical constants on the reflectivity, we computed
the surface temperature, Tsurf , of the samples at the plasma formation threshold fluences using the
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following formula [18]
√ Zt
(1 − R) a
I(t − τ )
√
√
Tsurf (t) =
dτ + T0
k π
τ
0

where a is the thermal diffusivity, k is the thermal conductivity, I is the intensity of the incident
laser light, t is the time, T0 is the initial temperature, and τ is the integration variable. The
dependencies Tsurf (t) computed for Ag (R = 0.92, k = 410 W · m−1 · K−1 , a = 1.696 × 10−4 m2 /s)
and Mo (R = 0.62, k = 135 W · m−1 · K−1 , a = 5.263 × 10−5 m2 /s). The computed dependencies
Tsurf (t) are shown in Fig. 3, where it is seen that the maximum surface temperature is about 305 and
1865◦ C for silver and molybdenum, respectively. These surface temperature values are significantly
smaller than the melting points of studied metals (962 and 2617◦ C for silver and molybdenum,
respectively). To find out the role of the temperature dependence of the optical constants on the
reflectivity, we calculated the surface temperature, Tsurf , of the samples at the plasma formation
threshold fluences using the following formula derived in Ref. [18] for the case when the transverse
dimensions of the laser spot are large compared to the depth of heat diffusion during the time of
the laser pulse and the optical absorption coefficient of the irradiated material is large.
Modeling of the temperature dependence of the reflectivity for silver [19] showed that the reflectivity of silver slightly decreases as the temperature rises up to the melting point.
Therefore, the sharp reflectivity drop observed in our study cannot be explained by the temperature dependence of the optical properties. Our observation that the plasma formation thresholds of the studied metals are very close to their reflectivity drop thresholds leads us to believe
that the observed reflectivity drop is associated with a plasma shielding effect. The fact that the
plasma formation occurs in our experiment at a low surface temperature indicates that the surface
imperfections of the sample play an important role in inducing an optical breakdown. For example, surface micro/nanostructural defects commonly present on mechanically polished surfaces
can be locally heated to a high temperature due to plasmonic absorption [20–22] and plasmonic
nanofocusing [23]. These “hot nanospots” on cold (on average) surface can be sources of both
thermally ionized species and thermionically emitted electrons, which due acceleration through
inverse-bremsstrahlung mechanism can trigger an avalanche air optical breakdown. When the
plasma forms in front of the irradiated sample, the reflection and absorption of laser light by the
sample dramatically changes due to absorption of the laser light in the plasma. For ablation into the
background gas, the reflection/absorption of laser energy by the sample is more complicated than
in the vacuum due to generation of laser-supported absorption waves (laser-supported combustion
wave and laser-supported detonation wave) [24, 25]. Under these conditions, the reflection of the
laser beam occurs from a sample-plasma system [13]. Assuming negligible laser light scattering
from particulates ejected from the sample and negligible reflections at both air/air-plasma and
air-plasma/vapor-plasma boundaries, the laser beam reflection will occur as schematically shown
in Fig. 4. Although the plasma reduces the laser energy that arrives at the sample surface, it can
contribute to energy deposition into the sample through the transfer of a fraction of its stored
thermal energy to the sample [13, 15, 26].

Figure 4: Reflection of the laser pulse from the sample-plasma system: I(t) is the incident laser pulse
intensity; I(t)exp[−θ(t)] is the laser pulse intensity that arrives at the sample surface, here θ(t) is the total
optical thickness of the plasma; I(t)R(t))exp[−θ(t)] is the laser pulse intensity reflected from the sample
surface; I(t)R(t))exp[−2θ(t)] is the laser pulse intensity that comes out from the sample-plasma system.

Previously, a number of theoretical models that include the absorption of laser radiation in
the plasma produced by ablation into vacuum and background gas [27–34] have been developed.
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However, satisfactory understanding of reflection/absorption of the laser energy is still lacking and
the value of the laser energy absorbed by the sample actually remains a parameter of intuitive
choice. We believe that our experimental data can be useful for further advancing theoretical
models of the nanosecond laser ablation.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the total reflectivity of the mechanically polished Mo and Ag samples in ablation by
nanosecond Nd:YAG laser pulses in air of the atmospheric pressure is experimentally studied as a
function of laser fluence in the range of 0.1–100 J/cm2 . Our experiment shows that at laser fluences
below the plasma formation thresholds the reflectivity of the studied metals remains virtually
equal to the table room-temperature reflectivity values for mechanically polished surfaces. The
total reflectivity of the studied metals begins to drop at the laser fluence of the plasma formation
threshold. With increasing laser fluence above the plasma formation threshold, the reflectivity drops
sharply to a low value (to about 0.17 and 0.11 for silver and molybdenum, respectively) and then
remains unchanged with further increasing laser fluence. The computation of temperature of the
irradiated surface at the plasma formation threshold fluence shows that the surface temperature is
substantially below the melting point that indicates an important role of the surface nanostructural
defects in the plasma formation on the real sample due to their enhanced heating caused by both
plasmonic absorption and plasmonic nanofocusing.
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Abstract— The Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS)
and the Shallow Radar (SHARAD) are currently operating on Mars transmitting an HF chirp
signal to retrieve information regarding the Martian crust structure. An important task to be performed is the data inversion, i.e., the permittivity estimation of the detected subsurface layers. In
order to be properly performed, degrading effects on attenuation estimation and geometric term
correction have to be understood. This paper aims to simulate a few representative scenarios,
using the Finite-Difference Time-Domain formulation, pointing out the volume scattering influence on MARSIS and SHARAD data. Influence on both attenuation estimation and geometric
term correction will be discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

The inversion process proposed for the Martian south pole [1] relies on investigations performed
over flat areas selected according to the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data in order
to avoid surface clutter presence that could mask subsurface reflections. Power backscattered by
surface and subsurface interfaces is used to evaluate crust attenuation by means of a dual channel
analysis performed after compensating no flat geometries using Physical and Geometric Optics
backscattering models [2]. Nonetheless, both attenuation and geometry evaluation are strongly
influenced by volume scattering produced during the propagation in the crust. A one dimensional
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) simulator [3] has been implemented evaluating the volume
scattering influence on data inversion parameters for scenarios made up of parallel interfaces as
proposed by [4]. Power losses, anomalies on attenuation estimation and effects on pulses shape,
related to the geometric term correction, are discussed providing new criteria to select and correct
data to be used in the inversion process.
2. MARSIS AND SHARAD AS SUBSURFACE SOUNDING RADARS

The MARSIS instrument [5] is a low-frequency, nadir-looking, pulse-limited radar sounder using
unfocused synthetic aperture radar (SAR) techniques. The sounder operates in the 1.3–5.5 MHz
range over four frequency bands of 1MHz bandwidth. In order to acquire data with a sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio, MARSIS emits a 1 MHz bandwidth chirp signal of 250 µs duration. To prevent
the subsurface returns from being masked by the sidelobes of the first specular surface reflection,
Hanning weighting function was selected to reduce the sidelobes level. The expected ground penetration (depending on the composition of the crust) is 5 to 9 km. A typical frame showing power
returns from surface (Ps ) and subsurface (Pss ) interfaces is reported in Fig. 1, ∆τ can be used to
retrieve the layer thickness once its composition is known. The SHARAD instrument is similar to
MARSIS. It achieves a better vertical resolution using a 10 MHz bandwidth chirp signal of 85 µs
duration. The carrier frequency is 20 MHz. The expected ground penetration of the instrument is
1 km.
3. DATA INVERSION EQUATION

MARSIS data inversion is accomplished using the following equation [1]:
Ps fs
+ +KdB
Pss fss
! Ã
!#
¯
¯
·
¸"Ã
f1 |MHz
fs
fs
Ps ¯¯
Ps ¯¯
+
+
=
·
−
f1 |MHz − f2 |MHz
Pss ¯f1 fss
Pss ¯f2 fss

2
R12,z
− Γs = −

where KdB

(1)

2
where Γs is the surface Fresnel reflectivity R12,z
is the reflection coefficient of the interface at the
Ps
depth z, Pss is the surface to subsurface power ratio, ffsss is the ratio between the geometric correction
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terms, which deals with the geometric structure of the surface and the subsurface and KdB is the
attenuation between surface and subsurface when f1 = 4 MHz and f2 = 3 MHz. Similar equations
can be used on SHARAD data after having half-splitted the 10 MHz bandwidth obtaining the two
channels needed to evaluate the KdB term. An example of backscattering models from [2] can be
seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Typical MARSIS frame.

Figure 2: Backscattering vs. roughness (F ), for
fixed values of correlation length L, altitude H and
frequency f .

4. FDTD MODELING

The adopted 1D-FDTD algorithm divides the problem geometry into a spatial grid of cells where
electric and magnetic field components as well as constitutive parameters (like permittivity and
permeability) are placed at certain discrete positions in space and it solves Maxwell’s equations in
time at discrete time instances δt. The 1D-FDTD proposed to model the subsurface propagation
by [3] is the following:
h n+ 1
i
n+ 1
n+ 1
Ezn+1 (i) = Ceze (i) × Ezn (i) + Cezhy (i) × Hy 2 (i) − Hy 2 (i − 1) + Cezj (i) × Jiz 2 (i) (2)
n+ 12

Hy

n− 12

(i) = Chyh (i) × Hy

n+ 21

(i) + Chyez (i) × [Ezn (i + 1) − Ezn (i)] + Chym (i) × Miy

(i)

(3)

In particular, n denotes the current time step δt and i is the cell index on the one dimensional
grid having width δx. Ceze . . . Chym (i) account for the permittivity, permeability and conductivity
along the grid, their expression can be found in [3].
5. AIM OF THE PROPOSED WORK

In order to understand the volume scattering influence on the data inversion, the simulation of
scenarios having structures influencing PPsss ffsss is needed. Using a 1D-FDTD code is not possible to
simulate tilted layers, however, data inversion has been performed so far on a South Polar region
that is free of surface clutter according to MOLA data and do not present a significant power
contribution in lateral Doppler filters, that account for tilted layers [6]. So, the proposed simulations
will be focused on parallel layers. The reference scenario will be composed by air, ice (εr = 3.15),
basalt (εr = 8). The ice will extend for 2 km so reproducing the ∆τ ∼ 20 µs value registered by
experimental data. No attenuation (only real permittivity values are adopted) is considered for two
reasons: firstly, because south pole present some dust mixed with ice in the upper portion of the
polar cap that is supposed to not significantly attenuate the transmitted wave [4], and secondly,
starting from KdB = 0 the PPsss is required to be the same for the two channels, since the interfaces
are flat and not rough (that would introduce frequency dependency).
So, this choice would be useful to separate the volume scattering effect from the attenuation
effect, also underlining the impact on the attenuation estimation that volume scattering, considered
as created by layers in the ice that are unresolved by radar resolution, would wave on Ps and Pss .
Since experimental frames always present returns between those coming from the air/ice (Ps ) and
ice/rock (Pss ) interfaces (Fig. 1) is worth questioning in which cases such returns could drain
power modifying the Pss recorded level. Moreover, it not clear the volume scattering frequency
dependency since both channels share the same range resolution having equal bandwidth. As [4]
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pointed out, CO2 layers present in the first 10 m of the polar surface will influence the backscattered
power. In this case, MARSIS range resolution will not be able to reveal them maintaining the shape
of the surface response belonging to the ice layer. Finally, the degrading effect on the geometric
term correction will be shown.
6. SIMULATIONS

Simulations will reproduce MARSIS transmitted signal, similar considerations would be applicable to SHARAD once the 10 MHz bandwidth is half-splitted in two channels. FDTD stability is
guaranteed respecting the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition, which requires that the time
increment δt has a specific bound relative to the lattice space increments, such that δt ≤ δx/c while
20 cells per wavelength have been set to perfectly reproduce the propagating chirp spectrum. It
is important to underline that the√speed of light will be c 6= c0 in the various layers being dependent on their permittivity, c =c0 / εr . So, the CFL has been verified for both channels in case of
scenarios having permittivity values ranging from 1 (air) to 8 (rocks) finding the required pair (δt;
δx). Verifying such a CFL condition allows to propagate both 3 and 4 MHz channels in the above
mentioned reference scenario obtaining the same Ps /Pss value (2.66 dB as required by theory) and
verifying KdB = 0 as needed.
To explain volume scattering frequency dependency the reference scenario has been modeled
adding 2 groups of layers: the first group is composed by 2 × 50 m layers having permittivity
equal to 5 separated by 50m of ice while the second group is composed by 2 × 100 m layers of the
same permittivity spaced by 100 m of ice. In optics these structures are better known as periodic
stratified mediums. The simulated scenario and results are reported in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Reference Scenario including 2 groups of layers having εr = 5. Transmission and reception take
place in the air.

Layers extending more than range resolution, like the air/ice and ice/rock ones, are correctly
resolved by range compression at both channels. The εr = 5 layers having thickness below the
resolution are better evidenced, but not resolved, by the channel having a wavelength in the medium
shorter than their extension. As reported by Fig. 3 in the 3 MHz case, 2 × 50 m layers are totally
unresolved, as their extension is limited compared to both resolution and wavelength in the medium,
anyway, they continue influencing the basckscattered power. It is important to point out that, for
scenarios modeled under the assumptions made, frequency dependency arise whenever layers are
no more resolved by the radar resolution. Moreover, volume power backscattered by the stratified
medium is very high also introducing frequency dependency on Pss and so leading to a wrong
attenuation evaluation using (1).
The results obtained have been verified by a theoretical analysis of the reflection coefficient for
periodically stratified media, based on the formulation developed by [7].
Another important case to be inferred accounts for layers close to the air/ice and ice/basalt
interfaces. There is the possibility that their returns close to the interfaces could be visible before
applying the Hanning weighting and not after, so influencing the shape of the Ps , Pss in the weighted
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compression and consequently misleading the geometric correction algorithm as stated by [8] that
would tend to correct a flat-shaped interface return as a rough one, using the theoretical curves in
Fig. 2, so introducing an error in the data inversion equation. A scenario made adding two layers to
the reference scenario is reported in Fig. 4 showing the influence on the Pss shape after weighting.
A full analysis regarding such effect can be found in [8], for different values of permittivity and
thickness.

Figure 4: Pulse shape degradation due to rocky layers close to the ice/rock interface.

Moreover, taking into account the power reflection coefficient formula for a single interface:
µ
¶
n2 −n1 2
ρ2 =
(4)
n2 +n1
It is important to notice that some ambiguity can exists because of the exponentiation presence.
For instance, the pair of permittivity values [3.15, 2] brings to a reflection coefficient equal to 0.11
that is also the same given by [3.15, 5]. These two pairs could exist both in a real scenario. Running
two simulations adding, in the ice, a wide layer resolved by the radar resolution having εr = 2 for
the first simulation and εr = 5 for the second the same result is obtained (Fig. 5). It is worth
noticing anyway that no variation on Pss is evidenced cause the returns level is very low, 10 dB
from Ps and Pss . So, the inversion would bring to the same result of the reference scenario. In
Fig. 3, volume level was higher because of the periodic structures.

Figure 5: Example of ambiguous scenario.

As reported by [4], CO2 ice layers can be found in the upper part of the south polar icy crust.
The thickness of such layers is considered to be limited to a few meters. So, the pulse will not change
its shape but the power, Ps , could be influenced differently for MARSIS channels as indicated by
previous simulations. If a frequency dependency exists, attenuation estimation will be corrupted.
To assess such influence, the reference scenario has been modified introducing a 10 m CO2 layer
having real permittivity equal to 2.4 (as proposed by [4]) between the air-ice interface. FDTD
simulations have been verified by theory [9] reporting the results in Fig. 6. It is important to note
that the Ps value is clearly frequency dependent but Pss is not. Once again, the attenuation will
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be wrongly evaluated leading to a wrong data inversion. Since no periodic stratification is present
and the Pss pulse shape is not distorted, no clues of such effect will be found on experimental data
apart from the frequency dependency of the Ps . For this reason only data frames from flat surfaces
having the same power should be selected for data inversion.

Figure 6: CO2 superficial stratification influence on Ps .
7. CONCLUSIONS

Volume scattering influence on power backscattered by air/ice and ice/basalt interfaces has been
inferred using a 1D-FDTD simulator. Several scenarios have been simulated according to trends
reported by experimental data. Data inversion equation has been reported and the effect of volume
scattering has been discussed for both recorded power levels (Ps , Pss ) and attenuation estimation. Summarizing the obtained results, it seems clear that attenuation cannot be always correctly
evaluated. Effects on pulse shape influencing the geometric correction algorithm have been also
pointed out. A selection procedure should select experimental data frames having a volume level
around −10 dB from Ps and Pss in order to avoid a degrading influence on the Pss value and shape.
Moreover, assuming a flat surface for the area under investigation, Ps values at both channels shall
be the same, avoiding the presence of CO2 layers. Such constrains will surely increase the data set
stability for data inversion. The proposed simulator is fast and easily implementable representing
an important tool to support both the theoretical as well as experimental data analysis.
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Abstract— As consequence of the requirements of electronic equipment with IEC61000-4-3
standard, studies of immunity to radio frequency electromagnetic fields in Printed Circuits Board
(PCB) tracks must be developed, taking into account the geometry and configuration in order to
apply mitigation techniques induced currents. In this paper, a method for predicting the induced
current in PCB tracks of digital electronic systems is presented. The results of the prediction are
compared to measurements, which are very similar. This contribution may be used as a design
tool for electromagnetic compatibility compliance of immunity test in PCB.
1. INTRODUCTION

In electronic systems, numerous devices and different structures, such as: wire, cables, Printed Circuit Board (PCB) trace, chip pins, ground plane and others, can act as unintentional antennas in
the presence of electromagnetic energy of radio frequency (RF). The RF can be either radiated from
intentional or unintentional sources. The intentional sources can be: powerful radio transmitters,
wireless network devices (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth), mobile phones, PDAs, or intentionally generated for
malicious reasons. The unintentional sources can: natural sources (atmospheric, lightning, electrostatic discharges) or men made sources (all that are electrically operated) [1–3]. The unintentional
antennas can serve to couple RF energy into the core circuit. The RF energy that is coupled by the
system can induce unwanted currents, which cause various disturbances; this energy is an Electromagnetic Interferences (EMI), also called Radio Frequency Interference (RFI). On other hand, high
performance integrated circuits (IC’s), such as microprocessors, which have very small feature sizes
and are clocked at frequencies well into the GHz range while operating at reduced voltage levels.
Although this has improved the ability and performance of modern systems have also increased
their susceptibility to EMI radiated [4, 5]. The electrical charge required in transistor switching
decreases with relatively smaller IC feature size; this implies, that voltage levels required to make
the device to switch is reduced, making it easier to disturb the circuit with lower RF signal levels
(EMI). Also as switching speed of the IC’s increases and the supply voltage scales down, the noise
margin becomes smaller and they are more susceptible to EMI. All this allows external disturbances
to degrade the signal integrity more easily.
For the commercial part, that is the real world; it is said that a device, equipment or system
meets compliance assessment of Electromagnetic Compatibility, if their susceptibility to radiated
emissions not exceeds the strength electric field levels that in IEC 61000-4-3 [6] standard are
specified. However, since currently the integrated circuits operate at very low energy levels, the
standard IEC’s level allow EMI problems to be presented. It is absolutely clear that the devices,
equipment and systems with new technologies today have susceptibility levels are lower than those
set out in the standard [7]. Then is necessary to develop methodologies for predicting the induced
currents in PCB trace, which are the interference paths. This paper a method for predicting
the induced current in PCB traces of digital electronic systems is presented. The results of the
prediction are compared to measurements, which are very similar. This contribution may be used
as a design tool for electromagnetic compatibility compliance of immunity test in PCB.
2. EQUATIONS OF THE INDUCED CURRENT IN PCB TRACE

The susceptibility effects in PCB trace are related with electromagnetic field illumination, therefore,
the problem consists of describing the voltages and currents induced in the trace in terms of the
inducing field [8]. The current i = (z, t) at a point along a trace is defined, as the charge flow across
the cross section of the conductor at that point; and the voltage at that point. So, the induced
voltage v = (z, t), is defined for a horizontal line as the integral of the electric field along a vertical
trajectory from that point on the conductor to the ground or some reference point. The expression
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Figure 1: Printed circuit board trace.

that determines this phenomenon is the Faraday’s law, which can be applied to determine the
effects on a PCB trace, as shown in Figure 1. Then we have:
Z
Z
d
~
~
~ S
~
Edl = −
Bd
(1)
dt Sl
Cl
With the help of Figure 1 and Faraday’s law we have:
Za0

Zb
~ t d~l +
E

~ l dl +
E
a

Zb0

a

Za
~ l d~l+
E

0

b

~ t d~l = d
E
dt

Z
~ · ~an dS,
~
B

(2)

Sl

b0

where Et is the electric field transverse of the cross section in the xy-plane and El is the longitudinal
field along the surface of the conductors. In this processes, incidents phenomenon fields and of the
dispersed fields is presented. The incidents fields are generated by a source from a determinate
distance and the fields dispersed are due to induced currents in the conductors. The total field is
the sum of both fields, incidents and dispersed, therefore one have
~t = E
~ ti + E
~ tS ;
E

~l = E
~i + E
~ S;
E
l
l

~ =B
~i + B
~s
B

Since the currents are in the direction “z”, the potential can be determined by
Z a0
Z b0
S
S ~
S
~
~ S d~l
Vi (z, l) = −
El dl; Vi (z + ∆z, l) = −
E
l
a

(3)

(4)

b

As the PCB under study is a transmission line, the induced fields are reflected in the ends of the
line as voltages and currents, which can be determined by the telegrapher’s equations, which are:
∂V (z, t)
∂I(z, t)
+ RI (z, t) + L
= VF (z, t)
∂x
∂x
Then

Z
IF = −G

So that:

a

a0

∂I (z, t)
∂V (z, t)
+ GV (z, t) + C
= IF (z, t)
∂x
∂x
~ −C ∂
~ ti dl
E
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Z
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~
~ ti dl
E

~
~ i = 1 ~aβ ×E
~ i = E0 (hx~ax + hy~ay + hz~az ) e−j(βx +βy +βz ) ,
H
η
η

(5)

(6)

(7)

where
βx = −β cos θp ; βy = −β sin θp cos φp ; βz = −β sin θp sin φp
hx = − cos θE sin θp ; hy = cos θE cos θp cos φp − sin θE sin θp ;
hz = cos θE cos θp sin φp + sin θE sin φp .
Thus is satisfied that h2x + h2y + h2z = 1.
In the case of plane wave incident a PCB with a trace and ground plane, the image field can
be analyzed as a reflected wave. Then the voltage at the PCB is the sum of the fields generated
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in the trace and the ground plane. Considering that the incident and reflected field have the same
angle (Snell’s law), we have that the fields are
¡
¢
~ i = E0 eix~ax + eiy~ax + eiz~ax e−j(βx +βy +βz ) ;
E

¡
¢
~ r = E0 erx~ax + ery~ax + erz~ax ej(βx +βy +βz ) .
E

(8)

For case that the ground plane position is y = 0 the tangential fields are:
erz = −eiz = −ez ;

ery = −eiy = −ey

where ex = sin θE sin θp ; ey = − sin θE cos θp cos φp − cos θE sin θp ; ez = − sin θE cos θp sin φp +
cos θE cos φp .
Thus is satisfied that e2x + e2y + e2z = 1.
As the PCB under study is a transmission line, incident field components are in directions “x”
and “z”, since the component in y = 0, then their expressions are:
Eztotal = Ezi + Ezr = −2jE0 ez sin(βz x)e−j(βy y+βz z)

(9)

Extotal = Exi + Exr = −2jE0 ex sin(βx x)e−j(βy y+βz z)
Thus evaluating VF T (l) and IF T (l) we have:
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The current at the end of the transmission line is: I(0) = VF T (l)−Z
, where D = 10β[(Z0 Zs +
D
Z0 Zl ) cos(βs) + j(Z0 Zs + Z0 Zl ) sin(βs)].
Then the induced currents due incident fields is
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For low frequency we have
b
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2
2

where
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2π
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βs → 0,
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εr
c

As “bs” is the area that forms the trace and the ground plane, it has:
I=E

bs
bsZ0 β
=E·
2
Zs + ZL
Z0 (Zs + ZL ) + j(Z0 + Zs ZL )βs

(13)

3. RESULTS

The experimental part was carried out with a PCB with the dimensions specified in Table 1. The
measured and simulated response of the induced voltage on a PCB is shown in Figure 2. The
measurement was performed with a GTEM cell and simulation with SPICE. The applied electric
field was 3 V/m inside the GTEM cell.
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Dielectric constant of
the substrate εr = 4.7
Trace width
a = 2.22 mm
Trace length
l = 150 mm

substrate thickness
h = 1.58 mm
Trace thickness
t = 0.3508 mm
Impedance
Z0 = 50 Ω

Table 1: PCB dimension.

Figure 2: Voltage induced in a printed circuit board.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the results the ideal behavior is compared with measurement and simulation of a transmission
line exposed to an external electric field. In the graph of Figure 2, the simulated and measured the
overlapping, so that no difference is noted.Therefore is concluded that the model may be predict
the levels of induced electric field that can affect the behavior of a circuit, especially if it is digital.
This behavior is appropriate to analyze the signal integrity. It is also noted that the results of the
second order resonance, in the first instance give information of the decoupling of the transmission
line. With the first resonance can determine where the first decoupling occurs, which in this case
is outside the PBC, since coaxial cables of 0.6 m to capture the signal are used. This is the part of
the measurement system that is required to analyze in order to be completely sure of the effects.
According to the results the standard IEC 61000-4-3 is covered perfectly, since the induced field is
below of limits. The objective was achieved with develop of a model to predict the electric field
induced on PCB.
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Abstract— The paper describes minor modifications required of 3-phase voltage-source converters (VSCs) to accommodate the negative and zero-sequences of asymmetrical operation. It
also proposes the Individual-Phase Decoupled P-Q Control which has 2 independent degrees of
freedom for each of the 3 phases. They enable asymmetrical operation to be controlled from the
a-b-c frame without having to transform to the d-q frame and without having to use symmetrical
component concepts. The methods are applied to a D-STATCOM and the concepts are validated
by simulations using PSCAD/EMTDC.
1. INTRODUCTION

Existing methods, [1–5], of dealing with asymmetry make use of positive sequence and negative
sequence 3-phase decoupled P -Q control. In the Individual-phase Decoupled P -Q Control method,
it is not necessary to transform from a-b-c frame to the d-q frame and the equally abstract concepts
of symmetrical components is not used.
This convenience is made possible by developing fast response, single-phase phase-locked loops
(S-PLL) so that the in-phase and the quadrature components of the phase voltages are identified
to implement the 6 decoupled P -Q controllers (Pa∗ , Q∗a ), (Pb∗ , Q∗b ) and (Pc∗ , Q∗c ). Equally important
is the development of fast single-phase active power measurement (SPM) units so that Pa , Pb , and
Pc are measured for negative feedback control.
The methods are applied to a D-STATCOM which is tasked to equalize the complex power of the
sending-end side in spite of imbalance on the load-side. The concepts are validated by simulations
using PSCAD/EMTDC.
2. SWITCHING FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF ZERO SEQUENCE

If the VSC shown in Fig. 1 is required to accommodate the zero-sequence current, the mid-point
between the upper and lower buses has to be grounded so that the zero-sequence current can flow
to the ground. The mid-point voltage in Fig. 1 is labeled as vy (t).
Upper
Bus

Ua

+

vU( t)
-

iN ( t )
+

vL (t)
-

Cdc

ia (t)

ea (t)

iU (t)

LF

vy (t)

v a (t)
Filter

LF

Filter

LF

Filter

iL (t)
Cdc

La

Lower
Bus

Figure 1: Three-phase voltage-source converter.
2.1. DC-side Currents and Voltages

The insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) and anti-parallel diodes of each leg of the VSC in
Fig. 1 are assumed to be as ideal ON/OFF switches. The anti parallel diode enables bi-direction
current flow through the ON switch. The symbols U and L designate Upper and Lower respectively.
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The upper and lower bus currents are the sums of the current contributions from the 3 phases,
iU (t) = 0.5[(Sa (t) + 1)ia (t) + (Sb (t) + 1)ib (t) + (Sc (t) + 1)ic (t)]
iL (t) = 0.5[(Sa (t) − 1)ia (t) + (Sb (t) − 1)ib (t) + (Sc (t) − 1)ic (t)]

(1)
(2)

Note that applying Kirchhoff’s current law at the node of vy (t)
iN (t) = iU (t) − iL (t)

(3)

Equations (1) and (2) can be rewritten as:
iU (t) = iM (t) + 0.5iN (t)
iL (t) = iM (t) − 0.5iN (t)

(4)
(5)

iM (t) = 0.5[Sa (t)ia (t) + Sb (t)ib (t) + Sc (t)ic (t)]

(6)

where
From definition of the zero sequence current
i0 (t) =

[ia (t) + ib (t) + ic (t)]
3

(7)

From (7), iN (t) = 3 × i0 (t). The interpretation from (4) and (5) is: on admission into the VSC,
the zero-sequence current or neutral current after entering the VSC divide into two, 0.5iN (t), one
half flowing along the upper bus and the other half along the lower bus and merge again at the
mid-point of the buses.
2.2. Charging of dc Capacitors

The voltages across the upper and lower buses with capacitors of size C are based on the charging
equations:
dvU (t)
= iU (t) = iM (t) + 0.5iN (t)
dt
dvL (t)
Cdc
= iL (t) = iM (t) − 0.5iN (t)
dt

Cdc

(8)
(9)

Adding (18) and (19)
d[vU (t) + vL (t)]
= 2iM (t)
(10)
dt
From (10) it is clear that [vU (t) + vL (t)] is charged by 2iM (t) and is not affected by iN (t). On
the other hand, from (8) and (9) when iN (t) has a dc component, the average voltage of the upper
and lower buses become unbalanced.
Figure 2 shows the simulated voltages and currents in the dc side of the VSC under slight
imbalance whereas ripples from PWM switching have been filtered. Fig. 2(a) shows the currents
of the upper bus (see (4)) and the lower bus (see (5)) which contain 50 Hz components of the
zero-sequence and 100 Hz components of single-phase power. Fig. 2(a) also shows the 50 Hz neutral
current. Fig. 2(b) shows the bus-to-bus voltage [vdc (t) = vU (t) + vL (t)] (see (10)) which is a dc
constant with a 100 Hz ripple. But it is free of the 50 Hz of the zero-sequence current. Fig. 2(c)
shows a dc average together with 50 Hz and 100 Hz components in the voltages of the upper and
lower buses (see (8) and (9) respectively). In Fig. 2(c), the average voltages of the upper and lower
buses are not significantly imbalance because the zero-sequence is at the steady-state stage. In the
long term, the accumulation of dc off-sets in the zero-sequence current in transient events can cause
imbalance.
Cdc

3. DOUBLE FREQUENCY POWER IN VSC

Unless the double frequency components of individual single-phases ac power are cancelled by
symmetrical balance, they appear as a double frequency ripple riding on the constant dc voltage
in vdc (t). This has been attributed to the negative sequence but a correction needs to be made
because the double frequency pulsation is inherent in all single-phase power. Therefore, the zero
sequence voltage and current together also gives rise to the double frequency dc voltage ripple [9].
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Figure 2: DC-side voltages and currents: (a) currents of upper and lower buses and neutral; (b) bus-to-bus
voltage [vdc (t) = vU (t) + vL (t)]; (c) voltages of upper and lower buses.

In Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM), the fundamental component of the pulsed
voltage at the terminal of the a-phase of the VSC is:
va (t) =

ma (t)vdc (t)
2Vtr

(11)

where ma (t) is the modulating signal and Vtr is the peak of the triangle carrier. In view of the
double frequency fluctuation in the dc link voltage, vdc (t), the output voltage is no longer the
linearly amplified form of the modulating signal ma (t).
If the control signal of the a-phase of the VSC is MSP W M −a (t), the linear amplifier property of
the VSC is restored by measuring vdc (t) and modifying the modulating signal as:
ma (t) =

MSPWM -a (t)Vdc-REF
vdc (t)

(12)

va (t) =

MSPWM -a (t)Vdc-REF
2Vtr

(13)

With this compensation

As this technique is well known and widely applied since [11] for example, no further elaboration
is necessary.
4. INDIVIDUAL-PHASE DECOUPLED P-Q CONTROL
4.1. Single-phase Decoupled P-Q Control

The original time functions of the a-phase voltage and current are:
va (t) = ImVa ej(ωt+θV -a ) = Va sin(ωt + θV -a )
ia (t) = ImIa ej(ωt+θI -a ) = Ia sin(ωt + θI -a )

(14)
(15)

Phasor representations of them are:
V¯a = Va ejθV -a = Vpa + jVqa
I¯a = Ia ejθI -a = Ipa + jIqa

(16)
(17)
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where the subscripts p and q are respectively the in-phase and in-quadrate components of the
sinusoidal time-varying components of voltage and current.
By definition, the complex power is:
S¯a = Pa + jQa = (Vpa + jVqa )(Ipa − jIqa )

(18)

When a single-phase phase-locked loop (S-PLL) is synchronized to the a-phase voltage waveform,
using of the S-PLL which acquires (ωt+θV -a ) as reference for the sinusoidal time-varying functions,
the phasor representation of (16) simplifies to:
V¯a = Vpa
Continuing to use the S-PLL, by injecting a controlled current of the a-phase as
¡ ∗
¢
∗
∗
− jIqa
I¯a = Ipa
the controlled complex power is

¡ ∗
¢
∗
Pa∗ + jQ∗a = Vpa Ipa
− jIqa

(19)
(20)
(21)

The symbol (*) is used to denote a control variable.
In order to arrive at the controlled complex power of (21), the S-PLL generates the in-phase
function sin(ωt + θV -a ) and in-quadrature function cos(ωt + θV -a ). Active power Pa∗ and the
∗ and I ∗ to sin(ωt + θ
reactive power Q∗a control of the a-phase consists of multiplying Ipa
V -a ) and
qa
cos(ωt + θV -a ) respectively to form the control signal
∗
∗
MSPWM -a (t) = Ipa
sin(ωt + θV -a ) − Iqa
cos(ωt + θV -a )

(22)

Although the voltage-source converter (VSC) outputs voltage pulses, a variety of methods, such
as “dead-beat control” which make use feed forward and feedback, are available so that (35) is
implemented.
Decoupled control of the complex powers for b-phase (Pb∗ , Q∗b ) and c-phase (Pc∗ , Q∗c ) are also
∗ , I ∗ ) and (I ∗ , I ∗ ) to the in-phase and in-quadrature functions generachieved by multiplying (Ipb
pc qc
qb
ated by the S-PLL of the b- and c-phase respectively.
5. SINGLE-PHASE MEASUREMENT UNITS
5.1. Single-phase Phase-locked Loop (S-PLL)

Figure 3(a) is the schematic of the S-PLL of this paper. The R-L-C notch filter [12], shown in
Fig. 3(b), eliminates the double frequency component in the output of the “detection stage” of
the phase-locked loop. The components L and C are tuned to eliminate the double frequency
2f0 = 100 Hz. R is designed to ensure that there is sufficient attenuation of of frequencies at
2f0 (1 ± 0.05) Hz. This is because the line frequency is allowed deviation of 5%. The Bode diagram
of the magnitude in Fig. 4(a) shows that attenuation below −25 dB at 5% deviation can be designed
using the notch filter. Unlike a low pass filter in traditional S-PLL, the high frequency end of the
spectrum is kept intact and therefore the speed of response is fast. The simulation of Fig. 4(b)
shows that the response to step change is well within 10 ms.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3: (a) Single-phase PLL based on a notch filter; (b) notch filter.
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Figure 4: Notch filter. (a) Frequency response; (b) step response.
5.2. Single-phase Active Power Measurement

Instantaneous active power is measured by electronically multiplying v(t) × i(t) and removing the
double frequency term by a notch filter as illustrated in Fig. 5.
-

a

+ ZTa

b

+ ZTb

SLb =PLb+jQ Lb

ZLb

+ ZTc

SLc = PLc+jQ Lc

ZLc

ZLa

SLa =PLa +jQ La

v(t)
Notch
Filter

-

P

iN(t)
-

i(t)

Figure 5: Active power measurement.

c

iN(t)

Figure 6: 3-phase network.

6. IMPLEMENTATION OF INDIVIDUAL-PHASE DECOUPLED P -Q CONTROL

Figure 8 shows a balanced 3-phase ac voltage source at the sending-end connected to unequal load
impedances ZLa , ZLb , ZLc by balanced transmission-line impedances (ZT a , ZT b , ZT c ). The complex
powers of the loads, S̄La , S̄Lb , S̄Lc , are unequal. The neutrals of the wye (Y) connections aregrounded so that there is zero-sequence current under imbalance. The transmission line impedances
are large so that there is voltage droop at the point of common connection (PCC).
The complex powers can be equalized by redistributing the active powers of the unequal loads,
PLa , PLb , PLc , between the transmission lines so that each transmission line carries the average

1
3

1
vdc (t )

Figure 7: Block diagram decoupled P -Q control of the a-phase.
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Figure 8: System of simulation test.

power of the 3 loads, Pave , that is:
Pave =

PLa + PLb + PLc
3

(23)

This can be accomplished by a complex power compensator. The compensator injects IndividualPhase complex powers at the PCC:
∗
∗
S̄Ca
= PRDa
+ jQ∗Ca
∗
∗
S̄Cb
= PRDb
+ jQ∗Cb
∗
S̄Cc

=

∗
PRDc

+

(24)

jQ∗Cc

where
∗
PRDa
= PLa − Pave
∗
PRDb = PLb − Pave
∗
PRDc
= PLC − Pave

(25)

Because the total active power for compensator always is zero, here, a system such as a DSTATCOM can be considered as complex power compensator.
The Q-control (Q∗Ca , Q∗Cb , Q∗Cc ) of each phase of the D-STATCOM is used to regulate the output
ac voltage magnitude at the PCC.
Figure 9 shows the function blocks leading to the SPWM input of the a-phase of the DSTATCOM: MSPWM -a (t) of (22) and ma (t) of (12). The function blocks of the b-phase and the
c-phase are similar. The following blocks are common to all the three phases: (i) the computation
of the average load active power, Pave , (23); (ii) the formation of the loss of the D-STATCOM,
∗
Pdc
-loss ; (iii)0 the compensation of the dc voltage ripple by multiplication of (Vdc-Ref /vdc (t)) (located
between MSPWM
-a (t) and MSPWM -a (t)); (iv) Balancing the DC bus voltages.
The ac voltage magnitude Va is compared with the ac voltage reference. The error after passing
∗ which is multiplied to cos(ωt+θ
the proportional-integral gain (P-I) block becomes Iqa
V -a ) (obtained
from the S-PLL) to form one component of MSPWM -a (t).
In P-control, the average active load power Pave of (23) (formed from SPM measurements of
the active powers of all the phases at the load side) is applied as one component of active power
∗
reference. The other component is Pdc
-loss , the active power required to replenish ohmic losses
of the D-STATCOM so as to regulate the bus-to-bus voltage at Vdc-REF . The combined power
∗
line power PSa and the error after passing
reference (Pave + Pdc
-loss ) is compared with transmission
∗ which is multiplied to sin(ωt + θ
a proportional-integral gain (P-I) block becomes Ipa
V -a ) to form
the other component of MSPWM-a (t).
MSPWM-a (t) is multiplied by [Vdc-Ref /vdc (t)] to compensate for the dc voltage fluctuation (see
(26)). Finally, the zero-sequence signal ibal (t) (see (21) to (23)) is added to balance the dc voltages
of the upper and lower buses .
7. VALIDATION BY SIMULATIONS

A continuous simulation test (0.0 s ≤ t < 6.0 s) has been conducted on the system of Fig. 8 with
the D-STATCOM of Fig. 1. Originally, Circuit Breakers CB-C is closed and CB-D is open. Loss of
a load is simulated by opening CB-C during 4.0 s ≤ t < 5.0 s. The simulation results are chosen to
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Figure 9: Simulation results before and after t = 4.0 s. (a) ac voltages; (b) ac currents; (c) negative sequence
current at the source side; (d) zero sequence current at the source side; (e) upper and lower bus voltages.

show that voltages and the currents of the transmission lines are balanced at the Point of Common
Coupling (PCC). Implicitly, the balanced voltages and currents imply balanced active and reactive
powers of the three phases. The active and reactive powers of the individual phases are balanced.
7.1. Simulation Test Results

At t = 4.0 s, CB-C is opened to simulate loss of the load, Zb . Figs. 9(a) and (b) show the voltages
and currents. The transmission line currents decrease because the source voltages supply power
to only 2 of the 3 load impedances. In order to high-light the fast response (transient duration
about 80 ms), the negative-sequence and the zero sequence of the- currents are computed from the
simulated currents and displayed in Figs. 9(c) and (d). Fig. 9(e) displays the upper vU (t) and lower
vL (t) dc bus voltages proving that scheme for Balancing the DC buses in Fig. 9 is successful.
8. CONCLUSIONS

The paper has described modifications by which the 3-phase voltage-source converter is suited to
interface with the ac power system under asymmetrical operating conditions. Analysis is presented
to show how the zero-sequence passes through the VSC and how dc capacitor voltage imbalance
due to the zero sequence is eliminated by negative feedback. A compensation scheme is applied to
counter the double frequency voltage pulsation across the dc buses. The method of Individual-Phase
Decoupled P -Q Control enables both symmetrical and asymmetrical operation to be controlled from
the straight forward a-b-c reference frame, without the need to use the complication of symmetrical
component analysis.
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Abstract— Non uniform transmission lines are extensively used as impedance-matching sections in microwave circuits. Non uniform transmission lines are widely examined in the literature
with the pioneering works [1–3]. In this work, exponential tapered microstrip line are realized
by the microstrip lines with the exponentially tapered widths and a robust design optimization
procedure is put forward to match a complex load to a given another complex impedance within
a bandwidth.
In the first stage of the design procedure, a cost effective 3-D SONNET-based Support Vector
Regression Machine (SVRM) model of the microstrip line is completed. The 3D EM-based SVRM
microstrip model provides the accurate and fast characterization of the equivalent transmission
line in terms of the characteristic impedance Z0 and the dielectric constant εeff within the continuous domain of the microstrip width W, substrate parameters (ε, h) and in the work the input
variable domain is defined by {0.1 mm ≤ w ≤ 4.6 mm, 2 ≤ εr ≤ 10, 0.1 mm ≤ h ≤ 2.2 mm,
2 GHz ≤ f ≤ 14 GHz} in an efficient manner. In the modeling process, the substantial reduction (up to 64%) is obtained utilizing sparseness of SVRM in the number of expensive fine
discretization training data with the negligible loss in the predictive accuracy using the quasiTEM microstrip synthesis formulas as the coarse model that allow to identify the regions of the
design space requiring denser sampling.
The impedance transformation of anexponential tapered microstrip transmission segment in the
differential length ∆` with the variable Z0 (x) and εr (x) is formulated in the second stage. The
total length of the transmission line `, the governing parameter α of the exponential variation
and maximum value of the width are determined as output of the Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO). The objective of the PSO is to minimize the magnitude of the difference between the
desired and input impedances over a defined bandwidth.
In the final stage of the work, a worked example is presented which is design of input matching
network of a low-noise amplifier using the exponential tapered microstrip line.
1. INTRODUCTION

Exponential tapered microstrip linesare widely used in radio frequency and microwave circuits. In
this work, a microstrip line with exponentially tapered widthis used as a matching section for given
impedance along the required bandwidth. The problem is set an optimization problem where the
optimization variables are the length `, the governing parameter α of the exponential variation
and maximum value of the width wmax and the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm
is used a search and optimization tool within the problem domain. Furthermore, a cost effective
3-D SONNET-based Support Vector Regression Machine (SVRM) model of the microstrip line is
employed to provide the accurate and fast characterization of the equivalent transmission line in
terms of the characteristic impedance Z0 and the dielectric constant εeff within the continuous
domain of the microstrip width w, substrate parameters εr , h and in the work the input variable
domain is defined by {0.1 mm ≤ w ≤ 4.6 mm, 2 ≤ εr ≤ 10, 0.1 mm ≤ h ≤ 2.2 mm, 2 GHz ≤ f ≤
14 GHz} in an efficient manner [4]. In the modeling process, the substantial reduction (up to 64%)
is obtained utilizing sparseness of SVRM in the number of expensive fine discretization training
data with the negligible loss in the predictive accuracy using the quasi-TEM microstrip synthesis
formulas as the coarse model that allow to identify the regions of the design space requiring denser
sampling.
The impedance transformation of the microstrip segment in the differential length ∆` which can
be assumed as uniform, is formulated using its variable Z0 (x) and εeff obtained from the output of
the SVRM model in the next section. The total length of the transmission line `, the governing
parameter α of the exponential variation and maximum value of the width wmax are determined
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using PSO provided that the input impedance is equal to the given impedance along the required
bandwidth.
Finally, a low-noise amplifier is designed with input and output matching circuits made up
exponentially tapered microstrips and the resulted gain, noise input mismatching characteristics
are analyzed and AWR simulation is also given.
2. MICROSTRIP MATCHING CIRCUITS

Exponential tapered microstrip lines are quite often used as impedance transformers, resonators and
filters at microwave frequencies. These have the advantages of broader band impedance matching
when used as impedance transformers and larger rejection bandwidths when used as resonators and
filters.
2.1. Modeling of Matching Network with Exponentially Tapered Line

For a dissipation less uniform transmission line with characteristic impedance Z0 load impedance
ZL and input impedance Zin at a distance ` to the load can be calculated from
Zin
ZL + jZ0 tan(βx)
=
Z0
Z0 + jZL tan(βx)

(1)

On the other hand impedance of an exponentially tapered microstrip transmission line would be
a function of distance x. Therefore characteristic impedance becomes Z0 (x). The characteristic
impedance distribution of the exponentially tapered transmission line (Fig. 1) may be represented
by
w(x) = wmax e(−αx)
½
ZL
x=0
Zin (wi , x) =
Zin (wmax , α, `) x = `

(2)
(3)

If one assumes the line has uniform characteristic impedance Z0 (wi , x) = const. over the incremental distance ∆x and line width wi then using (1)
Zin + ∆Zin
Zin (wi , x, fi ) + jZ0 (wi , x, fi ) tan[β(wi , x, fi )]
=
Z0 (wi , x, fi )
Z0 (wi , x, fi ) + jZin (wi , x, fi ) tan[β(wi , x, fi )]

(4)

where Zin (wi , x) + ∆Zin is the input impedance of the microstrip line with the width wi and the
length ∆x at the x position loaded by Zin (wi , x). Transformation from the microstrip geometry
and the substrate to the equivalent line parameters of Z0 , εeff is made by the cost effective 3D SONNET-based Support Vector Regression Machine (SVRM) model of the microstrip line [4].
Thus the cost of the PSO optimization process can be defined by the minimum of the following
function:
m
X
Cost = minimum |Rin (Wmax ,α, `, fi )−Rinreq (fi )|+|Xin (Wmax ,α, `, fi )−Xinreq (fi )| i=1, 2, . . . ,m (5)
i

As it is seen in Fig. 2 algorithm will use the input variables and data to start the SVRM network in order to obtain Z0 and εeff values for ∆xi ; i = 1, 2, . . . N (Number of segments) segments
Zo (0) = Z1
Zo( ) = Z2

Zo(x)

Wmax

ZL

Z in (W, )
Zin(X)
0

Figure 1: Characteristic impedance distribution of the exponentially tapered microstrip transmission line.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of design optimization of the exponentially tapered microstrip matching section
with the cost-effective 3D EM-based support vector microstrip model.

corresponding to α and wi ’s, then this current set will be updated by using Particle Swarm Optimization method till the final α and w’s of the exponential tapered microstrip line satisfies the
required impedance values. Thus, the total length of the transmission line `, the governing parameter α of the exponential variation and maximum value of the width wmax are determined as output
of the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). The objective of the PSO is to minimize the difference
between magnitudes of the desired impedances and the impedances values obtained from SVRM
model over the defined bandwidth.
3. WORKED EXAMPLE

In this part of the work, it is aimed to design an exponentially tapered line structure for design
of a matching circuit for application in 11–13 GHz bandwidth with the certain impedance values
that had been shown in Table 1. Designs variables will be used as input variables for optimization
algorithm and the values of optimization variables will be given as input for SVRM network in order
to acquire the best exponentially tapered line structure parameters for our matching problem. For
worked example purpose, NE3511S02 is selected as a high technology low-noise transistor in the
front-end amplifier design. The impedance values that had been shown in Table 1 are obtained
from performance characterization [5] of the selected transistor for the desired bandwidth while
GT req = 12 dB, Vin = 1.5 and F = 0.7 dB, the substrate that had been used for our design is
R03006 (εr = 6.15, H = 1.28 mm, tan δ = 0.035) for the microwave amplifiers. The parameters and
their values that had been used during our designing process can be given as follow, Zs = ZL = 50 Ω,
differential length ∆` = `/100, variables length 1 mm < ` < 10 mm, governing parameter α of the
exponential variation 0.01 < α < 1, maximum value of the width 0.1 mm < w < 10 mm.
In Table 2 the w, ` and α values of the designed input and output matching circuit for our
worked example are shown. In Fig. 3 the layout of the designed matching circuits are presented.
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Also in Fig. 4 the impedance variation of the designed structures that obtained from proposed
algorithm for input and output matching circuits are shown and compared with the results from
the performance characterization results in AWR environment.
The full circuit, including all the parasitic and matching/biasing/stabilizing networks, was initially simulated using AWR. The performance figs, based on this simulation, are presented in
Figs. 5(a), (b). The LNA shows a Transducer power gain (S21 ) of 12 dB, noise-figure (NF) of
Table 1: Desired goals of the microstrip tapered matching circuits for the LNA.
Load Impedance of Input Matching
Network ZLIM C (Ω)
Target
PSO+
Target
PSO+
RL
SVRM RL
XL
SVRM XL

Source Impedance of the Output
Matching Network ZSOM C (Ω)
Target
PSO+
Target
PSO+
RS
SVRM RS
XS
SVRM XS

11

24,9523

12.33

20,6699

19.01

21,5704

21.01

12
13

f
(GHz)

23.69

13,9367

23,6061

22.79

11,0415

11.2

19,9586

17.67

14,0143

17.06

22,5549

22.105

8,04718

10.06

19,7733

16.75

6,66023

14.76

Table 2: Parameters of the input and output matching exponentially tapered microstrip lines.
Section
Input Matching
Output Matching

wmax (mm)
5.98
3.675

wmin (mm)
1.71
2.897

` (mm)
3.284
1.895

α
0.381
0.126

α = 0.126
α = 0.381

mm
Wmax=3.675

Wmin = 2.897mm

Wmax= 5.98 mm

Wmin = 1.71mm

=1.895 mm

=3.284 mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Exponentially tapered microstrip lines. (a) Input matching. (b) Output matching.
Imaginery Empedance Values of Exponetially Tapered Line

Real Empedance Values of Exponetially Tapered Line
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Figure 4: Exponentially tapered microstrip lines. (a) IMC: ZLIM C (Ω). (b) OMC: ZSOM C (Ω).
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Figure 5: (a) Return loss & transducer gain. (b) Noise figure.

0.85 dB, input return loss (S11 ) of less than −15.0 dB in the frequency range of 11–13.0 GHz.
4. CONCLUSION

In this work, an exponentially tapered microstrip microwave matching circuits for an amplifier
design which all the necessary parameters describing for the microstrip lines can be obtained from
the output subject to the potential performance of the employed transistor. Geometry of the
~ , ~`, α are used as the Design Variables
exponentially tapered microstrip lines on a substrate W
within their technological limitations and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is utilized as the
optimization tool. At the end of a speedy optimization process, the targeted performances are
~ , ~`, T, εr , H, tan δ} applicable by the microstrip line technology.
caught by the solution spaces {W
Besides proposed design method is verified by the circuit simulators.
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Abstract— In this paper, the Space Gravity Optimization (SGO) algorithm is presented as
a new meta-heuristic optimization tool to determine Feasible Design Target Space (FDTS) for
a microwave amplifier subject to the potential performance of the employed transistor. In this
optimization problem, the search space is four-dimensioned consisting of the real and imaginary
parts of the source and load terminations of the transistor and the position of each asteroid gives
the candidate solution. Asteroids with the less cost values will have a higher amount of masses
than the others. In this algorithm, the speed and acceleration of the asteroid having the maximum
amount of the mass will be assumed to be equal to zero while other asteroids with lesser masses
will be forced to have accelerations and speeds due to the gravity field of the heaviest asteroid.
This results in change the coordinates and the costs of the asteroids. Thus, the solution space
of the problem domain will be searched until the iteration reaches to its maximum value or the
cost value of the heaviest asteroid is equal or less than the required cost value. In the final part
of the work, the proposed SGO approach is implemented to determine. The FDTS of a selected
microwave low noise transistor and the numerical results will be compared with their analytical
counterparts [1]. Furthermore performance of the SGO algorithm is compared with those of the
Particle Swarm Optimization [2], Honey Bee Mating optimization algorithms [3] and advantages
and disadvantages are concluded.
1. INTRODUCTION

One of the recently proposed nature inspired intelligence algorithms that have shown great potential
and good perspective for the solution of highly nonlinear engineering optimization problems is the
Space Gravity Optimization algorithm that had been proposed by Ying-Tung Hsiao and his team
in [8]. In this method, dimension of the search space is equal to the number of the optimization
variables and the position of each asteroid corresponds to the candidate solution of the problem.
In each iteration mass of each asteroid is taken to be equal to the inverse of its cost, thus the
asteroid with the minimum cost will have the maximum amount of the mass and its acceleration
and velocity will be assumed to be equal to zero in each Galaxy. Thus this asteroid will apply the
gravitational force to the rest asteroids resulting in changes in their masses due to change in their
positions. The solution corresponding to the asteroid with the maximum mass within the universe
consisting of the galaxies will be outputted as the final solution.
In this work, the SGO algorithm will apply to solve the highly nonlinear performance equations
of the transistor to determine the source and load terminations for the maximum gain GT max
constrained by the required noise Freq and input VSWR Vinreq .
In the next section, the objective of the problem will be established by giving the performance
equations; the third section will give the SGO algorithm, the worked example takes place in the
fourth section, the paper end the conclusions.
2. THE FEASIBLE DESIGN TARGET SPACE

The FDTS consists of the (Noise Figure F , Input VSWR Vin , Maximum GT max ) triplets and
the corresponding source ZS max and load ZL max impedances depending on the operation point
(VDS , IDS , f ) of the device. Here F , GT and Vin are given by the following nonlinear equations,
respectively:
F = F (ZS ) = Fmin +

Rn |ZS − Zopt |

2

|Zopt |2 RS

4RS RL |z21 |2
|(z 11 + ZS )(z22 + ZL ) − z12 z 21 |2
¯
¯
¯ Zin − ZS∗ ¯2
1 + ρin
¯
¯ ≤ 1
= Vin (ZS , ZL ) =
, where ρin = ¯
1 − ρin
Zin + ZS ¯

(1)

GT = GT (ZS , ZL ) =

(2)

Vin

(3)
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The physical realization conditions which must be satisfied by the ZS and ZL terminations can be
given as
½
¾
z12 z21
> 0,
<e {Zin } = <e z11 −
(4)
z22 + ZL
½
¾
z12 z21
<e {Zout } = <e z22 −
> 0,
(5)
z11 + ZS
F ≥ Fmin , Vi ≥ 1, GT min < GT ≤ GT max
(6)
The objective of the optimization is to minimize the following cost function:
n
Cost = minimum e− a GT (RS ,XS ,RL ,XL ) + b |F (RS , XS ) − Freq |
o
+c |Vin (RS , XS , RL , XL ) − Vinreq |

(7)

where GT , F , Vin are given by the Eqs. (1), (2), (3), respectively and (4), (5), (6) can be considered
as the constrained which should satisfied by the (ZS , ZL ) solution pairs. In (7), a, b and c are the
weighting coefficients which are chosen during the process by trial.
3. SPACE GRAVITY OPTIMIZATION

In this section of the work, the Space Gravity optimization method with its parameters for our
optimization problem will be explained. The SGO algorithm can be described as in following steps.
3.1. Define Input Parameters

Input data consists of the two parts: The first part is the input data of the problem which are the
scattering and noise parameters of the selected transistor; the second part includes the user-defined
parameters of the algorithm.
The first part consists of the Scattering and Noise parameters of the selected transistor.
The second part includes the user-defined parameters of the algorithm:
-

The Maximum iteration number or the index of galaxy NGA
The Maximum number of coordinate change NUPGR
The number of the asteroids NAST
The jth coordinate parameter of the i’th asteroid Xij
The Velocity of the ith asteroid for jth parameter Vij
The Acceleration of the ith asteroid for jth parameter aij
Range of detection rd
Strength of the gravity field G

3.2. Define the Fitness and the Constraints of the FDTS problem

Fitness of the FDTS problem is given by Eq. (7) with this inequality constraints are given by
Eqs. (3)–(5).
3.3. Define the Galaxy and Its Asteroid Population

In this algorithm you can simply think we will search whole universe for the biggest object. Since
the universe (solution space) is incredibly huge, it will be wise to divide the universe in to the
smaller parts which we name galaxies. In SGO each iteration step will be consider as a galaxy
where it will have a certain number of asteroid population (NAST ) as it shown if below:
"
#
"
#
Galaxy1
AST1
Galaxy2
AST2
U niverse =
Galaxy =
(8)
GalaxyNGA
ASTNAST
Each asteroid will have a coordinate set for its own
ASTi
RL
Rs
XL
XS

=
=
=
=
=

(RL , RS , XL , XS )
C1 rand(.)
C2 rand(.)
C3 rand(.) − C4 rand(.)
C5 rand(.) − C6 rand(.)

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
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C1,2,3,5 are the upper and C4,6 is the lower boundary constrain for problem.
3.4. Finding the Heaviest Asteroid in Galaxy

As its said before each asteroid Eq. (10) will have a certain cost value of itself
n
CostASTi = e−aGT (RSi ,XSi ,RLi ,XLi ) + b |F (RSi , XSi ) − Freq |
+c |Vin (RSi , XSi , RLi , XLi ) − Vinreq |}

i = 1, 2, . . . , NAST

(14)

Algorithm will sort the entire asteroid population in the galaxy by the cost value of them. The
asteroid with the biggest mass ASTB will be taken as an object with no velocity and acceleration
in the center of that galaxy while all other asteroid will have a random velocity and acceleration
as it shown in Eqs. (15), (16)
Vij = C1 rand(.), VBj = 0
aij = [Costi − Costi (j + rd)] + [Costi (j − rd) − Costi ] i = 1(RL ), 2(RS ), 3(XL ), 4(XS ) (15)
3.5. Updating the Coordinates of the Asteroids of A Galaxy

Since each of smaller asteroids in previous step has an acceleration and velocity for itself, their
coordinates will have to change accordingly to these values as follows:
Vij = Vij + G ∗ aij i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , NAST
xij = xij + Vij j = RL , RS , XL , XS

(16)
(17)

After this algorithm will recalculate all the asteroids in the galaxy in case of that any of the smaller
asteroids might have a better value that the current biggest asteroid in that case the newer biggest
asteroid will be selected and all the previous steps will be repeated again and again until the
upgrading attempts reach NUPGR number of times for the selected galaxy. In the end the biggest
asteroid will be registered as the center or the star of that galaxy.
3.6. Finding the Heaviest Asteroid in the Universe

In previous step, it is mentioned that there will be a star or a center for each galaxy. In this step
algorithm will sort all these stars according to their cost values and will chose the star with the
smallest cost value as the center of universe or the best solution for our optimization problem.
3.7. Stopping Criteria

If any star from the galaxy population has an equal or less cost value from the required cost value
or the number of Galaxy/iteration had reached to its maximum value NGA algorithm will stop the
search and take the best star as the center of the universe.
4. WORKED EXAMPLE

In the worked example, SGO is applied to gain maximization subject to Fmin (f ) and Vireq with
respect to the input and output terminations for the transistor NE3512S02 in an operation frequency
band of 2–18 GHz. In Fig. 1 Gain value of the selected transistor that had been obtained via
numerical methods and the results from SGO algorithm for different values of Vin with DC bias of
2 V 5 mA had been showed. As it is seen in Fig. 1 the results of analytic methods are same with
the results from SGO algorithm which shows the high performance of SGO algorithm.
Table 1: Benchmarking results of the algorithms.
Algorithm

Obtained Minimum Cost Value

HBMO
SGO
PSO

0.02
0.2
0.1

Execution Time (sec)
for Best Result
93
77.5
85

Iteration for Best Result
21
23
21
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[ Freq = Fmin, Vinreq=1.5, GTreq = GTmax ]
20

18

19

16

18

14

17

12

16

Gain (dB)

Gain (dB)

[ Freq = Fmin, Vinreq, GTreq = GTmax ]
20

10
Vin= 1
Vin= 1 SGO
Vin= 1.2
Vin= 1.2 SGO
Vin=1.5
Vin= 1.5 SGO
Vin= 1.85
Vin= 1.85 SGO

8
6
4
2
0

2

4

6

8
10
12
Frequency (GHz)

14

16

2V
2V
2V
2V
2V
2V

5mA
5mA SGO
10mA
10mA SGO
20mA
20mA SGO

15
14
13
12
11
10

18

Figure 1: Gain Variations for different Vin values
for 2 V, 5 mA.
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12
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Figure 2: Gain Variations for different bias conditions.

[ Freq = Fmin, Vinreq=1.5, GTreq = GTmax ]
2V
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0.9
0.8
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6
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4

100
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Cost

Noise (dB)

0.7
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1
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0
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Figure 3: Noise Variations for different bias conditions.
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Figure 4: Cost and Calculation Time variation for
iterations.

5. CONCLUSION

SGO is an algorithm which is as simple as PSO and simpler than the HBMO. In the other hand,
it uses less memory compared to the other algorithms in our application. As it seen in Figures 1–4
and Table 1, SGO algorithm can find a cost value near to the global minimum cost value much
faster than the other algorithms, and it can be concluded that this time difference can be used to
increase the accuracy by a simple the local optimizer.
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Impact of Uncompensated Ionospheric Distortions on MARSIS Data
Marco Restano, Giovanni Picardi, and Roberto Seu
Department of Information, Electrical and Telecommunication Engineering (DIET)
University of Rome, “Sapienza”, Italy

Abstract— The Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS)
currently operating on Mars needs a fine ionospheric correction in order to deliver products useful
for geological investigations. Ionosphere influence can be assessed using a new approach based
on the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The proposed work aims to underline the
errors introduced by a not perfect knowledge of the ionospheric electron density profile on the
chirp signal range compression. Such effect has a great impact on the data inversion process that
aims to estimate the permittivity of the subsurface detected interfaces.
1. INTRODUCTION

MARSIS provided products useful to visualize the subsurface structure of the Martian crust. Another important goal to be pursued is the data inversion [1], that is the evaluation of the permittivity
values associated with the subsurface detected layers. Data inversion is accomplished by evaluating, via a two channels approach, quantities related to crust attenuation, surface and subsurface
geometry and power scattered by the detected interfaces. The final product delivered after SAR
processing is highly dependent on the ionosphere compensation. Not perfectly compensated data
would provide erroneous power levels and a wrong geometric interpretation jeopardizing the entire
data inversion process. So far, ionosphere phase related distortions have been theoretically modeled using the Chapman density function [2]. They introduce an S/N and a side lobe level (SLL)
degradation after matched filtering along with a delay and a pulse shape distortion [3].
The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method can be used to study the propagation of
MARSIS chirp signal into a plasma modeled according to a desired electron density profile adding
a new important benefit to the simulation methods available to understand GPR signals in this
context. A 1D-FDTD code is enough to model both plasma and collision frequencies. The implemented simulator discretizes the wave equation using finite differences and models the plasma
according to the approach suggested by [4] that perfectly matches the distortions evaluated by [5].
2. IONOSPHERE CHARACTERIZATION

So far, the Chapman model has been used to compensate MARSIS data approximating the ionosphere electron density profile using the relation described by Equation (1) that represents a reasonable approximation, valid only for single ionospheric layers [6]:
µ µ
µ
¶¶¶
1
z − z0
z − z0
N (z) = N0 exp
1−
− exp −
(1)
2
L
L
where N0 is the maximum electron density, z0 is the altitude at which N = N0 and L is the
width of the layer. Recent studies [6, 7] regarding Martian ionosphere propose the electron density
profiles reported in Figure 1. The main layer, labeled M2, is produced by photo-ionization of carbon
dioxide molecules, the most abundant atmospheric constituent, and by solar extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) photons. The M2 layer can be adequately represented as a Chapman layer (Figure 2).
Several other processes can create additional plasma layers at lower altitudes. First, a less dense
layer, called M1 layer is found at 100–110 km altitude, 20 km below the M2 layer. Some plasma in
the M1 layer is produced by photo-ionization by solar soft X-rays, but the majority is produced by
electron impact ionization. Since the solar soft X-ray spectrum is very variable, the properties of the
M1 layer are also extremely variable. The layer is significantly enhanced during solar flares. Second,
a layer attributed to meteoroid influx is sporadically present around 85 km altitude. Third, the
precipitation of high-energy particles, such as cosmic rays and solar energetic particles, can produce
plasma at altitudes below the M2 layer. This layer, made up of electrons produced by energetic
particle precipitation, is known as ‘EP’ layer. The nightside and the dayside ionosphere differ
significantly due to the absence of ionizing solar irradiance on the nightside. Only the Meteoric
and EP layers are expect to be present on the nightside.
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Figure 1: Main features and forcings associated with
the ionosphere of Mars [6].

Figure 2: Chapman model fitting on experimental
data [6].

The experimental data reported in Figure 2 are acquired by MARSIS during ionosphere sounding
operations. A signal passes through the ionosphere, experiencing attenuation and phase distortion,
only if the transmitted frequency is higher than the ionosphere plasma frequency related to the
electronic density by the formula:
p
fp (z) = 8.98 Ne (z)
(2)
The ionospheric sounder [8] operates at altitudes greater than 800 km in a mode that sweeps the
entire 0.1–5.5 MHz range. During the ionospheric sounding, the transmitter sends a 91 µs tone at
127 pulses per second rate. Reflected pulses, having frequency components below the local plasma
frequency, reveal the plasma frequency value at a certain height (Figure 2).
It is important to remark that lower electron density layers (M1, meteoric, EP) located below
the Chapman modeled M2 layer will not be discovered by MARSIS because the M2 layer will mask
them having an higher plasma frequency and so reflecting the wave prior that such layers can be
reached by the propagating signal. Since Chapman model used so far to compensate MARSIS data
is valid only to approximate a single ionospheric layer, experimental data could be influenced by a
not perfect compensation especially on dayside when multilayered electron densities profiles similar
to the one reported in Figure 1 are present.
3. FDTD IONOSPHERE MODELING

The adopted 1D-FDTD algorithm divides the problem geometry into a spatial grid of cells where
electric and magnetic field components as well as constitutive parameters (like permittivity and
permeability) are placed at certain discrete positions in space and it solves Maxwell’s equations in
time at discrete time instances δt. The 1D-FDTD proposed to model the ionosphere propagation
by [4] is the following:
h
i
0
0
0
Pzn (i) = Pzn−2 (i) + 2δt ε0 ωp2 (i)Ezn−1 (i) − υc Pzn−1 (i)
(3)
¤
(cδt)2 £ n−1
Ez (i + 1) − 2E n−1
(i) + Ezn−1 (i − 1)
z
2
δx
i
c2 δtµ0 h 0 n
0
Pz (i) − Pzn−2 (i)
−
2

Ezn (i) = 2Ezn−1 (i) − Ezn−2 (i) +

(4)

where P is the electric polarization, E is the electric field, ωp2 = Ne e2 /(ε0 me ), υc is the collision
frequency accounting signal absorbtion, n denotes the current time step δt and i is the cell index
on the one dimensional grid having width δx. This approach, based on vector wave equation has
~ is not present in the vector wave
the advantage that only one grid is required for calculation (H
formulation) saving the memory requirement.
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4. MARSIS AS A SUBSURFACE SOUNDING RADAR

The MARSIS instrument [8] is a low-frequency, nadir-looking, pulse-limited radar sounder using
unfocused synthetic aperture radar (SAR) techniques. The sounder operates in the 1.3–5.5 MHz
range over four frequency bands of 1 MHz bandwidth. In order to acquire data with a sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio, MARSIS emits a 1 MHz bandwidth chirp signal of 250 µs duration. Moreover,
to prevent the subsurface return from being masked by the sidelobes of the first specular surface
reflection, Hanning weighting function was selected to reduce the sidelobes level. The expected
ground penetration (depending on the composition of the crust) is 5 to 9 km. A typical frame
showing power returns from surface (Ps ) and subsurface (Pss ) interfaces is reported in Figure 3,
∆τ can be used to retrieve the layer thickness once its composition is known.
5. AIM OF THE PROPOSED WORK

Ionosphere [9] affects the propagating signal introducing attenuation and phase distortion that
lead, after matched filtering, to an S/N loss, a pulse widening and to an increase of sidelobe level.
The degrating effect is higher as the frequency components approach the plasma frequency. Higher
plasma frequency values are recorded on dayside reaching a 2.5 MHz value while a maximum of
1 MHz is recorded during nightside. An example of ionosphere related distortion after matched
filtering is reported in Figure 4. The adopted ionosphere compensation procedures are based on
the Chapman model described in Figure 2. Recently evaluated ionospheric profiles suggest a more
complex ionospheric behavior including several layers, especially at dayside (Figure 1). The goal of
this work is to simulate the dayside propagation using the recently discovered ionospheric profiles
evaluating the influence of M1, Meteroid and EP layers located below the M2 layer, that is the only
layer correctly compensated by the Chapman model. This analysis will assess the eventual need
of another compensation scheme to be adopted on MARSIS data. An application on experimental
data will be provided.

Figure 3: Typical MARSIS frame.

Figure 4: Ionosphere distortion effects on a chirp
compression [9].

6. SIMULATIONS

Since a theoretical analysis is considered, there is no need to reproduce the exact ionosphere thickness. One-way phase distortions are evaluated. Attenuation analysis can be found in [6]. FDTD
simulated dayside electron density profiles are modeled according to those based on Mars Express
Radio Science Experiment (MaRS) data recently proposed by [7] and having excellent accuracy.
MARSIS higher channels (3, 4 and 5 MHz) are simulated applying Hanning weighting as on MARSIS data. FDTD stability is guaranteed respecting the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition,
which requires that the time increment δt has a specific bound relative to the lattice space increments, such that δt ≤ δx/c while 20 cells per wavelength have been set to perfectly reproduce the
propagating chirp spectrum.
Among the various profiles proposed by [7], only the most recurring ones have been selected
to be reproduced in the FDTD analysis over a length of 100 km (scale 1 : 3). They are reported
in Figure 5. In the first profile, ‘M2’ (10% of cases), the topside electron density decrease with a
single scale height. In the second, ‘M2+TOP’ (25% of cases), the topside electron density decrease
with a two scale heights. In the last one, ‘M2+TOP+M1’ (25% of cases), the M1 layer is added
including the effects of Meteoric and EP layers. So, MARSIS channels have been simulated by
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transmitting a 1 MHz chirp bandwidth. Upon receiving, the range compression has been performed
without applying any compensation scheme to underline the distortion, that is evaluated as the
−4 dB additional widening with respect to the reference undistorted compression. An example of
both compressions is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 5: Simulated ionospheric profiles from [7].

Figure 6: Loss of widening for each simulated scenario.

Simulations results are reported in Figure 6. As can be easily seen, the 3 MHz channel is the
most distorted because of its proximity to the maximum plasma frequency value (around 2.5 MHz),
similarly the 5 MHz is slightly distorted being the farthest. On daytime, MARSIS operates using
two channels (4 and 5 MHz) to avoid being severely distorted by the ionosphere. Proposed results
show that top layer influence is very limited being its plasma frequency very low with respect to
the transmitted carriers while M1 influence may represent an issue, especially at 4 MHz. Since
compensation schemes based on Chapman model, that can be approximated by a Gaussian function [6] or by a uniform layer [3] for simplicity, only take into account the M2 layer, having the
topside electron density decreasing with a single scale height, there is the possibility that both double scaled height layer and M1 layer will not be perfectly compensated, leading to a rough range
compression that will impact on the data inversion dataset in terms of power recorded from the
detected interfaces (Ps , Pss ), pulses shape (that is related to the geometric correction) and distance
between the recorded reflections related to subsurface layers thickness (∆τ ).
Nighttime profiles could present some residuals of the M2/M1 layers while the Meteoric/EP
layers continue to be present as on daytime. Considering the nighttime ionospheric profiles proposed
by [10] it is possible to adopt a compensation based on 3 layers of uniform shape, so having a
constant plasma frequency over the extension of each layer. The first layer models the topside, the
second one the M2/M1 residuals while the third will model the Meteoric/EP layer. In Figure 7,
such compensation is compared with the official MARSIS L2 data level for the nighttime frame 124
orbit 2632, tuning layers extension and plasma frequency values to reach the maximum contrast
(defined as the standard deviation on the mean value) on signal compression, as required by the
ionosphere compensation procedure [3]. Surface and subsurface peaks show the same width in the
2 cases while different thicknesses and subsurface power levels, related to ∆τ and Pss respectively,
can be seen.
Since the contrast value obtainable using the 3 layers approach has almost the same value as
the L2 reference it is worth questioning which trend is the more accurate since differences could
not be negligible for data inversion.

Figure 7: Compensation schemes comparison.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Starting from the recently proposed ionospheric density profiles an analysis has been performed
using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to assess the ionosphere influence on experimental data involved in the data inversion process. Dayside ionosphere induced degradation
on pulse shape has been analyzed for MARSIS 3, 4 and 5 MHz channels. A possible compensation
scheme has been proposed using nighttime acquired data from the Martian south pole, a surface
clutter-free region presenting frames suitable for data inversion. Next works will focus on the
eventual need to include this compensation in selecting data for the inversion process.
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Subsurface Geometry Influence on Radar Returns in the Orbiting
Ground Penetrating Radar Context
Marco Restano, Giovanni Picardi, and Roberto Seu
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Abstract— The Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS)
and the Shallow Radar (SHARAD) are low frequency, pulse limited ground penetrating radars
selected to investigate the Mars subsurface as payloads of the ESA Mars Express and NASA
MRO missions respectively. Radar echoes coming from both surface and subsurface are strongly
affected by geometry. The proposed work aims to produce a theoretical analysis for the various
scenarios of interest, evaluating the impact on the data inversion process that aims to estimate
the dielectric constant of materials composing the different detected sub-superficial interfaces.
1. INTRODUCTION

MARSIS [1] and SHARAD [2] primary scientific objective is to map the distribution and depth
of water reservoirs in both liquid and solid forms in the upper kilometres of the Martian crust.
MARSIS is a low-frequency (0.1–5.5 MHz) nadir-looking pulse limited radar sounder and altimeter with ground penetration capabilities. Taking into account the ionosphere plasma frequency,
MARSIS operates using the following carrier frequencies: 1.8, 3, 4 and 5 MHz. The transmitted
bandwidth is equal to 1 MHz providing a vertical resolution of about 150 m in the air. Among
the available sounding configurations, the SS3 subsurface sounding mode has been selected using
two frequency channels to investigate the Martian crust returning data in 3 separated Doppler
filters. The SHARAD instrument is similar to MARSIS achieving a better vertical resolution using
a 10 MHz bandwidth chirp signal of 85 µs duration over a 20 MHz carrier frequency. The expected
ground penetration is 5 to 9 km for MARSIS and 1km for SHARAD depending on crust composition. A MARSIS typical frame showing power returns from surface (Ps ) and subsurface (Pss )
interfaces is reported in Figure 1, ∆τ can be used to retrieve the layer thickness once its composition is known. Figure 2 reports a typical SS3 dual channel frame, a collection of such frames, over
a stationary area, is needed to perform the data inversion process.

Figure 1: Typical MARSIS frame.

Figure 2: Typical SS3 dual channel frame.

2. DATA INVERSION EQUATION

The data inversion process [1] aims to estimate the dielectric constant of materials composing the
different detected interfaces by the evaluation of values of permittivity that would generate the
observed radio echoes. The data inversion equation has been described by the following relation:
2
R12,z
− Γs = −

with
KdB|f1

f1
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2
where Γs is the surface Fresnel reflectivity, R12,z
is the reflection coefficient of the interface at the
depth z, Ps /Pss is the surface to subsurface power ratio, fs /fss is the ratio between the geometric
correction terms, which deals with surface and subsurface geometry and KdB is the attenuation
between surface and subsurface when considering the 4 MHz and 3 MHz channels (as in Figure 2).
MARSIS data inversion aims to estimate the parameters in (1) in order to deduce the subsur2
face dielectric constant by the R12,z
of the detected interfaces, being the power ratio Ps /Pss and
∆Ps /Pss given by observations and Γs by other instruments on previous missions to Mars. The
same procedure can be adopted using SHARAD data once its 10 MHz bandwidth is half-splitted in
two channels. Mars polar regions are the most suitable to perform data inversion showing plenty of
sub-superficial structures. Polar areas are mainly composed of ice (pure or mixed with rock dust),
with the possible presence of superficial stratifications including CO2 [3].

3. BACKSCATTERING MODELS

Taking into account the classical studies on the validity conditions of the backscattering models,
the Kirchhoff theory can be used to estimate the backscattering contribution for gently undulating
surfaces (large scale model) while the Small Perturbation Method can be applied to slightly rough
surfaces (small scale model). From a statistical point of view [4], the surface height can been
modelled as a Gaussian random process, where σh1 is the surface RMS height. Under the hypothesis
of Kirchhoff approximation the average scattered power at time τ has been computed for the large
scale model by taking the average of the product of the scattered electric field with its complex
conjugate:
1
hEs (τ )Es∗ (τ )i = Γs (θ) 2 cos2 θ (Pc (τ ) + Pnc1 (τ ) − Pnc2 (τ ))
(3)
4h
where h is the distance from the radar to the mean surface, θ is the angle of incidence, Pc is
the coherent (specular) scattering component and Pnc1 (τ ) − Pnc2 (τ ) = Pnc (τ ) is the non coherent
(diffuse) scattering component. In particular:
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Both Pc (τ ) and Pnc (τ ) depend on the normalized project roughness F =
√
cτp 1+2F
2
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and the surface

parameter β given by β =
where c is the speed of light, k is the
wave number, Bw is the bandwidth, τp = 0.37/Bw , m√
s is the rms slope related to the correlation
length L and the roughness σh1 by the relation ms = 2( σLh1 ).
This closed form describing the average scattered power has been derived assuming a Gaussian
correlation coefficient and a Gaussian pulse spectrum which corresponds to a Gaussian shape of
the compressed pulse.
Imposing MARSIS signal parameters, L = 2 km, H = 350 km and f = 4 MHz the backscattering
is reported for several σh1 (F parameter) in Figure 3. It is important to consider the shape variation
from the Gaussian one (F ≤ 0.01) related to a flat geometry as the roughness increase (F ≥ 0.01).
4. FDTD MODELING

The adopted FDTD algorithm [5] divides the problem geometry into a spatial grid of cells where
electric and magnetic field components as well as constitutive parameters (like permittivity and
permeability) are placed at certain discrete positions in space and it solves Maxwell’s equations in
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Figure 3: Backscattering models.

time at discrete time instances. Maxwell formulation is reported in the following form:
~
~ = ε δE + σeE
~ + J~i
∇×H
δt
~
~ = −µ δ H − σ m H
~ −M
~i
∇×E
δt

(5)
(6)

which is composed by two vector equations taking into account conduction and impressed components. Each equation can be decomposed into 3 scalar equations for the 3D space including time
and space derivatives. To run the FDTD algorithm, the time and space derivatives are approximated by finite differences. Afterwards, a set of equations is constructed in order to calculate the
values of fields at a future time instant from the values of fields at a past time instant, therefore, a
time marching algorithm that simulates the progression of the fields in time is obtained. The full
formulation can be found in [5].
Convolutional perfectly matched layer (CPML) has been adopted to absorb evanescent waves
while the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition has been verified for all the permittivity values
adopted in the simulated scenario to guarantee the stability of the simulation. 20 cells per wavelength have been set to perfectly reproduce the propagating chirp spectrum. Near Field-Far Field
transformation has been implemented according to the formulation proposed by [6] along with the
scattering field formulation, so reproducing a plane wave entering the simulated scenario.
5. THE PROPOSED SIMULATIONS

3D simulations are considered. Since high processing resources are required, both chirp signal and
scenarios have been designed to guarantee accurate results while limiting the simulation times. The
backscattering model introduced in (3) has been considered to reproduce in FDTD a correlation
length of 1 m and a roughness ranging from 0 (flat geometry) to 6.4 m over a 70 m by 70 m surface.
The emitted waveform is a chirp signal having 50 µs duration and 4 MHz bandwidth over a 6 MHz
carrier. It is transmitted over a plane wave entering the scenario and received in the air at Far Field
after the propagation in the crust. Afterwards, chirp compression is performed along with Hanning
weighting as on MARSIS/SHARAD data. The reference attenuation-free scenario is composed by
air, CO2 and ice. It is important to carefully set the layers depth in order to respect the chirp
resolution in the crust (related to wave speed in the medium) avoiding the overlapping of both
surface and subsurface responses which would bring to a distorted shape [7]. Consequently, a depth
of 150 m has been set for both CO2 and ice layers.
Both chirp signal and surface/subsurface geometry have been designed according to (3) in order
to always receive a Gaussian pulse shape that decreases its power level as the roughness increases
(like for F < 0.01 in Figure 3). This assumption, possible to be found in experimental
¯ data, will
¯
¯
Ps ¯
clarify another degrading effect being non-attenuating (so frequency independent: Pss ¯ = PPsss ¯ )
f1

f2

materials (CO2 /ice) simulated. It is important to underline that the attenuation given by (2) is
null for such materials only if both surface and subsurface are flat ( ffsss = 0) or perfectly roughness
compensated. So, flat geometry also implies frequency independency.
Two groups of simulations are proposed, considering the roughness presence only on surface
or subsurface. Band splitting has been implemented to underline the roughness-related frequency
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dependency. The first group of simulations, regarding a rough surface and a flat subsurface, is
reported in Figures 4–5 for Ps and Pss respectively. Ps (Figure 4) decreases for increasing roughness
as predicted by (3) while frequency dependency arises with increasing roughness as reported by the
band splitting trends. The H-BAND (6–8 MHz) is more influenced by roughness, having shorter
wavelengths, than the L-BAND (4–6 MHz). Pss decreases (Figure 5) as Ps , being slightly influenced
by the surface roughness on its way back to the receiver, but frequency dependency is very limited
as reported by the band splitting analysis. The second group of simulations, regarding a flat surface
and a rough subsurface, is reported in Figures 6–7 for Ps and Pss respectively. Ps value (Figure 6) is
stable and frequency independent in all the simulations being the surface flat. Pss value (Figure 7)
shows a frequency dependency similar to the one reported in (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Rough surface and flat subsurface — Ps .

Figure 5: Rough surface and flat subsurface — Pss .

Figure 6: Flat surface and rough subsurface — Ps .

Figure 7: Flat surface and rough subsurface — Pss .

Reported values are valid only for a qualitative analysis, such as the parameters used to model
the proposed scenario. However, even though MARSIS frames can be roughness compensated
using Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data as proposed by [7], no information regarding the
Martian subsurface geometry is available apart from the returns recorded in the 3 available Doppler
filters accounting for the sub-superficial layers tilt [8]. So, data inversion should be based on frames
in which frequency dependency is very limited or null, that would indicate no layer attenuation
and no roughness for both surface and subsurface. Otherwise, even the Gaussian pulses related to
the non-attenuating simulated scenario would not be reliable because such pulses could be wrongly
associated to flat geometries, and the frequency dependency to the attenuation presence, misleading
the data inversion process based on (1).
6. CONCLUSIONS

A 3D-FDTD simulator has been proposed to qualitatively analyze the degrading effects introduced
by surface and subsurface roughness on data inversion performed by radars like MARSIS and
SHARAD on a specific class of frames.
The analysis evidenced the possibility that frequency dependency introduced by a rough surface/
sub-surface could be interpreted as layer attenuation being pulse shape related to a rough geometry
not always modified with respect to the Gaussian one related to a flat geometry.
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A 2D-FDTD simulator could be implemented to reproduce Martian scenarios at the scale needed
by MARSIS and SHARAD but it would only allow a surface geometry compensation because no
information regarding the subsurface geometry is available.
Since a full compensation of data is not obtainable, the only possibility to perform a reliable data
inversion lies in an accurate frames selection that should discard trends showing severe frequency
dependency in the two channels.
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Consequences of Electromagnetic Stimulation on Hydraulic
Conductivity of Soils
A. Farid, S. Azad, J. Browning, and E. Barney-Smith
Boise State University, USA

Abstract— Hydraulic conductivity is a measure of the rate at which water flows through porous
media. Because of the dipole properties of water molecules, any electric field can affect hydraulic
conductivity. In this study, the effect of radio-frequency (RF) waves on hydraulic conductivity is
investigated. This is important both for the geophysical measurement of hydraulic conductivity
as well as remediation using electromagnetic waves. Bentonite clay and sandy samples are tested
in rigid-wall, cylindrical permeameters and stimulated using a CPVC-cased monopole antenna
vertically centered in the permeameters. The permeameters are encased within RF cavities
constructed of aluminum mesh in order to prevent interference from outside and to confine the
RF wave to the medium. Falling-head and constant-head tests are performed to measure the
hydraulic conductivity of the clayey and sandy soil samples, respectively. The results show a
correlation between the change in the hydraulic conductivity and the characteristics of the RF
stimulation. The change is, however, different for sandy and clayey soils.
1. INTRODUCTION

The use of RF waves can enhance various transport mechanisms within soils. Research in the
food industry has proven that an RF electric field can enhance diffusion and the mass transfer
rate [1]. During other research on the use of RF waves to enhance soil remediation [2], the authors
realized the hydraulic conductivity was altered. The hydraulic conductivity of a saturated soil is
dependent on the unit weight and viscosity of the permeant fluid (in this case water) as well as
on the intrinsic permeability of the porous media, which is in turn dependent on the pore- and
grain-size distribution as well as porosity. The hydraulic conductivity is also a function of the level
of water-saturation in the medium [3]. Understanding the relation between RF stimulation and
hydraulic conductivity could have a broad use in geoenvironmental and geotechnical applications
such as contaminant remediation in soils, grout injection, and landfill-liner design.
2. METHODOLOGY

To experimentally model the effect of RF waves on hydraulic conductivity, a series of bench-top tests
was conducted using rigid-wall permeameters. In this work, the permeameters were customized to
measure the change in the hydraulic conductivity due to an RF wave launched into the medium
contained within the permeameter. A vertical monopole probe is used to measure the electric
field within the experimental setups. The laboratory-scale setup was modeled using COMSOL
Multiphysics software, and the simulated electric field was validated against the experimentally
measured Z component of the electric field.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Rigid-wall, cylindrical permeameters were prepared using acrylic and CPVC material to prevent
interference with the RF wave. Figure 1 shows schematics of the setups. The permeameter used
for the clayey sample has a diameter of 152 mm and a height of 190 mm, containing soil samples of
76 mm in length (L). The entire body of the permeameter is contained within a 200-mm × 200mm × 230-mm RF cavity constructed of aluminum mesh. The permeameter was filled with soil
in three layers, each 2.54 cm (1 in.) thick, until it filled the desired 76 mm (3 in.) length of the
soil sample (L). The water used for this test was deaerated and deionized. The effect of RF
waves on the natural water existing in the environment can be different. However, at this stage
of the study, a controlled environment is necessary. It is understood that the cations existing
in the clay structure can be washed away by the flow of deionized water with a volume equal to
multiple times the sample’s void volume. Nevertheless, repeated flow through the same clay sample
during the preliminary experiments did not show any sudden change in the hydraulic conductivity.
Deaerated water was used to eliminate air entrapment in the soil when the flow direction was
changed downward to study the RF effect while flow direction was varied.
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Sand experiments are similar to clay experiments, except the size of the sample is different. The
permeameter for the sand experiment had a diameter of 100 mm and length of 250 mm, containing
soil samples of 150 mm in length (L). In order to measure the flow rate, Q (m3 /s), water flowing out
of the plastic drainage tube was collected in a 500-mL graduated cylinder at measured durations,
t.
The monopole antenna, used to launch RF waves, was made of an RG8 coaxial cable with
50 mm of its conducting shield stripped, cased within a CPVC tube, submerged into the medium.
A continuous-wave (CW) RF signal was generated using an Agilent Model # E4400B signal generator and amplified using an amplifier (RF Lambda Model # 100LM8, manufactured by Amplifier
Research). The entire system (i.e., antenna, soil medium, and cavity) was impedance matched with
the 50-Ω amplifier using a matching network. The matching network consists of two two-gang variable capacitors built in a BUD box (an aluminum box to contain the EM waves). The impedance
measurement was performed using an Agilent N9320A vector network analyzer.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Schematic of rigid-wall, cylindrical permeameter (dc : soil sample diameter, L: length of soil sample)
designed for EM stimulation of: (a) clayey samples, (b) sandy samples, and (c) schematic of instruments
and setup.
4. SUMMARY AND RESULTS
4.1. Bentonite Clay Sample, Falling-Head-Test [4]

The RF stimulation was conducted on the Bentonite sample with a 30-W input power carried out
within 3 consecutive days. The tests were implemented at frequencies of 80, 94, and 153 MHz.
Pre-stimulation, the hydraulic conductivity was allowed to stabilize to values roughly between
0.75×10−7 cm/s and 1.1×10−7 cm/s, typical of clay [5]. During the first half hour of RF excitation,
the stimulation (dashed line in Figure 2(a)) caused a sharp decrease in the hydraulic conductivity
through the clay. The reduction of k in this period of stimulation was different for each frequency.
At 153 MHz, the permeability of the sample decreased from 1× 10−7 cm/s to about 2.6× 10−8 cm/s,
a reduction to 1/4 of the initial unstimulated hydraulic conductivity. The sharp decline in k
at the frequencies of 80 and 94 MHz were about 4/5 and 1/2 of the initial unstimulated values,
respectively. RF stimulation (dashed lines) was continued about 6 hours in each cycle. Right
after the sharp reduction in k, some degree of relaxation occurs during the stimulation. The
frequency of 153 MHz results in a much larger reduction of k compared to the other two frequencies.
This could be related to the resonance and radiation pattern at this frequency and relaxation
mechanisms of water molecules in response to RF waves. In other words, cavities of various sizes,
and in turn various resonant frequencies, are necessary to truly evaluate the RF-frequency effect —
independent of cavity size and corresponding resonance — on hydraulic conductivity. Termination
of RF stimulation (solid lines in Figure 2(a)) caused an increase to a value greater than the average
pre-stimulation hydraulic conductivity of the clay sample, referred to as rebound. This rebound
relaxes after 10–12 hours.
To evaluate the effect of the RF power and electric-field intensity on the reduction of the clay
sample’s k, the stimulated experiment was replicated at 153 MHz but at three power levels (10, 20,
and 30 W). The experiment was continued for 33 hours. In each cycle of RF stimulation from on
(dashed lines) to off (solid lines), the duration of the stimulation was constant, and the RF power
level was gradually reduced in subsequent cycles. Figure 2(b) reveals that higher electric-field
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intensities result in larger reductions in the permeability. Figure 2(b) also shows the average stable
value of k versus the RF power. It appears that the reduction in the average hydraulic conductivity
of the clay sample will be smaller at lower RF power. The power level of 30 W achieves the most
reduction in the clay permeability, to 2/5 of the initial value.
4.2. Sand Sample Constant-Head Test [6]

The RF stimulation was conducted on the sand sample with a 20-W input power carried out within
60 hours. The test was implemented at a frequency of 153 MHz. Pre-stimulation, the hydraulic
conductivity was allowed to stabilize to a value roughly at 2.19 × 10−4 cm/s (Figure 3), typical for
sand [5]. During the first hour of RF excitation, the RF stimulation (dashed lines in Figure 3) caused
an increase in the hydraulic conductivity through the sand. In the first cycle of the stimulation,
the permeability increased from 2.19 × 10−4 cm/s to about 2.5 × 10−4 cm/s, an increase of 14%. RF
stimulation was continued about 20 hours in each cycle. Within 5 hours after the sharp increase in
k, some degree of relaxation occurs during the stimulation. Termination of RF stimulation (solid
lines of Figure 3) caused a sudden decrease in the hydraulic conductivity until it stabilized at its
typical value of k, after about 5 hours. It took about 15 hours for the unstimulated hydraulic
conductivity to stabilize at typical k values. Then a second cycle of RF stimulation started with
similar results.

Time (hours)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Change in hydraulic conductivity at a constant frequency of 153 MHz and power levels of 30, 20, and 10 W (solid line:
unstimulated; dashed line: RF-stimulated) and (b) average change in
hydraulic conductivity versus RF power level.

Figure 3: Variation of hydraulic
conductivity of a sand sample under RF stimulation, power output
of 20 W (solid line: unstimulated;
dashed line: RF-stimulated) at a
frequency of 153 MHz.

5. EXPERIMENTALLY VALIDATED SIMULATION

Acquiring the full 3D vector electric field is necessary. The permeameter containing the soil, water,
resonant cavity, and coaxial antenna was modeled using COMSOL Multiphysics. The RF effect on
flow was considered. However, even though water affects the EM waves, the effect from the laminar
flow on the EM waves was neglected. Hence, this model was used only to enable the visualization
of the EM field without simulating the seepage flow. Typical electrical properties of water and
Bentonite clays were assigned to the model [7].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Contour maps of experimentally measured amplitude (left) and simulated Z component using
COMSOL Multiphysics (right) of electric field on: (a) centric Slice 1 through the center and (b) Slice 3, 4 cm
from the center.

Then the electric field was mapped in the test region using a 3D computer-controlled translation
table. The experimental measurements were used to validate the Z component of the simulated
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electric field. Typical slices are shown in Figure 4. As seen, the equivalent slices provide the same
pattern of the electric field. The probe is not a calibrated probe. Hence, experimental measurements
are representatives of the electric-field pattern, and absolute values do not match.
6. MECHANISMS BEHIND EM EFFECT ON HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY

A potential mechanism that can cause the alteration in the permeability of the soil samples is
dielectrophoresis (DEP). In order to measure the force applied to the water, flowing through the
soil, saturated soil (with a bulk dielectric constant) should not be viewed as the background. In
other words, the background would be the dry soil skeleton, and the particles would be the water
molecules. This is not the traditional view of dielectrophoresis. However, for our evaluation of
dielectrophoresis as the potential mechanism behind the RF-stimulation effect, this viewpoint can
be justified. Since the dielectric constant of the particles (water molecules in this case, ε∗p ≈ 81) is
higher than that of the medium (dry Bentonite clay in this case, ε∗m = 2.38), dielectrophoresis
would exert a force to the particles (water molecules) moving them toward the area of lower
electric-field intensities. The dielectrophoretic force was calculated using simulated electric fields,
using a code developed in MATLAB interface. The three components of the simulated electric
field developed using COMSOL were imported as a matrix into MATLAB. The imported matrices
contained the three electric-field components at all nodes on a 100-mm × 100-mm horizontal grid
and 120-mm × 170-mm vertical grid on the cross-sectional (horizontal) and depth (vertical) slices,
respectively. A MATLAB script (m.file) was then developed using a central finite-difference method
to calculate the gradient of the squared electric field, ∇|E|2 , based on the following discretized
equation where r is the particle diameter and ε∗m and ε∗p are the dielectric permittivity of the
particles and background.
½ ∗
¾
½ ∗
¾
εp − ε∗m
εp − ε∗m
2
3 ∗
3 ∗
~
~
FDEF = 2πr εm Re
∇ |E|(i,j,k) = 2πr εm Re
ε∗m
ε∗m
!
Ã 2
|E|2i+1,j,k − |E|2i−1,j,k
|E|2i,j,k+1 − |E|2i,j,k−1
|E|i,j+1,k − |E|2i,j−1,k
+
+
(1)
2dx
2dy
2dz
Figure 5 shows the X and Z components of the dielectrophoretic force on the depth and crosssectional slices for the clay and sand samples, respectively. According to Figure 5(b), the Zcomponent of the simulated force is negative in the soil domain and positive closer to the water
domain. In other words, the direction of the simulated dielectrophoretic force is in the negative
Z-direction (i.e., downward) within the majority of the soil domain and reverses approaching the
top of the soil. The resultant of these two is always downward regardless of the flow direction
(i.e., resists upward flow and helps downward flow). However, the change in the direction of FDEP
within the sample could act as a barrier for the seepage flow regardless of the flow direction.
As mentioned, regardless of the seepage flow, a reduction in the k of the clay sample is always
experimentally observed. This cannot conclusively prove or refute the hypothesis about the role
of dielectrophoresis on the experimentally observed reduction of hydraulic conductivity of clay by
EM waves, which is independent of the seepage flow direction.
On the other hand, it can be observed that the value of FDEF force in the clay sample is four times
larger than in the sand sample. Moreover, the same simulated force vector direction was observed
for the sand while an increase in hydraulic conductivity was observed during the experimental
investigation, which results in a disagreement between the direction of the dielectrophoretic force
and alteration of flow rate. On the other hand, the X-component of the force creates a force that
drags the water away from or toward the center of the permeameter (Figure 5(a)). The magnitude
of the horizontal component is almost 1/40 the vertical component of dielectrophoretic forces, for
both soil samples. The energy absorbed by the water could reduce the viscosity and hence increase
the hydraulic conductivity of the sand. However, the cation complex in the clay could be the factor
causing the reduction of the hydraulic conductivity of the clay.
The temperature of the medium was recorded. The temperature was recorded at 1-minute
intervals for a test at one of the applied frequencies (153 MHz) at 30 W of power. The total
temperature variation at that frequency over about 11 hours of RF stimulation was only 1.6◦ C.
The temperature variation between the center and boundary of the cylindrical soil sample was only
0.1◦ C. Therefore, even though the temperature change and gradient can cause a minor convective
flow, the small temperature increase within the medium may not be strong enough to create such
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strong convective flow, causing the change in k — especially in clay. In addition, a convective flow
due to the generated heat would not cause the relaxation and rebound behavior observed in both
sand and clay samples.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Dielectrophoretic force: (a) X component (∇x |E|2 ) on a cross-sectional slice, 5 cm from bottom
of permeameter; and (b) Z component (∇z |E|2 ) on a depth slice, 0 cm from antenna.
7. CONCLUSION

This work demonstrated two opposite effects by RF waves on the hydraulic conductivity of clayey
and sandy soils. Dielectrophoresis can be the cause of rapid reduction in the hydraulic conductivity
of clay. However, even though dielectrophoresis exists in sand, it is much weaker and dominated by
other factors such as energy absorbed by water, resulting in an increase in its hydraulic conductivity.
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UWB SAR Landmine-enhanced Imaging Based on Aspect-frequency
Characteristics Using Sparse Representation
Fu-Lai Liang, Yu-Ming Wang, Qian Song, Han-Hua Zhang, and Zhi-Min Zhou
College of Electronic Science and Engineering
National University of Defense Technology, Changsha, Hunan 410073, China

Abstract— Ultra-wideband Synthetic Aperture Radar (UWB SAR) has the characteristics of
wide aspect angle and wide frequency band, which can provide with aspect-frequency dependence
about targets. In this paper, a new landmine-enhanced imaging method using sparse representation is proposed based on the analysis of aspect-frequency dependence. Firstly, subaperture and
subband images sequence preserves the aspect-frequency dependence information. The Gabor
atoms are selected to construct the dictionary for its convenient description of different structures in the image. The weighting value for each pixel is calculated by parameters extracted
atoms. The electromagnetic simulation demonstrates the validation of the proposed method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Ultra-wideband synthetic aperture radar (UWB SAR) has the characteristics of low-frequency
band, large bandwidth and wide accumulated angle. These characteristics guarantee better soil
or foliage penetration, high resolution of SAR images, and richer aspect and frequency dependent
information of targets, making UWB SAR a promising method for detecting landmines from a safe
standoff distance [1–3].
The traditional SAR image mainly shows the intensity of reflectivity from targets. Thus, the
weak targets such as the landmine are easy to be masked by the strong clutters with the structures
such as trihedral and dihedral. Besides, since little prior knowledge of targets is used in traditional
SAR imaging, the targets are treated the same as the clutters. So there exist a lot of clutters
in the traditional SAR image. These drawbacks make it a tough problem to detect landmine in
the traditional SAR image. Aimed at this problem, the aspect-frequency characteristics of targets
contained in UWB SAR data are brought into SAR imaging to enhance targets and suppress
clutters.
In this paper, we concentrate our attention on landmine-enhanced imaging. In Section 2, we
make analysis on the aspect-frequency characteristics of landmine. For convenience, the landmine
is simplified into cylinder with the same size. There exist evident distinctions between the landmine
and trihedral reflector. Based on the analysis, a new landmine-enhanced imaging method based
on sparse representation is proposed in Section 3. In this method, the characteristics of targets
are extracted by sparse representation. The parameters of the extracted atoms can quantify these
characteristics. The weighting value for landmine-enhanced imaging is created by several selected
parameters of atom. Electromagnetic simulation results demonstrate the validation of the proposed
method.
2. ANALYSIS ON ASPECT-FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS

In traditional SAR imaging, the multi-aspect and multi-frequency signatures are integrated to form
a single image, thereby losing some of the explicit aspect and frequency dependence. In contrast,
subaperture and subband technique divides the collected returns into several subapertures and
subbands, and then form image with the aspect and frequency dependence preserved. Thus, each
pixel has a matrix to describe its aspect and frequency dependence.
For UWB SAR, the centric frequency is low and the frequency band is wide. So it is a hard
job to construct analytical model of targets. The finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method
for numerical calculation is an effective way to simulate data under various conditions for UWB
SAR [4, 5]. In this paper, we simulate the SAR echo of targets by FDTD, and then the analysis on
aspect-frequency characteristics is based on the FDTD simulation echo.
We employ the FDTD method to simulate the scattering data of a scene including a landmine
(simplified into a cylinder) and a 0.3 m trihedral. The frequency bandwidth is 2 GHz, from 0.5 GHz
to 2.5 GHz. The elevation angle is 60◦ , the aspect angle is from −45◦ to 45◦ . The distance between
the two targets is 1.414 m. The diameter and height of the cylinder are 0.3 m and 0.1 m, respectively.
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Figure 1 shows the aspect-frequency dependence matrix of pixels corresponding to the landmine and the trihedral. There exist two dominant ridges in aspect-frequency dependence matrix
of landmine (as Figure 1(a) shows). But the main characteristics of trihedral are two peaks in
Figure 1(b).
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Figure 1: The aspect-frequency characteristics of typical targets. (a) Landmine. (b) Trihedral.
3. LANDMINE-ENHANCED IMAGING BASED ON SPARSE REPRESENTATION
3.1. Theory of Sparse Representation

Image sparse representation is often used to extract features of images. The aspect-frequency
dependence matrix of each pixel can also be seen as an image. Sparse representation can be
considered as a process of acquiring the minimums number of coefficients of atoms αi , which can
be written as
min kαk0
α

s.t.

f = Dα

(1)

where α = [α1 , α2 , . . . , αI ].
Basis Pursuit (BP) method [6, 7] is often adopted for solving Equation (1). But BP is computationally expensive. So reducing calculation is a research emphasis for improving this method.
Matching Pursuit (MP) method is often adopted for its high computational efficiency [8].
3.2. Construction of Dictionary

The key of sparse representation is the construction of appropriate dictionary. Many dictionaries
have been proposed for sparse representation, such as dictionary of DCT, curvelet and Gabor.
Gabor is widely used for its nice and convenient description of different constructions in the image.
So we choose Gabor atoms to construct the dictionary in this paper. Gabor atoms are defined as
follows.
·
µ 2
¶¸ ·
µ 2 ¶¸
1
xt
yt2
π
g(x, y, a, b, f, θ, x0 , y0 ) =
exp −π
+ 2
exp(j2πf xt ) − exp −
2
ab
a
b
2
(2)
xt = (x − x0 ) cos θ + (y − y0 ) sin θ
yt = −(x − x0 ) sin θ + (y − y0 ) cos θ
where a and b are scale factors, x0 and y0 are shift factors, f is tuning factor, and θ is rotation
angle.
From Table 1 we can know that the extraction of ridges requires that the scale of atom along
some direction should be large enough but the scale along the vertical direction is small. So it is
computation expensive to directly make sparse representation by the dictionary without consideration of the prior information of targets. Thus, dictionary is constructed by several subdictionaries
can reflect the structures contained to reduce the redundancy of dictionary. The subdictionaries
are shown as follows.
• Subdictionary Di of aspect-invariance components.
In order to well reflect aspect-invariance components, large a is adopted and f is set a low
value. And then the atoms have the characteristics of θ = 0 or θ = π. That is to say, the
atoms are also aspect-symmetrical.
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Table 1: The meaning of parameters of atoms.
α
θ
x0
y0
a
b
f

Intensity of extracted structures
Metric of symmetry. θ = 0 and θ = π/2 mean the
symmetry in azimuth and range direction, respectively.
Position of the center of atom along
azimuth direction. It gives the azimuth angle.
Position of the center of atom along frequency direction.
It gives the main frequency components.
Size of atom along azimuth direction. Large a means aspect-invariance.
Size of atom along range direction. Large b means weak frequency-dependence.
Amplitude undulation of atom.

• Subdictionary Dg of directive components along aspect.
Targets such as dihedral and cone exhibit explicit aspect-directive. The atoms in this subdictionary has small a.
• Subdictionary DI of peak components
Targets like the trihedral have explicit structure of peaks. In this subdictionary, atoms with
small a and b are adopted.
3.3. Landmine-enhanced Imaging
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From the above analysis, we can know that the peaks and ridges can be described by atoms with
different scale factors and rotation angle. As Figure 2 shows, the peaks are represented by two
atoms whose scale factors are both 6 pixel in subapreture and subband direction. However, the
ridges are represented by two atoms whose subapreture scale factors are large but subband scale
factors are small. The rotation angles of atoms belonging to landmine are 0, but rotation angles of
atoms belonging to trihedral are π/2.
The extracted atoms show the quantitative analysis of targets, which can be used for enhancement of specific target and classification of targets. In this paper, we concentrate on the method
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Figure 2: Atoms for image sparse representation. (a) Landmine. (b) Trihedral.
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of landmine enhancement. Figure 3 gives the flow of landmine-enhanced imaging method. Firstly,
the subaperture and subband images sequence are acquired. And then, the aspect-frequency dependence matrix of each pixel is preprocessed for improving the sparsity of main structures. The
simplest method is to remove the small value of the matrix by the hard threshold. Sparse representation is then performed on the preprocessed results. The mean value of azimuth scale factors
of the first two atoms is chosen as the weighting value of each pixel. Thus, the landmine can be
enhanced. Further more, the traditional full aperture and full band image is formed by subaperture and subband images sequence. Finally, the landmine-enhanced imaging result is generated by
the product of the traditional full aperture and full band image and landmine-enhanced weighting
value.
Subbaperture,
Subband images
sequence

Extraction of

Preprocessing

first two atoms

Full aperture
full band image
Sparse

Computation of

representation
n

weighting value

.

( )λ

Landmineenhanced image

Figure 3: Flow of landmine-enhanced imaging based on sparse representation.
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Figure 4: Comparison of results. (a) traditional SAR image. (b) Landmine-enhanced imaging result.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We apply the proposed landmine-enhanced imaging method on the electromagnetic scene which
has been mentioned in Section 2.
As Figure 4(a) shows, the landmine in traditional SAR image is much weaker than trihedral.
Since the enhanced imaging is performed pixel-to-pixel, the coarse imaging grid is adopted in order
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to reduce the computation cost.
In the enhanced-imaging result shown in Figure 4(b), the landmine becomes much stronger than
the trihedral. Actually, the trihedral has been well suppressed. The residue is caused by sidelobe
of trihedral. The proposed method is valid.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new landmine-enhanced imaging method based on aspect-frequency characteristics
using sparse representation is proposed. The analysis on aspect-frequency dependence shows that
the landmine and the other target, i.e., trihedral, have different structures, which can be extracted
by sparse representation. The parameters of the extracted atoms can be used in landmine-enhanced
imaging. The results in this paper are based on the electromagnetic simulation, which will be
extended to real data processing in the future.
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Abstract— Due to the sparsity of the targets behind walls, the compressive sensing (CS) theory
has been successfully applied to the through-wall imaging (TWI) radar. Based on the techniques
of stepped-frequency (SF) and virtual aperture (VA), a scheme of realizing the SFVA CS-based
TWI radar (SFVACS-TWIR) system is put forward in this paper. For improving the robustness
of CS reconstruction, the multi-measurement iterative pixel discrimination (MM-IPD) approach
is also introduced. The data from both the simulated and experimental SFVACS-TWIR systems
are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of MM-IPD in SFVACS-TWIR.
1. INTRODUCTION

Through-wall imaging (TWI) radar has gained much attention in recent years due to its broad
civilian and military applications. With the techniques of ultra-wideband (UWB) and aperture
synthesization [1], it can receive high resolutions in both cross- and down-range directions except
some disadvantages, such as a long time of data collection, a huge amount of data, and a high
computational complexity. When the data collection time prolongs, the targets may change positions, and their movements may cause smearing and blurring in the processed image [2]. For many
applications of TWI radar, their main goals are not to reconstruct the radar-received signals but
rather to create an image of the target space behind walls. That means the targets can be supposed to be point-like reflectors at discrete spatial positions. Moreover, the target number is much
smaller than the total number of discrete spatial positions determined by the spatial resolution.
This sparsity just satisfies the premise of applying a new technique, known as compressive sensing
(CS) [3, 4]. In past several years, the CS theory has received remarkable development, and it has
been successfully applied to TWI radar despite some unsolved challenges before a real CS radar
system comes true [2, 5]. To actualize a real CS-based radar system, the generation of random
measure matrix has to be thoroughly solved by hardware design. Comparing the existing random
measure matrices, the matrix randomly constructed with 0 and 1 seems quite suitable, because
the element 0 and 1 just correspond to the off and on of the circuit. Furthermore, the techniques
of stepped-frequency (SF) and virtual aperture (VA) also provide the convenience for CS-based
radar to implement random measurements. In this paper, we mainly concentrate on the design
scheme of a real CS-based TWI radar system using SFVA technique (named SFVACS-TWIR system hereafter). In addition, the through-wall attenuation usually makes the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of target echoes reduce to below 0 dB. Noise violates the sparsity precondition and makes
CS reconstruction inaccurate or even unrealizable. To achieve robust reconstruction in low SNR
conditions, the approach called multi-measurement iterative pixel discrimination (MM-IPD) is also
introduced [6]. With iterative CS processing and pixel serials clustering, the MM-IPD can reach
the robust reconstruction, namely obtain the accurate positions of the targets behind walls.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the design scheme
and signal model of the SFVACS-TWIR system. In Section 3, the MM-IPD approach is discussed.
Simulated and experimental results are given in Section 4. Finally, conclusions drawn are presented
in Section 5.
2. SYSTEM SCHEME AND SIGNAL MODEL OF SFVACS-TWIR
2.1. System Scheme

The SFVACS-TWIR system which is to be designed is derived from the forward looking ground
penetrating radar designed by national university of defense technology [7]. Except for array length
and antenna type, the work pattern of transmit-receive system should be considerably redesigned.
The key constraint on system actualization is how to implement random measurement with hardware. Apparently, the random measure matrix consisting of 0 and 1 is a proper selection for its
one-one correspondence with circuit switch [2, 8, 9]. Ref. [9] has provided the way of constructing
the random measure matrix by randomly selecting M rows of an identity matrix, where M should
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satisfy the requirement of CS reconstruction. Both the simulated and experimental results have
verified its effectiveness.
With the techniques of SF and VA, the SFVACS-TWIR system can obtain target echo of arbitrary frequency and transmit-receive channel, namely implement random measurement via hardware. For enhancing the system stability, the signal generator should work in the mode of ordinal
frequency sweep and the frequency scanning number υ should be a positive integer. That means
M should equal to υK, where K is the total frequency number. Accordingly, the style of random
measure matrix is determined by the work mode of VA which depends on fast switch and logical
controller. Fig. 1(a) shows the work mode of the SFVACS-TWIR system. When the SF signal
is transmitted consecutively, the fast switches randomly switch from one to another according to
the sequence preset by logical controller. Fig. 1(b) shows the sketch map of the SFVACS-TWIR
system. The switch between different transmit-receive channels is under the control of the logical
controller.

Transmit Control Unit

Frequency (MHz)

fK−1

Logical Controller

ν

1

f0

Channel

10 24

18 3

15 6

(a)

Receive Control Unit

13 1

number

Transmit
Local
SF Signal Generator
signal
signal
Measured
data
MM-IPD
Pre-processing
A/D Converter

(b)

Figure 1: SFVACS-TWIR system, (a) work mode, (b) sketch map.
2.2. Signal Model

Figure 2 shows the simplified signal model of the SFVACS-TWIR system and the corresponding
coordinates. Suppose that the antenna array which consists of two transmitters and N receivers is
set along the X direction with height H and distance dr away from the wall. For the pth target,
suppose S[m, n, k] represents the signal of the kth frequency fk received with the mth transmitter
and nth receiver.
S[m, n, k] =

P
−1
X

σp exp [−j4πfk R (p, m, n)/c] , (m = 1, 2; n = 1, . . . , N )

(1)

p=0

where σp is the reflection coefficient of target Tp , P is the total number of target, and c is the
speed of electromagnetic (EM) wave in the vacuum. R(p, m, n) stands for the propagation distance
between the antenna pair and target Tp . Moreover, wall thickness d and its relative permittivity
εr are supposed to be known. According to Snell’s law, refraction happens when EM wave travels

Figure 2: Simplified signal model of the SFVACS-TWIR system.
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through air to wall and wall to air. T1 and T2 respectively represent the refraction points of the
transmit path on the air-wall interface and wall-air interface, whereas R1 and R2 correspond to the
receive path.
Although it is difficult and complex to calculate the coordinates of point T1 , T2 , R1 and R2 ,
Ref. [2] inspires us that it can be solved with the technique of coordinate rotation [10]. Comparing
with the approximate signal model used by most conventional imaging algorithms, this accurate
model can effectively reduce the reconstruction error of CS, such as positioning error and integrate
sidelobe ratio reduction of each recovered target.
3. THE MULTI-MEASUREMENT ITERATIVE PIXEL DISCRIMINATION APPROACH

The remarkable result of CS reveals that a signal x of length J is sparse in the domain ΨJ×J , it can
be robustly reconstructed via only some random projections of the signal onto a random matrix Φ
which is called measure matrix. More precisely
y = Φx = ΦΨα

(2)

If only k components of α are non-zero, x is called k-sparse. In the real environments, y is usually
contaminated by noise, and thus Eq. (2) should be rewritten as follows:
y = Φx + w = ΦΨα + w = Θα + w

(3)

where w is the additive white Gaussian noise with the variance σ 2 , then α can be robustly reconstructed by solving the following optimization problem
α̂ = arg min(||Θα − y||22 + λ||α||1 )

(4)

where λ is called regularization parameter which can be estimated by the generalized cross validation
(GCV) approach [11]. But in the low SNR conditions, GCV is unable to guarantee λ will converge
to the optimal. Based on our experience of GCV, the nonoptimal estimation arises frequently. For
TWI radar, through-wall attenuation usually reduces the SNR to below 0 dB despite background
subtraction techniques [2].
Aiming at robust reconstruction, the multi-measurement iterative pixel discrimination (MMIPD) approach is introduced [6]. As mentioned in Ref. [6], the MM-IPD is on the basis of the
statistical separability of the reconstructed amplitudes between target and clutter. Namely, target
has a consistent nonzero center of the recovered amplitude series, while clutter usually converges to
a near-zero value. To measure the constructed image quality, two variables are defined: sparsity of
reconstructed image IlS = ||α̂ l ||S and standard deviation of the reconstructed image IlSD = ||α̂l ||SD ,
where α̂l denotes the reconstruction of lth CS and clustering processing. Actually, IlS stands for
the target number whose amplitude exceeding the mean value of α̂ l , whereas IlSD represents the
standard variance of α̂l . With the growth of SNR and iteration number, IlS (or IlSD ) will converge
to some consistent values. The procedure steps of MM-IPD are shown as follows.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

The CS imaging space is meshed, and the dictionary Ψ is generated;
The original measure matrix Φ is used to obtain the measured data y;
The measure submatrix Φl is generated by randomly selecting several rows from Φ;
the measure subset yl is randomly extracted from y via Φl ;
If l = 0, λ is estimated by GCV with Φl , yl , and Ψ, otherwise jump to step 6;
α̂l is given by solving Eq. (4) with Φl , Ψ, λ, and yl ;
If l = 1, α̂l = α̂l ; otherwise, α̂l = Clustering ([α̂1 , . . . , α̂l ]);
l−1
l
l
l
∆IS = |IlS − Il−1
S |/IS and ∆ISD = |ISD − ISD |/ISD are calculated;
If either ∆IS > εS or ∆ISD > εSD where εS and εSD are decision thresholds (e.g., −10 dB),
l = l + 1 and return to step 3, otherwise, iteration terminates.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the MM-IPD approach on SFVACS-TWIR system, both the
simulated and experimental results are presented. Except special declarations, all the images are
normalized amplitude images in the logarithmic scale within a limit ranging from −3 dB to 0 dB.
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The SNR is defined as the power ratio of signal to noise in the raw echo domain and the wall
parameters are assumed to be known: d = 0.2 m and εr = 4. Fig. 3 shows the simulated results of
SFVACS-TWIR system with nonideal walls. There are five point-like targets randomly positioned
in the 2-dimensional space. Fig. 3(b) gives the single CS result of the data without noise. When
the SNR equals to −10 dB, the reconstructed result begins to deteriorate. Except for some clutters,
one target is even lost (see Fig. 3(c)). By contrast, the MM-IPD exhibits more robustly, all the
targets are reconstructed (see Fig. 3(d)).
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Figure 3: Simulated results of SFVACS-TWIR, (a) target space, (b) single CS with no noise, (c) single CS
with noise (SNR = −10 dB), (d) MM-IPD with noise (SNR = −10 dB).

According to the abundant experimental results of TWI in the microwave anechoic chamber,
the SFVACS-TWIR system is operated in frequency range from 0.5 GHz to 1.5 GHz with 5 MHz
frequency step. Fig. 4(a) shows the system antenna array consisted of 14 plane ridged horn antennae. The antenna array is constructed as similarly as Fig. 2. There are four metal trihedral
corner reflectors (MTCR) with side length being 0.2 m is positioned on the ground behind the wall.
The wall parameters have been estimated and measured beforehand, namely d = 0.2 m and εr = 4
respectively. According to the CS theory, we set the scanning frequency number υ as 3, which
means the proportion of the measured data used for CS reconstruction to the complete data is only
12.5%.
Figure 5 shows the results processed by single CS and MM-IPD. As the through-wall attenuation
reduces the SNR of the received echoes, which makes it difficult for single CS processing to achieve
robust reconstruction. Though the target receives successful recovery, there exist some clutters. By
contrast, the MM-IPD approach behaves more robustly. Except for target’s robust reconstruction,
the clutters receive effective suppression.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Experiment of the SFVACS-TWIR system, (a) antenna array, (b) target scene.
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Figure 5: Experimental results of SFVACS-TWIR, (a) single CS, (b) MM-IPD.
5. CONCLUSION

Based on the techniques of stepped-frequency and virtual aperture, the scheme for realizing the
CS-based TWI radar system has been discussed in this paper. To achieve robust reconstruction,
the MM-IPD approach has been applied to the SFVACS-TWIR system. Firstly, the accurate signal
model of the SFVACS-TWIR system is analyzed. Secondly, the MM-IPD approach is discussed.
Thirdly, both simulated and experimental results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the MM-IPD. Though the SFVACS-TWIR system doesn’t belong to real CS radar system, it has
explored a way for the realization of CS radar.
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Abstract— An atmospheric refractive index is not constant in a long length of the path. Atmospheric refractive index for radio waves over the selected area can be calculated using the air
pressure, temperature and relative humidity data, measured in the area. In most cases, such
information is collected only in main cities. Therefore, a method is required that allows calculations of the atmospheric refractive index, using data collected in the surrounding areas. A new
specific model for determination of radio refractivity is presented. It is based on determination
of the unknown value using three known values from the surrounding areas. Geographically,
these reference points make a triangle. Inside the triangle, using the proposed method, the radio
refractivity can be calculated when only the coordinates of the locality, its altitude, and the
meteorological parameters measured in three surrounding localities are known. The model was
tested using average monthly values of meteorological parameters; therefore several days in different seasons were selected for analysis in order to assess the possible deviation from the true
value of N. The differences in the values determined using new model and the model proposed
by ITU were less than one percent in all months except July and September. It was concluded
that the average monthly relative humidity values should be calculated separately for day-time
and night-time hours due to the large daily fluctuations in relative humidity in July.
1. INTRODUCTION

A ratio of radio wave propagation velocity in free space and its velocity in an atmosphere is an
atmospheric radio refractive index n. Refractive index is not constant in the atmosphere and its
space-time distribution results in scattering, sub-refraction, super-refraction, ducting, and absorption phenomena [1]. These changes are negligible. However, they strongly influence the radio wave
propagation due to the long length of the path. On purpose to make these changes more noticeable,
the term of radio refractivity, N, is used. N -value shows a number in parts per million, how much
the refractive index exceeds unit. This parameter is very important in design of telecommunication
systems. It depends on the temperature, pressure, and humidity of air. The characterization of
tropospheric N variability has great significance to radio communications, aero-space, environmental monitoring, disaster forecasting, etc. [2]. For instance, worse propagation conditions lead to
increased fading on communication links and consequently decreased power levels at receiver [2].
The method for determination of N -value has been proposed by International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) [3]. In this model, the data of air temperature, pressure, and relative humidity are
used. However, the meteorological parameters, required in the ITU method, are measured only in
limited number of localities. Therefore it is a need to develop a model for determination of N in
the localities, where such local meteorological data are not available, so it could be calculated using
meteorological data, measured in the surrounding localities.
2. DETERMINATION OF RADIO REFRACTIVITY

In [3–7], the radio refractivity N is expressed as:
N = (n − 1) × 106 ,

(1)

where n is an atmospheric radio refractive index.
As was mentioned in [7], the estimation of the refraction effect in troposphere is possible only
by modeling the troposphere medium. According to [2–4], the expression (2) might well be used
for all frequencies up to 100 GHz with an error less than 0.5%. This means that the value of N can
be defined only by properties of the troposphere:
e´
77.6 ³
p + 4810
,
(2)
N=
T
T
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where T (K) is a temperature; p (hPa) is an atmospheric pressure; e (hPa) is a partial water vapor
pressure. The refractivity is dimensionless size and it is expressed in N -units.
The atmospheric refractivity consists of two parts, which are a dry term Ndry and a wet term
Nwet :
N = Ndry + Nwet ,
(3)
The dry term is due to non-polar nitrogen and oxygen molecules; it is proportional to pressure,
p, and therefore, related to the air density [2]. The wet term is proportional to vapor pressure
and dominated by polar water contents in the troposphere [2]. The importance of the liquid water
and water vapor in the atmosphere, when the measurements are carried in the air, are highlighted
in [10]. At the Sea level, the average value of N ≈ 315 [4] is used. The relationship between the
partial water vapor pressure e and the relative humidity H (%) is presented in [4].
3. DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW MODEL

If the N -value is estimated using formula (2), the values of meteorological parameters should be
known. However, these data are not always measured at a point. Data measured at the further
points is not suitable, because meteorological conditions in Lithuania (and in other European
countries as well) are very variable. Therefore, we propose a new specific model for calculation
of N inside some area, confined by surrounding areas in which the required values are known.
It is based on the unknown value determination using three known values. Some locations are
used as a reference points for the model. Geographically, these reference points make a triangle.
Inside the triangle, using the proposed method, the radio refractivity can be calculated when only
the coordinates of the locality, its altitude, and the meteorological parameters, measured in some
surrounding reference points, are known. The essence of the method is to calculate the average value
of the triangle vertices, depending on the coordinates of test point in the triangle. The sinus, cosine,
and similar triangles theorems have been used for development of the model. Refractivity values in
the locality other than the reference points, according to the proposed model, can be calculated in
two ways: directly, using known three refractivity values in the surrounding cities, or determining
meteorological parameters using the meteorological data, measured in surrounding localities and
then calculating the N. This makes the proposed model very flexible and more accurate.
A schematic picture of the theoretical model is presented in Fig. 1, where x is the maximum value
of the known parameters, y is the middle value of the known parameters, and z is the minimum
value of the known parameters; a is the distance between the points with the maximum and middle
values of the parameters; b is the distance between the points with the maximum and minimum
values of the parameters; j is the distance between the point with the minimum value and the point
where the parameter value is determined; f is the distance between the point with the maximum
value and the point where the parameter value is determined; h is the distance between the point
with the middle value of the parameter and the point where the parameter value is determined;
W is the value of the parameter (it can be N, H or T ), which should be found. The method is
not suitable for calculation of the values in the points that comes out of the area, defined by the
triangular boundaries. The drawback of the model is requirement that unknown value must be
lower than the peak value of the triangular and higher than the minimum value of the triangle
apex. However, large variations between the points are uncommon if the distances are small.

x
y

a

b

f
h

z

j

Figure 1: The schematic picture of the model.

The application of this model begins from measurements of the distances between the W -point
and the apexes of the described triangle. All longitude and latitude coordinates may be found using
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possibilities of “Google Maps” [8]. The distance e between the points A and B can be determined
by this relation (4):
e = cos−1 (cos(ax ) sin(ax ) cos(ax ) cos(bx ) cos(ax ay − by )) r,

(4)

where ax , ay , bx , by are the coordinates of the points A and B, expressed in radians: latitude and
longitude of A and latitude and longitude of B respectively; r is the Earth ellipsoid radius, going
from the center to the equator.
The next step is gathering of meteorological data. In this paper, the meteorological data (measured on 02:00, 05:00, 08:00, 11:00, 14:00, 17:00, 20:00, and 23:00 o’clock) of the year 2012 [9] have
been used. All meteorological values were averaged, except values of temperature, which was used
directly.
After these two steps, the W -value can be found as:
W =z+

t − (t − d)f sin(180−ζ)
a sin(ζ)−ϑ
sin(ϑ)
f sin(180−ζ)
+j

,

(5)

where ζ, ϑ, t and d are the following substitutions:
µ 2
¶
µ 2
¶
2
2
2
2
−1 j + f − b
−1 a + f − h
ζ = cos
, ϑ = cos
,
2f j
2f a
t = x − z, d = y − z.

(6)
(7)

The atmospheric pressure has been determined using the Barometric formula (8):
µ
¶5.257
0.0065h1
p = p0 1 −
,
T + 0.0065h1 + 273.15

(8)

where p is the atmospheric pressure in the locality (hPa), p0 is the average monthly value of pressure
at the Sea level (hPa), h1 is the height above the Sea level of the locality (m), T is the temperature
(◦ C).
The pressure at the Sea level is known from the measures in Klaipeda (this city is located
in Seacoast of Lithuania). The average monthly values have been used. The calculations were
made using average monthly values of meteorological parameters; therefore several days in different
seasons were selected for analysis in order to assess the possible deviation from the real value of
N. The differences in the values determined using new model and the model proposed by [3] were
less than one percent in all months except July and September. The largest difference between the
N -values determined using the monthly average of H and the N -value determined using the real
value of H measured at a point has been observed in Pagegiai (see Table 1). In this locality, the
average H of 80% was in July 2012. The values of H, measured on 02:00, 05:00, 08:00, 11:00, 14:00,
17:00, 20:00, and 23:00, were 89; 88; 86; 63; 46; 74; 87, and 91% respectively. For example, the
deviation of N -value from the monthly average was 34% in July. This is the main reason for the
discrepancy of results in July.
The results show, that the average monthly relative humidity values should be calculated separately for day-time and night-time hours due to the large daily fluctuations in relative humidity
in July. In September the difference was smaller than in July, but higher than one percent (about
Table 1: The differences (in N -units) between the N -values determined using new model and the model
presented in [3].
Date and time
15.01.2012 17:00
05.03.2012 11:00
10.07.2012 14:00
17.09.2012 02:00
22.11.2012 18:00

Kaunas
−0.556
−0.973
38.690
−7.137
−6.694

Pagegiai
−0.728
−1.994
46.412
−7.559
0.338

Siauliai
−0.846
−2.077
37.789
−11.452
−0.373

Telsiai
1.288
4.870
10.173
−6.669
1.643

Klaipeda
−1.210
0.252
17.550
0.909
0.692

Vilnius
0.132
−0.223
17.311
−4.619
−6.313
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3%). The measured value of H was higher than the monthly average value. This could result in
higher than usual deviation from the real value.
The greater will be the distance separating two areas, the higher will be the probability that the
N -value will strongly differ. This assumption was made because the temperature, relative humidity
and pressure often have different trends and average monthly values in different geographic areas.
According to analysis of the model, use of the relative humidity monthly averages can sometimes
lead to wrong refractive index values. Nevertheless, the model is applicable for calculation of radio
refractivity with a good accuracy, when primary weather parameters are correct. Also, the triangle
apexes should be as close as possible to the W -point. The most accurate results will be achieved,
when the triangle will cover areas of the same climatic divisions.
According to a data of French National Geographic Institute, Lithuania’s Capital Vilnius is
located close to the Geographical Center of Europe. Therefore, this model may be useful to the
neighboring countries located in Europe.
The average N -values in Vilnius in the months of the year 2012 at different times of the day are
presented in Fig. 2. The data presented in Fig. 2 show that N was the highest during the warm
season; the largest N variations within a day was also observed during the warm season.
Lithuanian meteorological station network does not cover borders of country. Therefore, data
collected in Lithuanian Meteorological Stations does not cover the whole country. For this reason,
the research continued. The meteorological data measured in the neighboring countries will be used
for the future verification of this model.
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Figure 2: The N -values in Vilnius in different months of the year 2012 at different times of the day.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The testing and analysis of the new model, proposed in the paper, show that it is applicable for
calculations of the radio refractivity with good accuracy, when the requirement of correct primary
parameters is satisfied. The average monthly relative humidity values should be calculated separately for day-time and night-time hours, due to the large daily fluctuations in relative humidity
in July. The correct calculation of the N during the warm season of year is more complicated than
in the cold season.
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HEMS with Wireless Power Transmission and Energy Harvesting
Takashi Yoshikawa
Kinki University Technical College, Kasugaoka, Nabari, Mie 518-0459, Japan

Abstract— HEMS (Home Energy Management System) is the most important technology
for saving energy. Because conventional HEMS is always mounted into wall of the house so
can’t satisfy the location free situation, HEMS is not spreading into the public life. Then I
propose the novel concept of HEMS which is based on the sensor network technology. Sensor
network nodes can be moved everywhere at anytime. This system is characterized as the free from
communication wire. But its power source is battery. So we have to change the battery frequently.
So as to get rid of the maintenance of changing battery, I introduce the energy harvesting into
sensor network nodes. Room illumination and the temperature difference between human body
and room atmosphere are regarded as the circumference energy resources. And we can get such
energy by using Solar cell and Peltier element. We have to get more than 100 µW power as the
average of consumption power of sensor network node by energy harvesting (room illumination
and the difference of temperature). Then I’ve examined the amount of power. Account for
room illumination, 100 µW can be obtained under the condition of 200 lx. And account for the
difference of temperature, 20 µW can be obtained under the temperature. Considering room
condition, the room illumination does not always exist for every room, and the difference of
temperature always exist. But 20 µW is not enough for the system. Then I’ve tried to add
the extra energy for using magnetic resonance typed wireless power transmission. The target
specification for it is transmitting distance is more than 1 m and transmitting loss is more than
0.1% and the diameter of receiving coil must be less than 10 cm for realizing practical HEMS.
In this paper we present the calculation result for satisfying the target specification for using
different size coils (transmitting coil is very large and receiving coil is very small).
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent days, the demand for saving energy consumption is increasing steadily. HEMS (Home
Energy Management System) is expected as one of the promising technologies to satisfy the demand.
But it is now introduced only by few people, not spreading into the majority.
The reasons are considered that the initial cost of HEMS equipment is very high and they are
not movable, besides the fact that many people are not interested in saving energy. Thus, we have
proposed to introduce a sensor network system into HEMS. We have planned to equip the energy
harvesting function into the sensor network nodes in order to get rid of batteries and AC power
supply cables, where the energy harvesting is defined as the technology that uses the environment
energy such as light, heat, vibration and so on.
But the problem is that those energies do not exist stably in real life. Hence, we consider the
wireless power transmission is the best way to get the energy into the sensor network nodes because
it is an anytime chargeable technology with no wire. Then we have studied the Resonant-type
Wireless Power Transmission applying for HEMS as the technology for transmitting comparatively
high power in the middle range.
The Resonant-type Wireless Power Transmission is proposed by Prof. André Kurs (MIT) in
2007 [1]. In that paper the conceptual calculation using coupling mode theory is described but
practical detailed calculation is not described.
After that the design method is proposed by Prof. Ikuo Awai (Ryukoku University in Japan)
based on filter theory in 2010 [2]. These theoretical approaches are complete but they are difficult
to calculate using direct parameter as coil form and so on. Then we have derived the formula of
transmitting efficiency by equivalent circuit in 2011[3]. And we have proposed the way of introducing wireless power transmission into HEMS in that paper. We have focused that power transmitting
distance can be mere than 1 m. We have performed this aim by adding repeating coil between the
transmitting coil and the receiving coil [4]. But this way has the difficulty of arrangement. Then
we have tried to calculate other two ways for that. One is to use the spiral coil and the other is
the way of using large coil for transmitter and small coil for receiver [5]. Ive describe all of the
consideration mentioned above in this paper.
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2. HEMS FOR ENERGY HARVESTING

We aim at wireless HMES by using sensor network node having energy harvesting power supplier.
The work what to attain that is to clarify the consumption power for sensor network nodes and to
consider how to get the power by using energy harvesting.
At first we have examined the energy consumption for sensor network node. We have made the
prototype (Fig. 1) of sensor network node for HEMS and experiment the consumption power for
each element as sensor, RFIC, MPU.
There are many kinds of HEMS (Table 1), for example, only monitoring HEMS or monitoring
and controlling apparatus HEMS. The consumption energy is various for each HEMS. Then we
have categorized HEMS and examined the consumption energy for each HEMS. The results are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2 shows the average value of the consumption power because the sensor nodes work with
sleep mode.

Figure 1: Prototype photograph of sensor network node.
Table 1: HEMS category.
Type
Sensor
Location
Type
Sensor
Location

Model 1
Monitoring
Basic (Temp.,
Humidity,
Illumination)
Fixed
Model 4
Controlling
Basic Sensor
Power Meter
Motion
Sensor
Fixed

Model 2
Model 3
Monitoring
Monitoring
Basic Sensor
Basic Sensor
Power Meter
Vital Sensor
Motion
Fixed
Movable
Model 5
Model 6
controlling
Controlling
Basic Sensor
Basic Sensor Power Meter
Vital Sensor Motion
Sensor
Movable
Fixed

Table 2: Consumption power for HEMS.
Power(mW)
Model
Sleep
4.50E- 03
Comm.
42
RF
22.5
Temp. Sens.
22.5
Moist. Sens.
0.073
Illumi . Sens.
22.5
Motion Sens.
0.002
Door Sens.
22.5
Acc. Sens.
21.6
Vital Sens.
10.1
Used Pow Moni. 43.5
Control
200
Comm times
Moni./ Ctrl
Fix/ Mov.
Duty (min)
Ave. used Pow
( µm )

T(ms)

1

−
3
30
1
8000
1
−
1
1000
1000
10
24

2

3

4

5

6

Location

1
1
1
2
2
3
2
30
Moni. Moni. Moni. Ctrl. Ctrl Moni. Ctrl Moni.
Fix Fix Mov. Fix Fix Mov. Fix Mov.
30
10
30
10
10
30
3
30
6.98

9.65 10.91 18.98 18.98 23.47 48.10 35.49
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Moreover considering to the converting energy for charge and discharge and power conditioning,
the demanded power from the harvesting energy is estimated as 100 µW in the region of Model 4
and Model 5 HEMS.
Next we have examined harvesting energy to supply for the consumption energy. There are
many kinds of harvesting energy in the environment of the house, for example illumination light,
heat, vibration, and so on. Referring to the living environment, harvesting energy is estimated as
following. Illumination light energy is estimated as 35 µW, thermal energy is estimated as 35 µW,
and vibration energy is estimated as 60 µW respectively (Table 3).
Table 3: Harvesting energy in living environment.
Generated power
320 µm
35 µm
3 mW

Illumination
Thermal
Vibration

Duty
11%
100%
2%

Average Power
35 µm
35 µm
60 µm

As the results, it is impossible that only one kind of harvesting energy can supply full consuming
energy. In that reason wireless power transmission is the most useful for this application.
3. WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION FOR HEMS
3.1. Resonant-type Wireless Power Transmission

Since validity of the resonant-type wireless power transmission was reported by MIT [1] in 2007,
many researchers have started the study on the relating technologies. This technology is expected
to transmit higher power for larger distance than the conventional technology that can transmit by
less than few mm or cm by electromagnetic induction. We have studied to introduce a resonanttype wireless power transmission into HEMS. Our aim is to ensure the feasibility of a practical
HEMS system. To attain it, we have measured the power transmitting characteristics in the case
of 100 [mm] diameter coil for the practical HEMS. The measurement system is drawn in Fig. 2 and
its picture is shown in Fig. 3.
il 2

Co
Co

il 1

Exciting
Coil 1

Resonant
Coil 1

Exciting
Coil 2

Resonant
Coil 2

a

Capacitor

Capacitor

D

a

a
D

a

Figure 2: Resonant-type WPT measurement system.

Figure 3: Photograph of measurement system.

This system consists of four coils, that is, two resonant coils and two exciting coils. The resonant
coils are 100 mm diameter loops by φ1.6 wire with 220 [pF] mica capacitor at the loop end. The
two resonant coils make a reciprocal transmitter and receiver located with the distance D.
And the exciting coils are adjusted by distance a to attain the circuit matching based on the band
pass filter theory [2]. Measurement is performed for various distance D = 0.0 5m, 0.1 m, 0.15 m,
0.2 m by sliding the coil along to the optical stage. Measurement of transmitting efficiency S21
follows the procedure below. (Detail is shown in Ref. [6]) On the other hand, We have derived the
equation (1) for calculating transmitting efficiency S21 using equivalent circuit in Fig. 4. Calculating
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result and experimental result are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Those results are in good agreement.
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Figure 4: Equivalent circuit of resonant-type WPT.
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Figure 5: Measured transmitting characteristics.
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Figure 6: Calculated transmitting characteristics.

3.2. Introducing Extra Resonance Coil

As we have confirmed the validity of our calculation method, we calculated the transmitting efficiency accounting for the farther distance transmission with the equivalent circuit method. The
result is shown in Fig. 7. Referring to practical use of HEMS, transmitting distance must be more
than 1 [m]. Fig. 7 shows the transmitting efficiency is drastically reduced according to the distance.
Then two resonance coils are insufficient. Considering the use of HEMS, one or two extra resonant coil (repeating coil) must be inserted between initial two resonant coils [6], and showing the
calculated results in Fig. 8.
3.3. Various Coil Shape

We have shown the validity of introducing extra coils, but system is complex because this way needs
many resonant coils and we have to adjust the location of those coils. So we have considered the
effect of various coil shape. In addition to the equivalent circuit method, we have set to calculate
with numerical code WIPL-D, which is a 3D electro magnetic moment method calculation package,
so the problems containing complex shape can be solved. The transmitting efficiency up to 1 [m]
for various shape coils is calculated using numerical code WIPL-D shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 shows
the transmitting efficiency for spiral coil (Fig. 10) and square and circular loop coils as the resonant
coil for the longest side of each coil is 0.1 [m]. The resonant frequency for each coil is adjusted
at around 22 MHz equipping with suitable capacitor. Transmitting distance is extended over 1 [m]
under HEMS condition (Transmitting efficiency is larger than 0.13%) in use of spiral coil.
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Figure 8: Transmitting characteristics in the case
of inserting extra resonant coils.

Figure 7: Farther transmitting calculation.
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Figure 9: Transmitting efficiency of spiral coil.

Figure 10: Configuration of the spiral coil.

3.4. Various Size Coils

The idea occurred to us if we use much larger transmitting coil comparing with receiving coil the
magnetic flux divergence can be reduced at further distance between their coils. Then we have
modeled ten times larger transmitting coil (1 m diameter) than small one (Fig. 11). This model
is harmonized well with HEMS. Because smaller receiving coil is usually located at less than 2 m
from the floor, we only mount the larger transmitting coil under the floor. The calculated result
with WIPL-D is shown in Fig. 12.
We can get very good result in Fig. 12. The way for various size coils shows more than 7 dB
larger transmitting efficiency at 1 m than other ways. Furthermore we have calculated the extension
where transmitting loss is less than 30 dB. The distance is 1.9 [m] at the center of the large coil and
1.8 [m] above the circle of the large coil.
Distance D [m]

Transmitting efficiency [dB]

0
-5

0

0.5

- 10

1

1.5

2

Spiral coil
Various size coils

- 15
- 20
- 25

Same size coil
- 30 in Section IV

Adding two
Repeating coils

- 35

Figure 11: Various coil arrangements.

Figure 12: Transmitting efficiency for various coil
arrangements.

4. CONCLUSION

We study the way for the no wire HEMS. The most important technology is regarded as wireless
power transmission so as to supply the consumption power into sensor network nodes wirelessly.
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Then we have considered the vest way of the coil shape and coil arrangement in the case of using
resonance-typed wireless power transmission. The way of repeating coil, various shape coils, various
size (10 times) coil is considered. As the result, the transmitting efficiency at the way of various
size coils is largest than the other ways, arriving at −15 dB far over the efficiency satisfying HEMS
condition as −30 dB. Moreover this way is suitable for HEMS at the view point of coil arrangement.
We have concluded the way of various size coils is most practical way for HEMS.
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Abstract— This paper presents a new Circularly polarized square slot antenna (CPSSA) with
a coplanar wave guide (CPW) feed. The proposed antenna contains inverted-L Grounded strips
around the corners. Circular polarization mechanism is related with the L-shaped strips, vertical
staircase shaped feed line extension and the thin tuning strip. Compared to most of the previously
reported CPSSA structures, the axial ratio bandwidth is increased and also the size of the antenna
becomes smaller. The presented compact antenna has 40 × 40 × 0.8 mm3 dimensions. The
operation bandwidth for VSWR < 2 is from 3.45 to 8.59 GHz and exhibits a 53.67% (4.73–
8.20 GHz) 3 dB Axial ratio bandwidth. Throughout this letter, the improvement process of the
axial ratio (AR) and S11 properties are discussed in detail.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, rapid development in wireless communication brings need for high data
rate and multimedia applications. Antenna design topic takes attention as presented different
designs in [1–15]. Communication systems require integrated antennas of low cost, compact size
and broadband support with low profile [2]. In all antenna classifications circularly polarized
(CP) antennas, because of reducing polarization mismatch and multipath fading, becomes the
most desirable antenna type [11]. Coplanar waveguide is advantageous for providing just a single
metallic layer, wide bandwidth, easy integration with solid-state active devices and small mutual
coupling between two adjust lines [9].
Table 1: Comparison of characteristics of some CPSS antennas reported with the proposed antenna in this
paper.
BW
(VSWR < 2)
(MHz)

Total BW
(VSWR < 2)
(MHz)

BW
(AR < 3 dB)
(MHz)

Total BW
(AR < 3 dB)
(MHz)

3 dB
AR %

Dim.
(mm)

Ref. [1]

2681–6381

3700

3000–6100

3100

71.11%

40×40×0.8

Ref. [2]

2000–7071

5071

2030–5120

3090

86.4%

60×60×0.8

Ref. [3]

1600–3055

1455

2300–3030

730

27.4%

60×60×0.8

Ref. [4]

2023–3421

1398

2075–3415

1340

48.8%

60×60×0.8

Ref. [5]

2671–13000

10329

4900–6900

2000

32.2%

60×60×0.8

Ref. [6]

1575–1600;
1900–2200

325

8.4%; 19.24%

70×70×1.6

Ref. [7]

865

Ref. [8]

1420–2559

18%

70×70×1.6

1139

1739–2437

698

33.4%

60×60×1.6

Ref. [9]

1604–2450

846

1840–2080

240

12.4%

70×70×1.6

Ref. [10]

2041–3159

1118

2200–2600

400

17%

100×100×1.6

Ref. [11]

1960–3260;
3610–6980;
7870–11240

8040

4600–6100

1500

28.03%

40×40×0.8

Ref. [12]

1890–2690;
4040–6750;
7830–11520

7810

2112–3056;
5292–5837

1489

36%;
9%

40×40×0.8

Ref. [13]

1772–2591

819

1880–2560

680

30.6%

100×100×1.6

Ref. [14]

1800–4500

2700

2250–3750

1500

50%

R = 31; r = 22;
h=3

Ant 3

3450–8590

5140

4730–8200

3470

53.67%

40×40×0.8
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Designs with various patch shapes and different feed lines have been presented to increase both
impedance bandwidth and axial ratio bandwidth in [1–15]. The structures are presented with their
characteristics and dimensions in Table 1. Most of the previously reported antennas have large
sizes or have either narrow impedance bandwidth or 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth. Three inverted
L shaped strips are used in different corners to have circular polarization similarly to this design
in [1, 2]. 2 L shaped strips on the cross corners are used in [3–5]. In [4], a lightning shaped feed line
structure is used to both increase impedance bandwidth and AR bandwidth. Embedding two spiral
slots in order to create current circulation for circular polarization is also presented in [6]. In [7],
protruding a T shaped strip perpendicularly to the feed line, thin prolongation makes the antenna
operates with CP. Also in a different design, two E shaped slits in opposite corners of the ground
plane are designed to have CP [8]. A cross patch inclined diagonally placed at the center of the
square slot presented in [9]. In [10], widened L-type strip along the diagonal line of the square slot
is researched. In [11], 2 T shaped and 1 F shaped strips are implemented. Fork shaped feed line
and rectangular indentations are used to perform circular polarization mechanism in [12]. On the
other hand, asymmetric CPW feed line from a corner of the slot is presented in [13]. Differently,
in [14] a hexagonal slot is designed with 2 L-Shaped strips grounded at cross corners. In [15], a
monopole type antenna is presented, this reference do not show circular polarization but inspires
the other designs for the feed line structures.

Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed CP antenna (units are in millimeters). G = 40, L = 28, L1 = 12,
L2 = 10, L3 = 6, L4 = 3.1, L5 = 2, L6 = 0.55, L7 = 0.5, Lf = 6.3, W1 = 3, W2 = 2, W3 = 5.6, W4 = 7.4,
W5 = 3.8, Wf = 3.1, d1 = 5, d2 =9, d3 = 6, d4 = 10, d5 = 8.5, d6 = 6, g = 0.3, h = 0.8.

In this paper, our purpose is to design a circularly polarized square slot antenna (CPSSA) for
broadband systems where the CP bandwidth refers to the frequency range in which both AR¡3 and
VSWR < 2 are met. The proposed antenna supports circular polarization from 4.73 to 8.20 GHz
exhibiting 53.67% fractional bandwidth. In terms of VSWR < 2 impedance matching, the antenna
supports from 3.45 to 8.59 GHz. The proposed antenna is appropriate to show circular polarization capability for IEEE 802.11a (5.15–5.35 GHz and an additional band of 5.725–5.825 GHz), and
HiperLAN2 (5.47–5.725 GHz) standards [11].
2. ANTENNA DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION

The proposed single layer circularly polarized square slot antenna geometry is presented in Fig. 1.
As can be shown, the antenna consists of a square ground plane with length of G, vertical staircase
shaped structure and a thin tuning strip. The antenna is printed on a FR4 dielectric substrate
with a thickness of 0.8 mm having tanδ = 0.02 loss tangent and permittivity εr = 4.4. Square
dimensions are designed to be G × G (G = 40 mm). The antenna is fed by a 50 Ω CPW with a
single strip Wf with 3.1 mm width and two identical gaps of width g = 0.3 mm. The feed line is
terminated with a standard SMA connector. The widths of the L shaped strips were preselected
as 2 mm to simplify the antenna design.
Two main purposes are enhancing the impedance bandwidth and axial ratio bandwidth have
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been analysed in this study. The single strip of the CPW feed line is extended with staircase
shaped rectangular extensions and a thin tuning strip. All these parameters (W1 , W2 , W3 , W4 ,
W7 ) and the identical gaps g effects the impedance matching. Additionally, 3 L shaped strips help
to enhance impedance matching also in the lower purposed frequency band interval. On the other
hand, circular polarization operation simply relates with 3 Inverted L-shape strips grounded in the
3 corners of the square slot. Finally, from the experimental simulation study the thin strip close to
the upper left corner L shape strip enhances greatly the axial ratio bandwidth performance.
3. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF THE ANTENNA

By using Ansoft HFSS software, optimized parameters are investigated for the good performance
with extensive simulation process. As can be seen in Fig. 2, 4 prototypes of the antenna are
defined. In Ant 0, the structure contains only a rectangular patch. Ant 1 includes staircase shaped
rectangular extensions to the feed line. In Ant 2, 3 L shaped strips are grounded at 3 corners.
Finally in Ant 3, a thin tuning strip having 0.5 mm width and 3.8 mm length is added to the left
upper side staircase shaped extensions of the feed line.

Figure 2: Four improved prototypes of the antenna.

Figure 3: Simulated S11 and 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth for the Ant 0 to 3.

The simulated results of the S11 and 3 dB axial ratio bandwidths of the 4 prototype antennas are
shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen from the S11 graph, adding the staircase rectangular extensions to
the feed line, Ant 1 achieves impedance matching by showing S11 under −10 dB for the frequencies
between 5.83 GHz to 9.00 GHz. In Ant 2, 3 L shaped strips are in conjunction with the extended
feed line structure of Ant 2 supplies S11 from 3.57 to 8.63 GHz. Finally in Ant 3, the tuning strip
enhances the impedance bandwidth by increasing the coupling with the feed line extension with
the left top corner L shaped strip line. On the other hand, as compared the antennas in ARBW
performance, Ant 1 shows AR < 3 dB in a small band between 5.16 and 5.62 GHz. However, Ant 1
does not support impedance matching at this band. In Ant 2, with the effect of 3 L-shaped strips
ARBW performance enhanced the frequency band between 4.97 and 5.71 GHz. However in Ant
2, in the ARBW frequency interval, impedance matching is also supported. So as a result, in a
frequency band in which AR < 3 dB condition is met, may not satisfy the impedance matching in
the same frequency band and vice versa. In Antenna 3, the tuning strips effects the surface current
distribution in the structure in a way to show CP characteristics in a wide frequency band from
4.73 to 8.20 GHz. Impedance matching is also supported for this band for Ant 3. Characteristics
of the 3 improved antennas are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: Summary of simulated characteristics of the three improved antennas (Wf = 3.1, g = 0.3, h = 0.8,
G = 40, L = 28, L1 = 12, L2 = 10, L3 = 6, L4 = 3.1, L5 = 2, L6 = 0.55, W1 = 3, W2 = 2, W3 = 5.6,
W4 = 7.4).
Ant 1
Ant 2
Ant 3

d1
0
5
5

d2
0
9
9

d3
0
6
6

d4
0
10
10

d5
0
8.5
8.5

d6
0
6
6

w5
0
0
3.8

l7
0
0
0.5

BW (VSWR < 2)
5830–9000
3570–8630
3450–8590

3 dB ARBW
5160–5620
4970–5710
4730–8200

Figure 4: Surface current distribution at 5.2 GHz.

Figure 5: Simulated gain distribution of Ant 3.

Time-varying surface current distribution for Ant 3 at 5.2 GHz is simulated and the results can
be seen at Fig. 4. As expected for the CP characteristic, the surface current distribution in 180◦
and 270◦ are equal in magnitude and in opposite direction as compared with the surface current
distribution in 0◦ and 90◦ respectively. Right hand circular polarization (RHCP) can be radiated
if the current rotates in clockwise direction. On the other hand, the simulated peak gain for Ant 3
between the frequencies 4.73 and 8.20 GHz where both ARBW< 3 dB and S11 < −10 dB conditions
are met, as can be seen in Fig 5. The simulated radiation pattern graphs at 5.2, 5.6 and 5.77 GHz
frequencies can be seen in Fig. 6. The radiation pattern is right hand polarization (RHCP) for
Z > 0 and left hand polarization (LHCP) for Z < 0.
Compared to the previously reported circularly polarized square slot antenna (CPSSA) structures, the proposed antenna is smaller than [2–10] and same dimensions with [1, 11, 12] references.
It is so interesting that the proposed antenna shows circular polarization (3 dB axial ratio bandwidth) at totally 3470 MHz bandwidth. The obtained result is wider than the reference antennas
from [1] to [15]. This is also better than the [1–4] having similar CP design technique, in total
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3dB Axial Ratio bandwidth. In the meaning of VSWR¡2 radiation bandwidth, the antenna supports a wider bandwidth then [1–4, 6–10, 12–15] references. However, [5, 11] references show wider
impedance matching than the proposed antenna. Compact size brings advantage to be used in
mobile terminals for Wi-Fi Applications.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Simulated radiation pattern of the proposed antenna at frequencies (a) 5.2 GHz, (b) 5.6 GHz, (c)
5.77 GHz.
4. CONCLUSION

A new circularly polarized square slot antenna has been presented with this study. It proposes
a compact structure having dimensions of 40 × 40 × 0.8 mm3 . The proposed structure shows
impedance bandwidth between 3.45 GHz and 8.59 GHz, also supports CP characteristic as 53.67%
(4.73–8.20 GHz) fractional bandwidth. The simulation results show that when L shaped strips,
staircase shaped and the thin tuning strip feed line extensions are used, both impedance bandwidth
and 3 dB axial ratio bandwidths can be increased. The thin tuning strip has effectively widened
the 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth, in addition to slightly increase the impedance bandwidth. The
maximum gain of the antenna is also high enough in the desired bandwidth. As a result of these
properties, the proposed antenna is to be deployed in wireless technology supported devices.
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Abstract— The cloud-to-ground lightning contains one or more sporadic discharges. These
cloud discharges usually include a pre-starting process which is called the preliminary breakdown
(PB) before a leader initiation. These breakdown processes are not well understood because
of the stochastic characteristics of the lightning flashes. Several models have been introduced
to categorise the lightning waveforms. The BIL model is an early model which has been used
to investigate the lightning flashes in different regions from more than 50 years ago till now.
This model is closely successful in depicting incipient processes of the cloud-to-ground lightnings.
Although the BIL model is useful as a general depiction, the details of the breakdown process differ
from study to study and hence it is not completely standardized. In this paper, the preliminary
breakdown pulse (PBP) train is analysed in cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning waveforms recorded
in Malaysia using a broadband antenna.
1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud to ground lightning is a process which is initiated within the clouds. This process contains
changes in the electric field configuration. These discharges eventuate to streamers, leaders and
finally to the return strokes (RSs). There are several descriptions for CG lightning process [1–3].
Clarence and Malan [1] introduced the BIL model, the first and simplest description of the processes for South African lightnings. They have reported the characteristic features of preliminary
breakdown pulse trains in negative cloud-to-ground flashes. After that several researchers such
as Kitagawa and Brook [4], Beasley et al. [5], Brook [6], Cooray and Scuka [7], Cooray and Jayaratne [8] have done several studies on the PB pulse trains. The pulse trains contain the essential
information of the electrical breakdown which leads to the return strokes. Therefore the breakdown characteristics could be extracted from the pulse trains. According to the previous studies,
the PBP trains vary in different geographical regions. It means the meteorological conditions may
have influence on the breakdown process of the lightning. Consequently, there may be a variety
in the initial breakdown processes and characteristics in the clouds at the different regions. For
this reason, it is important to analyse and compare the features of the pulse trains in different
geographical areas. A few studies have been done on the lightning flashes in equatorial regions,
therefore more researches are still needed. This research investigates on the characteristics of the
lightning waveforms captured in Johor, Malaysia in years 2012 and 2013.
2. LIGHTNING THEORETICAL MODEL

Clarence and Malan defined BIL model, which is the earliest and simplest description of the breakdown processes in a lightning flash. In the BIL model, the flash processes are initiated by three
sequential sections. Initial breakdown (B) is the first step which lasts for some milliseconds contains intense electromagnetic radiations. This breakdown section followed by a quiet intermediate
stage with little radiations compare with the first stage. The intermediate stage (I) lasts up to
several hundred milliseconds which ends with the stepped leaders (L). The stepped leader again
radiates more intensive electromagnetic radiations lasting a few milliseconds. The stepped leader
stage finally ends with a very intensive return stroke (RS). According to the previous studies [1, 2],
the BIL model is quite successful in depicting the discharge processes in the cloud to ground lightning. Although the BIL model is useful as a general description for the lightning characterization,
the manner of the breakdown phenomenon differs in the thunderstorms. Therefore the behaviour
of the lightning flashes varies from study to study, so it is not completely standardized. In the
previous studies, it was assumed the breakdown consists of vertical discharges between a negative
charge centre and a lower positive one. There is some dispute whether the BIL model is able to
express correctly the breakdown processes in a lightning flash [4, 5]. The BIL model was supported
by several researches such as Harris and salman [20], but some researches such as Beasley et al. [5]
and Proctor [21] found that the BIL model is not completely fitted to the lightning flashes in some
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measurements. Makela et al. [10] done another studies on the preliminary breakdown pulses later
and they showed that their observations were fitted to the BIL model [13–19].
3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENTS

The measuring system consists of a parallel plate antenna to capture the vertical component of
the electric field, a buffer circuit, a Global Positioning System (GPS) for time synchronising, a
digital oscilloscope (Lecroy WaveRunner 400 MHz), and a personal computer (connected to the
oscilloscope) for analysing purpose. The setup was installed at a location which was 132 m above
the sea level and 30 km away from the Tebrau Straits. Johor is a state located in the southern
portion of Peninsular Malaysia which is close to the equator (1.4 N, 103 E) and has a tropical
rainforest climate with a monsoon rain season from November until February blowing from the
South China Sea. The average annual rainfall is 1778 mm with average temperatures ranging
between 25.5 C (78 F) and 27.8 C (82 F) [12–14, 16].
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the installed system for capturing lightning flashes. The buffer
circuit was connected between the broadband antenna and the digital oscilloscope using RG58
coaxial cables. The trigger setting of the oscilloscope was such that signals of both polarities could
be captured. The sampling rate was set to 50 MS/s with the total length of recorded waveforms
being 500 ms. The trigger level was set at between 500 mV and 2 V.

Figure 1: The schematic of the installed system.
4. RESULTS

This study only analyses the PBs which precede the cloud to ground flashes in a certain period.
Data collection were started in November 2012 and continued to May 2013. Over 8000 flashes were
captured by the broadband antenna. In this paper only the captured flashes in March and April
2013 were investigated.
A total numbers of 2000 flashes were captured during these two months. From the total of 1760
(88%) captured flashes with detectable PB pulse trains in the data set gathered in Malaysia, 1364
(77.5%) recorded flashes were found to be consistent with the BIL model. Figure 2 displays one
typical pattern of electric field changes preceding the first negative cloud to ground flash. This
lightning flash can be investigated in different aspects. In terms of the pulse train duration, the
duration of the breakdown stages to the first return stroke takes around 22 ms. In terms of the

Figure 2: The could to ground lightning flash electric field.
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magnitude; the amplitude of the first return stroke is much higher than the maximum point of the
PBP train. On the other hand the PBP and the first return stroke have the same polarity but
these specifications are not fixed to all the captured flashes due to the stochastic behaviour of the
lightning waveforms even in a similar thunderstorm.
The close up of the time frame between the PBP and the first return stroke (RS) is presented in
Figure 3. As the BIL stages are clearly specified in Figure 3, this lightning flash is compatible with
the BIL model. Around 400 captured flashes were found to have irregular waveforms compared to
the BIL model.

Figure 3: The close up of the preliminary breakdown-first return stroke section in Figure 2.

Figure 4 shows one captured flashes which is not fitted to the BIL model. This type of waveforms
may create some confusion in our attempt to investigate the breakdown process of the lightning
flashes. The intermediate (I) section has a duration of zero in this waveform. The PBP train
duration is near 7 ms. Figure 5 is the close up of time duration between the starting the Preliminary
breakdown and the first return stroke. This type of signals are considered as intricate cases. Figure 6
presents the pie chart of the PBP duration according to the captured flashes in Malaysia. It can be
concluded from the pie chart, above 50% of the flashes have the pulse train durations between 20–
30 ms. These statistics differ from study to study and they also depend more on the geographical
region of the lightning measurement.

Figure 4: The could to ground lightning flash electric field.

Figure 5: The close up of the preliminary breakdown-first return stroke section in Figure 4.
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Figure 6: Pie Chart of the average duration of PB pulse train.
5. CONCLUSION

This study focused more on the preliminary breakdown happened within the cloud to ground flashes.
The preliminary breakdown process were analysed in around 2000 captured waveforms in two
months (March and April) in Malaysia. Only a few researches have been done in equatorial regions
such as Malaysia on the lightning discharges. The statistics obtained during the measurements
showed that the preliminary breakdown pulse duration took 20–30 ms in average. The results of
this study are almost compatible with the BIL model. Further studies should also be conducted to
investigate the relation between the preliminary breakdown pulses and the first return strokes in
terms of the amplitude, ratio and polarity.
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Lorentz Contraction, Apparent or Real
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Abstract— The Michelson Morley interference experiment of 1887 indicated that the velocity
of light is independent of the velocities of source and observer. This surprising result was in
conflict with earlier calculations. To make theory and experiment in agreement Lorentz stated a
contraction of rigid objects parallel to velocity. We discuss if this contraction is real or caused by
the interference method of measurement. Our approach is to introduce a sphere of observation
based on ultra short light pulses combined to ultra short observations. When the experimenter
travels at high velocity this sphere is according to Lorentz contracted into an oblate ellipsoid.
According to our proposed theory the sphere is instead elongated into a prolate ellipsoid. The
result of this effect is that stationary objects appear contracted. Our results are in full agreement
to Einsteins Special Theory of Relativity. To support our statements we introduce a novel method
to measure the length of a travelling object that is independent of interferometry.
1. THE MICHELSON MORLEY EXPERIMENT (MM)

Figures 1–4 demonstrate in a graphic way the conventional way to explain the null result of the
MM experiment [1] as compared to our novel way using the elongation of the sphere of observation.
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Figure 1: The MM experiment.

Figure 2: Lorentz contraction.
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Figure 3: Elongation of the
sphere into the ellipsoid of the
“holodiagram”.

Figures 1 and 2 display the basic principle of the Michelson Morley (MM) interference experiment [1] used to test if the velocity of light (c) is influence by the velocity of earth (v). In the
stationary interferometer of Fig. 1 the distance OCO is equal to OEO. We have inscribed this
interferometer into a sphere which we name a sphere of observation. An analogy to this experiment
is that when (v) is zero light pulses travelling OCO and OEO should arrive at the same time.
Theoretical calculations show that if (c) was influenced by (v), the time to travel OEO (tv ) should
be longer than the time (t0 ) for OCO. Such was not the result of the experiment and therefore
Lorentz and Einstein [2] stated that the length OE and all other lengths parallel to velocity was
contracted by 1/γ in such a way that the delay of the light was compensated for (Fig. 2). This
statement was made without knowing any mechanical or physical reason for this effect.
Citation [3] from R. Feynman: “Although the contraction hypothesis successfully accounted for
the negative result of the experiment, it was open to the objection that it was invented for the
express purpose of explaining away the difficulty, and was too artificial.”
2. THE SPHERE OF OBSERVATION

Our novel explanation is that contrary to a real Lorentz contraction there is an elongation of the
sphere of observation (Fig. 1) into the ellipsoid of observation (Fig. 3) caused by the distance that
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B travelled from A during the time light passes ACB. Such an ellipsoid of observation has been
introduced as a tool to evaluate holographic interference fringes [4] it has also been photographed
by light-in-flight recording [5] and published as one of the ellipses of the hoodiagram [6]. The moiré
effect of these ellipses have been used to explain fringes in holographic interference [7].
There is as an accepted fact in relativity that it is not possible for a traveller to observe a
constant velocity without measurements of the outside world. It is also accepted that the distance
OC does not change because such a velocity. Thus, the time it takes for light to pass ACB (tv )
must be longer than passing OCO (to ). For he traveller not to observe this difference his clocks
therefore must be slowed by to /tv and his seconds elongated by = CB/CO = γ (Fig. 3). Where
γ = ct0 /ctv and ct20 = ct2v − vt2v , resulting in:
1
tv
1
= 1/ cos α = q
=q
2
(vt
)
t0
1 − (ctvv)2
1−

v2
c2

=γ

The elongation of the sphere into an ellipsoid is not observed by the traveller because any plane
intersection of an ellipsoid appears circular when observed from any of its focal points [6].
The explanation is that from the focal point such an intersection is viewed from exactly such
an angle that the ellipse appears circular and the object Lorentz contracted. The increased path
lengths caused by the transformation are not observed by the traveller because the length of his
Meter parallel to (v) is increased just as much as his Second, of which the latter has been proved
by the well known time dilation.
Thus, we state that the Lorentz contraction is not real but only a measuring error caused by
the elongation of the measuring tool. When the traveller uses the ellipsoid to measure stationary
objects he makes an error because he does not know the transformation of the sphere into the
ellipsoid, resulting in that the stationary object by the traveller appears contracted by 1/γ (Fig. 4).
This result agrees with the fact that our Meter is defined as the distance light passes in a certain
fraction of a second and using this meter for measurements again results in that objects appear
contracted for measurements parallel to velocity.
Constant (c) results in that observers at A and B of Fig. 3 both find themselves in the centre
of the same expanding and contracting spherical waves. As this is impossible we have stated that
instead they are in each of the two focal points of the same ellipsoid. If A represents a point on
a stationary train and B a point on a travelling train both will use the same ellipsoid to measure
objects on the others train. Outgoing light is tilted from OC to AC (The headlight effect). Incoming
light is tilted OC to BC (magnifying).
3. THE SHADOW METHOD

To demonstrate our statement we propose a different method to measure the length of a travelling
object. Our new method is independent of the velocity of light and of time (Fig. 5). The source
of an ultra short light pulse A is at infinite distance from the object B-C which at relativistic
velocity (v) passes in front of a stationary photographic plate D-E, which is infinitely close to the
object. After exposure the recorded shadow of the object is developed and its length is measured
on the photographic plate. The set up of Fig. 5 is fully symmetric and there are no electric signals
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Figure 4: Apparent contraction.

D
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Figure 5: The shadowing method for measuring
length.
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involved, therefore it is clear that the recorded shadow of the object B-C represents the true length
of the travelling object.
If, however, instead a Lorentz contraction was recorded, we could repeat the experiment with
B-C stationary and D-E passing at (v). This way the shadow of BC would be recorded on the
photographic emulsion of the contracted DE. Later on when the shadow on the stationary DE is
developed and measured we would record an elongation of B-C because DE is now back to its
original length. This result would be against the principle of relativistic theory. Thus, our thought
experiment demonstrates that there is no true contraction of the travelling object, again proving
that the Lorentz contraction is not real but only apparent.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Introduction of the ellipsoids of observation produces a simple geometric explanation of several
optical phenomena, e.g., the elongation by velocity of the sphere of observation into an ellipsoid
produces the real reason to the null result of the MM experiment: the distance from one focal point
to the other via any point on the surface of an ellipsoid is constant.
The sphere is expanding as a wave until it reaches an observer at which instant the first light is
transformed into an ellipsoid of infinite eccentricity, as a ray or a particle. Thus, it is the observer
that causes the transformation. If the sphere consists of one single photon which is absorbed by an
observation, this ray is absorbed and there is no reason to a sudden collapse of the sphere.
The sphere of observation is also a sphere of simultaneity because everything happening on its
surface appears to the observer to happen at the same time, which by the observers’ velocity is
elongated into an ellipsoid of simultaneity. At light velocity, the time will thus to the travelling
observer appear to be standing still, which also well agrees with Einsteins time dilation.
The two focal points A and B of the infinitely stretched ellipsoid are closely related as they do
not know that they have left their birth place O of Fig. 3. Thus, they represent two entangled points
in space, which appear to have identical points of time and space. As energy can not travel faster
than light, the information existing at both focal points can only be information about random
processes, that is useless until compared ordinary information from A to B.
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Abstract— This paper describes a high-speed fiber optic distributed strain measurement, utilizing Brillouin scattering caused in the optical fiber. We proposed and developed Brillouin Optical
Correlation Domain Analysis (BOCDA) system for the distributed measurement, in which the
strain dependence of the Brillouin frequency shift (BFS) can be measured position-selectively
along the optical fiber. The BOCDA has advantages, compared with the time domain pulsedlightwave technologies, such as high spatial resolution and high speed measurement with random
accessibility to arbitrary multiple points along the optical fiber. In this research, we newly propose a BOCDA system, in which fully distributed measurement can be realized in a high speed,
by overcoming the restriction caused by a lock-in detection that were indispensable in the basic
BOCDA system. A fully distributed BFS measurement has been performed in 50 msec., and
repeated distributed measurement with a speed of 12 traces/sec. has also been demonstrated.
1. INTRODUCTION

Research on smart structures and smart materials has been more and more attractive recently.
As sensing technology for realizing the structures and materials, optical fiber sensing based on
Brillouin scattering is quite promising due to its capability of distributed strain and/or temperature
measurement along an optical fiber. Pulsed-lightwave schemes have been mainly proposed and
studied as the distributed measurement mechanism. However, these have difficulty in realizing
ultimate performances, such as high spatial resolution and high speed measurement. To overcome
these difficulties, we have proposed and developed Brillouin Optical Correlation Domain Analysis
(BOCDA) systems [1], which utilizes the continuous lightwave with manipulating its correlation
or interference characteristic for position-selective excitation of the stimulated Brillouin scattering
along the fiber.
The BOCDA has already achieved the superior functions, such as 1.6 mm spatial resolution [2]
and 1 kHz measurement speed for the Brillouin gain spectrum shaping [3]. Additionally, we have
proposed and demonstrated simultaneous distributed measurement of strain and temperature along
a polarization maintaining optical fiber with 10 cm resolution [4]. Another feature of this system is
random accessibility to the arbitrary multiple points along the sensing optical fiber. Some applications, however, do not require the random accessibility, but require fully distributed measurement
with quite a high measurement speed.
In this research, we propose a BOCDA system, in which a high speed fully distributed measurement can be realized. Repeated fully distributed measurement with a speed of 12 traces/sec. has
been demonstrated.
2. HIGH SPEED BOCDA SYSTEM WITH LONGITUDINAL SWEEP METHOD

Figure 1 shows a BOCDA system proposed and fabricated in this research. A 1.55 µm laser diode
(LD) is used as a light source, whose output is divided into two ways as shown in Figure 1.
One lightwave is launched into a single side-band lithtwave modulator (SSBM) to shift the
frequency downward by the Brillouin frequency shift (BFS), which is around 11 GHz in silica optical
fibers. This is launched into the sensing fiber as the probe lightwave for the stimulated Brillouin
scattering. The other is amplified by an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and launched into
the sensing fiber at the opposite end as the pump lightwave. It is the point in the BOCDA
system to modulate the laser in its frequency, which realizes the position-selective excitation of
the stimulated Brillouin scattering at the correlation-peak position along the fiber, as shown in
Figure 1. By simply changing the modulation frequency, the position can be scanned to achieve
the distributed measurement.
In the BOCDA system for this study, we adopted the “longitudinal sweep method” for the
high speed fully distributed measurement, in which the mean frequency difference between the
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Correlation peak

Sensing fiber

Figure 1: High speed BOCDA distributed strain measurement system with the longitudinal sweep method.

pump and probe lightwave and the frequency of the laser FM for sweeping the sensing position are
simultaneously changed, as shown schematically in Figure 2, in order to obtain the distribution
of the Brillouin gain spectrum (BGS) along the entire sensing fiber in a short time. While the
frequency difference between the pump and probe lightwave is swept one time, the sweep of the
sensing position is repeated multiple times.
Measurement position

Difference of frequency

120 m

11.05 GHz
25 times
10.80 GHz

0m
0 ms

Time

50 ms

Figure 2: Operation of the longitudinal sweep method.

In our preceding study on the longitudinal sweep method, time constant of the lock-in amplifier,
which is indispensable to selectively obtain the stimulated Brillouin scattering increment in the
probe lightwave, restricted the measurement speed [5, 6]. In another study on the method, there
was difficulty in making the precise waveform to control the laser frequency, because it adopted a
time-division pump-probe generation scheme [7].
In this study, we newly proposed the system to overcome these difficulties as shown in Figure 1.
In the system, the lock-in detection is not used, but a data subtraction scheme is introduced. The
two data sets for the pump-on case and the pump-off case are subtracted with each other as shown
in Figure 1 to obtain the probe increment corresponding to the stimulated Brillouin scattering
gain. Additionally, this system is based on the basic BOCDA system, in which the time-division
pump-probe generation scheme is not adopted.

Figure 3: Brillouin gain spectrum obtained by the BOCDA system shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 4: Measureunt of the BFS distribution along the sensing optical fiber of 120 m length with 50 msec.
total measurement speed. (a) Full length BFS measurement, and (b) demonstration of 50 cm spatial resolution.

In order to realize the function of the position selective measurement in the correlation domain
technique, a low pass filter or an integration circuit is required [1]. In the system shown in Figure 1,
an electronic low pass filter (LPF) is introduced after the detector for that purpose, instead of the
time constant in the lock-in amplifier for the basic BOCDA systems [1–3].
Figure 3 shows the BGS spectrum shapes successfully obtained by the BOCDA system. In
Figure 3, one is obtained at the loose fiber portion, which shows the BFS around 10.88 GHz, and
the other is for the strain-applied portion, which shows the BFS around 10.96 GHz.
3. EXPERMENTAL RESULTS OF HIGH-SPEED DISTRIBUTED MEASUREMENT

Figure 4(a) shows the BFS distribution measured along the entire sensing optical fiber of 120 m
length. The measurement speed of 50 msec. has been achieved for one fully distributed measurement
in the system. The strain-applied portion of 100 cm length is clearly measured at around 10 m
position of the fiber. Figure 4(b) shows the other experiment, in which the strain-applied portion
of 50 cm length is clearly detected, which means that the spatial resolution of the system is better
than 50 cm.
Next, repeated measurement of the strain distribution along the entire length of the fiber has
been demonstrated in the proposed BOCDA system as shown in Figure 5.
Though the measurement speed has been a little bit reduced due to the limitation in control
speed of the equipments such as the waveform generator used for sweeping the measurement position, the repetition rate of 12 traces/sec. has been achieved in the BOCDA system as shown
in Figure 5. This figure shows the high speed repeated distributed measurement at around the
dynamic strain applied portion. Dynamic strain of 1 Hz has been applied along a 50 cm section,
which has been successfully detected by the system.
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Figure 5: High speed repeated measurement of the BFS distribution around the fiber portion where the
dynamic strain of 1 Hz is applied. Twelve traces of the distribution has been measured per one second with
50 cm spatial resolution along the entire length of 120m sensing optical fiber.
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Figure 6 shows the measurement of the dynamic strain applied along the sensing optical fiber
as a function of time. Dynamic measurements at the strain applied portion and at the strain free
portion shown in Figure 5 are depicted in Figures 6(a) and (b), respectively. Dynamic strain of
1 Hz has been clearly shown in Figure 6(a).
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Figure 6: Measurement of the dynamic strain applied along the sensing optical fiber as a function of time.
Dynamic measurements (a) at the strain applied portion, and (b) at the strain free portion shown in Figure 5.
4. CONCLUSION

The BOCDA system with the longitudinal sweep method has been proposed and demonstrated to
achieve a high speed fully distributed strain measurement along the entire sensing optical fiber. In
the fabricated system, one distributed measurement with 50 cm spatial resolution along the 120 m
length sensing fiber was performed in 50 ms. Additionally, the high speed repeated distributed
strain measurement along the fiber has also been demonstrated with 12 traces/sec. speed, with
applying 1 Hz dynamic strain at a 50 cm length fiber portion.
The BOCDA with the longitudinal sweep method having no lock-in amplifier has been proved to
have the potential to increase the measurement speed in the fully distributed strain measurement
along the fiber.
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Abstract— Resonant Inductive Coupling (RIC) Wireless Power Transfer is a key technology
to provide an efficient and harmless wireless energy channel to consumer electronics, biomedical
implants and wireless sensor networks. However, there are two factors that are limiting the
applicability of this technology: the effects of distance variation between transmitter and receiver
and the effects of interfering objects. While distance variation in WPT has been thoroughly
studied, the effects of conductive interfering objects in resonant inductive coupling links are still
unclear.
When a conductive element is in the vicinity of a RIC link, both the transmitter and the receiver
can experiment a change on their resonant frequencies as well as their impedances. This can
greatly affect the efficiency of such WPT link causing it to a) make the transmitter and/or receiver
act as a pass-band filter and b) loose part of the transmitter magnetic field through coupling to the
interfering object. Depending on the natural resonant frequency of the object and the distances
between this object and the transmitter and receiver antennas, this can affect significantly the
RIC wireless power transfer link. In this article, we characterize the Magnetic behavior of a
resonant inductive coupled link in the presence of a conductive interfering object using a Finite
Element Field Solver (FEKO). Several distances between interference and transmitter/receiver
are analyzed providing a design space exploration and applicability study of this link.
1. INTRODUCTION

Resonant Inductive Coupling (RIC) Wireless Power Transfer is foreseen as one of the key technologies to satisfy the energy requirements of a network of battery-less/ambient-powered electronic
devices. Towards the applicability of resonant inductive coupling to a network of devices, the effects
of multiple devices acting as interfering objects should be studied. Due to the resonance of Resonant Inductive Coupled Wireless Power Transfer, these systems are very sensitive to conductive
objects in close proximity, which interact with the transmitter and/or the receiver, modifying its
impedance and resonant frequency.

Figure 1: Block diagram of WPT system.

In this paper, we 1) propose an analytical circuit-based approach to study the effects of interfering objects on a Resonant Inductive Coupled Link, 2) explore the behavior of this model
taking into account the resonant frequency of the interfering object and the coupling between the
interference and transmitter/receiver coils and 3) verify the obtained results through a magnetic
characterization of this link using a Finite Element Field Solver Software (FEKO).
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2. CIRCUIT-BASED ANALYTICAL MODEL

To explore the effects of an interference, the interfering object is approximated by an RLC circuit
that models the frequency response of its impedance (which depends on the object geometry, size
and material) and the coupling coefficients (k1i , ki1 , ki2 , k2i ) which model the magnetic behavior of
the interference, this is, the amount of magnetic field that is effectively transferred between the
interfering object and the transmitter/receiver coils.
Once this is known, the transfer functions of transmitter, receiver and interfering object can be
defined respectively as:
I1
jωC1
=
V1
1 + jωC1 R1 − ω 2 L1 C1
jωC2
I2
=
G2 =
V2
1 + jωC2 R2 − ω 2 L2 C2
Ii
jωCi
Gi =
=
Vi
1 + jωCi Ri − ω 2 Li Ci

G1 =

(1)

where ω is the frequency at which the system operates and ω1 , ω2 and ωi are the resonant frequencies
of transmitter, receiver and interfering object respectively. G1i , Gi1 , G2i , Gi2 are defined as the
transfer functions from the transmitter/receiver to interfering object and from the interfering object
to transmitter/receiver, representing the amount of power that arrives to the transmitter and
receiver from the interfering object and the other way around. Finally, G12 , G21 represent the
power coupled directly from transmitter to receiver and from receiver to transmitter respectively.
´2
p
Vi1 ³
G1i = Gi1 =
= ωk1i L1 Li
I1
´2
p
Vi2 ³
(2)
G2i = Gi2 =
= ωk2i L2 Li
I2
´2
p
V21 ³
G12 = G21 =
= ωk12 L1 L2
I1
Once the gain functions are known, the currents at transmitter (I1 ), receiver (I2 ) and interfering
object (Ii ) can be found as:
V1
I1
Ii
I2

= Vad + Ii Gi1 + I2 G21
= V1 G1
= Vi Gi = (I1 G1i + I2 G2i )Gi
= V2 G2 = (I1 G12 + Ii Gi2 )G2

(3)

Solving this system of equations yields the output current at the receiver:
I2 = I1

G2 G12 + Gi G2 G1i Gi2
1 + Gi G2 G2i Gi2

(4)

Gi G1i + Gi G2 G12 G2i
1 + Gi G2 G2i Gi2

(5)

the current at the interfering object:
Ii = I1
and finally, the source current I1 :
I1 = Vad

G1
1+

G1i +Gi G2 G12 G2i )
G1 Gi1 (Gi 1+G
i G2 G2i Gi2

G12 +Gi G2 G1i Gi2 )
+ G1 G21 (G21+G
i G2 G2i Gi2

(6)

The power dissipated in the first coil (transmitter), the power dissipated in the second coil
(receiver), the power transferred to the load and the power lost due to the interfering object can
be defined as:
|I2 |2
I2
I2
|I1 |2
(7)
R1 ; P2 =
R2 ; PL = 2 RL ; Pi = i Ri
P1 =
2
2
2
2
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where R1 , R2 , RL and Ri are the real part of Z1 , Z2 , ZL and Zi respectively. Once the power
dissipated and transferred are known, the efficiency, defined as the power transferred to the load
divided by the total power of the system, is found as:
η=

PL
P1 + P2 + PL + Pi

(8)

3. BRIDGING THE CIRCUIT-MODEL TO MAGNETIC FIELDS

While the functional forms of the equations defined above are quite complex, the factors that define
the impact of the interfering object can be qualitatively understood to be:
• Resonant frequency of the interfering object with respect to the resonant frequency of the
o
system: ∆f = fif−f
. The smaller the ∆f 0 is, the greater the effect of the interfering object
o
will be. This is due to the fact that near resonance the reactive component of the impedance
is greatly reduced, allowing for more current to ow and more power to be consumed by the
resistive component.
• Resistance of the interfering object with respect to the load resistance: R0 = RRLi : if Ri ¿ RL ,
the system’s input and output impedances (Zin and Zout ) are driven by the interfering objects
impedance, thus shifting the frequency response of the system depending upon ∆f . If Ri À RL
the effect of the interfering object is negligible.
• Distance and axial orientation between interference and transmitter/receiver, this is, coupling
between interference and transmitter (ki1 = k1i ) and receiver (ki2 = k2i ). High values of
coupling mean that the magnetic field is more effectively transmitted to the interfering object,
which causes an increase of losses through coupling to the interfering object.
For simplicity, we suppose a RIC link in which transmitter and receiver share the same resonant
frequency ωo = ω1 = ω2 . Figures 2, 3, 4 showcase the effects explained above for a link resonating
at fo = 240.8 MHz made of two coils of 1-turn 16 cm diameter with R1 = R2 = Ri,Ω = 60.9 Ω,
L1 = L2 = Li = 5.99 µH, C1 = C2 = Ci = 0.0734 pF, RL = 70.2 Ω and Ri = 45.5 Ω.
In Figure 2, the interfering object is placed before the transmitter at several distances, represented as multiples of the antenna diameter: −1.25D, −1D, −0.75D, −0.5D, −0.25D. In this
case, the interfering object is mostly coupled to transmitter (k1i = ki1 6= 0, ki2 = k2i ' 0). It
can be seen that the frequency response of the power available from the source is modified due to
the presence of the interfering object and that the effect of a near object (di1 < 0.5D) increases
the power received at the interference and, at the same time, decreases the power received at load.
Finally, if the distance d1i > 1D, the effect of the interfering object is negligible. This is due to a
low coupling k1i (di1 ).

Figure 2: Currents in transmitter, load and interference. FEKO simulation. Transmitter coupled.

Figure 3 illustrates the same scenario but with the interfering object placed between transmitter
and receiver. It can be seen that, when the interfering is in close proximity to the transmitter
d = 0.25D, the source impedance is modified and the frequency response of the source current
shifts and presents multiple peaks, thereby presenting an overcoupled response. Regarding the
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Figure 3: Currents in transmitter, load and interference. FEKO simulation. Transmitter and receiver
coupled.

current at the load (receiver), we can see that it is maximum when the interfering object is placed
between transmitter and receiver d = 0.5D and that the current is higher than in the case of the
same system operating without any interference. This is due to the interfering object acting as a
relay between transmitter and receiver. Since the impedance of the interfering object is lower than
the impedance of the load, more power is effectively transferred to the load. Finally, when the
interfering object is closer to the receiver (d = 0.75D) it receives less power and its effect upon the
power transfer link is causing an impedance mismatch at the receiver.
Finally, Figure 4 illustrates the situation in which the interfering object is placed only near the
receiver d = 1.25D, 1.50D, 1.75D and 2D. We can see that the effect upon the source power is
negligible (ki1 = k1i ' 0) and that, for large distances d > 1D, the effect of the interfering object
upon the current the load receives is very small.

Figure 4: Currents in transmitter, load and interference. FEKO simulation. Receiver coupled.
4. MAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION

In this section, a magnetic characterization of a RIC link in the presence of an interfering object
obtained by a Finite Element Field Solver FEKO is presented to validate the prior design-oriented
model-based results. This link is made of a 1-turn 16 cm diameter coils with R1 = R2 = Ri,Ω =
58.8 Ω, L1 = L2 = Li = 5.99 µH, C1 = C2 = Ci = 0.075 pF. A load is added to the second coil
RL = 33.3 Ω and a smaller one (Ri ¿ RL ) to the interfering object Ri = 0.1RL .
Figure 5 compares the magnetic field of a RIC link without any interfering object (a) to the one
with an interfering object only coupled to the transmitter (b) and (c). In this case, two effects can
be observed: first, the magnetic field that effectively arrives to the load (receiver) is smaller. This is
due to an impedance mismatch caused by the interfering object, which reduces the power provided
by the source coil. Second, the interfering object, now in close proximity to the transmitter, receives
most of the magnetic field, which is caused by a smaller interfering object resistance (Ri ¿ RL )
and a higher coupling ki1 = k1i > k12 = k21 .
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(a) No Interference

(b) d i1 =−1m, di2 =−3 m

(c) d i1 =−0.5m, d i2 =−2.5 m

Figure 5: Magnetic field distribution of a RIC link with a resonant interfering object near the transmitter.

Figure 6 explores the effect of an interfering object between transmitter and receiver for three
diferent distances: near the transmitter (a), in between (b) and near the receiver (c).
• If the interfering object is near the transmitter (case a), the effect is similar to the one described
in Figures 5(b) and 5(c): the source impedance is modified, thereby decreasing the power
available from the source and more power is coupled to the interfering object. However, in
this case, the effect is diminished by the fact that part of the field that is effectively transferred
to the interfering object is later transferred to the receiver, increasing the magnetic field at
the load.
• If the interfering object is in between transmitter and receiver (case b), the magnetic field that
is coupled to the receiver is increased with respect to the one obtained without any interfering
object (Figure 5(a)). The interfering object is, in this case, acting as a relay. This result
agrees with the increase of the current at the receiver shown in Figure 3. For this to happen,
several things have to occur: first, the interfering object impedance has to be low in order
to retransmit efficiently. Secondly, the interference has to be resonant at the same frequency
of the system ωi = ωo . Third, the interfering object has to be sufficiently far away from the
transmitter and receiver in order to minimize the impedance mismatch.
• If the interfering object is near the receiver (case c), the magnetic field at the receiver is lowered
due to an impedance mismatch caused by the close proximity of interfering and receiver coils.
Since the coupling between transmitter and interfering object is not negligible, the source
power is also modified.

(a) d i1 =0.5 m, d i2 =1.5 m

(b) d i1 =1 m, d i2 =1 m

(c) d i1 =1.5 m, d i2 =0.5 m

Figure 6: Magnetic field distribution of a RIC link with a resonant interfering object between transmitter
and receiver.
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Finally, Figure 7 shows the effect of the interfering object far from the transmitter (ki1 = k1i ' 0)
and in close proximity to the receiver (ki2 = k2i 6= 0). Since the coupling between interference and
source is very small, the source power is not affected by it. On the other hand, the receiver does
experience an impedance mismatch, which results in less power transferred to it, and some of the
power coupled to the receiver is later transferred to the interfering object, this is, the receiver acts
as a high-loss relay between the source coil and the interfering object.

(a) d i1 =2.5 m, d i2 =0.5 m

(b) d i1 =3 m, d i2 =1 m

Figure 7: Magnetic field distribution of a RIC link with a resonant interfering object near the receiver.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the effects of an interfering object on a Resonant Inductive Coupling Link have
been studied analytically from a circuit-centric model-based point of view and then characterized
magnetically using a Finite Element Field Solver Software (FEKO). Several scenarios have been
analyzed and studied, namely a) interfering object near the transmitter, b) interfering object between transmitter and receiver and c) interfering object near the receiver; emphasizing the factors
that cause a severe degradation of the wireless power transfer link. Finally, for the case in which
the interfering object is between the transmitter and receiver, the assumed operating conditions
resulted in the interfering object acting as a boosting relay rather than degrading the system
performance. A reasonable set of conditions for which this would occur were presented, but not
formally investigated.
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Abstract— Toothed drive belts are widely used in both drive and conveyor technologies.
Integrating active elements like sensors and actuators into toothed drive belts opens up more possibilities for the use of toothed drive belts in both assembly automation and handling technology
applications.
The traditionally used drag chains can be eliminated by using the toothed drive belt to transmit
electricity to and from the units connected by it.
Further advantages are that this concept reduces the moving mass and that it allows for a
contactless inductive electricity supply at the point of use.
It is also simple to transmit the electricity from the toothed drive belt to the unit requiring the
electricity if the unit in question is firmly fixed to the toothed drive belt.
The concept of conducting electrical current with toothed drive belts necessitates the integration
of conductors into the belt. The conductors act as the secondary coil of a transformer.
This transformer is plagued by high secondary leakage inductance because of the geometrical
conditions resulting from the long conductors in the belts.
The effect of secondary leakage inductance can be limited by using resonance in the power supply.
The possibility to improve the efficiency of the conductors, by reducing their ohmic resistance,
is limited by the extremely high flexibility requirements. The high flexibility requirements can
only be satisfied when the diameter of the conductors is very small.
To ensure energy efficient electricity transmission from the supply to the point of use, the voltage
drop in relation to the connection voltage must be kept to a minimum.
The solution to ensure good energy efficiency of the system is to use inductive energy transmission
from the toothed drive belt to a switchable capacitor which acts as energy storage.
The capacitor must be rechargeable with the smallest possible current while only increasing the
mass of the moving components marginally. Double layer capacitors are particularly well suited
for this purpose, because of their high energy density. They also enable, with ease, the storage
of regenerated energy typically produced when motorised units act as brakes.
In order to minimise the current flowing in the conductors, the operation of the equipment must
be managed in such a way that there is enough time to recharge the capacitors.
1. INTRODUCTION

By integrating active elements, such as sensors or actuators [1], it is possible to extend the application of toothed drive belt systems to the fields of assembly automation and handling systems.
Using the toothed drive belt also as a tool for electrical energy transmission makes it unnecessary
to use drag chains for electricity supply to assemblies as an energy consumer. These assemblies are
firmly fixed with the toothed drive belt. Another advantage is that moving mass decreases. Contactless inductive energy feed-in is required to keep the system as free of maintenance as possible.
Consequently, energy feed-in using toothed drive belts [2] based on contact has not been applied
yet.
The investigations described in this publication were carried out within the context of the
eniPROD project [4].
1.1. Electrical Aspects of the Integration of Conductor Loops

For contactless inductive transmission of electrical energy by means of toothed drive belts, it is
necessary to integrate the conductor loops as a partial coil of a transformer.
As a rule, feed-in and consumption of energy may be performed contactlessly. The commonly
used reversing operation mode of the linear toothed drive belt accommodates the demand for
high efficiency. In this case, energy may be tapped in a conductor-bound manner. The individual
conductor loops, which now form the secondary coil of the transformer, can be switched freely. This
fact is, for instance, relevant in a parallel connection of juxtaposed conductor loops to decrease the
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ohmic resistance, since ohmic resistance substantially influences efficiency. We compared commonly
used steel flexes for reinforcement of the toothed drive belt with special copper flexes of high tensile
strength and fatigue strength under reversed bending stresses. Taking identically conductive crosssections of both flexes the common steel flexes exhibited substantially greater resistance per length.
Consequently, it is also critical to use these steel flexes as live conductors due to efficiency The
ratios are elucidated in the table below.
Table 1: DC resistance of flexes, copper round wire by comparison.
Conductor material
Copper round wire
Copper flex high tensile
Steel flex

Wire cross-section in mm2
1 × 0.142
19 × 0.00785 = 0149
9 × 0.0154 = 0138

Resistance in Ohm/m
0.12
022
14

Furthermore, the steel flexes mentioned above must not form any short-circuit coils. To maintain
the required fatigue strength under reversed bending stresses, it is necessary to keep the conductor
diameter of the conductor loops relatively small. For this reason, the additional losses inside the
conductor loops due to current displacement below 100 kHz are minor.
2. MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

The arrangement of transformers to be implemented consists of a feed-in primary coil and at least
one conductor loop that surrounds the generated flux of the toothed drive belt as completely as
possible, with a contact point for energy consumption. The feed-in coil is compactly set out on
a core. This core partially or totally surrounds the toothed drive belt in a contactless manner
and has to direct the alternating magnetic flux. Resulting from the geometric ratio — strung-out
conductor loops in the toothed drive belt — the magnetic coupling coefficient between primary and
secondary coils, an important transformer characteristic, particularly in arrangements with open
core, is relatively small in contrast to the limit One. However, it is possible to dimension a feed-in
with open core and conductor loops in the area of the core branch length independently of the
belt width. This way, it can be more easily inserted structurally. We obtain the simplest structure
with feed-in conductors inserted at the belt edge by means of a U core carrying the primary coil.
However, the coupling coefficient is small. The tendency is for transmission efficiency to increase
as a function of the coupling coefficient. It should be noted that an efficiency of 884% was achieved
even with a coupling coefficient of 0.14. Furthermore, this result was possible in an air-core coil
arrangement, dimensioned for 5 kW transmission power to charge an accumulator [3]. When doing
this, resonance mode is unavoidably necessary to compensate for high leakage inductance values as
a result of the low coupling coefficient.
Table 2 demonstrates the coupling coefficients of selected magnetic circuit arrangements. L1
stands for primary and L2 for secondary inductance, L3 and L4 are auxiliary variables determined
metrologically to calculate the coupling coefficient. Fig. 1 shows the test set up used.
Table 2: Coupling coefficients of magnetic circuit arrangements.
M
Magnetic
circuit

.
Secon
dary
coils

Inductances [µH], f=10kHz

Coupling
coefficient

Cores
(Epcos)

L1

L2

L3

L4

4
4

4.9
9

56

64.7
7

57
7

0.12
0.16

U+I

4

69

119.3

318.5

36.6
6

0.78

U+U

4

81.1
1

131.8

368.7

56

0.76

UU93

2
4

53.9
53.9

29.2
104.3

132.3
258.3

33.5
58.9

0.62
0.66

UU126
UU126

U

U93
N27

U || U

UI126
N87

* Primary coil (4 windings) not shown in diagrammatic view
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UU-core

100

2000

Figure 1: Test setup for energy transmission characteristics.

It should be noted that the coupling coefficient decreases with increasing length of the linear
toothed drive belt. Consequently, open magnetic circuits are critical in terms of efficiency.
Losses mainly result from ohmic total resistance of the secondary conductor loops in relation to
the ohmic load resistor and the losses of the transformer’s ferrite core.
To achieve a very high efficiency, keep the voltage drop at conductor resistance due to current
consumption of the secondary consumer in contrast to its nominal supply voltage minimal!
3. INCREASE IN EFFICIENCY BY SECONDARY ENERGY STORAGE

A capacitor energy storage, which is switched between inductive energy transmission path and
consumer, can make possible a high total efficiency due to decoupling in the current. Above all, the
capacitor is recharged with the lowest possible current, as demonstrated by the calculation below!
Furthermore, the capacitor makes it possible to store the braking energy of motive consumers easily.
In Equation (1) for efficiency, RD stands for the loss resistance of the conductor loops and RS for
the relatively small value for the storing capacitor. The capacitor with capacitance C is recharged
from initial voltage UCA to final voltage UCE . Charging current IL is a rectified sinusoidal current
(average amount). Equation (2) defines the required recharging time, Equation (3) the collectible
energy WN of the recharged capacitor.
η =

WN
1
=
=
WV
W
1+ W
1+
N

1
π
8

2

·

(1)

2 (RD +RS )·IL
(UCA +UCE )

C
(UCE − UCA )
TL−
¢
C¡ 2
2
=
UCE − UCA
2

tL =
WN

Collectible energy

_

_

Ip

IL
Driver

U DC
230 V AC

(3)

Principal share of loss energy

Total energy

320 V DC

(2)

Transformer

Rectifier

Half bridge
Full bridge

Control

C

Capacitor
C

2

2 −U 2 )
(U CE
CA

U

L
O
A
D

Wireless communication

Figure 2: Topology.

Figure 2 illustrates the topology of contactless energy transmission via toothed drive belt in
connection with power electronic elements.
An operation mode optimised for long recharge times provides low currents in the conductor
loops inside the toothed drive belt. It provides low-loss recharge of the storage capacitor. If the
capacitor is dimensioned in a larger size to add a margin of safety, then the required recharge time
does not substantially increase, since the voltage loss to be compensated for as a result of discharging
is reduced. As capacitive energy storage devices, not only electrolytic capacitors, but also Electric
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Double Layer Capacitors (EDLC), which are especially favourable in terms of capacitance per mass,
may be used. These, however, demand a series connection with balancing of voltage due to the
typical maximal voltage of 25 V of the individual component. For this reason, they are of interest
in a low volt design of the load circuit, such as for power supply of EC motors.
Recharging of the storage capacitor during energy consumption clearly reduces the recharge
time but only if the consumer current does not substantially exceed the recharge current. In this
regard, a high volt design of the load circuit is more suitable than a low volt one.
The loss share out of the moving mass of the storage capacitor, for instance from lifting work, has
to be taken into consideration in the efficiency of the energy transmission path. Table 3 summarises
the parameters relevant to the specification of the design.
Table 3: Voltage levels secondary, energy store and charge times.
Voltage
level
secondary
High Volt
320 V DC

Energy storage secondary
∆W: 650 W x 1s and U: -10%

Recharge time
(Current)
Charging Power

Type

Mass

Electrolyte capacitor

ca. 4 kg

1 s + 1 s (1 A)
320 W

2x 15 mF/350 V and
simultaneous Charging
with 1 A

High Volt
320 V DC

Electrolyt capacitor
5x 15 mF/350 V

ca. 10 kg
mechanical work
100 Ws/m
for vertical movement

2.1 s (1 A)
320 W

Niedervolt
Low
Volt
48 V DC

EDLC
> 3 ... 5 F
(?U = - 2.8 V; 5,8%)
(∆U

0,6 kg
0.6

14 s (1 A)
28 s (0,5 A)
48 W bzw. 24 W

Low Volt
24 V DC

EDLCl
EDLC
> 12 F ... 16 F

0,3 ... 1 kg
0.3

29 s (1A)
24 W

Efficiency
electrical

0.90 *
0,90
0,95 *
0.95

* R D + R S = 4 Ohm

3.1. Energy Buffer with Electric Double Layer Capacitors

An EC motor of 40 V nominal voltage (50 V maximal voltage) was defined as the consumer for
an exemplary energy transmission path. For this voltage level, Electric Double Layer Capacitors
(EDLCs) are predetermined as energy storage devices. They have to be cascaded because their
operating voltage is less than 25 V. As a result, we built up a capacitor bank tailored to the ongoing
experiments with 46 V nominal voltage (total voltage of the cascade), 10 kWs basic energy and at
least 600 Ws energy output capacity. Due to the high specific current capacity and the fact that
the nominal voltage is close to the maximal voltage of the capacitor bank (21 × 2.28 V = 47.9 V),
additional functions for short circuit and overvoltage protection were included in the circuit

Figure 3: Experimental setup of the energy buffer with electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs).
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Thus, we currently have available an intrinsically safe capacitor bank, whose operation is largely
without external control. For a load cycle with 600 Ws energy output, voltage loss is 14 V. A greater
loss is permitted in terms of 46 V nominal voltage of the capacitor bank and 40 V nominal motor
voltage. Assuming optimised operating parameters of the drive and recuperation of braking energy,
which until now has not been utilised capacitor bank capacitance can be diminished. Consequently,
mass and volume can be at least halved in the future.
3.2. Power Switch Step

AC supply voltage (AC mains voltage) (230 V AC) is highly efficiently transmitted into a triggering
voltage, which is adapted to the transmission path’s characteristics. This transmission is executed
by means of a resonance converter in LLC half bridge circuit. The transformer with a ferrite core
surrounding the toothed drive belt for feed-in is a part of the circuit as a component with inductive
effect. A value of 400 V was set as the limit of the DC supply voltage of the converter. We selected
the bridge circuit out of the secondary rectification options given in Fig. 4, because two secondary
coils would demand too many conductor loops in the toothed drive belt.

Figure 4: Block diagram of the LLC half bridge resonance converter. Quelle: Courtesy from.

The below-mentioned table includes an overview of the power loss rates during energy transmission from converter to capacitor bank. The relatively high losses in the conductor loops result
from too low a conductor loop number and, in consequence, too high a resonance step-up of the
conductor loop current.
Table 4: Losses.
Power input primary

103.4 W

78 W

60 kHz ;C2p = 3x 47 nF

75 kHz ;C2p = 2x 47 nF

Total power loss

21.7 W

17.3 W

Mean recharge current

2.05 A

1.63 A

r.m.s. current in conductor loops (measurement)

3.9 A !

3.14 W

Losses in conductor loops + feed wires

14.5 W

9.4 W

2W

1.5 W

(0.9 Ohm + 0.05 Ohm)

Losses from rectification (DC measurement with mean

(2.05 A*0.98 V)

(1.63 A*0.93 V)

recharge current)

Losses in supercaps (charging)

0.55 W

0.35 W

Losses in ferrite core, MOSFETs, resonant circuit
capacitors

ca. 4.7 W

ca. 6W

(75 kHz !)
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4. RESULTS

The parameters listed below were recorded using a toothed drive belt arrangement at a 28 m
reversing distance. The available number of conductor loops only allowed for the installation of 4
secondary coils in the circuit. For higher efficiency, one needs more coils. The capacitor C2p is the
secondary switching for the formation of a parallel resonant circuit. The AC input voltage of the
LLC half bridge resonance converter was 325 V (230 V * sqrt2).
Table 5: Parameters of the energy transmission path.
C2p

3x 47 nF

2x 47 nF

60 kHz

75 kHz

Power input primary

103.4 W

78 W

Mean input current

0.318 A

0.24 A

Recharge time 40 V…45 V

31 s (6.2 s/V) 39 s (7.8 s/V)

Input energy

3203 Ws

3042 Ws

Increase in energy and mean recharge
current in the supercaps

2429 Ws

2429 Ws

2.05 A

1.63 A

10 F @ 40 V and 10.3 F @ 45 V

63.5 As/31 s

63.5 As/39 s

Efficiency of recharging

75.8 %

79.8 %

(Parallel resonant circuit with conductor loops)

Actual frequency
Capacitor bank voltage > 40 V

The energy of 2429 watt seconds corresponds to the energy demand of four load cycles per
600 Ws. Nominal voltage of the EC motor is 40 V. It is permitted to run it up to 50 V. Assuming
46.5 V charging voltage of the capacitor bank, energy consumption of 600 Ws for one load cycle
results in a capacitor bank discharge by 1.4 V.
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Abstract— This paper proposes an innovative approach to inductive wireless power transfer
links based on a contactless energy transfer device. The key parts of the device, that are a
rotary transformer and its windings, are presented. Since many configurations are possible, in
terms of number of turns, wire, and compensation, different configurations are also discussed.
Two setups able to transfer up to 1.3 kW in a contactless fashion are also prototyped and tested
as replacements for slip rings used to supply welding roller resistors of automatic machineries.
Experimental measures carried out on the test bench are used to validate the analytical model
and the finite element simulations of the wireless power transfer link. Trade-offs emerge from the
setups, in particular concerning efficiency and electro-magnetic compatibility. As a consequence,
the choice of the optimal configuration depends on the final application.
1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, electrical joints between static and rotatable parts of automatic machinery are realized by mean of sliding contacts, usually slip rings. Older materials employed in sliding contact
manufacturing were subject to early degradation, leading to unacceptable increase in the contact
resistance [1]. In order to overcome this phenomenon and improve contacts’ reliability, some studies
toward innovative brush plates were made [2]. In spite of that, rotatable joints represent a common
point of failure, because their lifetime is strongly related to the cumulated number of revolutions.
For this reason, contactless rotary joints would significantly increase the overall machine’s reliability, reducing costs of maintenance and the consequent downtimes. Contactless rotatable joints may
widely replace the unreliable slip rings employed in rotary organs of automatic machines. A system
based on a rotatable transformer fulfills such requirement. Indeed, an inductive contactless channel
was proposed to achieve power transfer between stationary and rotatable parts of tool machines or
robots [3]. A pot-core transformer is composed by two physically separated half cores, as shown in
Fig. 1. Separation of the halves allows the rotation of the one in respect to the other, as the static
and the rotary part of a slip ring [4].
In this paper, we propose a wireless power transfer link based on a pot-core transformer to
be used as replacement for the slip rings usually applied to supply welding roller resistors. Two
different setups are also presented and their measured performances are compared.
2. INDUCTIVE CET SYSTEMS

Inductive CET systems based on pot-core transformers are usually composed by a switching power
supply, the inductive coupler (i.e., the rotatable transformer, which comprises the half cores and the
windings), and the application load [5]. Optionally, a rectifying stage might be required between
the rotary part of the transformer and the load. The main goal of such system is its ac-ac efficiency,

C1

L lk 1

Lm
R1

N1 : N2

L lk 2

Rc

C2

R load
R2

Swit ching
Powe r Supply

Figure 1: 3D image of two pot half
cores and magnetic flux lines.

Figure 2: Equivalent representation of the inductive CET device.
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which can be expressed as:
¯
¯2
¯ R
Pload ¯¯
n
¯
load
η =
= ¯ n2 (Z +R )
,
¯
2
load
¯
¯
Pin
Re[Z
in ]
+
1
Zm
N1
1
n =
, Zi = jωLi +
+ Ri , i = 1, 2,
N2
jωCi
jωLm Rc
n2 (Z2 + Rload )Zm
Zm =
, Zin = Z1 + 2
.
jωLm + Rc
n (Z2 + Rload ) + Zm

(1)
(2)
(3)

A circuit equivalent representation of the CET link, is shown in Fig. 2, where the quantities to
compute the system efficiency are outlined. In (1) Pload is the power delivered to Rload and Pin
is the power available at the Switching Power Supply port, in sinusoidal excitation condition. To
effectively account for the strong dependence of system efficiency on the physical parameters of the
pot core and of its windings, a systematic design procedure need to be implemented.
2.1. Rotatable Transformer

To ensure the physical separation of the rotatable transformer of Fig. 1, a small air gap (0.6 mm in
our case) between the ferrite cores is realized. The air gap does not break the magnetic flux path,
though significantly reduces the coupling coefficient of the transformer [6].
An estimation of the core’s inductances can be obtained by the approach presented in [7]. Single
reluctances are computed starting from geometrical and magnetic properties of the core such as
radii, widths, heights, and permeability. The electrical equivalent circuit is then solved to calculate
primary, secondary, and mutual inductances, as known from magnetics theory [8].
Despite the better coupling of pot-core transformers, compared to loosely coupled inductive
power transfer (LCIPT) devices, compensation of leakage inductances would further improve its
efficiency. Four different arrangements (SS, SP, PS, and PP) of the compensation capacitances are
possible, depending on the positioning of each capacitance in series (S) or in parallel (P) to the
primary or secondary winding, respectively [9]. Theoretically, SS compensation represents the best
choice because it does not depend on the load, and therefore is the only considered in the following.
Series capacitors usually compensate the self-inductance by the well-known relationship:
C1 =

1
ω 2 L1

,

C2 =

1
ω 2 L2

.

(4)

2.2. Windings

In order to allow relative rotation, hence physical separation of the halves, the windings must be
detached as well. Thus, two different winding topologies are possible: adjacent windings and coaxial
windings [10]. In the former topology each windings is placed in its own half core, whereas in the
latter windings are concentric. In this work, we choose the coaxial winding topology, because of its
greater reliability under mechanical vibrations.
A number of parasitic effects need to be included in the CET design to obtain accurate prediction
of its performance. First of all, the well-known skin effect which results in an increase in the wire
resistance when ac currents at high-frequencies circulate through them [11]. Second, wires stacked in
layers, the ones above the others, also suffer from the proximity effect, that contributes to reduce the
effective wire’s current cross-section due to the induced magnetic field from adjacent conductors [12].
Many works estimate the equivalent ac resistance of windings in magnetic components, when skineffect and proximit-effect losses are considerable, such as [13, 14]. We have obtained a strong
reduction of these effects by choosing stranded wire, also called litz wire. Sullivan in [15] proposes
a method to optimise the number of strands in a litz wire, by considering wire’s thickness as well
as core’s geometries. Given the dc resistance of the winding Rdc , its dc + ac resistance can be
estimated as follows:
µ
¶
π 2 ω 2 µ20 N 2 n2 d6c k
Rdc+ac = Rdc 1 +
,
(5)
768ρ2c b2c
in which the current is supposed sinusoidal and ω is the radian frequency, n the number of strands,
N the number of turns, dc the diameter of the copper in each strand, ρc the resistivity of the copper,
bc the breadth of the window area of the core, and k a factor usually equal to one.
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3. CET DEVICE EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

Slip rings of welding rollers commonly employed in automatic machines represent reasonable components to be replaced with a wireless power transfer links. Therefore, we set up a prototypal test
bench able to transfer up to 1.3 kW through a CET device to a resistive load. Because of the wide
variety of configurations in terms of number of turns, wire types, and compensating capacitances,
we decided to test two different setups in order to seek the optimal trade off between efficiency,
feasibility, reliability, and compatibility. The following considerations emerge:
1. The equivalent input inductance should not be cancelled, otherwise the power inverter that
supplies the CET device would require an additional inductor to achieve resonant commutation
of its switches.
2. The copper losses increase with the winding wire length. Hence, the fewer turns, the better.
3. The ferrite losses increase with the magnetic flux density. Hence, the more turns, the better.
4. The voltage magnitude across C1 (or C2 ) decreases with the inverse of the capacitance, thus
decreases with the increase in the inductance. Hence, the more turns, the better.
The two setups that we will discuss below, named setup 18/17 and setup 27/24, use the same
P66/56 3C81-ferrite core and 50-kHz switching frequency, whereas they adopt different windings,
capacitances, and number of turns. The 3C81 material is a MnZn soft ferrite suitable for power
applications at frequencies up to 200 kHz, with minimal losses around 60◦ C [16]. We pursued the
following design priority constraints for the setups.
3.1. Setup 18/17

Minimal copper loss constraint is pursued. The litz strand section is ideal for 50-kHz signals, and the
number of strands is maximised. Thick wires imply a small number of turns, that results in greater
ferrite losses. 18 turns of 500 × 0.1-mm strand litz wire for the primary winding represent a good
compromise at 50 kHz to prevent saturation. The number of turns (17) of the secondary winding
is chosen to obtain a suitable voltage on the load. According to Eq. (4), the small inductances of
this setup result in big compensating capacitances, thus high voltage ratings (almost prohibitive).
For this reason, we decided not to include any compensation in this case.
3.2. Setup 27/24

Minimal EMI emission constraint is pursued. The highly-distorted current waveform of a purelyinductive CET system (e.g., of setup 18/17) may induce electro-magnetic incompatibilities. Adding
primary compensation results into two benefits: 1. LC filtering network on current’s harmonics; 2.
partially compensation of inductance. Since the load is fixed, only primary compensation can be
adopted. In this case, its value can be computed as follows:
C1 =

1
,
0
ω Im [Z2 + jωLlk1 + R1 ]

Z20 =

n2 (jωLlk2 + R2 + Rload ) Zm
,
n2 (jωLlk2 + R2 + Rload ) + Zm

(6)

With respect to the considerations above, a good compromise is represented by 27/24 turns of
84 × 0.18-mm strand litz wire and C1 = 100 nF. Despite the higher copper losses of 27/24 turns,
lower EMI and lower ferrite losses are expected.
4. RESULTS

The setups described above are used to validate the analytical model presented, including the finite
element simulations of the pot-core transformer.
First, electrical parameters of the circuit-equivalent model are compared with the results of the
FEM simulation. Then, a systematic set of measurements are carried out. The FEM software
used to simulate the transformer is Finite Element Method Magnetics (FEMM) free software [17].
Comparisons among electrical parameters of the analytical model, FEM simulation based on the
physical quantities of the CET link, and the experimental measurements are summarized in Table 1
and in Table 2 for the setup 18/17 and the setup 27/24, respectively. Measures of the efficiency at
the given conditions are also shown, and the input impedance of the CET link is plotted in Fig. 3
for the two configurations.
Table 3 provides a short comparison between the tested setups. Although either configuration
is able to transfer more than 1 kW of electrical power by loosing less than 5% in ferrite and copper
losses, the second setup also guarantees low EMI with moderate additional efforts in terms of circuit
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Figure 3: Electrical parameters of setup 18/17.

R1
R2
Llk1
Llk2
Lm
η

Analytical
54.6
47.2
0.028
0.025
0.303
–

FEM
–
–
0.030
0.027
0.296
–

Measured
–
–
0.048
0.010
0.269
0.977

Units
mΩ
mΩ
mH
mH
mH
·

Figure 4: Electrical parameters of setup 27/24.

R1
R2
Llk1
Llk2
Lm
η

Analytical
255
174
0.063
0.050
0.682
–

FEM
–
–
0.068
0.053
0.671
–

Measured
–
–
0.065
0.049
0.670
0.956

Units
mΩ
mΩ
mH
mH
mH
·

Figure 5: Input impedance of the CET link.
Table 1: Comparison between setups.
Complexity
Ferrite losses
Copper losses
Efficiency
EMI

Setup 18/17
Low
Medium
Very Low
Very High
High

Setup 27/24
Medium
Low
Medium
High
Low

complexity. Further tests should be carried out in order to verify the effective electro-magnetic
compatibility of the proposed solutions. Finally, the plots of the measured input and output power
waveforms are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for setup 18/17 and setup 27/24, respectively. The
bad shape of the power waveforms in setup 18/17 warns that severe EMI may occur. In case of
extensive wiring of the automatic machine, such interference might become a serious issue and must
be taken into account. Yet, the setup 27/24 represents a suitable solution for EMI, despite the
slight inefficiency with respect to setup 18/17.

Figure 6: Power waveforms of setup 18/17.

Figure 7: Power waveforms of setup 27/24.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a solution for a wireless power transportation link, to transfer up to 1.3 kW,
which represent a valid replacement for slip rings employed in welding rollers of automatic machines.
We have adopted an analytical design procedure starting from a reference circuit equivalent scheme
of the CET link. The design results are checked by a suitable set of measurements carried out on
the prototype confirming the accuracy of the analytical models adopted. Two different solutions
are compared to outline the different trade-offs that may be required in different CET application
scenarios.
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Obstacle Detection Method Using Array Antenna for
Coupled-resonant Wireless Power Transfer
H. Yamada, K. Miwa, H. Hirayama, N. Kikuma, and K. Sakakibara
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan

Abstract— This paper proposes a method of obstacle detection for coupled-resonant wireless
power transfer. 2 × 2 array antenna is used for power transmission and obstacle detection.
Standard deviation of transmission coefficient and reflection coefficient is used as an index of
detection. Feasibility of the proposed method is verified through numerical simulations.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, research and development on coupled-resonant wireless power transfer (WPT) is getting
large interests [1]. It is expected that power transfer for electric vehicle (EV) is turned into practical
use. However, there is a possibility that an interposed obstacle, such as a drink can, is heated to
cause fire because the WPT system for EV handles power of kW order. Therefore, it is necessary
to detect an interposed obstacle between transmitting and receiving coils.
In this paper, we propose a method of obstacle detection by using array antennas. Feasibility of
the proposed method is verified through numerical simulation using method of moments (MoM).
2. POWER TRANSFER USING ARRAY ANTENNA

In order to extend power transmission area, using two-dimensional array antenna is proposed [2].
The proposed method utilizes 2D array antenna not only for power transmission but also for obstacle
detection. The consideration model using array antennas is shown in Fig. 1. Transmitting (TX) and
receiving (RX) antennas consist of 2 × 2 array antenna. Each element antennas are square-shaped
two-turn loop coils. The coil is made of 1 mm-radius copper wire. Side of the square is 25 cm. The
gap between the adjacent element antennas is 6 cm. At the port of the transmitting coils (port
1–4), voltage sources (1 V, 50 Ω) and tuning capacitors of 38.8 pF are connected in series. At the
port of the receiving coils (port 5–8), 50 Ω loads and tuning capacitors are connected in series.
The capacitance of the tuning capacitors is determined to resonate at 13.56 MHz for each element
antenna. For power transmission, power is distributed for four TX element antennas and collected
from four RX element antennas.
port6

Z
port8

port5

Rx2
Rx4

Rx1
Rx3
port7

Y

obstacle
Tx2

h=140mm
port4

port2

Tx4
Tx1

a=250mm
Tx3

port1

p=5mm

gap=60mm

X

port3

Figure 1: Consideration model.

3. METHOD OF DETECTION

Let us assume that an obstacle is interposed between TX and RX as shown in Fig. 1. If there
is no obstacle, reflection coefficients for all four TX antenna become same value. Transmission
coefficient between facing TX and RX element antennas for four combinations become also same
value. However, when an obstacle is interposed between TX and RX antennas, variation is caused
among four transmission or reflection coefficients because magnetic field is disturbed.
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The proposed method utilizes this variation by using standard deviation (SD) of transmission
or reflection coefficients. SD for reflection coefficient σr and SD for transmission coefficient σt are
examined:
v
u
N
u1 X
t
σr =
(si,i − sr )2
(1)
N
i=1
v
u
N
u1 X
σt = t
(si+N,i − st )2
(2)
N
i=1

where N shows number of element antennas, in this case N = 4. si,j shows S parameters between
port i and j. sr shows average of S11 , S22 , S33 , S44 . st shows average of S51 , S62 , S73 , S84 .
4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
4.1. Effect of Position of Obstacle

To verify the ability of the proposed method, we conduct MoM simulation. As an obstacle, a drink
can and a coin is assumed. Six obstacle models are used as shown in Fig. 2. All obstacle models
are hollow cylinder made of aluminum.
Radius

Drink can radius

Height

Coin radius

r
Drink can height

h

h=12.22cm
r=3.3cm
model1

Half height of drink can

model4

h=6.11cm
r=3.3cm
model2

Coin height

h=12.22cm
r=1.33cm

h=6.11cm
r=1.33cm
model5

h=0.181cm
r=3.3cm
model3

h=0.181cm
r=1.33cm
model6

Figure 2: Size of obstacle model.

Figure 3: Effect of obstacle position on SD.
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First, effect of position of the obstacle on the SD is analyzed by using MoM. Position of the
obstacle is swept within the square region (−60 cm < (x, y) < 60 cm) above the TX antenna. The
distance between the TX and RX antennas is set to 14 cm.
Figure 3 shows simulation result. SD without the obstacle is −79 dB, which is indicated by
white line in the color bar. Therefore, obstacle can be detected if SD exceeds −79 dB. For the
model 1–5, obstacle can be detected except some region, where obstacle is just under the coil and
just center of the array antenna. Model 6 was not detected for any position because this model is
too small to detect the disturbance of the field.
When the obstacle is located just center of the array antenna, variation of the transmission or
reflection coefficient for all antennas become same value. Therefore obstacle can not be detected.
In order to understand the mechanism why obstacle can not be detected when it is just under the
coil, magnetic field vector distribution without obstacle is shown in Fig. 4. Direction of magnetic
field vector inside and outside of the coil becomes opposite. Thus, effect of disturbance due to the
obstacle is canceled. This reason is similar to the null zone of RFID tag [3].
|H|[dBA/m]
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Figure 4: Magnetic field vector distribution without obstacle.
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Figure 5: Consideration model for distance characteristic.
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Figure 6: Effect of distance between TX and RX on SD. (a) SD using reflection coefficient σr . (b) SD using
transmission coefficient σt .
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4.2. Effect of Distance between TX and RX

Second, effect of distance between TX and RX on SD is examined. Fig. 5 shows consideration
model. Distance h between the TX and RX antennas is varied from 6 cm to 20 cm. Model 1 is
assumed as an obstacle. In this model, obstacle is laid above the TX1. Fig. 6 shows SD with
and without obstacle. Margin for obstacle detection is determined by the difference between the
minimum value of SD with the obstacle and the maximum value of SD without the obstacle. Margin
for σr and σt is 8 dB and 26 dB, respectively. SD for transmission coefficient has larger margin to
detect obstacle than SD for reflection coefficient. Mutual coupling among element antennas can be
reason of this.
5. CONCLUSION

Obstacle detection method for coupled-resonant wireless power transfer is proposed. Standard
deviation of transmission coefficient and reflection coefficient is used as an index of detection.
MoM simulation demonstrated feasibility of the proposed method. Advantage of the proposed
method is that antennas for power transmission is used also for obstacle detection.
To evaluate effect of displacement of TX and RX antenna is further study.
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Ultrawideband Radar Future Directions and Benefits
James D. Taylor
148 Breezy Bay Drive, Ponte Vedra, FL 32081, USA

Abstract— Practical applications and benefits can guide future ultrawideband (UWB) radar
development objectives. Application driven research could produce UWB radar techniques to
detect and identify small, low contrast objects from their shape, composition and return spectrum characteristics. Previous experimental work has shown the possibilities for exploiting side
and forward scattered signals as a way to detect objects which have small backscatter due to
geometry (size and shape) and a low object/medium index of refraction contrast. Potential applications include ways to detect small biological tumors, plastic mines, defects in structures or
parts in medicine, manufacturing control and improved materials penetrating radar imaging. A
combination of radar and tomographic approaches could increase the possibilities a small target
detection and identification. Tangible benefits could include applications for medical imaging
which can give small clinics the capabilities of a large hospital.
1. INTRODUCTION

Ultrawideband radar has demonstrated possibilities for high resolution remote sensing and materials
penetrating applications. Each year the available research literature presents a better understanding
of how UWB signals travel through media, reflect and scatter [1–4]. This paper presents some
suggestions for practical applications driven UWB radar research.
2. UWB RADAR PROPAGATION DIFFERENCES
2.1. Conventional Narrowband Radar Theory

The conventional narrowband radar approach treats targets as a reflector with an effective geometric
surface (radar cross section in m2 ) reflecting energy back to the radar set, or scattering it to other
bistatic and multistatic receivers. With no shift in the signal waveform/frequency content and
long duration signals this approach works for conventional narrowband (sinusoidal signal) radar
performance predictions. Radar signal bandwidths greater than 25 percent of center frequency
with small spatial resolution introduces a new set of considerations not described by conventional
radar theory.
2.2. UWB Radar Theory

Nonsinusoidal UWB radio signals change waveform and spectrum on transmission, target interaction and reception due to differentiation at each conversion from electrical to electromagnetic
waves and vice versa. Predicting and modeling the waveform changes and return signal spectra
could provide the basis for increased detection sensitivity and promote medical, nondestructive
testing and other practical applications. Terence Barrett describes this concept in Resonance and
Aspect Matched Adaptive Radar (RAMAR) [5]. The ability to search for objects with a spatial resolution of the same size or smaller than the object introduces new considerations in signal detection
through multiple sequential returns and permits the possibility of object imaging [2–4].
3. FUTURE UWB RADAR RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
3.1. Overview

Progress in UWB radar technology suggests some ideas for research, systems design and practical
applications. These research area include: improved UWB propagation theory; better UWB radar
architectures; multisensor integration; higher order signal processing; and combining multistatic
and tomographic methods [6].
3.2. Improved UWB Propagation Theory

UWB short duration nonsinusoidal signals change waveform during transmission, reception and
reflection. Better UWB radar design will require improved UWB signals analysis methods based
on time domain approaches. Improved development of UWB propagation theory will greatly help
developing future applications. Advanced models for high resolution scattering from objects smaller
than the spatial resolution can guide multistatic detection system design [3, 12, 13]. Guidelines for
developing effective signal waveforms which also comply with governmental spectrum frequency
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and power restrictions can provide a valuable resource for avoiding electromagnetic interference
issues [14, 15].
3.3. Advanced UWB Radar Architectures

Depending on the applications and performance objectives, future UWB radar architectures could
include the features in Table 1. A system architecture including all of the advanced features would
look like Figure 1(a).

(a) Future UWB Radar Architecture

(b) Multistatic imaging and tomographic array

Figure 1: (a) Advanced UWB radar architecture including the features of Table 1. (b) A multistatic UWB
radar and tomography antenna array for small object detection receives side scattered energy to augment
directly reflected and direct path tomographic object detection.
Table 1: Future UWB radar architecture improvements.
DESIGN FEATURE
Unsymmetrical antenna array
Self-calibrating channel time delays
Variable range bin signal integration
Range gating to restrict measurement range
Holographic signal processing
Variable and adaptive waveform transmitters
Step frequency radar
Random noise signals
Bistatic and multistatic radar operation
Time domain analysis
Unknown signal detection methods
Higher Order Signal Processing

BENEFIT
Optimal information content [3]
Improved high resolution imaging [3]
Improved SNR and detection at all ranges [3]
Interference elimination in medical
and other measurements [2, 3]
Improved imaging [3]
Increased target return by matching
the signal spectrum to target resonances [1, 3, 5, 13]
High resolution with long range performance [2, 3]
Extended range [2, 3]
Improved small target detection and imaging [3]
Improved signal and system design [1–3]
Improved sensitivity with distorted signals [3]
Target identification through spectral shifting [1]

3.4. Multisensor Integration

Combining UWB radar with UV, millimeter wave, and other sensors could provide the basis for
improved remote sensing applications for medical, security, defense and other purposes [13].
3.5. Higher Order Signal Processing

The wide spectrum of UWB signals presents new possibilities for target identification by examining
the frequency content of radar returns. In Chapter 9 of Introduction to Ultrawideband Radar
Systems, van Blaricum describes the Singularity Expansion Method (SEM) for examining the effects
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of target geometry on UWB returns. In Chapter 11, Sheby and Marmarelis describe Higher Order
Signal Processing (HOSP) using bispectral or kernel analysis to increase radar performance by
charaterizing radar returns from different materials. Combining these effects with high resolution
imagery could provide new remote sensing capabilities in materials penetrating applications [1].
3.6. Waveform Modification

Adjusting the transmitted waveform to match the target response can improve the chances of target
detection [5]. The radar architecture of Figure 1(a) includes a capability to analyze the return and
change the transmitted waveform to match the signal to the target resonances for an enhanced
target return signal.
3.7. Combined Multistatic Radar and Tomographic Methods

Combining UWB radar with microwave tomographic techniques could provide improved detection
of small, low contrast objects in medical imaging and tumor detection. Objects have a single
frequency bistatic scattering pattern angular width θb = λ/d where d indicates the linear target
dimension in a particular plane [6]. For the ultrawideband case, a signal with a bandwidth b or pulse
duration τ , the linear dimension d could have a size close to, or larger than the range resolution
∆r = cτ /2 = c/2b. This condition could produce significant side scatter from a UWB signal.
This suggests that a multistatic antenna array to collect reflected and side scattered signals could
increase the possibilities for detecting and imaging small or low contrast objects for medical and
other applications. Applying tomographic techniques and spectral analysis to the signal received
at the opposite antenna could aid in detecting small or low contrast targets. Figure 1(b) shows a
combined UWB radar and microwave tomographic concept with either a static or rotating antenna
array.
4. CURRENT AND FUTURE UWB RADAR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

UWB radar based scanners could provide small medical clinics with imaging and diagnostic capabilities currently available in hospitals. For a practical applications objective, imagine a medical
scanner (internal imaging system) controlled by a computer through a USB port [6]. Some current
examples of UWB radar medical applications include.
4.1. The Sensiotec Virtual Medical AssistantTM Patient Monitor

UWB radar can penetrate human tissue and provide instantaneous measurements of heart and
lung movements. Figure 2(a) shows the Sensiotec radar sensor bed panel for measuring heart and
respiration rates. The bed panel UWB radar has a 4 GHz center frequency with a ∼ 2 ns pulse
length and ∼ 50 nanowatt radiated power. The estimated price of $3500 (July 2010) makes this a

(a) Sensiotec Virtual Medical Assistant TM Patient Monitor

(b) The PneumoScan® pneumothorax
detection system

Figure 2: Examples of current UWB radar medical applications: (a) The Sensiotec Virtual Medical
AssistantTM uses UWB radar to measure heart rate and respiration. (b) The Pneumoscanr uses UWB
radar to detect bleeding within the chest cavity. (Permission of Sensiotek and Pneumoscan© Sensiotec and
Pneumoscan).
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cost effective solution to improving overall hospital care and efficiency [9, 10].
4.2. The PneumoScanr Pneumothorax Detector

Trauma or infection can cause pneumothorax, a condition which fills the chest cavity with blood
and can cause death if not treated promptly. Emergency medical personnel need a quick way to
detect pneumothorax without X-ray or CT scans. PneumoSonics Inc. developed the PneumoScanr
handheld pneumothorax detector for emergency medical personnel. It uses UWB radar pulses to
measure the relative positions of the chest wall and lungs. The hand held device shown in Figure 2(a)
contains a UWB radar probe, a control unit containing the power source and processing system to
analyze incoming data. After analyzing measurements, it gives the user an immediate indication
of any pneumothorax and the location [11, 12].
5. DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES FOR FUTURE UWB RADAR RESEARCH

Directing UWB radar development objectives to detecting small biological tumors, plastic mines,
defects in structures or parts in medicine, manufacturing control and materials penetrating imaging
can yield great benefits for future practical applications. A combination of radar and tomographic
approaches could increase the possibilities a small target detection and identification. Continued
progress in understanding the theory of UWB back, side and forward scattering could produce a
UWB radar based scanner for diagnosis in small clinics and remote areas. It could help emergency
medical technicians to detect serious internal injuries quickly. Applications directed to developing
UWB radar based imaging and diagnostic systems can provide inexpensive medical imaging systems
for small and remote medical clinics worldwide.
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Abstract— For most archaeological prospections with GPR, detection is the most important
aspect of the surveys. If enough density of profiles is recorded across a site, structural information
can also be obtained regarding the buried features. Shallow and narrow features may require a
very fine line density to get detected. If the profile spacing is large, shallow areas can have
no microwaves penetrating the region. At greater penetration depths however, the unsampled
region decreases. If small targets are buried close to the ground surface, detection of these
features may require a finer line spacing then objects which are buried slightly deeper and within
the penetration depth of the antenna.
A method for presenting GPR data from archaeological sites is needed to show these minute
changes. Rather than showing the changes in reflected energies along the vertical — radargram
— slices of the ground, it is more useful to map horizontal changes of reflected energy across a
site. In this case small, but consistent reflections above the background noise can be visualized by
using time slice analysis. There are a variety of imaging and analyses that must be implemented
to solve the multitude of subsurface conditions in the archaeological field survey. Among a few
of the necessary imaging techniques and analysis to be briefly introduced in this presentation:
Time slices, Isosurface rendering and Overlay Analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nonetheless, shallow and narrow features may require a very fine line density to get detected.
Shown in Fig. 1 is a generalized description of the “unsampled” region vs. the profile spacing”.

Figure 1: Profile spacing vs. unsampled area.

If the profile spacing is large, shallow areas can have no microwaves penetrating the region. At
greater penetration depths however, the unsampled region decreases. If small targets are buried
close to the ground surface, detection of these features may require a finer line spacing then objects
which are buried slightly deeper and within the penetration depth of the antenna. This thinking
somewhat goes against what we believe about GPR: the shallower something is the better chances
we can detect it. This is obviously not the case if buried materials are very shallow and a sufficient
line density is not employed in the field survey.
The smallest detectable size of archaeological materials is in general dependent on the frequency
of the transmitting antenna. Smaller antennas can resolve smaller objects better than larger lower
frequency antennas. Large antenna can detect very small objects, although the significance of the
reflections from those small objects may not be realized by the naked eye on a single radargram
profile. These reflections may be so minute that the changes may not be easily visualized. For
instance, imaging a buried archaeological debris field, perhaps containing higher concentrations of
small fragments of ancient habitation, e.g., flint chips or other materials, may show some scattered
energies on the radargrams which may only be one or two digital values different then in areas where
no debris are located. Unless a fortunate colour transform is used, it is unlikely that these small
reflections will ever be noticed within the radargram — vertical slice — dataset. An alternative
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method for presenting GPR data from archaeological sites is needed to show these minute changes.
Rather than showing the changes in reflected energies along the vertical — radargram — slices of
the ground, it is more useful to map horizontal changes of reflected energy across a site. In this
case small, but consistent reflections above the background noise can be visualized by using time
slice analysis.
2. IMAGING TECHNIQUES FOR ARCHAEOLOGY

There are a variety of imaging and analyses that must be implemented to solve the multitude of
subsurface conditions in the archaeological field survey, in Ref. [1]. Among a few of the necessary
imaging techniques and analysis to be briefly introduced in this chapter are:
Time slices — mapping of reflection anomalies across a site and at various depths.
Isosurface rendering — showing equal amplitude surfaces in a 3D dataset by rendering the
data, e.g., applying shading to the surface to give a 3D effect.
Overlay Analysis — collecting (strong) reflectors from individual time slice map and overlaying
the results on a single, comprehensive 2D time slice.
The process of time slice analysis is not new, and the implementation of this method for archaeological applications is presented after, in Refs. [2, 3]. They found from archaeological imaging, that
using radargrams that were binned or spatially averaged in the vertical and horizontal windows and
then interpolated to create 3D volumes, provided much more visually useful images for reading the
continuity of subsurface reflection anomalies. Particularly at archaeological sites where subsurface
structures may not be buried at equal depths (reflection times) and to reduce radar clutter, thicker
slices of the radargrams provide very useful images of the subsurface.
One of the natural effects of time slicing radargrams, and mapping the changing in amplitude
across them, is that this in itself acts as a background filter. Often, GPR radargrams can have
significant banding noise caused by equipment designs as well as reverberations from ground surface.
It is difficult to see changes in the large ground surface waves, or any part of the radargram where
banding background noises are significant. By slicing the data, the banding noise is actually
naturally removed since only deviations from the averaged background noise are being detailed.
GPR practicioners often will apply a series of filtering operations before beginning the time slice
analysis, included of which is background removal. Background filtering is generally blindly applied
to the radargrams first before time slice slicing. This filter can have the unfortunate effect of
removing features which are more or less parallel to the radar profile. If a linear feature like
a Roman wall were being imaged then a possibility of deleting this wall could occur when the
structures are parallel to the profile direction. In the data presentation for archaeological sites,
radargrams that are unfiltered for the background are often more useful for creating subsurface
images.
Migrated data are often used at archaeological sites where the microwave velocities can be
determined, subsurface features and stratigraphy are well defined, and where hyperbolic reflection
patterns dominate a site. In some instances however, migrated radargrams can often reduce the
relative amplitude of small targets at a site. Detection is usually the most important objective. The
fact of a small target having a larger footprint because it has not been migrated is sometimes more
useful when time slice images are made. These small features appear larger than they really are
and can be detected. It is not unusual to use several sets of processed and unprocessed radargrams
to extract different and essential information regarding an archaeological site.
The most important factor in generating time slices, generally has little in the way of dealing
with the signal processing of the radargrams, but rather, depends upon image processing. In some
cases the time slices are presented in either a linear, square root, or logarithm transforms, to
delineate various features which have a large dynamic range in recorded reflection intensity. Also,
custom transforms are generated to amplify a particular reflection within a dataset, which may be
the archaeological targets of interest. It is not always the case that the targets of interest are the
strongest reflectors, they may be the mid-range to lowest reflection anomalies mapped across a site.
In addition, minimum and maximum thresholding is often applied to the time slice maps to enhance
or reduce background noises. Within each separate time window chosen, the full range of colours is
generally applied between the relative lowest and strongest reflector. The relative amplitude time
slices, can show the relative features within each time window more clearly, however, the importance
of these anomalies when compared to the strongest reflections in the entire dataset can be lost. For
this reason, a series of time slices are sometimes displayed using an absolute reference amplitude
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in order to show the true recorded reflection amplitudes between different reflection times at a
site. Finally, in order to convert time slices into actually depth slices, requires knowledge of the
microwave velocities at the site.
3. CASE HISTORY AIALI SITE (GROSSETO, ITALY)

The place named Aiali is situated on lowland between the medieval town of Grosseto and the roman
town of Roselle in the Tuscany region. This site has been studied since 2006 employing different
surveying methods including remote sensing satellite and aerial photography, field walking surveys
and geophysical surveys (magnetic, resistivity, GPR) in Ref. [4]. The main goals of the survey
consisted of obtaining information about location, depth and dimensions of possible remains and
providing interpretable information to archaeologists for characterizing the types of building that
might be present. This site was also considered propitious for testing the potential of dense grid
strategies as well as different 3d processing schemes over a complex Roman site.
Data were recorded inside four areas (A, B, C, D) at 50 cm profile spacing at Aiali. Once the basic
raw radargrams were conditioned, the squared amplitude of the radar pulses were then averaged
spatially every 25 cm along the profile and averaged in time over 6 ns time windows. Consecutive
time slices were generated at about 50% overlap between adjacent levels to better show transitions
of the reflection anomalies, in Ref. [5] .
GPR time slice images for the combined site CD are shown in Fig. 2. Shallow time slices indicate
that the reflections to the tops of wall of a destroyed Roman villa are quite shallow and begin to
appear on the third slice that is from 17–34 cm below the ground surface. A utility pipe that
crosses the site can be identified by a faint linear reflection in a deeper slice from 43–60 cm. An
overlay analysis of the site using all the time slice information from 17–112 cm (skipping the top

Figure 2: The complete time slice dataset computed the Aiali site. A nominal velocity of 7cm/ns was used
to convert the time slices to estimated depth slices.
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surface information)is shown in Fig. 3. The overlay image is shown with one background filtered
radargrams indicating the strong — reverberating wall reflections that were recorded. Because the
wall reflections have a strong contrast with the surrounding areas, an isosurface amplitude render
showing shapes of the remnant wall structures of the destroyed villa could be created, Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Overlay analysis showing all the reflectors
from 40–81 cm along with an example background
filtered radargram showing the strong wall reflections from the destroyed foundations of the villa.

Figure 4: Isosurface rendering of all the reflection
greater than 40% the peak response recorded in the
volume for the destroyed Roman villa discovered at
the Aiali site.

For the Aiali site, the GPR survey results, along with those made from other remote sensing
methods, will be able to assist the archaeologists in reconstructing and preserving the “digital”
knowledge of the site. Whether or not the site will be delineated as an important archaeological
monument and the lands acquired from the farmers to prevent further destruction, is left for future
generations to determine.
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Abstract— Ground penetrating radars operating at high frequency are currently used for
subsurface investigation. The data are generally collected by manual scans and this is a time
consuming process and it is also affected by errors in spatial positioning of the data. In this
work, we present an innovative approach by devising a robotic scanner that is remote controlled.
The robot scanner operates with a high resolution 3.6–4.0 GHz multi-frequency holographic radar
antenna of RASCAN type. The paper describes the advantages of this new instrument in different applications fields (civil engineering, archaeology, land mine detection) with high resolution
images of shallow objects and virtually zero set up time for the experiments.
1. INTRODUCTION

The holographic radar of RASCAN 4/4000 type has been demonstrated as a useful instrument for
producing images with high spatial resolution from subsurface dielectric constant discontinuities [1].
The comparison of the incident monocromatic field and the reflected field from a buried shallow object is the basic holographic principle that in this case is implemented at five microwave frequencies
between 3.6 and 4.0 GHz. The measured phase variations between the incident and received fields
at different locations on the scanning surface create a sinusoidal modulated baseband signal that
can be used to produce gray scale images. From an electromagnetic viewpoint these images are
not complete holograms because RASCAN-4 provides only the amplitude information of recorded
signals while the actual hologram is complex. However the images have a spatial resolution that is
about a λ/4, where λ is the wavelength in the investigated material at the emitted frequency fi [2].
Generally the holographic radar transmits and receives signals at different discrete frequencies in
order to avoid null responses from targets at depths and frequencies that produce phase values
that cancel the two sinusoidal functions [1]. The standard method for scanning a surface is the
manual scan similar to that used for high frequency impulse GPR: This is a rather time consuming
task as the experiments need a spatially-referenced grid along which the antenna head is moved
manually. The line grid can be inscribed on a thin dielectric mat (Plexiglas, rubber, or paper).
This accessory is certainly useful but use is limited to rather small areas of investigation (typically
less than 1 square meter) and require a skilled and concentrated operator to avoid deviations in
the manual movement of the antenna head. Larger surfaces of several square meters are difficult
to scan manually with accuracy and require a long time to set-up the reference system. A different
approach to overcome this limitation is the development of a robotic scanner where the holographic
radar head is moved automatically with high spatial accuracy (better than 1 mm) guaranteed by
the optical encoders connected to the mechanical movements. An area is covered by the composition of a lateral fast (50 cm/s) movement and the advancement slow (programmable speed from 2
to 5 mm/s) motion by two wheels connected to DC motors. This approach is particularly suitable
for the compact and light weigh (400 grams) holographic radar head that must be moved fast.
In this way the robot scanner can spatially oversample the reflected field and produce averaged
low noise images of subsurface objects, while the operator remotely designates the area to be investigated. A research field where robot scanners have been developed is humanitarian demining [3–7].
Development of this new microwave subsurface scanner mounted on a robotic platform will also aid
in the rapid diffusion of robotic products into daily life, which will also decrease the price of these
technologies. The complete system is depicted in Figure 1.
2. APPLICATION TO RAPID SURVEYING OF A CONCRETE PAVEMENT

A common application of subsurface radar is scanning of concrete pavements for detection of reinforcing bars or mesh, and other buried structures. An investigation was required on an old concrete
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Figure 1: Block schematic of the robotic scanner with holographic radar. The three electronic units communicate in real-time by a standard RS-485 bus (dot-dashed line). Power DC lines and encoder connections
are shown by the dashed line.

pavement where the metal reinforcing grid was at about 60 mm depth. Because some cracks are
visible on the surface, the survey intended to check for structures underneath the mesh. The construction details of the pavement were lost, and detection of reinforcing bars with a commercial
pacometer instrument was unsuccessful in the presence of the continuous magnetic field from the
shallow mesh. The robot scanner was used to acquire an image of 1 m length by 33 cm width with
5 frequencies (3.6; 3.7; 3.8; 3.9; 4.0 GHz), with spatial sampling 2 mm and advancement motion
speed of 2 mm/s. Hence the length of 1 m is covered in 500 s. This is the total time for doing the
survey because no extra time was needed to set-up the experiment.

Figure 2: Robotic scanner operating on a concrete
pavement. Note the separation line between two
concrete pours.

Figure 3: Parallel (a) and cross polar (b) holographic
radar images at 3.7 GHz. Pixel size 2 mm, image
dimension 1 m × 0.33 m.
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The images were acquired from both the parallel- and cross-polarized transmitter-receiver antenna pairs. The two images corresponding to 3.7 GHz were selected because they show with better
contrast the presence of buried structures. In Figure 2 the robotic scanner is in operation on the
concrete pavement.
From the parallel image in Figure 3, we can detect three horizontal features about 30 cm apart.
The central one was the only horizontal feature detected by the cross-polar channel at the same
position; this central feature can be easily interpreted by visual inspection of Figure 2 as the
separation line between two concrete pours. The upper and lower horizontal features in the parallel
output channel are certainly buried structures underneath the metal mesh, that at this frequency,
given the depth of the mesh, is invisible, and thus does not interfere with the holographic response
of the two deeper structures. Planned repetition of this survey on other nearby areas will finalize
the interpretation about the nature of these two features that are likely to be reinforcing bars.
3. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present a robotic scanner for high resolution imaging with holographic radar.
The high-spatial resolution allows use of the robotic scanner at high frequencies (> 2 GHz) that
require a sampling tighter than at most a quarter of the wavelength in the soil or material under
investigation.
The robotic scanner is currently used in different applications: Detection of low dielectric contrast objects like plastic landmines, for rapid scan of floors after an earthquake or other natural
disaster, investigation of historical structures, or for searching for hidden dinosaur tracks in the
rocks of paleontological sites. Moreover, for these applications a light-weight robotic scanner (less
than 6 kg) is suitable to avoid loading of sensitive surfaces with the weight of a human operator.
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Abstract— The existence of a footprint fossil indicates that some discontinuity occurred at
the footprint plane during sedimentation. RASCAN holographic radar reveals the plan shape of
shallow buried objects. A simple experiment showed that a clod of loam soil buried in powdered
loam soil was recognizable in a radar image. Another experiment showed that a thin film inserted
between dielectrically similar materials also provides recognizable reflection. Finally, blind tests
were performed for realistic surrogates for dinosaur footprints. The radar image has no recognizable pattern for the case of microscopic air gap at the footprint parting plane. However, when
the air gap was replaced by very thin clay film, the shape of the toes became recognizable. Thus,
there may be some cases in which some discontinuity during sedimentation makes the shape of a
dinosaur footprint fossil recognizable by holographic radar.
1. INTRODUCTION

A dinosaur footprint, which is not the creature itself, but a mold of markings made by the activites
of the creature, represents a trace fossil. A RASCAN holographic radar image taken at Parco dei
Lavani site (Italy) shows that some reflection related to dinosaur footprints is produced inside rock
body [1] (Figure 1). Generally speaking, the reflection circumstance inside sedimentary rock is not
necessarily cooperative to GPR. Nevertheless, a small blow of a hammer may unveil a footprint
with amazingly fine shape. This indicates that some discontinuity occurred at the footprint plane
during sedimentation even if the rock appears homogeneous. The possibility of revealing the shape
of trace fossils by radar is analytically investigated using simple experiments.

Figure 1: Partially exposed dinosaur footprint and its holographic radar image.

2. RASCAN HOLOGRAPHIC RADAR

RASCAN holographic radar provides plan subsurface images which can reveal the shape of buried
objects. Although an impulse radar records reflected wave strengths and travel times as direct
values, holographic radar does indirect values determined by the degree of phase coincidence between incident and reflected waves. As a result effect from strong surface reflections can be avoided.
Therefore RASCAN can produce clear images especially at shallower depths. RASCAN operates
at 5 discrete continuous wave frequencies from 3.6 to 4.0 GHz with two receiving antennae in parallel and cross polarizations relative to the transmitter. As a result, two sets of five images are
obtained. At least one image among ten is expected to provide a fine view by realizing the optimum
combination of the permittivity of the medium and the distance from antenna to the target.
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3. SMALL DIFFERENCE IN PERMITTIVITY

Electromagnetic waves reflect at the boundary between layers with different permittivity. The
intensity of reflection decreases with smaller difference of permittivity. Reflected waves become
unrecognizable below some intensity threshold, and reflections cease at zero difference Obviously,
identical materials have identical specific permittivity. Permittivity of soils varies strongly with
water content. However, slowly dried loam forms clods and instantly dried loam forms powder.
These two soils then have identical mineralogy and water content, but different texture due to
different history, and are expected to have slightly different permittivity.
Loam soil was left to dry naturally for about four years after full saturation, finally forming
cohesive lumps or clods. Some of the clods were smashed to make granular powder. Three clods
were placed in a container and buried in the powder. Figure 2 shows the clods before buried in the
powder. RASCAN holographic radar was scanned over the test bed. Figure 3 is a radar image of
the scan. Next the powdered loam soil was replaced by dry sand, and RASCAN holographic radar
was scanned again. Figure 4 is a radar image of the clods-in-sand scan.

Figure 2: Clods of dried loam soil in the test bed.

Figure 3: RASCAN holographic radar 3.8 GHz parallel polarization image of the clods buried in powdered loam soil.

Figure 4: RASCAN holographic radar 3.8 GHz parallel polarization image of the clods buried in sand.

In Figure 3 the right clod is very hard to recognize. However, the upper and the left clods are
both subtly recognizable. In Figure 4 it is obvious that all the clods are fully recognizable. This
fine sensitivity of holographic radar for even small difference in permittivity might be helpful to
determine the presence and shape of hidden dinosaur footprints.
4. EFFECT OF THIN LAYERS

A base material in which a thin layer of some impurity is inserted produces reflections at this
thin layer. If the layer is too thin, the reflection will not be recognizable. However, the reflection
becomes stronger with increasing impurity layer thickness and finally reaches a recognizable level [2].
Experiments were carried out for some materials with different impurity layers. Rubber plates and
vinyl chloride plates were used as the base materials. An air gap was used as the impurity layer.
The permittivity is 8.3 for rubber, 2.7 for vinyl chloride and 1 for air. Figure 5 shows a test body
using rubber plates. The left body has no gap and the right body has a small air gap. The air
gap is set by lifting the uppermost rubber plate (10 mm thickness) with paper slips piled as spacers
placed under the both sides of the plate. Each paper slip has 100 µm thickness, so the gap can
be increased in this increment. This method was applied in the same manner using vinyl chloride
plates as the base material, but with the thickness of upper part 12 mm instead of 10 mm. The
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Test body for contrast experiment.

Figure 6: Holographic radar images. Air gap is (a)
200 µm and (b) 1 mm.

test body was scanned by RASCAN holographic radar with air gap varying from 200 µm to 9 mm.
The left and right bodies become sufficiently identical when the gap is more than 1 mm for rubber,
and 3 mm for vinyl chloride. Figure 6 shows holographic radar images with 200 µm gap (top) and
1 mm gap (bottom). The top image indicates no contrast difference and the bottom image clearly
shows the difference.
The intensity contrast between the right body and left body were calculated and plotted on
Figure 7 for rubber and Figure 8 for vinyl chloride. This means that the contrast of permittivity
and the thickness of impurity layer are both important factors. In Figure 7 (rubber) 4 GHz data
seem to represent the best distance from antenna to the target among five frequencies. The contrast
is very small at less than 1 mm thickness and it almost linearly increase from 1 mm through thicker
gaps. In Figure 8 (vinyl chloride) 3.6 GHz data represent the best distance. The contrast linearly
increases from 3 mm to thicker gap. These results indicate that the impurity layer may help to
reveal the shape of buried target by holographic radar.

Figure 7: Image contrast to basic material with the
thickness of impurity thin film layer. (Basic material
= Rubber, Impurity material = Void).

Figure 8: Image contrast to basic material with the
thickness of impurity thin film layer. (Basic material
= Vinyl chloride, Impurity material = Void).

5. HOLOGRAPHIC RADAR IMAGES BASED ON ACTUAL DINOSAUR FOOTPRINTS

Artificial footprints were carved on water saturated loam soil in a test bed. After leaving for three
weeks to dry, the test bed was covered with dry powdered loam soil. The depths of the footprint
planes are approximately 30 mm. Figure 9 shows the footprints before covering. The holographic
radar image is shown in Figure 10. Despite of small permittivity contrast the three footprints are
all recognizable. Separation of three toes is imperfectly attained at the leftmost footprint. No
separation is observed at the other footprints.
The radar scan was performed again after changing the covering material from loam soil to sand
above the center and rightmost footprints. The result is shown in Figure 11. The reflection was
intensified for footprints covered with sand. The toes are also separately recognized. The increase
of contrast is important not only for better recognition but also for precision of the shapes.
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Figure 9: Image contrast to basic material with the thickness of impurity thin film layer. (Basic material =
Rubber, Impurity material = Void).

Figure 10: Image contrast to basic material with the
thickness of impurity thin film layer. (Basic material
= Rubber, Impurity material = Void).

Figure 11: Image contrast to basic material with the
thickness of impurity thin film layer. (Basic material
= Rubber, Impurity material = Void).

Figure 12: Anamoepus cast with clay film coating.

Figure 13: RASCAN 3.8 GHz cross polarization image for clay film on the cast-mold interface.

Finally a test piece was produced by a cast taken of an actual dinosaur footprint (Anamoepus)
from the Early Jurassic rocks of Dinosaur State Park in Connecticut, USA [3]. The cast was done
with a quick dry lime plaster consisting of calcium carbonate and silica sand and oven-dried. The
cast was then covered with a layer of plaster to make a tight-fitting mold. A hidden test was carried
out. The hidden footprint is located about 3 cm depth. The mold and cast were scanned first with
nothing but the microscopic air gap separating them, and this produced no recognizable contrast
pattern. However, when the mating surface was painted with a very thin clay-water mixture (See
Figure 12), and allowed to dry overnight (air dry, not oven dry), a shape strongly resembling the
track appears (See Figure 13). Note that the long middle toe is clear, and the shape of the heel is
obvious, but the outer toes are subtle at best.
6. CONCLUSIONS

RASCAN holographic radar showed fine sensitivity to small differences in permittivity and to thin
layers of impurity material. Dinosaur footprints are sometimes found as trace fossils preserving
realistic shapes. This usually means that the rock layer containing the trace fossils has experienced a special history of sedimentation that created a subtle permittivity difference suitable to
the application of the holographic radar. Low noise imaging in the shallower subsurface is a unique
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feature of RASCAN holographic radar [4], and provides a way to detect and image the shape of dinosaur hidden footprints. This capability of RASCAN radar may add to the already-demonstrated
applications in archaeology and inspections of civil structure such as delamination of pavement.
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Bringing up the Bodies: High Resolution and Target Definition
Using GPR
Erica Utsi
Utsi Electronics Ltd., UK

Abstract— Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is an extremely useful non-destructive testing
(NDT) and detection technique applied in many different spheres of activity from the common
ones of utility detection, concrete investigation, road monitoring and archaeology to the more
rarely used ability for forensic and security investigations. Target detection and imaging are
inter-related both in terms of the frequency of antenna used and the survey parameters applied.
Even for strong reflectors, the density of data collected can make a significant difference to
identification, particularly where this is based on pattern recognition.
The definition capability of a 4 GHz antenna used primarily in structural investigations is described. Taking as an example the two graves discovered beneath the floor of the Cosmati
Pavement in front of the High Altar of Westminster Abbey, this paper examines the evidence for
extant skeletal remains in GPR data generated using a 4 GHz antenna. These results are then
compared with results from a more traditional lower frequency antenna (400 MHz) used for the
detection of graves within the Abbey (including the two beneath the mosaic pavement) in forensic
searches for missing persons believed to have been buried in open ground and in the archaeological investigation of an area known to contain mediaeval graves. Although faunal remains have
been found in such searches, the recognition of weak reflectors such as human remains more often
relies upon the recognition of associated material rather than the signals returned by the bodies
themselves. The reasons for this are briefly discussed.
The potential effect of increasing data density is discussed with particular reference to the data
(4 GHz and 400 MHz) from Westminster Abbey and suggestions made as to how the effect of
more intensive survey might assist in the identification of buried human remains, whether in a
legitimate grave or not.
1. INTRODUCTION

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is recognised as an extremely useful investigative tool in a wide
range of applications, many of which are ultimately related to safety [2]. The largest single use of the
technology is the detection of utilities, generally in advance of construction but the method is also
commonly applied to many other subsurface investigations such as concrete investigation, road monitoring, structural integrity, glaciology, mining, archaeology and even occasionally forensic searches
(cf, for example, http://www.mappingtheunderworld.ac.uk/; http://www.trl.co.uk/facilities/mobi
le test equipment/ground penetrating radar.htm) [1].
2. HIGH FREQUENCY, HIGH DEFINITION

There are a number of applications where high frequency GPR is useful, notably in detecting
delamination in the near surface of roads or in built structures such as bridges, supermarket tiled
floors or within historic monuments (Figure 1). Another common application is locating structural
elements such as reinforcement bars in concrete (e.g., [16]).
Although traditionally frequencies of the order of 2 GHz have been used for these purposes,
higher frequency options are now being deployed with resultant improved detection and target

Figure 1: 4 GHz antenna being used on a historic bridge inside the Forbidden City, Beijing.
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imaging within the near surface. Measurements using a 4 GHz antenna can detect delamination of
less than 1 mm [15].
3. HIGH FREQUENCY INVESTIGATION

In recent years there has been increasing interest in high definition GPR surveys, creating dense data
sets with resultant improved target definition. This has been particularly useful in archaeological
investigations where horizontal imaging is usually the principal clue to the nature of the extant
remains [8, 12].
The principal factors in creating recognisable features from GPR imaging are the wavelengths
emitted by the radar and the sampling frequency of the investigation both along the line of travel
of the radar and also between successive survey transects (cf, [3]). Although it is clearly advantageous to use as small a wavelength as possible, this limits the possible depth of investigation and
also carries the implication of greater resources being required in order to maximise the imaging
potential.
In 2004, the Collegiate Church of St Peter, Westminster, more commonly known as Westminster
Abbey, decided to restore the 13th Century mosaic in front of the High Altar, traditionally the
coronation site. The original stone Abbey was built in the 11th Century, but the current building
dates back to the reconstruction by Henry III in the 13th Century although it is known to include
some remnants of the original stone building. The brief for the GPR survey was therefore to investigate the internal structure of the mosaic prior to restoration; check for near surface delamination;
map any remains from the former Abbey; and search for a substantial royal vault. After trialling
antennas of 400 MHz, 1 GHz and 4 GHz, the 4 GHz was used for the first two of these and the
400 MHz for the latter two.
The results of the survey demonstrated the intricacy of construction, revealed previous repairs,
including some changes to the patterning of at least two elements and also confirmed the existence
of two abbots’ graves, one previously known although brief historical references to the burial of two
13th Century abbots in this vicinity exist ([12], Figures 2 and 3).

Figure 2: Horizontal time slice extracted from the
4 GHz investigation of the Cosmati Pavement showing interfaces between different stone elements and
the location of two tombs [12].

Figure 3: Historical repairs, as evidenced by changes
in the decorative elements and the partial replacement of a linear outline [12].

Three questions arise from this work. Firstly to what extent is it possible to identify the tomb
contents on the basis of signal patterning? Secondly is it possible to detect weaker reflectors such
as human remains, if any? Lastly, to what extent can the same methodology be applied to other
subsurface investigations? The first of these was tackled, in part, at the time. Time slices extracted
from the 3-dimensional data block suggested the presence of a chalice and paten at the head of the
northern tomb, in accordance with traditional burial practice. GPR-Max 2d and 3d was used to
model a typical chalice and paten and the results modified until the signals matched those at the
head of the tomb (Giannopoulos). It is evident, however that there is more material in the grave
(cf, Figures 5 & 6).
In order to understand the nature of the remains in the tomb, it is helpful to start with the
strong reflectors. Comparison of time slices from the 4 GHz data with that data generated by the
400 MHz reveals that whereas both tombs are clearly visible at high frequency, only the northern
tomb is as clear at the lower, suggesting that that the strong signal reflector in the south tomb is
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Figure 4: Time slice taken from the 400 MHz survey
of the Cosmati Pavement showing the two burials
(cf, with Figure 2), from [14].

Figure 5: Close up of the northern tomb showing
grave goods (probably metallic) and weaker reflectors [12].

Figure 6: Top (1) and Bottom (2) of a possible
crozier or Abbot’s staff lying at an angle from head
to foot suggesting the presence of human remains.

Figure 7: Vertical profile of the southern grave showing one strong reflector at the head of the tomb and
a series of weaker reflectors towards the foot [12].

physically small (compare Figure 4 with Figure 2). In the 4 GHz data, it proved impossible to find
a level at which the southern tomb showed uniform or near-uniform strong signal reflections across
the whole surface. One likely reason for this is the traditional use of Fuller’s Earth to backfill the
grave. As decomposition sets in, the backfill settles generating an uneven slender void. The weaker
reflections would therefore indicate where the backfill is still in contact with the stone above [14].
Assuming that this interpretation is correct, it appears likely that air is the principal reflector not
only in the northern tomb, but in both. Although it is clear that more work remains to be done
in terms of identifying the different elements in the northern grave, the horizontal patterning so
far obtained does not suggest reflection from bones, for example (see Figure 5). That there are
extant human remains in both graves is, however, extremely likely as evidenced by the angle of
the possible crozier in the northern tomb (Figure 6) and the levels at which the strong and weak
reflectors are positioned relative to each other along the southern grave (Figure 7). The existence
of these remains is recognized by implication rather than by direct signal reflection and the graves
revealed by the voids and associated artefacts rather than the bodies themselves.
4. FORENSIC SEARCHES FOR HUMAN REMAINS

There is evidence to suggest that GPR is much better at detecting recently deceased bodies than
corpses which have been reduced to bone. Although human tissue and bone are naturally weak
signal reflectors, it is possible, for example, to use a high frequency GPR to detect either hand or
heart movements on the other side of a barrier. Experimental research into the detection of both
human and pig corpses has demonstrated that GPR can detect recently interred remains [5, 9]. If
for no other reason, the presence of fluid within the decomposing remains should yield sufficient
difference in electromagnetic properties for successful detection in most soils.
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However, once buried, the decomposing corpse interacts with the soil around it. Liquids drain,
flesh decomposes and bones calcify. Over time, the electromagnetic difference between the corpse
and the surrounding soil will diminish. Graves containing skeletons are not easy to detect using
GPR, for which reason current English Heritage guidance on geophysical investigation advises that
GPR responses to grave detection are likely to be poor except where the interment is associated
with stone coffins [6]. An example of a recent survey of a cathedral cloister where trial excavation
had previously revealed the existence of mediaeval graves is shown in Figure 8. The lack of detection
by the GPR is consistent with the bodies having been buried in shrouds. No voids, stone containers
or artefacts were associated with the burials.

Figure 8: Time slice at c. 18 ns from a cathedral
cloister where mediaeval burials are known to exist
in the NE corner and should be visible at this depth.
There is no indication of burials in the GPR data.

Figure 9: Time slice from a Forensic survey of
a graveyard showing the extant remains of coffins
rather than their contents.

The point at which burials become effectively invisible has not been established but there is
evidence to suggest that it takes many years for all traces to be eliminated. There is at least one
forensic case for which remains were traced 14 years after the person went missing. However, it
was disturbed ground that the radar data identified rather than bodily remains (Openshaw, Pers.
Comm.). Similarly, when carrying out a search for a missing person, believed to have been interred
illegally within a cemetery, the legal burials were detectable from the remains of the coffins, rather
than from their contents (Figure 9). The only way of identifying the illegal burial in that instance
was by association with excess retained moisture. It makes intrinsic sense that burial within a
container or within some material that retains fluids will aid detection.
5. DATA DENSITY, SURVEY TECHNIQUE AND THE USE OF HIGHER FREQUENCY
ANTENNAS

Following the surveys of the Cosmati pavement in Westminster Abbey, the Dean and Chapter
commissioned a series of surveys of the main Abbey floors. Previous surveys had failed to identify
the majority of the graves even though these were mostly associated with built tombs and voids.
Trials of 400 MHz, 1 GHz and 4 GHz antennas demonstrated the efficacy of the first and last but
also demonstrated that attenuation of the 1 GHz signals was greater comparatively than the 4 GHz.
However soil research has demonstrated that whereas electrical losses vary linearly with frequency,
magnetic losses peak at around 1 GHz [10, 11]. This explains not only why the performance of the
1 GHz was less efficient but also why previous GPR surveys had been unsuccessful since, based
on the depth of investigation, 1 GHz appeared to be an ideal frequency. Since the majority of the
graves lay beyond the 10 ns range of the 4 GHz, the 400 MHz antenna was used to map the graves.
In order to increase target definition as much as possible, the spacing between successive survey
transects was decreased from the traditional 0.5 m (cf, Jones, 2006) to 0.25 m. This has been shown
to increase target definition significantly, effectively bringing them into focus [13].
One implication of this is that the 4 GHz surveys previously completed, should be re-visited
since the 5 cm transect spacing applied is effectively equivalent to the 50 cm spacing used with a
400 MHz antenna and the resulting data can therefore be considered to be aliased. This raises the
possibility of a better understanding of the grave contents, including the weaker reflectors.
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The other conclusion is that antenna frequency should never be assumed. There is a tendency in
archaeological and forensic investigations to opt for antennas of c. 500 MHz central frequency, with
the occasional use of lower frequency antennas particularly in damp environments and to accept
the resultant target definition. Obviously it is desirable to ensure adequate depth penetration but
it is possible to use higher frequency antennas outdoors, even in damp conditions. The forensic
case illustrated in Figure 9 is one such case. Given the improvement in potential target definition
and the possibility of using multi-channel radars, even for operation at 4 GHz, there is a case for
trialling a wider variety of antenna frequencies.
6. CONCLUSION

The obvious implication is that forensic searchers looking for recently buried human remains should
not necessarily aim to detect the bodies themselves but instead target associated stronger reflectors.
These might be containers, grave goods, voids, leaked liquids or disturbed ground. The longer the
period of time from the interment to discovery, the truer this maxim becomes.
Another strategy which deserves to be researched is the application of different frequencies,
specifically higher frequencies on known human or animal remains to investigate to what extent
and under what conditions weaker reflectors can be identified. The resource implications in terms
of forensic search are not as great as they once were, given the number of multi-channel GPRs now
available.
Finally, target definition should be considered carefully in planning forensic searches. Increasing the frequency should be considered where practical and, where a lower frequency is applied,
reduction of the sampling interval between successive survey transects will mitigate some of the
loss of definition. In this connection, it is hoped to examine the cloister example given above using
a higher frequency of antenna and a reduced transect spacing.
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Abstract— This paper discusses about the imaging of a concrete structure without information
of incident field. An inverse scattering approach based on the field equivalence principle is
extended to apply for reconstruction of spatial profiles of electric parameters in the concrete
structure. Numerical simulations of a reinforcing-bar or a cavity investigation in the concrete
structure from only total field data measured on the observation surface are performed in order
to show the effectiveness of the proposed inversion method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Maintenance and management of concrete structures are important to prevent serious accidents.
Among a variety of diagnostic approaches ground penetrating radar (GPR) [1] is a non-destructive
diagnosis technique for inspection without affecting the current state or any damage to the existing
structures. GPR emits an electromagnetic pulse which is radiated into a concrete structure and
part of the wave is reflected by reinforcing-bars and defects such as voids in the structure. GPR
processes the reflected data to detect or locate them. The use of a tomographic technique for GPR is
expected to give more information of the concrete structure than radar-based techniques, e.g., a size
of a reinforcing bar and, the shape and dielectric parameter of defects. Inverse scattering analyses
which are the basis of microwave tomography usually assume the knowledge of incident fields.
The field radiating from a transmitting antenna of GPR just above a concrete surface is different
from the field of GPR located far from the concrete structure since the antenna characteristics are
changed due to interaction between the antenna and the structure, so that it is difficult to know
accurately the incident field penetrating into the concrete structure.
In this paper, imaging of a concrete structure without information of incident field is discussed.
An inverse scattering approach based on the field equivalence principle [2, 3] is extended to apply
for reconstruction of spatial profiles of electric parameters (relative permittivity and conductivity)
in the concrete structure. If a measurement surface is closed, a problem equivalent to the original
scattering problem for the interior region enclosed by the measurement surface can be set up. In
the case of concrete evaluation, however, it is impossible to measure the fields on a whole closed
surface. Usually transmitting and receiving antennas are limited to one side of a concrete structure.
Since a pulsed incident wave does not reach the place far enough from the wave source in a finite
observation time, it is not necessary for the measurement surface to be a closed surface. Equivalent
surface currents in the equivalent problem are determined by the tangential component of the
electric and the magnetic fields on the measurement surface. These equivalent surface currents
generate the same electromagnetic field in the region below the measurement surface as does the
original incident pulse and yield a null field in the region above the measurement surface. Note
that the equivalence holds only when the original source in the region above the measurement
surface is removed while the original scatterers remain below the surface. If the original scatterers
are replaced by different objects, then there appear non-zero electromagnetic fields in the region
above the measurement surface. This allow us to formulate the inverse scattering problem as a
minimization problem with a cost function consisting of a magnitude of electromagnetic fields in
the region above the measurement surface. Genetic Algorithm (GA) was used for the method of the
imaging [4–8]. Numerical simulations of a reinforcing-bar or a cavity investigation in the concrete
structure from only total field data measured on the observation surface are performed in order to
show the effectiveness of the proposed inversion method.
2. FORMULATION

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the problem. Figures 1(a) and (b) are the original problem and
the equivalent problem, respectively. Primary source is arranged in the air. We divide the whole
space into two regions denoted by Ω and Ω̄ as shown Figure 1. The boundary is denoted by one
closed curve which consists of a linear broken line and three chain lines. The electromagnetic wave
emitted from primary source is measured on the boundary during a time interval [0, T ], where T
is duration time. However, it is impossible to measure the fields in concrete. Usually transmitting
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Geometry of the problem. (a) Original problem. (b) Equivalent problem.

and receiving antennas are limited to one side of a concrete structure. If the distance between the
primary source and any point on chain lines is far enough, the pulsed incident wave can’t arrive to
chain lines. Therefore it is enough for us to measure electromagnetic fields on the broken line (the
observation line ∂Ω). For simplicity, two-dimensional case is examined, i.e., the electric parameters
of the object depend only on the x and y directions, and a short pulsed wave is generated by an
electric current source J(r, t) = Jz (r, t)ẑ flowing along the z-direction, where r = (x, y) and ẑ is
the unit vector in the z-direction. We assume that the source is turned on at time t = 0 and any
electromagnetic field doesn’t exist before time t = 0. We apply the field equivalence principle as
shown in Figure 1(b).
The impressed primary source J is assumed to be in the region Ω̄, while the concrete structure
to be estimated is in the region Ω. The equivalent surface currents s are given by the tangential
components of the measured total fields over the surface ∂Ω as
Ã
!
Ã
!
Ã
!
ηJz
η [nx Hy − ny Hx ]
−ηHx
−ny Ez
s = Mx δ∂Ω =
δ∂Ω = −Ez δ∂Ω ,
(1)
My
nx Ez
0
where δ∂Ω is a delta function representing a source concentrated on the
p surface ∂Ω, and nx and ny
are the components of the unit vector n̂ inward normal to ∂Ω. η (= µ0 /ε0 ) is the characteristic
impedance of free space The electromagnetic fields uT = (Ezeq ηHxeq ηHyeq ) of the equivalent
problem are the solution of Maxwell’s equations,
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In the equivalent problem, the primary source is removed and the original concrete structure is
remained. In addition, it is not necessary to consider obstacles yielding unwanted clutter located in
the exterior region Ω̄. The equivalent surface current produces the same total field in the interior
region Ω as does the primary source, while null field in the exterior region, i.e.,
½
v (r, t) r ∈ Ω
u (r, t) =
(for the original concrete structure)
(4)
0
r ∈ Ω̄
If we replace the original concrete structure by the different concrete structure,
½
v (r, t) r ∈ Ω
u (r, t) 6=
(for the different concrete structure).
0
r ∈ Ω̄

(5)

where v(r, t) denote the original fields generated by the primary source j. This allow us to formulate
the inverse scattering problem as a minimization problem with a cost function consisting of a
magnitude of electromagnetic fields in the region Ω̄ above the observation line ∂Ω. We introduce
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following functional of the electrical parameters:
N Z T Z
X
G (p) =
|un (r, t)|2 drdt,
n=1 0

(6)

Ω̄

where p = (ε, µ) is the parameter vector to be estimated. The vectors un (r, t) represents the
equivalent fields for a current estimated parameter p due to the nth equivalent surface current sn ,
n = 1, . . . , N . N is the number of sources. Note that the surface current sn is given by the total
fields vn (r, t) measured on ∂Ω for the concrete structure with true parameter ptrue due to the nth
illuminating source jn .
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Numerical simulation is carried out to estimate the size and the position of a reinforcing bar or
a cavity in an unknown concrete structure. The total field v(r, t) is calculated with the finitedifference time-domain method. The concrete is homogeneous with relative permittivity εr = 7.7
and conductivity σ = 0.068 s/m. The computational region is a 6.4λ × 6.4λ. The upper region
3.2λ × 6.4λ is the air and the lower region 3.2λ × 6.4λ is the concrete. Where λ is the wavelength
in free space corresponding to the highest frequency contained in the primary source:
j1 = I (t) δ (r − r1 ) ẑ,

(7)

where r1 is the location of the primary source and the number of the primary source is one. The
source is put in the center of the x direction and 3.2 cm (10∆y) above the concrete surface. The
time factor is
h
i
d3
I (t) = 3 exp −α2 (t − τ )2
(8)
dt
√
and where τ = β∆t,
√ α = 4/τ , and β = 132 with time step ∆t = 0.98(∆x/c 2) and cell size
∆x = ∆y = λ/10 10. The observation line ∂Ω locate 1.6 cm (5∆y) above the concrete surface.
We redefine the functional for simulations as follows:
RT R
2
0 Lout |u1 (x, yout , t)| dxdt
G1 (p) = R T R
,
(9)
2
0 Lin |u1 (x, yin , t)| dxdt
where Lout and Lin are the estimation line parallel to the concrete surface in the region Ω̄ and
Ω, respectively. yout is 3.2 cm (10∆y) above the concrete surface and yin is 0.96 cm (3∆y) above
the concrete surface. Eq. (9) is normalized by the non-zero field in the region Ω to evaluate the
amplitude of the zero-field in the region Ω̄. Since electromagnetic waves are propagate continuously,
if the electromagnetic fields on Lout become zero, it can be considered that the electromagnetic
fields in Ω̄ are zero. Also we define the fitness:
F (p) = exp {−G1 (p)}

(10)

If the parameter vector p same to the true distribution ptrue , it is u1 (x, yout , t) = 0, namely
F (ptrue ) = 1.
3.1. Example (a): Detect of a Circular Cavity

A circular cavity exists in the concrete. The radius of the cavity is 1.6 cm and the depth from
the concrete surface is 6.4 cm. The concrete is assumed homogeneous. Figure 2 shows a change
of the fitness for the relative permittivity of concrete with no cavity and true conductivity. From
Figure 2, we found that the relative permittivity given the maximum of the fitness match up nicely
with true permittivity. For this reason, we can use the true permittivity for internal estimate of the
concrete structure. A genetic algorithm (GA), which is a global optimization technique, is applied
to the maximization of the fitness (10). The electric parameters of the concrete are εr = 7.7 and
σ = 0.068 s/m. The chromosome consists of three genes: the location x, the depth y and the radius
r of a cavity. The electric parameter p in the cavity specified by the chromosome is set to εr = 1
and σ = 0. The configuration details of Real-Coded GA are as follows: the number of population is
20, the mutation rate is 0.03 and the elitism is adopted. The GA search stops when the maximum
fitness does not change during 20 generations. A correct estimated result was provided for all 20
times of trials to be shown in Table 1. For discretization error and computation error, the maximum
fitness is not equal to 1.0.
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Figure 2: Change of the fitness for the permittivity.
Table 1: A cavity estimated by GA.
average of
maximum fitness

average of
fitness

x

y

r

average
number of

0.949692905
0.949692905

0.839315
-

116
116

86
86

5
5

40.75
-

20 trials
ture value

average number
of different
chromosome
281
-

3.2. Example (b): Detect of a Reinforcing Bar

A reinforcing bar exists in the concrete. The radius of the re-bar is 1.6 cm and the depth from the
concrete surface is 6.4 cm. The chromosome consists of three genes: the location x, the depth y
and the radius r of a re-bar. The electric parameter p in the re-bar specified by the chromosome
is set to σ = 107 . Other GA parameters are same to example (a). Table 2 is shown the result of
50 trials for a reinforcing bar. 45 of 50 times succeeded in an estimate and 5 times failed. We found
that the exploration falls into two local minimums. For all trials, y + r = 91 holds. That is, the
distance from the upper surface of re-bar is same. It is a future problem to improve exploration
precision by adopting this in algorithm of GA.
Table 2: A cavity estimated by GA. (a) In the case of correct estimation (45/50). (b) In the case of fail
estimation (5/50).
(a)

45 trials
ture value

average of
maximum
fitness
0.949192
0.949192

average of
fitness

x

y

r

0.795998
-

116
116

86
86

5
5

average
number of
generations
36.3
-

average number
of different
chromosome
207.6
-

(b)
trial number

maximum
fitness

average of
fitness

x

y

r

number of
generations

13, 14, 20, 49
18
ture value

0.721026
0.592847
0.949192

0.6538468
0.473844
-

116
116
116

82
79
86

9
12
5

25
36
-

number
of different
chromosome
134
178
-
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4. CONCLUSIONS

We discussed about the imaging of a concrete structure without information of incident field by
using of the equivalence principle. Real-Coded GA was used for the method of the imaging. By
numerical simulations of a reinforcing-bar or a cavity investigation in the concrete structure, the
effectiveness of the present method was clarified. The future works are the exploration of two or
more objects and the reconstruction using measured data.
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Abstract— In this study, an experimental study on Through-the-Wall radar imagery was accomplished for the purpose of imaging life-sign symptoms. The proposed system is based on a
stepped frequency continuous wave radar with the help of a Vector Network Analyzer (VNAAgilent E5071B ENA), antenna (C-band), and the control computer. Breathing and heartbeat
information is extracted from the backscattering electromagnetic field exploiting a change detection routine. The experimental results show that both breathing and the heartbeat signatures
from real human beings are gathered.
1. INTRODUCTION

Through-the-Wall Radar (TWR) is an emerging technology which is very useful for detecting and
identifying unknown objects behind walls. It can be used in different applications ranging from
survivor detection in rescue, hostage operations, to people localization in anti-terrorist operations
or life detecting under earthquake rubble [1]. Recently, microwave Doppler radars were developed
for remote sensing of heartbeat and breathing [2]. Both heartbeat and breathing motions may cause
changes in frequency, phase, amplitude and arrival time of returned signal from a living humanbody. These responses; however, may attenuate drastically due to the thickness and the electrical
properties of the wall material. Therefore; getting successful radar based detection of heartbeat
or breathing is usually considered to be a challenging task. In this study, we have exploited a
stepped frequency continuous wave radar system that has a very large fractional bandwidth (50%).
Thus, change detection (CD) algorithms are capable of detecting life signs of human beings behind
walls. Breathing is a periodical behavior over a certain interval of time. The difference signals can
be achieved by the subtraction of two consecutive data sets. The difference signal occurs as the
breathing’s periodic behavior on the two dimensional time varying range profile diagram.
This study is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the radar measurement system and
configuration. In Section 3, the through-wall human breathing and heartbeat detection experiments
with the experimental set-up are presented. Finally, the last section provides the conclusion with
ideas for future work.
2. RADAR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In the experiments, we have utilized a monostatic configuration in front of a concrete wall that has
a thickness of 30 cm. As a sensor, a C-band pyramidal horn antenna was used while the frequency
of the Agilent E5071B ENA vector network analyzer (VNA) was varied from of 3 to 5 GHz for 201
linearly stepped points. The experimental radar system is shown in Fig. 1.

Network
Analyzer
Horn
Antenna

Computer

Figure 1: Measurement schematic.
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3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

In the first experiment, a 26 year old man stood still behind the wall. The distance between him
and the wall was about 30 cm. The response from a normally breathing man was collected over a
period of 20 seconds while the man was standing still. It is well known that the movement of a
person’s chest causes varying radar returns with different back-scattering amplitudes. To be able
to plot this change in the environment, a differential range profile was generated by subtracting
the consecutive range profiles of the scene. With this construct, static objects such as the wall or
any fixed object inside the room are filtered out and only the dynamic objects; i.e., changes in the
scene are displayed. This change detection operation produced the radar images that are shown
in Fig. 2. This time-varying differential range-profiles of the breathing man are then consecutively
displayed to have a two-dimensional (2D) image as plotted in Fig. 2(a). The changes around the
30 cm range distance can be easily detected for all time instants in the image.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Radar images for breathing person: (a) 2D image constructed by consecutively displaying the
differential range-profiles, (b) slice of the resulted image that corresponds to the 30 cm range.

In Fig. 2(b), the response at 30 cm range is drawn with respect to the observed time interval.
A total of 7 breathing (for the 16 seconds period) were detected using the figure that is consistent
with nominal breathing values for a healthy human. In the second experiment, heartbeat detection
has been studied. For this purpose, the person stood still just behind the wall holding his breath
for a period of 16 seconds. The experimental set-up and the parameters were kept the same with
the previous experiment. The resulting radar images are given in Fig. 3. Since the person was
not breathing (so his chest was on rest), the only change in the scene was his beating heart. The
resultant time-varying range-profiles that have weaker reflection when compared to the breathing
experiment were detected and plotted in Fig. 3(a) as a two-dimensional radar image. Again,
changes about 30 cm range distance are distinguishable in the image around −50 dB amplitude level.
Plotting the response at 30 cm range distance with respect to the observed time interval produces
the plot in Fig. 3(b). In this figure, the peaks corresponds the heartbeats of the person. We have
counted a total of 17 peaks that corresponds to 64 pulses/min. This result is again consistent with
nominal values of 60 to 80 beats/min for a healthy man.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Radar images for heartbeat: (a) 2D image constructed by consecutively displaying the differential
range-profiles, (b) slice of the resulted image that corresponds to the 30 cm range .
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have successfully demonstrated the ability of radar to be applied in through
the wall detection of life sign symptoms. The proposed method using the change detection algorithm effectively detects and locates the position of the human and periodic motion of breathing
and heartbeat. The experimental results show that detected breathing and heartbeat rates are
consistent with nominal values for a healthy man. Our method has high accuracy and is easy to
implement. This methodology can be easily adapted to search and locate survivors buried under
earthquake wreckage and similar applications.
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Abstract— Microwave diodes on the basis of semiconductor heterojunction are considered as
an alternative for Schottky junction diode. Preliminary experimental results of DC and high
frequency parameters of the planar GaAs/Alx Ga1−x As isotype heterojunction diodes with symmetrically doped narrow- and wide-gap semiconductors are presented. New design of the heterojunction diode with different doping of the n-GaAs and n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As semiconductor epitaxial
layers is considered as well.
1. INTRODUCTION

Microwave Schottky-diode detectors are the most sensitive devices in a wide range of electromagnetic radiation wavelength. However, poor stability and reliability of the detectors necessitate
search for new alternatives to the Schottky diodes. One of such alternative is microwave diode
on the base of semiconductor heterojunction. Bulk nature of the active region of the diode, with
heterojunction situated far away from the surface promises better stability and reliability of the
microwave diode. Planar design of the heterojunction diode makes possible to use it both in the
microwaves and infrared [1].
The n-type semiconductor heterojunction of GaAs/Alx Ga1−x As was created in MBE grown
structure. Both sides of the heterojunction were doped by the same value of donor density Nd =
1016 cm−3 . Alx Ga1−x As compound semiconductor with different AlAs mole fraction x was used
for the heterojunction diode fabrication. Optimal composition of the Alx Ga1−x As compound was
determined with the x = (0.2 ÷ 0.25) as concerns the voltage sensitivity of the heterojunction
microwave diode [2]. However, optimal design of the heterojunction microwave diode is under
consideration: symmetric doping of the GaAs and AlGaAs layers of the heterojunction results in
greater electrical resistance of the junction. This, in turn, leads to the lower voltage sensitivity and
lower operational speed of the microwave diode.
New design of the n-GaAs/n-Alx Ga1−x As is considered in this report with different doping level
of the sides of the heterojunction. Optimal design of the heterojunction is proposed after simplified
analysis of energetic band structure of the n-GaAs/n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As heterojunction.
2. DESIGN OF THE PLANAR HETEROJUNCTION MICROWAVE DIODE WITH
SYMMETRIC DOPING

Energy band structure of the n-GaAs/n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As heterojunction is presented in Fig. 1. The
band structure was calculated using Poisson equation. The surface states at the GaAs/AlGaAs
interface are ignored for the simplicity. Cross-sectional view of the MBE grown structure is shown
on the picture as well. Both GaAs and AlGaAs layers are doped with Nd = 1016 cm−3 donor
density. The adjacent contact layers n+ -GaAs and n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As are doped to the value of
Nd = 3 · 1018 cm−3 donor density. The heterojunction diode is majority charge carrier device, and
there is an energy barrier in conduction band of the heterojunction for electrons. The height of the
barrier in the heterojunction equals to 0.183 eV.
Active region of the heterojunction diode is shown in Fig. 2. Semiconductor mezastructure
with metal contacts of the microwave diode is transferred onto a dielectric polyimide film. The
heterojunction microwave diode is cut from the diode matrix and mounted in a strip line using
conductive epoxy.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE HETEROJUNCTION DIODE WITH
SYMMETRIC DOPING

Measurements of I-V characteristics of the diodes were performed using Agilent Semiconductor
parameter analyzer. Fig. 3 depicts I-V characteristic of the microwave diode with the n-GaAs/nAl0.2 Ga0.8 As heterojunction measured at room temperature. The forward current flows through
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Figure 1: Crossection of n-GaAs/n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As
heterojunction structure and its energy band diagram with electron density distribution.

Figure 2: Active region of the heterojunction diode.
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Figure 3: I-V characteristic of the microwave diode on the base of n-GaAs/n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As heterojunction.

the diode when negative potential is applied to the right contact of the diode that is shown in
Fig. 2. The right metallic contact is situated at the top of the heterostructures.
The heterojunction diode revealed the asymmetric I-V characteristic with current saturation in
forward direction at higher voltages. The current saturation is absent for the reverse direction.
Reason for the current increase at reverse bias may be the current leakage in the active region of
the diode aside the energy barrier. Tunneling of electrons through the barrier is unlikely to occur
due to the substantial width of the barrier at low doping of semiconductors, however thermally
activated tunneling of charge carriers can take place at higher voltage. The forward branch of the
I-V characteristic at low voltage was approximated using graded gap model of heterojunction [3].
The fitting parameters were chosen: barrier height ϕb , barrier width l and non-ideality factor n of
the exponential I-V characteristic. The best fit theory to the experimental data was achieved when
ϕb = 0.33 eV, l = 12 nm and n = 1.70. The differential resistance of the diode at zero voltage was
1300 Ω.
Detection properties of the heterojunction microwave diode were measured in Ka , W and D
frequency ranges using Scalar network analyser produced by Elmika Ltd. The voltage power characteristic of the diode was linear up to hundreds of microwatts of microwave power in waveguide
(see in Fig. 4). Increase of the microwave power resulted in sublinear voltage power characteristic.
Voltage sensitivity of the heterojunction diode at low frequencies (26 ÷ 30 GHz) was ∼ 2000 V/W
as can be seen in Fig. 5. The voltage sensitivity decreased with frequency increase following the
law of 1/f 2 . This frequency dependence of voltage sensitivity supports our previous done presumption concerning nature of the detected voltage in n-GaAs/n-Alx Ga1−x As heterojunction: the
detected voltage decrease is determined by frequency dependence of intervalley electromotive force
in n-Alx Ga1−x As on frequency [4].
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Figure 4: Voltage power characteristic of the
microwave diode on the base of n-GaAs/nAl0.2 Ga0.8 As heterojunction at f = 26 GHz. A
line is guide for eyes of the linear dependence of
detected voltage on microwave power.
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Figure 5: Frequency dependence of voltage sensitivity of the microwave diode on the base of nGaAs/n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As heterojunction.

4. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF NEW DESIGN OF THE HETEROJUNCTION
DIODE WITH ASYMMETRIC DOPING

Here we present some ideas concerning the improvement of parameters of the heterojunction diode.
First of all we intend decrease electrical resistance of the diode increasing doping level of the
n-Alx Ga1−x As or n-GaAs region of the heterojunction. The design of the MBE grown semiconductor structure with n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As/n-GaAs heterojunction, its energy band diagram and electron
density distribution in the heterostructure are presented in Fig. 6. Donor density in the n+ -GaAs
contact layers was chosen to be 3 · 1018 cm−3 . The same doping level was in the n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As
layer. The n-GaAs layer was lightly doped with donor density Nd = 1015 cm−3 .
This design of the heterostructure requires 4 epitaxial layers (compare with 5 for the symmetric
heterojunction in Fig. 1). The barrier width of the n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As/n-GaAs heterojunction is
more than one order less comparing with the symmetrically doped heterojunction. The narrower
energy barrier should result in lower differential electrical resistance of the heterojunction diode
that, in turn, should improve operational speed of the diode. More doped n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As region
of the heterojunction let us to expect less influence of the intervalley electromotive force to the
detected voltage in the heterojunction microwave diode. Therefore, weaker frequency dependence
of the detected voltage can be expected for the microwave diode with the asymmetrically doped
heterojunction.
Now consider asymmetrically doped heterojunction of n+ -GaAs/n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As. This design
of the heterostructure for the microwave diode let us to reduce the number of epitaxial layers to

Figure 6: Crossection of n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As/n-GaAs
heterojunction structure and its energy band diagram with electron density distribution.

Figure 7: Crossection of n+ -GaAs/n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As
heterojunction structure and its energy band diagram with electron density distribution.
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Figure 8: Crossection of n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As/n+ -GaAs
heterojunction structure and its energy band diagram with electron density distribution.

Figure 9: Crossection of n-GaAs/n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As
heterojunction structure and its energy band diagram with electron density distribution.

3. Fig. 7 depicts the cross-section of the heterojunction, its energy band structure and electron
distribution in conduction band. Comparison of the energy band diagram of the n+ -GaAs/nAl0.2 Ga0.8 As heterojunction with that of the n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As/n-GaAs let us to conclude that the
first one contains more simple heterojunction of step-like shape without two dimensional electron gas sheet in the n+ -GaAs layer and without narrow depletion layer in the heterojunction.
The later circumstance let us to expect lower value of electrical capacitance of the n+ -GaAs/nAl0.2 Ga0.8 As heterojunction and, thus, greater operational speed of the microwave diode. In case of
the n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As/n-GaAs heterojunction the current flows in forward direction when negative
potential is applied to the surface of heterostructure and, the other way, in case of the n+ -GaAs/nAl0.2 Ga0.8 As heterojunction the forward current flows when positive potential is applied to the
surface of heterojunction (surface of heterojunctions is situated at point x = 0). Therefore, the
polarity of the detected voltage in microwave diodes on the base of those different heterostructures should be opposite if the detected voltage arise due to microwave currents rectification in the
heterojunctions.
The heterojunction microwave diode with great operational speed should be expected when it
is fabricated on the base of heterostructure that is shown in Fig. 8. This heterojunction is inverted
variant of the heterojunction that is depicted in Fig. 7. Therefore the polarity of the detected voltage
of the microwave diode fabricated on the base of the n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As/n+ -GaAs heterojunction should
be expected to be opposite to that of the microwave diode on the base of n+ -GaAs/n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As
heterojunction if the detected voltage is determined by microwave currents rectification. Possible
rise of intervalley elctromotive force in n-Al0.2 Ga0.8 As layer [4] should differently influence the
detected voltage:in one case the intervalley emf should add to the detected voltage due to the
rectification in anoter case it should be subtracted.
Finally, we present the design of heterostructure with n-GaAs/n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As heterojunction
that is shown in Fig. 9. This heterostructure contains the n-GaAs/n+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As heterostructure
that is inverted variant of then+ -Al0.2 Ga0.8 As/n-GaAs heterojunction that is shown in Fig. 6.
The energy band structure is similar in both cases. However, the heterojunction n-GaAs/n+ Al0.2 Ga0.8 As design can be realized using minimal epitaxial layers number that is reduced to 3.
One more feature of the last two heterostructures should be pointed out. The heterostructures
presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 contain the n+ -n junctions of the same semiconductor: Al0.2 Ga0.8 As
in Fig. 8 and GaAs in Fig. 9. The n+ -n junctions of specific configuration were used for the
microwave radiation detection in wide frequency range from microwaves up to infrared radiation
[5, 6].
In conclusion, we can predicate the use of isotype GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction for sensitive
detection of microwave radiation and hope that as a majority carrier device, the microwave diode
on the base of the isotype heterojunction, could fairly compete with Schottky diode.
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Abstract— In this paper, a novel waveguide-to-microstrip line transition in the multi-layered
substrate which is operated at 77 GHz forward-looking automotive collision warning radar band,
is presented. The proposed waveguide-to-microstrip line transition is fed by a standard WR10
rectangular waveguide, the power is coupled from the waveguide into the patch which is located
at the center of waveguide and transmit to antenna. Compare to the conventional W-band
waveguide-to-microstrip line transition, the feeding direction of the proposed transition is inverse
to those conventional design. The design of freedom of conventional type transition is limited
cause by this fed direction. Moreover, the stacked-layer structure’s via size and spacing is restrict by the fabrication rule, via size and spacing is different in each dielectric layer, thus, the
complexity of the design increase. Finally, the proposed waveguide-to-microstrip line transition
is well design, this design possess several advances such as small size, low cost, and could easy
introduced in the automobile radar application.
1. INTRODUCTION

Owing to the rapidly increasing number of vehicles, the traffic safety becomes an important issue
at the modern society. To improve the transportation efficiency and traffic safety, the Intelligent
Transport Systems was developed and become more popular [1]. The radar is the key technology
in Intelligent Transport System, which opens up new perspectives of comfort and safety features in
future automobiles. The automotive radar is operated in two frequency bands, one is the 24 GHz
band, and the other one is the 77 GHz band. The 77 GHz band is getting popular is recent years
owing to the range and angle resolution in 77 GHz radar is better than that in 24 GHz radar. In
the millimeter wave circuitry design, the waveguide-to-microstrip line transition plays an important
role was due to the antenna and measurement equipment were using waveguide as transmission
line and in PCB was using microstrip line, in order to connect antenna or VNA to the RF circuit,
thus, a well-designed waveguide-to-microstrip line transition is needed.
Compare to the conventional W-band waveguide-to-microstrip line transition [1–3], the feeding
direction of the proposed transition is inverse to those conventional design, the freedom of design
is limited cause by this fed direction. Moreover, the stacked-layer structure’s via size and spacing
is restrict by the fabrication rule, via size and spacing is different in each dielectric layer, thus, the
complexity of the design increase. Finally, the proposed waveguide-to-microstrip line transition is
well design and verified by measurement, this design possess several advances such as small size,
low cost, and could easy introduced in the automobile radar application.
2. MULTI-LAYERED WAVEGUIDE-TO-MICROSTRIP LINE DESIGN

In this design, the antenna substrate is a triple-layered structure (3 metal layer, 2 dielectric layer)
which is shown in Fig. 1(a), the thickness of layer M1/2/3 are 5/2.7/20 mil, respectively. The 20 mil
layer is antenna layer, the 5 mil layer is circuit layer, the L1 is metal layer of microstrip line and RF
circuit, L2 and L3 is ground and antenna layer, respectively. The dielectric layer is using the low
loss Taconic TLP series substrate. The triple-layered design can separate the radiating elements
and RF circuits to the front and back side which creates more room to place more antenna elements
and RF component. The principle of the energy coupled from waveguide to micrstrip line is similar
to the conventional coaxial probe to waveguide transition [4]. Fig. 2 is the top view of the proposed
transition, a patch-like probe was place at the center of the waveguide with width W and length
L. In order to couple energy from waveguide to microstrip line, a back-short wall at the lower
waveguide end is needed, the length between back-short wall and the probe is λg /4. Fig. 2 shows
the magnetic field distribution in the waveguide, it can clearly observed that in the center frequency,
the maximum H-field occur at back-short point and minimum at the probe area which induced the
maximum current at probe and resulting the maximum power transmission.
The impedance matching can be achieved by adjusting the patch width W , length L, and line
width d. After tuning the parameters of W , L, and d, the 10-dB impedance bandwidth can be
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The schematic of the proposed multi-layered waveguide-to-microstrip line transitions. (a) Side
view. (b) Top view.

Figure 2: Magnetic field distribution of the fundamental mode at 77 GHz.

achieved at 71.6 ∼ 84.6 GHz, the 15-dB impedance bandwidth is about 75.4 ∼ 82.6 GHz with the
loss about 0.9 dB maximum, with the values of W = 0.9 mm, L = 0.67 mm, and d = 0.11 mm as
shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, the effects of L are invested and shown in Fig. 4. From the Fig. 4 it
can be observed that the impedance bandwidth increase with increasing L. It have to be mentioned
that although the bandwidth of L = 0.9 is similar to L = 1, the upper frequency of L = 0.9 is
higher than L = 1, it’s more suitable for using in 76 ∼ 81 GHz automotive radar band. Finally, the
photo of the fabricated transition is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 3: The simulated S-parameters of the proposed transition.

Figure 4: The simulated S-parameters for varying
the length L of the patch-like probe.
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Figure 5: Photograph of the proposed transition.
3. CONCLUSIONS

A novel waveguide-to-microstrip line transition in the multi-layered substrate is proposed. Compare
to the conventional W-band waveguide-to-microstrip line transition, the feeding direction of the
proposed transition is inverse to those conventional design. The design of freedom of conventional
type transition is limited cause by this fed direction. The 10-dB impedance bandwidth of proposed
transition can be achieved at 71.6 ∼ 84.6 GHz, the 15-dB impedance bandwidth is about 75.4 ∼
82.6 GHz with the loss about 0.9 dB.
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Abstract— Segmented subwavelength grating waveguides can be effectively applied to fabricate
optical waveguides with very different properties using a standard silicon-on-insulator fabrication
technology with one-lithographic step only. The subwavelength grating waveguides can be interpreted as a waveguide with the refractive index reduced by interlacing high-index Si segments
with a low-index material (silica or a suitable polymer). However, for real applications, the mode
field confinement and the dispersion properties of such waveguides have to be known with much
greater accuracy than this simple approximation allows. In this contribution, we present results
of a full-vector 3D modeling of subwavelength grating waveguides using our in-house Fourier
modal methods. Dependencies of both phase and group effective indices of Bloch modes in the
wide wavelength range on the geometrical parameters of the waveguides are presented. Three
typical values of Si thickness used in SOI technology are considered, namely 200 nm, 220 nm,
and 260 nm. Our results are important for the design of SOI waveguide devices in a number of
applications as mode transformers and couplers, nonlinear optical devices, sensors, etc..
1. INTRODUCTION

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is one of the most promising platforms for implementation of advanced
integrated photonic structures and devices. High refractive index contrast between the silicon
waveguide “core” and SiO2 or polymer “cladding” media allows utilizing very small waveguide
bending radii of the order of a few micrometers so that a very high density of integration of
photonic devices can be reached on a silicon chip. On the other hand, because of a very high
refractive index contrast, even a rather small surface roughness can cause intolerable scattering
loss and back-reflections. Using state-of-the-art fabrication technologies, the silicon waveguide
refractive index can hardly be substantially modified. An elegant and technologically feasible
solution to circumvent these limitations while keeping the advantages of a high index-contrast of
silicon waveguides was recently reported by the group of authors [1–6]. The idea is based on the
formation of the subwavelength-sized structures with materials of different refractive indices which
propagating light “perceives” as an “effective medium” with an averaged refractive index. This
approach is not new [7, 8] but in [1–6] it has been creatively applied to the field of SOI waveguides
and integrated photonic devices.
In our present contribution we analyze waveguiding properties of segmented subwavelength
grating (SWG) waveguides. The principle of subwavelength grating waveguides allows fabrication
of waveguides with a wide range of effective refractive indices ranging from the substrate (SiO2 )
refractive index up to that of the silicon nanowire, and with different group velocities using a
relatively simple single-step nanolithographic process. As it has been shown both theoretically and
experimentally [3, 9], very efficient and ultra-broadband couplers can be designed to couple the
SWG waveguide with a silicon nanowire.
The SWG waveguides are longitudinally periodic, supporting propagation of Bloch modes. The
dispersion properties of these modes are determined by the content of the high-index material —
silicon — and by the ratio of the wavelength and the period length, and can thus be easily varied
by the design in a broad range. For applications of SWG waveguides in nonlinear optical devices,
the dispersion properties are of fundamental importance. With this in mind, we also investigate a
combination of the SOI slot waveguide [10, 11] with the “standard” SWG waveguide [3] — the slot
SWG waveguide.
2. SEGMENTED SWG WAVEGUIDE

The basic arrangement of segmented SWG waveguides is shown in Figure 1. The standard SWG
waveguide in Figure 1(a) is formed by a periodic array of small blocks of silicon separated by
the surrounding (substrate or superstrate) medium — in our case SiO2 . In the slotted waveguide
Figure 1(b), each Si block is split into two parts with a deeply subwavelength gap between them.
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As we will see, for the (quasi)-TE polarization that we consider here, the mode field is strongly
confined in the gap between the Si blocks, similarly as in the slot waveguides [10–12].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) SWG waveguide, (b) slot SWG waveguide.

To simplify the analysis we will suppose that the bottom SiO2 (BOX) layer is thick enough so
that the influence of the supporting silicon substrate can be neglected. Different approaches can be
used to analyze the waveguide properties. Probably the simplest approach is based on the effective
medium theory [7, 8]. However, as we have shown recently [13], even the higher-order approximation
taking into account the anisotropy of the effective medium does not provide acceptable results, and
the same is true for 2-D approximations. Here we present results obtained with our full-vector 3-D
modeling software tools developed in-house on the basis of the Fourier modal method [14, 15].
The propagation constants and the field distributions of the (guided) Bloch modes are calculated
using the scattering matrix approach by solving the linear eigenvalue problem
µ
¶
µ
¶
0 S12
−S11 I + S12
·B=
· B · (I + Γ)−1 ,
(1)
I −S22
I + S21 −S22
where matrix S with submatrices S11 , S12 , S21 , S22 is the scattering matrix of one period of the
SWG waveguide. The columns of matrix B contain the complex amplitudes of local normal modes
at the particular cross-section of the waveguide structure that combine into the individual Bloch
modes, and Γ is a diagonal matrix with elements Γmn = δmn exp(ik0 NB,m Λ); here k0 = 2π/λ, NB,m
is the effective refractive index of the m-th Bloch mode, and Λ is the length of the SWG waveguide
period. The group effective index of the (fundamental guided) Bloch mode NB is then calculated
using the well-known formula NBg = NB − λdNB /dλ. Realizing that for the grating considered
as an 1-D photonic crystal the “first Brillouin zone” corresponds to the interval of propagation
constants −K/2 < k0 NB < K/2 = π/Λ, it follows that the effective index of the propagating
Bloch mode in the first (“dielectric”) band must satisfy the condition ns < NB < λ/(2Λ), where ns
is the substrate refractive index. The bottom limit ensures field confinement of the guided mode,
the upper limit represents the forbidden band edge (or equivalently, the limit of Bragg reflection
from the grating).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Group and (b) phase effective indices of Bloch modes in a SWG waveguide. Period length
400 nm, filling fraction 1 : 1, Si thickness 260 nm (solid lines), 220 nm (dashed) and 200 nm (dotted). Dashdotted lines indicate the substrate (ns ) and Brillouin zone (nBZ ) limits. Fig. 2(b) differs from Fig. 2(a) only
in the vertical scale.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Group and (b) phase effective indices of Bloch modes in SWG waveguides. Period length
400 nm, filling fractions 3 : 1, 1 : 1 and 1 : 3, Si thickness 220 nm. Other symbols same as in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Group and phase effective indices of Bloch modes in a slot SWG waveguide. Period length 400 nm,
filling fraction 1 : 1, Si thickness 220 nm. Other symbols same as in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5: Power density distributions of Bloch modes at different cross-sections of the SWG waveguides with
220 nm thick Si layer and Λ = 400 nm. (a), (c), (e) — in the middle of Si block, (b), (d), (f) — in the middle
of the gap; (a), (b) — Si:gap ratio 1 : 3, λ = 1.3 µm; (c), (d) — Si:gap ratio 1 : 9, λ = 1.55 µm; (e), (f) — slot
SWG waveguide, λ = 1.3 µm. The size of each plotted area is 500 × 500 nm2 .
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Calculated dispersion curves of SWG and slot SWG waveguides are presented in Figs. 2 to 4. Fig. 2
shows the dispersion curves of the SWG waveguide 350 nm wide with thesame lengths of the Si
block and the gap, of 200 nm; the period is thus Λ = 400 nm. Three standard thicknesses of the
silicon layer (silicon block height) are considered, namely 260 nm, 22 nm and 200 nm. In Fig. 3 we
demonstrate the influence of the Si:gap ratio. It has qualitatively similar effect as the silicon layer
thickness; the total fraction of silicon in the waveguide is namely changed in a similar way.
As it could be expected, as the effective index NB approaches the Brillouin zone limit nBZ (i.e.,
the band gap of the periodic structure), the group index dramatically increases, and the waveguide
operates in the “slow-wave regime”.
Figure 5 shows the variability of the power density distribution (the real part of the longitudinal component of the Poynting vector) of the fundamental guided Bloch mode in different SWG
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waveguides. Very strong confinement in the slot SWG waveguide (Fig. 5(e)) and weak confinement
in the waveguide with low Si content (Figs. 5(c), (d)) are apparent.
4. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown by 3-D full-vector numerical modeling that modification of design parameters of
segmented SWG waveguides leads to very significant changes in their dispersion properties. Both
very weakly and very strongly guiding waveguides operating in the standard as well as in the
“slow-wave” regime can be easily designed and fabricated. Having in mind also the feasibility of
efficient broadband coupling of SWG waveguides with silicon nanowires, we could perhaps expect
that photonic structures based on SWG waveguides might find applications also in some of the
areas reserved so far for devices based on photonic crystals.
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Abstract— The scintillation spectral features of multiply scattered radio waves in turbulent
magnetized plasma with electron density fluctuations are investigated analytically and numerically. An example is based on the anisotropic Gaussian and power-law spectra. The results
are applied to the F -region ionosphere. Minimums of the power spectrum are calculated for the
Gaussian spectrum in the principle plane. Scintillation level is estimated for different anisotropy
factor and the angle of inclination of prolate irregularities with respect to the external magnetic
field.
Peculiarities of the electromagnetic waves propagation in randomly inhomogeneous media have
been intensively studied [1]. Anisotropic irregularities have different nature, particularly plasma
irregularities in the Earth’s ionosphere are aligned with the geomagnetic fields [2]. The fluctuations in phase (scintillation) of radio waves passing through the ionosphere are caused by spatial
irregularities in the electron density. Evolution of the angular distribution of ray intensity at
light propagation in random medium with prolate irregularities has been investigated [3] using
the smooth perturbation method. It has been shown that the spatial power spectrum (SPS)
of a multiple scattered radiation at oblique illumination of random medium by mono-directed
incident radiation has a double-peaked shape. Numerical simulation has been carried out by
Monte-Carlo method. The features of the SPS of scattered radiation in magnetized anisotropic
plasma in the complex geometrical optics approximation and in smooth perturbation method
have been investigated in [4, 5].
The temporal spectrum of scattered radio waves and peculiarities of the evolution of the SPS of
multiply scattered radiation in randomly inhomogeneous anisotropic plasma caused by electron
density fluctuations analytically and numerically is investigated in this paper using the smooth
perturbation method. The Fresnel oscillations are considered taking into account diffraction
effects and the movement of rigid plasma irregularities. The evaluation of a double-peak shape in
the SPS of multiple scattered radio waves is analyzed at oblique illumination of turbulent plasma
by mono-directed incident radiation. Numerical calculations are carried out for both anisotropic
Gaussian and power-law correlations functions in the principle and perpendicular planes for the
F -region ionosphere using the experimental data.
1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Electric field in magnetized turbulent plasma with anisotropic electron density irregularities satisfies
wave equation:
¶
µ
∂2
− ∆δij − k02 εij (r) Ej (r) = 0.
(1)
∂xi ∂xj
Absorption in the layer is negligible for high frequency incident wave and components of secondrank tensor εij of the collisionless magnetized plasma are [6]: εxx = 1 − v(1 − u)−1 , εyy = 1 −
√
v(1 − u sin2 α) · (1 √
− u)−1 , εzz = 1 − v(1 − u cos2 α)(1 − u)−1 , ε̃xy = −ε̃yx = v u cos α(1 − u)−1 ,
ε̃xz = −ε̃zx = −v u sin α(1 − u)−1 ; where α is the angle between k0 and H0 vectors; ωp (r) =
[4πN (r)e2 /m]1/2 is the plasma frequency, u = (eH0 /mcω)2 and v(r) = ωp2 (r)/ω 2 are the magnetoionic parameters, ΩH = eH0 /mc is the electron gyrofrequency. Wave field we introduce as Ej (r) =
E0j exp(ϕ1 +ϕ2 +ik⊥ y +ik0 z) (k⊥ ¿ k0 ). Variation of dielectric permittivity are caused by electron
(0)
(1)
density fluctuations v(r) = v0 [1 + n1 (r)]; εij (r) = εij + εij (r). First component represents zeroth(1)

order approximation, the second term is random function of the spatial coordinates, |εij (r)| ¿ 1.
(1)

(1)2

Fluctuations of complex phase are of the order ϕ1 ∼ εij , ϕ2 ∼ εij . The parameter µ = k⊥ /k0 is
calculated from the set of differential equation for the phase ϕ0 [3–5].
Information about the irregularity electron density spectrum (the so-called “wavenumber spectrum”), the irregularity velocity, and the equivalent thickness of the scattering plasma layer can
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be deduced using conventional diffraction theory. A scintillation spectrum with Fresnel oscillations
is considered for both anisotropic Gaussian and power-law wavenumber models. To compare the
one-dimensional in-situ results, PN (kx ), with the scintillation results, PSN (kx ), a three-dimensional
wavenumber spectrum of electron density irregularities should be integrate [7]
Ã
!
Z∞
2 + k2
k
x
y
PSN (kx ) = 2πv02 k02 L
dky VN (kx , ky , kz = 0) sin2
.
(2)
kf2
−∞

2 /ω 2 , L is a thickness of plasma layer. The Fresnel oscillations are smeared by
where v0 = ωp0
the finite thickness of the irregular layer. This effect can be calculated for a one-dimensional
model and weak scattering. The one-dimensional received spatial power spectrum, PS (kx , L), with
plasma layer having finite thickness can be calculated from Equation (2) for arbitrary spatial power
spectrum of the phase fluctuations
(
" µ ¶
#)
µ
¶
Z∞
k0 L 2
2 1
k0 2 2
sin
PS (s, L) = 2
dxWϕ (x, s, L) 1 −
x cos 2
(x + s2 )
,
(3)
k0 L x2
2
kf
−∞

where Wϕ (x, s, L) is the two-dimensional power spectrum of the correlation function of phase fluctuations hϕ1 (r)ϕ∗1 (r + ρ)i, ρ = {ρx , ρy } is a distance between two observation points, x = kx /k0 ,
s = ky /k0 .
For the transition from the three-dimensional function to the one-dimensional one we shall use
the assumption of “frozen-in” irregularities, moving without evolution with a velocity V normal to
the direction of the wave. We assume that irregularities drift across the beam of the radio signals
without changing their shapes. If rigid plasma irregularities are moving in the Y direction (Y Z
is the principle plane) with apparent velocity Vy transverse to the line of sight path, the power
spectrum PS (ν, L) and scintillation level S4 (seroth moment) which is a measure of the scintillation
rate are computed from the power spectrum [7]
2π
Pϕ (ν, L) =
Vy

Z∞
0

¶
µ
2πν
,L ,
dkx Wϕ kx , ky =
Vy

µ
PS (ν, L) = 4Pϕ (ν, L) sin

ν
νf

¶2
,
(4)

Z∞
S42 =

2

dνPS (ν, L).
0

The Fresnel frequency, νf = Vy /(πλz)1/2 , is directly proportional to the drift velocity Vy transverse
to the radio path and inversely proportional to the Fresnel radius, (λz)1/2 , where λ is the radio
wavelength and z is the mean distance between the observer and the irregularities. The sinusoidal
term in (4) is responsible for oscillations in the scintillation spectrum.
Transverse correlation function of a scattered field WEE ∗ (ρ) = hE(r)E ∗ (r+ρ)i has the following
form [3]
·
¸
®¢
1 ¡ 2 ®  2∗
2
∗
∗
WEE (ρ, k⊥ ) = E0 exp
ϕ1 (r) + ϕ1 (r+ρ) +hϕ1 (r)ϕ1 (r+ρ)i+2Re hϕ2 i · exp(−iρy k⊥ ), (5)
2
where E02 is the intensity of an incident radiation.√ In the ray-(optics) approximation describing
multiple scattering in random media the condition λL ¿ lε is fulfilled, but it neglects the diffraction effects. If a distance L traveling by the wave in random plasma is substantially big, L À (lε /λ),
diffraction effects become essential. The smooth perturbation method is a more general method
for the solution of diffraction effects if parameter λ/lε is small. SPS of scattered field in case of an
incident plane wave is easily calculated by Fourier transform of the transversal correlation function
of a scattered field [1]. If the angular spectrum of an incident wave has a finite width and its
maximum is directed along the Z-axis, SPS of scattered radiation is given by [3]:
Z∞
I(k) =

Z∞
dk⊥

−∞

−∞

¡
¢
2 2
dρy WEE ∗ (ρy , k⊥ ) exp ikρy − k⊥
β ,

(6)
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where β characterizes the dispersal of an incident radiation (disorder of an incident radiation).
Correlation functions of the phase fluctuations for arbitrary second order moment of electron
density fluctuations in the Y Z plane and in the direction perpendicular to the principle plane are:
Z∞
Wϕ(1) (ξ, η, L)

= Ω̃5
−∞
Z∞

Wϕ(2) (ξ, η, L) = Ω̃1
−∞

Z∞
ds
−∞
Z∞

ds

x2 + Pj2 (µ + s)2
dx
VN
(δ4 + x2 )2

µ
¶
Φ2
x, s, −2
exp(−iξx − iηs)
Φ3
(7)

dxVN (x, s, −G) exp(−iξx − iηs),

−∞

where: ξ = k0 ρx , η = k0 ρy , Ω̃1 , Ω̃5 and 3D spatial spectrum of electron density fluctuations are
complicated function of the non-dimensional wavevectors and polarization coefficients [6]:
√
√
v u sin α + Pj uv sin α cos α
2 u(1 − v) cos α
p
, Γj = −
,
Pj =
1 − u − v + uv cos2 α
u sin2 α ± u2 sin4 α + 4u(1 − v)2 cos2 α
Plus sign and index j = 1 correspond to the extraordinary wave, minus sign and index j = 2 to
the ordinary wave.
2. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

Incident electromagnetic wave has a frequency 40 MHz (k0 = 0.84 m−1 ). Plasma parameters on
2 = 10−4 . The Fresnel radius and the
the altitude z = 300 km are: u0 = 0.0012, v0 = 0.0133, σN
1/2
Fresnel wavenumber kf = (4π/λz)
are equal to 1.5 km and 2.4 km−1 , respectively. Observations
show [2] that drift velocity 60–140 m/s is characteristic for ionospheric irregularities on the altitudes
300 km. A velocity 100 m/s caused by the steady drifting with the horizontal wind of scattering
irregularities embedded in the ionosphere will be used in numerical calculations for both Gaussian
and power-law spectra. Anisotropic Gaussian three-dimensional power spectrum of electron density
fluctuations for which the correlation contours are ellipsoids is given by [4]
Ã
!
2 l2
2 l2
2 l2
lk3
k
k
k
y
z
k
k
2
VN (kx , ky , kz ) = σN
exp − x ⊥ − p1
− p2
− p3 ky kz lk2 ,
(8)
4
4
4
8π 3/2 χ2
where: p1 = (sin2 γ0 + χ2 cos2 γ0 )−1 [1 + (1 − χ2 )2 sin2 γ0 cos2 γ0 /χ2 ], p2 = (sin2 γ0 + χ2 cos2 γ0 )/χ2 ,
2 is the variance. This function contains anisotropy factor of
p3 = (1 − χ2 ) sin γ0 cos γ0 /2χ2 , σN
irregularities χ = lk /l⊥ (ratio of longitudinal and transverse linear scales of plasma irregularities)
and inclination angle γ0 of prolate irregularities with respect to the external magnetic field.
Measurements of satellite’s signal parameters passing through ionospheric layer and measurements aboard of satellite show that in F -region of the ionosphere irregularities have power-law
spectrum with different spatial scales. Generalized correlation function for power-law spectrum of
electron density irregularities with a power-law index p has been proposed in [8]. For p > 3 spatial
power-law spectrum has the following form:
·
¸
³p´ µ5 − p¶
2
lk3
σN
(p − 3)π
WN (k) = 5/2 Γ
Γ
sin
(9)
h
³
´ip/2 ,
2
2
2
π
2
2
2
2
2
χ 1 + `⊥ k⊥ + χ kk
Calculations using Equation (3) was performed assuming a power-law spectrum with the index of
4. The results of these calculations are plotted in Figure 1(a). The break point is at kx /kf = 0.995.
The gap in the power spectrum increases in proportion to the anisotropy factor χ. Figure 1(b)
depicts the dependence of the SPS of scattered ordinary wave for the spectrum (8) in the direction
perpendicular to the principle plane. Longitudinal characteristic linear scale of plasma irregularities
lk = 2 km, χ = 18, the inclination angle of prolate irregularities with respect to the external
magnetic field γ0 = 100 , α = 200 , distances between the observation points are ρx ≈ ρy = 500 m.
Numerical calculations show that varying thickness of a plasma slab from 12 km up to 190 km, the
first oscillation minimum ν1 occurs at: 127 mHz, and the following minimums occur at: 230 mHz,
338 mHz, 441 mHz (Figure 1(b)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) The log-log plots of the scintillation spectrum in the X direction for the power-law spectrum of
electron density fluctuations and different anisotropy factor χ; (b) also the log-log curves of the SPS of phase
fluctuations for Gaussian spectrum versus non-dimensional wavenumber parameter s and different thickness
of a plasma slab L = 12 km . . . 190 km.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The normalized power spectrum of both the ordinary and extraordinary waves as log-log plots
versus parameter ν/νf at χ = 5 and with T = 250, α = 400 , γ0 = 100 ; (b) the SPS of scattered ordinary
wave as a function ofthe SPS of scattered ordinary wave as a function of k for α = 200 , p = 3.2, lk = 10 km,
B0 = 1000, 2000, 3000.

A phase switch depends on the ratio between scintillation frequency ν and the Fresnel frequency
νf = Vy /(πλz)1/2 . We suppose that the drift velocity transverse to the radio path is equal to
Vy = 100 m/s. Numerical calculations have been carried out for scattered ordinary (o-wave) and
extraordinary (e-wave) waves scattered in the principle plane and anisotropic Gaussian spectrum
at νf = 38 mHz. If prolate plasma irregularities are stretched along the external magnetic field
(γ0 = 00 ) the behavior of the ordinary and extraordinary waves is the same. Maximum of the
power spectrum is at 39 mHz. Increasing angle γ0 = 100 power spectrum for the o-wave reaches
(o)
(e)
maximum at νmax = 36.4 mHz, for e-wave at νmax = 45.1 mHz. Temporal spectrum for o-wave have
minimums at the frequencies: 68 mHz, 96 mHz, 118 mHz, 136 mHz;
√ for√e-wave√at: 76 mHz, 107 mHz,
131 mHz, 152 mHz. These frequencies satisfy the relations: 1 : 2, 1 : 3, 1 : 4 and so on, which is
in a good agreement with the scintillation spectrum when the Fresnel scintillations are observed [2].
Location of these minimums can be used to determine kf and νf . Numerical calculations show that
variation of the angle γ0 at fixed parameter χ weakly influence on the scintillation index S4 , while at
γ0 = 00 (highly elongated irregularities) increasing the degree of elongation χ from 5 up to 10, the
scintillation level S4 decreases twice from 0.56 (large scintillation level) to 0.28 (small scintillation
level). Hence, the influence of anisotropy of plasma irregularities on S4 is stronger than inclination
angle of prolate irregularities with respect to the external magnetic field.
Figure 2(b) represents the “Double-humped effect” of scattered ordinary wave in magnetized
plasma versus wavenumber k in the direction perpendicular to the principle plane for the power-law
spectrum with µ = 0.05, α = 200 , β = 10, lk = 10 km, χ = 350, power-law index p = 3.2 and
√
different B0 = σn2 πT k0 L/4χ. Numerical analyses show that depth of a gap in the SPS increases
in 61% travelling 2300 km by radio wave in turbulent plasma.
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Abstract— We investigate the behavior of the power fluctuations of the focused annular and
flat-topped beams when a realistic receiver possessing a finite sized aperture is employed in turbulent atmospheric optics links. Employing our previously derived formulation for the power
scintillation index, the variations of the power scintillations and the receiver aperture averaging
factor of the focused annular and flat-topped beams are scrutinized. Receiver aperture averaging
factor is deduced from the ratio of power scintillation index detected by a finite sized aperture
to that obtained by a point aperture. Influence of the receiver aperture radius, the propagation
length, the structure constant, the inner and the outer beam sizes for an annular type incidence,
flatness parameter for a flat-topped incidence and the focusing parameter for the multi-Gaussian
beam in general, on the power scintillation and the receiver aperture averaging factor are studied. It is found that for the focused multi-Gaussian beams, the effect of the receiver aperture
averaging factor increases as the aperture radius increases for larger link lengths. Additionally,
for the annular incidences in turbulence, the effect of the receiver aperture averaging factor is
stronger for larger inner beam source sizes. At a fixed receiver aperture radius, receiver aperture
averaging becomes more effective when the structure constant becomes larger. When focused
multi-Gaussian beams are compared to their collimated counterparts, it is seen that the receiver
aperture averaging is more beneficial for the focused annular and focused flat-topped beams. At
large link lengths, increase in the receiver aperture radius decreases the power scintillations.
1. INTRODUCTION

Scintillations are the intensity fluctuations occurring in the received optical beam caused by the
turbulent nature of the atmosphere. The scintillations deteriorate the received signal, thus there are
many studies in the literature to decrease the scintillations. The improvement of the scintillations
can be obtained by using focused beams in the optical communication link [1, 2]. The aperture
averaging is one of the methods used to decrease the scintillations. The effects of the aperture
averaging are studied in the context of the laser beam propagation in turbulent atmosphere [3].
The receiver aperture averaging effects for the plane wave are studied by Tatarskii [4]. Closed-form
representation of the receiver aperture averaging effect is obtained for a focused beam wave in
turbulent atmosphere where Gaussian weighting function for the receiver aperture is utilized [5].
The propagation of flat-topped Gaussian beams is investigated when a realistic receiver is used that
possess a finite sized aperture in turbulent atmospheric optics link [6].
In this study we have calculated the power scintillation index and the receiver aperture averaging
factor of focused multi-Gaussian beams propagating in weak atmospheric turbulence. In obtaining the results, we have utilized our formulation for the power scintillation index of flat-topped
beams [6]. We have examined the effect of focusing on the power scintillations and the receiver
aperture averaging factor when annular and flat-topped profiles are employed as incidence. We
have also compared the power scintillation and the receiver aperture averaging factor of focused
and collimated multi-Gaussian beams.
2. FORMULATION

The incident field for multi-Gaussian beam is [7]
u (s) =

N
X

³
´
An exp −kαn |s|2

(1)

n=1

where s =(sx , sy ) is the source transverse coordinate, N is the number of Gaussian beams, An is
2 ) + j/(2F ), k = 2π/λ is the wave number with, λ is the
the complex amplitude and αn = 1/(2kαsn
√
2 is the source size. The field of a focused
wavelength, F is the focusing parameter, j = −1 and αsn
annular beam is formed by the difference of two Gaussian beams (i.e., N = 2) with amplitudes
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2 + j/(2F ), α = 1/2kα2 − j/(2F ). Focused flat-topped Gaussian
A1 = −A2 and α1 = 1/2kαs1
2
s2
beam is obtained by superposing two or more Gaussian beams of different amplitudes and different
n−1
N!
2
source sizes so that An = (−1)
N
n!(N −n)! and αn = 1/2kαsn + j/(2F ).
The power scintillation index, m2p = hP 2 i/hP i2 − 1 and the receiver aperture averaging factor,
GR of multi-Gaussian beams at the receiver plane having a circular aperture are calculated by using
Eqs. (10) and (11) of Ref. [6] in which the incidence given in Eq. (1) is employed. Here P is the
optical power at the receiver plane and h i denotes the ensemble average taken over the medium
statistics. The receiver aperture averaging factor is [6]

GR =

m2p
¯
m2p ¯

(2)

R=0

where

m2p |R=0

is the scintillation index for a point aperture.

3. RESULTS
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Figure 1: Receiver aperture averaging factor of annular beams versus receiver aperture radius for various secondary beam source sizes at Cn2 = 2 ×
10−15 m−2/3 , L = 3 km and αs1 = 3 cm.
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In this study we have analyzed the effect of the focusing parameter on the power scintillation and
the receiver aperture averaging factor of annular and flat-topped beams against various parameters
such as the propagation length L and the receiver aperture radius R at different inner beam source
sizes, αs2 for the annular case, flatness parameter, N for the flat-topped Gaussian case, structure
constant, Cn2 for multi-Gaussian beams.
Figures 1–3 show the power scintillation and the receiver aperture averaging factor of focused
annular beams and Figs. 4–6 show the power scintillation and the receiver aperture averaging factor
of focused flat-topped Gaussian beams. In all the figures, the wavelength is taken as λ = 1.55 µm
and for all the mentioned focused beams the focal lengths are equal to the propagation distance,
i.e., F = L. Fig. 1 shows the receiver aperture averaging factor versus the receiver aperture radius
for different inner beam source sizes at L = 3 km where the source size of the primary beam is
taken as αs1 = 3 cm. It is seen from Fig. 1 that for focused annular beams, as the receiver aperture
radius increases, the receiver aperture averaging effect increases. At a fixed receiver aperture radius,
focused annular beams having larger secondary beam source size possess smaller receiver aperture
average factors. In Fig. 2, the receiver aperture averaging factor versus the receiver aperture
radius of collimated and focused annular beams at different propagation lengths is plotted where
Cn2 = 2.2 × 10−15 m−2/3 , αs1 = 2 cm, αs2 = 1.5 cm are taken. It is seen from Fig. 2 that the
focused annular beams increases the effect of the receiver aperture averaging at a fixed propagation
length. When the propagation length increases from L = 3 km to L = 4 km, the receiver aperture
averaging factor becomes stronger at larger receiver aperture sizes for both collimated and focused
cases. If the collimated and focused annular beams are compared, it is observed that the receiver
aperture averaging factor is more effective on the focused annular beams. These comparisons show
that using focused annular beam as an incident beam improves the effect of the receiver aperture
averaging.
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Figure 2: Receiver aperture averaging factor of annular beam versus receiver aperture radius for different propagation lengths at Cn2 = 2.2 × 10−15 m−2/3 ,
αs1 = 2 cm, αs2 = 1.5 cm.

In Fig. 3, the power scintillations of focused annular beams having different structure constants
are analyzed versus the propagation length in which the source size of the primary beam, the source
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size of the secondary beam and the receiver aperture radius are taken as αs1 = 3 cm, αs2 = 1.5 cm
and R = 9 cm, respectively. It is observed from Fig. 3 that for small propagation lengths, the
power scintillations of focused annular beams increase as the propagation length increases until a
certain propagation length is reached. However, when the propagation length is further increased,
the power scintillations start to decrease. At a fixed propagation length, again until a certain
propagation length, the power scintillation increases as the structure constant increases. Again,
when the propagation length is further increased, this trend reverses at the fixed propagation length.
Power scintillation versus propagation length at different receiver aperture radii for the focused flattopped beams is analyzed in Fig. 4 where the source size, flatness parameter and structure constant
are taken as αs = 5 cm, N =4, Cn2 = 2 × 10−15 m−2/3 , respectively. The power scintillations of
the focused flat-topped beams are seen to increase for a while as the propagation length increases.
However, after a large propagation length, this trend reverses.
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Figure 3: Power scintillation of annular beams versus propagation length for different structure constants at R = 9 cm, αs1 = 3 cm, αs2 = 1.5 cm.
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Figure 4: Power scintillation of flat-topped beams
versus propagation length for different receiver aperture sizes at αs = 5 cm, N = 4 and Cn2 = 2 ×
10−15 m−2/3 .
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Figure 5 shows the relation between the receiver aperture averaging factor and the radius of the
receiver aperture for the focused flat-topped Gaussian beams for varying Cn2 values at L = 4 km,
N = 6 and αs = 3 cm. It is observed from Fig. 5 that for the focused flat-topped Gaussian
beams, the improvement of the receiver aperture averaging is strong for the large structure constant
values at increasing aperture sizes. For smaller structure constants for focused flat-topped beams
the receiver aperture averaging does not occur. Fig. 6 shows the power scintillation versus the
propagation length of collimated and focused flat-topped Gaussian beams at different receiver
aperture radii for αs = 6 cm and N = 2. It is seen from the Fig. 6 that focused beams are attractive
since they have smaller power scintillations than the collimated beams at each propagation length.
Power scintillation first starts to increase as the propagation length increases for both focused and
collimated cases. However, when the propagation length reaches a certain distance, this trend
reverses. The reversing in the trend starts from smaller propagation length for the focused beams.
When the power scintillations are compared against the receiver aperture sizes, it is concluded
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Figure 5: Receiver aperture averaging factor of
flat-topped beams versus receiver aperture radius
for different structure constants at L = 4 km, N =
6 and αs = 3 cm.
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Figure 6: Power scintillation of flat-topped beams versus propagation length at different receiver aperture
sizes for N = 2 and αs = 6 cm.
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that larger receiver apertures have larger power scintillations at smaller propagation lengths. This
trend also reverses with the effect of the aperture averaging for large propagation lengths. These
comparisons show that a focused flat-topped Gaussian beam offers certain advantages over the
collimated cases.
4. CONCLUSION

We have examined the power scintillation and the receiver aperture averaging factor of focused
multi-Gaussian beams and the effect of focusing to reduce scintillations and to increase the effect
of the aperture averaging. It is found that the improvement in the effect of the receiver aperture
averaging is more in the focused cases than the collimated beams. The effect is stronger as the
receiver aperture size increases. At small propagation lengths, power scintillation increases as the
structure constant increases for focused multi-Gaussian beams. However, this mentioned behavior
exhibits reverse trend at large propagation lengths. For the focused annular cases the receiver
aperture averaging is more beneficial when the secondary beam source sizes increase. It is concluded
that focusing has benefits since the focusing effect increases the influence of the receiver aperture
averaging. We observed that if the structure constant, inner and outer beam source sizes are fixed,
focused annular beams improve the system performance because of the strong effect of the aperture
averaging. Also, the focused flat-topped beams are more advantageous than the collimated cases
since the power scintillation is less and the effect of aperture averaging is strong for the focused
cases.
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Abstract— In the last years ground-based radar interferometry has become a popular technology for displacement monitoring of landslides and slopes in open-pit mines. Several research
groups and companies have worked on it, and currently two quite different technologies are
emerging: real beam radar and synthetic aperture radar. The aim of this paper is to discuss the
fundamental differences of the two techniques, with emphasis on the principles rather than on
particular implementations and commercial products.
1. INTRODUCTION

The first embryonic idea of SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) is probably due the mathematician
Carl A. Wiley [1] that in 1951 described a “Doppler Unbeamed Search Radar”. It was not a SAR
as known today, nevertheless it provided the basis of a radar with improved angular resolution
using the Doppler shift of a travelling antenna. Other developments were done in 1950s, but they
were covered by military secret. The civil history of SAR begins in 1960, when the idea was first
acknowledged publicly [2]. Today SAR is the standard for satellite radars, as they require the best
possible angular resolution for focussing on the earth surface operating from an orbit [3]. Since
1990s with the launch of ERS-1 (1991), JERS-1 (1992), RADARSAT-1 and ERS-2 (1995) [4, 5],
satellite-based SAR has been able to exploit the phase information of images for detecting ground
displacements. These developments had an early follow-up in analogue ground-based radar systems
in the late ’90s.
In 2003 Tarchi et al. [6] proposed for the first time to exploit Ground Based SAR Inteferometry for slope monitoring. Since those early days of ground based SAR, the technique has been
developed and tested in the field for about a decade [7–10] until its consolidation as a commercial
equipment [11–14]. At the same time, more traditional radars with physical aperture antennas
have been proposed and used with the same purpose [15]. Currently the two different technologies
(Real Beam and Synthetic Aperture) are both popular as instruments for displacement monitoring
of natural and engineered slopes. Just for reference, IBIS [11] of IDS company and LisaLab [9] of
Ellegi are radars for slope monitoring based on synthetic aperture, SSR of GroundProbe [15], MSR
of Reutech and GPRI of Gamma Remote Sensing [16] are radar systems based on physical aperture
antennas.
The aim of this paper is to discuss the fundamental differences of the two techniques with
emphasis on the principles rather than on specific implementations and commercial products.
2. GROUND BASED RADAR INTERFEROMETRY FOR SLOPE MONITORING

Landslides and slopes of open pit mines can be remotely monitored by a ground-based inteferometric
radar installed in a position where it can have a suitable view of the unstable area (Figure 1).
This equipment images its field of view with a range resolution ∆R related to the operated
bandwidth B, given by
c
∆R =
(1)
2B
with c speed of light. In each resolution cell the component ∆r along the view direction of the
terrain movement ∆s is detected by exploiting the differential phase information ∆φ of the radar
signal:
λ
∆ϕ
(2)
∆r =
4π
with λ wavelength.
3. REAL BEAM AND SYNTHETIC APERTURE

Generally speaking, a radar is able detect the distance (range) and the direction of a target,
transmitting and receiving electromagnetic waves. The distance is obtained by evaluating the time
of flight of a returning electromagnetic pulse (alternatively using compressed or synthetic pulses,
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Figure 1: Ground based radar installation for slope
monitoring.

Figure 2: Real beam antenna and synthetic aperture.

but a discussion about this is beyond the aim of this paper). The direction of target is obtained
using a real beam or a synthetic aperture. In the first case a large high gain (i.e., very directive)
antenna is rotated to scan all directions, in the second case a small low-gain antenna is moved along
a guide in order to “simulate” a larger antenna (Figure 2).

Figure 3: Angular resolution for a real beam antenna.

Figure 4: Angular resolution for a synthetic aperture
radar.

A remarkable feature of this second solution is that it gives the directivity performances of a
physical antenna large L, by scanning a L/2 length. In other words a synthetic antenna is in size a
half of a real beam antenna. This can be demonstrated rigorously [17], but also by an intuitive way.
Indeed, physically what allows to separate two signals incoming from different targets in front of an
antenna is their difference of path: when this is greater that wavelength the signals are separable. A
physical antenna transmit (or receive) concurrently by all its elements, so with reference to Figure 3
when transmit from point A receive also from point B and the largest difference path between a
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target in front of the antenna and a target at angle θ is d = L sin(θ).
On the contrary, in the case of a synthetic aperture the antenna receives (or transmits) separately
from each point along the aperture, so when it transmits from A receive only from A and the largest
difference path is twice d as the backscattered wave travel twice the same path.
This is the reason because the size of a synthetic antenna is a half of a physical antenna,
keeping constant its directivity. Radars for monitoring slopes are bulky and heavy equipment
and their size is constrained by logistic reasons, therefore a synthetic aperture has performances
improved of a factor 2 in terms of angular resolution, other things being equal. The higher spatial
resolution of synthetic aperture radar may result in an increased capability of detecting localized
slope movements (if used at the same working distance of a real beam radar) or in an extension of
the operating distance of the radar. This pro has, obviously, some cons. A rotating antenna can
scan 360◦ , while an antenna along a linear guide has a view that theoretically could be 180◦ , but
in practice is about 90◦ due to the fact that a physical antenna has a beam that sure cannot cover
180◦ . In principle, the linear guide of synthetic aperture radar or the moving small antenna could
be rotated as a physical antenna, but this is rarely done [16]. In fact, the experience shows that
such a feature is not a real advantage for typical slope monitoring applications. Since radar does
purely measure the components of the 3D displacement vector along its line of sight, the sensitivity
to movements of radar depends on how parallel its line of sight is to the 3D displacement direction.
Therefore the 360◦ scan capabilities of real beam radar would be a real advantage in monitoring
scenarios characterized by circular shape slope geometries with the radar unit installed in the middle
of that scenario, but these conditions are not very common.
In principle, both real and synthetic apertures could provide vertical or horizontal cross-range
resolution, but in the practice synthetic radars are designed to have only horizontal angular resolution and to obtain vertical resolution from exploiting the fact that slope is a bi-dimensional
surface and therefore 3D acquisition capability is in effect redundant. Indeed, in a real slope it is
very improbable that two different targets have same range and horizontal angle (i.e., azimuth).
Furthermore, if a 3D model (Digital Elevation Model) of the monitored area is available, the radar
image can easily projected on this, resulting an effective 3D visualization. A DEM can be obtained
by means of a laser scanner, or also using the same radar. In effect, as it is common by satellite, also
a ground-based SAR can produce a DEM just performing two scans with a known baseline [18, 19].
4. NARROW BEAM VS. WIDE BEAM

Another fundamental difference between real beam e synthetic aperture is that the first scans the
field of view with a narrow beam, the second irradiates always all the targets. This has the following
remarkable consequences.
4.1. Steep Slope Limits

The typical arrangement for monitoring a slope by ground based radar is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Sketch of a radar installation for slope monitoring.

A wide beam radar obtains spatial resolution ∆Sw along the slope, projecting its range resolution
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∆R
∆Sw =

∆R
cos (α)

(3)

On the contrary narrow beam radar is able to exploit its directivity and it can provide a spatial
resolution on the slope, given by
2θR
∆Sn =
(4)
tan (α)
As ∆R typically is much smaller that θR, for slope not too steep spatial resolution given by (3)
is better than resolution of a narrow beam radar (4). But when the slope is steep, ∆sw can became
very large (it tends to infinity for α = 90◦ ). In order to evaluate this possible problem in a realistic
case we consider: ∆R = 0.75 m (corresponding to 200 MHz, the licensed bandwidth for this kind
of applications), R = 500 m, θ = 0.0075 rad (i.e., a real aperture of 2 m with λ = 0.03 m), then
∆sw > ∆sn only if α > 72◦ that is a very steep slope.
4.2. Dynamic Range

As well known, a key requirement for the electronics of a radar is a high dynamic range for acquiring
close and far targets. In other words a high radar cross section target close to the radar can blind
it by saturating the receiver. In the case of narrow beam, this can be prevented switching off
(or decreasing the gain) of the receiver when beam impinges the disturbing target. This is not
possible with synthetic radar, that so has to rely exclusively on the dynamic performances of
receiver. For early radar, this could be an insurmountable problem, but indeed current receiver
have a discrete dynamic margin with respect to the range of the typical signal backscattered by
natural and engineered slopes. Obviously a big excavator or haul trucks operating at a few meters
from the equipment can be a problem, but at the same way it is an issue for narrow beam radar
due to secondary lobes of any real antenna.
4.3. Moving Clutter

Real beam and synthetic aperture radar are affected differently by moving clutter as tracks or
mining equipment in the slope. Since real beam radar has an almost instantaneous acquisition,
when the beam impinges the disturbing target, the relative resolution simply gives a wrong signal.
A synthetic aperture radar perform a sort of average that spread across the image the disturbance,
reducing the overall signal to noise ratio, but affecting not a single pixel.
4.4. Multiple Targets in Range

Another essential difference between the two radar technique, is when multiple targets are in the
same line of view, for example when a metallic cables on pylons across the scenario. In these cases
a real beam radar could detect only the strongest target (the metallic cable, in the example), on
the contrary a synthetic aperture radar, due to its own working principle, focuses in all the range.
4.5. Scan Time

A narrow beam radar operates scanning the area of interest line by line, while a synthetic aperture
radar traveling along a horizontal guide, acquires the whole scenario in a single pass, therefore it
can operate much faster. Typical scan time of modern commercial synthetic aperture radars are
of the order of 2 minutes for a full resolution image at 2.5 km of operating distance, compared to
15–30 minutes for typical scan times of modern real beam radar scanning the same area of a SAR
system. In principle, a physical antenna could be shaped in order to give an asymmetric beam,
narrow in horizontal direction and wide in vertical direction, so also real beam radar could image the
whole scenario with a single pass, fast as a synthetic radar. Indeed, this feature is not very common
but has been tested [16]. A short scan time is an important figure for almost three reasons: 1)
reduction of signal de-correlation due to the not-stationary atmospheric conditions inside; 2) larger
phase unambiguity range, therefore higher detectable displacement velocity; 3) higher sensitivity
to the detection of slope failure on-set, that could be sampled at higher speed. Of course even real
beam radars can reduce the scan time if they needs, but only at the price of a reduction of the area
coverage.
5. CONCLUSION

Real Beam and Synthetic Aperture radars obtain angular resolution with techniques quite different.
Narrow beam radar relies on load and bulky precision mechanical systems able to move a large
physical antenna, while Synthetic Aperture can make use of a positioning system smaller and lighter
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with mechanical requirements less severe, at the price of stricter requirements for the electronic
system in terms of band and dynamic range.
Real Beam is surely a more traditional radar technology, but Synthetic Aperture allows faster
and lighter systems with a greater stand-off distance (due to better angular resolution). It can
make the difference for critical slope monitoring, where alarms are generated in case of impending
failures and on-time detection of acceleration is crucial.
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Abstract— Continues Wavelet Transform (CWT) applied to the scattering response of on body
concealed weapons. A series of experiments were conducted to test the system which involved on
and off body objects such as, knives, handheld guns. Experimental results illustrated the success
of the approach in analyzing the LTR signature. Spectral response for every target could be seen
as a distribution in which the energy level and life-time depended on the target material and
geometry and gives powerful information of the target unique signature.
1. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years the demand to remotely and automatically detect concealed weapons at
the entrance of public places such as airport and government buildings has been a major security
challenge. This approach is not currently available by the application of access control technologies
or imaging systems which are time consuming and do not preserves the privacy of people. In order
to detect and classify an unknown concealed object by remote sensing, certain electrical properties
of the object to be detected are required. The transient scattering returns of a radar target was first
modeled by SEM [1]. The CNR behaviour in linear time invariant system models was formulated
the first mathematical model to represent the LTR using the independent resonance frequencies of
the target which described as:
XM
y(t) =
Am cos (ωm t + ϕm ) exp (−αm t) , t > TL
(1)
t=1

where TL describes the start of the LTR, and M is the number of resonance modes are required
to describe the time signal. The natural modes consist of amplitude Am and phase (ϕm ), and the
CNR (ωm t + ϕm ).
The form of the LTR is dependent upon the time form of the illuminating pulse, since y(t) in
Equation (1) is the impulse response of the target, the LTR can be expected to have the time form.
R(t) = X(t) ⊗ y(t)

(2)

This represents a convolution process, from which the LTR has the form:
R(ω) = X(ω)y(ω)

(3)

Illuminating the target by an UWB short pulse excites a sufficient number of resonances (M ) of
the unlimited set of CNRs with sufficient time resolution in time domain data. Since LTRs are
aspect independent it should be possible to extract the same LTRs of the target from any incident
angle related to target corresponding impulse response [3, 4]. For discrimination of the concealed
objects based on the natural resonance frequencies accurate extraction at these frequencies from a
measured transient response is very important [5]. Prony’s method [7] suggests target resonance
extraction to be directed upon the interval of late time response, if the nearby objects are included
in the extraction, fairly accurate CNR extraction is achieved. Prony’s method thus requires that
accurate late time commencement evaluation is critical for the overall accuracy of target resonance
extraction. Late time responses are target dependent and theoretically independent of polarization
state and target orientations. Knowledge of the model order is critical in some filtering methods
such as E-pulse and Generalized Pencil of Function (GPoF) [7, 8] and in the subsequent calculations
for poles and residues algorithms. If the model order is underestimation, this can cause loss of poles
in the calculations. Similarly, resonant modes are unlikely to be excited or weakly excited in all
incident aspects and states of polarization due to a dependency on residues. It is apparent from
the complexity of the methods and algorithms involved that another method is required for the
extraction of the resonant modes. In fact, analytical solutions to transient electromagnetic problem
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involve huge mathematical calculations are imperfect for some canonical problems. An alternative
choice, stemming from signal processing perspective is to apply Joint TF analysis. The Wavelet
transform is introduced as alterative approach to overcome the STFT resolution limitation, a
detailed explanation of the wavelet theory could be found in [12]. In fact, in this paper the CWT
approach is proposed to extract the target signature and represent the LTR in time frequency
domain. The CWT provides coefficients in which the degree of correlation is proportional to the
peaks or amplitude. Another perspective is that the analysed signal decomposes into a superposition
of scaled mother wavelets by the wavelet transform. In order to extract the target signature that
appears in the late time response it is desirable to use good time resolution in the ETR and good
frequency resolution in the LTR.
2. CONTINOUS WAVLET TRANSFORM

Many mother-wavelets are utilized for varies implementation and applications. The best known are
Morlet, Daubechies and Haar wavelets. Also of great importance are the coiflet, symlet, Mexican
and Hat wavelets. A CWT can analyse a signal into a set of limited basis functions, which can
uncover transient features in the signal. Wavelet analysis is the contravention up of a signal into
dilated and translated versions of the original mother wavelet. The wavelet should be oscillatory,
have amplitudes that speedily tends its decay to zero, and has at least one vanishing moment [13, 14].
In this work, the chosen mother is Morlet wavelet because of its advantages and features such as, it’s
fine tuning to the desired frequency band, good resolution and localization in time and frequency
domain, capability of detection and extraction oriented features [15]. Morlet wavelet mother is a
sinusoidal signal modulated by a Gaussian wave. This wavelet is particularly useful for filtering
out the Background noise of the target response.
µ
¶
Z +∞
1
t−τ
CW Tx (t, α, h) = √
x(τ )h
dτ
(4)
α
α −∞
Here the mother wavelet is known as h(t) and is localized in time, the continuously varying scaling
parameter is a. The CWT transforms a one dimension time domain signal x(t) is plotted into a
two dimensional space across scale a and time scale t. The CWT can be considered a member of
Time-Scale Distribution (TSD) series. if we set α = ff0 where f0 centre frequency of h(t), for the
TF analysis application, the subsequent distribution can be written as [13, 14]
s Z
µ
¶
+∞
f
t−τ
CW Tx (t, f, h) =
x(t)h
dτ
(5)
f0 −∞
f0
The magnitude of the CWT is called as the Scalogram (SC).
|CW TX (T, F, H)|2

(6)

The mother wavelet needs to satisfy certain mathematical criterion. A complex or real-value
function h(t) is defined as a wavelet if,
Z ∞
h(t)dt = 0
(7)
−∞

This shows that a wavelet must have a zero dc component, i.e., zero average value in the time
domain. This indicates that in the frequency domain the signal must be oscillatory. Admission
Condition is another condition that a wavelet has to mollify, which is given by [15] as:
Z ∞
df
=1
(8)
|H(f )|2
|f |
−∞
Here: H(f ) = is the Fourier Transform of h(t). It can be shown that the signal x(t) can be obtained
from the following equation [15]
µ
¶
Z ∞Z ∞
t−τ
da
x(t) =
CW T (τ, α, h)h
dτ 2
(9)
a
a
−∞ −∞
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A large number of wavelets meet the Admission Condition only if h(t) satisfies the Admission
Condition. The Morlet wavelet is one of the most frequent used wavelets that does this and is
given by [16], as
2
h(t) = ejW0 t e−t /2
(10)
To discover whether the multi-resolution property of the CWT is appropriate for investigating transient scattering consequently, the CWT gives a good time resolution but poor frequency resolution
when a is small (high frequency as a = f0 /f ), but good frequency and poor time resolution when a
is large, i.e., low frequency [20, 23]. In subsequent sections practical measurements will be reported.
The main purpose is to conduct an in-depth study of the experimental results corresponding to the
samples of different dimensions of complex targets.
3. EXPERMENTAL WORK

Figure 1 show the lay-out of the equipment for the experimental detection of concealed objects at
standoff distances the picture taken from inside the chamber room in which the target stands and
oriented. Important are two identical antennas. These have a lower cut-off frequency of around
0.25 GHz by which the LTR fundamental frequency of the most firearms is covered [21].
Cross polarized
TSA antenna
VNA

Gun

TSA antenna

Figure 1: Experimental setup.

The VNA drives the transmitting antenna which converts the transmitted signal into incident
field and captures the backscattered data from the receiving antenna. To obtain the LTR of
the object, the target measurements are processed to reduce or eliminate undesired parameters
such as the antennas coupling field, background noise, unwanted reflections (known as the clutter
field) and the antennas response. Elimination of these fields from the measured S21 gives the
frequency response of the object. The elimination of undesired background noise and antenna
coupling and errors will be treated first by background subtraction and antenna deconvolution.
The back scattering impulse response S21 was measured by VNA and separately analyzed by
MATLAB code. The collected data was transformed into time domain by applying the IFFT on
this frequency response produce the object’s impulse response. From this impulse response, the
object’s LTR can be extracted. The accuracy of the proposed approach is verified by taking the
measurements many times, so that the results can be trusted when applied to other objects.
4. KNIFE

First, a practical experiment was carried out using a knife with length of 12 cm and width of PEC
part was 1.0 cm and the dielectric part was 1.5 cm, the depth of the dielectric part was 0.5 cm and
the PEC part was 0.1 cm. The LTR of this target is plotted in Figure 2 in which the late time
response life time is about 6 ns. This LTR represents all of the fundamental frequencies of the
dominant LTR modes. Figure 3 shows the CWT.
The fundamental frequency and TFD modes lie between 0.5 and 1 GHz and those represents
the unique signature of this target by which it could be identified. The observation shows the high
energy levels of the PEC part of the knife and low energy levels corresponding to the dielectric part
of this target. The energy levels represent the response of this target according to its reradiated
energy corresponding to its LTR target signature.
5. SMALL HANDGUN

The second complex object to be tested was an Olympus pistol handgun. The results for the LTR,
CWT and frequency response can be seen in Figures 4 and 5. The gun is more complex and generally
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Figure 2: LTR of knife.

Figure 3: CWT of knife.

complex geometry object than the simple wire and knife, so its LTR lifetime is more complicated
and has more modes. The first fundamental resonance frequency of this handgun is appearing at
0.61 GHz as shown in Figure 4. It’s quite clear that the LTR of the gun is more complex and it
has more resonance modes than simple objects. The LTR of the handgun is clearly visible as the
damped oscillations after the reflection of the excitation pulse (sharp peak). Complexity of the
LTR related to the multi target edges, in other words the LTR modes are clearly dependent on
the target geometry. Figure 5 shows the target CWT analysis, all of the LTR resonant frequencies
could be clearly observed as energy levels. After observing the LTR global resonance frequency, it
can be seen that the target does not have many resonance modes as the knife, in other words the
LTR life time of this target is shorter.

Figure 4: LTR of small handgun.

Figure 5: CWT of small handgun.

6. CWT PERFORMANCE OF ONBODY CONCEALED WEAPONS

In the last section, analyses of the response from wires of different dimensions have been presented using CWT time frequency analysis. The practical results show that CWT analysis is very
promising and can be used as an alternative means for studying the transient scattering of onbody concealed weapons and to gain further physical insights into the process. In particular, the
occurrences of LTR resonances are clearly observed in the TF domain. In this section, transient
re-radiating from real target objects such as knives or handguns sited beneath clothes covering the
human body will be analysed and studied, and the different dielectric properties will be considered.
The purpose here is to study the interaction between the target and the human body in the TF
domain. The CWT time frequency domain analysis of scattering from the human body only, a
concealed knife onbody and a concealed gun onbody are considered respectively. The aim is to
study in the TF domain how the interactions between the target and the medium interface affect
the LTR response.
7. HUMAN BODY RESPONSE IN TF DOMAIN

Backscatters from the human body will be analysed using the CWT. A real human body stood
2 m away from the transmitting and receiving antennas from which a sweep frequency of operating
bandwidth is transmitted toward the human body and the backscatter data captured by the VNA
via the receiving antenna. Figures 6 and 7, shows the time domain response and CWT response of
the human body only.
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Figure 6: Response of human body only.

Figure 7: CWT of human body only.

As shown in Figure 6, the late time response scattering events are clearly observed in the TD.
Because of the human body’s dielectric properties, the re-radiated backscattered data is very weak
and since the nature of the frequency is dependent on the human tissue dielectric properties, the
refraction angle ∅0t and the transmitted pulse phase velocity is frequency dependent and varied
accordingly [20, 23]. As a result of that the pulse hits the proposed target on very small deference
on frequency and time. The magnitude of the re-radiated energy shown in Figure 7 is small since
the transmitted pulse is attenuated as it propagates within the lossy dielectric of the human body.
8. ONBODY CONCEALED KNIFE

In this experimental measurement a kitchen knife of length L = 12 cm and width d = 1.2 cm, was
attached to the human body and the data captured according to the experimental setup stated
earlier. Figure 8 presents the time domain of the LTR resonance scattering event sequence of the
target, while the CWT performance is presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: LTR of onbody knife.

Figure 9: CWT performance of onbody knife.

Compared to the response of lossy human body, alone, the transmitted and received backscattered data is travelling through three mediums, free space (air), human body (lossy dielectric
material properties) and the PEC target. The angle of refraction is very similar to that for the
land mind detection and could be calculated to be [2],
µr
−1

θr = tan

εr ε0
ε0

¶0
(11)

The backscattered data is more complicated compared to experimental examples studied earlier;
the scattered response of the different media interferes with each other and the LTR of the concealed
object is masked as shown in the Figure 8. The LTR scattering sequences of this complex medium
illustrate that the scattering objects interacted with each other. The CWT analysis of the target
signature is given in Figure 9. Comparing the CWT for the knife (Figure 3), lossy human body
only, (Figure 7) and the on body knife (Figure 9), it can be clearly seen that the time frequency
intensity patterns for the on body knife retain the characteristics observed for the knife only. These
energy levels corresponding to the dominant modes of the LTR concealed target.
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9. ONBODY CONCEALED GUN

In this section, a real handgun was attached to a human body. Again the re-radiated data was
measured by the VNA via the receiving antenna. The time domain scattering event sequence
and frequency domain data of the scattering target data are presented in the following Figures 10
and 11. In a manner similar to the test with the on body knife, the non-zero conductivity of a
lossy dielectric (human body) attenuates the electromagnetic wave and only the first few dominant
scattering phenomena in the low frequency region are observed in frequency domain. However
Figure 11 clearly shows that the CTW for the on body handgun contains high energy levels which
are related to the presence of the gun (see Figure 7 and Figure 11). However, further investigation is
required to confirm the nature of each resonance mode. The CWT performance regarding practical
detection of on body concealed weapons shows that in the time frequency domain the spectrum a
characteristic signal for both the knife and the handgun could be extracted. This shows that the
spectral density is a very powerful means to represent target complexity and geometry. Thus it
can be confirmed that the CWT response was related to the concealed target and could be a very
powerful tool in the detection of any on body concealed objects.
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Figure 10: LTR of onbody gun.

Figure 11: CWT performance of onbody gun.

10. CONCLUSION

New approach for concealed weapon detection based on a CWT applied to the scattering response
of a target being detected has been successfully tested. In the TF domain, the occurrence of
the frequency components can be easily observed which also provide further insight into transient
scattering. The behaviors of TFD using different target signature of a well-known scattered such
as the simple wire were examined. In particular, CWT performance showed it to be capable of
revealing the major scattering events. The LTR signature of each object was accurately extracted
and presented in the TF domain for a knife and small handgun. It is also found that TF analysis can
be used as an alternative tool to study transient electromagnetic scattering behavior and extract the
unique signature of concealed weapons. The application of TF analysis to the transient scattering
from on body concealed weapons was also considered. The signature of both an on body knife and
on body handgun was demonstrated the feasibilities of using TFDs to study transient scattering
from on body concealed targets. The CWT’s experimental performance regarding detection of
on body concealed weapons showed that in the TFD the spectral response for every target could
be seen as a distribution in which the level and life-time depended on the target material and
geometry. The spectral density provides very powerful information concerning target complexity
and geometry. As a result of that it can be confirmed that the CWT response is directly identifies
the response of the unknown concealed target and could be a very powerful tool in the detection
of any on body concealed object.
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Abstract— The aim of our study is to investigate UV exposure under 400 kV powerlines in
Finland through sample measurements as a typical case study. The Finnish exposure limit
value at work for weighted ultraviolet radiation (UV-BC) is 30 J/m2 per eight hours of exposure
(based on European directive (2006/25/EU)), which is not applicable to solar radiation. This
means as instantaneous irradiance about 1 mW/m2 . We measured UV-BC weighted radiation and
calculated a daily dose, which is about 10 percent of the Finnish exposure limit value. However,
technical means are also needed in Scandinavia against ultraviolet sun exposure. These means
are the use of sun protective lotions, reasonable clothing, sunglasses, avoiding direct sunshine in
midday, using shadow etc..
1. INTRODUCTION

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is part of the electromagnetic spectrum emitted by the sun. Whereas
UVC rays (wavelengths of 100–280 nm) are absorbed by the atmospheric ozone, most radiation
in the UVA range (315–400 nm) and about 10% of the UVB rays (280–315 nm) reach the Earth’s
surface. Both UVA and UVB are of major importance to human health. Small amounts of UV
are essential for the production of vitamin D in people, yet overexposure may result in acute and
chronic health effects on the skin, eye and immune system.
Ultraviolet radiation exposure in Finland is relatively low compared to that found in many
other European countries such as Italy or Spain. However, Nordic skin tone is often lighter than
that found in other parts of Europe, and thus the risk of adverse effects from radiation exposure
can also exist in Finland. Approximately 30 percent of Finnish persons have skin type I-II, and
most Finns have skin type III. Therefore, at least 30 percent of Finns have a relatively high risk of
sunburn if they are exposed to solar radiation in summer in Finland [1]. In Finland more than 1200
persons receives a melanoma every year that means that the prevalence of melanoma is 8–9/100
000 person [4]. The prevalence of melanoma is increasing also over the whole western world, and
therefore the sunburns should be avoided. The most significant occupations for solar radiation
exposure is farming, construction, service and maintenance activities, and also many other outdoor
work especially in summer time [5–7].
It is a popular misconception that only fairskinned people need to be concerned about overexposure to the sun. Darker skin has more protective melanin pigment, and the incidence of skin cancer
is lower in darkskinned people. Nevertheless, skin cancers do occur with this group and unfortunately they are often detected at a later, more dangerous stage. The risk of UV radiation-related
health effects on the eye and immune system is independent of skin type [8, 9].
The Finnish exposure limit value at work for weighted ultraviolet radiation (UV-BC) is 30 J/m2
for eight hours of exposure (based on European directive (2006/25/EU)), [2] which, however, is
not applicable to solar radiation. The ACGIH (American Conference of Industrial Hygienists) has
recommended a value of 1 mW/m2 over eight hours that equals to 30 J/m2 over eight hours [3]. In
Finland, it is not usual to measure ultraviolet radiation, and then there is a need to develop both
measurement facilities and information on social media. Nowadays there are available more and
more simple ultraviolet index meters, but the user must know what the indices mean, what the
skin types are, what the sun protection factor means and how clothing and sunglasses diminish
exposure to solar radiation. Ultraviolet index is a global index that in Finland is at maximum
about 5–7, when globally the index varies 0–18 [10].
The aim of our study was to investigate UV exposure under 400 kV powerlines in Finland
through sample measurements. Our aim was to get basic data for exposure evaluation.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

We measured UV-BC weighted radiation with a Solar PMA2100 meter equipped with a safety
probe PMA2120 (factory-calibrated in 2010). Figure 1 shows an example of our measurements.
We also measured UV index by using a new Oregon Scientific EB612 meter.

Figure 1: Taking sample UV measurements under 400 kV powerlines on a sunny summer day.

Figure 2 shows the area in which we took measurements under 400 kV powerlines.

Figure 2: The place in which we took measurements under 400 kV powerlines.
3. RESULTS

We measured a dose of 0.65 J/m2 over one hour, and dose of 1.23 J/m2 over three hours and
51 minutes. We also measured instantaneous values of irradiance to be 2–150 mW/m2 . Table 1
shows our instantaneous measurements. Time of the measurements was in the middle of the day
(11:00–15:00) 20 July in Tampere Region, and these values represent Finnish maximum values.
Figure 3 shows UV index measurement results over a July day. Maximum value for the index
was 7, and the value was more than 6 over 4.5 hours.
Table 1: The instantaneous UV measurements under power line.
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

UV measurements mW/m2
55
112
127
148
5.0
2.0
3.0
55 . . . 65

Measurement situation
cloudy
sunny
sunny
towards the sun
away from the sun
towards the ground
reflection from aluminum paper on ground
in shadow, the sun behind clouds
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Figure 3: Measured UV index in Tampere region in July.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

If we calculate daily dosage from our measurements, we receive exposure of less than 3 J/m2 , or
about 10 percent of the Finnish exposure limit value at work for weighted ultraviolet radiation (UVBC), which is 30 J/m2 over eight hours of exposure (based on European directive (2006/25/EU)) [2].
Then, it is probable that these values are not exceeded other time of the day or the summer. In
any case, it means, that limit values are not exceeded in Finland.
The instantaneous values of irradiance were between 2–150 mW/m2 . This exceeds, for example,
the maximum value recommended by the ACGIH (American Conference of Industrial Hygienists) [3], which is 1 mW/m2 over eight hours. This also means that in Finland, the dose at which a
light-skinned person is at risk of erythema can be reached and exceeded if protective measures, such
as entering a shaded area or applying sunscreen, are not employed. In Finland, the recommended
midsummer exposure is less than one hour for type II skin. Similar evaluation can be reached using
ultraviolet index [11].
Therefore, technical means are also needed in Scandinavia against ultraviolet sun exposure.
These means are the use of sun protective lotions, reasonable clothing, sunglasses, avoiding direct
sunshine in midday, using shadow etc.. Clouds and shade reduced the intensity of ultraviolet
radiation to half, which means that the exposure time can be doubled or the risk is reduced to
half [9]. WHO lists following personal actions [9]:
• Limit Time in the Midday Sun
To the extent possible, limit exposure to the sun during 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
• Watch for the UV Index
This helps you plan your outdoor activities in ways that prevent overexposure to the sun’s
rays (Figure 3). Take special care to adopt sun safety practices when the UV Index predicts
exposure levels of moderate (index 3–5) or above.
• Use Shade Wisely
Seek shade when UV rays are the most intense.
• Wear Protective Clothing
A hat with a wide brim offers good sun protection for your eyes, ears, face, and the back or your
neck. Sunglasses that provide 99 to 100 percent UV-A and UV-B protection will greatly reduce
eye damage from sun exposure. Tightly woven, loose fitting clothes will provide additional
protection from the sun.
• Use Sunscreen
Apply a broad-spectrum sunscreen of SPF 15+ liberally and re-apply every two hours, or after
working, swimming, playing or exercising outdoors.
To conclude, we made a small case analysis on ultraviolet exposure dose, radiance and UV-index,
and we noticed that these work in harmony when evaluating the practical exposure limitations
against solar radiation in Finland. The ultraviolet dose in middle Finland is less than 5 J/m2 (over
a day), irradiance less than 200 mW/m2 and ultraviolet index less than 7.
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Abstract— Stochastic electromagnetic plane-wave (SEPW) pulse with non-uniform correlation
distribution is introduced. The realizability condition for such pulse is derived. It is found that
the evolution properties of the intensity and the degree of polarization of a SEPW pulse with
non-uniform correlation distribution in dispersive media are much different from those of a SEPW
pulse with uniform correlation distribution.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, stochastic beam with uniform correlation distribution (e.g., Schell-model correlation) has been studied extensively due to its important applications in various fields, such as
free-space optical communications, material thermal processing, particle trapping, optical projection, inertial confinement fusion, remote detection, imaging applications and nonlinear optics [1–3].
Recently, more and more attention is being paid to a stochastic beam with special correlation
distribution [4–9]. Gori et al. proposed the sufficient condition for devising genuine correlation
function of a stochastic scalar or electromagnetic beam [4, 5]. Based on the model suggested by
Gori et al., Lajunen and Saastamoinen introduced a partially coherent beam with spatially varying
correlation properties (i.e., non-uniform correlation distribution) [6]. Tong and Korotkova explored
the behavior of a stochastic beam with non-uniform correlation distribution in isotropic random
media [7], and introduced a stochastic electromagnetic beam with non-uniform correlation distribution [8]. Mei et al. investigated the polarization properties of a stochastic electromagnetic beam
with non-uniform correlation distribution in turbulent atmosphere [9].
All the above-mentioned literatures are confined to stationary beams. In the past decade, a
non-stationary stochastic light named partially coherent pulse has been studied widely [10–20].
Such pulse was introduced by Pääkkönen et al. [10] and Lin et al. [11], respectively. Propagation
properties of a partially coherent pulse in dispersive media and nonlinear media were reported
in [12, 13]. The methods for generating a partially coherent pulse were proposed in [14, 15]. Lancis
et al. discussed the space-time analogy for partially coherent plane-wave-type pulses [16]. Ghost
interference and ghost imaging with partially coherent pulse were reported in [17, 18], respectively.
Scattering of a partially coherent pulse was reported in [19]. The polarization properties of a
stochastic electromagnetic pulse (also named electromagnetic partially coherent pulse) on propagation were studied in [20–23]. More recently, Lajunen and Saastamoinen introduced a partially
coherent plane-wave pulse with non-uniform correlation distribution and studied its propagation in
dispersive media, and they have found that the maximum peak of the pulse energy can be accelerating or decelerating, and self-focusing effects are also possible on propagation [24]. In this letter,
we introduce a stochastic electromagnetic plane-wave (SEPW) pulse with non-uniform correlation
distribution, and explore the intensity and the polarization properties of such pulse in dispersive
media. Some interesting results are found.
2. THE REALIZABILITY CONDITION FOR A SEPW PULSE WITH NON-UNIFORM
CORRELATION DISTRIBUTION

In the space-time domain, the second-order statistical properties of a SEPW pulse can be characterized by the mutual coherence matrix defined as [1, 2, 20, 21]
µ
¶
↔
Γxx (t1 , t2 ) Γxy (t1 , t2 )
,
(1)
Γ (t1 , t2 ) =
Γyx (t1 , t2 ) Γyy (t1 , t2 )
where Γαβ (t1 , t2 ) = hEα∗ (t1 )Eβ (t2 )i, (α, β = x, y), here the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate
and the angular brackets denote ensemble average, Eα (t) represents the component of the random
electric vector at time t along α direction. According to [5], in the temporal domain, a sufficient
condition for the non-negative definiteness of the mutual coherence matrix can be expressed as
Z
Γαβ (t1 , t2 ) = pαβ (v)Hα∗ (t1 , v)Hβ (t2 , v)dv, (α, β = x, y),
(2)
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where pαβ is a non-negative, Fourier-transformable function and Hα is an arbitrary kernel. By
choosing suitable pαβ and Hα , one can define a wide variety of temporal coherence functions for a
partially coherent pulse.
In order to introduce a SEPW pulse with non-uniform correlation distribution, we choose pαβ
and Hα as follows
·
¸
2
Bαβ ω0 Tcαβ
1 2 4 2
√
pαβ (v) =
exp − ω0 Tcαβ v ,
(3)
4
2 π
¸
·
h
i
t2
Hj (t, v) = Aj exp − 2 exp −iω0 v (t − tcj )2 , (j = α, β) ,
(4)
2T0
where ω0 is the carrier frequency, Aα and Aβ are the amplitudes of the x and y components of
the electric field, T0 represents the pulse duration, Tcαβ is the r.m.s source correlation between Eα
and Eβ determining the degree of coherence of a pulse. tcx and tcy are real-valued two-dimensional
vectors describing off-axis shifts of the correlation maximum, which leads to a situation where the
correlations are highest around tcx and tcy . Bαβ = |Bαβ | exp(iϕαβ ) is the correlation coefficient
between x and y components of the electric field and ϕαβ is the phase difference. Substituting
Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eq. (2), we obtain the elements of the mutual coherence matrix of a SEPW
pulse with non-uniform correlation distribution as follows
)
(
· 2
¸
i2
t1 + t22
1 h
2
2
Γαβ (t1 , t2 ) = Aα Aβ Bαβ exp −
× exp − 4
(t2 − tcβ ) − (t1 − tcα )
.
(5)
2T02
Tcαβ
To generate a physically realizable pulse, the mutual coherence matrix must be Hermitian and
non-negative definite. The former restriction leads to the following relations
Γαβ (t1 , t2 ) = Γ∗βα (t2 , t1 ),

(6)

Bxx = Byy = 1, |Bxy | = |Byx | , φxy = φyx , Tcxy = Tcyx .

(7)

According to [5, 8], to satisfy the latter restriction, the following relations
pxx (v) ≥ 0, pyy (v) ≥ 0, pxx (v)pyy (v) − pxy (v)pyx (v) ≥ 0,

(8)

must be satisfied besides that pαβ is the non-negative, Fourier-transformable function.
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (8), we find that the first two inequalities always hold and the
third inequality leads to
¸
·
¸
·
¢
1 2 2 4
1 2 2¡ 4
2 4
2
2
4
Tcxx Tcyy exp − κ v Tcxx + Tcyy ≥ |Bxy | Tcxy exp − κ v Tcxy .
(9)
4
2
If we set v = 0 and v → ∞, we can obtain the following two inequalities
2
2
4
Tcxx
Tcyy
≥ |Bxy |2 Tcxy
,

¢
1¡ 4
4
4
Tcxx + Tcyy
≤ Tcxy
.
2

(10)

The combination of the two inequalities in Eq. (10) leads to the following double inequality
s
r
¡
¢
1
4 1
4
T 4 + Tcyy
Tcxx Tcyy .
(11)
≤ Tcxy ≤
2 cxx
|Bxy |
The form of the realizability condition for a SEPW pulse with non-uniform correlation distribution
is somewhat similar to that for a stationary electromagnetic beam with non-uniform correlation
distribution [8].
If we choose pαβ and Hα as follows
·
¸
Bαβ Tcαβ
1 2 2
√
pαβ (v) =
exp − Tcαβ v ,
(12)
4
2 π
¸
·
t2
Hj (t, v) = Aj exp − 2 exp [−ivt] , (j = α, β) ,
(13)
2T0
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then substituting Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eq. (2), we obtain the elements of the mutual coherence
matrix of a SEPW pulse with uniform correlation distribution as follows [20–23]
"
#
t21 + t22
1
Γαβ (t1 , t2 ) = Aα Aβ Bαβ exp −
− 2 (t1 − t2 )2 .
(14)
2T02
Tcαβ
3. PROPAGATION OF A SEPW PULSE WITH NON-UNIFORM CORRELATION
DISTRIBUTION IN THE SECOND-ORDER DISPERSIVE MEDIA

In this section, we study the propagation of a SEPW pulse in the second-order dispersive media.
Propagation of the elements of the mutual coherence matrix in the dispersive media can be studied
by the generalized Collins formula in the temporal domain [11, 25]
Γαβ (t1 , t2 , z)
½
¾
ZZ
¢
¡2
¢
¤
ω0
iω0 £ ¡ 2
2
2
=
Γαβ (t10 , t20 ) exp
A t10 − t20 + D t1 − t2 − 2 (t10 t1 − t20 t2 ) dt10 dt20 , (15)
2πB
2B
where A, B, C, and D are the elements of the temporal matrix of the dispersive media. Here we
have assumed that the time coordinate is measured in the reference frame moving at the group
velocity of the pulse.
The temporal matrix for the second-order dispersive media of length z is given as [11, 25]
µ
¶ µ
¶
A B
1 ω0 β2 z
=
,
(16)
C D
0
1
where β 2 represents the group velocity dispersion coefficient.
↔
The intensity is obtained as I(t, z) = Tr Γ (t, t, z) and the degree of polarization (DOP) is
expressed as
v
u
↔
u
4Det Γ (t, t, z)
u
P (t, z) = t1 − h ↔
(17)
i2 .
Tr Γ (t, t, z)
Applying Eqs. (5) and (15)–(17), we calculate in Fig. 1 the normalized intensity distribution of
a SEPW pulse with non-uniform correlation distribution on propagation in dispersive media with
T0 = 15 ps, Tcxx = 9 ps, Tcxy = 20 ps, Bxy = 0.2, β2 = 25 ps2 /km, Ax = Ay = 1. One finds from
Fig. 1 that the intensity is focused during propagation, and the maximum peak is laterally shifted
when tcx = tcy 6= 0, which is similar to the behavior of a partially coherent plane-wave pulse with
non-uniform correlation distribution on propagation in dispersive media [24]. Fig. 2 shows the shift
of the maximum peak of the intensity on propagation. As can be see from Fig. 2, the absolute
value of the shift of the maximum peak increases on propagation, and saturates at sufficiently large
distance, which is similar to the behavior of a stationary electromagnetic beam with non-uniform
correlation distribution on propagation in free space [8]. Furthermore, the absolute value of the shift
approaches to different values at large distance for different values of tcx and tcy , while it approaches

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Normalized intensity distribution of a SEPW pulse with non-uniform correlation distribution in
dispersive media on propagation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Shift of the maximum peak of the intensity on propagation.

to the same value for different values of β2 although it increases more rapidly on propagation for
large β2 .
Figure 3 shows the DOP of a SEPW pulse with non-uniform correlation distribution on propagation in dispersive media with tcx = tcy = 0. For the convenience of comparison, the corresponding
result of a SEPW pulse with uniform correlation distribution is also shown in Fig. 3(a). One finds
from Fig. 3 that the behavior of the degree of polarization of a SEPW pulse with non-uniform
correlation distribution on propagation is much different from that of a SEPW pulse with uniform correlation distribution. For a SEPW pulse with uniform correlation distribution, the DOP
increases monotonically on propagation and saturates at large distance. For a SEPW pulse with
non-uniform correlation distribution, the DOP initially displays a downward trend at small propagation distance but after reaching a dip starts to increase on propagation, and saturates at large
distance, and it is interesting to find that the DOP increases more rapidly on propagation for large
β2 , while it approaches to the same value at large distance for different values of β2 .

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: DOP of a SEPW pulse with non-uniform or uniform correlation distribution on propagation in
dispersive media.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have introduced a new class of electromagnetic pulse named SEPW pulse with nonuniform correlation distribution and have discussed its realizability condition. We have found that
the evolution properties of a SEPW pulse with non-uniform correlation distribution on propagation
are much different from those of a SEPW pulse with uniform correlation distribution, and we can
modulate the intensity and polarization properties of a SEPW pulse by manipulating its correlation
function.
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Abstract— The aim of this work is theoretical and experimental study of the effect of doping
for semiconductor quantum dots on their photoluminescence (PL), which has important applications both for nanomedicine and nanoelectronics devices to create the controlled properties.
An experimental study of the surface treatment effect for quantum dots (QDs) of CdSe on their
photoluminescence (PL) has been fulfilled. It is shown that the highest intensity of photoluminescence yield QD with surface treated by the donor electron impurity. The role of the QD doping
by impurities has been theoretically studied. It is shown that the PL intensity in this case can
be increased considerably. The development of the 1D-dissipative tunneling theory for structures
with quantum dots in the system of combined AFM/STM in an external electric field at a finite
temperature has been proposed. The probability of the 1d-dissipative tunneling in a doublewell model oscillator potential in the external electric field with accuracy of the pre-exponential
factor has been calculated. Theoretical investigation of features for the field dependence of the
tunnel probability is allowed to offer the controlled growth method of colloidal gold QD, based
on the transformation of the oscillator double-well potential in the external electric field. The
applicability of nanoscale dots (QD) from colloidal gold for nanomedicine has been discussed.
For example, QD from colloidal gold are used as carriers of drugs, as well as for the diagnosis
and treatment of cancer. Optical response for QD from colloidal gold (surface enhanced Raman
spectroscopy) is 200 times brighter than for semiconductor quantum dots. Optical and transport
properties of the doped semiconductor QDs with bio-conjugated shells can be used as fluorescent
labels for imaging of biological objects and in nanomedicine for the diagnosis and treatment of a
number of serious diseases, including cancer.
1. INTRODUCTION

The last few years the number of experimental and theoretical research in the field of optics for
nanostructures with impurity centers has dramatically increased. Success in the development of
methods for the synthesis of fluorescent nanocrystals (quantum dots (QDs)) with desired properties
and methods for functionalizing of the QD-surface has opened ways of the new class of fluorophores
creation for many biological and medical applications. Fluorescent nanocrystals are detected as
individual objects with usage of conventional fluorescence microscopes that can help to visualize
the processes at the single molecule. The advantage of nanocrystals in comparison with organic fluorophores is their high brightness due to the large value of the absorption coefficient, a unique high
photostability and the narrow, symmetrical peak of emission. The wavelength of photoluminescence (PL) for nanocrystals is strictly dependent on their size, and for all colors of nanocrystals the
excitation of only one radiation source is necessary. Such unique properties of nanocrystals make
its as ideal fluorophores for ultrasensitive, multicolor detection in biological and medical diagnosis
that requires registration of many parameters simultaneously.
2. THE FLUORESCENCE INTENSITY OF THE QUANTUM DOTS IN THE WATER
DEPENDS ON THE SURFACE PROCESSING

Various materials, such as semiconductor, metals and lattices are used for synthesize the quantum
dots with recent nano-technology. Many kinds of characters on the quantum dots have been reported on quantum dot films of semiconductor and electron packed metals. One of the important
characters, we focus on the surface treatment of the quantum dot. The cyto-toxicity is reported
to depend on the surface processing. That is the interaction of the surface of the molecules of the
cell and the surface of the quantum dot plays a key roll for the safety for human being and the
environment. The size of the aggregation also depends on the surface treatment. The intensity of
the fluorescent light and the surface treatment of the quantum dot will be studied in this report.
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2.1. Material and Methods

Red colored quantum dot and yellow colored quantum dot was made as from Cadmium and selenium by the hot soap method with trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO). Then, the shells of both of the
quantum dots were covered with mercapto-zinc. Here, we obtain the quantum dots that are not
solvable to the water. Then, the surface of the quantum dots, TOPO were exchanged by the water solvable molecules such as 11-mercapto-undecanoic acids and mercapto-glycerol. Vero cell, the
kidney cell of the African green monkey, was cultured with the standard methods. Fluorescent microscope system (OLYMPUS) was used for the observation. Measurement of the photo-luminescent
spectra with the time course was done by JASCO fluorescence spectrophotometer. Measurement
of the zeta potential and the particle size was done by zeta potential and particle size measurement
system (SYSMEX).
2.2. Results and Discussion

The more the emission light is dosed, the larger the fluorescent intensity of the quantum dot
becomes, which is known as the light memory effect [1]. This effect was found not in the water
but in the dry film at first. We have found this memory effect also occurs in the water with the
appropriate surface processing of the quantum dot. This effect does not continue infinitely. That
is after a while, the intensity of the fluorescent come to the maximum and, after that, comes down.
The wavelength of the fluorescent light becomes short in the meantime. One of the ideas for the
movement of the wavelength of the fluorescent to the short wave length is the light etching. It is
reported the quantum dot of the mercapto-cadmium can be produced with the laser light etching
from the bulk material. In our case of cadmium seren quantum dot, it might also true. But we have
not any data for the evidence of the difference of particle size yet. Another idea for the effect would
be the oxidization of the quantum dot by laser light dose. The electron might skip away from the
surface might lead to the oxidization from the outside of the quantum dot. So far now, we use the
Cd/Se quantum dot with the ZnS processed as the surface of the particle. As this nano-particle is
not water soluble, we use mercapto undecanoic acids, mercapto glycerol, and mercapto amine for
the surface processing to get the hydrophilicity. We measured the zeta potential of the surface of
these three different treated quantum dot. The quantum dot treated with the mercapto undecanoic
acids is negatively charged, that with the mercapto amine is positively charged and that with the
mercapto glycerol is the neutral. The quantum dot treated with mercapto-organic acidthe showed
the highest intensity of the fluorescent light, the quantum dot treated with mercapto glycerol the
middle, and the quantum dot treated with mercapto-organic amine, the lowest intensity. Zeta
potential from the minimum to the maximum is just the reverse order with the intensity of the
fluorescent light, (from strong to weak). It seems the surface electric potential has the key role for
the fluorescent intensity. Different surface treatment will result in the different zeta potential of
the quantum dot. In the previous study, we have reported the cyto-toxicity is also depend on the
surface treatment rather than the inside, the quantum dot itself. The conjugation of the quantum
dot with the bio-molecule such as protein, sugar and nucleic acids will change the zeta potential
which lead to speculate that the measurement of the zeta potential of the bio-molecule predict
roughly the fluorescent intensity of the conjugated bio-molecule quantum dot complex.
2.3. The Electron Donor Agent and the Intensity of the Fluorescent Light

We added the electron donor agent in order to see if the intensity of the fluorescent light of the
quantum dot will become strong. We used sodium azide for the electron donor agent. We used the
quantum dot, the surface of which was treated with mercapto-undecanoic acids for this experiment.
In this study, we have some evidence of the importance of the surface electric potential of the
quantum dot to get the strong fluorescent light. We have studied to add the electron scavenger
agents into the water solution of containing the water soluble quantum dots. The fluorescent light
became very weak. Under this condition, we added the electron donor agents and found the recover
of the strong fluorescent. One of the application for this effect is the way to recover the fluorescent
light and to find the quantum dot tagged cell in the organ with the microscope.
3. THE INFLUENCE OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL DISSIPATIVE TUNNELING ON
PROBABILITY FOR TWO-PHOTON IONIZATION OF D-CENTER IN A SYSTEM OF
TWO INTERACTING QUANTUM MOLECULES

Currently, two-photon (TF) spectroscopy is widely used for studying of the band structure in
low-dimensional systems [1, 2] as a non-destructive method for the information readout in threedimensional optical memory devices [3], to study the coherence properties of radiation [4], and
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also in many other applications. Development of technology for creation of quantum molecules
(QM) (tunnel-coupled QDs) requires broadening of the TF-spectroscopy possibilities, in particular,
in relation to investigation of the dissipative tunneling features. Usage of the science of quantum
tunneling with dissipation to study the interaction of QM with contact medium is productive,
because, despite the use of the instanton approach it is possible to get the main results in an
analytical form for the effects of environment on the tunneling process, which it is not possible in
other often used approaches. One of the aims of this work is the theoretical study of TF impurity
absorption in QM, under 2D-dissipative tunneling in the presence of an external electric field.
3.1. The Two-photon Impurity Absorption Spectra Features for Quantum Molecules

Probability of two-photon ionization for D(-)-center in quantum dot W (2ω) with the parabolic confinement potential under influence of external electric field with account of the Lorentz broadening
for energy levels of virtual and final states in QD, can be written as
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identified the following selection rules: the optical transitions from the impurity level are possible
only to the size-quantized states of QD with even quantum numbers n2 , n3 and with the value of
the quantum number n1 = n01 + 1 (n0 = 0, 1, 2 . . .). The tunnel probability Γ0 = B exp(−S) for
quantum molecule has been calculated in frames of the tunneling with dissipation theory.
3.2. Features of the TF-impurity Absorption under 2D-dissipative Tunneling

Figure 1 shows the calculated dependence of the TF-ionization probability of the D(−) -center in
system consisting of two interacting QM from the magnitude of the external electric field under 2Ddissipative tunneling. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that for the field dependence of the TF-impurity
absorption probability corresponds the characteristic kink point — bifurcation — as a result of
change in the dissipative tunneling regime from synchronous to asynchronous. It is evident, too,
that in a small neighborhood of the bifurcation point, the regime of quantum beats, associated
with the existence of competing solutions under search of 2D-instanton, can be realized. It can
be seen, that with increase of coupling constant α the bifurcation point is shifted to the region
of more strong fields (cf. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b)), due to the symmetry change of 2D-potential
by increasing of the Coulomb repulsion for the tunnel particles. A similar situation occurs with
decreasing temperature (parameter εT ) (cf. Figs. 1(c) and 1(b)). With reduction of the parameter
εT the 2D-tunnel probability is reduced and hence, the more high value of the external electric
field is required to the increase of the potential asymmetry. Thus, the effects of bifurcations and
quantum beats are strongly depended on such parameters of 2D-tunneling, as temperature and the
interaction constant of tunnel particles. The role of the external electric field is reduced to the
restoration of 2D-potential asymmetry, which is necessary for the appearance of 2D-bifurcations.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: The dependence of TF-ionization probability for D(−) -center in system, consisting of two interacting QM from intensity of external electric field E0 at U0∗ = 250, a0 = 1, b0 = 1.5, ηi = 7, εL = 1, εC = 1:
a − α = 0.38, εT = 1; b − α = 0.37, εT = 1; c − α = 0.37, εT = 1.5.
4. CONCLUSION

Thus, optical and transport properties of the doped semiconductor QD with bio-conjugated shells
can be used as fluorescent labels for visualization of biological objects and in nanomedicine for
diagnosis and treatment of a number of serious diseases, including cancer. The experimental check
of the predicted effects, such as 2D-bifurcations and quantum beats in the field dependence of
the TF-ionization probability for D(−) -center in system, consisting of two interacting QM, is also
planned. The predicted effect can be used in high-precision devices of opto-and nano-electronics
with controllable characteristics.
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Abstract— Low intensively EHF EMI capable to cause the replay of the biological system,
appearing on all level of the organizations of the alive organism. Initial unit of the biological
influence of EMI is the lipid layers of membrane, which stimulate peroxidation of lipids.
The phospholipids (PL) content of nuclear soluble fraction and membrane of wheat seedlings have
been investigated. Under treatment of soak seeds by EM mm-waves of different frequency, to the
3-D day of germination occur redistribution in PL composition of seedlings nuclear subfraction.
EM mm-waves influence not only on the PL content of nuclear envelope, but act and on the
chromatin conformation, DNA melting parameters and DNA methylation, and by this path
controlling of permeability of nuclear membrane and its surface charge.
We have study as well as electrokinetic property of intact nuclei from wheat seeds control and
treated by different EMI (extremely high frequency) in the range 45–53 GHz, in vitro and in vivo.
Nuclear envelope and its charge play significant role in the transport of macromolecules between
nucleus and cytoplasm through nuclear pore complexes. The significant effect was observed at
exposition of 20 min treated in vitro intact nuclei. This exposition led to the increasing of EKP
that evidence that EMI change surface charge on the nuclei. The biological effective frequencies
are narrow range 49–53 GHz with the expressed resonant frequencies close to 50.3 GHz and
53 GHz are revealed. On the basis of our study we suggested that EMI of this diapason increase
of preservation system of living organisms. Biological replay directs to the surviving of organisms
and in an adaptive reaction of organism against to the stress of physical factors of environment.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years because of wide introduction in a field of human activity a new types of communications (including cellular communication) and sending devices, the problem of electromagnetic
safety assume extremely importance. Cellular answers to a biotic and abiotic stress it is expressed
in change of an expression of some genes as a result of which there can be a denaturation of proteins [1] and change of phospholipids contents [2]. In this study the phospholipids (PL) content of
nuclear soluble fraction and envelope of wheat seedlings have been investigated. Redistribution in
PL composition of wheat seedlings nuclear subfraction has been obtained under treatment by EM
mm-waves of different frequency. EM mm-waves influencing on the PL content of nuclear envelope
can act and on the chromatin conformation, DNA melting parameters and DNA methylation, and
by this path to control permeability of nuclear membrane and form its surface charge.
It is supposed that many structural changes which have arisen owing to such stressful impact
generally have epigenetic character [3]. The purpose of this work was to reveal changes in the
contents of phospholipids in the nuclear membrane and soluble nuclear fraction under the influence
of extremely high frequency electromagnetic irradiation EHF EMI during germination of wheat
seeds that will can to throw light on mechanisms of mm-waves influence with a live organism at
cellular level.
The biological effective frequencies are narrow range 49–53 GHz with the expressed resonant
frequencies close to 50.3 GHz and 53 GHz are revealed. On the basis of our study we suggested that
EMI of this diapason increase of preservation system of living organisms. Biological replay directs to
the surviving of organisms and in an adaptive reaction of organism against to the stress of physical
factors of environment. The results of our study confirm the dependence between functional state
of nuclei and its surface charge, which is influence and even can control permeabilization of nucleic
membrane and even gene expression.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Seed Germination. Seeds of hexaploid wheat: Tr. aestivum L. of Arshaluys variety presoaked for
the night, then sow on trays and growing in a thermostat at temperature 26◦ C within 72 hours.
For receiving irradiated by mm-waves seedlings presoaked for the night seeds irradiated with not
thermal low-intensively EMI. The source of irradiation is served by generator of high-frequency
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signals of EMI G4-141 (made in the USSR) in a range of 45 GHz–53 GHz. Radiation carried out
during 20 mines in capacity of radiation 0.64 mV/cm2 .
Nuclei Isolation and Fractionation. Nuclei from 3 day etiolated wheat seedlings received according to the Blobel and Potter method [4]. The precipitated nuclei repeatedly washed and received
fraction of the pure intact nuclei then carried out fractionation on nuclear membranes and soluble
nuclear fraction [5].
Phospholipid Extraction and Quantification. Phospholipids from soluble nuclear fraction and a
nuclear envelope extracted by method of Folch as it was described in [5], and quantity of separated
phospholipids’ fractions estimated by the content of inorganic phosphorus according to the Ames
method [6].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Earlier we investigated changes of physical and chemical parameters of a nuclear membrane at
various physiological conditions. It is shown that change of a physiological condition influences
both the general electrokinetic potential of nuclei, and on the phospholipids content in nuclear
sub-fractions that is reflected in the total contents of anionic phospholipids [2, 5, 7].
Results of experiments show that the phospholipids (PL) content in a nuclear membrane of
seedlings to the 3-d day after 20 mines irradiation by EHF EMI at frequency of 50 GHz remains
almost invariable against a control seedlings (see the Fig. 1(a)). Processing of the presoaked seeds by
mm-waves of 50.3 GHz frequency during 20 mines led to increase of content of such PL, as PC and
PE for 7% and 2% respectively (Fig. 1(a)). Higher frequencies of EHF EMI — 53 GHz, at the same
exposition of treatment lead to increase in content of PC and PE at 8% and 9% correspondingly
and to reduction a share of PA in a nuclear membrane almost in 3 times (see Fig. 1 and) which play
important role both for structure and permeability of a nuclear membrane [5, 8]. Such sharp change
can lead to considerable changes of properties of a nuclear membrane that earlier was discussed by
us [5].
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Figure 1: A content of phospholipids fraction in % (from the general contents) of (a) nuclear membrane
and (b) soluble nuclear fraction of the wheat seedlings in control and treated by different frequencies of
mm-waves seeds to the 3rd days after single processing.

Processing by EHF EMI leads to changes in the PL content of nuclear envelope and soluble
nuclear fraction. Have been observed the changes in the PL content of soluble nuclear fraction
of seedlings on the 3-d day after single influence of EHF EMI at 50 GHz frequency during 20 min
as it presented in Fig. 1(b). At the level of a whole organism we received positive influence of EHF
EMI (probably, temporary) on physiological processes of an wheat seeds [9], however at cellular
level in reply to an external stress there are structural changes on cellular level, which can have
subsequently negative impact.
Treatment by mm-waves with frequency of 50.3 GHz also influences on PL content in composition
of soluble nuclear fraction. As the data of experiments testifies about EHF EMI with frequency of
50.3 GHz has overwhelming influence on growth of seedlings [9], and modify PL content of soluble
nuclear fraction (see Fig. 1(b)).
Influence of mm-waves by frequency of 53 GHz leads to increase of total quantity of PL in
content of soluble nuclear fraction of seedlings nuclei and occur the changes in the ratio separate
PL fractions (Fig. 1(b)). Such touch redistribution in content of individual PL that can lead to the
conformational reconstruction between active and inactive chromatin compartments [1, 10, 11].
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Thus under the influence of EHF EMI increase of the total content of anionic PL from 62%
to 81% in nucleic soluble fraction concerning a control variant (see the Table), that can lead to
chromatin decondensation as it is known from literature that addition of negatively charged lipids
in vitro lead to the chromosome decondensation [12]. Increase of the total content of neutral PL
and simultaneous sharp reduction of PA share in a nuclear membrane testifies in favor of that there
is a smoothing of a surface and falling of the general superficial charge of nuclei.
Table 1: Content of neutral and anionic phospholipids of seedlings nuclear subfractions to the 3-d day after
treatments by mm-waves (in % of total content).
Nucleic fraction
Nucleic membrane
Soluble nuclear fraction

neutral
anionic
neutral
anionic

Total content of PL (in %)
control 50 GHz 50.3 GHz 53 GHz
35.34
40.01
43.57
51.72
64.66
60.31
56.43
48.28
37.92
40.61
19.21
29.74
62.08
59.42
80.79
70.26

By changing the quality of the nuclear membrane and soluble nuclear fraction obtained next
picture, as shown in Table 3. If we sum all the neutral phospholipids and separately anionic
phospholipids of the nuclear membrane, we get a certain regularity: increase in the number of
neutral and decrease anionic PL in content of the nuclear membrane. In contrast, in the soluble
fraction observed decrease of neutral and the increase of anionic phospholipids. Such redistribution
of the contents under the influence of EHF EME on nuclear subfractions may entail formation a
difference of potential between the inner and outer surfaces of the nuclear membrane and cause a
conformational change in the matrix and permeability of the nuclear membrane. According to the
model offered by us about the mechanism of permeability of a nuclear membrane [13], reduction
of a superficial charge of a nuclear membrane owing to content fall anionic PL led to reduction of
potential difference between a surface of a nuclei and its inside layers that, in turn, can lead to
reduction of transport activity of a membrane. At processing of mm-waves at frequencies in 50 GHz
and 50.3 GHz also are observed reduction of anionic PL content in the composition of nuclear
membrane. Probably, what exactly reduction of anionic PL in content of nuclear membrane has
protective reaction of a cell in reply to action of stressing factors. Some authors marked sharp
activation of free-radical reactions in a cells under a stress at the initial stage [14, 15], and in this
case reduction of anionic PL as a part of a nuclear membrane (see the Table) compensates transport
activity — by thus path playing a buffer role on the cellular level for a whole organism.
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Abstract— Epidemiological studies have indicated that almost all cases of cancer are associated with environmental factors including foods. Mushrooms have recently become attractive as
health beneficent foods. Mushrooms have been used traditionally to treat many types of cancers. In mushroom’s content there are such valuable compounds as the isoflavones genestein,
β-glucans, glioxal-oxidase et al.. Plants contain isoflavones in primarily in glucoside forms and
need in β-glucosidase which converts glucoside isoflavones in more potent aglicone forms. The
unique feature of mushrooms in their content of β-glucosidase enzyme and various type of active
peroxidases.
We have examined the most popular edible wood-decaying mushroom — Pleurotus ostreatus
(Jacq.:Fr.) Kumm., which is wide-spreading in the forests, under influence of such an abiotic
factor as the extremely high frequency waves in the interval of 45–53 GHz during 20 and 40 min on
the 7-th day of mycelial culture’s growth. The some conditions of such treatment led to significant
rising of the peroxidase activity in mycelia culture homogenate. After the treatment of culture at
the 3-th and 4-th days we examined the influence these waves on physiological parameters of the
growth, changes in the protein content and fermentative activity. Such treatments and conditions
will allow us to produce mushrooms with high content of active enzymes and high protein content
without genetically transformation, which provides us with high valuable pharmaceutical raw
materials.
We study antiinflammatory property obtained extracts from mushroom cultures with increased
fermentative activity. Antiinflammatory activity of mushroom’s extract investigate on the model
of ear acute inflammation stimulated by xylol on white underbred rat-male. Antiinflammatory
activity estimated by mass difference after 90 min of administration of the fresh extract from
mushroom’s culture, treated by various frequency of mm-waves. As evidence our investigations
intraperitoneal introduction of extracts in a dose 2.5 ml/kg led to the decreasing of induced
by xylol ear swelling compare with control up to 85%. Obtained data evidence about high
antiinflammatory activity of extracts from culture of wood-decaying mushroom’s, due to increased
fermentative systems, having antioxidant activity and be able to inhibited ferments, participated
in synthesis and metabolism of prostaglandins.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, much importance search of drugs containing a set of active compounds that can affect on
the various links in the development of chronic inflammatory diseases. This is due to an increased
interest to the natural sources of medicinal substances, which having a rich composition of biologically active compounds are a potential and relatively safe source for a new anti-inflammatory drug.
Most of medicinal plant contain biologically active compounds, among which special attention have
phenol compounds, saponins, terpenoids and fatty acids.
Antiviral drugs based on fungi consist in the ability to block the viral enzyme, synthesis or adsorption of viral nucleic acid, and the introduction of viruses in the mother cells, as well as indirectly
— in the immunostimulatory activity of polysaccharides or other complex molecules. In this work,
we used different frequencies of extremely high frequency of electromagnetic irradiation with aim
to obtain mushrooms cultures with increased fermentative activity by the modulation of its growth
conditions of growth on the peptone media. On the base of observed data we suggested application
of mushroom cultures by EHF EMI for resolving of problem raw source for pharmaceuticals in the
abundant volume by accessible and easy path (methods).
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Anti-inflammatory activity of mushroom’s extract was carried out on the model of ear acute inflammation stimulated by xylol on white underbred rat-male with weight approximately 150–180 g.
The weight of inflamed ear induced by xylol exceeds of no inflamed ear from the same rat. The
extracts from mushroom culture for intraperitoneal introduction prepared in a dose of 2.5 mg/kg.
Anti-inflammatory activity estimated by mass difference of inflamed and control ears after 90 min
of intraperitoneal administration of fresh extracts from mushroom’s culture, treated by different
frequency of mm-waves in diapason from 45–53 GHz with exposition in 20 min and 40 min. On
the difference of weights of these pair of rats ears tips also judge about influence of an extracts on
inflammatory process.
Fermentative activity. Peroxidase activity was estimated by Baden [1], activity of β-glucosidase
was estimated according to protocols in [2].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Basidial macromycetes are not only value food, but can use as source of biological active compounds
as the genestein, β-glucans, glioxal-oxidase et al.. The influence of the non-thermal extremely high
frequency electromagnetic waves in the interval of 45–53 GHz on mycelial culture’s β-glycosidase
and peroxidase activity of wood decaying mushroom shown on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 [3, 4].

PO activity in %

20min
40min
400
300
200
100
0
control

Figure 1: Activity of β-glycosidase varies with frequency and exposition time of EHF EMI.

45

46

49

50.3

51.8

53 GHz

Figure 2: Peroxidase activity depended from frequency and exposition time of EHF EMI.

The mushroom is rich by β-glucosidase and peroxidases, as it necessary for synthesis and cleavage
of lignin and polysaccharides of chitin and their derivatives. The structure of secondary cell wall
of wood-rot mushroom — Pleurotus ostreatus consist from chitin, which is contain glucans and
lignin (a polymer of phenylpropanoids). Phenol compounds exhibit strong antibacterial, antiviral
and antioxidant activity, and possess neuroprotective and anti-tumor effect. Therefore, we have
assumed that the extract from fresh culture of the mushroom Pleurotus ostreatus will be effective
in use as anti-inflammatory drug. Study on determination of anti-inflammatory activity of the
extracts of mushroom was carried out on models of rat ear acute inflammation induced by xylol.
Intraperitoneal introduction of an extract of the before cutting off of tips of both ears, is accompanied by reduction of the acute induced by a xylol that is shown in reduction of a difference
between rat ears weight in different degree in comparison with a control extract from not irradiated
culture of a mushroom. Distinctions in influence of an extracts depending on frequency of extremely high frequencies electromagnetic radiation (EHF EMR) of preliminary processing cultures
are observed Fig. 3.
Then the inflammation of an ear induced by a xylol at a rat by whom it has preliminary been
intraperitoneal injection of an extracts both from not irradiated and the irradiated mm-waves
culture of a mushroom reduces an inflammatory acute by 85% (Fig. 3). Such effective influence of
this extractfrom treated by mm-waves culture of mushrom may be explained by sharp increase of
peroxidase activity in culture of a mushroom, as it is presented on Fig. 2.
The increase of activity peroxides (PO) testifies about activation of oxidizing processes also can
be caused by formation in the irradiated system of a plenty peroxides of hydrogen, strengthening
of free-radical processes conducting to the changes in properties of membrane. These changes can
be result as direct influence EHF EMR on membrane, and, mediated through influence on mater.
Thus, the data indicate that the extract of the wood-rot mushroom has a pronounced antiinflammatory activity, which is likely due to the presence of identified in the extract of the enzyme
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Figure 3: Decreasing in differences between rat ears dependent from preliminary introduction extract treatment by EHF EMI.

systems, which according to obtained data showing strong antioxidant activity and may inhibit
the activity of enzymes involved in synthesis and biotransformation of prostaglandins. Moreover
anti-inflammatory activity of extracts from mushroom culture increasing after treated the cultures
during growth by mm-waves of different frequency, particularly in the range 45–53 GHz.
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Abstract— The physical processes influencing on cerebrovascular shifts at people are discussed
in this work. It is supposed, that in a storm initial stage the stochastic resonance can be one of
physical mechanisms of influence of external weak periodic signals against noise. External electromagnetic fluctuations can synchronize or desynchronize rhythms of electromagnetic fluctuations
of cells of a brain and blood. Ionosphere indignations lead to fluctuations of frequencies and the
periods of Alfen’s ionosphere resonator which in turn can influence on rhythms of components of
an organism, first of all on a brain and rheological properties of blood, as in experiences in vitro,
and in vivo.
The hypothesis is checked also, that one of the internal reasons of observed biotropic effects is
level increase of catecholamines and changes of viscosity properties of blood.
1. INTRODUCTION

Influence of electromagnetic disturbances in near Earth space, including atmosphere and biosphere,
is proved in works of many researchers (reviews for example, [1]). During heliogeophysical storms of
solar and magnetosphere origins, it be aggravated many diseases in human population — up to lethal
outcomes. Professional reliability of persons, labile to influence of heliogeophysical disturbances
decreases also which is especially shown in situations of extreme risk. Problems of adaptation of
the person in conditions of heliogeophysical disturbances are actual, both on the Earth, and in
space.
In the present paper attempt to compare such physical characteristics of an environment, as
bioeffective frequencies of ionosphere resonators with own frequencies of a human body is undertaken. On the other hand it is researched time correlation between of heliogeophysical indexes and
indicators of blood which reflect a condition of reulatory mechanisms providing optimisation of
haemocirculation in the whole organism, that is especially important, in cerebrovascular system of
the person.
2. THE IONOSPHERE ELECTROMAGNETIC RESONANCES, CAPABLE TO
INFLUENCE ON STATE OF HEALTH OF PEOPLE

As statistics of the clinical indicators reflecting subjective state of health of people during heliogeophysical processes, databank of “Moscow Ambulance” on number of hospitalisation of people with
cerebro-vascular shifts were considered. For diagnostics of heliogeophysical activity numbers of a
stream of a solar radio emission on length of a wave 10.7 sm, intensity of ionosphere indignations
and geomagnetic activity according to supervision IZMIRAN (Moscow) were used.
101 cases of the increasing number of calls in “Ambulance” during disturbances has been analysed. The facts of increase in number of “Ambulance” calls of people with vascular infringements
have been compared with the moments of flashes and the beginning magnetic and ionosphere indignations. 29 cases from 101 were not possible to identify with heliogeophysical events, ∼ 50% of
cases of increase in number of calls correspond on time either solar flash, or the beginning magnetic
or ionosphere storms; and, the greatest number of the raised quantity of calls corresponds to the
beginning ionosphere indignations.
The carried out analysis shows, that there is statistically authentic communication of medical
indicators with ionosphere indignations (26 cases) in F2 layer more, than with solar (10 cases) and
geomagnetic storms (13 cases). And the agent of this influence, apparently, are the ionosphere
resonators, good quality depends on an ionosphere condition.
We think the theories based on the approach to an organism as to difficult nonlinear selfoscillatory system, subject to resonant influence [2] are of interest. Such approaches give the
chance to use the theory of fluctuations to many processes in an organism.
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From all spectrum of the electromagnetic field observed on a surface of the Earth, biologically
operating factor is in that frequency range where level of intensity of a field the greatest, and
differences of intensity from quiet conditions to indignant are great enough. To such conditions a
range of ultralow frequencies satisfies in which there is “the transparency window” of ionospheres.
Electromagnetic waves with such frequencies freely reach the Earth, and their intensity increases
during storms in tens times [3]. In a low-frequency range, except the micropulsations, generated by
processes in magnetosphere of the Earth, and Shuman’s resonances, in a wave guide the Earth —
the ionosphere, also the resonator for Alfen’s waves with the frequency of fluctuations depending on
a thickness and electronic concentration of an ionosphere is formed. The first resonant frequency
the Alfen’s resonator is 0.5–3 Htz depending on an ionosphere condition. For example, in [4] the
spectrum with three accurate peaks more to the left of Shumans peak — 1.32 Htz, 2.86 Htz, 4.84 Htz
is resulted. Alfen’s and Shuman’s ionosphere resonant structure of a spectrum of an atmospheric
noise background are regularly observable feature of background electromagnetic noise. In [4] it is
shown, that parameters of resonant structure are appreciably supervised by ionosphere structure
in a point of supervision and this fact apparently provides higher correlation of medical statistics
with ionosphere parameters in comparison with geomagnetic and solar characteristics.
Now we will address to internal frequencies of an organism. An organism — system selfoscillatory and nonlinear. It means existence of system of resonators, the nonlinear terminator
of increase of fluctuations and a feedback between the resonator and an energy source. The nervous system more often is responsible for a feedback in scales of all organism, as system with the
greatest speed of a signal transmission. In scales such oscillatory systems as the nervous, blood
system, heart, — a feedback carry out electrochemical processes and mechanical movement.
In Table 1 rhythms of a brain which are fixed both electroencephalographs, and magnetometers [5] are presented. The rhythms in Table 1 is characteristic for the healthy person. Alpha
rhythm changes (reduction of its amplitude, aperiodicity) and presence delta — and teta-rhythms
in a wakefulness condition are considered as symptoms of defeat of a brain.
In Table 2 own frequencies of blood system, comparable on size with bioeffective frequencies of
an environment, and in Table 3 — resonant frequencies of a brain of the person and frequency of
Shuman and Alfen ionosphere resonators are resulted.
It is interesting, that bioeffective frequencies for a brain 2 and 1 too have appeared connected
with resonances of electromagnetic noise of an ionosphere, but not with Shuman’s frequencies (see
Table 3). From 3 it is visible, that the second and third harmonics of a resonance of brain nervous
structures can be really caused the first harmonics of fluctuations in Alfen’s ionosphere resonator.
Thus, it is possible the following chain of events — variations of electronic concentration in a
peak of F2 layer during time ionosphere indignations lead to fluctuations of frequencies and the
Table 1: Amplitude and frequency of rhythms of a brain on data of electroencephalography.
Name
delta — rhythm
teta — rhythm
Alpha rhythm
Betta-1 — rhythm
Betta-2 — rhythm
Gamma — rhythm

Frequency, Htz
0.3–4
4–8
9–13
13–25
25–35
35–100

Amplitude, mkV
50–500
10–30
30–60
3–10
5–15

Table 2: Own frequencies of blood system and number of harmonics, comparable with bioeffective frequencies
of an environment.

a vein
an artery
a capillary

Experimental data
(frequency of the response,
Htz; n-a harmonic
0.02 (n = 3); 0.06 (n = 2) [6]
0.2 (n = 1); 0.5–0.6 (n = 1) [6]
1–2 (n = 2); 5–6 (n = 1) [6, 7]
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Table 3: Resonant frequencies of a brain of the person and frequency of Shuman and Alfen ionosphere
resonator. n — numbers of harmonics.
Bioeffective
frequencies, Htz
5–7.6 (n = 1)
2.5–3.8 (n = 2)
1.3–1.7 (n = 3)

Resonant frequencies of ionosphere
electromagnetic noise, Htz
7.8 ± 1.5 (Shuman’s, n = 1)
3.5 ± 1.25 (Alfen’s, n = 2)
1.75 ± 1.25 (Alfen’s, n = 1)

periods ionosphere Alfen’s the resonator which in turn can influence rhythms of components of an
organism.
3. STATISTICAL COMMUNICATION OF HELIOGEOPHYSICAL DISTURBANCES
WITH INFRINGEMENTS IN CEREBROVASCULAR SYSTEM OF THE PERSON
3.1. Material and Methods

Parameters of blood of 62 practically healthy men examined in process of screening of the population
of Moscow, were received in Scientific center of neurology RAMS in quiet conditions and in time
of heliogeomagnetic perturbations. It was not observed cerebrovascular pathology, attributes of
ischemic illness of heart in examined subjects (according to the data from examination and ECG).
The subjects were of follows age: 40–49 years — 42%, 50–59 years — 48.4% and 60–64 years —
9.6%. The examined persons was not connected to a professional harmfulness (chemical and toxic
manufacture, the action of electromagnetic fields and radio-frequency radiations were excluded).
In all examined persons defined viscosity of an integral blood (VK).
Variation of catecholamins of plasma: noradrenalin (NA), adrenalin (A), dofamin (DA) were
measured in 73 men in different heliogeomagnetic conditions.
The received results are summarised and analysed depending on heliogeophysical characteristics.
At mathematical processing the Student criterion was used, reliable considered differences at p <
0, 05.
3.2. Results of Research

The results of examination have shown, that investigated haemorheological parameters tend to
increase in time of heliogeomagnetic perturbations [8]. In a Fig. 1(a) dynamics of medial values
VK per quiet days, for one–two days before storm, during perturbations and three days after storm
are submitted.
As it is visible from a figure, viscosity of an integral blood per quiet days did not overstep the
bounds of normal oscillations, while the majority of the viewed parameters begins to change already
before the beginning magnetic storm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Dynamics of viscosity of an integral blood (VK) medial values of healthy men, (b) dynamics
of changes of concentrations of catecholamins of a blood plasma at the healthy people in per quiet days (1),
one–two days before storm (2), during perturbations (3) and three days after storm (4).

The viewing of changes of catecholamins in a blood of the healthy people has revealed detrusions
of investigated parameters in time of heliogeophysical paroxysms in comparison with quiet days
(Fig. 1(b). During perturbations, 2 days prior to storm and in 2 days after storm a level NA raises
(p < 0.05). In the disturbances periods the level A at the healthy persons also grows, with more
grown until storm. Thus the concentration DA 2 days prior to storm and in time of storm decreases,
accordingly on 51.7% and 60.6%. And in 2 days after storm grows more than in 2 times.
The carried out analysis has shown, that there is a stressful reaction at development of the
resonant phenomena that conducts to occurrence in blood of “stress hormones” — catecholamins
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and glucocorticoids which it is direct or indirect influence activation of factors of system of curling of
blood, first of all activating aggregative activity of cellular elements of blood, and also cause spasm
development in vessels of microcirculatory channels, up to full deenergizing of a blood-groove in
capillaries, exceeding admissible time parameter that can lead to development of the centers of an
ischemia in a brain fabric.
This thesis is checked on samples of the register of a stroke of Scientific center of neurology
(1255 cases, from them 590 men and 665 women), the of Moscow spent among the population.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Analysis of number of strokes and (b) death rates from it, according to the register of strokes
in quiet heliogeophysical conditions (1), before (2) and during (3) storms.

On Fig. 2 are resulted generalised on all groups of patients of the histogram of distributions of
frequency of a stroke and death rate from it. The increase of these indicators is visible already
during indignation preparation in near Earth space. The further growth of characteristics during
the periods of development of the indignation is obvious.
From spent above the analysis it is visible, that changes of concentration of neurotransmiters,
viscosity of blood, and also the stroke cases, connected with strengthening heliogeophysical activity,
in most cases occur already prior to the beginning of actually magnetic storm. It allows to assume,
that changes of amplitude of a geomagnetic field don’t operate on a human body at initial stages
of indignations. It is supposed, that the stochastic resonance can be such physical mechanism. At
development of the resonant phenomena there is a stressful reaction with activation of simptoadrenalin systems that promotes catecholamins concentration increase. Neurotransmiters activated
curtailing system of blood also increase proagregregativ of blood potential.
It is necessary to notice, that in the literature also direct influences of magnetic storms as on a
brain fabric, and blood system (through nanomagnetic in systems of an organism and ferriferous
blood cells — erythrocytes) also are discussed.
4. CONCLUSION

The results received above allow to assume, that, apparently, one of leading mechanisms of influence of heliogeophysical disturbance on cerebro-vascular system of the person are their effects on
properties of blood and changes of concentrations of catecholamins. Ionosphere and geomagnetic indignations can serve as the indicator of influences of physical processes during time heliogeophysical
disturbances on health of people.
It is obvious, that ambiguity of reaction of difficult nonlinear systems what the human body is, on
weak external heliogeophysical influences depends not only on properties of the influencing factor,
but also from a condition of the system. Change healthy people properties of the blood, connected
with disturbances, are reversible. At sick people in the presence of the pathological processes
developing at vascular system of a head — from the main arteries to channels of microcirculatory,
are created conditions for development various on severity level cerebrovascular infringements, up
to — a stroke.
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Abstract— The imaging of the physiology of fungal pathogens is currently feasible by means of
the microscopic technique or the photographic approach. However, these methods do not provide
dependable results, mainly because their description of the physiology of pathogens is either too
detailed or lacks the necessary aspects. The authors of this paper have analyzed the possibility
of visualizing the physiology of pathogen mycelia via the MRI method. This approach provides
an overall image of the pathogens and enables the mapping of the plant infestation stage. MRI
imaging also appears to be a suitable tool to support further research of the pathogens and their
influence on the attacked plants or other biological material.
1. INTRODUCTION

Plant pathology is a discipline that examines plant diseases and attempts to improve the chances
for the survival of plants confronted with the effects of unfavorable environmental conditions and
parasitic microorganisms. The digital analysis of the data describing the pathology of a plant has
found wide application because the traditional determination of the plant pathogens is based only
on the morphological characters that can be measured. The characters that can be investigated with
a microscope or stereomicroscope are regarded as microscopic, and those which are recognizable
without such devices can be denoted as macroscopic.
Using the microscopic approach, we are capable of mapping the individual elementary structural
components of phytopathogens. However, to acquire information concerning the overall appearance
of the given pathogen, we need to utilize the method of photographic imaging, which requires
specialized knowledge of pathogens and their properties or effects on the nutrient medium.
2. PLANT MATERIAL

In the experiment, we used 2 types of fungal phytopathogens, namely Colletrotichum acutatum and
Fusarium sp., which had been produced at the Department of Crop Science, Breeding, and Plant
Medicine (FA), Mendel University in Brno. These fungal phytopathogens are among the main
diseases of cultured plants in the Czech Republic. In laboratory conditions, the fungi are grown on
the potato-dextrose agar (PDA). The rate of growth in Colletrotichum acutatum is approximately
7.5 mm per day at 25◦ C. These pathogens can be identified on the basis of their morphological
characteristics (shape and size of the conidias), using immunodiagnostic techniques (PTA ELISA)
and molecular genetic methods (PCR with specific primers ITS4 and CaINt2, the ITS sequences
of DNA) 1.
Colletotrichum acutatum is the major pathogen of fruit crops, causing economically important losses of temperate, subtropical and tropical fruits worldwide. Colletotrichum acutatum may
overwinter as mycelium and/or appressoria in or on different parts of the host. The conidia are
water-born and spread in a humid environment, the risk of infection thus being the highest during
the wettest periods of the growing season. Current strategies for the management of this fungus
comprise the exploitation of cultivar resistance, cultural, chemical, and biological control methods,
and preventive strategies such as disease-forecasting models 2.
Most Fusarium species are soil fungi and have a world-wide distribution. Some are plant
pathogens causing root and stem rot, vascular wilt, or fruit rot. Other species cause storage
rot and are important mycotoxin producers. Several species, notably F. oxysporum, F. solani and
F. moniliforme, are recognized as being pathogenic to man and animals, causing mycotic keratitis, onychomycosis and hyalohyphomycosis, especially in burn victims and bone marrow transplant
patients 4.
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Figure 1:
fruits.

Infested strawberry

Figure 2: Mycelium of the Phytophthora.

Figure 3: Infested ears of seedcorn.

3. METHOD

The general aim of the experiment was to perform in vivo measurement of the fungus early colonies
by means of MRI techniques, and the entire process comprised several stages. Subsequently, we
compared the acquired MR images weighted by proton density (PD) with the relaxation times T1 ,
T2 , and the last phase of the experiment consisted in determining the changes of the basic magnetic
field B0 caused by the magnetic susceptibility of the fungus colonies. The acquired results will be
used for the examination of growth focused on mycelia. To measure the T2 relaxation, we applied
the spin echo (SE) method. The measurement of the T1 relaxation was realized using inversion
recovery (IR) and rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE). All the described experiments were performed on the 9.4 T (Bruker) MRI systems operated by the Institute of Scientific
Instruments, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Brno. The measured data were in the
time and frequency domains assessed in the MAREVISI (8.2), and the approximation of data for
determining the relaxation times was performed in MATLAB (7.11.1) [4].
4. RESULTS

The imaging of the complex physiology of fungal phytopathogens on a nutrient medium appears
to be a comparatively demanding task, which could nevertheless be easily solved using the MRI
imaging technique. The images below indicate that the visualization of a Petri dish conducted
by means of the MRI enables us to gain a more comprehensive insight into the mapping of the
physiology of fungal pathogens in cultured plants. In this respect, a very significant factor consists
in the possibility of differentiating the pathogen tissue and its conidia from the actual growth
medium (PDA). Differences between the images of the Coletotrichum fungal pathogen are shown
in Figs. 8 and 9. The actual pathogen nests are marked in red and with the number 1, and

Figure 4: Colletotrichum — RARE-T1 +T2 — map.

Figure 5: Colletotrichum — MSME bas.
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the nutrient medium (PDA) is labelled with the number 2. A brief visual comparison will reveal
that the pathogen is well distinugished from the agar, but the photographs do not contain any
information related to the properties of the pathogen.
Thus, no data are available on the pathogen structure, which could otherwise be obtained via
microscopic imaging or other similar techniques. Yet we can still utilize the MRI approach to acquire
the desired information. With this method, it is also possible to perform subsequent evaluation of
the pathogen, whose size can then be determined by means of the MAREVISI program. An even
more detailed and significant difference is obvious from a comparison of the Fusarium pathogen
images (Figs. 10 and 11); the pathogen conidia, which are vividly apparent in Fig. 11, cannot
be identified at all in the photograph. It is thus clearly demonstrated how the conidia penetrate
through the nutrient medium, and this process is a concrete example of the intergrowth of a
pathogen through an infested plant. Without any damage to the plant, we would not be able to
acquire the described information. The processing of the information performed via the MAREVISI
and MATLAB program will provide us with detailed data on the pathogen and the nutrient medium.
The examples of detailed imaging carried out by means of a camera (Fig. 12) indicate that this
technique is not suitable for the scanning of the pathogen structure. Not providing any detailed
information, the approach is virtually of reference value only.

Figure 6: Fusarium — RARE-T1 + T2 map (pvm).

Figure 7: Fusarium — MSME bas (pvm).

Figure 8: Colletoterichum in a Petri dish — camera
scanning.

Figure 9: Coletotrichum: An MRI image.
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Figure 10: Fusarium in a Petri dish — camera scanning.

Figure 11: Fusarium: An MRI image.

Figure 12: A detailed view.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The results acquired on the basis of the experiment described in the paper have pointed to new
horizons for the MRI and its applications within plant phytopathology. Although, in the basic sense,
these perspectives include the actual imaging of the physiology and the subsequent description of
various types of fungal pathogens, there is also the possibility of using the MRI method to visualize
the initial stages of plant infestation with a fungal pathogen. It is assumed that further research
in this field will analyze the impact of pathogen presence on the overall status and vitality of the
damaged plant. In the introductory sections of this paper, the authors described the life cycle
of pathogens. The MRI approach could be used to prove an attack by an temporarily inactive
pathogen.
The main disadvantage of pathogen imaging by means of the MRI method consists in the
long measuring period. In this context, it should be noted that rapid and descriptive imaging of
pathogens can still be performed by partial visualization based on microscopic techniques.
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Abstract— This paper compares two methods that allow determining the total volume of water
that occurs in early somatic embryos (ESEs). The first measurement was the measurement of
proton density (PD) of early somatic embryos. This measurement was performed using MRI
views (ISI ASCR Brno). The second technique was the weighing of dry sample of ESEs (Mendel
University, Brno). These two methods were compared and the correlation coefficient of the two
techniques was 0.816. Another important issue of the experiment was comparing the images of
ESEs which were to show the biological processes in ESEs used relaxation times T1 and T2 to
show the transition between the plant and the culture substrate.
1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive tool applied by many researchers to study
molecules. The MRI approach is frequently used not only in medicine, but also in biological,
biochemical, and chemical research. In plant biology, MRI is utilized to support the research
of water and mineral compounds transported within a plant [1, 2], the determination of plant
metabolites [3, 4], the investigation of cellular processes [5], and the examination of the growth and
development of plants [6]. MRI is also instrumental towards monitoring water changes in early
somatic embryos of spruce (ESEs) [7]. These embryos constitute a unique plant model system
applicable for the study of various types of environmental stresses (including metal ions) under
well-controlled experimental conditions [8–10].
2. PLANT MATERIAL AND CULTIVATION CONDITIONS

A clone of early somatic embryos of the Norway spruce (Picea abies/L./ Karst.) marked as 2/32
and a clone of the Blue spruce (Picea pungens Engelm.) designated as PE 14 were used in our
experiments. The cultures were maintained on a semisolid (Gelrite Gellan Gum, Merck, Germany)
half-strength LP medium [11] with modifications [12]. The concentration of 2,4-dichlorofenoxyacetic
acid and N6 -benzyladenine was 4.4 and 9 µM, respectively [13]. The pH value was adjusted to 5.7–5.8
before autoclaving (121◦ C, 100 kPa, 20 min). The organic part of the medium, excluding saccharose,
was sterilized by filtration through a 0.2 µm polyethylensulfone membrane (Whatman, Puradisc 25
AS). The cultivation was carried out in Petri dishes (diameter 50 mm). The sub-cultivation of stock
cultures was carried out in 2-week intervals; the stock and experimental cultures were maintained
at the temperature of 23 ± 2◦ C in a cultivation box kept in a dark place. The experiment started
with colonies of early somatic embryos which weight was about 3 mg. Ten colonies per one Petri
dish were cultivated. After 2 weeks the colonies of early somatic embryos were harvested and after
fresh weight determination they were dried at 105◦ C to stable weight. Thirty colonies were used
for weighing and statistical analysis.
3. METHOD

The general aim of the experiment was to perform in vivo measurement of the ESEs using MRI
techniques, and the entire process comprised several stages. Within the first step, a comparison
was carried out of the volumes of water in the cultures (proton density measurement using a 4.7 T
system) with the volumes of water determined upon the weight changes observed after desiccation
of the sample. Subsequently, we compared the acquired MR images weighted by proton density
(PD) and relaxation times T1 , T2 , and the last stage of the experiment consisted in determining
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the changes of the basic magnetic field B0 caused by the magnetic susceptibility of ESEs. The acquired results will be used for the examination of growth focused on ESEs contaminated with heavy
metals. To measure the T2 relaxation, we applied the spin echo (SE) method; the measurement
of the T1 relaxation was realized using inversion recovery (IR) and rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE). All the described experiments were performed on the 4.7 T (Magnex)
and 9.4 T (Bruker) MRI systems operated by the Institute of Scientific Instruments, Brno. The
MAREVISI (8.2) and MATLAB (7.11.0) programs were used for the processing.
4. RESULTS

A comparison of the volumes of water in the embryos measured via the above-discussed methods can
be seen in Figs. 1 and 2. While the measurement using desiccation and subsequent weighting was
conducted at MENDELU, the proton density measurement with the SE technique was performed
at the ISI Brno.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the normalized values of the samples 1-39 measured at the ISI and MENDELU.
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Figure 2: Normalized value of the samples measured at the ISI and MENDELU.

The data from MENDELU and the ISI were normalized to the mean value for all the samples
examined. The correlation coefficient of the volumes of water measured by both methods is 0.816.
The proton density, relaxation times T1 and T2 , and B0 maps of the embryos measured using the
4.7 T and 9.4 T MRI systems are shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5.
The difference of the magnetic field between the embryos and the medium (∆B0 = 16.92 µT)
was established from the map of the magnetic field B0 . To measure the magnetic field B0 map,
we applied the gradient echo method (∆TE = 5 ms, 9.4 T MRI system). Susceptibility difference
(∆χ = 1.8 · 10−6 ) is calculated from ∆B0 (Fig. 6). Susceptibility difference is difference between
susceptibility of embryos and substrate. A comparison of the relaxation times T1 and T2 in the
embryos and the substrate can be seen in Table 1. The measurement was performed with the 4.7 T
and 9.4 T MRI systems.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Images of the PD of the ESEs. (a) 4.7 T magnet, (b) 9.4 T magnet.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Images of the T1 map of the ESEs. (a) 4.7 T magnet, (b) 9.4 T magnet.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Images of the T2 map of the ESEs. (a) 4.7 T magnet, (b) 9.4 T magnet.

Figure 6: Map of the magnetic field ∆B0 in a measured sample; the 9.4 T MRI system.
Table 1: Table of the relaxation times T1 and T2 in the ESEs and the substrate.
B0 field

T1 [ms]

T2 [ms]

Method

4.7 T

748

64

IR/SE

9.4 T

1540

90

RARE/SE

4.7 T

492

36

IR/SE

9.4 T

988

51

RARE/SE

ESEs

Substrate

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The authors utilized two methods to carry out a comparison of the volumes of water in early
somatic embryos. The first technique consists in MRI-based proton density (PD) measurement
of the sample. The second method requires double weighting of the embryos before and after
desiccation. The difference in weight is equal to the volume of water in the embryos. The correlation
coefficient between the normalized results measured via both methods was 0.816; the results after
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the normalization of the mean value of the determined volumes shown in Figs. 1 and 2 exhibit
differences. Generally, MRI may be used as an effective approach to non-invasive measurement of
water in organic structures.
The above-mentioned differences between the volumes are caused by several factors: a) the
volume of water is also evaluated for the area affecting the substrate (nutrient medium), b) low
sensitivity of the RF coil, c) imperfect image segmentation. With the second method, the removal of
embryo from the substrate can accompanied by accidental withdrawal of a larger amount of material
than is necessary for the subsequent desiccation and weighing. The use of a higher magnetic field
in combination with a small RF coil having high sensitivity can improve the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and, consequently, provide higher resolution and thinner slices. Table!1 shows the relaxation
times T1 and T2 of the samples in different magnetic fields. The change of the relaxation times T1
and T2 on the boundary between the embryo and the substrate are of interest for the investigation
of biological processes.
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Abstract— The impact of the environment upon living organisms constitutes a crucial problem
examined by today’s science. In this context, research institutes worldwide have analyzed diverse
positive and negative factors affecting the biological system of the human body. One such factor
consists in the influence of the surrounding electromagnetic field. This paper presents the results
of investigation focused on ionosphere parameter changes and their effect on the basic function of
the nervous system. It is a well-known fact that the frequency of the so-called alpha waves of brain
activity [1] ranges within 6–8 Hz. Changes in the electromagnetic and chemical composition of
the Earth’s surface may cause variation of signals in the above-defined frequency region of 6–8 Hz.
Detailed examination of the overall impact of environmental factors upon the human organism is
performed within a large number of medicinal disciplines. The research presented in this paper is
concentrated on the sensing and detection of changes in the region of very low frequencies of the
electromagnetic field; the authors apply both theoretical and experimental procedures to define
the effects influencing brain activity.
1. INTRODUCTION

The low-level measurement of low frequencies (0.01–10 Hz) performed to evaluate the effect of
magnetic fields on the human organism can be regarded as an interdisciplinary branch of science
that embraces different types of research.
The set of provinces subsumed within the discussed subject comprises elementary research disciplines such as particle physics, geophysics, astrophysics, and metrology, which are all related to
the investigation of the ionosphere and magnetosphere. Moreover, medical fields and problems,
for example neurology and circadian rhythms, are also included in the scope of contributing elements. By further extension, the low-level measurements are interesting from the perspectives of
theoretical electrical engineering and research of magnetic fields.
At this point, is is important to consider applied research disciplines, for example the measurement and radar technology in the following ranges: the ULF (Ultra Low Frequency Band: 300 Hz–
3 kHz), SLF (Super Low Frequency Band: 30 Hz–300 Hz, and ELF (Extreme Low Frequency Band:
0.1 Hz–30 Hz). The group of auxiliary subjects or activities includes mathematical modelling of
electromagnetic effects, the basics of biomedical research and biological feedback, and the influence
of low-level magnetic fields on the human organism. The role of the above-mentioned disciplines
is complemented by the fact that human beings do not exist as solitary entities but rather live in
a wider community, which is influenced by each of its members. If the external magnetic fields
influenced a human being to such an extent that they would change their behaviour within the
social community at a higher level of statistical significance, it would be necessary to employ various questions of economics, mainly the evolution of economic value as a market phenomenon based
on human behaviour and decision making. Scientists and researchers are currently preparing to
solve special tasks related to the objectivization of the impact of low-level magnetic fields upon the
human organism; such impact will be examined from the perspective of physical harm to cells [2]
and mental condition of humans [3–6].
The current status of knowledge in this field is relatively unsatisfactory, and certain hasty conclusions have been made and found application even in hygienic standards. An example of such
standards is the guideline issued by the Council of Europe and implemented by the ICNIRP (International Commission on Non-lonizing Radiaction Protection) in 1999 to establish the boundary
values of magnetic flux in relation to the speed of magnetic field changes for very slowly changing
currents. More concretely, this guideline introduces the value of 50 mT/s as the maximum magnetic
flux change acceptable in an environment with a variable magnetic field at the frequency of 1 Hz
and characterized by a permanent presence of humans. This value is many millions higher than the
largest changes hitherto measured during the so-called magnetic storms, in which the Earth was
exposed to charged particles from the Sun.
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2. ORIENTATION OF THE METHODS FOR DETECTING IONOSPHERE
DISTURBANCES

According to the conclusions of secondary research, there is mutual interaction between low-level
electric or magnetic fields irradiated both by humans and the geomagnetic system of the Earth.
However, this interaction can be scientifically validated only with difficulty [4, 7]. Some of the
reasons for this situation may be the inadequate cohesion between the complex description of a
human being, his/her biological feedback related to the internal and external electromagnetic fields,
the scope of interdisciplinary scientific knowledge, and the complicated structure of devices designed
for the measurement of low-level ULF, SLF, ELF of electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic fields [8].
This paper presents a portion of the research conducted in this province by the DTEEE, FEEC
BUT; the research is built upon the current knowledge of low-level magnetic fields generated the
geomagnetic system of the Earth and the solar system. The authors of this article have focused
their attention on examining the effect of the changes of the geomagnetic system of the Earth that
are due to solar activity. In this context, the research was also centered on proving the existence of
the effect as a result of geomagnetic storms, which substantially influence low-level magnetic fields
affecting the human organism, including its behavioural patterns and decisioning.
The actual analysis of the description of the effect could be performed from the outside. The
magnetosphere of the Earth is a section of space where the motion of ionized particles influenced
by Earth’s magnetic field becomes evident. In the direction towards the Sun, the outer boundaries
of the magnetosphere, the magnetopause, are located at the distance of approximately 10 radii of
the Earth; in the opposite direction, the magnetosphere stretched beyond the orbit of the Moon.
The position of the magnetopause is given by the precondition of equal pressure of the solar wind
and magnetic field of the Earth:
B2
,
(1)
ρv 2 =
2µ
where ρ is the density of electrically charged particles in the solar wind, v their instantaneous
velocity, B the magnetic flux density, and µ the permeability of the environment (µ = µ0 µr ),
where µ0 is the permeability of vacuum, µr the relative permeability. The solar wind consists
of the following components: electrically charged particles known as electrons, positively charged
ions, 95◦◦ /◦ H+ , almost 5◦◦ /◦ of He++ , and heavier ions. The wind conductivity causes a magnetic
field. The solar wind flows past the magnetopause but does not penetrate the magnetosphere.
As solar wind particles move at a supersonic speed, there occurs the so-called bow shock at the
boundary of the plasmapause. At higher latitudes, cusps appear; these cusps separate the closed
lines of force of the Earth’s magnetic field from the open ones, which descend from the Sun. At the
locations of these cusps, the electrically charged particles may penetrate the magnetosphere (the
polar aurora) [9].
The environment in close vicinity of the Earth changes progressively; if we assume the direction
away from the surface of the Earth, then the ionosphere, which consists of ionized particles, is
located already at the altitude of 80 km. The greater the distance from the Earth’s surface, or from
the boundary of the ionosphere, the more ionized the gas in the interstellar environment is. In this
space, the plasma with a higher mobility of the electrically charged particles starts to progressively
dominate.
The most significant information to be acquired from the research into the status of the ionosphere is the electron concentration at a certain altitude above the Earth’s surface. The electron
concentration is established by means of ion probes. Such probes operate on the same principle
as classic electromagnetic locators. A short electromagnetic pulse is sent upwards from a surface
transmitting antenna, and the time for the signal to return to the transmitting antenna is measured. The electromagnetic wave bounces back in the ionosphere exactly at the altitude where its
frequency equals the plasma frequency fpl . Waves having a higher frequency, f > fpl , pass through
the plasma environment. The reflection altitude can be evaluated from the time delay of the return
of the reflected wave. The maximum frequency of the signal which will reflect from the given layer
is denoted as the critical frequency fkr ; the signals with a higher frequency f > fkr pass through
the layer.
The indicator of the solar activity level is the flow of radio emission from the Sun at the wavelength of λ = 10.7 cm (f = 2.8 GHz) [10]. Owing to the external electric and magnetic fields
outside the region of the Earth, a wide variety of oscillations and waves at acoustic, radio, and optical frequencies may propagate through the plasma. This effect is connected with the oscillation of
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ions. Although the frequency range is considerable, the low-frequency spectrum appears to be the
most suitable option for further research. The low-frequency wave lies in the acoustic band and is
referred to as the magnetoacoustic wave, whose typical frequency is the ion plasma frequency [11].
The detection of changes in geomagnetic field disturbances could be performed by means of
the so-called Schumann resonances. Until recently, this oscillation was at the frequency of fsch =
7.83 Hz; this frequency changes as a result of the impact exerted by phenomena such as solar wind
or greenhouse gases. In 1953, Professor W. O. Schumann of Munich university, Germany, had
found out that the cavity between the ionosphere and the Earth’s surface could be interpreted as
a spherical resonator. After Schumann’s results were published in the Technische Physik journal,
Dr. Ankermueller, a medical specialist, immediately related the resonances to brain wave rhythm
(EEG). In 1954, the measurements conducted by W. O. Schumann and Herbert Koenig, who
was to become Schumann’s successor, confirmed the pulsation of the Earth at the frequency of
f = 7.83 Hz. Koenig then validated the correlation between the Schumann resonances and brain
wave rhythms [12].
3. RESEARCH OF GEOMAGNETIC EFFECTS

In polar areas, the solar wind particles captured by the Earth’s magnetic field travel along the
lines of force to the upper layers of the atmosphere. Here, together with the ultraviolet radiation
from the Sun, they excite and ionize neutral atoms. The excited atoms emit a distinctive glow,
thus creating the well-known polar aurora. The ionized atoms are captured by magnetic lines of
force and travel along them freely. But these are all only traditional facts. The desciption becomes
somewhat more interesting with Cluster-based data [11]. It has been proved that the magnetic
lines of force move and change; the elementary mode is caused by the revolution of the Earth. The
lines of force close to the Earth are of approximately dipole character and revolve together with
the Earth (this does not hold the more distant lines, which are elongated to form the “magnetic
tail”, Figure 1. On the day side (towards the Sun), the close lines of force are compressed by the
solar wind more towards the Earth’s surface; on the night side (away from the Sun), the same lines
of force are farther from the Earth. Thus, there occurs oscillation of the lines of force caused by
the rotation of the Earth. But this is not the only manner in which a line of force may start to
oscillate. For example, the energy released during the switching of the magnetic lines of force in
the curls at the sides of the magnetosphere causes the ultra-low frequency oscillation of the lines
of force, the Gulf Stream, and motion of the Earth’s magma.

Figure 1: Magnetosphere, source [11].

The simple idea is that heavy ions are hung on a line of force like small weightings on a dangling
string, along which they can move freely. Some ions receive a substantial amount of energy from the
moving line of force, and the ions are ejected from the polar region either to a higher line of force or
outside the Earth’s gravitational field. The hypothesis of the described mechanism clarifies, for the
first time, the high velocities of the ions along the lines of force of the Earth’s field (the so-called
parallel velocity). This velocity is in the direction of electron drift provided by the incident waveparticle from the direction of the Sun and at resonance; all these aspects are necessary to facilitate
the excitation of instability. The concrete principle is the EIC (Excitation of the electrostatic ion
cyclotron) instability [13].
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4. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT

The physical quantities for the discussed problem of the electromagnetic field as a wave (intensity of
the electric and magnetic fields) are measured by methods and devices such as search coils, fluxgate
magnetometers based on the principle of saturation, electric antennas, or electron beam drift (the
E × B drift).
The physical quantities from the area of particle energy (density, energy) are measured using
classical techniques such as Langmuir probes (employment of the probe to collect charged particles
in isothermic and anisothermic plasma at intermediate pressures in the presence of a magnetic
field), retarding potential analysers, electrostatic analysers, semiconductor and time-of-flight detectors [14].
The measurement of low-level magnetic and electromagnetic signals in the ULF, SLF, and ELF
bands is a unique scientific discipline. The ULF, SLF, and ELF waves exhibit wavelengths of
thousands of kilometers. The wavelength is λ = v/f , with units of [m; m/s, Hz], where v is the
speed of the wave propagation in space, λ the length of the wave, and f its frequency. For an
electromagnetic wave, v is the mean speed of light in vacuum.
In order to ensure the required sensitivity and operation in the ULF, SLF and ELF frequency
bands, it is suitable to use a ferrite antenna, whose dimensions are significantly smaller than
the wavelength of the incident electromagnetic wave. In such antennas, the phase ϕE of the

Ionosphere

Solar wind

B

∆B[T], f = 0.1-100 Hz

Antenna; Earth’s
surface

Recording
device

Figure 2: Schematic arrangement of the problem of detecting the changes in the Earth’s ionosphere.

ferrite, µr = 10000

(a)

winding N = 60.000

(b)

Figure 3: The numerical model of fefrite antenna (a) for detecting the changes in the Earth’s ionosphere,
(b) result of electric voltage induction for ∆B = 5 [µT], f = 0.1–100 Hz.
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electric field intensity E is practically identical at every point of the antenna, even when the
incident electromagnetic wave is not planar. The directional characteristics of such antennas can
be measured in the near electromagnetic field. Figure 2 shows the experiment focused on the
application of a ferrite antenna for the detection of changes in the Earth’s ionosphere, its numerical
model and result in Figure 3 [15].
5. CONCLUSION

The outcome of the research will be compared with the hypotheses and results already published
internationally; the main aim is to demonstrably measure the differences between instantaneous
condition of the Earth’s ionosphere as monitored at various locations of the planet.
With respect to the scope and interdisciplinary character of the research, we can expect that
the scientific contribution of examining geomagnetic storms and the changes of low-level magnetic
fields will consist mainly in the characterization of their effects upon the human organism, the
biological feedback generated by some parts of the organism, behaviour of individuals or parts of
communities, and decision making in the economic area.
The prepared experiments and measurement should prove the influence of the above-mentioned
aspects on the human emotional system and thus point to the hitherto applied boundary values of
magnetic flux density B in relation to the alterations of the magnetic field for very slowly changing
electric currents and possible impact of these currents on human beings permanently present in
such environment.
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Abstract— This paper deals with a measurement of temperature dependencies of thermal
properties only by one measure system. Specific heat and thermal conductivity are two general
thermal properties subscribed here. Thermal properties of each matter are dependent on their
own temperature and are various in whole temperature range. Temperature dependencies of
many commercial materials are well known. But temperature dependencies of biological tissues
are very bad to find. However knowledge of these parameters is very important for the thermal processes computer simulation. The methodology described here is based on deficiencies
of current measuring devices and methods. The thermal conductivity of biological tissues is
measured with special needle (very thin and quite long) called the needle probe. This method
has some good known deficiencies which are described in this paper. Specific heat is measured
with Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The DSC is conventional method without serious
deficiencies. Big disadvantage of current thermal properties measurement is in necessary using
of both methods, i.e., two devices must be used. Methodology described here is based on simultaneous measurement of thermal conductivity and specific heat. It is the main advantage of
our methodology. Measure system was tested only for measuring of thermal conductivity of 1%
agar and for one steady state temperature. Next part of research will be focused on specific heat
measurement and temperature dependencies of both physical quantities contained here. Results
of temperature dependencies measurement will be used in computer simulation for hypothermia
cancer destroying.
1. INTRODUCTION

The thermal conduction and the specific heat are two most important thermal properties of each
matter for computer simulation. However these parameters could be very different in whole temperature range. Knowledge of these temperature dependencies is very important for correct results
obtaining. For example see Figures 1(a) and (c) where temperature dependencies of stainless steel
AISI 302 are shown.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Thermal conductivity. (b) Heat transfer scheme. (c) Specific heat.

We need to know temperature dependencies of the bio-material thermal properties. These
properties will be used for real experiment of hypothermia optimization. We have to use two
physical approaches for obtaining of all important data. The first one is calculation of thermal
conductivity from known parameters of system, see Equation (1) and Figure 1(b). It’s necessary
to have only small temperature gradient T1 − T2 about 1 K for exact determination of the thermal
conductivity by the temperature in 1/2 of ∆x.
Q=k·A·

T1 − T2
∆x

⇒

k=

Q · ∆x
,
A · (T1 − T2 )

(1)
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where Q is heat transfer [W], k is thermal conductivity [W/(m · K)], A is area [m2 ], T 1, T 2 are
temperatures on both sides of material [K], ∆x is thickness [m].
The second physical approach is the calorimetry. The main principle of the calorimetry is in
heat transferring from first matter of known weight to second matter of known weight. We need
temperature steady state for reading of specific heat by this temperature. The principle of the
calorimetry is obvious from the Equation (2).
Q1 = Q2

⇒

C1 · m1 (T1 − T ) = C2 · m2 (T − T2 )

⇒

C2 =

C1 · m1 (T1 − T )
,
m2 (T − T2 )

(2)

where C 1, C 2 are specific heats of both matters [kJ/(kg · K)], m 1 , m 2 are weights [kg], T 1, T 2 are
initial temperatures [K], T is the final stable temperature [K]. Equation (2) could be expressed like
Equation (3) corresponds with our experiment configuration on Figure 2.
CP =

Q
,
m · (T − T2 )

(3)

where CP is specific heat capacity at constant pressure, Q is heat [W], m is weight [Kg].

Figure 2: Scheme of thermal conductivity and specific heat measurement.
2. MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

The laboratory preparation was made from a Plexiglas box, thermocouples type E, vacuum valve,
two 15 cm copper heat conductors, 0.5 cm stainless steel AISI 304 heat resistor with known temperature dependencies, capsule with 0.5 cm of agar gel displayed in Figure 3 and box for crushed
ice.

Figure 3: Detail of capsule.

Figure 4: Measure system.

Laboratory preparation is displayed in Figure 4. A vacuum within the Plexiglas box is necessary
for good insulation.
The laboratory preparation was stored in constant temperature about 18◦ C before the measuring
→ temperature of whole system was 18◦ C. Measuring was started at time 0 s if the crushed ice was
filled into box. Temperatures T1 , T2 and T3 were measured with thermocouples type E connected
to digital thermometer. Values were saved to the computer. Temperatures T1 , T2 and T3 were
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continuously measured as long as was the system came to steady state. The steady state was came
30 min after beginning of measuring. Temperatures of three boundaries were used for calculation
of thermal conductivity at this moment. T1 = 1.4◦ C, T2 = 2◦ C and T3 = 17.2◦ C. These values were
substitute to Equation (1) and the result is shown below:
1.4 − 2
T1 − T2
= 14 · 2.85 · 10−5 ·
= 0.0475 J
∆x
0.005
Q · ∆x
0.0475 · 0.005
W
=
= 0.55
k=
−5
A · (T1 − T2 )
2.85 · 10 · (17.2 − 2)
m·K
|Q| = k · A ·

(4)

Thermal conductivity 0.55 W/(m · K) at circa 15◦ C responds to known thermal conductivity of 1%
agar gel. Two regulated heat sources will be added on both sides of laboratory preparation in
next time research. This change allows setup the heat conductor temperature in wide temperature
range. Measurement of specific heat will be also possible then.
3. COMPUTER SIMULATION

A physical model for verification good function of laboratory preparation was created in COMSOL
multiphysics. Steady state temperatures along the whole composition are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Steady state temperatures along the whole composition.
4. RESULTS

Real experiment with our laboratory preparation gave us thermal conductivity of 1% agar gel
sample. Obtained value 0.55 W/(m · K) at circa 15◦ C responds to known values.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The main goal of research discrabed in this paper is temperature dependecies meeasurement of
bio-material thermal properties. This properties are very important for next computer simulation
for optimization of hypothermia. The laboratory preparation measures the thermal conductiviti
at one steady state temperature. Two added regulated heat sources will enable measure thermal
conductivity of sample in wide temperature range. This improvement will enable measurement
of specific heat also. Next part of research will be focused on simultaneously measurement of
temperature dependencies of bio-material thermal properties. Final part of this research will be
focused on cryosurgery optimization.
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Abstract— This research proposed a multi-resolution based Lung parenchyma segmentation
method to segment the lung lobes at accuracy levels acceptable for clinical applications. The
methodology incorporates statistical models together with multi-resolution analysis techniques
in order to enhance the accuracy of the overall system. In this research, the image quality and
accuracy of detecting the cancer affected area are the key factors. The assessment of image quality
and improvements are depending on the enhancement stage where different techniques have been
used. Mainly Gabor filter and Fourier Transforms have been used for image enhancement and
Pixel Percentage and Mask Labelling techniques have been used for detecting the area of interest.
1. INTRODUCTION

Lungs cancer ranked fourth in the number of deaths related with cancer in Saudi Arabia. In most
cases Lung cancer does not show any symptoms in the initial stages. It is often suspected initially
from chest x-ray or Computed Tomography (CT) scans done to evaluate a cough or chest pain.
Several researchers have recommended Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems which facilitate
early detection of lung cancer nodules at more curable stages. The First stage of those CAD
systems requires the segmentation of the Lung parenchyma from the CT or x-ray Scan images.
Improper segmentation of the Lung parenchyma will highly affect the accuracy of the Lung nodule
detection or lung diseases classification algorithms. This research proposed a multi-resolution based
Lung parenchyma segmentation method to segment the lung lobes at accuracy levels acceptable
for clinical applications [1–3]. Several researchers have recommended Computer Aided Diagnosis
(CAD) systems which facilitate early detection of lung cancer nodules at more curable stages. The
First stage of those CAD systems requires the segmentation of the lung parenchyma from the CT or
x-ray Scan images. Improper segmentation of the lung parenchyma will highly affect the accuracy
of the lung nodule detection or lung diseases classification algorithms [4, 5]. This project proposes
a noble multi-resolution based lung parenchyma segmentation method to segment the lung lobes at
accuracy levels acceptable for clinical applications. The methodology incorporates statistical models
together with multi-resolution analysis techniques in order to enhance the accuracy of the overall
system. In this research, the image quality and accuracy of detecting the cancer affected area are the
key factors. The assessment of image quality and improvements are depending on the enhancement
stage where different techniques have been used. Mainly Gabor filter and Fourier Transforms have
been used for image enhancement and Pixel Percentage and Mask Labelling techniques have been
used for detecting the area of interest.
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The CT scan Data set is obtained from Early Lung Cancer Action Program (ELCAP) data base.
Different lung segmentation algorithms were applied to test the database and it has showed that it is
suitable for our study. A novel probablistic and multi-resolution based lung segmentation algorithm
was tested. For the probablistic modeling we have employed Hidden markovian models. A Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) is a statistical model in which the system being modelled is assumed to be a
Markov process with unobserved states. HMMs are used to characterize the statistical properties of
a signal. They have been used successfully in speech and face recognition for a number of decades
and are now being applied to medical imaging. We have employed a block based segmentation
method. The chest CT scan lung images are divided into super pixels and feature vectors are
extracted for each block. These feature vectors were obtained from the multi-resolution analysis
stage. To generate an observation sequence using HMM, an initial state must be chosen according
to the initial state distribution; then an observation sequence should be chosen according to the
probability distribution in the initial state. Many feature selection techniques have been tested
in medical images, the most common being the use of intensity values. But in our case we used
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the features extracted from the multi resolution analysis to generate the initial states. In order
to train the HMM, the image super pixels need to be of the same size. Using HMMTrain built-in
function in MATLAB the state transition and emission probability matrixes were generated. The
lung segmentation methods investigated in the previous stages could easily be applied on the latter
stage of this project, to verify how the segmentation affects the lung nodule detection accuracy.In
this research, to obtain more accurate results we divided our work into the following three stages:
A. Image Enhancement stage: to make the image better and enhance it from noising, corruption
or interference. The following three methods are used for this purpose: Gabor filter (has
the best results), Auto enhancement algorithm, and FFT Fast Fourier Transform (shows the
worst results for image segmentation).
B. Image Segmentation stage: to divide and segment the enhanced images, the used algorithms on
the ROI (Region of Interest) of the image (just two lungs, the methods used are: Thresholding
approach and Marker-Controlled Watershed Segmentation approach (this approach has better
results than thresholding).
C. Features Extraction stage: to obtain the general features of the enhanced segmented image
using Binarization and Masking Approach.
Lung cancer detection system adopted in this research contains four basic stages. The first stage
starts with taking a collection of CT images (normal and abnormal) from the available Database
from IMBA Home (VIA-ELCAP Public Access) [6]. The second stage applies several techniques
of image enhancement, to get best level of quality and clearness. The third stage applies image
segmentation algorithms which play an effective rule in image processing stages, and the fourth
stage obtains the general features from enhanced a segmented image which gives indicators of
normality or abnormality of images.
Image Capture

Image Enhancement

Image Segmentation

Features Extraction

Figure 1: Lung cancer image processing stages.
2.1. Image Enhancement

The image Pre-processing stage starts with image enhancement; the aim of image enhancement is to
improve the interpretability or perception of information included in the image for human viewers,
or to provide better input for other automated image processing techniques. Image enhancement
techniques can be divided into two broad categories: Spatial domain methods and frequency domain
methods. Unfortunately, there is no general theory for determining what “good” image enhancement is when it comes to human perception. If it looks good, it is good. However, when image
enhancement techniques are used as pre processing tools for other image processing techniques,
the quantitative measures can determine which techniques are most appropriate [7]. In the image
enhancement stage we used the following three techniques: Gabor filter, Auto-enhancement and
Fast Fourier transform techniques.
2.2. Image Segmentation

Image segmentation is an essential process for most image analysis subsequent tasks. In particular, many of the existing techniques for image description and recognition depend highly on the
segmentation results [8]. Segmentation divides the image into its constituent regions or objects.
Segmentation of medical images in 2D, slice by slice has many useful applications for the medical
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professional such as: visualization and volume estimation of objects of interest, detection of abnormalities (e.g., tumours, polyps, etc.), tissue quantification and classification, and more. The goal
of segmentation is to simplify and/or change the representation of the image into something that
is more meaningful and easier to analyse. Image segmentation is typically used to locate objects
and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images. More precisely, image segmentation is the process
of assigning a label to every pixel in an image such that pixels with the same label share certain
visual characteristics. The result of image segmentation is a set of segments that collectively cover
the entire image, or a set of contours extracted from the image (edge detection). All pixels in a
given region are similar with respect to some characteristic or computed property, such as colour,
intensity, or texture. Adjacent regions are significantly different with respect to the same characteristic(s). Segmentation algorithms are based on one of two basic properties of intensity values:
discontinuity and similarity. The first category is to partition the image based on abrupt changes
in intensity, such as edges in an image. The second category is based on partitioning the image
into regions that are similar according to a predefined criterion. Histogram threshold approach falls
under this category [9].
2.2.1. Threshold Approach

Threshold is one of the most powerful tools for image segmentation. The segmented image obtained from threshold has the advantages of smaller storage space, fast processing speed and ease
in manipulation, compared with gray level image which usually contains 256 levels. Therefore,
thresholding techniques have drawn a lot of attention during the past 20 years. Thresholding is a
non-linear operation that converts a gray-scale image into a binary image where the two levels are
assigned to pixels that are below or above the specified threshold value. In this research, Otsu’s
method that uses (gray thresh) function to compute global image threshold is used. Otsu’s method
is based on threshold selection by statistical criteria. Otsu suggested minimizing the weighted sum
of within-class variances of the object and background pixels to establish an optimum threshold.
Recalling that minimization of within-class variances is equivalent to maximization of between-class
variance. This method gives satisfactory results for bimodal histogram images. Threshold values
based on this method will be between 0 and 1, after achieving the threshold value image will be
segmented based on it. Figure 4 shows the result of applying threshold technique.
2.2.2. Marker-controlled Watershed Segmentation Approach

Marker-driven watershed segmentation technique extracts seeds that indicate the presence of objects or background at specific image locations. Marker locations are then set to be regional minima
within the topological surface (typically, the gradient of the original input image), and the watershed
algorithm is applied [10]. Separating touching objects in an image is one of the most difficult image
processing operations, where the watershed transform is often applied to such problem. Markercontrolled watershed approach has two types: External associated with the background and Internal
associated with the objects of interest. Image Segmentation using the watershed transforms works
well if we can identify or “mark” foreground objects and background locations, to find “catchment
basins” and “watershed ridge lines” in an image by treating it as a surface where light pixels are
high and dark pixels are low. Figure 5 shows a segmented image by watershed. According to
the experimental subjective assessment during the segmentation stage, Marker-Controlled Watershed Segmentation approach has more accuracy 5.165%) and quality than thresholding approach
(81.835%).
2.3. Features Extraction

Image Features Extraction stage is an important stage that uses algorithms and techniques to detect
and isolate various desired portions or shapes (features) of a given image. To predict the probability
of lung cancer presence, the following two methods are used: binarization and masking, both
methods are based on facts that strongly related to lung anatomy and information of lung CT
imaging.
2.3.1. Binarization Approach

Binarization approach depends on the fact that the number of black pixels is much greater than
white pixels in normal lung images, so we started to count the black pixels for normal and abnormal
images to get an average that can be used later as a threshold, if the number of the black pixels of
a new image is greater than the threshold, then it indicates that the image is normal, otherwise, if
the number of the black pixels is less than the threshold, it indicates that the image in abnormal.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Image enhancement using Gabor filter.
(a) Original image. (b) Enhanced image using Gabor filter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Image segmentation using threshold technique. (a) Enhanced image using Gabor. (b)
Threshold segmented image.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Image enhancement using FFT. (a) Original image. (b) Enhanced image using FFT.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Normal enhanced image by Gabor filter
and its segmentation using marker-controlled Watershed approach. (a) Enhanced image by Gabor.
(b) Segmented image by Watershed.

The threshold value that is used in this research is 17178.48 and the True acceptance rate (TAR)
is (92.86%) and False acceptance rate (FAR) is (7.14%).
2.3.2. Masking Approach

Masking approach depends on the fact that the masses are appeared as white connected areas inside
ROI (lungs), as they increase the percent of cancer presence increase. The appearance of solid blue
colour indicates normal case while appearance of RGB masses indicates the presence of cancer, the
TAR of this method is (85.7%) and FAR has (14.3%). Figure 6 shows normal and abnormal images
resulted by implementing Masking approach using MATLAB.
Combining Binarization and Masking approaches together will lead us to take a decision whether
the case is normal or abnormal according to the mentioned assumptions in the previous two approaches, we can conclude that image that has number of black pixels greater than white ones,
indicates normality, and otherwise it indicates abnormality.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Normal and abnormal images using Masking approach. (a) Normal image enhanced by Gabor,
segmented by Watershed. (b) The resulted image indicates normality. (c) Abnormal image. (d) The resulted
indicates abnormality.
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3. CONCLUSION

An image improvement technique is developing for earlier disease detection and treatment stages;
the time factor was taken in account to discover the abnormality issues in target images. Image
quality and accuracy is the core factors of this research, image quality assessment as well as enhancement stage which were adopted on low pre-processing techniques based on Gabor filter within
Gaussian rules. The proposed technique is efficient for segmentation principles to be a region of
interest foundation for feature extraction obtaining. The proposed technique gives very promising
results comparing with other used techniques. Relying on general features, a normality comparison
is made. The main detected features for accurate images comparison are pixels percentage and
mask-labelling with high accuracy and robust operation.
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Abstract— We design a passive lens for static magnetic field enhancement by using transformation optics. In our previous study, our attention is focused on two dimensional (2D) structures.
In this paper, we extend our design to three dimensional (3D) structures and good static magnetic
field enhancement performance has also been verified by using 3D finite element method (FEM).
This novel magnetic lens can greatly enhance the static magnetic field without additional power
consumption from a weak background magnetic field, which may have potential applications in
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and other compact high-field-magnet systems.
1. INTRODUCTION AND METHOD

High artificial static magnetic field will give a critical impact on the future of mankind. With the
help of high static magnetic field, we can get an image with better resolution in magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), which means that we can find diseased cells earlier and get lesion location more
precisely. By means of high static magnetic field, gene drug can be sent to the deeper tissues of
human body for treatment. Up to now, the strongest artificial static magnetic field we human
being can create is no more than 45 T (created at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory in
the United States, which consumes an electrical power of about 30 MW in a small air bore with a
diameter of only 32 mm [1, 2]). In many cases, we need some special devices (referred as magnetic
lenses) to farther enhance the static magnetic field without additional power consumption from a
weak background magnetic field [3]. These devices will have applications in compact high-fieldmagnet systems [4].
We have designed a magnetic lens based on space-folded transformation optics (TO), which
is a compact passive device and can greatly enhance the background magnetic field (e.g., if the
background field is 1 T, the magnified field can reach 50T in a large 2D free space region) [5]. The
performance of the proposed 2D lens has been verified in our previous paper [5]. In this paper, our
attention is focused on studying the performance of the 3D magnetic lenses based on space-folded
TO. The designed lens is a ring with inner radius R1 and outer radius R2 in x-y plane and infinitely
long in z axis. The material parameters of this lens can be written as [5]:
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where ρ = x2 + y 2 . R3 is a parameter which determines the enhancement factor, e.g., if the weak
background magnetic field is 1 T, the enhanced magnetic field in the center region of the device
(ρ < R1 ) is R3 /R1 . We should note the designed lens is infinitely long in z axis. However in
practice, we cannot fabricate an infinite device. Thus in the following simulation, we only simulate
a lens with finite height h = 0.5 m in z direction. Our simulation is based on 3D finite element
method [6]. As shown in Fig. 1, even if the height of the lens in z direction is finite, it still keeps
very good magnetic field enhancement performance. When the weak background static magnetic
field 1 T incidents from z direction onto the lens, and we can see, we can obtain an enhanced
magnetic field about 25 T in the center part of the lens. The more interesting is that the enhanced
magnetic field is almost uniform. In the following, we will try to reduce the material parameters
of the device, which will make it more easily to be realized and applied in MRI or other practical
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) The geometric structure of the lens. (b) 3D FEM simulation result. The parameters of the
magnetic lens is R1 = 0.2 m, R2 = 0.3 m, R3 = 1 m and h = 0.5 m. The background magnetic flux incidents
from z direction with amplitude 1 T onto the lens. We plot the magnetic flux distribution on a cross section
of the lens which passes through the center of the lens. The material parameters of the lens are described
by Eq. (1).

systems. Considering the magnetic flux incidents from z direction, thus only the permeability in z
direction plays a leading role of our lens. The parameters described by Eq. (1) can be reduced as:
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The performance of the reduced magnetic lens has also been verified by FEM (see Fig. 2). The
simulation result shows that if the magnetic flux incidents from z direction, only the permeability
in z direction of the lens influences the performance of the lens. As shown in the Fig. 2, the reduced
lens still keeps good performance and the enhanced magnetic field in the center region of the lens
is still highly uniform, which is required in MRI. We should also mention that if we want to apply
our lens to a practical MRI system, there are still two more obstacles should be overcome: one
obstacle is µz in the region R1 <= ρ <= R2 is negative (see Eq. (2)) which still cannot be achieved
under current technology. The other is µz in the region ρ <= R1 (see Eq. (2)) is not air (unlike

Figure 2: The 3D FEM simulation result: we keep the same geometric parameters as the Fig. 1. The
magnetic flux incidents from z direction with amplitude 1 T onto the lens. The material parameters of the
lens are described by Eq. (2). We only plot the magnetic flux distribution on a cross section of the lens
which passes through the center of the lens.
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the 2D case). We will further study how to overcome these obstacles in the following work.
2. SUMMARY

Based on transformation optics and folded-space transformation, a compact 3D passive magnetic
lens has been proposed, which can achieve a greatly high magnetic field enhancement without additional power consumption. The more important is the enhanced static magnetic field is highly
uniform which may have potential applications in MRI and other compact high-field-magnet systems.
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Abstract— In the study the impact of whole-body exposure to 50 Hz electromagnetic field
generated nearby those lines on prooxidant/antioxidant balance in selected internal organs of
male rats was estimated, by means of analysis of the contents of markers of membrane lipid
peroxidation and oxidative stress: malone dialdehyde (MDA) and total oxidant capacity (TOC),
respectively, as well as the activity of antioxidant enzymes: superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase
(CAT), glutathione peroxidase (GPx), glutathione reductase (GR) and glutathione S-transferase
(GST), in homogenates of kidney, heart and lung tissue. The experiment was performed on 20
male Wistar rats, in mean age of 10 weeks, divided into 2 equal groups (consisting of 10 animals),
subjected to long-term exposure to electromagnetic field or to sham-exposure, respectively. Rats
from examined group were exposed to electromagnetic field with physical parameters generated
by typical high voltage electric current transmission lines (f = 50 Hz, E = 10 kV/m), 22 hours
a day (with a break between 800 and 1000) for 28 succeeding days. Rats from control group
were exposed for 28 succeeding days to sham-exposure, during which they stayed in identical
as examined animals environmental conditions, excluding the influence of electromagnetic field.
During the exposure rats were stayed in plastic cages placed between two round electrodes of
experimental system supplied with an alternating current. After the end of a cycle of 28 daily
exposures to electromagnetic field or sham-exposures (control rats), animals were starved by 24
hours, then anaesthetized and next the abdominal cavity was opened and samples of kidney,
heart and lung were taken. In the homogenates prepared from the obtained samples the contents
of TOC and MDA, as well as the activity of SOD, CAT, GPx, GR and GST were measured.
The biochemical analyses were performed by means of routine spectrophotometric and kinetic
methods. As a result of repeated exposures, in electromagnetic field-exposed group of rats in
kidney tissue homogenates a significant increase in the contents of TOC and in the activity of
SOD and GPx, as well as a significant decrease in the activity of GR and GST was observed, in
heart tissue homogenates a significant decrease in the contents of TOC and in the activity of GST,
as well as a significant increase in the activity of GPx was found, while in lung homogenates a
significant increase in the contents of MDA and in the activity of CAT was confirmed, as compared
to control sham-exposed rats. On the basis of the obtained results it was found, that 4-week
lasting exposure of rats to electromagnetic field with physical parameters generated by high
voltage alternating current transmission lines causes a slight intensification of oxidant processes
in the tissue of examined internal organs with accompanying compensatory, multidirectional
changes of antioxidant enzymes activity, enabling the maintenance of prooxidant/antioxidant
balance only in heart tissue.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays human population is permanently exposed to electromagnetic fields with industrial frequency generated by high voltage alternating current transmission lines, both in living places and
in occupational conditions. It was proved in many experimental studies that electromagnetic fields
with various physical parameters could intensify a generation of reactive oxygen species with subsequent disturbances of a balance between an intensity of oxidant processes and capacity of antioxidant defense system depending on the activity of antioxidant enzymes [1–6]. This toxic phenomenon
called oxidative stress, results in stimulation of the process of membrane lipids peroxidation, leading
in a consequence to development of apoptosis and cell death [7–11].
As in attainable literature there are lacking papers dealing with the influence of the mentioned
above form of electromagnetic field on the intensity of prooxidant processes and the activity of
antioxidant enzymes in tissues of internal organs of living organisms, the aim of the study was to
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estimate the impact of electromagnetic field with industrial frequency generated by high voltage
alternating current transmission lines (frequency f = 50 Hz, intensity E = 10 kV/m) on prooxidant/antioxidant balance in kidney, heart and lung of male rats, by means of analysis of the contents
of markers of membrane lipid peroxidation and oxidative stress: malone dialdehyde (MDA) and
total oxidant capacity (TOC), respectively, as well as the activity of antioxidant enzymes: superoxide dismutase (SOD) (EC 1.15.1.1), catalase (CAT) (EC 1.11.1.6), glutathione peroxidase (POX)
(EC 1.11.1.9.), glutathione reductase (GR) (EC 1.6.4.2) and glutathione S-transferase (GST) (EC
3.1.2.7.) in homogenates of those organs.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experiment was performed on 20 male Wistar rats, in mean age of 10 weeks with mean initial
body mass of 180 ± 7.5 g before the beginning of the experiment. In order to estimate the impact
of electromagnetic field with frequency of 50 Hz generated between two electrodes of experimental
system supplied with an alternating current rats were divided into 2 equal groups (consisting of 10
animals) subjected to long-term exposure to electromagnetic field or to sham-exposure, respectively.
During the experiment the animals were kept in a special plastic cages, in optimal environmental
conditions (stable humidity of air: 60% and temperature: 21◦ C, 12-hour light-dark cycle). They
were fed with standard laboratory pellet food for rodents Labofed B and had unlimited access to
drinkable water.
All procedures involving animals were carried out in accordance with the Animals Scientific
Procedures Act, published by the U.S. National Institute of Health (1985) and were accepted by
the Committee of Bioethics of Medical University of Silesia in Katowice (permission No. 65/2008)
During the exposure animals were placed in a special plastic cage (10 animals in one cage),
that did not disturb applied electromagnetic field and allowed the possibility of free movement.
Rats from examined group were exposed to electromagnetic field with physical parameters emitted
by typical high voltage electric current transmission lines (f = 50 Hz, E = 10 kV/m), which was
generated between 2 electrodes of experimental exposure system, placed in the distance of 50 cm
from each other, 22 hours a day (with a break between 800 and 1000 ), for 28 succeeding days.
Rats from control group were subjected for 28 succeeding days to sham-exposure, during which
they stayed in identical as examined animals environmental conditions, excluding the influence of
electromagnetic field, as between electrodes no voltage was generated.
After the end of a cycle of 28 daily exposures to electromagnetic field or sham-exposures (control
rats), animals were starved by 24 hours and then anaesthetized with use of a mixture of xylazine
(10 mg/kg ip) and ketamine (100 mg/kg ip). Next after surgical opening of chest and collecting
total amount of blood from the left heart ventricle, the abdominal cavity was opened and samples
of kidney, heart and lung were taken. In the homogenates prepared from the obtained samples the
contents of markers of oxidative stress (TOC) and membrane lipid peroxidation (MDA), as well
as the activity of selected antioxidant enzymes: SOD, CAT, POX, GR and GST were measured.
The biochemical analyses were performed by means of kinetic and spectrophotometric methods
by: Ohkawa, Ohishi and Yagi [12], Erel [13], Oyanagui [14], Aebi [15], Paglia and Valentine [16],
Meister and Anderson [17] and Habich [18], respectively.
3. RESULTS

The results of measurements of the contents of markers of oxidant processes and activities of
antioxidant enzymes in homogenates of tissues of particular internal organs (kidney, heart and
lung) in both groups of rats, with statistical analysis are presented in Tables 1–6.
In electromagnetic field-exposed rats in kidney tissue homogenates a significant increase in the
contents of TOC and in the activity of SOD and POX, as well as a significant decrease in the
activity of GR and GST was observed, as compared to control, sham-exposed rats. No statistically
significant changes in the contents of MDA and in the activity of CAT were noticed.
In electromagnetic field-exposed rats in heart tissue homogenates a significant decrease in the
contents of TOC and in the activity of GST, as well as a significant increase in the activity of POX
was observed, as compared to control, sham-exposed rats. No statistically significant changes in
the contents of MDA and in the activity of SOD, CAT and GR were noticed.
In electromagnetic field-exposed rats in lung homogenates a significant increase in the contents
of MDA and in the activity of CAT was confirmed, as compared to control, sham-exposed rats. No
statistically significant changes in the contents of TOC and in the activity of SOD, POX and GR
were noticed.
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Table 1: The contents of markers of oxidant processes: MDA and TOC in homogenates of kidney tissue in
electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Malone dialdehyde
MDA
[µmol/g protein]
Total Oxidant Capacity
TOC
[µmol/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

4.81 ± 1.99

3.45 ± 1.41

p = 0.051

5.39 ± 1.38

10.13 ± 1.82

p < 0.001

Table 2: The activity of antioxidant enzymes: SOD, CAT, POX, GR and GST in homogenates of kidney
tissue in electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Superoxide dismutase
SOD
[NU/mg protein]
Catalase CAT
[kIU/g protein]
Glutathione peroxidase
POX
[IU/g protein]
Glutathione reductase
GR
[IU/g protein]
Glutatione S-transferase
GST
[IU/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

239.20 ± 25.40

217.00 ± 16.69

p = 0.025

136.60 ± 13.54

141.80 ± 15.27

p = 0.457

48.18 ± 4.26

40.88 ± 3.58

p < 0.001

58.11 ± 5.44

92.72 ± 2.78

p = 0.030

0.86 ± 0.42

2.91 ± 0.27

p < 0.001

Table 3: The contents of markers of oxidant processes: MDA and TOC in homogenates of heart tissue in
electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Malone dialdehyde
MDA
[µmol/g protein]
Total Oxidant
Capacity TOC
[µmol/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

4.42 ± 0.49

4.58 ± 0.97

p = 0.592

0.74 ± 0.26

1.60 ± 0.36

p < 0.001
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Table 4: The activity of antioxidant enzymes: SOD, CAT, POX, GR and GST in homogenates of heart
tissue in electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

Superoxide dismutase
SOD
[NU/mg protein]

66.79 ± 3.66

65.26 ± 7.56

p = 1.000

Catalase
CAT
[kIU/g protein]

57.10 ± 7.99

62.46 ± 12.39

p = 0.176

Glutathione peroxidase
POX
[IU/g protein]

1.61 ± 0.10

1.15 ± 0.20

p < 0.001

Glutathione reductase
GR
[IU/g protein]

17.33 ± 1.41

19.82 ± 1.98

p = 0.876

Glutatione S-transferase
GST
[IU/g protein]

0.12 ± 0.09

0.30 ± 0.91

p < 0.001

Table 5: The contents of markers of oxidant processes: MDA and TOC in homogenates of lung tissue in
electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Malone dialdehyde
MDA
[µmol/g protein]
Total Oxidant Capacity
TOC
[µmol/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

2.07 ± 0.44

1.50 ± 0.29

p < 0.001

4.51 ± 0.98

4.48 ± 1.70

p = 0.974

Table 6: The activity of antioxidant enzymes: SOD, CAT, POX, GR and GST in homogenates of lung tissue
in electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Superoxide dismutase
SOD
[NU/mg protein]
Catalase
CAT
[kIU/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

40.14 ± 5.87

39.39 ± 6.14

p = 1.000

25.18 ± 3.48

20.80 ± 3.40

p = 0.023
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Parameter
Glutathione peroxidase
POX
[IU/g protein]
Glutathione reductase
GR
[IU/g protein]
Glutatione S-transferase
GST
[IU/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats

Statistical
significance

3.73 ± 0.94

4.50 ± 1, 17

p = 0.091

37.85 ± 5.06

35.40 ± 6.37

p = 0.280

4.49 ± 1.67

4.03 ± 0.91

p = 1.000

4. CONCLUSIONS

Long-term, 4-week lasting exposure of rats to electromagnetic field with physical parameters generated by high voltage alternating current transmission lines causes a slight intensification of oxidant
processes in the tissues of examined internal organs with accompanying compensatory, multidirectional changes of antioxidant enzymes activity, enabling the maintenance of prooxidant/antioxidant
balance only in heart tissue.
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Abstract— Dealing with pain is an important daily part of current medical practice. Biophysical methods by use of medical devices (such as Med Select 729 in this trial) allows to perform
very personalized treatment using endogenous signals of the patient leading to the definition
of a System Information Therapy (SIT) approach. An open labeled clinical trial was designed
to assess the effectiveness of a biophysical treatment compared to a common anti inflammation
drug (ibuprofen) and compared to placebo. Methods: patients has been divided in three groups:
Group 1 System Information Therapy patients receiving two steps of treatment by the Med
Select 729 medical device: 1st step delivered with a program called regulation therapy with
recording of endogenous input signals at the painful region and delivery of therapeutic output
signals at systemic level by mean of an electromagnetic mattress on which the patient lied —
2nd step delivered with the program called pain therapy: recording endogenous input signals at
the painful region and delivery of therapeutic output signals at the pain site, moreover a copy of
therapeutic signals has been recorded on a commercial available aqueous system (Nomabit Base).
Group 2 Pharmacological therapy: receiving ibuprofen 600 mg twice a day for 10 days. Group
3 Placebo group: receiving only Nomabit Base solution as placebo. A total of 66 patients was
enrolled: 26 in System Information Therapy group (17 f, 9 m), 23 in the pharmacological group
(11 f, 9 m); 17 in the placebo group (12 f, 5 m). Evaluation of follow up was performed by a
visual analogue scale at the beginning, after one week, after one month, and after three months.
After one week biophysical therapy shows similar effect than ibuprofen and after one month the
statistical significance was χ2 = 12.153 with p < 0.02. In conclusion the biophysical therapy
protocol demonstrated the same effectiveness than usual pharmacological therapy with ibuprofen
at first week reaching statistical significance after one month of administration and maintaining
the effect at tree month. System information therapy seems, therefore, to be an effective and safe
method in the management of pain in current medical practice representing a possible resource
especially for patients with chronic disease and multiple comorbidities in order to reduce drug
overload.
1. INTRODUCTION

Practitioners has to cope daily with many kind of pain related diseases. Pain usually expresses
maladaptive response to stress. Stress can be defined as a condition or state in which a perceived
discrepancy between afferent stimuli and a well-defined range of allostasis activates adaptive responses trying to reduce this possible discrepancy. Allostasis describe the dynamic adaptive process
aimed to keep stability while coping with both internal of external challenges. Allostasis describe
the dynamic adaptive process aimed to maintain the most effective condition of the whole organism
at any moment: therefore it is intrinsically time varying according to different combinations of both
inner and external conditions. Allostatic load is the sum of allostatic response exciding physiological attitude of the organism at a certain time. Allostatic load occur when activation of allostatic
response are continuously settled [1–3]. Pain is part of almost any adaptive response in the acute
diseases yielding a fastening in recovery of allostasis. Pain is part of the maladaptive responses in
chronic diseases leading to a worsening of allostatic load and slowing recovery [4–6]. In this framework it is clear that coping with pain has to be considered not only from a symptomatic viewpoint
but also from a systemic perspective [7–10]. Biophysical methods by use of electro-medical devices
allows to deliver treatment using endogenous electromagnetic signals and is therefore consistent
with the developing concept of personalized medicine [11, 12]. In the last decays a progressive fall
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of reductionism had leaded to the concept of Systems biology and, only very recently, to the concept of Systems Medicine. In the framework of Systems Medicine it is clear that some features and
behaviour of the system as a whole are not the sum of the single parts but arise from emergent
characteristics due to the complexity of living organisms. Consistently with the raising concept of
System Medicine [7–10] is raising the concept of System Information Therapy [13] as an integrative
clinical tool able to allows the treatment of patients with biophysical methods operating at once
by endogenous and external electromagnetic signals. Indeed livings organisms are endogenously
producing electromagnetic signals and make fruitful use of them in the coordination of their internal processes and in cell to cell coordination [14–16]. On the other hand the clinical use of
electromagnetic therapies has long history with evidence of anti-inflammatory effects of electronic
signals [17]. System Information Therapy approach allows to achieve at once a systemic and a
local effect [18] leading to a reduction of allostatic load as clinically detectable by evaluation of
fluctuating asymmetry, a clinical marker of stress [19], as reported in a previous study [20]. In this
pilot study we also implemented the transfer of electromagnetic signals to an aqueous system in
agreement with previous finding on cellular, bacterial, plants and human models [21–26]. The idea
of performing a single treatment with biophysical therapy making at the same time a record of the
signals on a commercial available aqueous system allows to perform a single treatment in a single
day and to continue the treatment by the daily sublingual administration of drops of the recorded
aqueous solution (a commercial available aqueous solution of micro elements: Nomabit Base). This
could also provide support to the feasibility of the Electro Magnetic Information Transfer (EMIT)
through aqueous system [26] in clinical use.
2. METHODS

A pilot clinical trial was designed to assess the effectiveness of a biophysical treatment recorded
on an aqueous system compared to a common anti inflammation drug (ibuprofen) and compared
to placebo. A total of 66 patient (40 females and 26 males) was enrolled in the study, that was
performed in the respect of the declaration of Helsinky, upon delivery of an informed consent. 66
patients was divided into 3 groups as follow: 26 in the Biophysical therapy group (17 f, 9 m), 23 in
the pharmacological group (11 f, 9 m); 17 in the placebo group (12 f, 5 m). Visual Analogue Scale
(VAS) score was recorded at the beginning, after one week, after one month.
2.1. Group 1

Group 1 was the System Information Therapy group and was treated by a 2 step protocol using
a commercial available electro-medical device Med Select 729 (by Wega, Germany). Meanwhile a
copy of the output therapeutic signals were recorded on a commercial available aqueous system
(Nomabit Base) placing the solution into a special output coil built-in for this purpose in the Med
select device. The aqueous solution of Nomabit Base was self-administered daily to the patient in
order to allows to the therapeutic information recorded to be delivered once a day. The drops were
taken according to a weekly plan starting on Monday with a single drop and raising of one drop
a day up to 6 drops on Saturday, no therapy was taken on Sunday an then the protocol started
again from one to six drops during each following week.
2.2. Group 2

Group 2 was the Pharmacological therapy group: ibuprofen 600 mg twice a day, on full stomach,
for 10 days, was administered to each patient of this group.
2.3. Group 3

Group 3 was the Placebo group. The patients of this group was receiving only Nomabit Base
solution as placebo, therefore not placed into the Med Select to be selectively recorded, and administered with the same protocol as in the System Information Therapy group.
3. RESULTS

Evaluation and follow up was performed by a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) at the beginning,
after one week, and after one month. Criteria of evaluation of VAS self-rating modification in
the follow up was the following: Reduction ≥ 2 Points in VAS score was considered as improved;
Reduction = 1 Points in VAS score was considered as unchanged; Reduction ≤ 0 Points in VAS
score was considered as worsen. After one week System Information Therapy shows similar effect
than ibuprofen as reported in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Data reported after one month reach a statistical significance with χ2 = 12.153 and p < 0.02
as showed in Figure 2 demonstrating that biophysical therapy is as effective as pharmacological
treatment with ibuprofen in respect to placebo in the management of pain.
4. DISCUSSION

System Information Therapy demonstrated to be an effective and efficient method in pain relief according to the modification of self-rating of pain collected by mean of the Visual Analog Scale VAS.
System Information Therapy showed the same effectiveness of the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drug Ibubrofen administered in the dose of 600 mg. twice a day in respect to the use of a placebo.
System Information Therapy and Ibuprofen were efficient in pain rating reduction as reported at
the first follow up assessment after one week while placebo was not as reported in Figure 1. System Information Therapy and Ibuprofen was efficient also in pain rating reduction at the second
follow up assessment after one month while placebo was not. A complete statistical significance is
achieved by both Biophysical and Pharmacological group in respect to placebo at the end of the
first month with χ2 = 12.153 with p < 0.02 (Figure 2). The available data suggest that Biophysical
therapy mimic the dynamics of the Pharmacological treatment and is long lasting in their effects.
Interestingly a very low amount of worsen cases was reported in the biophysical group ad especially
no side effect was referred. Moreover many patients of the Biophysical group reported feeling of
a general relaxation following the treatment as presumably to be due to a systemic effect of the
biophysical therapy besides the effect on pain. Importantly the use of a single recording procedure
during the System Information Therapy allowed to perform a unique treatment of the patient,
lasting only 20 minutes, saving time and cost due to repetition of the treatment. Biophysical treatment therefore was time effective and cost effective. The treatment fulfill the requirement to be
considered as a personalized medication because the pattern of signals are recorded on the site of
the pain, such pattern of endogenous electromagnetic signal being unique for any single person at
any single time, this way the procedure is actually tailored on the patient. Moreover the recording
of the output signals on the aqueous system, a commercial available solution of micro elements
Nomabit Base (by Named, Italy) is consistent with the previous findings [21–26] and demonstrate
the clinical feasibility of such a procedure as a useful integrative tool in general practice as reported
by further studies in agreement with the hypotheses that aqueous system could be able to record,
store, and transfer biophysical active information to biological targets [27–30]. Further clinical
trials are certainly requested to confirm and widen the data presented in this preliminary pilot
study and someone are already in process to better define the clinical areas besides pain in which a
biophysical strategy could improve quality of life to the increasing number of patients with chronic
diseases and multiple comorbidities that require to be treated effectively and safely reducing the
number of drugs to be used especially for the management of pain. Biophysical therapies could
help to manage some symptoms related to no life-threatening diseases reducing global allostatic
load and therefore cooperating to reduce total morbidity and mortality as reported from successful
aging studies [31, 32].
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5. CONCLUSION

In this pilot study on the management of pain in general practice System Information Therapy
demonstrated the same effectiveness than an usual pharmacological therapy with ibuprofen, in
respect to placebo. The effectiveness was already disclosed at the end of first week reaching statistical significance after one month of treatment. System Information Therapy should therefore be
considered as an effective and safe method in the management of pain in current medical practice.
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Abstract— The assessment of exposure level due to commonly used light sources needs specific attention in today’s technology of lighting. The main reason behind this concern is that
if exposure levels are not known, the biological results and necessary safety limits cannot be
determined with accuracy. In this regard, this study has aimed to design, implement, analyze
and solve partial differential equations related to diffusion and Bioheat equations. The study
also provides experimental real-time data that makes the research more reliable. Subsequently,
risk management policies can be established utilizing the thermal response of skin tissue and the
associated health hazards.
1. INTRODUCTION

Lamp designs are undergoing a continuous evolution, utilizing newer and more powerful sources
of optical radiation. Because of the rapid growth in usage of new types of special-purpose light
sources in medicine, science and consumer applications, there is no doubt that importance on
optical radiation exposure limits will increase day by day. This brings the growing need for codes
of practice for all potentially hazardous optical sources [1]. The first step to be taken in this respect
should indefinitely be the determination of light sources with potential adverse health effects.
Incandescent, fluorescent, compact fluorescent lamps (CFL), High Intensity Discharge (HID)
sources including mercury vapor, metal halide, High Pressure Sodium (HPS), Low Pressure Sodium
(LPS) are the common light source types. Many indoor lighting sources in general use, such as
fluorescent, quartz halogen and even tungsten filament incandescent lamps, emit UVA, UVB and
sometimes even UVC wavelengths. Intensities of some emissions are of similar magnitude to those
in sunlight. Findings in literature show that chronic exposure may pose risks through cumulative
UV exposure to skin and eyes, especially for photosensitive patients [2].
Studies of UV risk accumulated from indoor lighting sources have primarily focused on the
possible relationship between fluorescent room lighting and increasing prevalence of melanoma [3].
Spectral measurements reported by Cole [4], addressing possible risks of UV from indoor lighting,
were limited to fluorescent sources.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The absorption of light in tissue causes a local elevation in temperature. Tissue heat transfer due
to the deposited light is described by the Bioheat Transfer Equation, which was first introduced by
Pennes [5] to model heat transfer in perfused tissue as:
δts ρC

∂T
+ ∇ · (−k∇T ) = ρb Cb ωb (Tb − T ) + Qmet + Qext
∂t

(1)

On the right hand side of the equation, first term describes the thermal conduction, second term
describes the convective effects of blood flow represented as a heat sink proportional to tissue
perfusion [5] excluding effects of large blood vessels, and the last term is the absorbed power
density from the optical source. Note that for a phantom with no perfusion, wb would be set to 0.
Boundary conditions and the related parameters for the Bioheat transfer equation is described by
the reference [6].
An exact representation of light propagation in skin requires a model that characterizes the
spatial distribution and the size distribution of tissue structures, their absorbing qualities and their
refractive indexes [7]. The finite element method (FEM) which it is used in this work, allows
for good approximations of complex boundaries. The FEM provides a systematic methodology
by which the solution, in the case of our example, the temperature field, can be determined by
a computer program, which actually is essential since thousands of nodes are usually needed to
obtain a reasonably accurate solution.
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3. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

The numerical procedure developed for the solution of the bio-heat equation analyzes the dynamics of spatial-temporal temperature distribution T (x, y, x, t) in biological tissues. An opto-thermal
model of the skin obtained from different sources has been implemented in computer software program, such that the tissue, with a volume of 5 mm × 5 mm × 4 mm, is considered to be composed
of six layers from the optical point of view where some limitations are inevitable due to the multilayered structure. In the model specified, the tissue initial temperature is fixed at 36.6◦ C, and
air temperature fixed at 25◦ C. Figure 1 shows the composed multilayered skin model in software
program.

Figure 1: Meshed model of skin tissue created for computer simulation. (Layers in order from outside to
inner: 1 — epidermis, 2 — upper dermis, 3 — blood plexus, 4 — lower dermis, 5 — subcutaneous fat, and
6 — muscle).

Thermal behavior of skin tissue that is exposed to light source is analyzed through the numerical
method which utilizes Finite Element Method (FEM) by solving the diffusion and Bioheat equations
under the effect of dominating boundary conditions. Regarding the light sources simulated, spectral
information from production data is implemented in the model. In this numerical study, two InfraRed lamps: one is red, other is clear, are chosen. For the multilayer skin model depicted in Figure 1.
Ref. [7] is used for parameters of multilayered skin tissue model [7]. Having completed the modeling
steps in the Finite Element Solver software by creating geometries, putting up the parameters and
defining the boundary and sub domain settings, it is now time to run the simulations.
Simulation results for two different InfraRed light sources (red and clear) are summarized with
respect to time in Figure 2. These results clearly show that temperature distribution inside the
tissue is generally non-monotonic function of depth, due to varying optothermal parameters of
tissue layers, like absorption coefficient, heat conductivity and so on. Temperature increase in
tissue is also no-doubt dependent on exposure time and source power. As the exposure duration
Temperature Increase in Tissue versus Time due to IR exposure
InfraRed (red)

InfraRed (clear)

60.0

Temperature (Celcius degrees)

t=10; T=58.4
55.0

t=5; T=52.3

t=10; T=54.1

50.0

t=2; T=46.7
45.0

t=1; T=43.8

t=5; T=49.2

t=2; T=44.8
t=1; T=42.4

40.0

t=0; T=36.6

35.0
0.1

1
time (minutes)

10

Figure 2: Graphical comparison of the simulation results obtained with two light sources at different times
(time axis is represented with logarithmic scale).
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increases, maximum temperature induced on tissue increases. When it comes to effects of two
different InfraRed light sources, one clear and other with a red filter, it can be noticed that two
light sources have different thermal effects on tissue even though the lamp output powers are set
to be equal. It is also apparent that as exposure duration gets longer, difference in maximum
temperature induced in tissue models increases and gets more significant for the two different types
of light sources. Hence, the obtained results are in line with the expected results in such a way
that red filtered lamp should and actually do cause less temperature increase in tissue.
4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In order to make more and meaningful contributions with this study, different light sources from
everyday usage are chosen in order to illustrate the effects of spectral variations and also the
durational impact on temperature increases. Additionally, the effect of distance between light
sources and tissue is verified via a comparative study made with the same light source. The
experimental setup, graphically shown in Figure 3, consists of a light source directed to in vitro
biological tissue (namely chicken meat covered with skin), and the thermal interaction between
them is monitored via a thermal camera. In order to simulate a living tissue with blood perfusion
in effect, in vitro tissue samples are kept in a water bath at 37◦ C. Distance between tissue and light
source, d1 , is set to 30 cm and thermal camera is held at a distance d2 of 50 cm for the best visual
results, because of the limitation from the focus distance of camera which is 40 cm.

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the experimental setup.

First experiments are done with the InfraRed lamps, whose thermal effects are simulated beforehand with Finite Element Solver program. Then distance d1 is increased to 50 cm, where experimental data is obtained for verification of distance variation effect. Next, other lamps, namely
UV, Incandescent, LED, CFL and Halogen, are chosen to illustrate the results for various thermally
induced tissues.
5. DISCUSSION

Numerical model for the multilayered skin tissue that is exposed to InfraRed lights, where the
model is designed to enable the solution equations described earlier with specific boundary conditions using FEM via a computer software program, yielded spatial temporal distribution results.
Same light sources are also used in the experiment to induce temperature increase on the biological
tissue so to enable better understanding of both numerical and experimental results by first comparison and then verification of the results if possible. A summary of the maximum temperatures
induced on tissue samples are given in Figure 4. This comparative study is realized by taking the
maximum temperatures induced on tissues, because thermal camera is only able to monitor the
surface temperature distribution.
As it can be clearly seen from Figure 4, obtained results are quite in-line with each other,
such that the temperature curves behave in the same way for both experimental and numerically
obtained results. From Figure 4, it can be inferred that there is about 2% difference between the
results, which is generally in acceptable limits. Deep analysis of comparative study of the results
will reveal possible reasons for this difference in results, for example numerical model contains
blood perfusion effect, whereas experimental study is done on in-vitro samples which lack that
property. With this comparison between the results, it has also been verified that although specific
assumptions and simplifications have been made in modeling step, the simulation results obtained
are free of modeling error and compatible with real samples.
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Comparison of Simulation Results with Experimental Data
InfraRed (red)_experimental

InfraRed (clear)_experimental

InfraRed (red) _simulation

InfraRed (clear)_simulation

60.0

Temperature (Celcius degrees)

55.0

50.0

45.0

40.0

35.0
0.1

1
time (minutes)

10

Figure 4: Comparison of simulation results with experimental data obtained for InfraRed Lamps.

One experiment is carried out at 50 cm distance between tissue and lamp (InfraRed light with red
filter). It should not be so surprising that as exposure distance rises, maximum induced temperature
gets low. Hence, it becomes easy to conclude that less photo thermal damage occurs at large
exposure distances. In this regard, safety limits can be defined to minimize the hazardous effects
of light.
People are exposed to various kinds of light in everyday, so studying the effects of different
artificial light sources will demonstrate realistic conclusions for the daily exposure. To reach this
goal, several experiments are conducted with different lamps, and thermal behavior of tissue is
monitored via thermal camera.
Experimental results obtained can be used to compare the thermal effects of different light
sources. Those with high power outputs, such as IR, Halogen and UV, some of which are designed for usage especially in heating applications, display higher temperature increases during the
exposure period. On the other hand, LED and CFLs, today’s energy efficient replacements for
the most common home-use lamp Incandescent, seem to have little thermal effects on the tissue.
Since this minimal effect can be foreseen, some of the experiments are conducted at quite lower
tissue initial temperatures of 30◦ C. Even if the initial tissue temperature is set to a degree which
is between air temperature and normal body temperature, these lamps have shown negligible effects on tissue samples in terms of temperature increase. Experiment with the incandescent lamp
reveals that there is a minor increase (1◦ C after 10 minutes of exposure) in skin temperature. The
reason can be explained in terms of light efficiency of the lamp compared with other sources at
the same output power. Incandescent lamps have relatively low efficiency, as a result of which the
surrounding air temperature increases. It has been observed that incandescent light causes the air
temperature to increase. When it comes to the question why it has been less effective on increasing
the tissue temperature, a reasonable explanation would be the reflector factor. What is more, it
can be inferred that as duration of exposure is increased from 1 min to 5 min and 10 minutes, the
maximum temperature increase rate gets smaller, that is to say induced maximum temperatures
will eventually reach to steady state level as a result of continuous exposure.
In the experiments, it has also been observed that some light sources cause temperature increase
in the surrounding air, which has also affected the thermal induction in skin tissue.
6. CONCLUSION

This study has provided a better knowledge of the thermal behavior of skin tissue under exposure
to artificial light sources. The scope of work can also be extended in future with similar studies
to investigate the health implications of light sources on eye, which is under direct exposure to
light and surely one of the most sensitive part of human body. Considering the lack of scientific
studies on heating effects of light sources on human skin and the lack of definition of safety limits
for light exposure, thermal analysis carried out in this work will be useful to get a step forward in
the ultimate goal of providing safety exposure limits, so that general public, who are consciously
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or unconsciously exposed to different light sources in everyday life, can be made aware to take
precaution.
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Abstract— The performance of Bow-Tie gold nanoantenna placed on glass substrate is studied.
Upon illuminating such nanoantenna by a Gaussian pulse, the received electric field across the
antenna gap is monitored and plotted against frequency using the CST software. Meanwhile the
complex impedance defined as the ratio of longitudinal E to the transverse H within the gap is
monitored. It is shown that the electric field across the gap displays a peak value at the same
frequency that corresponds to impedance resonance. A transmission line model is proposed, by
which we can predict the dependence of the resonant frequency on the Bow-tie length and the
gap between its arms.
1. INTRODUCTION

Optical nanoantennas have recently found several applications in areas such as near field probing
in optical microscopy, nanometric optical tweezers, and biomedical applications [1, 2]. The optical
nanoantenna is composed of a resonant length of rare metal, such as silver or gold, placed on
glass or any dielectric layer. There is a fundamental difference between wire antennas in the radio
frequency (RF) range and the optical range. Metallic wire antennas in the RF spectrum behave
as almost perfectly conducting wires. As a consequence, the current wave developed on such wires
propagate at the same velocity as that in the outer free space. In contrast, at Infrared or optical
frequencies, metals no longer behave as perfect conductors. Instead, they are characterized as
dielectrics with frequency dependent complex permittivity [3, 4]. Metals, such as Silver, Gold and
Aluminum display permittivities with negative real part. This negative permittivity cause localized
Plasmon to form at the metal-dielectric interface with little penetration in metal or the embedding
dielectric. Another important consequence is that the current wave on the metal travels at a much
slower velocity than that in the surrounding dielectric or the outer free space. This leads to compact
antenna whose length is much shorter than a free space wavelength.
A nanoantenna of Bow-tie shape is depicted in Fig. 1. The plane of interface between the metal
and dielectric is the y-z plane. A Plasmon mode on this metal-dielectric interface is a TM wave [3, 4]
with the magnetic field H lying totally on the interface along the x-direction. The electric field has
both transverse Ez and longitudinal Ey components. There is a standing wave along the antenna
length (along y) and the (complex) phase constant of the wave is given by:
r
²m ²d
β = k0
,
(1)
²m + ²d
where k0 is the free space wavenumber (= ω/c = 2π/λ0 ), while εm and εd are the relative permittivity of the metal and dielectric material respectively. Noting that Re(εm ) is √
negative and greater
in magnitude than εd at the frequencies of interest, we infer that β is > k0 ²d . Furthermore if
Re(εm +εd ) approaches zero, β will attain very high values. This will reflect on the resonant antenna
length which will be much shorter than the free space wavelength.
In the next section, we present simulation results for the longitudinal electric field across the
Bow-tie gap versus the applied frequency of the light wave that illuminates the antenna. We define
an impedance Zg , as the longitudinal E field to transverse H field in the gap. We present simulated
results of Zg versus frequency with the gap spacing ‘g’ as a parameter. In Section 3 we propose
a simple transmission line model for the nanoantenna that accounts for the gap length and end
effects.
2. SIMULATION RESULTS

The CST commercial software is used to obtain the nanoantenna response to an incident Gaussian
pulse. The longitudinal electric field Ey in the gap between the antenna arms is plotted versus the
applied frequency with the antenna half length ‘L’ as a parameter in Fig. 2. The field displays a
peak value at f = 214, 230, and 256 THz, corresponding to ‘L’ = 175, 150, and 125 nm respectively.
The gap spacing ‘g’ is fixed at g = 10 nm. In Fig. 3, the Real and imaginary parts of the impedance
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Figure 1: Nanoantenna made of metal on dielectric layer. (a) Top view. (b) Side view.

Zg = Ey /Hx are plotted versus frequency for ‘L’ = 125 nm and g = 10 nm. It is noted that Ey
displays a peak at the same resonant frequency where Re(Zg ) is maximum and Im(Zg ) = 0. Similar
results for Zg were obtained for ‘L’ = 150 and 175 nm (not shown) and lead to the same conclusion
stated above.
Simulation results for the resonant frequency of Bow-tie antenna as a function of the gap ‘g’ for
a given ‘L’ is shown in Fig. 4. The resonant frequency corresponds to maximum Ey in the gap and
real impedance Zg . It is clear that the resonant frequency shows blue shift as ‘g’ increases. These
results have the same trend as those reported in [3].
Enhanced Electric field inside Bowtie gap vs freq.
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Figure 2: The longitudinal Ey field in the gap versus frequency with antenna length ‘L’ as a parameter.
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Figure 3: Simulated real and imaginary parts of Zg versus frequency. Antenna length ‘L’ = 125 nm and the
gap ‘g 0 = 10 nm.
3. A TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL

In this section we attempt to find a simple transmission line model for the Bow-tie antenna to explain
the behavior of the resonant frequency with the antenna length and gap. The first resonance of
the nano-antenna occurs when the total phase difference between antenna terminals is equal to π
radians. The equivalent transmission line of one arm of the antenna is shown in Fig. 5. The T.L
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has a length leff and is open circuited at the right-hand terminal, where leff = L + ∆l. Here ∆l
accounts for field fringing at the right terminal. The wave phase constant β r on this T.L is the real
part of the TM β given by (1). The gap is accounted for by a series capacitance C connected to the
T.L at one end and is grounded at the other end. The resonance condition dictates that the sum
of impedances looking right and left of the capacitor must equal zero. Mathematically, this reads:
− jZ0 Cot (βr leff ) + (jωC)−1 = 0,

(2)

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the T.L. Expecting βr leff to be close to π/2, we set
βr leff = π/2 + δ; δ ¿ 1. Then (2) is approximated by:
tan δ , δ = (ωCZ0 )−1
Hence:
k0 leff =
In the above

(3)

i
1 hπ
+ (ωCZ0 )−1
n(ω) 2

βr
n(ω) =
= Re
k0

·r

²m ²d
²m + ²d

(4)

¸
(5)

Equation (4) can be solved for the resonant frequency ω for a given leff and the product Z0 C (sec).
We infer from (4) that as C is reduced, k0 increases. In other words, as the gap ‘g’ of the Bow-tie
increases, the resonant frequency increases showing a blue shift for the same antenna length. This
agrees with the simulation results in Fig. 4. We choose to have Z0 C a sole function of the gap
spacing ‘g’ while ∆l is a sole function of antenna length L. By comparing the simulated results
in Fig. 4 with computed resonant frequencies obtained from (4), we optimize Z0 C and ∆l to have
the best fit to the simulated results of Fig. 4. A comparison between the computed and simulated
resonant frequencies for three values of antenna length is shown in Fig. 6. Close agreement between
the results is clear, which proves the adequacy of out T.L. model.
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Figure 4: Resonant frequency versus the gap length ‘g’. ‘L’ is a
parameter.

Figure 5: The equivalent transmission line of one arm of the antenna.
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Figure 6: Comparison between antenna resonant frequencies obtained by simulations and those predicted by
the T.L. model for L = 125, 150 and 175 nm.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

A study of a Bow-tie nanoantenna made of gold on glass substrate is performed using the commercial
CST software. It has been found that maximum electric field across the nanoantenna gap in the
Infra-red range occurs at the resonant frequency that corresponds to a real gap impedance. The
latter was defined as the ratio of the longitudinal E-field to the transverse H field in the gap. A
simple transmission line model is devised to predict the resonant frequency of the nanoantenna as
a function of antenna length and the gap between antenna arms.
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Abstract— In order to maximize sensitivity and specific detectivity of photodetectors, one
has to ensure optimal light concentration within the active area. We considered light trapping
based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in infrared detectors for night vision purposes. We
investigated redshifting by the replacement of metal with transparent conductive oxides (TCO)
like indium tin oxide and zinc oxide. We considered nanoparticle fillers embedded in a thin
dielectric host with increased relative permittivity and located at the detector surface. We
used finite element method to perform optimization of our plasmonic light trapping structures.
Regarding the infrared detectors, we considered epitaxial mercury cadmium telluride devices with
a typical active layer thickness of 4–8 micrometers. Our results show that sensitivity and specific
detectivity of narrow-bandgap detectors can be significantly enhanced. Even thinner active areas
than those conventionally used can be used. Since the overall level of intrinsic noise in a night
vision detector (especially generation-recombination noise due to Auger processes) is dependent
on the volume of the active region, in our case this noise is suppressed by the same mechanism
that ensures sensitivity enhancement. Thus additional improvement of specific detectivity is
achieved, which allows for higher operating temperatures of night vision photodetectors.
1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of any photodetector is determined by the photon flux within the detector active
area, the efficiency of the conversion from the flux to useful electrical signal and by the stochastic
fluctuations of the signal [1]. In the case of semiconductor infrared detectors operating near room
temperature, noise becomes the key limiting factor to the device performance. The reason is that
thermal processes causing undesired interband transitions become very strong and start to compete
with transitions caused by the useful signal.
In the semiconductor devices for night vision there are three main generation-recombination (gr) mechanisms that limit the device performance, radiative, Shockley-Read and Auger processes [2].
Among these, the nonradiative Auger processes exert the largest influence and severely limit the
signal. Because these processes are dependent on the concentration of charge carriers, which itself
is proportional to temperature, this is the reason why semiconductor infrared detectors are cooled,
usually by liquid nitrogen.
Thermal g-r processes are also proportional to the volume of the active region, since in a smaller
volume a smaller number of undesired g-r acts occurs. Since the active area is usually pre-defined,
this means that the photodetector should be as thin as possible. On the other hand, the useful
signal is proportional to the thickness of the detector. Thus in order to ensure maximum sensitivity
one should increase the thickness, and at the same time to minimize g-r noise one needs to decrease
it. This means that one needs to reach a trade-off where both requirements are partially satisfied.
In order to decrease the thickness and to retain the maximum photon flux various strategies are
used that belong to the light management [3].
Conventional approaches to photon management in photodetectors include increasing the light
path within the device, for instance by the use of back-side reflectors, by placing the active area
between two dielectric layers or by using the resonant cavity enhancement where the detector is
placed between two Bragg-type dielectric mirrors [1, 4].
Recently a novel method for flux localization within the detector active area has been proposed
for solar cells, the use of plasmonics [5]. To this purpose one introduces noble metal nanoparticles
whose electromagnetic (EM) behavior is described by the Drude model at the front or the back
surface of the detector, or alternatively includes them within the active area itself. The EM field
is localized around the metal nanoparticles and ensures light localization within the devices, thus
allowing for a decrease of the detector thickness. A problem is that the plasma frequency of noble
metals (Au, Ag) is around the ultraviolet region and thus is not useful for infrared devices without
shifting the spectral range to longer wavelengths — “redshifting”.
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A method for redshift is the use of designer plasmons (“spoof” plasmons) [6] where a periodic
metal-dielectric structure is fabricated (for instance a subwavelength hole array) whose effective
plasma frequency is strongly redshifted. Such structures were proposed to improve light management and enhance the sensitivity of night vision detectors [7].
Another method is the use of plasmonic nanoparticles for the enhancement of infrared detector
performance, as proposed in Ref. [8]. To this purpose doped transparent conductive oxide (TCO)
nanoparticles have been introduced instead of noble metal nanoparticles. The plasma frequency of
TCO materials like tin oxide, indium tin oxide (ITO), aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO), etc. is
redshifted compared to that of noble metals [9, 10]. A further redshift is ensured through embedding
the nanoparticles in dielectric with increased dielectric permittivity [11].
In this work we propose the use of TCO nanoparticles for simultaneous suppression of thermal
noise in semiconductor infrared photodetectors for night vision and enhancement of their sensitivity
through infrared radiation localization within the detector. In this way one uses the same mechanism to increase the sensitivity of the detector and to suppress noise. We suggest technological
strategies to implement this approach. We utilize electromagnetic modeling by the finite element
method to optimize the proposed photodetector structures.
2. THEORY

The noise current of an infrared photodetector due to generation-recombination processes is [1]
iN = qg

p

2 (G + R) dwl∆f ,

(1)

where q is elementary electron charge, g is carrier generation rate, G is thermal generation rate
and R thermal recombination rate (both dominated by Auger processes), d is the thickness of the
detector active region, w is the width and l the length of the detector active area, while ∆f is the
operating frequency range.
The specific detectivity of the infrared detector is
s
D∗ = λη

Aopt /wl
2hcd (G + R)

(2)

where λ is the operating wavelength, η is the quantum efficiency, Aopt is the optical area (i.e., the
area receiving the optical flux; it may differ from the real area determined as lw, for instance if
some kind of optical concentrator is used), h is the Planck constant and c is the speed of light in
vacuum. It can be seen that the detector volume must be minimized in order to maximize specific
detectivity. On the other hand, the quantum efficiency can be approximately written as
η ≈ 1 − e−αd

(3)

where α is the absorption coefficient of the detector material. Thus detector thickness should be
maximized if the lw product is given in advance, as is typically the case.
A possible solution for this contradictory requirement is to minimize the thickness and to ensure
maximal localization of electromagnetic field in thus minimized volume. The electromagnetic field
is efficiently localized by the use of surface plasmons polaritons (localized plasmons polaritons
in the case of nanoparticles) at the interface between materials with positive relative dielectric
permittivity (semiconductor) and negative permittivity (TCO).
Figure 1 shows several possible approaches to the enhancement of EM field within the active
region using surface plasmon resonance. Figure 1(a) shows a TCO nanoparticle placed directly
to the active region surface. Scattering of incident IR radiation in the direction of propagation
ensures field enhancement. Figure 1(b) shows a TCo particle enclosed by an core shell of dielectric
with high relative dielectric permittivity ε, and Figure 1(c) shows a particle within a homogeneous
dielectric host. Figure 1(d) represents a possible way to implement this by mechanically placing
a freestanding dielectric membrane [12, 13] onto the surface of a previously fabricated detector.
Finally, Figure 1(e) show the situation where mercury cadmium telluride (Hg1−x Cdx Te) narrowbandgap semiconductor is used; the presented sharply graded profile is typical for the devices
fabricated by vapor-phase epitaxy [14].
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Figure 1: IR detector enhancement by TCO nanoparticles. (a) TCO at the surface. (b) Core-shell TCO
with high-ε dielectric. (c) High-ε dielectric with embedded TCO particle. (d) A method of application of
embedded TCO nanoparticles to an existing detector by mechanically placing a freestanding membrane. (e)
Spatial profile of Cd molar fraction across HgCdTe sample.
3. RESULTS

The field localization due to the introduction of nanoparticle fillers has been calculated by finite
element method (FEM) simulations utilizing the Comsol Multiphysics package (RF module). The
case shown in Figure 1(c) was assumed, a dielectric layer containing TCO particles applied to the
surface of semiconductor. The TCO was indium tin oxide (ITO) [10] with a doping level furnishing
a plasma resonance at 700 nm. The TCO particle diameter was d = 250 nm.
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Figure 2: Spectral dependence of scattering Sscat and extinction Sext cross-section for an embedded ITO
particle, d = 250 nm, λp = 700 nm. (a) Scattering cross section. (b) Ratio of scattering Sscat and extinction
Sext cross section (Sext = Sabs + Sscat ).
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Figure 3: Near and far field around the ITO particle on top of an Hg1−x Cdx Te sample. Incident EM wave
arrives from top. (a) Spatial dependence of near field. (b) Polar diagram of far field distribution.
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Figure 2(a) shows the spectral dependence of scattering cross-section for three different values
of relative permittivity of the embedding dielectric layer. All cross-section peaks are obtained in
the (3–5) µm atmospheric window. As expected, the redshift increases with the increase of the
refractive index of the embedding medium.
Figure 2(b) shows the ratio of scattering cross section Sscat and extinction cross section Sext . As
the wavelength increases and nears resonance a dip of the characteristics appears. This is associated
with the mechanism of plasmon resonance and accompanying high losses.
Figure 3(a) shows the near field distribution around a single TCO particle. Strong localization
around the bottom part of the particle is readily observed. A polar diagram for far field distribution
is shown in Figure 3(b) for three different wavelengths. Peak field is achieved at a distance of about
1 µm to 1.5 µm from the bottom of the TCO sphere. These results suggest that even thinner
detector active areas can be used than those encountered in the state of the art devices. Structures
with an active area thickness decreased down to 1–3 µm could be utilized. These can be fabricated
by depositing Hg1−x Cdx Te onto CdTe substrate by, e.g., isothermal vapor phase epitaxy [14] or
the already existing structures can be thinned by wet etching in bromine-methanol solution [15].
4. CONCLUSION

We described a strategy to improve sensitivity of intrinsic semiconductor infrared detector by using
TCO nanoparticles and redshifting approaches that ensure their use in the infrared wavelength
range. We utilized numerical approach to simulate our devices. We applied finite element method
utilizing Comsol Multiphysics package to model EM scattering on TCO. We show that the method
is also useful for suppression of thermal noise, including Auger noise. Thus we conclude that our
approach can be used both to improve light management and to decrease noise equivivalent power,
thus ensuring operation of conventional infrared detectors at elevated temperatures. An important
detail is that the approach is applicable not only during fabrication of infrared detectors, but could
be also utilized to improve performance of finished devices. Our further steps will be dedicated to
the consideration of our approach within the context of designer plasmon structures applied to the
photodetector surface.
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Abstract— High propagation losses associated with surface plasmon polariton (SPP) guiding
structures are a major problem in plasmonics. We investigate SPP mode propagation in a radial
Schottky junction channel where the structure simultaneously provides both a gain medium
and a waveguide with high mode confinement. An analytical theory is deduced to describe the
possibility of loss compensation of the SPP field. Furthermore, the dependence of modal gain
with core radius and applied voltage across the Schottky junction is discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Surface plasmon polartions (SPPs) are hybrid transverse magnetic optical waves that are bounded
and propagate along metal-dielectric interfaces and oscillate collectively with free electrons in the
metal [1, 2]. SPPs have proven to be effective in nanoscale as its ability to confine and manipulate
photonic energy through subwavelength structures, overcoming constraints imposed by the fundamental diffraction limit [3]. The fundamental SPP properties have been found applications in fields
such as spectroscopy [4], nanophotonics, circuitry [5], bio-sensing and imaging [6].
SPP waveguides considered to be a major topic in photo-electronics which lead to efficient integration of photonics elements with electronic circuitries. Recent studies scaled down the SPP
waveguides from metal stripes [5, 7] to nanowires [8] and nanoparticle chains, demonstrating more
improved SPP manipulations. However, the inherent losses in metallic elements cause SPP propagation distance limit to few micrometers. The ability of energy gain by interacting SPP with an
active media has been studied in recent research literature for different plasmonic structures incorporating active media such as dye molecules, polymers and semiconductor heterostructures [9–13].
In this work we demonstrate a parametric study on partial compensation of SPP power loss in
the metal by supplying gain through carrier injection to the SPP mode propagate in the waveguide
using a semiconductor active medium in order to improve the mode propagation length. We consider
a cylindrical structure which is formed by a metal core and a finite semiconductor shell as shown
in Fig. 1(a). The cylindrical SPP modes show tight confinement to the interface than the planer
SPP modes [5]. Further, cylindrical structure provides an inherently large surface area to volume
ratios, inducing more interface effects [14] hence junction properties can be used more effectively
for this system.
2. SPP IN A RADIAL SCHOTTKY JUNCTION

Referring to Fig. 1(a), we assume SPP modes in the metal-semiconductor interface propagate alone
z direction. The SPP propagation modes in a cylindrical structure can be solved following a similar
procedure used for a planer structure. The SPP modes can be found by using Maxwell’s equations
in cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z) and applying boundary conditions at the metal-semiconductor
interface [See Fig. 1(a)] [1, 15]. The solution of these equations gives the magnetic field component
of transverse magnetic SPP mode as,
Hφ,m = Am
and
Hφ,s = As

iω²m ²o 0
I0 (rγm ) exp(iβz − iωt),
γ
iω²s ²o 0
K0 (rγs ) exp(iβz − iωt)
γ

p
where β and γm,s = β 2 − k 2 ²m,s ²o are the longitudinal and transverse SPP wave vectors. The
symbols ω, k, ²o , t, Am,s and ²m,s are frequency, wave vector of vacuum, permittivity of vacuum,
time, amplitudes and permittivity of metal or semiconductor, respectively. The notations I0 , K0 ,
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I1 , K1 , I00 , K00 are modified bessel functions of first and second kind with order zero and one and
their derivatives, respectively. The wave vector β is found by solving the dispersion equation given
by,
²s
γs I1 (ro γm ) K0 (ro γs )
+
=0
γm I0 (ro γm ) K1 (ro γs ) ²m
Accordingly we can find electrical field components (Fr and Fz ) of SPP mode using Maxwell’s
equations and propagation length, Lsp = 1/2Im(β) [5].
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Figure 1: (a) The cross section of the radial Schottky junction waveguide with an active region. (b) The
energy band diagram of the Schottky junction along radial direction. The variables are defined in the
Section 2.

The energy band diagram along the plane r with fixed φ and z is shown in Fig. 1(b). A
Schottky barrier, qφB is formed in the Au/n-In0.53 Ga0.47 As interface with a space charge region in
the semiconductor region [16, 17]. Here Ec and Ev are the conduction and valance energy bands.
EF defines the Fermi energy level while EF e is the quasi fermi level of electrons. EI is the intrinsic
energy level which is considered as the zero reference level. Inside the semiconductor the normalized
potential is defined as u = (EF − EI )/KT . Here K, T and q are Boltzmann constant, absolute
temperature and electron charge. Under degenerate conditions the free hole, p and electron, n
distribution in the semiconductor can be found using the the Fermi-Dirac statistics:
µ
¶
2
Ev − EF
p = √ Nv F 1
(1)
2
KT
π
where, Nv and F 1 are the effective density of states of valance band and Fermi-Dirac integral,
2
respectively [16, 18]. When the junction is forward biased with an applied voltage Va , the condition
for a p-type inversion layer is p − n À ND where ND defines the donor density. By applying
Poisson’s equation to radial Schottky junction,
µ
¶
1 d
du
q ρ
r
=−
(2)
r dr
dr
KT ²
Assuming ρ = ρD + q(p − n) where ρD is donor impurity concentration, we can expand the (2) in
to,
#
"
F 1 (wV,I − u) F 1 (u − wC,I )
1 du d2 u
1
ND
2
2
+
−
,
(3)
+ 2 =− 2
r dr
dr
F 1 (wV,I )
F 1 (wI,C )
2LD ni (1 + 2e(u−wD,I ) )
2
2
p
where LD = ²s kT /2q 2 ni and ni are the intrinsic Daybe length and intrinsic carrier density. The
notation w defines the energy difference between point P and Q by wP,Q = (EP − EQ )/q. Then,
ED defines the electron energy level of donors. To estimate the potential distribution along the
space charge region, (3) is solved by integration. Accordingly we obtained the following expression.
Z r
Z u
√
dr
du
p
√
= 2LD
(4)
S
ln(rb /r) − 1
ro
uo
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where,
"
#ub
"
#ub
·
¸
ND
1 (wD,I −u) ub 2 F 23 (wV,I − u)
2 F 32 (u − wC,I )
S=
ln 1 + e
−
+
ni
2
3
F 1 (wV,I )
3
F 1 (wI,C )
u
u

2

u

2

Then (4) is solved integrating from the interface (r = ro ) to the bulk region, where uo and ub define
the potentials in interface and bulk region [19]. Accordingly, the carrier distributions p and n along
r are found.
The material gain spectrum for In0.53 Ga0.47 As for ND = 1 × 1018 cm−3 and p = 5 × 1019 cm−3
is shown in Fig. 2(a) [20]. The material gain can be approximated in terms of minority carrier
density in the inversion region by gm = go [ln(p/po ) + 1], where go and po are constant parameters
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Figure 2: (a) The material gain spectrum of In0.53 Ga0.47 As for ND = 1 × 1018 cm−3 and p = 5 × 1019 cm−3 .
(b) The material gain variation with minority carrier density, p for different ND value. Assumed hω = 1.3 eV
and energy gap of In0.53 Ga0.47 As is 0.75 eV.
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[See Fig. 2(b)]. Under the high forward biased conditions the minority carriers are injected to the
interface leading an carrier inversion near the Schottky junction which is found using (1). Hence
material gain distribution near the interface can be analysed. The Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate
p and gm distributions near the junction. These variations are compared for different core radii
and planer structure with same dimensions [Shown in the inset of Fig. 3(a)]. As the core radius
increases, the inversion region width increases towards that of the plane structure. Finally the
modal gain gM experienced by SPP field in this coaxial junction can be calculated by [10, 12],
√ Rr
ko ²s rob gm (r)|Hφ (r)|2 dr
Rr
gM =
.
(5)
Re(β) 0 b |Hφ (r)|2 dr
The variation of gM and Im(β) with core radius ro are shown in Fig. 3(c). Smaller ro shows higher
β values and accordingly higher γm,s values. Hence the radial SPP modes are tightly confined to
the interface compared to planer structures, but creating higher losses limiting propagation length.
Therefore, compensating losses is required. The modal gain, gM improves with ro as β decreases
and inversion width increases accordingly. Then, the propagation length, Lsp can be estimated
including modal gain contribution. gM and Lsp /λsp variation with Va is shown in Fig. 3(d) where
λsp = 2π/Re(β). At V a = 0.8 V, Lsp /λsp for Schottky junction has improved nearly by 50% for
the gain assisted case. Compared to the planer Schottky junction, the radial Schottky junction
has much smaller space charge width and SPP mode penetration depths to each media. Therefore
waveguide can be miniaturized further avoiding bulk structures while providing gain to compensate
losses.
3. CONCLUSION

The radial Schottky junction with an ohmic coating in the surface can be used to obtain an improved
SPP propagation length under forward biased conditions. A Schottky junction with a high barrier
height could form an inversion layer in its space charge region under the forward biased condition.
Here carrier injection takes place in the radial direction hence creating much smaller space charge
region. This leads to a population inversion in the junction, yielding a stimulation emission process.
Hence, gain can be provided to the SPP field to partially compensate propagation losses.
In this work we derived analytical expressions for the carrier behavior in the radial Schottky
junction and demonstrated the effect of core radius and externally applied voltage on inversion
region and associated material gain distribution in the active region. Further, we defined the modal
gain coefficient for TM-SPP mode propagates along the cylindrical structure which is formed using
Au core and n-In0.53 Ga0.47 As shell. Then we analysed the power loss coefficient and estimate the
net modal gain experienced by SPPs. Accordingly, we showed a considerable improvement in mode
propagation length. This method leads to well confined and miniaturized long range SPP channels
having more simple and efficient gain provision by electrical injection. This analysis gives vital
information for design and utilization of radial Schottky junction as active waveguides for routing
SPPs in integrated circuitry.
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Abstract— In this paper, an open slot antenna fed by a U shaped monople is introduced. The
slot antenna radiates in the range from 1.6 to 3.44 GHz and from 3.8 to 5.7 GHz. The slot is
formed by an open ring of quarter wavelength at 900 MHz. Thus, the ring acts as a monopole at
900 MHz in addition to a wideband slot radiator in the high frequency range. In order to serve
the LTE700 MHz band, another ringe monopole is added to the antenna. The proposed antenna
has a −10 dB bandwidth which extends from 674 to 750 MHz, from 872 to 976 MHz, from 1.6 to
3.44 GHz, and from 3.8 to 5.7 GHz. The antenna size is 23 × 31 × 1.5 mm3 . A prototype of the
antenna was fabricated using FR4 substrate (εr = 4.5) with 1.5 mm thickness and loss tangent
of 0.025. This paper proposes a new mobile handset antenna structure with low SAR values
with compact size that cover most of the mobile operating bands and other wireless applications.
The covered bands are the GSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900, UMTS2100, and most of the LTE
bands including the LTE700 band. Furthermore, it covers the ISM, WIMAX and the WLAN
bands. The SAR calculations are done using the CST 2012 commercial package and the voxel
head modal. The SAR values are calculated at different operating bands, different distances,
and different orientations. The effect of the human body on the performance of the antenna is
tested by calculating the radiation pattern in the presence of the body. The simulation results
are compared to the experimental measurements and a good agreement is observed.
1. INTRODUCTION

The current development demand of mobile devices is to be smaller, slimmer, lighter, and to have
low specific absorption rate (SAR). Also, the future development of the personal communication
devices will aim to provide image, voice and data communication at any time. This indicates that
mobile devices are required to support different technologies and operate in different frequency
bands. The LTE (Long Term Evolution) is a new high-performance air interface standard for
cellular mobile communication systems. It is the 4th generation (4G) of radio technologies to
increase the capacity and speed of mobile telephone networks [1–6].
In order to include LTE700, Bhatti et al. [2] proposed a new compact dual band antenna that
consists of two meander-line monopoles that covers the LTE700 (at −10 dB) with dimensions of
50 × 87 × 1 mm3 . Other antennas were designed to include LTE700/LTE2300/LTE2500, e.g.,
Young et al. [3] introduced an octa band antenna with more compact size of 46 × 7 × 11 mm3 . The
antenna operating bands are; the LTE700, GSM 850, GSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900, WCDMA2100,
LTE2300, and the LTE2500 bands at (−6 dB). Although the antenna proposed by Young et al. [3]
has a compact size and covers octa bands of the operating frequencies, still many bands need to be
covered. In addition, it consists of multilayers that complicate the fabrication process. Wong and
chen [4] recently proposed a small-size printed loop antenna integrated with two stacked coupled-fed
shorted strip monopoles for multiband operation in a mobile phone that covers LTE700, LTE2300,
LTE2500, GSM850, GSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900, and UMTS bands (at −6 dB) with size reduction
compared to [3]. Guo et al. [5] introduced a new compact multiband antenna that covers new bands
than [3, 4], GSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900, UMTS2100, and some LTE bands (FDD-LTE band 1–6,
8–10 and TDD-LTE band 19, 20, 33–37) [6] with dimensions of 50 × 15 × 4 mm3 .
In this paper, a novel internal antenna consisting of a monopole with two branch lines to cover
multibands including the LTE bands is introduced. The proposed antenna has −10 dB bandwidth
which extends from 674 to 750 MHz, from 872 to 976 MHz, from 1.6 to 3.44 GHz, and from 3.8 to
5.7 GHz, which means that it supports the following operating bands; GSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900,
UMTS2100, ISM2450, most LTE bands (FDD-LTE band 1–4, 7–12, 15–17, 23–25 and TDD-LTE
band 33–41), WiMAX (2.3–2.4 GHz, 2.5–2.69 GHz, 5.1–5.7 GHz), and WLAN (2.4–2.5 GHz, 4.8–
5 GHz, and 4.825–5.515 GHz), with a size of 23 × 31 × 1.5 mm3 . The GSM850, some LTE bands
(FDD-LTE band 5, 6, 13, 14, 28–22 and TDD-LTE 42–43) and WiMAX (3.3–3.8 GHz, and 3.4–
3.6 GHz) are covered at −6 dB impedance bandwidth.
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2. ANTENNA DESIGN

The proposed antenna is a planar microstrip antenna with compact dimensions of (23 × 31 ×
1.5) mm3 . The antenna can be easily integrated in small and sleek mobile device. Fig. 1 shows
the geometry of the proposed antenna. All the labeled dimensions are tabulated in Table 1. A
prototype of the antenna was fabricated over FR4 substrate (²r = 4.5) with 1.5 mm thickness and
loss tangent of 0.025 as shown in Fig. 2. The proposed antenna is composed of a planar U-shaped
monopole and two branch lines. The first branch line acts as a monopole radiator at the 900 MHz
and at the same time acts as a cavity resonator fed by the U-shaped monopole that radiates in the
upper frequency bands. The two branch lines increase the path over which the surface current flows
and that eventually results in lowering the resonant frequency. The electrical length of the first line
is optimized to resonate at 900 MHz (872–976 MHz). The optimized length of the first line is 62 mm
and the electrical length of the second line is optimize to resonate at 700 MHz (674–750 MHz) with
length 82 mm. The antenna parameters are tabulated in Table 1.

Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed antenna.

Figure 2: Photo of the fabricated antenna.

Table 1: Parameters of the proposed antenna (all dimensions in mm).
Parameter
L1
L2
L3
L4

Value
3
15
25
16

Parameter
L5
L6
L7
Lg

Value
18
24
7
4

Parameter
W1
W2
W3
W4

Value
9
6
6
12

Parameter
W5
W6
Ws
Wf

Value
17
23
25
3

3. SIMULATION AND MEASURED RESULTS

The proposed antenna is simulated using the CST Microwave Studio 2011. Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the simulated and the measured results of the return loss. The simulated and the
experimental results ensure that the antenna covers all the aforementioned mobile and wireless applications bands. Taking the −10 dB return loss reference, the antenna operates in the four bands
(674–750 MHz), (872–976 MHz), (1.6–3.44 GHz), and (3.8–5.7 GHz). The first and the second resonant frequency are controlled by adjusting the total length of the second and first lines and the
third and fourth resonant are controlled by adjusting the dimensions of monopole radiators and
branch lines. The gain of the proposed antenna 1.2 dBi, 2.3 dBi, 2 dBi and 1.8 dBi at the following frequancies 0.7 GHz, 0.9 GHz, 1.8 GHz, and 2.1 GHz, respectivity. Fig. 4 shows the radiation
pattern of the proposed antenna at the first resonant frequency (0.7 GHz).
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Figure 3: Simulated and measured return loss of the
proposed antenna.

Figure 4: Simulated radiation pattern at 0.7 GHz.

4. SAR CALCULATION

As the use of the mobile phone is increased, the research on the health risk due to the electromagnetic (EM) fields generated from wireless terminals is widely in progress. Many factors may
affect the EM interaction while using cellular handset in close proximity to head and hand. One of
the most widely used parameters for the evaluation of exposure is SAR, specific absorption rate.
Therefore, some regulations and standards have been issued to limit the radiation exposure from the
mobile handsets not only to decrease the SAR but also to increase the antenna systems efficiency.
The SAR limit specified in IEEE C95.1: 2005 has been updated to 2 W/kg over any 10-g of
tissue [7], which is comparable to the limit specified in the International Commission on NonIonizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) guidelines [8]. The output power of the cellular phone
model need to be set before SAR is simulated. In this paper, the output power of the cellular
phone is set to 500 mW at the operating frequencies of 0.7, 0.9, 1.8, and 2.1 GHz. Fig. 5 shows the
antenna structure in the vicinity of the human head model (Hugo Voxel model) [9]. The SAR values
are calculated according to the 10 gram standard of the human tissue mass. The SAR calculations
are done using the CST 2012 commercial package with Hugo model CST Microwave Studio [10];
the tissues that are contained have relative permittivities and conductivities, according to [11]. The
tissues frequency dispersive properties are taken into consideration. As expected, the SAR values
depend on the operating frequency, the antenna types and the distance between the antenna and
the human body. Table 2 shows the averaged 10 g SAR at the aforementioned operating frequencies
when the antenna is in close proximity to the body.
It is noticed that the antenna fulfills the IEEE C95.1: 2005 and the ICNIRP standards. Due
to the results scalability when the power level changes, the SAR values could be controlled by
adjusting the separation between the antenna and the head.

Figure 5: Antenna structure with the human head model (Hugo voxel model).
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Table 2: SAR values and the effects of human model on antenna proporties.
F (GHz)

SAR (W/kg)
(10 g)

0.7
0.9
1.8
2.1

1.07
0.93
0.806
1.6

In free space
Radiation
S11 (dB)
efficiency (%)
−23.11
65
−14.7
82
−13.5
77.2
−12.5
82.6

With human model
Radiation
S11 (dB)
efficiency (%)
−18.93
54.5
−12.54
69.6
−12.6
63
−17.4
71.3

5. CONCLUSION

A new compact planar antenna design that supports most of the operating mobile services, ISM
applications, and wireless communication services is introduced. The SAR values of the antenna
satisfy the standard safety guidelines. The antenna has more compact size when compared to other
published antennas. The antenna was simulated using the CST simulator and fabricated using
the photolithographic technique. Very good agreement is obtained between the simulated and the
experimental results.
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Abstract— In this paper, a gold plating carbon nanotube (CNT) antenna which is integrated
with voltage control oscillator (VCO) is proposed. The VCO is fabricated in 65nm CMOS
technology and operated from 50.6 to 51.1 GHz with phase noise of −88 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset
and power consumption of 3 mW. The measurement results of the antenna indicate that the
radiation power is −49.9 dBm for 50.7 GHz. The radiation power of the VCO with the CNT
antenna is 10 dB larger than the radiation power of the VCO without the CNT antenna.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, high-speed wireless applications have become popular, including cloud services, video
streaming, and data communications. In order to meet the high data rate requirements, millimeterwave applications which have wide bandwidth for wireless transmission are the trend to serve the
needs. The antenna is the first component in the transceiver and combining the antenna and CMOS
chip concurrently in millimeter-wave integrated circuits is difficult [1, 2]. Moreover, substrate loss
of an on-chip antenna causes low radiation efficiency at such high frequencies.
Nano materials are proposed to be antennas such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and silver
nanowires [3–5] for consumer electronics products. Besides, the housing effect on the CNT antenna
performance is less affected than the copper antenna [6]. However, the large intrinsic resistance
and kinetic inductance of CNTs may degrade the antenna efficiency. Bundled CNTs can reduce
intrinsic resistance and kinetic inductance [7, 8]. A monopole antenna may be achieved with a
single bundled CNT. In addition, gold plating on CNTs can improve the conductivity of CNTs
which reduces the ohmic loss and increases the radiation efficiency of CNT antennas [9]. In this
letter, a gold plating of the bundled carbon nano tube antenna which is integrated with a voltage
control oscillator (VCO) is proposed for millimeter-wave applications. The experimental design
is illustrated in Section 2. The measurement results and discussion are presented in Section 3.
Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the gold plating CNT antenna integrated with voltage
control oscillator. In order to obtain the antenna properties of the bundled CNT, the measuring
equipment includes a V-band horn antenna and spectrum analyzer are used. The detail implementation is described as follows.

VCO
Spectrum
analyzer

Figure 1: Experimental setup of gold plating carbon nanotube antenna integrated with voltage control
oscillator.

Figure 2 shows the scanning electron microscope image of CNT. The length and width of the
bundled carbon nano tube are equal to 520 µm and 54 µm, respectively. The characteristics of the
CNT can be obtained from [9, 10] and expressed as:
RS =

ECNT + jωLk
N

(1)
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Figure 2: Scanning electron microscope image of CNT.

where N represents the number of CNTs in unit width. The surface resistivity (RS ) of a bundled
CNT is proportional to the resistance RCNT and kinetic inductance Lk of a CNT and is inversely
proportional to number density of CNTs.
Figure 3 shows the VCO structure adopted in this letter. The complementary oscillator is consisted of both nMOS and pMOS cross-coupled pairs in parallel to generate the negative transconductance. With the same bias current flowing through both nMOS and pMOS devices, the negative
transconductance can be twice as larger for the same power consumption. The oscillation frequency
of the VCO is simply defined as:
fosc =

1
√
2π LC

(2)

where L and C are the inductance and capacitance in the resonant tank, respectively. According
to (2), by varying the value of the inductance or capacitance, the oscillation frequency is able to be
changed. However, it is more often that the frequency tuning is achieved by varying the capacitance
through varactors, whose capacitance is voltage-dependent. In this work, two accumulation-mode
MOS are used as the varactors because varactors in this structure operate in the depletion and
accumulation regions only and have larger Cmax to Cmin ratio than other structures to enhance
the tuning range of the oscillator.
The integration of the antenna and VCO is performed by silver paste. Silver paste is moistened
by a single point DC probe with a 1 µm needle and stuck on the VCO signal out pad which is a 100
pitch GSG pattern. Then a bundled CNT with gold plating is caught by the DC probe. Finally,
the gold plating CNT antenna integrated with VCO can be show in Figure 4. This integration not
only saves a V-band signal generator but also demonstrates an on-chip antenna implementation.
Owing to gold plating, the antenna and radiation efficiency can be improved.
3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The design of the V-band complementary VCO is fabricated in 65nm CMOS technology with
transistors, varactors, and inductors. Measurements show a 51 GHz VCO operating from 1 V

Out +

Out -

VT

VG
420 µm × 420 µm

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Voltage control oscillator. (a) Schematic. (b) Die photo.
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Figure 4: Gold plating CNT antenna integrated with VCO.

with phase noise of −88 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset and power consumption of 3 mW, which delivers
−15 dBm of differential output power. The figure of merit is −177.4 dBc/Hz for the implemented
VCO. Figure 5 shows the phase noise and tuning curve of the VCO.
The measurement results of the antenna indicate that the radiation power is −49.9 dBm for
50.7 GHz. The radiation power is about 10 dB larger than the radiation power of the VCO without
the CNT antenna as shown in Figure 6. The experimental results show that the CNT is suitable to
be an antenna and may be considered as a useful component in future millimeter-wave applications.
51.5
51.4
Frequency (GHz)

51.3
51.2
51.1
51
50.9
50.8
50.7
50.6
50.5

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
V tune (V)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: VCO measurement results. (a) Phase noise. (b) Tuning curve.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Measured performance. (a) Without CNT antenna. (b) With CNT antenna.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Fro the 60 GHz WLAN application, the length of CNTs must be longer to achieve a quarter wave
antenna and oscillation frequency of the VCO need increasing 10 GHz to meet the feature. Using
bundled structure of CNTs can reduce the surface resistance and the gold plating process also
enhances the radiation efficiency of the antenna. The dimensions of CNTs are suitable to be an
antenna and can be considered as a useful component in future millimeter-wave applications.
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose coils made by copper clad aluminum (CCA) in wireless
power transfer (WPT) systems, which show lower AC resistance than Cu ones in a certain range
of frequencies. Resistance of CCA or Cu coil is formulated by analysis of the skin effect, proximity
effect and a shape factor of the coil which describes intensity of magnetic fields created by applied
current in the coil itself. Boundary frequencies of the range where CCA coils are superior to Cu
ones and corresponding resistances are quantitatively analyzed. The condition where CCA coils
show lower resistance compared to Cu ones is clarified as configuration of coils and operation
frequency.
1. INTRODUCTION

In a wireless power transfer system using inductive coupling through magnetic fields, power transfer
efficiency is significantly influenced by the quality factor Q = ωL/Rac of its coil, where ω, L and
Rac are the angular frequency, inductance and AC resistance, respectively [1]. In order to obtain a
higher Q, higher frequency and lower Rac are desirable, but Rac increases quickly with frequency
due to the skin effect as well as the proximity effect which comes from the eddy current induced
by current flowing in neighbor wires.
We have proposed copper clad aluminum (CCA) wires which are aluminum (Al) wires coated
with thin Cu layer via metallic bond, as shown in Fig. 1 [2]. The CCA coils are not only costeffective, light-weight and solderable as Cu, but also show lower Rac than Cu under certain circumstance. In the study, both the skin and proximity effects for a round metallic wire with multiple
layers are theoretically analyzed and the AC resistance is formulated as a summation of an AC
resistance caused by the skin effect and a product of a loss caused by the proximity effect and a
shape factor of the coil.

Figure 1: Copper clad aluminum wire.

Figure 2: Analysis model of CCA wire.

In this paper, the shape factor of a coil, which was obtained by curve-fitting from measurement,
is numerically formulated. Frequencies f1 and f2 between which CCA coils have lower Rac than
Cu ones and corresponding resistance R1 and R2 are quantitatively analyzed. It is demonstrated
that our theoretical analysis agrees with measurement very well.
2. FORMULATION OF AC RESISTANCE OF CCA COILS

A CCA wire is modeled as a round wire uniformly distributed along z-direction with two-layers
where the i-th layer has a radius of ri , conductivity of σi and relative permeability of µi , as shown
in Fig. 2. Assuming a time factor of ejωt , the z-component of electric field Ez at the i-th layer
induced by a current in z-direction satisfies the following equation:
1 ∂Ez
∂ 2 Ez
+
− jωµi µ0 σi Ez = 0
2
∂r
r ∂r

(1)
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which has a solution of
½
A1 J0 (k1 r)
(r ≤ r1 )
Ez =
A2 J0 (k2 r) + B2 Y0 (k2 r) (r1 < r ≤ r2 )

(2)

where Ai and Bi are constants, Jν and Yν are the Bessel and Neumann functions of the ν-th order,
respectively, and ki2 = −jωµi µ0 σi . The energy consumption in the wire is equal to the power flow
entering the wire from surface and is expressed by surface integration of Poynting vector on the
wire. Therefore, when AC current flows in the wire, resistance caused by the skin effect per unit
length is given by
·
¸
jωµ2 µ0 A2 J0 (ξ) + B2 Y0 (ξ)
Rs = R
·
(3)
2πξ
A2 J00 (ξ) + B2 Y00 (ξ)
where ξ = k2 r2 and R denotes real part.
Assume that an AC magnetic field with intensity of H0 is applied to the wire along x-direction
as shown in Fig. 2, the z-component of magnetic potential Az satisfies the following equation:
1 ∂Az
∂ 2 Az
1 ∂ 2 Az
+
+ ki2 Az = 0
+
∂r2
r ∂r
r2 ∂θ2

(4)


(r ≤ r1 )
C1 J1 (k1 r)
Az = sin θ × C2 J1 (k2 r) + D2 Y1 (k2 r) (r1 < r ≤ r2 )

C3 r + D3 r−1
(r2 < r)

(5)

which has a solution of

where Ci and Di are constants. Then the loss due to eddy current in the wire per unit length is
calculated by the power flow passing through the surface of the wire and is given by
Pp = −

2π |ξ|2 |H0 |2 ξXY ∗
·
σ2
|Z|2

(6)

where
X = C2 J1 (ξ) + D2 Y1 (ξ)
Y = C2 J10 (ξ) + D2 Y10 (ξ)
Z = (µ2 − 1)X + ξ [C2 J0 (ξ) + D2 Y0 (ξ)]
Noting that magnetic field is generated by current flowing in the wire for a coil, then the magnetic
field is proportional to the magnitude of the current, i.e.,
|H0 | = α|I|

(7)

Since eddy current loss is expressed as a product of the AC resistance due to the proximity effect
and a square of the applied current, AC resistance of coils wound by litz wire with N wires and
length of l is expressed by
¡
¢
l
Rac = Rs + α2 Dp ×
(8)
N
where Dp is associated with the loss caused by the proximity effect per unit length and is given by
µ
¶
4π |ξ|2
XY ∗
Dp = −
·R ξ
.
σ2
|Z|2

(9)

Assume that a coil wound with T turns is N × T concentric circle wires as shown in Fig. 3, the
intensity of applied magnetic field to the i-th wire Hi is obtained as a summation of magnetic fields
from circular current flowing in all other wires in the case of air core coils, and can be expressed
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Figure 3: Analysis model of coil.

Figure 4: Picture of measured coil.

by [3]
¯
¯2 ¯
¯2
¯N ×T
¯
¯N ×T
¯
X
X
¯
¯
¯
¯
2
¯
¯
¯
Hi = ¯
Hrij ¯ + ¯
Hzij ¯¯
¯ j6=i
¯
¯ j6=i
¯

(10)

"
#
ri2 + rj2 + (zi − zj )2
zi − zj
ij
p
Hrij =
· E(kc )
−K(kc ) +
2π rj (ri + rj )2 + (zi − zj )2
(ri − rj )2 + (zi − zj )2
"
#
ri2 − rj2 + (zi − zj )2
ij
1
p
Hzij =
K(kc ) −
· E(kc )
2π (ri + rj )2 + (zi − zj )2
(ri − rj )2 + (zi − zj )2
s
4ri rj
kc =
2
(ri + rj ) + (zi − zj )2

(11)
(12)
(13)

where ij is the current flowing in the j-th wire, K and E are complete elliptic integrals of the first
and second kinds, respectively. Then α is calculated by
sP
N ×T
2πri Hi2
(14)
α=
Pi=1
N ×T
2
i=1 2πri ii
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

For a coil shown in Fig. 4, where cables are stranded with 14 wires of Φ0.40 mm for 8 layers of 10
turns on a bobbin of Φ20 mm, Fig. 5 shows the measured and calculated Rac of the coil wound
by Cu or CCA wire which consists of 5% Cu and 95% Al in area ratio. In the measurement,
Rac increases with frequency and Rac of CCA coil is lower than Cu one from 15 to 450 kHz. In
the calculation, the shape factor α is obtained as 13.6 mm−1 by Eq. (14). This value makes the
calculation agree with the measurement very well.

Figure 5: Measured and calculated Rac for 14 ×
Φ0.40 mm coils.

Figure 6: Calculated Rac for different coils.
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Figure 6 shows the calculated Rac of coils which are wound by wires with the same sectional
area and configuration but different number and thickness of wires. Rac for CCA or Cu coils
wound by a litz wire with 56 wires of Φ0.20 mm and one with 6 wires of Φ0.61 mm are added
to the calculated result in Fig. 5. Although f1 and f2 shift to higher frequency as the wires get
thinner, the corresponding R1 and R2 are independent on the thickness of wires. This phenomenon
is explained as follows.
p
At a low frequency at which wire radius is smaller enough than the skin depth δ = 2/ωσµ,
Rs and Dp are approximated by [4]:
1
,
− r12 ) + πσ1 r12
¢
¤
π (ωµ0 )2 £ ¡ 4
Dp '
σ2 r2 − r14 + πσ1 r14 .
4
Rs '

πσ2 (r22

(15)
(16)

Then, f1 and R1 are easily obtained to
1 p
fCu fCCA
παr1
r2
R1 = RCu + 22 RCCA
r1
f1 =

(17)
(18)

where RCCA and RCu are DC resistances of CCA and Cu coil, fCu is defined as a frequency at
which the radius of wire is equal to the skin depth of Cu, and fCCA a frequency at which the radius
of wire is equal to the skin depth of an uniform material with the same DC resistance of CCA wire.
They are expressed by
r
1 1
fCu =
,
(19)
πµ0 σ2 r2
s
1
r22
£
¤ .
fCCA =
(20)
2
2
2
πµ0 σ2 (r2 − r1 ) + σ1 r1 r2
Equation (18) leads to an interesting result that R1 depends on DC resistance of these coils and
sectional area ratio of Al in CCA. Furthermore, R1 approaches to the summation of DC resistances
of wires as the outer layer gets thinner. In the measurement in Fig. 5, RCCA , RCu and R1 are 120, 71
and 197 mΩ, respectively. According to Eq. (18), R1 is 197 mΩ and coincides with the measurement.
Frequency f1 obtained by Eq. (17) is 16.8 kHz which differs a little with the measurement of 15 kHz
as shown in Fig. 5.
Since the proximity effect is prominent in Rac at high frequency, f2 is obtained as the frequency
at which Dp ’s of CCA and Cu show a same value.
4. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an analytical expression of AC resistance of CCA coil by developing an analysis
formulation for the skin effect, proximity effect and a shape factor of a coil. The theoretical and
experimental results agreed well with each other and both demonstrated the superiority of CCA
coil over Cu one regarding on AC resistance in a certain condition. In real applications, it should
be easily confirmed whether it is effective or not to make replacement of Cu by CCA for not only
saving weight but also decreasing energy loss, by using estimated f1 and f2 . It will take advantage
of these features by applying this phenomenon to WPT systems to save total energy consumption,
especially in power charging for electrical vehicles.
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Wireless Power Transmission by Enlarging the Near Field
Konstantin Meyl
Faculty of Computer and Electrical Engineering, Furtwangen University, Germany

Abstract— Continuing the contribution about “wireless power transmission by scalar waves”,
presented in Moscow 2012, this paper goes deeper, explaining the different types and properties of
waves described by the wave equation. Starting with the wave description of Maxwell an extended
version of the Laplace equation is derived, expanding the standard derivations of the near field,
showing how to influence the zone, where the longitudinal wave parts occur. We come to the
conclusion that the near field zone is enlarging, if the longitudinal parts of a wave or the antenna
voltage are accelerated. This relationship is essential for the wireless transmission of energy. In
addition this exciting new result could be tested experimentally. The simple experiment will be
demonstrated at PIERS 2013 in Stockholm. Only by changing the antenna design, it will be
shown how both, the speed of propagation and the near field are enlarging proportional to each
other. In all practical applications [1], as discussed in PIERS Proceedings 2012, the extended
near field is the key of success.
1. INTRODUCTION

As a starting-point and as approach serve the wave equation derived from the field equations
according to Maxwell. On one hand is a transverse electro-magnetic wave [2]:
2
2
−curl
curl
E/dt2 + (1/τ ) · d E/dt
|
{z E · c} = d
| {z } | 1 {z
}
transverse −
wave + vortex damping

(1)

On the other hand, there is a damping term in the equation which is responsible for the losses
of an antenna. It indicates the wave component, which is converted into standing waves, can also
be called field vortices, which produce vortex losses for their part with the time constant τ1 in the
form of heat. But where are the longitudinal wave components proven at close range of an antenna
and still used with transponders technically? Are they involved with the vortex damping? A new
approach is needed.
2. DERIVATION FROM TEXT BOOK PHYSICS

The time derivation of the electric field vector E(r(t)) is, according to the rule:
dE(r(t))
∂E(r = r(t)) dr(t)
=
·
= (v grad)E,
dt
∂r
dt

(2)

if v = dr/dt is a non-accelerated relative motion in the x-direction.
Thus the vortex damping factor is now:
(1/τ1 ) · dE/dt = (v grad)(E/τ1 )

(3)

The current density j is a space charge density ρel consisting of negative charge carriers, which
moves with the velocity v for instance through a conductor (in the x-direction).
The notation in mathematics says:
j = −v · ρel = −v · divD

(4)

j = σ · E = D/τ1

(5)

D=ε·E

(6)

By means of Ohm’s law

and the relation of material
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the current density j also can be written down as dielectric displacement current with the characteristic relaxation time constant for the eddy currents
τ1 = ε/σ

(7)

E/τ1 == −v div E

(8)

and:

Using the introduced relations involved with a in x-direction propagating wave (v = (vx , vy =
0, vz = 0)) Eq. (3) can be transformed directly into:
(1/τ1 ) · d E/dt = −||v||2 · grad div E.

(9)

The divergence of a field vector (divE) mathematically is seen a scalar, for which reason this
term as part of the wave equation founds so-called “scalar waves” and that means that potential
vortices, as far as they exist, will appear as a scalar wave. To that extent the derivation prescribes
the interpretation [2].
3. UNIVERSAL WAVE EQUATION

||v||2 grad div E − c2 curl curl E = d2 E/dt2
¯
¯
¯
¯
longitudinal
transverse
wave
¯
¯
with v = arbitrary ¯ with c = const. ¯
velocity of
¯ (em. wave) ¯
(scalar wave)
propagation

(10)

This wave equation can be divided into longitudinal and transverse wave parts, which can
propagate with different velocity.
Physically seen the vortices have particle nature as a consequence of their structure forming
property. With that they carry momentum, which puts them in a position to form a longitudinal
shock wave similar to a sound wave. If the propagation of the light one time takes place as a wave
and another time as a particle, then this simply and solely is a consequence of the wave equation.
Light quanta should be interpreted as evidence for the existence of scalar waves. Here however
also occurs the restriction that light always propagates with the speed of light. It concerns the
special case v = c. With that the derived wave Equation (10) changes into the inhomogeneous
Laplace equation:
¡
¢
∆E = grad div E − curl curl E = 1/c2 · d2 E/dt2
(11)
The electromagnetic wave in general is propagating with c. As a transverse wave the field vectors
are standing perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The velocity of propagation therefore
is decoupled and constant.
Completely different is the case for the longitudinal wave. Here the propagation takes place in
the direction of an oscillating field pointer, so that the phase velocity permanently is changing and
merely an average group velocity can be given for the propagation. There exists no restriction for v
and v = c only describes a special case. It will be helpful to draw, for the results in a mathematical
way, a graphical model. High-frequency technology is distinguished between the near-field and the
far-field. Both have fundamentally other properties.
4. THE FAR FIELD (ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE ACC. TO HERTZ)

Heinrich Hertz did experiments in the short wave range at wavelengths of meters. From today’s
viewpoint his work would rather be assigned the far-field. As a professor in Karlsruhe he had shown
that the electromagnetic wave propagates like a light wave and can be refracted and reflected in
the same way [3].
It is a transverse wave for which the field pointers of the electric and the magnetic field oscillate
perpendicular to each other and both again perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Besides
the propagation with the speed of light, it also is characteristic that there occurs no phase shift
between E-field and H-field.
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5. THE NEAR FIELD (SCALAR WAVE ACC. TO TESLA)

In the proximity it looks completely different. The proximity concerns distances to the transmitter
of less than the wavelength divided by 2π. Nikola Tesla has broadcasted in the range of long
waves, around 100 Kilohertz, in which case the wavelength already is several kilometers. For the
experiments concerning the resonance of the earth he has operated his transmitter in Colorado
Springs at frequencies down to 6 Hertz. Doing so, the whole earth moves into the proximity of his
transmitter [4]. We probably have to proceed from assumption that the Tesla radiation primarily
concerns the proximity, which also is called the radiant range of the transmitting antenna.
For the approach of vertical and closed-loop field structures derivations for the near-field are
known [5]. The calculation provides the result that in the proximity of the emitting antenna a
phase shift exists between the pointers of the E- and the H-field. The antenna current and the
H-field coupled with it lag the E-field of the oscillating dipole charges for 90◦
The phase shift hints at why an energy transfer is only possible in the near-field, not in the
far-field relying on electromagnetic waves. For this purpose the energy density of the wave-field is
calculated by:
¡
¢
w = ε · E 2 + µ · H 2 /2 or by the Poynting Vektor : S = E × H
(12)
for the case that for example the electrical field strength E turns zero. In case of the electromagnetic wave (Fig. 1), at this point, the magnetic field strength also turns zero, with a 90◦ phase
shift however (Fig. 2), it then becomes maximal.
Heinrich Hertz: electromagnetic wave (transverse)

Figure 1: The planar electromagnetic wave in the far zone.

E-field

H-field

E-field

H-field

Figure 2: The fields of the oscillating dipole antenna.
6. THE NEAR FIELD AS A VORTEX FIELD

In the text books one finds the detachment of a wave from the dipole accordingly explained. If we
regard the structure of the outgoing fields, then we see field vortices, which run around one point,
which we can call the vortex center. We continue to recognize in the picture how the generated
field structures establish a shock wave as one vortex knocks against the next.
Thus a Hertzian dipole doesn’t emit Hertzian waves! An antenna as near-field without exception
emits vortices, which only at the transition to the far-field unwind to create electromagnetic waves.
At the receiver the conditions are reversed. Here the wave is rolling up to a vortex, which usually
is called and conceived as a standing wave. Only this field vortex causes an antenna current in
the rod which the receiver afterwards amplifies and utilizes. The function mode of sending and
receiving antennas with the puzzling near field characteristics explain themselves directly from the
wave Equation (10).
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7. THE VORTEX MODEL OF SCALAR WAVES

What would a useful vortex-model for the rolling up of waves to vortices look like? We proceed
from an electromagnetic wave, which does not propagate after the retractor procedure any longer
straight-lined, but turns instead with the speed of light in circular motion. Furthermore, it is
transverse, because the field pointers of the E-field and the H-field oscillate perpendicular to c. By
means of the orbit the speed of light c now has become the vortex velocity.
Wave and vortex turn out to be two possible and stable field configurations. For the transition
from one into the other no energy is used; it only is a question of structure. It is the circumstance
that the vortex direction of the ring-like vortex is determined and the field pointers are standing
perpendicular to it, as well as perpendicular to each other. This results in two theoretical formation
forms for the scalar wave.
In the first case (Fig. 4) the vector of the H-field points into the direction of the vortex centre
and that of the E-field axially to the outside. The vortex however will propagate in this direction in
space and appear as a scalar wave, so that the propagation of the wave takes place in the direction
of the electric field. It may be called an electric wave.

Figure 3: The coming off of the electric field lines from a dipole.

Nikola Tesla: electric scalar wave (longitudinal):

Figure 4: Magnetic ring-vortices form an electric wave.
8. MAGNETIC SCALAR WAVES (ACC. TO MEYL)

In the second case, the field vectors exchange their place. The characteristic of the magnetic wave
is that the direction of propagation coincides with the oscillating magnetic field pointer (Fig. 5),
while the electric field pointer rolls up.
new (Meyl): magnetic scalar wave (longitudinal):

Figure 5: Electric ring-vortices form an magnetic wave.

The vortex picture of the rolled up wave already fits very well, because the propagation of
a wave in the direction of its field pointer characterizes a longitudinal wave. Also, because all
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measurement results are perfectly covered by the vortex model. In the text book of Zinke and
Brunswig (German text book about HF-Technology) as one example the near field is computed as
exactly this vortex-structure is postulated! [5].
9. THE ANTENNA NOISE

It is well known that longitudinal waves have no firm propagation speed. Since they run toward an
oscillating field pointer, also that the speed vector v will oscillate. At so called relativistic speeds
within the range of the speed of light the field vortices underlie the Lorentz contraction. This
means, the faster the oscillating vortex is on its way, the smaller it becomes. The vortex constantly
changes its diameter as an impulse-carrying mediator of a scalar wave.
Since it is to concern that vortices are rolled up waves, the vortex speed will still be c, with which
the wave runs now around the vortex center in circular motion. Hence it follows that with smaller
becoming diameter the wave-length of the vortex likewise decreases, while the natural frequency of
the vortex increases accordingly.
If the vortex oscillates in the next instant back, the frequency decreases again. The vortex works
as a frequency converter ! The mixture of high frequency signals developed in this way distributed
over a broad frequency band is called noise.
Antenna losses concern the portion of radiated field vortices, which did not unroll themselves as
waves, which are measured with the help of wide-band receivers as antenna noise and in the case
of the vortex decay are responsible for heat development.
In the expressions of the field Equation (1) it concerns wave damping. The wave Equation (10)
explains besides, why a Hertz signal is to be only received if it exceeds the scalar noise vortices in
amplitude.
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Numerical Study on the Radiative Transmission Efficiency of
Dipolar Sources
C. L. Moorey, W. Holderbaum, and B. A. Potter
University of Reading, UK

Abstract— A numerical solution for the Radiation Transmission Efficiency (RTE) of electric
and magnetic dipoles is obtained, and analysed with respect to frequency and spatial location.
The results are compared against the findings of an equivalent analysis that used the closed-form
expressions for the electromagnetic fields. It is shown that the two different methods present
different findings with respect to the RTE of the dipoles. Conclusions are drawn as to the
reason(s) behind the discrepancies between the two models, and provide the basis for future
work.
1. INTRODUCTION

Within the context of Wireless Power Transfer (WPT), electric and magnetic dipoles are important objects. Arbitrary radiation patterns may be constructed from, or conversely, decomposed
into, a linear superposition of electric and magnetic dipoles [3, 4]. Additionally, their closed-form
electromagnetic field solutions are well known [6, 8]. As such, they provide a means by which an
electromagnetically complex structure can be broken down and greatly simplified.
An earlier work considered the Radiation Transmission Efficiency (RTE) of electric and magnetic
dipoles [9]. This transmission efficiency represented the transmission characteristics of WPT based
upon electromagnetic radiation from electric and magnetic dipoles. The details of how this radiation
is absorbed by a receiver are simplified in the definition of the RTE, but the simplification allowed
an efficiency to be defined that was not restricted to either the near- or far-field zones. This was
achieved by using the full-field solutions for the electromagnetic fields of the dipoles to compute
the Poynting vector and the total power radiated
√ from each dipole. This however produced a
discontinuity in the RTE at a distance r = λ/ 2π (where λ is the radiation wavelength). The
nature of this discontinuity is unclear from the closed-form solutions for the fields alone, so further
investigations are required.
Numerical methods are commonly applied to electromagnetic problems [2], and are in some
cases, the only possible means by which to obtain field solutions. The numerical solution generated
can usually be extended over near- to far-field1 zones, and can produce an almost continuous set
of electromagnetic field data if the mesh of the computational domain is set to be fine enough.
As such, there is strong motivation for generating numerical data to further analyse the analytic
work already undertaken. This paper utilizes XFdtd 7.1.2.1 to numerically investigate the results
obtained for the RTE of electric and magnetic dipoles in order to reinforce, or to identify errors
in, the findings of its preceeding closed-form analysis. The software is based on a finite-difference
approximation which discretizes Maxwell’s equations (specifically the laws of Ampére and Faraday)
in time and space [1, 10].
Section 2 introduces electric and magnetic dipoles, the definition of the RTE and the main points
of interest regarding the RTE of the dipoles. Section 3 presents simulation results and Section 4
concludes the findings of the analysis and briefly describes future work.
2. MOTIVATION

This Section introduces briefly electric and magnetic dipoles, describes how to compute the radiation
transmission efficiency, discusses the main characteristics of the RTE for each dipole and motivates
the need for the further numerical study presented in this paper.
2.1. Electric and Magnetic Dipoles

An electric dipole consists of two, equal, oppositely-charged, fixed charge distributions, +q(t) and
−q(t), separated by a distance l, along which a time-dependent current I(t) flows, shown by Figure 1. The length l must be kept short to ensure that the current is spatially constant; practically,
this is satisfied for electric dipoles of length l ≤ λ/10.
1 By way of near- to far-field transformation methods for these distances, as to avoid the memory problems associated with
a computational grid that is large enough to extend to typical far-field zones.
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A magnetic dipole can be considered the magnetic “dual” of the electric dipole; rather than
having two fixed electrostatic charge distributions at each end, the magnetic dipole has two fixed
magnetic poles, like a bar magnet (see Figure 2). A closed, circular loop of wire, of radius a, along
which the current I(t) flows can be thought of as a magnetic dipole — the well-known Ampère’s
loop equivalence principle [6].
2.2. Radiation Transmission Efficiency

The radiation transmission efficiency (RTE), η, is defined as:
¯
¯
¯ Re(S) × Ar ¯
¯
¯
η=¯
¯
Prad

(1)

where Re(S) denotes the real-part of the Poynting vector, which describes the flow of electromagnetic energy away from a source in the form of radiation. To obtain closed from solutions for S for
each dipole, one makes use of the magnetic vector potential, A, and scalar potential, φ, to solve
for the electric and magnetic fields (denoted by E and H respectively) outside the dipoles. The
Poynting vector is equal to the vector cross-product of the fields E and H, i.e., S = E × H.
Prad is the total power radiated by the source, and is obtained via surface integration of S without
restricting the solution for S to either the near field or the far-field zones as done throughout the
literature [5, 7]. This operation produces an equation for Prad for each dipole that varies with the
radial distance r, before settling down to the well known far-field
√ expressions after a wavelength
(λ). It is this dependence that causes the discontinuity at r = λ/ 2π.
Ar denotes the surface area of the receiver. The reception characteristics of the receiver are
simplified in Equation (1); it assumed that the radiation from the source is normally incident up
the receiver surface and that no scattering losses are incurred. As such, Equation (1) can be though
of as a theoretical upper bound for the overall transfer efficiency of the system.
2.3. Radiation Transmission Efficiency of Electric and Magnetic Dipoles

Analysis into the RTE of electric and magnetic dipoles showed that despite having differing equations for S and Prad , the RTE was shown to be the same for each dipole. The RTE for the dipoles,
ηd , is given by Equation (2)
ηd =

¡ 2 ¡
¢
¢1/2
3Ar sin2 θ
cos θ 8r + 4r2 − (βr)4 + (βr)2 + (βr)4 − 4(βr)2 + 4)
2
2
8π((βr) − 2)r

(2)

where β = ω/c denotes the free-space wavenumber. The total power radiated by each dipole, Prad,e
and Prad,m , is however not the same. They are given by Equations (3) and (4),
((βr)2 − 2)(I0 l)2
12πc²0 r2
((βr)2 − 2)ωβ(a2 πI0 )2
|Pm,rad | =
²0 πc2 r2
|Pe,rad | =

(3)
(4)

I0 represents the amplitude of the current excitation along each dipole, ²0 is the permittivity of
free space and µ0 is the permeability of free-space. It can be easily verified that Equations (3) and

Figure 1: Electric dipole embedded in a spherical
coordinate system.

Figure 2: Magnetic dipole embedded in a spherical
coordinate system.
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0
0
(4) reduce to the far-field expressions Pe,rad
(5) and Pm,rad
(6) for βr À 1:

µ0 (ωI0 l)2
12πc
µ0 ω 4 (a2 πI0 )2
=
12πc3

0
Pe,rad
=
0
Pm,rad

(5)
(6)

For a more detailed analysis and derivation of Equations (1)–(6), the reader is referred to [9].
3. RESULTS

The dipoles are oriented as shown in Figures 1, 2, and are subjected to 1 V sinusoidal current
excitations at 300 MHz and 3 GHz. The RTE is measured from 0.1–2.5 metres (m) at 0.25 m
intervals. The variation of the RTE with respect to polar angle, θ, is considered; at θ = 90◦ and
θ = 45◦ . Due to symmetry, there is no field variation with respect to the azimuth angle (initial
simulations confirmed this), ϕ, and so this angle is kept fixed throughout the simulations. The
RTE is normalised represent efficiency loss, i.e., ηnorm = 10 log10 (η) dB.
Figures 3 and 4 show the results of the simulations at 300 MHz and 3 GHz respectively. It can
be seen that the RTE for the electric and magnetic dipoles at 300 MHz are different at both θ = 45◦
and θ = 90◦ , with the electric dipole exhibiting the least efficiency loss over the distance range at
both angles. At 3 GHz, the RTE of the dipoles is again not the same, but it is the magnetic dipole
that exhibits the least efficiency loss over the majority of the distance range. In terms of frequency,
the dipoles at 300 MHz show lower efficiency loss than dipoles at 3 GHz. This was observed in the
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Figure 3: RTE for electric ηe and magnetic ηm dipoles for polar angle θ = 90◦ and θ = 45◦ at 300 MHz.
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Figure 4: RTE for electric ηe and magnetic ηm dipoles for polar angle θ = 90◦ and θ = 45◦ at 3 GHz.
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closed form analysis, and was concluded to be due to the near-field components that exist over a
greater distance range at lower frequencies.
What is clear from the
√ figure at 300 MHz is that the claimed discontinuity from the closedform analysis at r = λ/ 2π = 0.225 m is not apparent, and the points in the region around the
discontinuity follow a smooth decay (this has been confirmed in separate simulation by increasing
the number numerical data points in this region). This suggests that the closed-form solution is
not well defined around the region of the discontinuity. Furthermore, the dipoles do not exhibit the
same RTE over the distance range. The discrepancy between this and the closed-form analysis could
be due to the simplified view of the dipole models in the closed-form picture, i.e., the simulation
takes into account details such as the impedance, dissipative losses and how power is fed to the
dipoles. It is possible that the inclusion of these details into the closed-form analysis could provide
a better correlation between the two approaches.
Another possible reason for discrepancy is that despite the inclusion of so-called “near-field”
terms in the field equations, these are in fact still insufficient to describe the complex behaviour of
radiation in near-field regions; this is to be investigated by extending the size of the computational
domain in the simulations and considering a higher frequency range (since this will reduce the size
of the near-field regions).
4. CONCLUSION

The results of the numerical study have shown that electric and
√ magnetic dipoles exhibit different
RTEs and that there is no observed discontinuity at r = λ/ 2π, in contrast to what is predicted
by the closed-form analysis. The numerical analysis showed that lower frequency dipoles exhibit
less loss in efficiency than their higher frequency counterparts, over a distance of several metres.
This is in agreement with the closed-form analysis. It has been hypothesised as to why there are
discrepancies between the numerical and analytic exercises, and these provide scope for future work.
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Abstract— This paper presents an up-conversion energy management circuit for harvesting
electrical energy induced from the current-carrying electric cord and driving wireless sensor nodes.
Since the low frequency signal induced from the electric cord is up-converted into a new one
focused on a higher frequency by the management circuit the energy harvesting power of the
management circuit can be improved. More energy can be accumulated in the storage capacitor
and the charging time can also be improved. It is demonstrated that the maximum energy
harvesting efficiency of the management circuit can reach to 91.67%. Under 1 A current through
the electric cord circumstances, the energy stored in the storage capacitor can be released to drive
a wireless sensor node, whose power consumptions are 18 mW in acquiring data mode (199 ms)
and 54 mW in transmitting data mode (1 ms) at a communication distance of 20 m, respectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, as indispensable facilities, electric cords need to be monitored for safe and reliable
operation. Since electric cords are generally installed in unapproachable environments, it is hard
and inconvenient to monitor the electric cords by traditional approaches. Wireless sensor nodes
(WSNs) possess many characteristics, such as low power consumption, wireless connection, and
handy installation [1]. Hence, it is not complicated to monitor the electric cords by WSNs. The
power supplies are significant to the operation lifespan of WSNs. The conventional power supplies
are batteries, but batteries have many disadvantages including limited energy and bulky size [2].
Harvesting ambient energy as the power supplies of WSNs is gradually becoming an excellent
alternative solution to batteries [3].
Electromagnetic energy distributes around the current-carrying electric cord and can be scavenged as the energy source of WSNs by the energy harvester. An energy management circuit is
necessary to store and govern the energy from transducer. Traditional energy management circuit
is composed of an ac-dc rectifier, a storage capacitor, and a dc-dc converter [4]. An input voltage
of 120 mV can be converted to an output voltage of 1.2 V with a maximum efficiency of about 30%
by the proposed circuit [5]. Different kinds of interface circuits based on synchronized switch harvesting on inductor (SSHI) technique are developed to improve energy harvesting efficiency [6, 7].
In these SSHI circuits more power consumptions can be caused by the auxiliary devices including
voltage detection sensor and microcontroller. However, due to weak outputs of transducers and
poor impedance matching of the aforementioned management circuits, it is difficult to accumulate
adequate energy and drive WSNs under weak current through the electric cord circumstances. A
high efficiency energy management circuit is necessary to harvest enough power from the currentcarrying electric cords for WSNs.
This paper describes an energy management circuit based on up-conversion for scavenging electrical energy induced from the electric cord. The accumulated energy by the proposed management
circuit can drive the WSN with the power consumption of 54 mW under 1 A current through the
electric cord circumstances.
2. ENERGY MANAGEMENT CIRCUIT

An electromagnetic transducer is proposed to convert electromagnetic energy distributing around
the current-carrying electric cord into electrical energy, as shown in Figure 1. The output power
and voltage of the harvesting coil (L2 in Figure 1) change as a function of load resistance under
1 A current through the electric cord circumstances, as shown in Figure 2. The output voltage
increases with load resistance and the maximum output power of 0.72 mW can be obtained under
a resistance of 8 kΩ. For a large storage capacitor, the output power is weak due to capacitive load.
Hence, a high efficiency energy management circuit must be developed to achieve good impedance
matching and accumulate more energy.
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Figure 1: Electromagnetic transducer.

Figure 2: Output power and voltage as a function
of load resistance.

The electromagnetic transducers are installed in the 220 V distribution box, as shown in Figure 3(a). The energy management circuit is composed of a matching circuit, an up-conversion
circuit, a rectifier, a storage capacitor, and a regulator, as shown in Figure 3(b). The proposed
matching circuit can achieve good impedance matching by converting a low frequency signal into
a high frequency signal.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Transducers installed in distribution
box. (b) Schematic diagram of management circuit.

Figure 4: Equivalent management circuit.

The equivalent management circuit is shown in Figure 4. The current-carrying electric cord can
be equivalent to a serial circuit with a current source and an inductor with only one turn of coil.
S is an ultra-low power consumption bidirectional switch, which is opened or closed by a trigger
signal generated by a rectangular wave generating circuit (1 µA). C2 is the matching capacitor to
produce damped oscillating response with inductor L2 . The signal of ω0 induced from electric cord
can be up-converted into a signal focused on new frequencies (ω0 , ω1 , and ω2 ). The voltage across
capacitor C2 can be expressed as
½
Ae−α1 t sin (ω1 t + γ1 ) + C sin ω0 t. S is on
vc2 (t) =
(1)
Be−α2 t sin (ω2 t + γ2 ) + D sin ω0 t. S is off
It is evident that vc2 (t) contains a damped oscillating signal of ω1 (or ω2 ) and a sinusoidal signal
of ω0 when S is on (or off). When S is controlled by a trigger signal with a frequency of 114 Hz
and a duty cycle of 50%, the output voltage across capacitor C2 is shown in Figure 5. The 50 Hz
ac signal is up-converted into a new one mainly focused on 4.72 kHz by the management circuit.
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Figure 5: Voltage across capacitor C2 .

Figure 6: Charging power and voltage of storage
capacitor.

3. EXPERIMENT

Under 1 A current through the electric cord circumstances, the charging power and voltage of
storage capacitor (0.1 F) are shown in Figure 6. The storage capacitor can be charged to 3.3 V at
a charging time of 30 minutes. The maximum charging power of 0.66 mW can be obtained when
the voltage across storage capacitor is 1.1 V. Hence, the maximum energy harvesting efficiency of
the management circuit is
η = (0.66 mW/0.72 mW) × 100% = 91.67%

(2)

The WSN is composed of a wireless System-on-Chip (nRF24LE1) and sensor units (DS600).
The power consumptions of receiving data (199 ms) and transmitting data (1 ms) are 18 mW and
54 mW, respectively. The necessary energy of WSN in an operation period is
En = 54 mW × 0.001 s + 18 mW × 0.199 s = 3.64 mJ

(3)

The experimental results show that the voltage across storage capacitor drops from 3.16 V to 3.11 V
after transmitting data. Thus, the energy provided by the management circuit in a discharging
period is
h
i
Eo = (3.16 V)2 − (3.11 V)2 × 0.1 F/2 = 15.68 mJ
(4)
From Equations (3) and (4), Eo > En . Hence, the scavenged energy from the electric cord by the
management circuit can drive the WSN under 1 A current through the electric cord circumstances.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an electromagnetic energy management circuit based on up-conversion is proposed
to harvest energy from electric cord and drive WSNs. The management circuit can achieve good
impedance matching. Under 1 A current through the electric cord circumstances, the maximum
energy harvesting efficiency is 91.67% and the storage capacitor can be charged to 3.3 V within
30 minutes. The weak energy from electric cord can be accumulated to drive the WSN with an
output power of 54 mW at a distance of 20 m. The proposed approach based on up-conversion
technique can also be applied in other energy harvesting circuits to harvest weak energy from
transducers.
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Abstract— This paper presents a self-contained self-powered wireless sensing node for AC
power supply cords monitoring. It consists of an energy harvester, a current sensor, a temperature
sensor and a wireless module. The underlying component of the node is a magnetic split-core,
which readily embraces the monitored cord in operation. There are two sets of coils wound around
the core, one is sensing the current and another is scavenging the magnetic energy originated
from the carried-on AC current. The output of the energy harvesting coil is connected with
the power management circuit to produce adequate DC supply for the wireless sensing node.
The outputs of the current and temperature sensors are connected to the module for wireless
transmission. The node is demonstrated to monitor AC power supply cord with carrying current
from 1 A to 100 A of electric appliances exclusive of externally physical connections. With the
proposed wireless sensing nodes, a wireless sensor network can achieve distributed monitoring of
the AC power supply cords.
1. INTRODUCTION

Energy harvesting is thought to be a promising solution for sustainably powering wireless sensors.
As a matter of fact, in general ambience, it is quite difficult to sustainably scavenge adequate energy
from ambient sources for power supply. However there are guaranteed electric/magnetic fields along
power cords carrying AC currents. Based on this fact, quantities of researches have been done on
the self-powered sensor systems, which scavenge the electromagnetic energy originated from the
carried-on AC current [1].
Harvesting the energy aroused from AC current carrying power lines have been designed for
the electric power monitoring systems of power transmission lines [2] and substations [3], in which
cases, the line voltage reaches kV-level. There are also self-powered sensors applied in the power
supply cords, whose voltage is typically 110 V ∼ 380 V [4, 5]. In the case of wireless sensing of power
cord condition, a battery usually has to be contained in the wireless node [6, 7]. Here, for wireless
monitoring low-voltage AC power supply cords of electric appliances, a self-contained self-powered
wireless sensing node is proposed.
The self-contained self-powered wireless sensing node wirelessly transmits the outputs of the
current and temperature sensors and scavenges the magnetic energy surrounding the monitored cord
for node’s operation simultaneously, achieving the wireless monitoring AC power cords exclusive of
externally physical connection to a DC power supply. Actual tests have been carried out to verify
the validity of the self-contained self-powered wireless sensing node. Furthermore, a wireless sensor
network employing the proposed sensing nodes is also constructed for distributed power supply
cords monitoring.
2. NODE DESIGN

The architecture of the self-contained self-powered wireless sensing node is shown in Figure 1.
There are three parts included, namely an energy harvester, sensors and a wireless module. The
energy harvester is composed of an energy harvesting coil and a power management circuit. Sensors
consist of a current sensor and a temperature sensor. For easy installation and maintenance, the
core is designed as a split-core.
Both the energy harvesting coil and current sensing coil are on the basis of the same principle
— electromagnetic induction. The coils couple to the alternating magnetic field produced by an
AC current-carrying cord passing through the core, as a result, an alternating electromotive force
which is proportional to the AC current is induced across the coils. Two sets of coils both wrap
around the magnetic core, consequently, energy harvesting and current sensing can be achieved in
the same magnetic path.
However the energy scavenged by harvesting coil exists in AC form, and the instantaneous
output power is not always enough for the operating of the node, a power management circuit is
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Figure 1: Architecture of the self-contained self-powered wireless sensing node.

designed to accumulate and store energy and provide a high-power DC output to drive the sensing
node. The scavenged energy is stored in a storage capacitor/rechargeable battery of the power
management circuit. When discharging, the capacitor/battery acts as the power supply for the
sensing node with the voltage dropping from U1 to U2 . The energy stored in the capacitor/battery
available for the sensing node is
¢
1 ¡
E = C U12 − U22
(1)
2
where C is the value of the storage capacitor/rechargeable battery.
In order for wireless communication, a module is required to wirelessly transmit the outputs of
the current and temperature sensors. A wireless sensor network with the proposed sensing nodes
is essential for multi-point monitoring of AC power supply cords.
To reduce the power consumption of the sensing node for long-time AC power cords monitoring,
the node is set to work and sleep alternately. The work duration includes the activity cycle and
the transmission interval. During the activity cycle, the node wakes up and acquires current and
temperature information. In one period, the energy consumed by the sensing node is
En = Psleep Tsleep + Pactive Tactive + Ptrans Ttrans

(2)

where Psleep , Pactive , Ptrans are the power consumption of the node in the sleep, active and transmission stage separately and Tsleep , Tactive , Ttrans are the corresponding time of the three stages
respectively.
3.

EXPERIMENTS

The fabricated self-contained self-powered wireless sensing node is shown in Figure 2. Because of
the compact size and self-contained device architecture, the sensing node can be readily installed to
encircle a power cord without interruption of the power supply from the monitored cord. Nordic’s
nRF24LE1 SOC solution which is comprised of a high performance microcontroller core, 6–12 bit
ADC and a transceiver is employed for wireless transmission.
In the experiment, the sleep time of the sensing node is set to be 2 minutes. An activity cycle
and a transmission process requires 201 ms and 500 µs respectively. As shown in Figure 3, the

Figure 2: Experimental setup of the self-contained self-powered wireless sensing node.
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power consumed by the sensing node in one period is
En = 6.4 µW × 120 s + 18 mW × 201 ms + 54 mW × 0.5 ms ≈ 4.42 mJ

(3)

A storage capacitor is used for energy storage element in the test. During the work duration
of the sensing node, the voltage of the capacitor drops from 3.43 V to 3.39 V, which is shown in
Figure 4, the energy provided by the storage capacitor is
E=

¡
¢
1
× 0.1 × 3.432 − 3.392 = 13.64 mJ
2

(4)

The normal efficiency of a regulated power supply circuit is more than 70%. Consequently, the
energy supplied to the sensing node is at least 13.64 mJ ∗ 70% = 9.548 mJ. It’s obvious that the
energy provided by the power management circuit can meet the power consumption requirement
of the sensing node.

Figure 3: Power consumption of the sensing node.

Figure 4: Discharge process of the storage capacitor.

The data loss ratio of the point-to-point communication test is performed in the indoor condition,
whose result is shown in Figure 5. According to the figure, the data loss rate of the point-to-point
communication is lower than 0.25‰ with communication distance within 10 meters. The data loss
rate in the open field is considerably lower than the one in the indoor condition.
The wireless sensor network is constructed in a star topology distributively with the proposed
self-contained self-powered sensing nodes, which is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5: Data loss rate as a function of distance.

Figure 6: Schema of the wireless sensor network.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the self-contained self-powered wireless sensing node for AC power supply cords
monitoring is presented. The energy induced from the magnetic field is transferred to the wireless
module by using the power management circuit. It’s verified that the self-contained self-powered
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wireless sensing node can operate while the carried-on current is from 1 A to 100 A with a wireless
distance of 10 meters and the sensing data is wirelessly transmitted at a data loss rate of point-topoint communication less than 0.25‰. The wireless sensor network is constructed in a star topology
for distributed monitoring with the proposed wireless sensing nodes.
The application fields of the self-contained self-powered wireless sensing node not only can be
applied to monitoring of power supply cords, but also can be easily extended to realize intelligent
community or intelligent buildings etc., and the concept of “self-contained self-powered wireless
sensor” can be applied to almost all “M2M” industries.
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Abstract— A hyperthermia applicator for tumor treatment in the head and neck region is
introduced. The system is based on an array of UWB, electrically small Vivaldi antenna. The
antenna design has dimensions of 80 × 44 × 9.2 mm including the SMA attachments. The antenna
is simulated with water background, and the simulation results under SEMCAD X environment
shows a reflection coefficient less than −10 dB at a frequency range from 50 MHz to 3.75 GHz.
Specific absorption rate (SAR) values of a simulated tumor in a head phantom model exposed
to radiation from four antenna are presented. Investigation of the use of nanoparticles to control
the electrical conductivity and permittivity of the tumor is presented.
1. INTRODUCTION

Hyperthermia is a technique that depends on thermal therapy by localizing heat to the tumor area.
Limited temperature rise from to 41–45◦ C is typically applied in hyperthermia treatment. Elevated
temperature can damage and kill cancer cells, usually with minimal injury to normal tissues, by
enhancing blood circulation and hence oxygenation. In regional hyperthermia, large areas of tissue,
such as a body cavity, organ, or limb are heated. In local hyperthermia, which is more attractive,
yet more challenging, the tumor region is targeted with the thermal energy [1].
Different types of energy may be used to apply heat, including radiofrequency, microwave and
ultrasound. The side effects of hyperthermia are minimal compared to standard cancer treatment
modalities. Unlike X-rays and gamma rays, applying hyperthermia using radiation of spectrum
range of 0.3–3.3 GHz is quite harmless. Hyperthermia can thus be used to increase the effectiveness
and reduce the required doses of other treatment modalities such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
The main concern of hyperthermia is the burn of skin or normal cell damage, and these effects can
be limited using cooling water bolus to reduce the temperature of skin affected by radiation.
2. VIVALDI ANTENNA THEORY

Vivaldi antenna is a tapered slot antenna (TSA). Radiating structure is usually exponentially
tapered; however, examples of parabolic, hyperbolic or elliptical curves designs exist. TSAs offer
qualities such as efficiency, bandwidth, light weight, and geometric simplicity. Utilizing low cost,
reproducible, and repeatable designs result. It was first investigated by P. Gibson in 1979 [2] and
many improvements to the initial design came later, namely in the works of E. Gazit in 1988 [3] and
Langley, Hall and Newham [4] in 1996. Vivaldi antennas are good candidates to use in hyperthermia
treatment due to their properties.
3. ANTENNA DESIGN

In the design, we followed the model of Bourqui et al. [5], with optimization performed to enhance
the design to match the objectives. The antenna consists of three copper layers. The middle
layer is the conductor which is connected to the coaxial transmission line of the SMA connector.
The other two ground layers are connected to the SMA connector’s ground. The Feed is a gradual
transition between stripline to a tri-stripline transmission line. The conductor layer width increases
linearly, while the ground layers decrease exponentially to maintain constant impedance. After a
short distance the ground layers flares in opposing direction with exponential curves creating the
antenna aperture. The feeding layer is separated from the ground layers by two dielectric substrates.
Two additional dielectric layers are stacked on each side of the antenna. More than 50 models of
different substrates, taper rates, geometric sizes, background materials were simulated and studied
until reaching a final design. A significant improvement occurred when the stripline “feeding” part
width of the conducting layer was changed from the almost linearly increasing to exponentially
decreasing with a larger starting width.
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4. EVALUATION METHOD

The modeling of the Vivaldi antenna was done by writing the curve equations using MATLAB
and then transforming the data of the curves to a python script. The python scripts are imported
in SEMCAD X to be converted into conductive sheets. The matching had to be enhanced and
the logical way to tackle this would be by increasing the size of the antenna thereby reducing the
reflection coefficient. However, the small size was one of our objectives. A novel way to solve
this was by immersing the antenna in distilled water. Most importantly, the water would shift
the operating frequency to the required band while maintain the antenna size. It would be used
to cool the patient skin & solve the fear of skin burns. It would reduce hot spots and improve
the impedance matching between the biological tissue and the antenna. This thus offers a simple,
effective and economical solution. We then focused more on grounds layers.
By decreasing the starting width, a significant improvement occurred.The substrate chosen was
Rogers RT/duroid 5870 (εr = 2.33), each with thickness 1.52 mm. Distilled water (εr = 78 σ = 2)
was chosen as background. The antenna plot is shown in Figure 1, and the designed model in
SEMCAD X is shown in Figure 2. The total geometric size of the antenna is 80 × 44 × 9.2 mm
excluding the SMA attachments. After reviewing published papers and searching the literature,
this is by far the smallest Vivaldi antenna operating at a frequency of 50 MHz.

Figure 1: Plot of antenna (red), and ground (blue)
outlines.

Figure 2: Perspective view of the BAVA SEMCAD
X model.

Figure 3: Excitation pulse.

Figure 4: Time domain response.

The feeding was performed by a waveguide source with a Gaussian, TEM mode pulse through a
coaxial rod of inner radius 0.635 mm. The excitation pulse is shown in Figure 3. The time domain
response of the antenna is shown in Figure 4. The port sensor results show that the antenna is
stable and has low distortion. The antenna reaches convergence after 4.5 ns approximately.
5. RESULTS

The antenna RMS electric field on the antenna center plane at frequency values of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3 GHz are shown in Figure 5. The endfire characteristic is clear from
the figure. We notice some back radiation which decrease with increasing frequency. A huge
refraction or fringing at the substrate-water interface is noticed. This becomes more evident at
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Figure 5: Simulated radiated E-field RMS modulus in the antenna plane.

larger frequencies. However, this fringing can be accounted for and the antenna shouldn’t be
directed at the head directly. Instead, it could rotatedto counteract this fringing.
The reflection coefficient parameter is shown in Figure 6 the simulation started from a frequency
of 50 MHz. The upper frequency of the simulation is 3.75 GHz. No upper or lower limit is known
inferred from the simulation. The antenna has an UWB operating range, which covers the required
frequency band.

Figure 6: Reflection coefficient.

Figure 7: 3D view of the phantom model surrounded
by antenna array.

6. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICSOF TUMORS

Recently nanoparticles have been suggested for various biomedical applications. Nanoparticles can
thus be thought of as a technique to adjust the electrical properties of the tumor and enhance
the performance of hyperthermia treatment. The impact of electrical conductivity σ and the real
permittivity εr on the energy deposition in the tumor is investigated. The study is given in terms
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of the specific absorption rate (SAR), which is a measure of the rate at which energy is absorbed
by the body when exposed to the radiation. Simulation is performed to determine the optimum
values of tumor characteristics, using a parameter sweep. A human head phantom is considered
which is surrounded by four dipole antennas operating at 540 MHz as shown in Figure 7. The
tumor modeling tissue is located in the center of the brain.
The conductivity range is considered starting from normal human brain white matter conductivity of 0.4 S/m up to 13 S/m. The SAR values are normalized with the maximum obtained value
and is illustrated in Figure 8. Nonlinear behavior is noticed of SAR value with the conductivity
values. A maxima was found at 5.6 s/m. Random points were studied after 13 s/m, all were found
to have less SAR values.
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Figure 8: Normalized SAR vs. conductivity.
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Figure 9: Normalized SAR vs. real permittivity.

Normalized SAR values against variation in the tumor permittivity is presented in Figure 9.
The permittivity range studied started from εr = 10 up to εr = 100. SAR is noticed to have almost
inverse linear dependence on the relative permittivity values.
7. CONCLUSIONS

Current state of the art hyperthermia treatment systems operate under single or narrowband frequency utilizing relatively large sized antennas. This limits the number of antennas that could be
used in the array system. To achieve a system of wideband spectrum allowing the use of large
number of elements array, we designed a balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna with dimensions of
80 × 44 × 9.2 mm including the SMA attachments. The antenna when immersed in water is shown
to operate in the whole simulation bandwidth (50 MHz to 3.75 GHz), which can thus present an
attractive design. Furthermore, the electrical characteristics of the tumor was investigated for their
effects on SAR values. Optimum value of conductivity is noticed in the range of 5 S/m to about
7 S/m. Reduction in the values of SAR absorbed by the tumor is noticed to behave almost linearly
with increase of relative permittivity. Use of phased antenna array with reasonable number of
elements, and optimizing the tumor electrical characteristics using novel techniques such as the
nanoparticles can have positive impact of the use of microwave hyperthermia treatment.
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Abstract— Development of sensitive, reliable, high-throughput, label-free detection techniques
is an issue with increasing emphasis because the labeling strategies that most of the microarray
applications have employed, such as fluorescent, chemiluminescent and radioactive labeling, have
synthetic challenges, multiple label issues and may exhibit interference with the binding sites.
Label-free detection techniques monitor biomolecular interactions and simplify the bioassays by
eliminating the need for secondary reactants. Especially, biosensors based on evanescent waves
often have high sensitivities by recording the changes caused by the molecule interaction near the
sensor surface within the evanescent field, and moreover they provide quantitative information
for the binding kinetics.
In this article, we will describe the similarity of sound waves and electromagnetic waves and
review the biosensors to which the two types of label-free techniques are related. The theoretical
and technical outlines behind the sensing principles, such as the evanescent waves scattering,
interference, resonance and tunnel effects, will be summarized. The physical mechanisms to
modulate waves by micro/nano structures, which localize the waves, amplify the signal/noise ratio
and increase Q factor for high sensitivity and high resolution, will also be discussed. Moreover,
the promising acousto-optic sensing mechanism and the possibility of multi-parameter decoupling
detection will be mentioned. The potential prospects, merits and challenges of these kinds of
biosensors are also indicated.
1. INTRODUCTION

Flourescence microscopy is extremely powerful for biomolecular interactions. But the flourescent
labels are often bigger than the biomolecules of interest, which affects the complex molecular
interaction [1]. So real-time analyzing the relationship between molecular structure and biological
function is still one of the biggest challenges in the life sciences [2].
Biosensors based on waveguides allow the binding of biomolecules on their surfaces within the
depth of evanescent field and lead to miniaturized and batch producible devices. The physical
parameters change of the waveguides by scattered echoes or absorption of the molecules will be
output by all kinds of signals which describe the guided waves. In our opinion, the rationality of
the evanescent wave sensor (EMS) is: a) the density of evanescent field is bigger on the surface
of the sensor, where the molecules are bound; b) the depth of evanescent field is on wavelength
scale, close to the scale of the biological molecules, so the waves beyond this area will have little
impact on the signal from the interactions and reduce the background noises; c) different modes will
have different depth of evanescent fields and will play different roles, thus, multi-physical-parameter
identification is accessible; d) evanescent waves will carry high spatial frequency information which
is tuned by nanoscale samples even beyond the diffraction limit. The two aspects of both superresolution imaging and sensing will help the recognition of biological reactions, especially labelfree detections, even it is still difficult to exhibit single-molecular sensitivity in order to produce
biological relevance [1].
There have been many reviews about label-free detection techniques and the sensitivities and
applications have been presented in detail [3–8]. For example, Valsecchi and Brolo presented the
techniques about many types of periodic plasmonic sensors and their performances, they concluded
that the Krestchmann-Raether SPR configuration was still the gold standard although several of the
periodic plasmonic platforms had reported comparable performance [9]. Fan et al. [6] reviewed the
progress in optical biosensors that used the label-free detection protocols. The sensing performance
of some optical structures, such as SPR (surface plasmon resonance), waveguide fiber gratings, ring
resonators, and photonic crystals have been evaluated and compared in terms of sensitivity and
detection limit. Zalyubovskiy et al. [10] wrote about the theoretical limits of localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) and compared with conventional SPR. They jumped to a conclusion
that sensitivity of the LSPR is on par with SPR for analyte thickness ≤ 10 nm. Because of the
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localized nature of plasmonic oscillations excited on the nanoparticles, LSPR is immune to the
bulk noise sources that plague SPR systems. LSPR will perform ∼ 8-fold better in terms of S/N
as compared to the classic SPR in the same temperature-controlled environment. Ray et al. [11]
reviewed the label-free detection techniques for protein microarrays and so on.
In order to link and provide more insights of the physical concepts into acoustic and optical
biosensors, the review will brief describe the similarity of sound waves and electromagnetic waves
and the theoretical and technical outlines behind the sensing principles, such as the evanescent
wave scattering, interference, resonance and the tunneling effects. The physical mechanisms to
modulate waves by micro/nano structures which localize the waves, amplify the signal/noise ratio,
and increase Q factor for high sensitivity and high resolution will also be discussed. Discussions
ranging from the summary of the current obstacles of accurate detection to potential applications,
prospects, and merits are also provided.
2. SENSING BASED ON WAVEGUIDES
2.1. Acoustic and Optical Waveguides

In the opinion of Johnson [12], wave equations, like scalar wave equation, Maxwell’s equation,
Schrodinger’s equation and so on, can all be written abstractly in one form from an algebraic
perspective which shares certain common features:
∂w
= D̂w + s
(1)
∂t
where w(x; t) is some vector-field wave function characterizing the solutions. D̂ is some linear
operator (using the “hat” notation from quantum mechanics to denote linear operators), neglecting
nonlinear effects, and s(x; t) is some source term. It can be written in the form of eigenfunctions
with exponential functions eikx for some k:
w(x, t) = W (x)e−iwt = W0 ei(k·x−wt)

(2)

For each k, there is a discrete set of eigenfrequencies ωn (~k) which are called the dispersion
relation or the band structure of the medium.
Acoustic waves are matter waves and the transmission relies on the medium. The coupling
oscillator in acoustic waves can be expressed by three parameters: two of them charactering the
energy storage and exchange and the third charactering of energy dissipation. The product of the
two energy storage parameters determines the propagation velocity of wave in the medium, as the
third parameter is zero, the ratio of the two parameters decides the wave impedance of media [13].
Light is electromagnetic wave, described by Maxwell’s equations, in terms of the electric field E
and magnetic field H, with eigenproblem simplified into two separate Hermitian positive semidefinite eigenproblems for E and H [13]. For most optically transparent polymers, the attenuation
can often be neglected, but in some cases, it may be necessary to include an attenuation constant,
especially, when light is interacting with an absorption medium.
The existence of evanescent waves in optical or acoustic devices is due to that the tangential electromagnetic field (or pressure gradients) can’t be discontinuous at the dielectric boundary.
Evanescent waves are particular solutions of the wave equation that decay or decrease exponentially
with distance but will not transfer any energy due to the fact that the time average of Poynting
vector is zero. And the field decay along the propagation can be considered as the result of interference between elementary oscillating dipole sources rather than point sources [14]. Normally
the propagation of a waveguide mode can be extremely affected by local modification of the conditions of the guiding. They are involved in many physical phenomena including coupling in and out
waveguides and resonators, near-field optics, tunneling, subwavelength focusing, or surface waves,
etc.. At a given frequency, evanescent waves are characterized by the fact that their wave vector,
k, is complex valued [15].
2.2. Matter Interaction with Evanescent Waves

When the biomolecules are dissolved in a solvent, both the density and refractive index (RI) are
linear functions of the concentration. Thus, the measurement of the density of the absorbed protein
layer allows for the determination of RI of the protein layer, and vice versa, according to the
following relation [16]:
ρlayer − ρsolvent dn
nlayer = nsolvent +
(3)
solvent
1 − ρρprotein
dc
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where nlayer and nsolvent are the refractive indices of protein layer and solvent, respectively, ρlayer
and ρprotein are the densities of protein layer and solvent, respectively, dn/dc has the generally
accepted value of 0.182 g/cm3 [17]. The strong dependence of RI on protein density is also reflected
by the fact that larger molecules form a less dense layer [16] and thus provides a lower RI.
An acoustic wave is transmitted into a gaseous, liquid or solid medium that undergoes changes
due to measurands. The changes in the elastic and viscous constants, and the density of a medium
due to the measurand cause the change in the velocity, impedance, and absorption of the acoustic
wave. Acoustic biosensors can measure simultaneously both the acoustical/mechanical and electrical/dielectric properties of bio environment which significantly expands their sensing capabilities.
In general, the acoustic phase velocity can be affected by many factors, each of which possesses
a potential sensor response. M. Hoummady et al. [18] illustrated the perturbation of the acoustic
velocity by mass (mass), electrical (elec), mechanical (mech) and environmental (envir) parameter
properties through Eq. (4)
µ
¶
1
∂V
∆V
∂V
∂V
∂V
∼
∆mass +
∆elec +
∆mech +
∆envir
(4)
=
Vacoustic
Vacoustic ∂mass
∂elec
∂mech
∂envir
One of the most interesting sensing mechanisms of acoustic sensor response is mass loading. The
mass sensitivity is defined by a phase velocity for a differential surface mass changeso it’s inversely
proportional to mass of the oscillator, S = 1/M , in which M is closely related to the penetration
depth of the evanescent waves. In fact, a sensor responses to a combination of these parameters,
hence the problem of overlapping sensitivities needs to be addressed. For example, for lamb wave
sensor, the analytical expression for evanescent wave penetration depth of A0 mode is [19]:
δ=

1
λ
q
2π 1 − ( v1 )2

(5)

cw

where, Cw is the sound velocity of the liquid; Vl is phase velocity of A0 mode in liquid. Among
some of the integrated acoustic sensors, like surface acoustic wave (SAW), Love wave, and film
bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR), Lamb wave sensor is more attractive in biochemical applications
for its higher sensitivity and ability to work in liquid and has the potential for multi-parameter
measurements at a time. Due to the much longer wavelength comparing to optical wave, it is very
suitable for large molecules detection [19].
Similarlythe sensitivity of optical sensor is defined as the rate of change of effective index relative
to its cover index change. It has predicted have extended mode which could interact with the
surrounding analyses in a much better way than the commonly used evanescent wave sensing
(EWS). The shortcomings of EWS are overcome by the introduction of the small optical mode area
structure technique [20].
3. ENHANCEMENT OF THE MATTER INTERACTION WITH EVANESCENT WAVES

High performance biosensors are required to detect, specifically and sensitively, biological species
that can cause harm to humans at a concentration range well below the harmful threshold level [21].
There have been so many biosensors configurations for their performance enhancement, such as
photonic crystal-based [22–24], graphene-based [25], nanostructure-enhanced [21], etc.. Here, we
mainly presented the ways to enhance the matter interaction with evanescent waves.
3.1. Adsorption and Absorption

One of the typical optical evanescent biosensors is optical fiber sensor. It has been clear that the
sensitivity of the absorption fiber sensor is inversely proportional to the waveguide thickness [26].
The strength and penetration depth of evanescent field may be enhanced by adapting tapered
probes. However, thinner and longer probes may be more fragile and difficult to handle. And
a small diameter may require light sources with a high intensity and/or better focusing optics
to obtain detectable intensity changes at the detector end. Another problem is that this kind of
very thin optical fiber fabricated by heating and pulling process has a poor reproducibility and is
extremely difficult to package [27, 28]. In addition, detection of analytes of larger volume such as
whole cells and very large molecules may be limited by low evanescent field strength and insufficient
penetration depths. Hence, evanescent wave absorbance may not change significantly.
In our group the problem is solved by on-chip etching method, in which the diameter of the fibers
can be controlled precisely by an online monitoring system [26]. The fabricated optical fiber has
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two tapered regions (Fig. 1(a)1 ), it can be applied to distinguish 10 pg/mL abrin (Fig. 1(a)2 ) and
1 ng/mL ricin (Fig. 1(a)3 ). Recently, a novel evanescent wave absorption biosensor which combines
optical microfibers (OMFs) and gold nanoparticles (GNPs) is proposed [29]. GNPs exhibit strong
absorption property in the visible range. For GNPs smaller than 60 nm, the absorption is much
stronger than the scattering, which means the imaginary part of RI plays a dominant role. Thus,
by utilizing GNPs, the influence of mode interference which is mainly related to the real part of
RI can be avoided and the OMFs can response regularly due to power loss caused by absorption.
This biosensor can achieve very high sensitivities because OMFs have a large power fraction in the

(a)
(a)1

(a)2

(a)4

(a)3

(b)

(b)2
(b)1

(b)3

(b)4

(c)
(c)1

(c)2

Figure 1: (a) An optical fiber taper fabricated via chemical etching [31], (a)1 , SEM image, the response to
abrin ((a)2 ) and ricin ((a)3 ) with different concentrations, (a)4 , linear regressions of the goat IgG concentration dependence for fibers with a waist diameter of 1.5 µm and 4.5 µm, respectively. (b) Silica nanospheres
modified tapered optical fiber [32, 33], (b)1 , schematic, (b)2 , SEM image, the response of TOF and MTOF
to RI ((b)3 ) and methylene blue ((b)4 ). (c) Gold nanoparticle embedded silicon nanowire biosensor [34],
(c)1 , schematic, (c)2 , SEM image. (Reprinted with permission).
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cladding and also the optical cross-sections of GNPs are typically 4 to 5 orders of magnitude higher
than that of conventional dyes [30]. In addition, GNPs have the advantage of ease in bio-conjugation
and long term stability. Immunoassays were performed to further verify the applicability of this
novel fiber optic sensor, and GNP-labeled goat IgG were detected with high sensitivity and good
linearity, the selectivity was also improved (Fig. 1(a)4 ). In the immunoassays, a detection limit of
6 pM and a detection range of 6 pM to 300 pM with good linearity for GNP-labeled goat IgG was
achieved using a 1.5-µm-thick OMF. A theoretical detection limit in the femtomolar level can be
obtained when a 210-nm-thick optical fiber is used [29].
In fact, very small particles exhibit the well-known dipolar surface plasmon resonance at around
365 nm due to collective electron oscillation. Because, in this case, the Mie coefficients of the electric
multipoles are much larger than the Mie coefficients of the magnetic multipoles, the TE modes do
not appear in the spectra. The polarisation-dependent cross sections for extinction as well as for
scattering are for all wavelengths very near to the ratio 1 [35].
For larger silver particles, like 2a = 200 nm, the extinction cross section is strongly enhanced for
shorter wavelengths in the case of evanescent wave excitation. This effect is particularly distinct
for the case of excitation by a p-polarized evanescent wave. The ratio of the excitation-dependent
cross sections now depends on the wavelength, the excitation itself contains stronger contributions
from higher multipoles due to the large transverse field gradient of the evanescent wave. Moreover,
the optical absorption cross section generally exhibits a stronger contrast between off-resonant and
on-resonant conditions than the scattering cross section.
Other nano materials such as gold nanorods and silica-gold nanoshells are also promising labels
for this OMF biosensor because the optical cross-sections of these nano particles are one order of
magnitude higher than gold nano spheres. Besides, multi-target immunoassay can be realized if we
use different nano particles with different absorption bands [36].
Gold nanoparticle (GN) embedded silicon nanowire (SiNW) configuration was proposed as a new
biosensor for label-free DNA detection to enhance the sensitivity. The electric current flow between
two terminals, a source and a drain electrode, were measured to sense the immobilization of probe
oligonucleotides and their hybridization with target oligonucleotides (Fig. 1(c)). After simple immobilization of oligonucleotides by virtue of the chemical affinity with thiol on the gold nanoparticles
embedded silicon nanowire, the 23-mer complementary target oligonucleotides corresponding to the
breast cancer DNA were detected at a 1 pM concentration. At high concentration (0.1 µM), the
current was increased by 100 times after the specific binding of the conjugated oligonucleotide [34].
3.2. Scattering the Evanescent Wave
3.2.1. Homogeneous Dielectric Spheres

The properties of evanescent waves have been long-exploited both experimentally and theoretically
using the technique known as attenuated total reflection spectroscopy [37]. Later, the dielectric
spheres were used to elastically scatter evanescent fields, and the cross-polarization was discovered
for the scattering of evanescent waves due to the damping factor in the incident wave destroying
the symmetry, in contrast to the lack of cross-polarization in Lorentz-Mie scattering [38].
Due to the strong transverse intensity gradient of evanescent waves, high-order multipoles are
strongly enhanced by scattering and extinction of evanescent waves, compared to plane waves.
Even when the sphere is in contact with the surface, the spectra for evanescent-wave excitation
differ strongly from those for plane-wave excitation, and resonances with large peak amplitudes are
observed for s- as well as p-polarized evanescent waves. The difference in the cross sections for spolarized and p-polarized evanescent-wave excitation, respectively, for a spherical particle is caused
by the different internal structure of the exciting field in both cases. In the case of s-polarization,
the electric field of the wave oscillates perpendicular to the plane of incidence, whereas in the ppolarized case, the electric field rotates in the plane of incidence due to the complex phase of the
totally reflected wave [12, 39].
In a previous paper from our group [32], a tapered optical fiber (TOF) refractometer was enhanced by modifying the waist region with a coating of SiO2 nanospheres (Fig. 1(b)). The combination of nanosphere-induced scattering losses and multimode propagation of tapered fiber gave
rise to a broadened detection range and improved sensitivity for refractive index sensing. In another paper [33], in contrast to the enhanced refractive index sensing, further experiments showed
unexpectedly that this modified TOF (MTOF) was less sensitive to the absorption of surrounding
medium than the original TOF without SiO2 . Owing to the higher-order mode filtering, the small
remaining cladding power fraction of lower-order modes gave rise to the great sensitivity drop for
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Figure 2: (a) Design of new magneto-plasmonic core-shell nano-antennas [44]. (b) Design and mechanism
of the dual functions of optical nanoantennas [36]. (c) Si-based dielectric resonator antenna and simulation
setup in CST [43], (c)1 , perspective view, and (c)2 , side view. (d) Schematic illustration of a 64 × 64
nanophotonic phased array (NPA) system [45]. (Reprinted with permission).

MTOF as illustrated in Fig. 1(b)4 . And this MTOF may be a promising tool to extract the RI
information with little interference from absorbance properties of the biomolecules.
In fact, subwavelength dielectric structures are able to provide similarly strong, tunable resonant
light scattering but less lossy than metals. Compared with plasmonic resonances, which typically
involves low modes such as dipole and quandrapole, the resonance in dielectric structures is even
more complicated. Unlike traditional analytical or numerical models, which simulate light scattering
by rigorously matching electromagnetic fields at boundaries, Yu and Cao [40] considered subwavelength dielectric structures as leaky resonators and evaluate the light scattering as a coupling
between incident light and leaky modes of the structure. It provides new intuitive insights into the
scattering and the phase shift in the scattered light. It’s helpful to understand the light-matter
interaction at subwavelength dielectric structures with functions such as scattering inversion, superresolution imaging, beam steering and so on [41].
3.2.2. Tip-enhanced Nanometer Tools

Tip-enhanced nearfield Surface plasmon resonances enable sub-nanometer and nanometer tools,
such as optical antennas, to directly interface with intracellular processes and particularly efficient
at selected frequencies. It holds promise as nanoplasmonic gene switches, biosensors, SERS-based
biosensing for spectroscopic imaging in living cells as well as in vitro molecular detection [36, 42].
The quantitative approaches should capture dynamic “spectral snapshots” of the intracellular biochemical distribution of living systems that were otherwise previously impossible to detect using
conventional methods [43].
A new magneto-plasmonic core-shell nano-antennas was proposed by Mezeme et al. (Fig. 2(a)) [44].
In this configuration the magnetic core is controllable by H and useful for local microwave heating
(hyperthermia), the Plasmonic shell induces a localized enhancement of E on 40 nm. It gives the
possibility for multiscale modeling of biological cells.
A microdielectric resonator antenna of dimensions (100 × 100 × 500 mm) designed for biosensing
applications were reported in 2011 [43]. The antenna was terminated with a thin layer of gold on
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the top and bottom of the microstructure for achieving a high Q. On top of the antenna was the
sensing region (100 mm3 ) which loaded the antenna depending on the type of material (Fig. 2(c)).
The loading in turn changed the antenna reflectance, resonant frequency and polarization, and thus
enabled the sensing action. The sensor activation and detection can be done using a far-infrared
spectroscopy technique.
Nanoplasmonic resonator antenna functions as an ideal carrier of cargo of biomoleculars with
its extraordinarily large surface-to-volume ratio to absorb or scatter light, which enhances the
interaction between light and matter and also the spectral information (Fig. 2(b)) [46].
3.3. Plasmonic Field Enhancement

Surface plasmons (SPs) are coherent electron oscillations that exist at the interface between any
two materials where the real part of the dielectric function changes sign across the interface (e.g.,
a metal-dielectric interface, such as a metal sheet in air). SPs have lower energy than bulk (or
volume) plasmons which quantize the longitudinal electron oscillations about positive ion cores
within the bulk of an electron gas (or plasma). When SPs coupled with a photon, the resulting
hybrid excitation is called a surface plasmon polariton (SPP). This SPP can propagate along the
surface of a metal until energy is lost either via absorption in the metal or radiation into freespace [47].
The first SPR immunoassay was proposed in 1983 by Liedberg et al. at the Linkoping Institute
of Technology [48]. The evanescent tails of propagating surface plasmon resonance (p-SPR) waves
are long and represent a long-range average response of the multilayer. It exhibits a large refractive
index sensitivity of 2 × 106 nm/RIU (refractive index unit) [49].
Surface plasmons enable the confinement of the light by electromagnetic excitations coupled to
electron charge density waves on metal-dielectric interfaces or localized on metallic nanostructures.
It enhances light-matter interactions [50]. Localized SPR (L-SPR) excitations occur around high
(nanoscale) radios of curvature metal/dielectric features, consequently, the evanescent tails of LSPR excitation are typically of this length scale. The use of nanoparticle tags/labels also can
result in a dramatic enhancement of sensitivity due to the coupling between the L-SPR of metallic
nanoparticles and SPR of the sensing film. The detection sensitivity of the nanorod-conjugated
antibody is 25–100 times more sensitive than the SPR biosensor without gold nanorods (GNRs) [51].
Drastic sensitivity enhancement, owing to the electromagnetic interaction between the nanotag and
the sensing film, was maximized using the longitudinal plasmonic resonance of the GNRs, and the
maximum enhancement effect can be achieved when the longitudinal SPR peak wavelength of GNRs
functionally matches the surface plasmon wavelength.
In fact, the above two kinds of sensors are very competitive in terms of sensitivities. The
short (and tunable) characteristic decay length, ld , of the electromagnetic field provides the L-SPR
nanosensor with enhanced sensitivity. The overall responses of these two sensors that seem different
can be described by the following equation [52]:
³
´
∆λmax = m∆n 1 − e−2d/ld
(6)
where ∆λmax is the wavelength shift response, m is the refractive index sensitivity, ∆n is the
change in refractive index induced by an adsorbent, d is the effective thickness of adsorbing layer,
and ld is the characteristic electromagnetic field decay length. These L-SPR nanosensor results
indicate that ld is approximately 5–15 nm or 1–3% of the wavelength and depends on the size,
shape, and composition of the nanoparticles. This differs greatly from the 200–300 nm decay
length or approximately 15–25% of the wavelength for the SPR sensor. The ultrathin freestanding
nanoporous gold (NPG) membranes (“leaf”) fabricated using a simple chemical dealloying method
was reported [53]. It simultaneously supports both propagating and localized surface plasmon
resonances (p-SPR and L-SPR), respectively, two kinds of optical excitations used in state-of-theart optical sensing technologies. The sensitivity for detecting the biological agents was obviously
increased by the SPR biosensor assembled with nano-porous gold membranes [54].
However, hindered by the fact that localized plasmon resonances (LPRs) are broad. Many applications, like biosensor, would get a strong boost from plasmon resonances with a higher quality
factor Zou et al. [57] suggested that extremely narrow plasmon resonances are possible in uniform arrays of nanoparticles. The theory of narrow plasmon resonances has been elaborated by
Markel [58]. Report an experimental observation of extremely narrow resonances measured in sample absorption and reflection and produced by diffraction coupling of localized plasmons (LPs),
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similar in nature to Schatz-Markel resonances [55]. They showed experimentally that the reflection
from an array of nanoparticles can be completely suppressed at certain wavelengths and their metal
nanostructures exhibit jump for the phase of the reflected light (Fig. 3(a)).
(b)

(a)
(a)1

(a)2

(b)1

(b)2

(b)3

Figure 3: (a) Extremely narrow plasmon resonance based on double-Au nanoarray [55], (a)1 , micrograph,
(a)2 , 3D plot of digital derivative of relative phase. (b) Singular phase nano-optics in plasmonic metamaterials [56], (b)1 , schematics of light reflection from nanostructured film, (a)2 , phase of p-polarized light as a
function of wave vector, (a)3 , the brown dispersion curve. (Reprinted with permission).

Recently, Kravets et al. [5, 6] demonstrated the feasibility of singular visible-light nano-optics
which exploits the benefits of both plasmonic field enhancement and the peculiarities of the phase
of light (Fig. 3(b)). It shows that plasmonic metamaterials exhibit topologically protected zero
reflection yielding to sharp phase changes nearby, which can be employed to radically improve the
sensitivity of detectors based on plasmon resonances. And an area mass sensitivity at the level
of fg/mm−2 and detection of individual biomolecules are respectively obtained [43]. Feng et al.
demonstrated a biochemical sensor consisting of nanoscale grooves and slits milled in a metal film
to form two-arm, three-beam, planar plasmonic interferometers [59]. By integrating thousands of
plasmonic interferometers per square millimeter with a microfluidic system, a wavelength sensitivity
between 370 and 630 nm/RIU, a relative intensity change between ∼ 103 and 106 %/RIU, and a
resolution of ∼ 3 × 10−7 in refractive index change were experimentally measured using typical
sensing volumes as low as 20 fL.
3.4. Intracavity Sensing

When photons are confined in a finite volume, two new physical parameters become relevant: optical
mode volume and confined photon number. From a quantum mechanical perspective, the former
concept describes the localized nature of the photon quantum state, and the latter concept gives
the occupancy number of the quantum state under investigation [60]. When a particle is introduced
into the system, two perturbation effects result: modification of the quantum state and hence the
polarization energy change of a single photon, as well as the photon occupancy number change dN.
And the occupancy number variation dN is generally inversely proportional to the optical mode
volume, a conclusion drawn from general perturbation theory.
The concept of intracavity sensing has been demonstrated by Gourly et al. [61]. In their approach
an entire cell, e.g., an erythrocyte is introduced to the cavity of a vertical cavity surface-emitting
laser (VCSEL). Due to the fact that the cell does not absorb the light at the wavelength of 850 nm,
the cell in the cavity will act as a Fabry-Perot etalon.
Consider a laser where the effective refractive index in the cavity is changed by ∆n. This implies
a change in the oscillation frequency of the laser given by [62]
∆neff
∆f
=
hneff i
f0

(7)
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Very small frequency shifts are preferably detected as shifts relative to a stable reference. Light
beating is then applied to obtain the difference frequency. The effective interaction length is then
given by the optical propagation length within the mutual coherence time of the two modes. Thus
it is essential that the two modes are as closely matched as compatible with the requirement that
only one mode is affected by the refractive index change. Being an emerging sensing technology, it
has recently been under intensive investigation.
Silicon photonics is a promising platform for high density integration of photonic devices. It
is compatible with CMOS fabrication and therefore high volume manufacturing is feasible. In
reference [22], Zou et al. (Fig. 4(a)) experimentally demonstrated a silicon photonic crystal (PC)
microcavity biosensor with 50 femto-molar detection limit. Our devices have demonstrated sensitivities higher than than competing optical platforms at concentration of 0.1 µg/ml across a range
of dissociation constants KD 1 micro-molar to 1 femto-molar. High sensitivities were achieved by
slow light engineering which reduced the radiation loss and increased the stored energy in the PC
microcavity resonance mode which contributed to high Q as well as enhanced optical mode overlap
with the analyte.
In a ring resonator, the light propagates in the form of whispering gallery modes (WGMs) or
circulating waveguide modes, which results from total internal reflection of light along the curved
boundary between the high and low refractive index (RI) media. The WGM has the evanescent field
present at the ring resonator surface and responds to the binding of biomolecules (Fig. 4(c)) [64]. In
contrast to the straight waveguide, the effective light–analyte interaction length of a ring resonator
sensor is no longer determined by the sensor’s physical size, but rather by the number of revolutions
of the light supported by the resonator, which is characterized by the resonator quality factor, or
the Q-factor.
Armani et al. [66] reported the disc ring resonator arrays whose Q factor can reach 108 , the
minimum detectable concentration of 5 × 10−18 M of a solution of interleukin-2 with this sensor
was reported. Vollmer et al. [67] reported the similar single molecule biological sensing technology
in 2008. But for commercialization, it still needs to improve the design and fabrication processes.
In our knowledge, the first commercialized acoustic biosensor is Quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM) [68–72]. To MEMS based acoustic sensors, the techniques make it possible to extremely
decrease the mass of the oscillators and work on MHz ∼ GHz high frequency with very high
sensitivities and multimode detection [73, 74]. Recently, Ioana Voiculescua et al. presented a review
about “Acoustic wave based MEMS devices for biosensing applications” [75]. However, compared
with optical biosensors, the Q factors are often very low. The Q factor of the most film acoustic
sensors are even lower than QCM. Similar to optical photonic crystal (PC), the localized modes
can also be obtained by putting defects in phononic crystals and making their resonate frequencies
within the bandgap. Point defect cavity was constructed in a two-dimensional phononic crystal plate
in our group in 2008 (Fig. 4(b)) [76]. In this structure, acoustic energy can be confined efficiently in
both X and Y directions by PC, which were shown by optical interference measurement. The signal
wave propagation is avoided by exciting the defect cavity inside. It is found that the Q factors of
PC in vacuum are mainly determined by inner attenuations and are affected by imaginary decay
factors. As an example, the breathing mode has highest Q factor in vacuum among nine modes
due to low inner attenuation and low energy leakage. The Q factors of all modes decrease due to
air damping and breathing mode is less sensitive to air due to less square normal velocity over the
total structure. By selectively loading the PC with water on one side, the interactions between
liquid and high Q defect cavity were studied. Even all the modes suffer strong liquid damping the
point defect modes with shear movement between plate and water surfaces suffer lower attenuation
and still have rather high Q factors as high as 49800 (Fig. 4(b)2 ).
The response of a phononic crystal sensor (PCS) to surface mass is linear, which has been
approved by the detection of NaCl in the localized region of the phononic crystal sensor (PCS).
A PCS with a thickness of 380 µm has a sensitivity of 9.1 Hz/ng, the detection limit is 0.38 ng
(Fig. 4(b)3 ). Now, the theoretical prediction of a sensitivity of 91 Hz/pg is reached by reducing the
thickness and hole diameter by an order of magnitude, this result is better than mass sensors based
on acoustic devices, and the experimental investigation is under way [63].
Besides, in our group, a micro-acoustic WGM which were excited and measured by evanescent
wave from Lamb wave device was investigated (Fig. 4(d)) [65]. The characters of acoustic WGMs
were studied both theoretically and experimentally. The acoustic WGMs exhibited sharp periodic
dips due to the resonance of the circular structure of the tube and even have narrow periodic
dips as optical WGMs due to the closed circular structure of the tube. Thus the high Q factor of
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Figure 4: (a) Silicon photonic crystal microcavity biosensors [22], (a)1 , a schematic of photonic crystal microcavity device, (a)2 , dispersion diagram of W1 photonic crystal waveguide in water. (b) Point defect phononic
crystal [63], (b)1 , optical microscope image, (b)2 , the Q factor of the point defect mode of phononic crystal in
vacuum, air, and water, (b)3 , the amplitude of point defect mode versus frequency. (c) Second harmonic light
generation based on whispering gallery microresonators [64], (c)1 , periodic molecular pattern on the sphere
surface, (c)2 , second harmonic generation as a function of half the wavelength of the fundamental wave, (c)3 ,
second harmonic intensity as a function of time. (d) The acoustic WGMs [65], (d)1 , schematic drawing of
principle, (d)2 , responses of the acoustic WGMs with different distances between the Lamb wave device and
the tube, (d)3 , normalized transmission and Q factors with different coupling distances. (Reprinted with
permission).

acoustic WGMs was obtained (Fig. 4(d)2 ). Furthermore, the resonance frequency shifts due to the
mass changing on the tube surface was measured. These results can be used in designing acoustic
resonator, filter and sensors. The Q factor of the acoustic WGMs reaches 380, which is one order
higher than that of the Lamb wave device working in liquid. Therefore, the resolution of mass
change was improved comparing with traditional Lamb wave sensors.
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3.5. Tunneling Effect

The optical tunneling effect refers to the frustration of an evanescent wave which was coined in
reference to the electric tunneling effect (Fig. 5(a)) [77]. Indeed, in optics, the inverse of the
refractive indexes of the different media can be regarded as analog of the potential barrier. Similarly,
in acoustics, if medium A is liquid or gas and medium B a solid, medium A can be regarded as a
region of space where the particle’s total energy is greater than its potential energy and medium B
is the potential barrier.
(a)

(b)
(b)1

(b)2

(c)
(c)1

(c)2

Figure 5: (a) Frustrated internal reflection for a three layer system [77]. (b) Optofluidic refractometer using
resonant optical tunneling effect based on, (b)1 , prisms [81], and (b)2 , angled fibers [82]. (c) Evanescent
wave of a Lamb wave sensor [80], (c)1 , the measurement setup via a sandwich of Lamb wave devices, (c)2 ,
the amplitude variations with distance at C port. (Reprinted with permission).

For the evanescent waves there is a phase difference of π/2 between the electric and magnetic
fields in the plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the evanescent wave. Therefore,
there is no flow of energy in the direction of propagation of the evanescent wave or, in other words,
the Poynting vector in the propagation direction of the evanescent wave has zero time average [78].
But if another medium with the index higher than the index of medium A, and the distance this
medium and medium A is smaller than the penetration depth, an important part of the light energy
will transfer into this medium. It has been shown that by locating tip detectors [79].
An acoustic microsensor based on tunnelling effect was proposed in 2008 (Fig. 5(c)) [80]. In
which one liquid layer is sandwiched between two Lamb wave sensors which are interacted by
evanescent field in liquid.
One example of the practical application of optical tunneling effect is optofluidic refractometer [81, 82]. In [81], the resonant optical tunneling effect (ROTE) realized through a structure
consisting of two hemicylindrical prisms, two air gaps, and a microfluidic channel (Fig. 5(b)) is
theoretically predicted to achieve a sensitivity of 760 nm/RIU and a detectivity of 85000 RIU−1 .
In [82], the ROTE is constructed through two angled silver-coated optical fibers (Fig. 5(c)) to
detect the RI changes by measuring the intensity variation of transmission intensity or the wavelength shift of transmission peak, theoretically achieving a high sensitivity of 81000 nm/RIU. These
ROTE based sensors are believed to be promising for monitoring the tiny change of the biochemical
constituents with the ability of real-time and label-free detection.
The response variations at ports B and C of the sandwich Lamb wave sensor with an adjustment
in the Z direction were represented in (Fig. 5(c)1 ). Both the amplitudes and the phases show the
splitting which appears when the distance becomes small, which shows that the two sensors are
coupled in the region of the evanescent field and they begin to work as a sandwich sensor (Fig. 5(c)2 ).
The dispersion curves have been obtained experimentally. The Sandwich sensor is sensitive to
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the thickness variation due to the evanescent field interaction. It gives the new insight into the
measurement of acoustic biosensor in which several parameters, such as the density of liquid, the
density and the thickness of the absorbed layer on the membrane, can be gotten respectively and
allows precise multi-parameters measurement [80].
Y. Ben-Aryen [78] explained the mechanism that when the detectors had a size much smaller
than a wavelength, such as tip and other nanostructures we mentioned above, it was possible to
convert part of the evanescent waves into propagating waves and to obtain high-resolution effects.
The tunneling of evanescent waves into propagating waves is related to the convolution of the high
spatial frequencies of the source with those of the detectors. Such an approach is demonstrated by
treating the evanescent waves which are diffracted from very narrow apertures in a plane screen
(with dimensions much smaller than the wavelength) and are converted into propagating waves by
tip detectors. The mechanism responsible for the conversion of evanescent waves into propagating
waves is explained and a general formula for the conversion of evanescent waves into propagating
waves is derived. Similarly, we can imagine such kind of biosensors which can get high resolution
information, about not only the thickness but also the interaction between the tip and molecules.
3.6. Optomechanical Interaction

Acousto-electromagnetic wave interaction refers to the phenomena occurring when electromagnetic
waves scatter from an object in a resonant acoustic mode of vibration. The incident electromagnetic
wave is modulated by the object’s motion, giving rise to a small Doppler component in the scattered
field. The Doppler component contains information specific to the scatterer, independent of the
background material.
In general, optomechanical coupling between light and matter is insignificant since a photon does
not have rest mass, but its effect can be enhanced for a structure with small mass and strong light
confinement. Roh et al. [83] fabricated bilayer PhCs and observed large optomechanical coupling by
employing band-edge modes. Furthermore, efficient coupling between optical modes and mechanical
modes was confirmed by the observation of Brownian modes in the RF signal of the reflected light.
Their result clearly showed that bilayer PhCs can serve strongly coupled optomechanical systems.
Fan and Zhu [84] investigated the optomechanical interaction in two coupled microresonators
while utilizing the composite resonances of the system. By taking advantages of the split resonance,
they bypassed the requirement of frequency detuning for the input light in a single resonator system.
For the external modulation driven system, the power efficiency to obtain the optomechanicallyinduced transparency (OMIT) phenomenon can be greatly increased. By properly choosing the
parameters of the coupled optomechanical system, it shows that an optically controlled mechanical
energy transfer between different mechanical oscillators is possible.
Most recently, a photonic-crystal nanocavity has been investigated as an optomechanical accelerometer that makes use of ultrasensitive displacement readout [85], achieving an acceleration
resolution of 10 µgHz-1/2 with submilliwatt optical power, a bandwidth greater than 20 kHz and a
dynamic range of greater than 40 dB. This nancavity is integrated with a nanotethered test mass of
high mechanical Q-factor. The nanogram test masses allow for strong optomechanical backaction
and set the stage for a new class of motional sensors. We believe this kind of optomechanical
sensors will find applications in biological or chemical recognition techniques. But in our knowledges, it has not been really used. Based on our research works on optical and acoustic biosensors
(Fig 4(d)), with the reference of optical whispering gallery modes (WGMs), a biosensor based on
acoustic and optical WGMs coupled and excited with Lamb Waves for multi-parameter detection is
proposed [86]. The cavity will be stimulated by a tapered optical fiber and a Lamb wave transducer
both. The oscillations will be in different wavelengths and the optical and acoustic fields will both
interact with the target molecules on the cavity’s surface. It is supposed to get high sensitive, high
Q factor resonance to improve detection with acoustic signal also.
4. OUTLOOK AND DISCUSSIONS

Sensors based on optical or acoustic transduction distinguish the perturbation of waves, they have
notable similarity and specialty, i.e., oscillators (photons and phonons) → wave (electromagnetic
and mechanical wave) → modulation (wavelength, frequency, amplitude, and phase, etc.) → electronic signal.
Due to the existence of high-space-frequency signals, evanescent wave sensor in itself is an
excellent filter, maintaining the nano scale information of biological targets and obtaining a high
signal to noise ratio (SNR). To intensify the modulation of waves by biomolecules and increase the
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efficiency of the wave translation is the key to obtain higher sensitivity. Obviously, there is need to
endow oscillators with more energy or momentum and transfer them to biomolecules. And higher
Q factor should be obtained to ensure a higher SNR.
By taking the advantage of localization and resonance, the wave-matter interactions are hugely
enhanced and the sensitivity is thus promoted. But the quantitative relationship between field
magnification and sensitivity improvement has not been thoroughly analyzed. The defect modes of
artificial crystals and other cavities intensify the local fields, meantime, they provide an alternative
to high-Q resonance which is the premise of high-resolution detection. However, whether there is
a trade-off between high Q and high sensitivity still needs insightful investigation.
Recent advancements in nanotechnology and nanoplasmonics now enable sub-nanometer and
nanometer tools to directly interface with intracellular processes. Coupling both of optical and
acoustic effects,especially in the size of nano meters, the mutual action would be stronger at higher
frequencies,. Moreover, acoustic assistance can provide the condition for momentum matching,
acoustic-optic sensing may have real coupling effects. However, owing to the ongoing developments
of nano technology, it’s still difficult to ensure the repeatability for commercial use.
The development of biosensors always depends on the biorecognition technology. Although
label-free detections can have very high sensitivities, single-parameter detections cannot fulfill biological recognition at present. Furthermore, highly sensitive detection, especially single-molecule
detection, is prone to the influence from other molecules and surrounding environment. Usually,
high sensitivity tends to be susceptible to a variety of background signals, therefore, the calibration
of genuine label-free detection remains a big challenge.
Nowadays, the flourishing progress of super-resolution imaging, whether near field or far field,
resembles the highly sensitive biorecognition technique, the nano imaging technology would be the
next generation biological detection tools.
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Abstract— The estimation of a gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) distribution using the evanescent
electric field in AuNPs filled surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensing is proposed here.
The average evanescent electric fields in the 2-dimensional (2D) sensing structure containing thin
gold and saline layers are determined. The location of AuNPs from the gold/saline interface has
a great influence on the shift of the evanescent field profile. The results also indicate that higher
number of AuNPs with preferably uniform distribution provides very strong profile shift. The
shifts observed in most profiles are well correlated with those of the surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) curves.
1. INTRODUCTION

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has been widely adopted for sensing applications [1, 2]. Monitoring reflected light intensity associated with dielectric changes of biomolecules is considered a
key to identify types of biomolecules as well as their density The sensitivity of the SPR sensor has
later been improved by filling gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) in the dielectric layer to enhance field
couplings induced by localized surface plasmons (LSPs) of AuNPs [3, 4]. It is believed that the
sensing capability depends significantly on AuNPs distributions.
In this paper, the evanescent field profile monitoring is proposed to determine AuNP distributions in the AuNPs filled SPR sensing system. The case studies include uniform and non-uniform
arrays of AuNPs in 1- and 2-row structures. The SPR curves are created for comparison,by including the effects of AuNPs using widely known modified Maxwell-Garnett (MG) model [5].
2. RESEARCH APPROACH
2.1. Evanescent Electric Field Calculation

The 2D single interface structure filled with AuNPs is shown in Figure 1. The lower (z < 0)
and upper (z > 0) half spaces contain gold (Au) and dielectric layers, respectively. The general
TM solutions for the evanescent electric fields using Maxwell’s equations in the upper half space,
assuming a flat interface is shown as
1
kd eiβx e−kd z
ωε0 εd
β
eiβx e−kd z ,
Ez (z) = −A
ωε0 εd

Ex (z) = −iA

(1)
(2)

where A is the amplitude constant, ω is the angular frequency (rad/s), εd is saline dielectric constant,
εo is the free
q space permittivity β is the propagation constant of the surface plasmon polariton

εm (ω)
(SPP) = ωc εεdd+ε
, where c is the light velocity and εm is the complex dielectric constant of the
m (ω)
metal layer, and kd = αd + ipd is the component of the wave vector with the attenuation constant
αd (S/m) and the phase constant pd (rad/m), respectively.
The evanescent electric fields are computed using MATLAB at every point in the model space
and ones at AuNPs locations are employed to determine the fields induced by LSPs of AuNPs. The
magnitudes of the vector sums of the evanescent electric fields in (1) and (2) are superposed with
those induced by AuNPs. These evanescent electric field values, |E0 |, are averaged out to obtain
the average decay field, |E0 |ave , as a function of the distance z.
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Figure 1: AuNPs filled SPR structure.
2.2. Setup Parameters

The size of the 2D SPR model structure is 1600 × 500 nm2 . The p-polarized light of 820 nm
wavelength is employed. The saline layer has εd = 1.904. The gold layer is 50 nm thick and has
εm = −25.5782+1.6106i at this wavelength. All AuNP shave equally 15 nm radius. Their dielectric
function is determined by the Drude model. The average decay electric field profiles are determined
for uniform and non-uniform arrays of AuNPs in 1- and 2-row structures. Ten is set as a default
number of AuNPs per row. The modified MG equations are then employed to calculate for effective
dielectric constants of the AuNPs filled dielectric layers in all cases. SPR data are then computed
using WINSPALL. Note that, the interaction between NPs in the same row is assumed negligible.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An example of the |E0 | distribution of the 1-row uniform AuNPs array located at z = 50 nm is
shown in Figure 2(a). These average evanescent electric field profiles at different array heights are
plotted as related power density term, |E0 |2ave , for better visualization as shown in Figure 2(b).
The valley in each profile indicates the location of the AuNPs array. The electromagnetic (EM)
couplings between AuNPs and surround medium can easily be observed by vertical profile shifts
from the conventional or no AuNPs baseline. As expected, the coupling becomes weaker as the
height increases due to field attenuation in the saline layer. The SPR shifts of the AuNPs filled

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) The |E0 | distribution of 1-row uniform AuNPs array located at z = 50 nm, (b) |E0 |2ave profiles
as a function of height, and (c) corresponding SPR profiles.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) The |E0 | distribution of 1-row non-uniform AuNPs array located at z = 0 nm, (b) |E0 |2ave
profiles comparison, and (c) SPR profiles comparison.
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sensing structure in Figure 2(c) are easily distinguished from that of the conventional curve but
exhibit very little difference from one another. Figure 3(a) shows the |E0 | distribution of the 1-row
non-uniform AuNPs array located at z = 0 nm. The associated |E0 |2ave profile is compared with
the uniform array at the same location as shown in Figure 3(b). Both profiles are quite similar,
implying that the AuNPs uniformity is unlikely an important factor at this stage. The results are
confirmed with SPR profile shifts in Figure 3(c).
The |E0 | distribution in the structure containing the 2-row uniform AuNPs array with 20 nm gap
between rows are shown in Figure 4(a). The field couplings between rows are clearly observed. The
|E0 |2ave profiles at different gap sizes are shown in Figure 4(b). The strongest coupling is observed
at zero gap as expected. The inset shows zoomed in profiles at 20, 50, and 100 nm gap. Compared
with the conventional and one-row cases, these 2-row profiles shift up much more significantly, agree
with SPR profiles in Figure 4(c). These results suggest that additional AuNPs and interactions
between rows may have a strong influence to the total field coupling. This 2-row or pair formation
is thus definitely useful for SPR sensitivity improvement.
Figure 5(a) shows the |E0 | distribution in the 2-row non-uniform AuNPs array with only 5
AuNPs in the upper row, and 20 nm gap between rows. The interaction between rows is clearly
subsided as shown in Figure 5(b), compared with that of the 2-row uniform array case. The smaller

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) The |E0 | distribution of 2-row uniform AuNPs array with 20 nm gap, (b) |E0 |2ave profiles as a
function of gap sizes, and (c) SPR profiles.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: (a) 2-row array with unequal number of AuNPs at 20 nm gap, (b) |E0 |2ave profiles, and (c) SPR
profiles.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: (a) 2-row non-uniform array with different AuNPs distribution at 20 nm gap, (b) |E0 |2ave profiles,
and (c) SPR profiles.
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number of AuNPs in the upper row is indicated by smaller side peaks of the upper AuNPs valley.
The result is well correlated with the smaller SPR shift shown in Figure 5(c).
Finally, the |E0 | distribution in the structure containing the 2-row non-uniform AuNPs array
with different AuNPs distributions in both rows and a 20 nm gap, is shown in Figure 6(a). The
extreme distributions of most AuNPs in both rows locating on the right half of the model space
are selected for the demonstration purpose. Figure 6(b) shows the corresponding |E0 |2ave profile
compared with that of the 2-row uniform AuNPs array. The smaller shift of the middle valley
including the reduction in its side peaks indicates the overall decrease in row-to-row coupling due
to non-uniform AuNPs distributions. However, the SPR profile shift shown in Figure 6(c) is similar
to that of the uniform case since the calculation of the SPR curve is actually based on the AuNPs
density, not their distribution.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The |E0 |2ave profile shift for the 1-row uniform AuNPs array structure decreases as the array height
increases. The |E0 |2ave profile and SPR profile shifts in the structures containing 1-row non-uniform
AuNPs arrays are barely distinguished from those of the uniform array. It is found later that both
|E0 |2ave and SPR profile shifts in the 2-row uniform AuNPs array structure are much higher due
to stronger coupling induced by additional AuNPs. This finding is well supported by the profiles
observed in the 2-row unequal number of AuNPs array. However for the case of the 2-row nonuniform array, there is no change in the SPR profile shift since the calculation of the SPR curve
is actually based on the AuNPs density, not their distribution. These results suggest that the
evanescent field approach is quite useful for estimating AuNPs distributions when the sufficient
number of AuNPs is considered.
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Abstract— We present simulation results of an analysis of linear and ring structures of single

or double cladding fiber laser using Er3+ , Yb3+ , Er3+ /Yb3+ or Er3+ /Yb3+ /Cr3+ as active lasing
centers and operated in passive Q-switching regime. Several types of passive Q-switch cells made
of materials such as Co2+ :MgAl2 O4 bulk crystals or nano-crystals embedded in phosphate glass,
Co2+ :ZnSe, Co2+ :ZnS, UO2+ embedded in phosphate glass, Cr4+ :YAG bulk crystal and LiF:F−
2
3+
(lithium fluoride with F−
doped
2 color centers) are considered. The use of an un-pumped Er
fiber optic as a passive Q-switch cell is also analyzed. Both doped fiber optic active medium and
passive Q-switch cell spectroscopic characteristics are analyzed concerning the lasing function.
The saturation dynamics of the analyzed passive Q-switch cells is separately done by a FTDT
method. The simulation results are obtained by solving the coupled rate equations describing the
laser dynamics, considering as accurate as possible the differential equation coefficients describing
laser systems. The linear and ring fiber laser structures simulations are performed considering
the influence of various factors including ASE on power and temporal output characteristics of
eye-safe erbium laser. Also the thermal effects occurring in the passive Q-switch cells during laser
operation are investigated. Presented simulation results are part of a design procedure of linear
or ring fiber laser emitters, including the “Eye Safe” ones operated at approximately 1550 nm for
various industrial, laboratory or military applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

Compact high efficiency diode pumped lasers, such as passively Q-switched Er3+ and Yb3+ fiber
lasers are required for various applications, such as medical, material micro-processing, eye-safe
range-finding, target designating and remote sensing [1–6]. The basic reason for this interest relies
on excellent beam quality, high efficiency, compactness and reliability. This made the diode-pumped
rare-earth-doped double-cladding fiber lasers become very important light sources [6–8]. Development and optimization of passively Q-switched Er3+ and Yb3+ fiber lasers with specified output
radiation dynamical characteristics require adequate modeling of the laser mode evolution within
the cavity [7–12]. There are several effects, as laser medium thermalization, slow Q-switching or
effects of absorber lifetime, that are considered during the numerical modeling of passively Qswitched laser operation [12–15]. Among these effects the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE),
often referred to as amplified luminescence, is one of the factors that can significantly affect the
laser threshold, the power and the temporal characteristics [9–13]. Passive Q-switches made of
Co2+ :MgAl2 O4 bulk crystals or nano-crystals embedded in phosphate glass, Co2+ :ZnSe, Co2+ :ZnS,
UO2+ embedded in phosphate glass (used for Er3+ based fiber lasers), Cr4+ :YAG bulk crystal and
−
3+ based lasers) are considered in this
LiF:F−
2 , lithium fluoride with F2 color centers (used for Yb
analysis [16–18].
2. THEORY

In Fig. 1 is presented the schematic of the fiber laser using Er3+ or Yb3+ ions doped optic fiber [19].
It is a common Er3+ or Yb3+ fiber laser setup.
The coupled rate equations usually used to model passively Q-switched lasers are generally
based on the approximations of the uniform pumping of the gain medium, the intra-cavity optical
intensity as axially uniform, and the complete recovery of the saturable absorber [17–21]. Including
the focusing effect, the coupled equations for a three-level or four-level saturable absorber are given
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Figure 1. Passively Q-switched fiber laser. PUMPING LD — pumping laser diode (emitting at 980 nm in
the case of Er3+ fiber lasers; emitting at 941 nm in the case of Yb3+ fiber lasers); WDM — wavelength
division multiplexor; FIBER BRAGG GRATINGs act as laser resonator mirrors; Q-SWITCH CRYSTAL —
the passive optical Q-switch cell; COLLIMATORS — two collimating lenses producing a parallel beam for
the Q-switch cell; RARE EARTH-DOPED FIBER — Er3+ or Yb3+ laser active medium.

by [17–21]:
·
µ µ ¶
¶¸
dΦ (t)
Φ (t)
1
=
2σam n (t) lam − 2σgs ngs (t) lsa − 2σes nes (t) lsa − ln
+ Lloss
(1)
dt
tr
R
dn (t)
n (t)
(2)
= Rp − γ · c · σam · Φ (t) · n (t) −
dt
τam
dngs (t)
A
=−
c · σgs · Φ (t) · ngs (t)
(3)
dt
Asa
It was considered the condition (4) imposed by the constant population density of the saturable
absorber centers:
ngs (t) + nes (t) = ns0
(4)
In the above equations Φ(t) is the intra-cavity photon density in the cross-sectional area of the
laser beam in the gain medium; n is the population density of the gain medium; ns0 is the total
population density of the saturable absorber centers; ngs and nes are the instantaneous population
densities in the ground and excited states of the saturable absorber, respectively; σ am is the active medium emission cross section; σ gs and σ es are the ground-state absorption and excited-state
absorption cross sections of the saturable absorber, respectively; lam is the length of the active
medium; τ am is the fluorescence lifetime of the upper laser level; lsa is the length of the saturable
absorber, A/As is the ratio of the laser beam average area in the gain medium and in the saturable
absorber; R is the reflectivity of the output mirror (actually the product of the two mirrors reflectivity, R1 and R2 ), Lloss is the round-trip dissipative optical losses, γ is the inversion reduction
factor, γ = 1 and γ = 2 correspond to four-level and three-level systems respectively), and tr is the
round-trip transit time of light in the cavity optical length l; c is the speed of light. Rp represents
the pumping rate, proportional to the pumping power, Pp , defined as:
Rp ≈

Pp
hνAlam

(5)

In Eq. (5), hν is the pumping quanta energy. T2 , is defined as in [19].
3. RESULTS

The differential equation system (1)–(3) is solved by using Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 45 method. The
inversion reduction factor is γ = 1 in the Er3+ case and γ = 2 for the Yb3+ case. The active
medium length is lam = 2.5 m for both types of fiber laser. The resonator length is lr = 3.0 m for
both types of fiber laser. σ am = 0.575 · 10−20 cm2 and τ am = 5.545 · 10−3 s in the case of Er3+
ions doped fiber laser. σ am = 0.241 · 10−21 cm2 and τ am = 0951 · 10−3 s in the case of Yb3+ ions
doped fiber laser. R1 = 0.995 and R2 = 0.925 for both types of fiber laser. The pumping rate was
considered to vary in the range 0.5–2.5 · 1021 cm−3 for both types of fiber laser. The concentrations
of saturable absorber centers are adjusted to impose an initial, zero signal transmittance of 0.90
for 2 mm thickness.
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In Table 1 the parameters of the passive Q-switches considered for Er3+ fiber laser operation
are presented. It can be noticed that passive optical Q-switch cells commonly used in the case of
Er3+ fiber lasers have no residual absorption from excited electronic levels.
Table 1.
Q-Switch
Co2+ :ZnSe
2+
Co :MgAl2 O4 (nanocrystals)
Co2+ :MgAl2 O4
U2+ :CaF2
U2+ :Phosphate Glass

σ sa [cm2 ]
5.31 · 10−19
3.85 · 10−19
3.51 · 10−19
7.05 · 10−20
5.56 · 10−20

τ sa [s]
2.9 · 10−4
6.0 · 10−7
1.8 · 10−7
2.0 · 10−7
1.0 · 10−7

ns0 [cm−3 ]
5.914 · 1019
9.053 · 1019
1.152 · 1020
6.139 · 1020
7.622 · 1020

n
2.45551
2.16416
1.69416
1.42601
1.51647

Table 2 summarizes the simulation results for Er3+ fiber laser: the output laser pulse width, tp ,
and the repetition frequency, fr ,.
Table 2.
Q-Switch

Co2+ :ZnSe

tp [ns]
fr [kHz]

75.2
39.54

Co2+ :MgAl2 O4
(nanocrystals)
89.4
41.11

Co2+ :MgAl2 O4

UO2+ :CaF2

93.9
42.27

72.1
34.35

UO2+ :Phosphate
Glass
79.3
40.55

In Table 3 the parameters of the passive Q-switches considered for Yb3+ fiber laser operation
are presented. It can be noticed that passive optical Q-switch cells commonly used in the case of
Yb3+ fiber lasers have no residual absorption from excited electronic levels.
Table 3.
Q-Switch
Cr4+ :YAG
LiF:F−
2

σgs [cm2 ]
8.75 · 10−19
1.85 · 10−19

σes [cm2 ]
2.25 · 10−19
-

Figure 2. Shape of a singular pulse for Co2+ :ZnSe.

τsa [s]
2.9 · 10−4
6.0 · 10−7

ns0 [cm−3 ]
3.014 · 1019
9.053 · 1019

n
1.85551
1.16416

Figure 3. Shape of a pulse train for Co2+ :ZnSe.

Table 4 summarizes the simulation results for Yb3+ fiber laser: the output laser pulse width, tp ,
and the repetition frequency, fr .
Transmittance vs. incident power, as resulted from simulation using the FDTD method is
displayed in Fig. 6 (for Cr:ZnSe) and Fig. 7 (for Cr:ZnS).
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Table 4.
Q-Switch
tp [ns]
fr [kHz]

Cr4+ :YAG
85.2
29.54

LiF:F−
2
90.4
42.11

Figure 4. Shape of a singular pulse for Cr4+ :YAG.

Figure 5. Shape of a pulse train for Cr4+ :YAG.

Figure 6. Transmittance for Cr:ZnSe.

Figure 7. Transmittance for Cr:ZnS.

4. CONCLUSIONS

For Er3+ fiber laser five types of passive Q-switch cells were analyzed. Regarding the functionality,
the narrowest pulses are given by UO2+ :CaF2 (tp = 72.1 ns) and Co2+ :ZnSe (tp = 75.2 ns). But
their thermo-mechanical reliability is poor, so we consider the best choice to be Co2+ :MgAl2 O4
(nanocrystals), which gives larger pulses (89.4 ns), but has a good thermo-mechanical reliability.
For Yb3+ fiber laser only two types of passive Q-switch cells were analyzed: Cr4+ :YAG and
4+
LiF:F−
2 . In this case, the choice is simpler: Cr :YAG is better (tp = 72.1 ns and fr = 29.54 kHz),
while its thermo-mechanical reliability is good.
This analysis serves improving passive Q-switched fiber lasers design. The Er3+ and Yb3+
passive Q-switched fiber lasers are dedicated to different applications. Er3+ fiber laser are used for
remote sensing, for “Eye Safe” range finding target designation. Yb3+ is used for microprocessing
applications, for medical applications. The analysis for Er3+ fiber laser was intended for an “Eye
Safe” laser emitter operated in passive optical Q-switching regime.
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Abstract— In this work, a double-band reflection filter is theoretically demonstrated using a
dielectric frequency-selective surface (DFSS) under normal TE plane wave excitation. A formulation based on a vectorial modal method is applied to the study of scattering of plane waves
in a multilayered DFSS containing several dielectric gratings with different grating periods. It
is shown that this structure can act as a multi-band reflection filter at normal incidence. The
central frequencies of the filter are determined by the resonances of the individual single-layer
waveguide gratings, so they can be tuned by choosing adequate periodicities of the periodic layers. Finally, an example of a double-band reflection filter is obtained for TE normal plane-wave
excitation.
1. INTRODUCTION

The frequency selectivity behavior of multilayered periodic structures, both dielectric and metallic,
has led to a growing interest in the study and application of this type of structures at microwave
frequencies and in the visible range. Thus, multilayered structures formed by the cascade connection of periodic metallic surfaces printed on dielectric homogeneous layers have found a wide
field of application in antennas and satellite communication systems as reflection and transmission filters [1]. On the other side, a recent interest has arisen in the application of thin dielectric
structures that combine the use of homogeneous and periodic layers [2–4] which have a periodic
variation along some layers. At millimeter frequencies, these structures have the advantage of having low absorption losses compared to metal surfaces. These structures have been given multiple
applications including transmission and reflection filters, antenna reflectors, couplers, multiplexers,
holograms, optical sensors, Bragg gratings, etc..
This work focuses on the study and design of reflection filters, using multilayered periodic
dielectric structures with periodicity in one dimension, under plane wave excitation. To this end,
the formulation developed in [4, 5] based on a vectorial modal method is used. These structures
have already been previously designed as reflection filters under plane wave excitation [3], using
a single periodic dielectric grating with a rectangular modulation of the dielectric permittivity.
The frequency response of the periodic grating is determined by the resonance effect of guided
modes in the grating, giving rise to strong reflections (total reflection) at certain frequencies, with
practically no reflection in the frequency bands adjacent to the resonant frequency. The position
of the resonance frequency of the grating is determined by the phase matching condition in the
periodic layer [2, 4].
This paper demonstrates that it is possible to design multiband reflection filters using structures
containing various periodic gratings with different period, where the resonant frequencies are determined by the resonances of the individual periodic gratings. It has been found that the frequency
shift between the total reflection peaks of the filter can be adjusted by changing the periods of the
different periodic gratings.
2. PRINCIPLES OF MULTIBAND REFLECTION FILTERS

Figure 1 shows a DFSS constituted by several dielectric gratings with different periods separated
by air layers. Each dielectric grating of period Di and thickness hpi is composed of two dielectric
materials with relative permittivities εHi and εLi , and widths lHi = lLi = Di /2. This structure can
act as a multiband reflection filter under normal incidence. In order to obtain the spectral response
of the system the Generalized Scattering Matrix technique has been employed, that allows analyzing
the junction between different guiding regions, which in our case will be the transitions between
the periodic dielectric layers and the air layers. Finally, the cascade connection of the different
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Figure 1: Multiband reflection filter using several dielectric gratings with different period under normal plane
wave excitation.

individual scattering matrices is performed by using the scattering matrices corresponding to the
propagation along each section connecting such transitions. The application of this method requires
the knowledge of the modal spectrum in each media. In the air region we have chosen as solution
the Floquet modes corresponding to a homogeneous medium [1]. On the other hand, the modal
spectrum in each periodic dielectric media has been obtained by using a vectorial modal method
developed by the authors, which is described in [4, 5]. When analyzing an structure constituted
by several DFSS of different period separated by air layers, the study of a new type of transition
has been added between two regions of different period, which for simplicity has been chosen inside
the homogeneous region, i.e., between Floquet modes in the air region with different period. This
kind of structure can be designed appropriately to present a number of reflection peaks (zero
transmission) in the frequency band of interest when excited by a normal incident plane wave. In
this way, it can be used as a multiband reflection filter under normal plane wave incidence. The
frequencies at which the structure shows total reflection are determined by the resonances of the
individual periodic dielectric layers, which depend on the periodicity and thickness of each periodic
layer [4]. On the other hand, the air layers connecting periodic dielectric layers must be thick
enough in order to avoid the coupling of evanescent waves of the adjacent periodic layers [6].
3. DOUBLE BAND REFLECTION FILTER

Figure 2 shows the spectral response of the double band reflection filter which has been designed
using a DFSS consisting of two dielectric gratings with dielectric materials of relative permittivities
εH1 = εH3 = 2.56 and εL1 = εL3 = 1.0. The periods of the dielectric gratings are D1 = 30.0 mm
and D2 = 29.0 mm, being the thickness of both periodic layers of hp1 = hp2 = 25.8 mm. The two
dielectric gratings are separated by an air layer of thickness hh1 = 52.0 mm. This DFSS has been
designed for excitation of normal incident plane wave with TE polarization, so it behaves as a
double band reflection filter, whose total reflection frequencies are given by the resonances of the
individual dielectric gratings. Figure 2 shows the reflection response of this structure, where two

Figure 2: Spectral response of the designed double band reflection filter.
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peaks of total reflection can be observed, with a frequency separation of 258.4 MHz (corresponding
to a wavelength difference of 0.1 cm, which coincides with the difference between the two periods
of the dielectric gratings). This separation can be adequately adjusted varying the periods of the
dielectric gratings. Following the procedure described in the design process of this kind of filters,
it can be checked that adding additional dielectric gratings of slightly different successive periods,
these structures can also be employed as a new mechanism of band broadening in this type of
reflection filters.
4. CONCLUSION

In this work, it is described a new procedure for the design of multiband reflection filters based
on DFSS constituted by several dielectric gratings of different period separated by air layers. It
has been checked that the frequency separation between the total reflection peaks of the filter
can be adjusted modifying the periods of the different dielectric gratings. Finally, it is shown an
example of a double band reflection filter designed for normal TE plane wave incidence using a
DFSS constituted by two dielectric gratings with slightly different periods, separated by an air
layer. It is demonstrated that the frequency separation between the two reflection peaks is directly
related to the difference of the employed periodicities.
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Abstract— The possibility of mode switching from one pulse to the next in a 6-cavity gigawatt
and 12-cavity gigawatt magnetron with diffraction output (MDO) using a single frequency RF
signal was demonstrated using particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations in our earlier work [1–3]. For the
12-cavity gigawatt magnetron, a splitting of the radiation frequency for each eigenmode owing to
its different longitudinal distribution was also demonstrated. In this paper we optimize the 12cavity gigawatt magnetron to improve the electronic efficiency and output power, and calculate
the eigenmodes for the optimized 12-cavity gigawatt magnetron. When the relativistic magnetron
is operated using an applied 400 kV voltage pulse, electrons emitted from the cathode with
high energy strike the anode block and secondary electron and backscattering electron emission
occurs. The emitted secondary current will lower the output power of the 12-cavity relativistic
magnetron and will complicate the spectrum when the applied magnetic field approaches the
boundary of neighboring modes. This is especially the case for a short applied voltage pulse.
This phenomenon changes the boundary between neighboring modes as well as the boundary
between splitting neighboring longitudinal modes with the same transverse field structure. Also,
this makes choosing stable modes complicated when considering a boundary for mode switching.
The result of this paper will provide reference for 12-cavity gigawatt magnetron mode switching
experiments when selecting the boundary between neighboring modes.
1. INTRODUCTION

In a relativistic MDO any mode can be used as the operating mode. There is also the possibility
of using a weak RF signal to switch adjacent modes or neighboring longitudinal modes. Mode
switching from one pulse to the next pulse in a highly efficient 6-cavity gigawatt MDO [2] can be
achieved using a weak (∼ 105 W), short (∼ 10−8 s), single frequency microwave signal. In a 12cavity relativistic magnetron, mode switching between modes that have the same transverse field
structure, but different axial distributions can be achieved using a weak (∼ 105 W), short (∼ 10−8 s)
microwave signal. In this paper a voltage of 400 kV is applied to an optimized configuration of a
12-cavity relativistic magnetron to radiate the TE41 mode with frequency 2.52 GHz and power that
can be increased from 1.3 GW to 1.5 GW. For a higher frequency of 2.72 GHz the output power can
be increased from 1.5 GW to 1.75 GW. The electronic efficiency of low frequency operation can be
improved from ηe ∼ 50% to ηe ∼ 60%, while the electronic efficiency of high frequency operation can
be improved from ηe ∼ 63.5% to ηe ∼ 72% compared to the un-optimized configuration described
in [4]. When a voltage of 400 kV is applied, the PIC simulations show that energetic electrons
emitted from the cathode strike the anode block such that secondary electron and backscattered
electron emission occur.
In this paper we show that for a 12-cavity relativistic MDO, secondary electron emission and
backscattered electron emission from the anode will alter the boundary between neighboring modes,
as well as different longitudinal modes for the same transverse mode.
2. SIMULATION SET-UP

The 12-cavity relativistic MDO uses the configuration in [4] driven by a transparent cathode [3].
The optimized 12-cavity magnetron in which β ∼ 31.8, α ∼ 12.6, L = 8.9 cm, and the length
of cathode is about 1.8 times the anode length, as shown in Fig. 1 (these parameters are shown
in the figure as well). In this paper we use the HFSS code [5] to compute the eigenmodes of a
12-cavity relativistic MDO and found that for one mode there are several eigenmode branches. For
example, for the TE41 mode, between the low frequency ∼ 2.52 GHz mode and one high frequency
∼ 2.72 GHz mode there is still an additional mode at 2.68 GHz. However, for ease of comparison,
we use the same low frequency and high frequency modes as in [4]. We use the UNIPIC code [6]
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to show that, after optimizing the 12-cavity magnetron in the axial direction in the anode block,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: The longitudinal section of the 12-cavity MDO: (a) view in r-z plane; (b) view in r-z plane in
HFSS; (c) view in r-z plane in UNIPIC.

Figure 2: Eigenmodes of a 12-cavity relativistic MDO.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)
Figure 3: TE41 mode generated at f = 2.52 GHz: (a) output electric field; (b) spectrum; (c) output power;
(d) anode current; (e) end current.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4: TE41 mode generated at f = 2.72 GHz: (a) output electric field; (b) spectrum; (c) output power;
(d) anode current; (e) end current.

the efficiency can be improved by 10% and the output power for the TE41 mode with one low
frequency ∼ 2.52 GHz and one high frequency ∼ 2.72 GHz mode is at the GW-level. The electric
field, output power, operating frequency, anode current, end current for the TE41 mode with high
frequency (f = 2.52 GHz) and the TE41 mode (f = 2.72 GHz) are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The
electron particle plot [7] for the TE41 mode and the electric field contour in the ϕ-plane are shown
in Fig. 5.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: TE41 mode with low frequency f = 2.52 GHz and high frequency f = 2.72 GHz generation:
(a) electron particle plot; (b) electric field contour in the ϕ-plane; (c) low frequency f = 2.52 GHz and high
frequency f = 2.72 GHz electric-field distribution in the z direction.
3. RESULTS

The UNIPIC code [6] simulation results shown in Fig. 6 indicate that when the applied voltage is
400 kV, the energetic electrons emitted from cathode strike the relativistic magnetron anode block
and secondary electrons and backscattered electrons are emitted. The secondary current formed
complicates neighboring modes. This phenomenon is more apparent when in the usual relativistic
A6 MDO or the relativistic A6 magnetron with radial output, especially more apparent in 12-cavity
relativistic MDO since more longitudinal modes exist and mode separation becomes smaller. In
Fig. 6, the purple electrons represent the explosive emission electrons with high energy while the
blue electrons represent the secondary and backscattered electrons for an applied voltage of 400 kV
and magnetic field 0.43 T.
The UNIPIC code [6] simulation shown in Fig. 6 is for a 12-cavity relativistic MDO with one
cavity driven by a transparent cathode and an applied voltage pulse of 400 kV.
Furthermore, in a 12-cavity relativistic MDO the splitting of the frequency occurs when sec-

t = 14ns

R/m

0.1

0.05

0
0

0.1

0.2
Z/m

0.3

0.4

Figure 6: Particle plot of explosive emission electrons (blue) together with secondary and backscattered electrons (purple) in a 12-cavity relativistic
MDO.

Figure 7: Secondary electron emission and backscattered electron emission in a 12-cavity relativistic
MDO leads to complications for the boundary between neighboring modes and more complicated
boundaries for longitudinal modes for a fixed transverse mode (the red colored portion shows the complicated boundaries).
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ondary and backscattered electron emission occur, and the boundary shown in red in Fig. 7 becomes
more complicated. This phenomenon is more important for RF priming [5] and mode switching
using a short applied voltage pulse when choosing stable operating modes [6, 7].
4. DISCUSSIONS

Simulations using the UNIPIC code show that when a 12-cavity relativistic MDO is driven with
a 400 kV voltage pulse the operating characteristics of such a device is affected by the emission
of secondary and backscattered electrons from the anode block. The emission of secondary and
backscattered electrons causes mode competition between neighboring modes, as shown, for example, in Fig. 7 when the applied voltage V = 400 kV.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Simulations using the UNIPIC code show that a 12-cavity relativistic MDO driven by a transparent
cathode operates in the TE41 mode with one low frequency f ∼ 2.52 GHz and one high frequency
f ∼ 2.72 GHz mode. The output power of the f ∼ 2.52 GHz mode can be increased from 1.3 GW
to 1.5 GW while its electronic efficiency can be improved from 50% to 60%. The output power of
the f ∼ 2.72 GHz mode can be increased from 1.5 GW to 1.75 GW while its electronic efficiency
can be improved from 63.5% to 72%. When a 400 kV voltage pulse is applied, the PIC simulations
show that energetic electrons emitted from the cathode strike the anode block such that secondary
and backscattered electron emission occur. This phenomenon makes mode switching technology
more complicated when choosing a stable mode and its critical boundary.
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Abstract— EM wave block design using double-layer chiral metamaterials in microwave regimes
is proposed. One of the well-known chiral structures, C8 , proven to have low loss narrow bandwidth, is employed in this design. The first layer is used to block one of the CP waves, while the
other CP wave is filtered out by the same chiral structure with opposite handedness. Different
distances between the two chiral layers are observed for the stopband location. These proposed
designs are additional promising candidates in EM wave block applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

Based on optical activity or optical rotary dispersion (ORD), as an arbitrary polarized electromagnetic (EM) wave propagates through lossy chiral media, the wave splits into two waves with
different phase velocities. These two eigenmodes, left and right circularly polarized waves (LCP and
RCP wave), with different refractive indices, cause the rotation of the polarization plane. At the
chiral-end, the two CP waves are then coupled and exit the media in one polarization configuration,
typically as an elliptically polarized wave due to the circular dichroism (CD) or absorption loss.
Chiral metamaterials have been proposed for broadband [1–3] and multi-band circular polarizers [4, 5], where different transformation responses for the LCP and RCP waves have been investigated. A designated CP wave of the two CP waves is blocked or filtered out depending on the
handedness or enantiomer orientation of the chiral structures [6]. However, when high values of
chirality index are generated, low loss circular birefringence is found [7, 8]. In this study, we propose
an EM wave block design using double-layer chiral metamaterials in microwave regimes One of the
well-known chiral structures, C8 [8, 9], proven to have low loss narrow bandwidth, is employed in
this design. The first layer is used to block one of the CP waves while the other CP wave is filtered
out by the same chiral structure with opposite handedness. Different distances between the two
chiral layers are observed for the resonance location of the composite. These proposed designs are
additional promising candidates in EM wave block applications.
2. WAVE BLOCK BY C8 STRUCTURE

A low loss isotropic chiral structure, C8 [9], shown in Figure 1(a), is used in this study. An earlier
report has shown that chirality and refractive index can be controlled effectively by the structure
geometry [7]. H1 and H2 , respectively, are the main axis and the arm of the structure; w is the
linewidth, A◦ is the angle between the main axis and the connected arms, and B ◦ is the angle
between the adjacent main axis. With regard to its well-defined chiral orientation, a non-twisted
C8 structure with opposite arm illustrated in Figure 1(b) is employed to generate handedness
properties. The two structures with opposite arms are placed on top of each other; hence, there is
no twisted angle. The bi-layer structures are set using a periodic boundary. A double copper-clad
Arlon Di 880 board is used as a substrate. The dielectric constant of the substrate board, εr ,
is 2.2, with a dielectric loss tangent of 0.0001. The dimension parameters are given as follows:

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) C8 structure and (b) a unit cell of the conjugated bi-layer C8 structures [7].
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ax = ay = 37 mm, w = 2.8 mm, H1 = 15.7 mm, s = 0.254 mm and B = 360◦ /n. The copper
thickness, tm , is 0.03 mm.
A unit cell of left-handed (LH) and right-handed (RH) conjugated bi-layer C8 structures are
*

presented in Figure 2. The excitation is launched along −z axis. Electric field, E, and magnetic
*
field, H, are set along +y and +x axis, respectively. Figure 3 shows scattering (S) parameters
of the LH and the RH conjugated bi-layer C8 structures. The LCP wave can propagate through
the RH structures at the operating frequency f = 3.43 GHz; while the RCP wave is truncated.
Opposite results are found from the LH structures.

(a)

(b)
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0
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Figure 2: A unit cell of (a) LH and (b) RH conjugated bi-layer C8 structures.
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Figure 3: S parameters of (a) left-handed and (b) right-handed conjugated bi-layer C8 structures.
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Figure 4: (a) CMM wave block and S parameters of the CMM wave block where (b) d = λ/4, (c) d = λ/2
and (d) d = λ.
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The LH and the RH conjugated bi-layer C8 structures are combined to perform as a CMM wave
block. The two bi-layers are separated by a distance, d, as shown in Figure 4(a). S parameters of
the CMM wave block are investigated when d = λ/4, d = λ/2 and d = λ. The resonances (S21 )
of the LCP and RCP wave are almost overlapped when d = λ, confirming the complete CP wave
block at the composite resonance frequency f = 3.40 GHz.
3. CONCLUSIONS

Double-layer LH/RH chiral metamaterials are designed as EM wave block. The conjugated bi-layer
C8 structures are selected as low loss chiral metamaterials. The composite structure is composed
of an array of LH and an array of RH chiral metamaterials. RCP wave is blocked by the LH set
while LCP wave is filtered out by the RH set. The complete CP block is found when the distance
between the two layers equals a wavelength at the operating frequency.
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Abstract— Electromagnetic wave behaviour in an anisotropic medium with a two dimensional
arbitrary geometry is studied. The aim is to trace the path of a ray in such a complex medium
for the purpose of achieving cloaking (invisibility). A coordinate transformation is carried out
for the formulation of an annular region at the centre of the structure whose topology is a scaled
geometry of outer boundary of the structure.
1. INTRODUCTION

The idea of invisibility has intrigued and fascinated mankind for thousands of years. The motive
is to bend the path of a ray around the body of interest so as to give an impression that the
ray is travelling in a straight line uninterrupted by any obstacle. The idea of using coordinate
transformation for altering the material characteristics, which would in turn cause a change in the
formulation of Maxwell equations, was first espoused by Pendry et al. [1] and Leonhardt [2] in 2006.
A process of ray tracing in transformed media for spherical and cylindrical cloaks using Cartesian
tensors was carried out by Pendry et al. [3]. A generalized method for designing arbitrarily shaped
cloaks using transformation of coordinates approach has been discussed by Li and Li [4]. A full
wave simulation using a commercial software is carried out to verify the method.
In this paper, an attempt has been made to carry out a ray tracing process for an arbitrary
two dimensional cloak. The region to be cloaked is represented as an arbitrary closed curve in a
two dimensional space. For the purpose of cloaking the region inside the domain is to be mapped
to an annular region similar to the approach given by Li and Li [4]. A coordinate transformation
is carried out for the formulation of an annular region at the centre of the structure with outer
and inner boundaries having same shape. The formulation for the Hamiltonian is done as reported
in [3]. Expressions for permittivity and permeability in the anisotropic medium in the transformed
medium are calculated. For verification of the method, it is assumed that the arbitrary geometry
is elliptical in nature. The Hamiltonian is formulated by including terms dependent on cylindrical
polar coordinate, θ.
2. ANALYSIS OF TWO DIMENSIONAL ARBITRARY CLOAK

A point in space can be expressed by (r, θ, z) in cylindrical coordinates [4].
x = r cos θ

y = r sin θ

In a 2 dimensional geometry, let the shape of the outer contour be arbitrary in nature. Let r = R(θ)
define the outer contour. We can define a normalised parameter as:
p
r
x2 + y 2
ρ=
=
R(θ)
R(θ)
For a given path, ρ remains constant while the wave traverses path of 360◦ .
The coordinates can now be expressed as
x = ρR(θ) cos θ

y = ρR(θ) sin θ

(1)

For the process of cloaking, we define a transformation which compresses any point lying in the
region 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 to τ ≤ ρ0 ≤ 1. The new region formed is an annular surface with coordinate
system (ρ0 , θ0 , z 0 ). The relationship between the original and transformed coordinate systems can
be expressed as:
0 < ρ < 1 ⇒ τ < ρ0 < 1

∴ ρ0 = τ + (1 − τ )ρ θ0 = θ

z0 = z
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Outside the cloaked region lies free space for which corresponding characteristics can be used. The
corresponding transformed Cartesian coordinates can now be expressed as [4]:
x0 = r0 cos θ0 = ρ0 R(θ0 ) cos θ
y 0 = r0 sin θ0 = ρ0 R(θ0 ) sin θ
h
i
p
x
y
x0 = τ R(tan−1 ) + (1 − τ ) x2 + y 2 p
x
x2 + y 2
h
i
p
y
y
y 0 = τ R(tan−1 ) + (1 − τ ) x2 + y 2 p
2
x
x + y2

(2)
(3)

z0 = z

(6)

(4)
(5)

Relative permittivity and permeability tensors can also be transformed as [6]:
0 0

0

²i j = |Λii |−1 Λi0 i Λj 0 j ²ij
µ
²

0

i j0
0

x x0
0

0

0

0

(7)

0

=

|Λii |−1 Λi0 i Λj 0 j µij

=

|Λxi |−1 Λx0 i Λx0 j ²ij

0

(8)
=

0

|Λxx |−1 Λx0 x Λx0 x ²xx

+

0

|Λxy |−1 Λx0 y Λx0 y ²yy

0

0

0

0

0

0

²x y = |Λxi |−1 Λx0 i Λy0 j ²ij = |Λxx |−1 Λx0 x Λy0 x ²xx + |Λxy |−1 Λx0 y Λy0 y ²yy
²y

y

x0 x0

= |Λyi |−1 Λy0 i Λy0 j ²ij = |Λyx |−1 Λy0 x Λy0 x ²xx + |Λyy |−1 Λy0 y Λy0 y ²yy

(9)
(10)
(11)

x0 x0

(12)

0 0

0 0

(13)

y0 y0

y0 y0

(14)

µ

=²

µx y = ²x y
µ

=²

The final expressions for the permittivity in the transformed coordinate system can be seen in [4].
3. CALCULATION OF HAMILTONIAN

Since there is no loss of energy while the wave propagates through the medium, the Hamiltonian
(given by the following expression) can be found in order to trace the path of the wave in the
cloaked medium [3].
1
H = (1 − τ )(knk − |n|)
2
1
r0 − τ R
|n| = |²| =
(1 − τ )2
r0
0

0

0 0

(15)
(16)
0 0

0 0

H = kx2 ²x x + 2kx ky ²x y + ky2 ²y y + kz2 ²z z − |²|

(17)

where n is the refractive index of the medium and k is the propagation vector. The path can be
parametrised as [5]:
dx
∂H
=
dς
∂k

dk
∂H
=−
dς
∂x

where ς is the parameterising varaible and x is the position vector.
The Hamiltonian can be solved as per [5] as:
∂H
0 0
0 0
= 2kx ²x x + 2ky ²y y
∂kx
∂H
0 0
0 0
= 2kx ²x y + 2ky ²y y
∂ky
∂H
0 0
= 2kz ²z z
∂kz

(18)
(19)
(20)
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0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

∂H
∂²x x
∂²x y
∂²y y
∂²z z
∂|²|
= kx2
+ 2kx ky
+ ky2
+ kz2
−
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x
·
¸
∂R
∂R
A = (r0 − τ R)2 + τ 2 (
)2 cos2 θ − 2τ r0
sin θ cos θ + r02 sin2 θ
∂θ
∂θ
0 0
1
A
²x x = 0 0
r (r − τ R)
·
¸
0 0
∂²x x
1−τ
∂R ρ0 − τ
∂A
= sin θ 0 0
2A −
∂x
r (r − τ R)2 ∂θ r0 − τ R
∂θ
0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

0 0

The expressions for ∂²x x /∂y, ∂²y y /∂x, ∂²y y /∂y, ∂²x y /∂x and ∂²x y /∂y can be calculated
in a similar way for the calculation of ∂H/∂y.
For the verification of the above algorithm, the outer contour is considered to have the shape of
an ellipse with major axis a and minor axis b.
R= p
∂R
∂θ
∂2R
∂θ2

ab

b2 cos2 θ + a2 sin2 θ
¡
¢
sin θcosθ b2 − a2 ab
=¡
¢3/2
b2 cos2 θ + a2 sin2 θ
µ
¶
¡ 2
¢
(b2 − a2 ) sin2 2θ
cos 2θ
3
2
= b − a ab
+
(b2 cos2 θ + a2 sin2 θ)3/2 4 (b2 cos2 θ + a2 sin2 θ)5/2

(25)
(26)
(27)

On substituting for R and its derivatives in Eq. (17) for the Hamiltonian, and solving for position
vector x and propagation vector k, the path of the ray inside the cloaked medium is traced.
4. RESULTS FOR AN ELLIPTICAL CLOAK

• The elliptical cloak in Fig. 1 shows that a medium with properties defined by Eq. (23) would
exhibit cloaking for electromagnetic waves in geometric limit (the wavelength λ ¿ a and
λ ¿ b in the case of ellipse).
• Experimentally, these structures cannot be realized using naturally occurring materials. Metamaterials which have properties like Eq. (23), i.e., variable ²r , 0 < ²r < 1, etc., can realise
such characteristics through split ring resonators or complementary split ring resonators.

Figure 1: Plot of elliptical cloak in an X-Y plane for

a
b

= 2, τ = 0.5.
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5. CONCLUSION

A generalized method for ray tracing of an arbitrarily shaped cloak in two dimensions by finding the
corresponding Hamiltonian is illustrated. In the existing literature, formulations have been given
for specific shaped cloaks and verified by ray tracing. Recently, algorithms have been proposed for
arbitrarily shaped cloaks, but these algorithms have not been tested through ray tracing method.
In this paper, one such algorithm has been used for realizing an arbitrarily shaped cloak. The
method has been verified through ray tracing. Any arbitrary two dimensional closed curve can
be parameterized by specifying ρ as a function of θ. The function ρ(θ) must be a single valued
function of θ for the described algorithm to work efficiently. Thus, any curve satisfying the above
characteristics can be cloaked and verified by the process of ray tracing.
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Abstract— We study on microstrip transmission lines loaded by SRR structures in various
types, numbers and topologies. We basically observe the effects of SRR number, SRR geometry
and the other design parameters on insertion loss (i.e., magnitude of S21 in dB). We present that
SRR loaded transmission lines behave as a band stop filter and increasing number of elements
decreases the insertion loss. Moreover, changing SRR design parameters effects the location of
the resonance frequency.
1. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials are artificial structures that show unique properties such as negative effective permittivity/permeability, negative refractive index, reversed Doppler effect and reversed Cerenkov
radiation [1]. These artificial structures promise very effective solutions for many engineering problems in microwave, terahertz and optic regions [1, 2]. Split Ring Resonator (SRR) is the well-known
metamaterial structure that is widely used in many metamaterial applications. Recently, filtering
applications of SRRs have also become popular [3–10]. These studies are basically composed of
SRR loaded microstrip transmission lines [3–10].
In this study, we investigate the electromagnetic behavior of microstrip transmission lines loaded
by different SRR geometries and array topologies. Firstly, we load 50 Ω microstrip transmission lines
by single, double and quadruple SRR structures whose geometries are shown in Figure 1. Following,
we investigate the effects of some important design parameters on insertion loss. The design
parameters under investigation are SRR line width w, SRR gap orientations, separation distance
from feed line sf , separation distance between adjacent elements along propagation direction sint
and lastly separation distance between inner and outer rings of the SRR.
2. DESIGN AND SIMULATIONS

The schematic views for the unit cell structures investigated in this study are given in Figure 1.
These are square-shaped single ring SRR (structure A), square-shaped single ring SRR smoothened
at the corners (structure B), circular-shaped single ring SRR (structure C), square-shaped double
ring SRR (structure D), square-shaped double ring SRR smoothened at the corners (structure E),
circular-shaped double ring SRR (structure F). The design parameters for all these structures are

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1: The SRR structures that are used in this study. (a) Square-shaped single ring SRR (structure A),
(b) smoothened square-shaped single ring SRR (structure B), (c) circular-shaped single ring SRR (structure C), (d) square-shaped double ring SRR (structure D), (e) smoothened square-shaped double ring SRR
(structure E), (f) circular-shaped double ring SRR (structure F).
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given schematically in Figure 2 on a microstrip transmission line loaded by four identical structure D
resonators. Herein, the microstrip transmission line width wf is set to 2.11 mm to provide 50 Ω
line impedance. The ring gap g = 0.5 mm and one side length of the ring (outer diameter for
the circular structures) L = 4 mm are constants. The SRR line width w, separation distance
between inner and outer rings s (if exists), separation distance between SRR and feed line sf ,
separation distance between two SRR structure along propagation direction Sint (if exists) are set
as variables to investigate their effects on insertion loss. All structures in this study are constructed
on 20 mm×30 mm Arlon AD250 substrate having dielectric constant εr = 2.5, dielectric loss tangent
tan δ = 0.0018, dielectric thickness tsub = 0.762 mm, copper thickness tm = 0.035 mm.

Figure 2: The design parameters on quadruple SRR loaded microstrip transmission line.
3. RESULTS

First of all, we investigate the effects of SRR geometry and SRR number on insertion loss (i.e.,
|S21 | in dB). The computed results are presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5. We observe that the
SRR geometry effects the location of the resonance frequency as we expected, hence all structures
resonate at different frequencies. Moreover we observe higher insertion losses in circular resonator
structures (i.e., in structures C and F in Figures 1, 2 and 3). In other words, square shaped
structures promise better filtering performances (i.e., structures A, B, D and E in Figures 1, 2 and
3). Besides, increasing the number of rings from 1 to 4, decreases the insertion loss from −4.6 dB
level to −15.8 dB level for structures A, B, D and E, on the other hand it decreases insertion loss
from −3.8 dB level to −12 dB level for structures C and F. Among all, structure D provides lower
resonance frequency although it has nearly the same physical dimensions among all. This reveals
that structure D is the electrically smallest one.
In Figure 6, we investigate the effects of w on resonance frequency for transmission line loaded
by quadruple structure D. The graph shows that increasing w increases the resonance frequency.

Figure 3: Insertion loss simulations for the transmission line loaded by single SRR type structures.
L = 4 mm, w = 0.5 mm, g = 0.5 mm, s = 0.5 mm,
sint = 3.71 mm, sf = 0.8 mm.

Figure 4: Insertion loss simulations for the transmission line loaded by double SRR type structures.
L = 4 mm, w = 0.5 mm, g = 0.5 mm, s = 0.5 mm,
sint = 3.71 mm, sf = 0.8 mm.
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Figure 5: Insertion loss simulations for the transmission line loaded by quadruple SRR type structures.
L = 4 mm, w = 0.5 mm, g = 0.5 mm, s = 0.5 mm,
sint = 3.71 mm, sf = 0.8 mm.

Figure 6: Insertion loss simulations for the transmission line loaded by quadruple structure D. L =
4 mm, g = 0.5 mm, s = 0.5 mm, sint = 3.71 mm,
sf = 0.8 mm and w is variable.

Figure 7 shows the effects of gap orientation for transmission line loaded by quadruple SRR
structures. These quadruple structures composed of structure D (i.e., angle = 0◦ , the red SRR
given in the inset), structure D whose inner ring is rotated 90 degrees (i.e., angle = 90◦ , the green
SRR given in the inset), structure D whose inner ring is rotated 180 degrees (i.e., angle = 180◦ ,
the blue SRR given in the inset). The red one has the lower resonance frequency hence it has the
highest inter ring capacitances and the blue one has the highest resonance frequency hence it has
the lowest inter ring capacitances.
Figure 9 shows the effects of inter element spacing sint along the propagation direction for
transmission line loaded by quadruple structure D. For this study, increasing sint does not affect

Figure 7: Insertion loss simulations for the transmission line loaded by quadruple structure D. L =
4 mm, w = 0.5 mm, g = 0.5 mm, s = 0.5 mm,
sint = 3.71 mm, sf = 0.8 mm.

Figure 8: Insertion loss simulations for the transmission line loaded by quadruple structure D. L =
4 mm, w = 0.5 mm, g = 0.5 mm, s = 0.5 mm,
sint = 3.71 mm, sf is variable.

Figure 9: Insertion loss simulations for the transmission line loaded by quadruple structure D. L =
4 mm, w = 0.5 mm, g = 0.5 mm, s = 0.5 mm,
sf = 0.8 mm, sint is variable.

Figure 10: Insertion loss simulations for the transmission line loaded by quadruple structure D. L =
4 mm, w = 0.5 mm, g = 0.5 mm, sf = 0.8 mm,
sint = 3.71 mm, s is variable.
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the location of the resonance frequency; however it increases the insertion loss.
Figure 10 shows the effects of inter ring spacing s along for transmission line loaded by quadruple
structure D. The figure shows that increasing s increases the location of the resonance frequency
since it lower the inter ring capacitance.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we investigated the electromagnetic behavior of microstrip transmission lines loaded
by different SRR types and array topologies. We conclude that SRR loaded microstrip transmission line provides a band stop filtering effect, besides SRR geometry and number have effects
on the location and the strength of the filter’s resonance frequency, respectively. The electrically
smallest structure under investigation was structure D, and the lowest insertion losses observed for
square shaped structures. Increasing number of SRR structures, decreasing sf and decreasing sint
decreased the insertion losses.
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Abstract— Through numerical simulation, the present paper demonstrates the ability of a wire
medium to focus microwave radiation in the 8–14 GHz frequency range. Microwave focusing is
achieved in a small volume to produce localized energy dissipation processes and high-temperature
gradients. The wire medium is implemented with 0.5-mm-diameter metallic wires symmetrically
arranged in a square lattice with spacing constant of 10.0 mm.
1. INTRODUCTION

As a versatile electroheat method, microwave heating offers advantages over conventional heating
because energy is directly transferred into the absorbing material without thermal conductivity
delay and without passing through an interface [1, 2]. In this regard, the present paper demonstrates
the ability of a wire medium to focus microwave radiation in the 8–14 GHz frequency range. Despite
the considerable operating wavelength, microwave focusing is achieved in a small volume to produce
localized energy dissipation processes and high-temperature gradients. Such a structure allows the
realization of a refracting medium with refractive index less than unity, thus being referred to as
a phase-advance dielectric. The idea that near-zero refractive index media could be artificially
realized from metals was originated by Koch in 1948 [3], even before the delay dielectrics [4]. The
concept of artificial dielectric has later expanded on by pioneering researchers, with most of the
work occurring in the 1950s [5–7]. Renewed interest in wire media was sparked with the advent of
materials in the 2000s, leading to a range of new applications such as subwavelength imaging in
the visible spectrum, transport of near-field images, and directive emission [8–10].
2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The wire medium is implemented with 0.5-mm-diameter metallic wires symmetrically arranged in a
square lattice (spacing constant of 10.0 mm) to build a rectangular parallelepiped 17-wire long and
15-wire wide; then a square of 5 × 5 wires is removed from the downstream edge to form a reentrant
slab symmetric along its length, as shown in Fig. 1. By using the finite-integration-technique
software CST MWS [11], full-wave electromagnetic simulation is carried out on the rectangular
bounding box, with boundary conditions the top and bottom faces set as perfectly conducting
metallic planes, while the lateral walls are magnetic surfaces. The upstream red colored end face
[Fig. 1(a)], is used as an input port from which a normally incident plane wave is launched into the
medium with the electric field polarized along the wires. The simulated return loss (S11 scattering
parameter) is shown in Fig. 2, where 16 sharp dips appear in the first pass band. Such peaks are
related to the 16 resonant eigenmodes supported by the periodic medium thus constructed with 17
rows. Above the pass band there extends a Bragg stopband starting from 15 GHz, the frequency
at which its half wavelength is just the periodic distance p = 10.0 mm. In the second pass band,
above the band gap (λ/2 < p), the wire medium behaves as a photonic crystal, where diffraction

Figure 1: A perspective view of the wire medium.
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Figure 2: The return loss (scattering S11 parameter) of the wire medium at 8.45 GHz.

and scattering phenomena dominate, and as such the periodic structure cannot be characterized
by an effective refractive index.
On the other hand, in the first passband (λ/2 > p), the propagating fields see the structure
as a homogeneous and refractive medium. In fact, at 9.77 GHz we see in Fig. 3 that the parallel
wavefronts of the input plane wave converge to a focal line after passing through the reentrant
region in the wire medium. Other frequencies corresponding to the resonance dips in Fig. 2 would
give similar electric-field patterns. Moreover, the resonance frequency can be tuned by removing
or adding extra rows of wires. For instance, by adding two short rows of five wires on the leading
edges of the structure, the third dip from the left at 8.49 GHz in Fig. 2 shifts down to 8.45 GHz.
In the corresponding electric-field pattern shown in Fig. 4, we see that the incoming plane wave is
focused on a circular spot, thus demonstrating the focusing action of the wire medium designed.
By reciprocity, a source line placed in the focal spot will create an outgoing plane wave propagating
outward through the wire medium.

Figure 3: Top view of the electric-field pattern at 9.77 GHz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Electric-field pattern at 8.45 GHz. (b) the corresponding wire arrangement.

As an indicator of the electromagnetic response of a material, the refractive index, n, relates
√
to the relative values of the electrical permittivity, ε, and magnetic permeability, µ, by n = µε.
These two parameters quantify the degree of the responses of the characteristic motions of the
electrons in the metallic wires. The permeability quantifies how much the electrons respond to the
magnetic field, while ε describes the electrons’ degree of response to the electric field component
of the driving field. Since the incoming electric field is polarized parallel to the thin wires, the
accompanying magnetic is practically undisturbed, and thus µ ≈ 1. On the other hand, in the
8–14 GHz range, which is above the plasmonic frequency of the free electrons inside the wires, the
electrons resist the push of the electric force and move in the opposite direction of the electric field,
such that the motion of the electrons goes out of phase with respect to the oscillating electric field,
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thus yielding ε < 1. Therefore the resultant electromagnetic response of the wire medium produces
n < 1, meaning that the structure is a phase-advance medium, in which the wave phase velocity is
greater than that in free space.
This heuristic discussion is pictured is Fig. 5. The incoming phase front AD upon reaching the
reentrant side of the wire structure is separated in three parts, with the central segment BC moving
more slowly than the segments AB and CD which propagate faster across the wires. The net lens
effect is seen by the three separated branches which form, albeit segmented, a concave cylindrical
surface.

Figure 5: Wave front transformation in the wire medium.
3. CONCLUSION

With the electric field of the impinging wave being polarized along the metallic wires there is
no charge accumulation on the wires, implying that spatial dispersion effects are negligible and
therefore a local model can be used for describing the refractive properties of the medium. The
fundamental mechanism underlying the interaction of the wires with the electromagnetic wave is
that the electrons moving in the metallic wire uses up some energy of the wave, thus affecting how
the wave propagates across the wires.
Because the lattice constant of the periodic structure is significantly smaller than the usable
wavelength, the wire medium discussed here is regarded as large-scale model of a homogeneous
dielectric slab, which acts as phase front transformer by converting an incoming plane wave into
a cylindrical wave, and also by redirecting the incoming energy toward a focal spot. The results
demonstrate the ability of the wire medium in controlling plane-wave phase fronts as desired. Regarding its implementation as a microwave applicator, the structure offers manufacturing flexibility
to specified variations in the refractive index by easily altering the geometric parameters and dimensions of the periodic structure.
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Abstract— In this paper, a novel antenna using modified ground plane for RF energy harvesting
was proposed. This antenna is composed of the main radiator and the modified ground plane.
The main radiator designed as a dipole type covers WCDMA-band in Korea and the ground
plane is used to harvest the RF energy from the main radiators, which don’t disturb the main
radiator’s electrical performance. The ground plane has a rectangular structure with vertical
metallic walls in order to suppress and harvest the back-lobe of the antenna. The amount of the
harvested energy from this rectenna is approximately 1% of the originally radiated power. The
simulated gain of the proposed antenna is almost same with that of the printed dipole without
the metallic walls. And the back-lobe of the proposed rectenna was reduced to 7.0 dB.
1. INTRODUCTION

Energy harvesting is the process of accumulating and storing ambient energy from various sources in
surroundings to energy storage components. Although many researchers have an effort to increase
the receiving RF power, the RF harvested energy from the base station and repeater for mobile
communications is less than 0.1 µW/cm2 [1, 2]. This value shows miniscule amounts, about from a
1,000 to 10,000 of other ambient energy sources. Therefore more reasonable solution to harvest RF
energy should be needed. Generally, the rectenna to receive RF energy in free space was near and
the line of sight of the antenna transmitting high power. In this case the resonant frequencies of
them are very similar to each other. Due to the same frequency, the strong coupling is happened
and has much effect on the performance of the antenna. In this paper, a novel rectenna design using
the antenna with the modified ground plane to harvest RF energy is presented and its performance
is verified with the simulated results.

Figure 1: High gain dipole antenna with a rectangular ground plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The radiation gains and patterns of the high gain dipole antenna shown in Figure 1. (a) E-plane.
(b) H-plane.
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2. DESIGN OF THE NOVEL RECTENNA FOR RF ENERGY HARVESTING

Figures 1 and 2 show a dipole antenna with the rectangular ground plane and the simulated
performances. The dimensions and height, h, of the ground plane are 15 × 15 cm2 with h = 30 mm.
As shown in Figure 2, the ground plane was used to reduce the back-lobe and increase the gain
of antenna. The gain and FBR (Front Back Ratio) of antenna are about 8.5 dBi and 17.2 dB,
respectively. And this antenna covers the range 2110 MHz to 2170 MHz for WCDMA-band in
Korea.
In order to harvest RF energy from this antenna, a conventional technique such as the additional
antennas or parasitic patches with the similar resonance frequency can be used. However, it is
possible that this technique has bad effect on the performance of the origin antenna. Therefore a
novel design with non-resonant structures should be needed.
Figure 3 shows the novel rectenna design with the modified ground plane. Even though the
vertically metallic walls on the ground plane to reduce the back-lobe were already presented [3, 4],
the previous metallic walls were on the edge of the ground plane and had no the harvesting function.
As shown in Figure 3, the vertically metallic grounded walls with coaxial cable are added to suppress

Figure 3: The proposed rectenna structure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: The radiation patterns of the high gain dipole antenna shown in Figure 1. (a) E-plane. (b) H-plane.

Figure 5: The comparison between the conventional antenna model and the proposed rectenna model.
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and harvest the back-lobe of antenna which has little effect on the forward radiation performance.
The coupling between the main radiator and the metallic wall is about 20 dB and can be controlled
by the locations of the slot and walls. Figure 4 shows the radiation gains and patterns of the
proposed rectenna. As shown in Figure 4, the gain and FBF of the proposed model is much
improved. Figure 5 compares the return loss of the origin antenna and the proposed rectenna. And
Table 1 presents the summary of the comparison between the conventional model and our model.
Table 1: The summary of the performance.

Frequency Range [MHz] (Return loss < − 15 dB)
Radiation Gain [dBi]
FBR (Front Back Ratio) [dB]
Beamwidth (E-plane, H-plane) [deg]

Conventional Model
2080 ∼ 2430
8.5
17.2
58.0 (E), 86.7 (H)

Our Rectenna Model
2040 ∼ 2240
8.75
24.0
57.7 (E), 84.1 (H)

3. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the design and analysis of a novel antenna using modified ground plane that
is effective for RF energy harvest. The metallic walls with the slot and coaxial cables were used to
suppress and harvest the back-lobe of the origin antenna. Using the proposed harvesting technique,
the back-lobe of the rectenna was reduced to 7.0 dB and the gain of that was improved. These
results show that this proposed rectenna is useful for RF energy harvest applications. In addition,
it would be very useful in practical and efficient antenna design.
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Abstract— Radiofrequency (RF) energy can be harvested in order to power autonomous sensors either from the surrounding environment or from dedicated sources. A conventional RF
harvester is mainly composed by an antenna, a matching network and a rectifier. At low power
levels, e.g., −10 dBm and below, the corresponding voltage amplitude at the antenna is low and
comparable to the voltage drop of the diodes used in the rectifier. In order to boost the voltage
at the rectifier input and thus the rectifier efficiency, an L-network optimized for an input power
of −10 dBm at 868 MHz is proposed in this work. As for the rectifier, a half-wave rectifier with
a single zero-bias Schottky diode (HSMS2850) was selected. First, a theoretical analysis was
performed followed by simulations with ADS (Harmonic Balance). Simulations show efficiencies
of 75% for an input power of −10 dBm with ideal components but using the actual model of the
diode rectifier. The incorporation of the PCB layout effects and the actual components decreases
the efficiency to below 50%. Finally, a PCB implementation was performed using a 0.5 pF capacitor and a 27 nH inductor for the L network. The input power was generated by an RF generator.
The RF-to-DC efficiency was of 45% at 868 MHz with an optimum load of 2.5 kΩ. Efficiencies of
34.5% and 22.5% were achieved at −15 dBm and −20 dBm, respectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of powering low power devices (e.g., RFID tags/sensors or autonomous sensors)
from electromagnetic waves has been widely proposed in the literature [1–13]. Radiofrequency
(RF) energy can be harvested either from the surrounding environment or from dedicated sources.
Fig. 1 shows the main building blocks of a conventional RF energy harvester, which is composed
of an antenna, an impedance matching block, and a rectifier.
Antenna

Matching
network

Rectifier

Figure 1: A conventional RF energy harvester.

An antenna can be roughly modelled as an AC voltage source (vs ) with a series impedance. The
series impedance basically comprises a radiation resistance (Rs ), a loss resistance and a reactive
part. The amplitude of the voltage generated on the antenna is given by [6]
p
vˆs = 2 2Rs PAV
(1)
where PAV is the available power at the antenna. As can be deduced, lower values of PAV lead to
lower values of vs .
Rectifier circuits provide a dc output voltage. Several topologies have been reported such as a
single series- or shunt-mounted diode [3, 4, 8, 9, 13], a bridge rectifier [3] and single or multistage
voltage doubler structures [2, 5–7, 10–13]. The input impedance of the rectifier can be modelled
as a capacitance (Cin ) in parallel with a resistance (Rin ) [1, 6, 7, 11–13]. Accurate expressions
of the input impedance are not straightforward [11]. As an approximation, Cin , apart from the
parasitic capacitances introduced from the layout, is mainly given by the addition of the parasitic
capacitances of the diodes [6, 7] whereas Rin is proportional to the output load [6, 13].
The objective of the impedance matching network is to match the input impedance of the
rectifier to the antenna impedance so that maximum power may be transferred. In this condition,
the antenna sees at its output the complex conjugate of the antenna impedance. Fig. 2 shows three
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different types of matching networks where vs and Rs model the antenna and Rin -Cin model the
input impedance of the rectifier plus the ensuing load (e.g., autonomous sensor) to be powered.
In Fig. 2(a) a shunt inductor (Lshunt ) is placed in parallel with the input of the rectifier, whose
value is given by
1
(2)
Lshunt = 2
ωr · Cin
whereby ωr is the angular resonant frequency. A shunt inductor is used in [11, 13]. Maximum power
will be transferred for Rin = Rs , being the voltage at the rectifier input (vin ) half vs . From (1), low
values of PAV (e.g., < 0 dBm) lead to low values of vs and thus of vin . Thus, due to the voltage drop
of the diodes the rectifier efficiency will be low. This issue can be partialy solved by using antennas
with higher radiation resistance (e.g., a folded dipole has a radiation resistance of roughly 300 Ω)
which, from (1), lead to a higher value of vin . Another approach is to use an L-matching network,
an example of which is shown in Fig. 2(b). Here, a voltage boosting in vin can be achieved whenever
using a relative high-Q network, which results in higher efficiencies of the rectifier [10–12]. These
types of matching networks have been used, for example, in [6, 7, 12]. In order to achieve the same
effect, transformers have also been proposed (Fig. 2(c)), as in [1].
ANTENNA

MATCHING
NETWORK

RECTIFIER
+ LOAD

ANTENNA

MATCHING
NETWORK

RECTIFIER
+ LOAD

vin

vin

Rs
vs

Rs
C in

R in

L shunt

Cm

vs

Lm

(a)

R in

C in

(b)
ANTENNA

MATCHING
NETWORK

RECTIFIER
+ LOAD

v in
Rs
vs

Rin

C in

1:N

(c)
Figure 2: Three types of matching networks: (a) shunt inductor, (b) L network, (c) transformer.

In this work, in order to achieve high efficiencies at low RF input powers, the use of the matching
network of Fig. 2(b) is proposed. A series-configured Schottky diode (HSMS2850, Avago Technologies) with a low threshold voltage will be used for the rectifier. The circuit will be optimized for
an input power of −10 dBm at a resonant frequency of 868 MHz (ISM band).
2.

L-MATCHING NETWORK

For the circuit of Fig. 2(b), the required values of the matching network are given by
Cm
Lm

r
Rs
1
=
ωr Rs Rin −Rs
Rin
1
=
ωr ωr Rin Cin + q

being the voltage gain [1, 12]
vin
1
G=
= ·
vs
2

r

(3)
1

(4)

Rs
Rin −Rs

Rin
Rs

(5)
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Thus, for Rin > Rs , the voltage will be boosted. The drawback is that the circuit becomes more
selective since the circuit Q is given by [7]
r
Rin
Q=
−1
(6)
Rs
In order to maximize the power efficiency, the following procedure will be followed. First, a suitable
gain will be selected in order to achieve a relative high value of vin . Then, from (5), and assuming
a given value of Rs , the value of Rin will be obtained. Finally, for given values of ωr and Cin , the
component values of the matching network will be obtained from (3) and (4).
3. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the circuit schematic of the simulated circuit. Simulations were carried out using
the Harmonic Balance module of ADS software (Agilent). As can be seen, the antenna is modelled
by vs and Rs and ideal lumped components were used for rest with the exception of the diode,
where the actual model has been used. The output load is composed by a filter capacitor of 1 nF
(CLoad ) in parallel with a resistive load (RLoad ).
Rs
vs

Cm
Lm

HSMS-2850

C load

R load

Figure 3: Circuit schematic with ADS of the RF harvester.

The design was optimized for PAV = −10 dBm at 868 MHz (ISM band) and Rs = 50. From (1),
v̂s = 0.2 V. Then, in order to boost vin to a suitable voltage, we selected G = 5, which leads to
v̂in = 1 V, high enough compared to the voltage drop of the diode (0.15 V for a forward current
of 0.1 mA). Thus, from (5), Rin = 5 kΩ will be required. From the manufacturer data, the diode
presents a parasitic capacitance of 0.18 pF, which for this circuit will be assumed as Cin . Thus,
from (3) and (4) the following values for the L-matching network are obtained: Cm = 0.368 pF and
Lm = 61.7 nH.
As for Lm and RLoad , a parametric sweep was performed in order to find the best performance
in terms of efficiency (η), where
PLoad
η=
(7)
PAV
being PLoad the power dissipated at RLoad . Fig. 4 shows the results where a sweep of Lm from
55 nH to 65 nH with steps of 1 nH was performed. A maximum efficiency of nearly 75% was found
for Lm = 60 nH and RLoad = 8.5 kΩ. The value of Lm nearly matches that found theoretically. On
the other hand, as the value of RLoad directly influences the equivalent resistance Rin , an optimum
value is also found. Techniques for automatically controlling the value of Rin have been presented
in [8] but are outside the scope of this paper.

Figure 4: Efficiency versus Lm and RLoad with ideal lumped components.
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Then, a FR4 PCB was designed (Fig. 5) and the S parameters corresponding to the layout
were incoporated into the simulation. Commercial components were also added. As for CLoad , a
capacitor of value 1 nF (ATC) was selected. As for Lm and Cm , a trial and error procedure was
followed, starting from the values found before, in order to achieve the highest efficiency. Finally,
Cm = 0.5 pF (AVX) and Lm = 27 nH (Coilcraft) were selected. Fig. 6 shows the simulated efficiency
versus RLoad , where a maximum efficiency of 48% was achieved for RLoad = 3.1 kΩ.

Figure 5: PCB layout.

The designed circuit was implemented using a potentiometer for RLoad , in order to find out the
optimum load. An RF signal generator was used at the input in order to emulate the antenna.
Fig. 7 shows the results for an input power of −10 dBm, where an efficiency of 45% was achieved for
a load of 2.5 kΩ. So, experimental results largely agree with simulations. Bandwidth (half-power)
was found to be 122 MHz. Efficiency drecreased to 34.5% and 22.5% at −15 dBm and −20 dBm,
respectively. A fair comparison with other works is rather difficult but measured efficiencies are
among the highest achieved in the literature at that power levels.

Figure 6: Efficiency vs RLoad with commercial components and layout effects.

Figure 7: Measured efficiency vs RLoad .

4. CONCLUSIONS

A matching technique using a simple L-network has been proposed in order to boost the efficiency
of RF harvesters at low power levels. A theoretical approach in order to find out suitable values
of the capacitance and inductance of the matching network has been presented. Simulations have
shown efficiencies of 75% for an input power of −10 dBm with ideal components but using the
actual model of the diode rectifier. The incorporation of the PCB layout effects and the actual
components decreases the efficiency to below 50%. Experimental results largely agree with simulations showing an efficiency of 45% at −10 dBm. Efficiency decreases to 34.5% and 22.5% at
−15 dBm and −20 dBm, respectively.
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Abstract— This paper presents a complete MLP NN model including the dielectric property εr
of the substrate is built to be used in both the design and performance analysis of the Minkowski
RAs for the X-band applications. For this purpose, 3-D simulations by Computer Simulation
Technology Microwave Studio (CST) are generated from Minkowski radiating element placed at
the end of a standard X-band waveguide, by varying the geometrical parameters of the patch for
each substrate (εr − h) at each operation frequency f within the defined input domain. Thus, a
data set is composed. After the training and validation data sets are determined, the MLP NN
with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is applied to the actual data. In the final stage, the
reflection phase characterization of the MLP ANN model for a Minkowski patch is presented as
the numerous graphics depicting the some variations of the geometry parameters and substrate
parameters (εr − h) as compared with analysis of the 3-D EM simulator CST and interpreted in
terms of design parameters.
1. INTRODUCTION

Modern wireless communication system requires low profile, light weight, high gain, and simple
structure antennas to assure reliability, mobility, and high efficiency characteristics. Microstrip
reflectarray (RA) antenna satisfies all of these requirements. Thus, printed microstrip reflectarray
antennas may be accepted as a fairly new antenna type. These antennas provide all of the advantages of printed circuit technology. In addition, they do not require any complicated feeding
network. The flat-plate microstrip reflectarray offers advantage of profile size reduction as compared to its counterpart parabolic reflector. The limitations of microstrip RA antennas are narrow
frequency band and disability to operate at high power levels of waveguide, coaxial line or even
strip line. Therefore, the challenge in microstrip RA antenna design is to increase the bandwidth
and gain that necessitates the design optimization of the unit element together with the substrate
The phasing method using variable size patches is a preferable choice in many designs due to its
simplicity. To meet the larger phasing range on a single layer substrate, the novel, complicated
patch configurations are needed to be worked in which the structure to be optimized presents a
lot of degrees of freedom and all concur to the performances of the whole antenna [1]. Since a
3-D EM simulator is very inefficient to be used within an optimization procedure, the accurate
and rapid models are desperately needed in the design optimization of the reflectarrays. In recent
years, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) type of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been used in the
modeling of microstrip (RA) [2]. Our research group has worked with the Minkowski shape [3, 4]
which is from the 1st iteration of fractals and the Minkowski radiator is shown to have an optimum
phasing characteristic with the fairly large linear region and easy fabrication.
In this paper, the analysis stage of the reflection behavior for a reflectarray element has been
briefly summarized Thus the reflection phase of an independent Minkowski element has been established as a highly nonlinear function within the continuous domain of the element geometry and
substrate parameters (εr − h) in a defined bandwidth centered the resonant frequency (11 GHz)
frequency employing the 3-D (CST MWS). In the final step, radiation features of the designed reflectarray are obtained and discussed employing the 3-D Computer Simulation Technology Microwave
Studio (CST MWS) simulations.
2. THE REFLECTION PHASE CHARACTERIZATION

Because of numerous factors which impact on the design of reflectarray, it is very important to
select the type and geometry of reflective element as well as the substrate properties chosen. In
this section, different sizes of reflectarray radiating element is designed on a single layer substrate
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within X-band frequency range. Element geometry has been proposed to be a resonant element
shape for periodic reflectarray structure. This geometry shape is depicted in (Fig. 1(a)), which is
a first fractal type, as called Minkowski shape [3–5].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Minkowski patch geometry. (b) Boundary conditions for TEM mode waveguide propagation.

The relationship between the Minkowski parameters is formulated as:
n=

s
,
m/3

0≤n≤1

(1)

In (1), s is the cavity and m is the edge length of patch and n refers the ratio of the cavity
to edge length of the patch. The reflection response of unit element and phase of reflected wave
are generated from the theoretical analysis implemented by the H-wall waveguide simulator running available full-wave simulation tool (CST MWS). The infinite array approach by using H-wall
waveguide simulator, also called parallel-plate waveguide simulator, is one of the most popular
techniques for calibrating the reflection phase. (Fig. 1(b)) represents the geometry of rectangular
waveguide that has been used to design a unit element and the TEM-mode propagation boundary
conditions in the simulation setup [3–5]. The top and bottom surfaces of the waveguide are selected as perfectly electric conducting walls, while the right and left walls are selected as perfectly
magnetic field walls. The vertically polarized incoming waves will see the element at the end of the
waveguide at the broadside direction and then scattered back also at the broadside direction with
a set of amplitude and phase information.
The sampling process of our model can be ordered as follows: the operation bandwidth (8–
12 GHz) is swept at intervals of 1 GHz and the number of the sample frequencies is f s = 5. Thus,
Minkowski configuration set are generated as ns × ms for each sampled substrate properties (εr −h)
at each sampling frequency where ns = 6 and ms = 5 are the number of samples for the indention
relation and patch width, respectively. The patch width value, m is swept by ±%10 and ±%2
around the resonant length ((m = 5.41 mm)) which is m while n is swept by an interval of 0.15
between 0.15 and 0.90. Simultaneously the substrate thickness is sampled at intervals of 0.5 mm
between the 0.5 and 3 mm range and the total number of the thickness sampling is hs = 6. In
addition, dielectric permittivity of substrate (εr ) varied between 1 and 6 at intervals of 1, thus, the
dielectric permittivity sampling is εs = 6. Thus the entire Minkowski space is discretized totally
into the f s × εs × hs × ms × ns = 5400 Minkowski configurations.
3. APPLICATION OF MLP ANN MODEL

In this stage, the most common neural network architecture called as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
is applied A Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a feed forward artificial neural network model that
maps sets of input data onto a set of appropriate output [6]. The MLP network consists of multiple
layers of nodes in a directed graph, with each layer fully connected to the next one. The layers of a
multilayer network have different roles. If the layer is generated by the network output, this layer
is called as an output layer. All other layers are called hidden layers. These layers have the weight
matrix, the summation and multiplication operations, the bias vector b, the transfer function boxes
and the output vector.
When the training is performed, the rms errors of both the training and validation processes
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decrease with increasing iterations. The ith output for the P th training pattern expressed by:
Yp (i) =

XN +1
k=1

Woi (i, k)XP (k) +

XNh
j=1

Woi (i, j)OP (j)

(2)

In (2), Woi (i, k) represents the weight from the input nodes to the output nodes and Woi (i, j)
represents the weight from the hidden nodes to the output nodes.
In order to design of our MLP model, first we have been composed a Black-Box analysis model
(Fig. 4(a)) for geometrical parameters of Minkowski radiating element and substrate properties.
This analysis model covers the 5-dimensional Minkowski spaces are mapped into the 1-dimensional
reflection phase space by the ANN. In the Black-box of analysis model, m, n, εr , h, f are used as
input parameters which refer patch width, the cavity to edge of Minkowski, dielectric permittivity
of substrate, thickness of substrate, and frequency respectively. Hence, the reflection phase of unit
element is defined as output of this analysis model. The structure of our ANN model consists of
an input layer, two hidden layer, and an output layer which is depicted in (Fig. 4(b)). For network
training, a data set of geometrical configurations of the patch and properties of substrate (εr − h) is

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Black-box model of unit cell with MLP model. (b) The structure of artificial neural network
model for minkowski patch with 5 input and 1 output neurons and 2 hidden layers both of 10 neurons.

Figure 3: Two dimensional graphs for reflection phase values for target and predicted data versus m (patch
width) variation due to the various εr (relative permittivity of substrate) values at fixed conditions (n = 0.6,
h = 1.5 mm, f = 11 GHz).
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generated and the corresponding reflection phase is estimated. The hyperbolic tangent function is
applied as activation function for both two hidden layers of our model with 10 neurons. Levenberg
Marquart algorithm is applied as an output layer.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The data, which is used for training the network, are generated from by the H-wall waveguide
simulator using CST MWS. The overall performance of the MLP is measured by the mean square
error In our model, the mean square errors for training and testing are calculated as 9.9564 × 10−5
and 1.7264×10−4 , respectively. It is observed that both the target and reconstructed data matched,
thus one can decide the modeling process results in an accurate model. Two dimensional view of
the reflection phase alteration is depicted in (Fig. 3) with respect to the patch width variation at

Figure 4: Two dimensional graphs for reflection phase values for target and predicted data versus m (patch
width) variation due to the various n (indention relation) values at fixed conditions (εr = 4, h = 1.5 mm,
f = 11 GHz).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Three dimensional view for reflection phase values versus m (patch width) and εr (relative permittivity of substrate) values on fixed conditions (n = 0.6, h = 1.5 mm, f = 11 GHz) for (a) target and (b)
predicted data.
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11 (GHz) that for various dielectric permittivity (εr ) values due to the fixed substrate thickness
h = 1.5 (mm) and indentation relation n = 0.6. Furthermore, it can be seen in (Fig. 4) that
two dimensional view of the reflection phase alteration with respect to the patch width variation
at 11 (GHz) that for various indentation relation, n values due to the fixed substrate thickness
h = 1.5 (mm) and dielectric permittivity εr = 4. The straight lines refer target data, the dotted
lines are used for predicted data. Finally, (Fig. 5) depicts the different viewpoint of Fig. 3 as
3D representation of comparison between the target and predicted data on same conditions. In
comparison with the target and predicted the reflection phase values, it can be understood that
MLP NN model is very efficient to predict the real values implemented by the CST simulations.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a complete, accurate and fast MLP ANN model is presented based on the 3-D (CST
MWS) to be employed in both design and analysis of the Minkowski RA. All the stages of building
the MLP ANN model and its utilization in design and analysis of a Minkowski RA are given in
details. When the outputs of performed MLP ANN model and 3-D simulations are compared, it is
proven that the MLP is very accurate and fast solution method to solve the complex relationship
between the geometrical parameters of reflectarray and its reflection characteristics. Thus, the
optimum Minkowski geometry can be obtained not only on a defined substrate, at the same time,
on the most suitable substrate with the optimum dielectric property εr and thickness h.
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Antenna Array Synthesis, Using Method of Compressed Cosines
Peter Apostolov
High school “College of Telecommunications and Post”, Student City
Street “Academician Stefan Mladenov”, No. 1, Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract— In the paper, an application of the method of compressed cosines is shown for
synthesis of a three-element linear equidistant antenna array (LEAA). The synthesis is performed
by an approximation of a Kronecker Delta function. Two cases of approximations by optimal
third-degree polynomials are considered. As a result, directivity diagrams with a high selectivity
are obtained. Functional and gain diagrams for realization of a three-element LEAA and a
five-element, two-dimensional LEAA are proposed.
1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of an LEAA is the reception/transmission of far-field signals. The LEAA is a spatial
filter. In theory, it is assumed to consist of n, uniformly and linearly placed isotropic radiators
(sensors). A main task in construction is creating a LEAA with the fewest possible antennas with
a narrowband gain diagram (GD) and low levels of side lobes. An ideal GD is the Kronecker delta
function
½
1,
θ=0
δ (θ) =
, θ ∈ [−π/2, π/2] .
(1)
0,
θ 6= 0
This is a GD with a main lobe having a width of 0 degrees and an infinite attenuation outside
it. Such an antenna array cannot be realized. That’s why the LEAA synthesis is based on approximating functions. Many methods are known in the literature. The best optimal LEAA diagrams
are obtained by the method of Dolph-Chebyshev and its modification proposed by Riblet [1]. New
methods for LEAA synthesis have been created during the last decades, whose theoretical basis is
associated with digital FIR filter synthesis [2]. The following dependence exists in all the mentioned
methods: the increase of the selectivity of the GD is associated with the increase of the number of
the sensors of the LEAA.
The present paper considered a method that continues the research in this area. The theoretical
basis are published in [3, 4]. The approximation with a cosine function lies on its basis, which
argument contains S-curve modulating function, hence the name “approximation with compressed
cosines”. With the method, trigonometric polynomials are obtained of a low order and a small
approximation error. An application of the method will be shown for synthesis of a 3-element
LEAA and a 5-element two-dimensional LEAA with parameters close to the ideal GD — the
Kronecker delta function.
2. THEORETICAL BASIS
2.1. Case A: LEAA with Side Lobes

The approximation with compressed cosines is performed by an optimal trigonometric polynomial
of the form
4
X
P3 (θ) =
bk cos [(k − 1) ϕ (θ)],
(2)
k=1

with coefficients:
b1 = 0.5 − ε;

b2 = b4 = 0;

b3 = 0.5,

(3)

where ε is the approximation error. The modulating function is
ϕ (θ) = πerf (βkd sin θ) ,

θ ∈ [−π/2, π/2] ,

(4)

where d is the interelement distances, k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, β > 0 is a parameter, erf(.)
is the integral Gauss error function. After substituting of the coefficients in (2) the following is
obtained:
P3 (θ) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos (ϕ (θ)) − ε.
(5)
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The exciting currents of the antenna array are determined by the non-zero coefficients of the
polynomial:
Ik = b3 /2, b1 , b3 /2; k = 1, 2, 3,
(6)
after which they are normed with respect to I1 . The array factor has the form
A (θ) = 1 + (2 − 4ε) exp (jϕ (θ)) + exp (j2ϕ (θ)) .

(7)

Figure 1(a) shows an approximation of a δ-Kronecker by an optimal third-degree polynomial.
This is an optimal approximation with an error ε. Fig. 1(b) shows the LEAA array factor. The
array factor is identical to the LEAA gain diagram, because isotropic radiators are used. The
LEAA selectivity depends on parameter β. It is possible to obtain an approximation very close to
the ideal one for large values of the parameter β. Fig. 2 shows a GD with the following specification:
number of radiators n = 3, distance d = λ/2, width of the GD at a level of −3 dB ∆θ−3 dB = 0.12◦ ,
power’s attenuation of the side lobes AS = 60 dB. The analogy with the Kronecker delta function
is obvious.
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Figure 1: (a) Approximation of a δ-Kronecker. (b) Array factor/gain diagram.
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Figure 2: GD close to the ideal function. Fragment of the main lobe.
2.2. Case B: LEAA without Side Lobes

From (5) it is seen that the third term (−ε) does not depend on the spatial angle θ. Its meaning
in this dependence is to translate the function in negative vertical direction by the value ε, as seen
from Fig. 1(a). The maximum value of the function is (1 − ε), and the minimum is (−ε). Therefore,
if it is assumed that ε = 0, a polynomial will be obtained with the same approximation properties,
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and its plot is translated by ε in vertical positive direction — Fig. 3(a). In this case, the polynomial
coefficients are constants:
b1 = 0.5; b2 = b4 = 0; b3 = 0.5.
(8)

1
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0
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0

π/4

π/2

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Approximation with a translated third-degree polynomial. (b) Array factor/GD.

The analytical expression of the polynomial is
P3 (θ) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos (ϕ (θ)) ,

(9)

A (θ) = 1 + 2 exp (jϕ (θ)) + exp (j2ϕ (θ)) .

(10)

and the array factor is
Figure 3(b) shows a GD of an antenna array — case B.
3. LEAA REALIZATION

From the equations for the array factor (7) and (10) it is seen that the exciting currents can be
easily realized — it is necessary to amplify the signal from the second antenna. The exponents of
the second and the third term reflect the phase change of the signals. LEAA with Luneberg lens is
realized. We assume that the lens has a unit gain, similarly to an isotropic radiator. The Luneberg
lens is a sphere with variable dielectric constant εr . The refraction coefficient does not depend
on the wavelength λ. Therefore, the focusing properties of the Luneberg lens are in the entire
R
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Figure 4: (a) Lower hemisphere of a Luneberg lens antenna with delay lines. (b) LEAA structure.
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radiofrequency band. The lens has the property to focus the parallel rays from all the directions of
the azimuthal angle θ in points placed on one semicircle in the azimuthal plane. The phase function
ϕ(θ) with delay lines is realized — in Fig. 4(a).
Figure 4(b) shows the structure of a three-element LEAA with the same Luneberg lenses with
delay lines. The signal from the second antenna is amplified 2 or 2 − 4ε times. At the output, all
the signals are added. Fig. 5(a) shows the values of the time delays for the three antennas, where
τmax = λ/2c; c — light velocity.
A1

λ 2
A1

A3

λ 2

λ 2
A2

λ 2

A3

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Time delay functions. (b) Five element two dimensional LEAA.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Two-dimensional GD — case A and B.
4. TWO-DIMENSIONAL LEAA WITH 5 SENSORS

It is known that LEAA is selective in the azimuthal angle θ only. To obtain 2-D selectivity a
combination has to be realized of two orthogonally placed linear LEAAs with three sensors each,
as shown in Fig. 5(b). The sensors for the delay lines of the central common antenna A2 are placed
on the two mutually perpendicular focal semicircles. The signal from A2 is amplified 2 or 2 − 4ε
times. At the output, all the signals are added. Fig. 6 shows theoretical GDs of two-dimensional
LEAAs, corresponding to the one-dimensional ones from case A and case B.
5. CONCLUSION

In the proposed method, the number of sensors is constant: 3 for a one-dimensional LEAA and
5 for a two-dimensional LEAA. The change in the width of the main lobe of the GD depends on
the parameter β, and the level of the side lobes (for case A) — on the approximation error ε.
The time delays of the delay lines are changed by β, and the gain in the circuit of the second
antenna is changed by ε. The values of the parameter β can be arbitrarily large. This means that
with three lens antennas, an arbitrary specification can be realized with respect to the width of
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the main lobe and the attenuation level of the side lobes. The proposed method possesses one
noticeable property. The change of the interelement distance d, or the wavelength λ (4) can be
compensated by the parameter β (resp. time delays) and it does not affect the main lobe width and
the LEAA selectivity. The aforementioned advantage of the method gives very good opportunities
for constructing receiver LEAAs with digital signal processing. For a fixed interelement distance,
the antenna array can work simultaneously and in real time in a very broad frequency band, since the
change of the time delays in the delay lines and the gain in the second antenna are programmable.
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High-gain S-band Slotted Waveguide Antenna Arrays with Elliptical
Slots and Low Sidelobe Levels
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Abstract— Slotted waveguide antenna arrays offer clear advantages in terms of their design,
weight, volume, power handling, directivity and efficiency. Slots with rounded corners are more
robust for high power applications. This paper presents a slotted waveguide antenna with elliptical slots made to one broadwall of an S-band rectangular waveguide. The antenna is designed
for operation at 3 GHz. The slots length and width are optimized for this frequency, and their
displacements are determined for a 20 dB sidelobe level ratio. Two rectangular metal sheets are
then symmetrically added as reflectors to focus the azimuth plane beam and increase the gain.
1. INTRODUCTION

Slotted waveguide antennas (SWAs) [1] radiate energy through slots cut in a broad or narrow wall
of a rectangular waveguide. They are attractive due to their design simplicity, since the radiating
elements are an integral part of the feed system, that is the waveguide itself. This removes the need
for baluns or matching networks. They also offer significant advantages in terms of weight, volume,
high power handling, high efficiency and good reflection coefficient [2]. Thus, they have been ideal
solutions for many radar, communications, navigation, and high power microwave applications [3].
SWAs can be realized as resonant or non-resonant according to the wave propagation inside
the waveguide (respectively standing or traveling wave) [4, 5]. The design of a resonant SWA is
generally based on the procedure described by Elliot [4, 6, 7], by which the waveguide end is shortcircuited at a distance of a quarter-guide wavelength from the center of the last slot, and the
inter-slot distance is one-half the guide wavelength. For rectangular slots, the slot length should
be about half the free-space wavelength. Slot shapes that avoid sharp corners are more suitable for
high power applications, since sharp corners aggravate the electrical breakdown problems. Elliptical
slots are an excellent candidate for such applications [8].
As with all antenna arrays, the resulting sidelobe level is related to the excitations of the
individual elements. In SWAs, the excitation of each slot is proportional to its conductance. For
the case of longitudinal slots in the broadwall of a waveguide, a slot conductance is controlled by its
displacement from the broadface centerline [9]. Thus, for a desired sidelobe level, the corresponding
set of slots displacements should be determined.
In this paper, an SWA designed for operation at 3 GHz is presented, where ten elliptical slots
are made to one broadface of an S-band rectangular waveguide. The slot displacements from the
centerline are determined to obtain a sidelobe level ratio of 20 dB. Later, two metals sheets are
attached to the SWA edges to focus its azimuth plane beam. The reflection coefficient, pattern
plots and gain results of the antenna are reported.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

The target frequency is 3 GHz, so a WR-284 waveguide having a = 2.8400 and b = 1.3700 is used
to construct the SWA. The waveguide is shorted at one end and fed at the other. Ten elliptical
slots are cut into one of its broadsides. The slots are spaced at half the guide wavelength, center to
center, where in this case the guide wavelength λg = 138.5 mm. The slots are positioned such that
the center of the first one, Slot1, is at a distance of λg /4 from the waveguide feed, and the center
of the last slot, Slot10, is at λg /4 from the waveguide’s short-circuited side. The total length of
the waveguide is thus 5λg .
The width of each slot, which is 2 times the minor radius of the ellipse, is fixed at 5 mm. This
is calculated as follows: for X-band SWAs, which the literature if full of, the adopted width of a
rectangular slot is 0.062500 , corresponding to a = 0.900 . By proportionality, the width of the elliptical
slot for this S-band SWA is computed from 2.8400 × 0.0625/0.9, which is 0.19700 or 5 mm. Because
of their elliptical shape, the length of the slots (double the major radius) is expected to be larger
than half the free space wavelength. Simulations using ANSYS HFSS are done to optimize the slot
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length for resonance at 3 GHz. For these simulations, it is assumed that all slots are at the same
spacing from the broadside centerline, in an alternating fashion. The resonant slot length is found
to be 54.25 mm.
For a desired sidelobe level ratio (SLR) of 20 dB, a heuristic method is used to obtain the
required set of slots displacements. The slots near the two waveguide edges are closest to the
broadface centerline, whereas those toward the waveguide center have the largest displacement.
The detailed displacements values are given in Section 3.
Two metal sheets are then attached symmetrically, as shown in Fig. 1, at an angle of 60◦ with
respect to the XZ plane. These 2 sheets act as reflectors, thus leading to beam focusing in the
azimuth plane and as a result to a gain increase. The width of each metal sheet, L, is 300 .

Figure 1: Slotted waveguide with 10 elliptical slots with two re ectors added.
3. RESULTS

The uniform slots displacement that leads to a good reflection coefficient at 3 GHz is calculated
using
s
·
¸
a
1
du =
arcsin
,
(1)
π
N ×G
where
G = 2.09 ×

a λ0
×
× [cos(0.464π × λ0 /λg ) − cos(0.464π)]2 .
b λg

(2)

In (1), N is the number of slots, which is equal to 10, and in (2), λ0 is the free-space wavelength.
At 3 GHz, λ0 = 100 mm. For this SWA, du = 7.7 mm. This displacement value is used in the
HFSS simulations to obtain the resonant elliptical slot length, which is found to be 54.25 mm. For
this slot length and this uniform displacement of all ten slots, the resulting SLR is around 13 dB,
which is as expected. The reflection coefficient S11 and the Y Z-plane gain pattern in this case are
given in Fig. 2. A peak gain of about 17 dB and an SLR of 13.2 dB are recorded. The half-power
beamwidth (HPBW) in this plane is 7.2 degrees. These values are obtained using CST Microwave
Studio, but are also verified with HFSS.
Since better SLRs are desirable, the slots displacements are changed, to non-uniform, using a
heuristic method, which will not be detailed in this paper. For an example SLR of 20 dB, the
displacement values are given in Table 1. The alternating pattern about the centerline is respected.
The length of all slots is kept at 54.25 mm, as in the uniform case. Simulations have proven that the
resonating length of these elliptical slots is not very sensitive to the distance from the centerline.
For these values, the antenna still resonates at 3 GHz, the SLR is 20 dB, the peak gain is 16.8 dB,
and the Y Z-plane HPBW increases to 8.4 degrees. The broadening of the main beam is expected
when the sidelobes are forced to go lower.
When the two reflectors are added, a gain increase of about 3 dB is obtained due to a focus of
the azimuth plane beam. The antenna retains its resonance at 3 GHz, and the SLR remains around
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(a) S 11 for uniform slots displacement

(b) Pattern in the YZ plane

Figure 2: Antenna’s reflection coefficient and Y Z-plane pattern for the case of uniform slot displacement
and before attaching the two reflectors.
Table 1: Displacement of slot centers for an SLR of 20 dB.
Slot number
Displacement (mm)

1
3.74

2
5.42

3
7.11

4
8.4

5
9.11

6
9.11

7
8.4

8
7.11

9
5.42

10
3.74

Figure 3: Reflection coefficient without and with the reflectors.

(a) Patterns in the azimuth plane

(b) Patterns in the YZ plane

(c) Patterns in the XZ plane

Figure 4: Antenna’s gain patterns in the three principal planes (red line: no reflectors, blue line: with
reflectors).
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20 dB. The back lobe level stays about the same, so the main-to-back lobe level ratio also increases
by about 3 dB. The S11 and pattern results of the two cases, with and without the reflectors,
are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. All results generated in HFSS were verified in CST
Microwave Studio, where a good match is observed.
4. CONCLUSION

A 3 GHz slotted waveguide antenna was presented. It has 10 elliptical slots, with optimized dimensions, made to one broadwall and displaced around its centerline so as to obtain a 20 dB sidelobe
level ratio. The antenna has a very broad azimuth plane beam and a peak gain of about 17 dB.
Upon adding two reflectors to the antenna’s edges, the beam is focused and the gain is increased
to about 20 dB.
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Large Impedance Ground Plane Antennas for mm-accuracy of
GNSS Positioning in Real Time
D. V. Tatarnikov and A. V. Astakhov
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Abstract— Accuracy of differential positioning with the Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) is currently about +/ − 1 . . . 2 cm in real time; unavoidable multipath reflections from
the Earth surface undelaying the receiver antenna remains the largest error source. To suppress
said reflections antenna is to have a cut-off type pattern in the elevation plane. This calls for
the antenna size to be sufficiently large in the wavelength scale. Results of antenna system
development employing large impedance ground plane are presented. High capacitive impedance
pins surface has been used. Antenna samples with the ground plane of 3 meters in diameter have
been built. Multipath error is shown to fall below phase noise of the receiver. By filtering out
said noise a real-time positioning accuracy of +/ − 1.5 . . . 2 mm in vertical has been achieved.
1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, accuracy of differential positioning with the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
is about +/ − 1–2 cm in real time. This has allowed for broad use of GNSS for land survey, geodesy,
automated machines for construction and agriculture and for planetary research. Multipath reflections of satellite signals from the terrain that is undelaying the receiver antenna remains the
largest error source. The only mean to mitigate the reflections is to decrease the receiver antenna
gain for directions below local horizon. With practice, it is common to use elevation mask of 10–12
degrees that is to exclude satellites below said elevation angle from processing. However, signals of
satellites even slightly above said mask are necessary to support geometrical DOP factor [1]. Said
implies that the receiver antenna pattern is to be homogeneous within the entire top semi-sphere
up to 10–12 degrees elevation with a sharp drop (cut-off) then. Common antennas with up to 1–2
wavelength ground planes do not possess this property. This results in arising the mentioned error.
To achieve cut-off type of the pattern the receiver antenna is to be sufficiently large in the wavelength scale. Two GNSS antenna types with the cut-off pattern have been presented:a cross-dipole
antenna over a flat conductive ground plane [2] and a vertical antenna array of 10–15 wavelengths
(2–3 meters) total height (length) [3]. However, to the best of the authors of this paper knowledge,characterization of said antennas in regards to high precision GNSS practice has not been
published.
This paper presents a newly done development of a large impedance ground plane. In what
follows the antenna placed on top of the ground plane is referred to as “antenna element”; the
combination of an antenna element and a ground plane is referred to as an “antenna system”; to
distinguish antenna ground plane from the “ground surface” of the terrain the latter is referred to
as the Earth surface. The newly developed ground plane allows for commercially available GNSS
antennas to be used as antenna elements. Thus the design could be viewed as a reference or a
test bench for various purposes. The ground plane allows to achieve a regular typical antenna gain
from zenith up to 10–12 degrees above the local horizon with at least 20 dB multipath suppression
for directions starting from 10–12 degrees below the horizon. It is worth mentioning that current
GNSS signals occupy two subbands of L-band; namely 1150–1300 MHz and 1540–1610 MHz with
slightly over 30% total bandwidth. The satellite signals are right-hand circular polarized (RHCP).
The ground plane under consideration is to possess a high capacitive impedance surface (HCIS).
Although certain advantages of a surface wave excitation for GNSS antenna ground planes of common size has been demonstrated [4], for size ranges exceeding 5 wavelengths assuming broadband
functionality the cut-off frequency response of HCIS seemed preferable. A variety of structures is
known to compose HCIS. Widely used is a Choke Ring ground plane [5]. Another type is mushrooms
structure [6] employed in [7]. However, straight pins structure similar to [8] has been chosen for the
sake of broadband functionality and manufacturing simplicity. It is assumed that pins diameter is
0.03 . . . 0.04λ (6 . . . 8 mm for GNSS frequencies). Here λ is the wavelength. Pins are arranged in a
regular grid with 0.1 . . . 0.2λ spacing. Pins length slightly exceeds a quarter of the wavelength at
the lowest frequency (1150 MHz). With such a structure, TEM wave with respect to the coordinate
along the pins is dominating. This leads [8] to the derivate of impedance versus frequency decrease
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if compared to concentric grooves of a Choke Ring and thus to potentially smoother frequency
response. An incident TE-type field with respect to the coordinate along the pins would not excite
currents over the pins. Thus in the H-plane of a linear polarized antenna the incident field would
not be interfered by the pins and would be reflected by the metal base of the ground plane. This
is to be accounted for as shown below. In Section 2 the main ground plane design considerations
are discussed. In Section 3, the ground plane implementation and performance characterization is
provided.
2. GROUND PLANE DESIGN GUIDELINES

Consider two-dimensional problem of Figure 1. Excitation sources in the form of four magnetic
line currents are shown by thick dots. Currents are placed over HCIS of a size L. Elevation angle θ
is counted from the HCIS plane such that 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 indicates directions in the top demi-sphere
and −π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 0 is for the bottom semi-sphere. These four line currents are to model antenna
element pattern. The currents are grouped by two, 1, 10 and 2, 20 . Each pair is to model antenna
element directivity with respect to zenith (θ = π/2) and nadir (θ = −π/2) directions. Namely, for
the pair 1, 10 the magnetic line currents are
~j1m0 = −αe−ik∆~j1m

(1)

and similar for the second pair. Here k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, distance ∆ in between currents
is much smaller than the wavelength, time dependence is exp(iωt). If α = 1 holds, currents 1, 10 will
form an ideal cardioid pattern with a null in the direction towards HCIS ground plane. Respective
currents of pairs 1, 10 and 2, 20 are of same magnitudes and phases. Radiation patterns of the four
currents for the distance a in between pairs equal to 0.4λ and two values of α are shown in Figure 2.
These are realistic approximations to common GNSS antenna patterns.
z

α=1
α = 0.956

a

1

2

1’

2’

∆
h

dB
θ
x

L

Elevation angle, degrees

Figure 1: Two dimensional problem (calculated).

Figure 2: Excitation source pattern.

The advantage of HCIS is that the fields decay as (kx)−3/2 with x growth as opposed to (kx)−1/2
for a perfect electric conductor case. Here x is a distance from the source counted along the ground
plane However, HCIS leads to narrowing of the radiation pattern of the source. In the limit of an
infinitely large L the radiation pattern would have a null in the direction grazing to HCIS (θ = 0).
Such narrowing is undesirable for GNSS applications as it may result in the difficulties of tracking
low elevated satellites by the receiver. To estimate the pattern for certain h and L one may employ
physical optics approximation to the fields along HCIS assuming that the fields are an excerption
of those of an infinite plane. Due to fields decay along the ground plane, edge waves [9] provide
with comparatively small correction to the pattern even with the perfect electric conductor plane
as was estimated in [10].
To simplify the estimate further one may assume that HCIS is a perfect magnetic conductor;
the finite value of the surface impedance would not affect the resulting pattern significantly if said
value is large enough [10]. For the perfect magnetic conductor, a surface magnetic current excited
by a magnetic line source located at x = a/2 is
³ p
´
~j m = ~y0 2U k H (2) k h2 + (x − a/2)2 sin (acrtg (h/ |x − a/2|)) ; −L/2 ≤ x ≤ L/2
(2)
1
4i
(2)

Here U is the voltage across magnetic line current, H1 (x) is the Hankel function of the first order
and second kind, ~y0 is the unit vector of y-axis (perpendicular to the drawing plane of Figure 1).
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Radiation pattern calculation of the current (2) is straightforward. Complete pattern F (θ) is a
sum of that of the currents (2) associated with each of the four sources and source patterns in free
space. We assume the total pattern is normalized to zenith reading.
Within the specular reflections model the quantity of interest is a down-up ratio DU (θe ) =
F (−θ)/F (θ). Antenna system height over the Earth surface is 2–3 meters typically. Then, the
footprint at the Earth surface of the first Fresnel zone for the reflected signal is about 10 meters
which suggests for the specular reflections model to be realistic. Assuming elevation mask of 12
degrees notations F+12 = F (+12◦ ) and DU12 = DU (12◦ ) are adopted for short.The first quantity
indicates the worst case from satellite tracking standpoint while the second is the worst (the weakest)
case from multipath rejection standpoint. With Figures 3(a), (b) said quantities are plotted versus
height h for HCIS ground planes of two sizes L. As seen, with the height h increase within the
range 0.1λ ≤ h ≤ 0.6λDU12 stays almost constant while F+12 is rapidly decreasing in absolute value
(improving). Said F+12 reaches −12 . . . − 15 dB for h ≈ 0.5 . . . 0.6λ which is sufficient for reliable
tracking of low elevated satellites. The value DU12 is increasing in absolute value (improving) with
the size L growth. Thus target design figures could be achieved (at least in principle) by choosing
appropriate h and L. For further implementation L ≈ 13λ has been chosen. Here the value of
DU12 is −20 dB.
F+12
DU12

F+12
DU12
dB
L = 7λ

(a)

L = 30λ

(b)

dB

h, wavelengths

h, wavelengths

Figure 3: F+12 and DU12 values versus antenna element height over HCIS of two sizes (calculated).

E-plane
H-plane
dB

Elevation angle, degrees

Figure 4: Radiation patterns in E- and H-planes of a linear polarized source (calculated).

In Figure 4 radiation patterns for E- and H-planes of a linear polarized antenna element are
illustrated. Here h ≈ 0.45λ and L ≈ 13λ. The E-plane pattern is calculated using considerations
of above. The H-plane pattern is calculated using electric line sources placed over a perfect electric
conductor ground plane. Expressions for the radiation patterns in these two cases coincide due to
the duality principle. With the H-plane, the height of the sources over the ground plane is assumed
to be h + λ/4. This is because with this plane the incident field is being reflected by the plane
metal base of the ground plane as has been mentioned above. The plots of Figure 4 are calculated
assuming that the sources 10 and 20 are removed thus the antenna element pattern is symmetrical
with respect to the direction of θ = 0. As seen, in the H-plane, a null is being formed for a certain
direction within the top semi-sphere. Said null affects RHCP antenna polarization properties.
However, calculations have shown that if an antenna element possesses at least −12 . . . − 15 dB of
suppression of radiation in the direction towards the ground plane, said null is (being) smoothed
out. Said antenna element pattern property is typical with today commercially available GNSS
antennas.Estimates of above are done with two-dimensional models considerations. However, within
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physical optics approximations to the ground plane currents, E- and H-plane radiation patterns for
three-dimensional problem (disk) coincide with those of above if the ground plane is large enough.
3. IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE AND FIELD TEST RESULTS

Antenna pattern realization has been checked by scaling approach first. For this purpose an antenna
system operating at 5700 MHz has been constructed (Figure 5(a)). Here the diameter of the ground
plane is about 71 cm (13.5λ). A microstrip patch antenna with local flat ground plane was used as
antenna element. Such an antenna element has a down/up ratio of −15 dB in the direction towards
the impedance surface. Figure 5(b) shows measured plots of the antenna system patterns for two
different values of the height h. As seen,said plots almost coincide. F+12 is about −11 dB to about
−9 dB; DU12 is better than −20 dB; and F (−π/2) is less than −40 dB. The antenna system for
GNSS operation is shown in Figure 6. Antenna system comprises a straight pins ground plane
with total diameter of 3 meters and an antenna element mounted at the height of about 7 . . . 8 cm.
Different types of commercially available GNSS receiver antennas were tested as antenna elements
with practically the same results. Shown in photopicture is Topcon MGA8 compact dual frequency
RTK antenna. Antenna system is mounted on a support frame at a height of about 2 meters above
the Earth surface.

h = 0.4λ
h = 0.5λ

(b)
dB

(a)

Elevation angle, degrees

Figure 5: Antenna system model operating at 5700 MHz and corresponding antenna patterns (measured).

(a)

(b)

mm

Figure 6: GNSS antenna sample (measured).

(c)
hours

Figure 7: Vertical coordinate readings in real time.

Achievable precision of differential satellite positioning was tested at open sky test range. Three
short (about 10 meters length) baselines were used: a) in between two standard Choke Ring
antennas as base and rover; b) in between two large impedance ground plane antennas; and c)
is of so-called zero type. This last one means two GNSS receivers connected to one antenna via
a splitter. Zero baseline is free from multipath errors and illustrates system noise level. Topcon
survey grade receivers have been used for data collection. Real time readings for vertical coordinate
for these 3 cases are shown in Figures 7(a), (b), (c) respectively. Observation session lasted for
2 hours, data sampling rate was 5 seconds. In each plot,the results of system noise smoothing
by moving window of 10 samples are illustrated by a thick line. As seen with the plots, typical
multipath error-induced time line with Choke Ring antennas has been smoothed out with large
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impedance ones. For this last case the remaining multipath error falls below system noise and is
estimated to be +/ − 1.5 . . . 2 mm.
4. CONCLUSION

GNSS antenna system with large impedance ground plane has been developed. Antenna system
has a cut-off pattern in elevation plane providing with multipath suppression of 20 dB or better
staring from 10–12 degrees elevation. Multipath error to positioning in real time is shown to fall
below the system noise level and is estimated to be +/ − 1.5 . . . 2 mm in vertical coordinate.
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Omni-directional Leaky-wave Coaxial Antenna
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Abstract— In this paper, we present modal analysis of a coaxial leaky wave antenna composed
of an inner perfect electric conductor and an outer artificial partially reflecting impedance surface
separated by a dielectric layer. The artificial impedance surface can be implemented by periodic
slits with periodicity much less than the operating wavelength. The equivalent surface impedance
of this surface is obtained by analytical form. Simple design steps based on this modal analysis
are presented. These design steps are used to design a coaxial leaky wave antenna. This design
is verified by comparing results with full wave analysis based on finite element simulator.
1. INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing interest in directive omni-directional antennas with a conical radiation pattern in different applications like satellite communication, wireless systems and mobile base stations.
Different configurations can be used for these applications like metamaterial shell waveguide, cylindrical dielectric rod, corrugated dielectric rod, and coaxial structure with periodic perturbation on
its outer side [1–4].
For a special case where the periodic perturbation has a periodicity which is much smaller than
the operating wavelength, this periodic structure can be treated as an equivalent partially reflecting
impedance surface [5]. Figure 1 shows the cross section of the proposed antenna structure where
a and b are the inner and outer radii respectively, ε1 is the permittivity of the dielectric material
between the inner and the outer surfaces, and θ0 is the direction of the main beam. The inner
surface is assumed to be perfectly electric conductor while the outer surface is partially reflecting
surface which can be presented as a reactive surface impedance ZS .

Figure 1: Geometry of a coaxial leaky wave antenna with inner conductor and partially reflecting outer
surface.

Zhao et al. [6] introduced simplified modal analysis and design procedure for planar leaky wave
antenna based on transverse equivalent network of a planar waveguide composed of a grounded
dielectric substrate and covered with a partially reflecting artificial impedance surface. They compared this analysis with full wave analysis based on MoM [7, 8] and they showed excellent accuracy
with much less computational complexity. They also used this simplified modal analysis to introduce physical interpretations to the main properties of the introduced leaky wave antenna.
In this paper, the analysis of [6] for the planar leaky wave antenna is applied to the case of a
coaxial leaky wave antenna with an impedance outer surface. This analysis is used to introduce
design steps for this coaxial leaky wave antenna. These design steps are used to obtain the physical
parameters of this coaxial structure like the outer radius and the surface impedance of the outer
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surface for specific values of inner radius and dielectric material to obtain certain scanning angle
at a certain operating frequency. The artificial impedance surface is implemented by periodic slits
in a conducting sheet. The dimensions of these slits which satisfy the required impedance surface
are obtained by analytical form. All these parameters are combined together and compared with
the results of a full wave numerical simulation by using HFSS simulator.
2. THEORY AND ANALYSIS

To obtain an omni-directional radiation pattern, it would be required to use zero order modes in
φ direction. The fields inside the structure can be presented as multiple reflected rays as shown
in Figure 1. Thus, the proposed coaxial leaky wave antenna should support either TM0n or TE0n
mode. To obtain an oblique beam the lowest order mode corresponds to n = 1. The present
analysis of coaxial leaky wave antenna is based on TM01 . Similar steps can be used for TE01 .
The TM Hertzian potentials for the zero order modes in φ direction inside and outside the
coaxial structure are given by:
£
¡ 0 ¢
¡ 0 ¢¤ −jγ 0 z
Π01z = A01 J0 γ1ρ
ρ + B10 Y0 γ1ρ
ρ e z where a ≤ ρ ≤ b.
(1a)
¡
¢
0
(2)
0
Π00z = A00 Hm
γ0ρ
ρ e−jγz z where b ≤ ρ ≤ ∞.
(1b)
By using these Hertzian potentials, one can obtain the fields inside and outside the coaxial structure.
These fields are used to obtain the corresponding dispersion equation of this coaxial structure by
applying the boundary conditions on the inner and outer interfaces as follows:
¢
(2) ¡
γρd γρ0 H0 γρ0 b Φ
Z S k0
=0
(2a)
¡ ¢
¡ ¢ −j
(2)
(2)
η0
εr γ 0 H
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´ ³ ´
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Φ = Y0 γρd a J0 γρd b − J0 γρd a Y0 γρd b

(2b)

h ³
´ ³ ´
³
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Ψ = J0 γρd a Y1 γρd b − Y0 γρd a J1 γρd b

(2c)

By solving this dispersion equation one can obtain the longitudinal complex propagation constant
which can be used to obtain peak direction and the beamwidth of the radiation pattern [4].
3. STEPS OF DESIGNING A COAXIAL LEAKY WAVE ANTENNA WITH AN OUTER
IMPEDANCE SURFACE

To design a coaxial leaky wave antenna the input parameters are the operating frequency, the inner
radius, the dielectric material between the inner and the outer surfaces, the required scanning angle
and the required beamwidth. On the other hand, the parameters required to be determined are
the outer radius, the outer surface impedance and how to implement this surface impedance.
The first step to design a coaxial leaky wave antenna with a certain inner radius and dielectric
material is to determine the outer radius which would be suitable to introduce leaky wave radiation
in the required direction of the main beam. To obtain an initial guess of this outer radius, we
assume a coaxial structure with a perfect conducting outer layer. The main beam is tilted with
an angle v0 = π2 − θ0 in free space with respect to the normal direction on the interface between
the outer of the dielectric layer and free space as shown in Figure 1. Thus the corresponding angle
√ v0 ).
inside the dielectric medium can be directly obtained by using Snell’s law as vd = sin−1 ( sin
εr
For the case of a coaxial structure with an outer perfect conductor, the propagation constant is
pure real since there is no leakage of the guided wave. Thus the transverse propagation constant is
simply γρd = k1 cos vd . The problem now is to find the outer radius bPEC that satisfies the eigenvalue
equation of the coaxial structure with perfect conductor outer surface to determine the thickness
of the dielectric layer as follows:
Y0 (k1 a cos vd ) J0 (k1 bPEC cos vd ) − J0 (k1 a cos vd ) Y0 (k1 bPEC cos vd ) = 0

(3)

The next step is to determine the required complex longitudinal propagation constant of the proposed leaky wave structure which satisfies the required scanning angle and beamwidth by using
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the relations in [4]. Thus we obtain γz , γρ0 and γρd . By using the values of γρ0 , γρd , bPED and the
remaining input parameters in Eq. (2a) one can obtain the surface impedance ZS which satisfies the
dispersion equation. However, the obtained surface impedance in this case is usually complex value
which represents a combination between resistive and a reactive sheet impedance. Implementation
of equivalent pure reactive impedance sheet can be obtained directly by using an periodic patches
or slits. Thus it is required to tune the outer radius in Eq. (2a) to obtain a pure reactive surface
impedance. This can be obtained by a simple search algorithm for different values of the outer
radius around the initial guess bPEC to obtain bZS which satisfies the same complex propagation coefficient and satisfies at the same time pure reactive surface impedance. The resulting outer radius
bZS which satisfies pure reactive surface impedance is slightly larger than bPEC and the resulting
reactive surface impedance ZS = −jXS is capacitive. This capacitive surface impedance on the
interface between a dielectric layer and free space can be implemented by an array of narrow slits
on the interface. The equivalent surface impedance on narrow slits is given by [5]
π
ZS
¡
¢
= −j
η0
k0 d(εr + 1) ln 1/ sin πg
2d

(4)

where d and g are the period and the width of the slits respectively. By fixing the period of the
slits at a certain value, one can solve Eq. (4) to obtain the slit width which satisfies the required
surface impedance.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we show the detailed steps for designing a coaxial leaky wave antenna based on the
above discussions. The operating frequency is assumed to be 10 GHz. The length of the antenna
is assumed to be 300 mm which is ten times the free space wavelength at the operating frequency.
The radius of the inner conductor is assumed to be 10 mm which corresponds one third the free
space wave. The dielectric layer between the inner and outer surfaces are assumed to be tefelon of
εr = 2.2. The required scanning angle is assumed to be θ0 = 60◦ and the required 3 dB beamwidth
is assumed to be 10◦ . For this scanning angle and beamwidth the required complex longitudinal
propagation coefficient is obtained by [4] as γZ /k0 = 0.5 − j0.075.
By using the above parameters, Eq. (3) is solved numerically to obtain the initial guess of the
outer radius based on PEC outer surface. For the present scanning angle, the initial guess of the
outer radius is found to be nearly 20.6773 mm. The resulting outer radius in the previous step
combined with the complex longitudinal propagation constant and the remaining parameters are
used in Eq. (2) to obtain the required normalized surface impedance of the outer surface It is
found that this normalized surface impedance should be ZS /η0 = 0.0395 − j0.0038 to obtain the
required scanning angle. A simple search is performed on different values of outer radius to obtain
a pure reactive surface impedance. It is found that for the above parameters, the required outer
radius is found to be nearly 22 mm which is slightly larger than the initial guess obtained by PEC
outer surface. For this outer radius, the normalized surface impedance of the outer surface should
be ZS /η0 = −j0.2064. Thus, the parameters of the proposed coaxial leaky wave antenna in the
present design are = 10 mm, b = 22 mm, εr = 2.2, and ZS /η0 = −j0.2064 which corresponds to
slit width 75 µm for a periodicity of 6 mm. These parameters are used in full wave simulation by
using HFSS as shown in Figure 2. This coaxial structure is fed by using a wave port at one end
and is terminated by a matched lumped load at the other end such that the simulated reflection
coefficient at the feeding end is less than −30 dB at the operating frequency. Figure 3 shows the
simulated radiation pattern of this coaxial leaky wave antenna. It can be noted the good agreement

Figure 2: Geometry of the simulated coaxial leaky wave antenna.
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with the proposed scanning angle and beamwidth.

Figure 3: Simulated radiation pattern as function of angle θ in degrees. The parameters of the coaxial leaky
wave antenna are L = 300 mm, a = 10 mm, b = 22 mm, εr = 2.2 mm, d = 6.0 mm and w = 5.25 mm. The
operating frequency is f = 10 GHz.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented analysis of a coaxial leaky wave antenna composed of an inner perfect
electric conductor and an outer impedance surface separated by a dielectric layer. This analysis is
used to introduce detailed design steps for this leaky wave antenna. These design steps are used
to obtain the physical parameters of this coaxial structure like the outer radius and the surface
impedance of the outer surface for specific values of inner radius and dielectric material to obtain
the required peak radiation angle at the design operating frequency. The impedance surface is
implemented by periodic slits in a conducting sheet. Primary estimates for the dimensions of these
slits which satisfy the required impedance surface are obtained by simple analytical form suitable
for planar interface and normal incidence. All these parameters are combined together in a full
wave numerical simulation by using HFSS. The results of the numerical simulation shows good
agreement with proposed design requirements.
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Abstract— Constrained Least Mean Square (CLMS) beamformer is sensitive to the direction estimation error. Bayesian based modifications are used to add robustness to the CLMS
beamformer. In this paper, Bayesian Beamformer is implemented using a Generalized Sidelobe
Canceller (GSLC), one of the CLMS implementation techniques. The proposed robust GSLC
reduces the computational complexity and saves degrees of freedom than other conventional robust designs. The released degrees of freedom grant more efficiency to the interferers’ rejection
process.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Constrained Least Mean Square (CLMS) [1, 2] algorithm minimizes the output power of the
antenna array and satisfies some constraints (e.g., directional constraints). In the case of directional
constraints, CLMS algorithms (e.g., sidelobe canceller [3]) fail to capture the Signal Of Interest
(SOI) if there is an error in the Direction Of Arrival (DOA) estimation. Moreover it will consider
the SOI as an interferer and create null in the SOI direction. The large gain will be toward the
wrong (detected) direction. Several techniques may be used to overcome this problem. We are
interested in two of them. First, constraining the pattern derivative(s) to be equal to zero at the
DOA to create constant gain around the detection angle [4]. The second is dividing the interval of
uncertainty into smaller intervals. The desired beamformer is the sum of the ideal beamformers of
the mid-points of the intervals weighted by some weights. Fuzzy logic based weights are an efficient
scenario [5] for the offline adaptation, more efficient version is in [6]. Probability density function
of the random variable θ namely Bayesian weights, θ is the DOA, are one of the efficient weights
may be used for the online adaptation [7].
The Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSLC) is one of the efficient techniques to implement
CLMS. It consists of quiescent filter, blocking matrix and variable weights. The GSLC with wavelet
based blocking matrix [8, 9] employs the wavelet property of vanishing moments to block wide
interval. This needs to bypass the same interval in the quiescent filter. Normally, derivative
constraints are used in the quiescent filter. The pass interval through the derivative constraints
does not employ the whole blocked interval.
In this paper, The Bayesian based beamformer has been implemented using GSLC. The proposed
GSLC has the ability of flexible design (quiescent filter can be wider band) using fewer degrees
of freedom than the derivative constraints and less computational complexity than the previous
Bayesian beamformer. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2, optimization techniques
revision reviews CLMS and GSLC, Chapter 3 reviews the Bayesian based beamformer, Chapter 4
introduces the proposed algorithm, Chapter 5 shows the simulation results and Chapter 6 concludes
the paper.
2. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES REVISION

In the case that the communication system has the ability to destroy a portion of the bandwidth
to send a reference signal, the Least Mean Square (LMS) can be used to adapt the antenna array.
Ifthe reference signal is d, the array output y = wH x (x is the array input vector, w is the weight
vector) the error signal e = d − y. LMS minimizes the power in the error signal e = d − y. It is a
quadratic problem in w, its solution is given in [1, 8]
−1
wLMS = Rxx
Rxd ,

(1)

Rxx is the autocorrelation matrix of the input, Rxd is the crosscorrelation matrix of the input and
reference signal.
If there is no reference signal in the system then the Constrained Least Mean Square (CLMS)
is one of the solutions to adapt the array. It minimizes the output power while constraining the
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solution to satisfy the linear constraints set C H w = f , C is the constraint matrix, f is the response
vector. The solution is given by [2]
¡
¢−1
−1
−11
WCLMS = Rxx
C C H Rxx
C
f
(2)
For a simple beamformer with one directional constraint which is unity gain in the desired
DOA and nulling the interferers by minimization, the constraint matrix C tends to a vector and
−1 C) tends to a scalar. From thissolution one can show that CLMS is sensitive to the
(C H Rxx
constraints’ (e.g., directional) errors. Derivative constraint(s) is one of the mostfamous techniques
used to create robust beamformer with respect to direction estimation errors. It depends on forcing
the beam-pattern derivative(s) to be zero at the direction of arrival. Higher order zero derivatives
are more robustness. The column [1n 2n . . . M n ]T in the constraint matrix C creates zero derivative
constraints of order nif the corresponding element in the response vector f is zero [4].
To simplify the problem of CLMS, GSLC (Generalized Sidelobe Canceller) [3] may be used. It
depends processing the input into two branches. The first branch is a quiescent filter F , designed to
hold the constraints. The second branch is a blocking matrix B which is designed to block the SOI,
wSLC is a weight vector located after the blocking matrix to optimize the GSLC. wSLC is optimized
using LMS to minimize the difference power between the output of the two branches. Minimization
of this difference power is equivalent to solving the CLMS problem with CLMS equivalent weight
weq = F − Bw.
−1
The design problem of the GSLC is the design of F & B. In [3], F = C(C H C) f holds the
constraints set C H w = f . To design derivative constraints based robust GSLC we choose C and f
like the CLMS case. B is designed to block the derivative constraints around the DOA. There are
a lot of research to design B. We are interested in the wavelet based one which introduced in [8]
regarding its low computational cost due to its sparse construction
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hi is the ith filter in an M -band K-regular wavelet filters system. hij indicates the element j in the
filter i. od is a zero row vector of d zeros. This matrix blocks the SOI and K − 1 derivatives using
its regularity K, proved in [8]. Concerning this design, F destroys a number of degrees of freedom
equal to the number of derivative constraints plus one directional constraint. We will show in our
beamformer how to reduce this number of degrees of freedom to give them the opportunity to be
used by the minimization technique.
3. BAYESIAN BASED BEAMFORMER

Suppose that the SOI impinges the array from the desired angle θdes . Assuming detection error,
the detected angle of arrival is θdet . Using the CLMS beamformer with one directional constraint
will consider the SOI from the direction θdes as an interferer and discard it. To prevent that, the
technique used in [7] assumes θ as a random variable with a given a priori probability density
function (pdf). The a priori pdf is used to calculate the a posteriori pdf, p(θ/x). The interval of
uncertainty is divided into L intervals, the desired beamformer is the sum of the beamformers of
each interval multiplied by its a posteriori probability value. The a posteriori pdf has been found
in [7] and can be approximated to
p (θi |x) = cpi e

Kγ

1
−1
aH R
ai
i
K

(4)

K is the number of samples, pi is the a priori probability, c is a constant to hold the sum of the
probabilities to 1, γ: a constant controls the behavior of the algorithm, and RK is the sample
covariance matrix equal E(xxH ). Then the desired beamformer is
wBay =

L
X

wi p (θi |x)

i=1

wi is the weight at angle θi calculated from Equation (2).

(5)
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4. WAVELET BLOCKING MATRIX WITH BAYESIAN BASED CONSTRAINTS AS A
ROBUST BEAMFORMER

In our proposed technique we used th esidelobe canceller to design the Bayesian based beamformer
reviewed in Section 3. Wavelet based blocking matrix shown in Equation (3) was used to block
derivative constraints around the DOA. To design the quiescent filter the interval of uncertainty
is divided into L small intervals like Bayesian beamformer. The quiescent filter of each interval is
calculated using the conventional form with one directional constraint. Substituting the equivalent
CLMS weight in Equation (5) we get

wBay

XL

1
(Fi −Bw)p (θi |x), Fi = ai
M
¶
L µ
X
1
=
ai − Bw p (θi |x)
M

wBay =

i=1

(6)
(7)

i=1

Note that the blocking matrix blocks the whole interval of uncertainty, so it is considered the
same for all intervals
XL
1 XL
1 XL
wBay =
ai p (θi |x) − Bw
p (θi |x) =
ai p (θi |x) − Bw
(8)
i=1
i=1
i=1
M
M
Comparing this equation with the CLMS equivalent weight we can get
F =

L
1 X
ai p (θi |x)
M

(9)

i=1

From this result, we see that the quiescent filter is a direct algebraic sum of the mid-points
steering vectors multiplied by their Bayesian weights. This gives the ability of controlling the
quiescent filter band; the Bayesian weights contribute the high directivity keeping the advantage of
the Bayesian beamformer. From the analogy between this result and the conventional case we can
verify that only one degree of freedom is destroyed to get the result, allowing more constraints to
the minimization process to create deeper nulls. We can conclude that we got the advantage of the
derivative constraints (robustness), the advantages of Bayesian weights (directivity) and advantage
of multiple beamformers (fewer degrees of freedom than derivative constraints).
5. SIMULATION RESULTS

Assume a uniform linear 12 elements sensor array. Four signals impinge the array from angles −75,
−55, 20, 45 degrees. The 20 degree is the desired direction. The Sidelobe canceller with wavelet
based blocking matrix 4 bands 3 regular was simulated in the case of simple second order derivative
constraints [8] and with the proposed quiescent filter. The results were averaged over 10 trails
Figure 1–Figure 4 show the beampattern of both beamformers for the case of no error, 4, 8 and 10
degrees estimation error. We can see in the case of 10 degrees error that the conventional derivative
constraints created a null toward the desired DOA while the proposed beamformer maintains high

Figure 1: Beampattern in the case of no error.

Figure 2: Beampattern with 4 degrees detection error.
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Figure 3: Beampattern with 8 degrees detection error.

Figure 4: Beampattern with 10 degrees detection
error.

gain. Conventional derivative constraints cover the uncertainty interval with wide beam while
the proposed beamformer covers it with high directivity. The proposed beamformer creates deeper
nulls due to the more degrees of freedom available for the minimization process. The computational
complexity is less due to the fact that we optimize only one branch and one quiescent filter instead
of L beamformers in the conventional Bayesian beamformer.
6. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper which we introduce an abstract, sidelobe canceller based Bayesian beamformer has been
designed. In the conventional Bayesian beamformer the beamformer is calculated multiple times
for different signal of interest locations while the interferers are the same for all the patterns. This
makes an extra computational load. Given the fact that the sidelobe canceller divides the problem
into two branches, one branch is for the signal of interest while the other is for the interferers, this
contributes the opportunity to calculate the interferers’ related part only once in the new design.
The new design contributes more flexibility to control the sidelobe canceller components as well as
saving degrees of freedom comparing with the derivative constraints case. Also, it can track the
user with high directivity although there is an error in the direction of arrival estimation.
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Design of Elliptic-Function Microstrip Filters with Defected Ground
Structures
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Abstract— In this study, a design procedure which includes three steps is proposed to improve
the frequency characteristics of elliptic function microstrip filters with defected ground structures.
Firstly, a conventional filter design is presented using elliptic filter prototype. Following the
first step, normalized element values of elliptic low pass filter prototype are used and desired
filter transformation is carried out. Secondly, microstrip filter transformation of obtained elliptic
low pass filter is attained. Lastly, ground plane is etched with different shapes like squaredumbbell, interdigital and fractal versions of different geometries. In this case, an improvement
of microstrip filter design is achieved using Defected Ground Structures (DGSs). MATLAB and
full wave electromagnetic simulators are used to model the proposed filters. Scattering parameters
of microstrip elliptic filter are extracted and plotted via commercial EM design environments.
Modifications of ground plane with different geometries are applied to the microstrip elliptic filter
via EM software tools and consistent simulation results are obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION

Determination of design objectives of microwave filters is one of the most important points in
filter design concerning practical requirements. Microwave filter designers follow specific design
procedures to meet design objectives [1].
Filters may have frequency characteristics like bandpass, low pass, high pass and bandstop
responses. Practically, any filter has no ideal characteristics such as infinite attenuation at stopband,
zero insertion loss at passband [2] and steep transition region from passband to stopband. In
addition, some of designer’s goals may be compacting of the design structure for smooth curve of
group delay, broad bandwidth or stopband. Therefore, it is desired to approach these ideal cases
for proposed filter characteristics.
Recently, a spreading attention is given for defected ground structures due to demonstrating of
their multi-electromagnetic band gaps (EBGs) or stop bands in frequency responses. There is an
etch or slot on the ground plane of planar microstrip which permits interaction between microstrip
and defected ground plane [3].
Many applications such as power dividers, microstrip antennas and microwave filters are based
on defected ground structures. In power divider applications, etching ground plane can provide size
reduction [4] at lower microwave frequencies. Furthermore, DGSs are used for compactness [5, 6],
harmonic control in active microstrip antennas [7], impedance matching at feed line [8], improving and controlling radiation properties of patch antennas [9] and suppression of cross-polarized
radiation from microstrip arrays [10]. DGSs find more common usage interest in microwave filter
applications [11]. Various kinds of design are available in literature for different filter types and
specific properties like small size [12, 13], sharp rejection [14], wide stopband [15], multi-band response [16]. In some applications, sharper transition region is vital important role and sharpness
factor should be analyzed for this applications [17, 18].
2. DESIGN PROCEDURE

Achieving an elliptic microstrip filter design is the first step of design objectives. To do this, it is
needed to have normalized element values and some important parameters like minimum stopband
insertion loss (IL) value for elliptic low pass prototype filter. Table 1 shows desired design values for
elliptic function low pass prototype filter design. Because of no simple formulation for determining
element values of the elliptic-function lowpass prototype filters, element values in [3] are used in the
design. For more information about element values of elliptic function low pass prototype filters
are available in [19, 20].
In Table 1, n, ΩC , Ωs , LAs , LAr are order of filter, normalized cutoff frequency, the equal-ripple
stopband starting frequency, minimum stop band insertion loss and pass band ripple, respectively.
Normalized element values of elliptic function low pass filter prototype are g0 to g7 . It is needed
to find L-C element values of passive elements shown in Figure 1. In this design input/output
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Table 1: Element values of elliptic function low pass prototype filter for g0 = g7 = 1, ΩC = 1.
n

Ωs

LAs [dB] LAr [dB] gL1 = g1 gC2 = g2

6 1.2503 39.9773

0.1

0.7422

1.1189

gL2 = g2 gL3 = g3 gC4 = g4 gL4 = g4 gL5 = g5 gC6 = g6
0.3313

1.2276

0.9746

0.6260

1.1413

1.0273

terminal impedance, relative dielectric permittivity, substrate thickness are chosen as Z0 = 50 Ω,
εr = 10.8 and h = 1.27 mm respectively. In addition to these parameters, it is desired to design a
low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1.6 GHz using DGS. According to our simulation results,
DGS structure reduces cut-off frequency of designed filter. Therefore, cut-off frequency should be
chosen greater than desired frequency. It is appropriate to start the design with a cut-off frequency
which is 30% or 40% greater than desired frequency. In these simulations, cut-off frequency of
low-pass filter is assumed as 2 GHz. The L-C element values, which are scaled to Z0 and fc , can be
determined as given in [3].
1
Z0 gLi
2πfc
1 1
Ci =
gC
2πfc Z0 i
Li =

(1)

Calculated element values are given in Table 2.
Table 2: L-C Element values of desired design.
L1
2.9531 nH

L2
1.3182 nH

C2
1.7807 pF

L3
4.8844 nH

L4
2.4907 nH

C4
1.5511 pF

L5
4.5410 nH

C6
1.6256 pF

In this design, stepped impedance low pass filter, which use a cascaded structure of alternating
high- and low-impedance transmission lines, is used to realize microstrip structure. Inductors
behave high impedance lines and capacitors are modeled low impedance ones. Because of stepped
impedance design is valid only short transmission line l < λ/8, it is needed to be careful at each
step. For the design of low impedance and high impedance line Z0L = 14 Ω and Z0H = 93 Ω are
taken. Design Equation (2) can be used to find physical lengths of high and low impedance lines
with respect to the desired element values.
µ
¶
λgL (fc )
Li
lLi =
sin−1 2πfc
2π
Z0L
(2)
λgC (fc )
−1
lCi =
sin (2πfc Z0C Ci )
2π
Table 3 lists all relevant microstrip design parameters calculated using the microstrip design equations.
Table 3: Microstrip design parameters of desired elliptic low pass filter.
ZoH = 93 Ω WL = 0.2 mm εef f = 6.4577
λgL (fc ) = 59.02 mm
lL1 = 3.85 mm, lL2 = 1.682 mm, lL3 = 6.771 mm, lL4 = 3.224 mm, lL5 = 6.206 mm
ZoL = 50 Ω W0 = 1.1 mm εef f = 7.1714
λg0 (fc ) = 56.01 mm
ZoL = 14 Ω
WC = 8 mm
εef f = 8.7749
λgC (fc ) = 50.63 mm
lC2 = 2.56 mm, lC4 = 2.22 mm, lC6 = 2.33 mm

Figure 2 shows microstrip realization of desired design. Scattering parameters of Figure 2 are
attained with the help of SONNET electromagnetic simulation program. Figure 3(a) illustrates
scattering parameters of required design both HFSS and SONNET EM simulation environments.
Because of undesired reactance/susceptance and microstrip discontinuities, −3 dB cut off frequency
reveals at 1.62 GHz in HFSS and at 1.65 GHz in SONNET. Resonant frequency and sharpness factor
are obtained as 2.05 GHz and 0.8048 via SONNET.
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Figure 1: An elliptic-function, lumped-element low
pass filter.

Figure 2: Microstrip realization of desired design.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Last step is to etch ground plane and investigate of different frequency characteristics of the design.
In the design procedure, some kind of different geometries like square dumbbell, fractal dumbbell
and meander DGSs are applied to ground plane (Figure 3). Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show square
dumbbell and fractal DGS at the bottom of the designed filter.
Figure 3(d) gives comparison of S-parameters of designed filters with dumbbell square DGS,
fractal DGS and without DGS. Figure 3(d) shows that etching ground plane with dumbbell square
DGS increases cut off and resonant frequency with respect to without DGS case. Fractal DGS

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3: (a) S parameters of elliptic function microstrip low pass filter. (b) Bottom of the designed filter
(square dumbbell). (c) Bottom of the designed filter (Fractal Dumbbell). (d) S parameters of elliptic function
microstrip low pass filter with square dumbbell and fractal dumbbell.
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shape in ground plane decreases cut off and resonant frequency to the square dumbbell DGS case.
Transmission peak occurs in dumbbell square DGS case at 4 GHz as well as in fractal DGS case
at 4.15 GHz. Another case of designed filters is etching ground plane with having meander DGS.
Figure 4(a) and 4(b) show view of meander DGS shape and its design parameters. As it is seen in
Figure 4(b) and 4(d) design parameter like conductor spacing (cs) and finger numbers of meander
DGS shape are varied and compared to each other. Figure 4 also shows that sharpness factor
decreases when finger number increases for meander DGS.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: (a) Meander DGS Geometry. (b) Comparison of S parameters both included meander DGS
having different conductor spacing (cs = 0.1 mm, 0.5 mm) values and without DGS case, (Lengt = 9 mm,
Final Length = 5 mm, Conductor width = 0.8 mm, First Length = 5, Number of Fingers = 4. (c) Bottom
view of designed filter with meander DGS. (d) Comparison of S parameters both included meander DGS
having different fingers (f = 4, 6, 8) values and without DGS case, (Length = 9 mm, Final Length = 5 mm,
Conductor width = 0.8 mm, First Length = 5 mm, Conductor Spacing = 0.5 mm).

Table 4 lists variation of cut off (fc ), resonant frequency (f0 ) and sharpness factor (fc /f0 ) values
when different DGS cases are applied. Furthermore, variation of length value of meander DGS case
is also analyzed. It shows that when the length value is increased sharpness factor value increases
for meander DGS case.
Table 4: Comparison of different filter designs with DGS.
Design Types
without DGS
with SD DGS
with fractal DGS
with meander DGS Finger: 4
with meander DGS Finger: 6
with meander DGS Finger: 8
with meander DGS Length: 5
with meander DGS Length: 9
with meander DGS conductor spacing: 0.1 mm
with meander DGS conductor spacing: 0.5 mm

fc (GHz)
1.65
1.709
1.672
1.58
1.582
1.602
1.602
1.545
1.556
1.58

f0 (GHz)
2.05
2.3
2.25
1.95
1.97
2.075
2.075
1.825
1.825
1.95

Sharpness Factor: fc /f0
0.8048
0.743
0.743
0.8102
0.8030
0.772
0.772
0.846
0.852
0.810
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an elliptic-function low pass microstrip filter is designed with defected ground structures using full-wave electromagnetic design environments. Different DGS shapes like square dumbbell DGS, fractal dumbbell DGS, meander DGS are etched on ground plane separately and sharpness factor values of these different designs are compared. Our design objectives are achieved and
it is shown appropriate DGS shapes on ground plane could be important parameter to improve
better sharpness factor.
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Electromagnetic Stimulation of Transport in Water for
Geoenvironmental Applications
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Abstract— Air sparging is a popular soil remediation technique that enables the removal of
contaminants by diffusing air into saturated zones of soil. The removal process is, however, slow.
The goal of this work is to study the effect of electromagnetic (EM) waves — with minimal
heat generation — on transport mechanisms such as diffusion, in order to improve airflow or
contaminant transport and expedite the cleanup process using air sparging or similar technologies.
This effect is studied through an experimental setup that examines the diffusion of a nonreactive
dye in water under EM waves at a range of frequencies between 50 and 200 MHz. The electric
field was simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics for better 3D visualization and analysis and
then validated using experimental measurements. A dielectrophoretic study was performed using
the simulated electric field. Various dye flow under EM stimulation at different frequencies were
compared. At 65 MHz and 76 MHz, the dye flow was in the direction of the dielectrophoretic
forces, which is believed to be the governing mechanism for dye transport.
1. INTRODUCTION

Remediation of contaminated soil/groundwater has become an area of interest in recent decades.
Several remediation techniques have been used for removal of the contaminants, among which air
sparging [1] is very popular. In-situ air sparging (AS) is a technique in which air or oxygen is
injected into water-saturated zones in order to remove organic contaminants by a combination of
volatilization and aerobic biodegradation processes. The contaminant-free air injected into the saturated zones of the subsurface enables the phase transfer of organic contaminants from a dissolved
or adsorbed state to a vapor phase. Despite the impressive results, the effectiveness of air sparging
is limited because of its semi-random remediation process [2]. Air can flow more easily in partially
saturated media compared to water-saturated ones, resulting in airflow limited to initial randomlyformed air channels. An advantage of EM over other enhancement methods, such as the use of
direct or alternating current (DC or AC), is that EM waves can be applied at proper frequencies
(lower MHz) and lower EM power and, therefore, would dissipate a small amount of energy in the
medium and would not alter the pH of the environment. The transport of a nonreactive inert dye
in water is studied as a visible analogy to the air or contaminant flow in saturated media. The goal
of this work is to study the effect of electromagnetic waves on transport mechanisms in saturated
media at frequencies where heat generation is minimal. The main objective of this work is to find
the governing phenomenon that directs the flow of the dye when EM stimulation is applied. Dielectrophoresis [3] is specifically investigated as a potential governing mechanism behind this effect.
Studying the relationship between the magnitude of the EM power and the transport rate, as a
representative of the transport rate, is another objective of this work.
2. METHODOLOGY, EXPERIMENTATION, AND SIMULATION

The experimental setup consists of a 40-cm × 40-cm × 40-cm acrylic box (Figure 1) and a 38-cm ×
38-cm × 38-cm RF (radio-frequency) resonant cavity, filled with water. The cavity structure is
built using copper mesh screens instead of solid copper plates to enable imaging and visualization.
The opening diameter of the copper mesh is ∼ 3 mm (1/8 inch), which is much smaller than the
wavelength of the applied 50–200 MHz frequency waves in water (≈ 160 mm–660 mm). A coaxial
loop antenna coupled to the resonant cavity and connected to the EM source launches EM waves
into the medium. The antenna is made of an RG8 coaxial cable. The outer conductor of the cable is
electrically grounded at both ends of the cable, sharing the same electric ground as the cavity. The
inner conductor passes through a brass piece soldered to the top copper boundary, hence, sharing
the same electric ground as the outer conductor, to provide electrical continuity to the resonant
cavity. A continuous wave (CW) radio-frequency signal was generated using an HP E4400B signal
generator and amplified using a Model 100 LMB amplifier, manufactured by Amplifier Research.
To maximize the amplifier output forward power to be input into the testing medium, a matching
network was used (See [4] for more information).
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Figure 1: Medium under test for the modified setup showing the acrylic box, resonant cavity filled with
water, injection cup, injection pipette, and loop antenna.

An inert, nonreactive, water-based dye (a green McCormick food-coloring dye) was used as the
diffusing matter to allow the visualization of the transport inside the medium. A clear acrylic table
was built to allow the introduction of the dye close to the center of the medium (far from the
cavity boundaries). A circular plastic cup with a radius of 30 mm was glued to the top plate of the
injection table. The cup is used to hold the dye during the initial injection and prevent the dye
from descending off the injection table down to the bottom of the box. Digital imaging was used to
analyze the transport of the dye to determine the EM-stimulation effect. Images were taken using
a Cannon Rebel T2i 18-MegaPixel digital camera. Images were taken at 30-second intervals for
this experiment. The pixel values of the two-dimensional (2D) digital images correlate to the dye
concentration integrated along corresponding lines of sight.
The electric field is mapped in the region under test using a 50-Ω, RG-402, coaxial probe
controlled by a three-dimensional (3D) translation table. The probe is connected to a spectrum
analyzer and is moved to the nodes of a desired 3D grid. The monopole probe is vertically polarized.
However, a full 3D vector electric field is necessary to understand the correlation between the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Normalized electric field map: (a) Slice 1, experimentally measured; (b) Slice 1, simulated; (c)
Slice 2, experimentally measured; and (d) Slice 2, simulated.
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RF radiation pattern and the dye transport. Therefore, the electric field pattern is simulated at
various frequencies using the COMSOL software, and its Z component is validated against the
experimentally mapped electric field. Figure 2 shows the measured and simulated contour maps
on two depth slices at 65 MHz. In order to investigate the effect of temperature on the dye flow,
the temperature of the water close to the antenna body was recorded at different EM-stimulation
frequencies.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Unstimulated Tests

After complete injection of the dye, small portions of the dye rose from the cup and then descended
downward because the dye density was slightly larger than that of water (1 g/cm3 ). There was a
relatively random time interval (5 to 12 minutes) at which the dye rose out of the cup. However,
approximately 1 hour past the beginning of the experiment, this time interval decreased, and
more continuous risings were observed. Figure 3(a) shows an example of the dye transport in an
unstimulated test.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: (a) Dye transport during: (a) an unstimulated test; dye randomly rises out of injection cup and
descends; and dye flow in an EM-stimulated experiment at 65 MHz frequency after 20 minutes of stimulation
and at the power level of: (b) 10 W, (c) 20 W, and (d) 30 W. Dye rises out of injection cup toward top
boundary.
3.2. Stimulated Tests

When the medium was stimulated at the frequency of 65 MHz, there was an upward flow of the dye.
Portions of the dye rose out of the cup and moved upward toward the top boundary of the resonant
cavity. After reaching the top boundary, the dye spread horizontally in random directions. The
stimulated experiment was performed at 10, 20, and 30 W to investigate the effect of the power
level. Increasing the EM power increased the upward dye flow. Figures 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d)
illustrate the flow of the dye 20 minutes after the dye injection at power magnitudes of 10, 20, and
30 W, respectively. The threshold of power needed to electromagnetically induce the upward dye
transport is P = 10 W at the frequency of f = 65 MHz.
3.3. Frequency Effect

Although only the 65 MHz simulation was successfully validated experimentally, the experiment was
repeated for other frequencies as well. The choice of the frequency was based on the quality of the
impedance-matching achieved that was monitored by the spectrum analyzer. As a result, several
tests were performed at 60, 69, 75, and 77 MHz at an RF power of 30 W. Unlike the tests performed
at 65 MHz, during the stimulation at these other frequencies — except for 75 MHz — the flow of
the dye was observed to be similar to the unstimulated tests. In other words, the stimulation had
no apparent effect on the flow of the dye. At 75 MHz, the dye remained inside the cup for as long
as the medium was stimulated and the power was above 3 W. The simulated electric-field pattern
seems to support this phenomenon according to a potential dielectrophoretic nature. However, the
experimental electric-field measurements showed no consistency with the simulation.
3.4. Temperature Effect

The change of temperature over time was monitored at various frequencies at a point 1 cm from the
center of the loop antenna, where the strongest temperature rise was expected due to resistive heat
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generation at the proximity to the heat source (i.e., loop antenna). As expected, the temperature
slightly increased for all the frequencies over time. The maximum change in temperature within
the period of stimulation was less than 1◦ C for all frequencies. The observed pattern of rise in the
temperature was the same for all frequencies, while the electric-field radiation pattern and dye flow
were different for 65 MHz, 75 MHz, and other frequencies. This suggests that the flow of the dye is
not dominated by a convective flow (due to thermal effects) and is due to the electromagnetic field.
3.5. Electric-field Pattern Effect and Governing Mechanism

The validated simulated electric field, containing the X, Y , and Z components of the electric field
at nodes spaced on a 2-cm grid within the cavity, was exported into MATLAB. A script (m.file) was
developed in MATLAB using a forward finite difference method to calculate the dielectrophoretic
force based on Equation (1).
½ ∗
¾
εp − ε∗m
3 ∗
~
~ |E|2
FDEF =2πr εm Re
∇
(i,j,k)
ε∗m
!
½ ∗ ∗ ¾Ã 2
εp −εm |E|i,j+1,k −|E|2i,j−1,k |E|2i+1,j,k−|E|2i−1,j,k |E|2i,j,k+1−|E|2i,j,k−1
3 ∗
=2πr εm Re
+
+
(1)
ε∗m
2dx
2dy
2dz
Three matrices of the three components of the gradient of the squared electric field (∇|E|2 ) were
computed. However, the dye concentration at each node within images represents the concentration
integrated over the line of sight (in the Y direction, i.e., perpendicular to the image). Hence, the
X and Z components of the gradient of the squared electric field were integrated over the Y -axis.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) represent the contour map of the Z and X components of the ∇|E|2 vector,
respectively.
According to Figure 4(a), the Z-component of ∇|E|2 is negative with an increasing magnitude
toward the top. As a result, because of the smaller dielectric constant of dye compared to that of
water, the direction of the dielectrophoretic forces are in the positive Z direction (i.e., upward) at
65 MHz. This result is in agreement with the results from the experimental field investigation as
well.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Contour map of the simulated ∇|E|2 (V2 /m3 ) according to COMSOL Multiphysics results at
65 MHz: (a) Z component and (b) X component.

On the other hand, the X-component of the ∇|E|2 vector creates a force dragging the dye toward
the side walls of the cavity. However, the magnitude of the forces in the X direction is almost 1/2
of the magnitude of the vertical forces. As a result, the upward flow of the dye dominates the
horizontal flow except near the top boundary, where the upward flow has slowed or stopped. Since
the dye has a flow moving both right and left after it reaches the top boundary, the observed flow
near the top boundary can be interpreted as a mix of dielectrophoresis and diffusion.
3.6. Digital Analysis and Evaluation

Digital-image analysis was performed to extract quantifiable information from images of dye transport in RAW format. RAW-format images were then converted into the TIFF format and imported
into MATLAB in matrix format. The averaged, background image (containing everything but the
dye) was subtracted from every other image, leaving only the transporting dye. The elements
of the resulting matrices represent the intensity of pixels at different locations in the box as a
representative of dye concentration. Following analyses were then performed.
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3.6.1. Pixel Intensity Summation

A zone shown in Figure 5(a) was selected to measure the amount of dye that had left the injection
cup or the main finger formed in each test. The summation was performed on the set of the
experiments performed at 65 MHz (10 W, 20 W, and 30 W) as well as for the test performed at
75 MHz (30 W) and the unstimulated test. Figure 6 shows the plot of the summation of pixel
intensities over time for these tests. Because no dye transport was observed for the tests performed
at 75 MHz, it was, hence, expected that the summation of pixel values for this test be constant over
time. However, the plot shows some variation over time attributed to the errors associated with
the background noise. In general, the average value did not increase or decrease. The similar range
of concentration data associated with the unstimulated test and the stimulated test at 10 W proves
that the amount of the dye entering this zone was not large enough to overcome the noise. In
summary, the change of the sum of pixel intensities over time for the unstimulated test, stimulated
test at 75 MHz (even at 30 W of power), and 65 MHz (with a power less than 10 W) followed the
same pattern with the average unchanged. The plot of pixel values over time for the stimulated
tests of 65 MHz at 20 W and 30 W, on the other hand, shows different results. The sum of adjusted
pixel intensities increased over time for these two tests, meaning pixels became darker. This refers
to the presence of more dye in the upper region. In order to quantify the variations in the sum of
pixel values over time for each test, the relative change (%) of the summation was also calculated.
Therefore, the last three datasets (at t = 105 min., 106.5 min., and 108 min. after the beginning of
the stimulation) were averaged and subtracted from the initial dataset (t = 0 min.) of the curves
of Figure 6(a). The relative change (%) was calculated and plotted versus power (Figure 6(b)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Study zone, referred to as upper zone, in Intensity Summation Analysis and (b) study zone,
referred to as finger zone, in the “finger-height analysis”.
3.6.2. Fingers’ Characteristics

Several other characteristic parameters were calculated to understand the shape of each finger.
These characteristic parameters include finger height and width. A finger zone is defined in images
(e.g., Figure 3(b)), which includes the main dye finger for the majority of the time during the upward
flow of the dye, when the medium is electromagnetically stimulated at 65 MHz (at 10, 20, and 30 W
power levels). This study is limited to the tests performed at 65 MHz because of stronger, more
controlled finger movements at this specific frequency. The number of pixels containing enough
dye (above a consistent threshold representing visible fingers) was recorded versus elevation within
the selected zone at different times. The number represents the width of the finger. This method
enabled a study of the finger-width profile for each test over time.As seen in Figure 6(c), the finger
for the test performed at 65 MHz at 10 W of power was almost constant at all elevations and was
always smaller than the number for 20 and 30 W power levels. For the 20-W case, the finger width
was almost constant at all elevations as well but was larger than that of the 10-W case. This was
a representative of a more concentrated upward dye flow compared to the 10-W case that was not
focused and dispersed gradually. For the test at 30 W, the plot shows that the width decreased
rapidly with increasing elevation above the injection cup. However, the fingers became darker
(the intensity of these pixels increased drastically). The digital pictures associated with this test
confirms much darker, yet more focused, fingers tend to move faster and in a more straight, focused,
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and robust shape at 30 W.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Plot of adjusted sum of image pixel intensities (representing transported dye amounts) for an
unstimulated test; three stimulated tests at 65 MHz at power levels of 10 W, 20 W, and 30 W; and a stimulated
test at 75 MHz and 30 W of power versus: (a) time and (b) power (summation performed over highlighted
upper zone in digital images); and (c) Plot of total number of pixels containing enough dye to be considered
a finger accumulated over time versus elevation above injection cup.
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Abstract— This paper presents system approaches for modeling the antenna arrays and the
mutual coupling. The modeling based on the characterization of linear time invariant systems
can be exploited in the case of UWB antenna arrays for different issues: the expression of the
beampattern of an array of N-antennas, the determination of a time-frequency model of TX
antenna arrays, and the characterization of the mutual coupling between two elements.
1. INTRODUCTION

Even if the concept of antennas arrays is not new with early work in the 1920s, Multiple Input
Multiple Output communication systems using antenna arrays have recently emerged as a breakthrough for wireless systems of revolutionary importance [1]. Otherwise, Ultra Wideband (UWB)
technology is a potential candidate in the race of the wireless world since the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) released a report approving its use. However, this technology is limited
by an extremely low allowable transmitted power, i.e., −41.3 dBm/MHz [2]. To overcome this limitation, the combination of MIMO techniques with UWB technology emerges as a relevant solution.
Moreover, the known advantages of the antenna arrays for the narrowband systems always exist
for the UWB systems [3].
In this context, a lot of works concerned the design of UWB MIMO antennas [4–6], as well as
the description of their properties [7–10]. The direct transposition of narrowband approaches is
not adequate and too incomplete for the UWB antenna array description, as is the case of single
element [10–12]. With a model point of view, the transfer function (i.e., frequency response) and
the impulse response (i.e., time response) have been found as relevant description of the single
UWB antennas [13]. They are derived from the effective lengths which first have been considered
to describe and specify the transient radiation and reception characteristics of antennas [14, 15].
Therefore, the single UWB antennas can be modeled as Linear and Time Invariant (LTI) systems.
As presented in the next sections, this system modeling based on the characterization of LTI systems
can be exploited in the case of UWB antenna arrays for different issues: the characterization of
the mutual coupling between two elements, the expression of the beampattern of an array of Nantennas, and the determination of a time-frequency model of TX antenna arrays.
2. SYSTEM MODEL OF UWB ANTENNA ARRAYS
2.1. Presentation

Figure 1 illustrates a model of the wireless communication systems. The radio link decomposed
into three functional blocs provides a useful modeling: the channel of propagation Hch (f ), the
TX and RX antennas (which can be single or multiple) each described by a transfer function,
~ T X (f, θT X , ϕT X ) and H
~ RX (f, θRX , ϕRX ), and the associated impulse response ~hT X (t, θT X , ϕT X )
H
~
and hRX (t, θRX , ϕRX ) where f is the frequency, t is the time, and θ and ϕ are the polar and
azimuth angles. Therefore, the characterization is very complete, because it includes the frequency
dependence, the phase information, and the polarization and the directional properties. Under farfield propagation conditions, it can be shown that the transfer functions and the impulse responses
modeling the antennas present analytical expressions, which are functions of the effective length of
the antennas expressed in frequency domain or time domain respectively [16].
Moreover, assuming a wireless channel with only one direct path between the transmitter and
receiver (i.e., Line-Of-Sight, LOS propagation), the transfer between the output s and the input
e can also be deduced. The characterization of antennas as LTI systems presents the advantage
to achieve time-frequency models, especially suitable for UWB antennas, and for example, allows
the determination of the radiated and received transient waveforms of any arbitrary waveform
excitation and antenna orientation.
2.2. Transfer Function of Antenna Array in Emission Mode

Using the concept of array factor and conjointly the approaches developed for achieving the system
models of UWB antennas, an UWB array system model can be achieved. Considering the above
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Figure 1: Block diagram of wireless communication systems.

~ rad can be defined in the frequency domain from
assumptions, the radiated field in transmission E
~
the effective length Le T X of the TX antenna as:
¡
¢
f exp −jω dr
rad
c
~
E (f, θT X , ϕT X ) = j Z0
I(f )L~eT X (f, θT X , ϕT X )
(1)
c
2r
where r is the radiation distance, Z0 is the free space impedance, I is the excitation current. This
expression can be rewritten introducing the transverse part of the radiation vector F~⊥ as follows:
¡
¢
dr
exp
−jω
f
rad
c
~
F~⊥ (f, θT X , ϕT X )
(2)
E
(f, θT X , ϕT X ) = −j Z0
c
2r
The vector F~⊥ includes both the characteristics of the antenna via the effective length L~e T X and
the properties of the emitted signal via the spectral form of the current I(f ). Under the same
~ tot is:
assumptions and considering an antenna array (with N elements), the total radiated field E
rad
¢
¡
f exp −jω dr
rad
c ~
~ tot
E
(f, θT X , ϕT X ) = −j Z0
Ftot,⊥ (f, θT X , ϕT X )
(3)
c
2r
with
F~tot,⊥ (f, θT X , ϕT X ) = A (f, θT X , ϕT X ) · F~⊥ (f, θT X , ϕT X )

(4)

Consequently, an equivalent effective length L~etot,T X , called total effective length by analogy with
the total radiation vector, for the antenna array can be introduced as:
L~e tot,T X (f, θT X , ϕT X ) = A (f, θT X , ϕT X ) · L~e T X (f, θT X , ϕT X )

(5)

The array factor A (f, θT X , ϕT X ) is easily defined by the traditional approaches. Furthermore, the
study remains general as shown in the previous section; the antenna array can be constituted of all
types of the similar antennas, narrowband or UWB antennas.
An extension of the system modeling for the UWB antenna arrays can now be deduced. As
presented in [16], several formulations are possible according to the chosen way for the modeling.
For illustrating the concept, the Figure 1 being considered, a TX model can be established. The
~ T X (f , θT X ,ϕT X ) and the
TX antenna assumed to be an antenna array, the transfer function H
associated impulse response ~hT X (f , θT X ,ϕT X ) can be expressed in function of the total effective
length as shown below. Therefore, the function transfer of an antenna array in transmission mode
can be written in a very general form as:
~ T X (f , θT X ,ϕT X ) = αL~e tot,T X (f, θT X , ϕT X )
H

(6)

where the coefficient α is a scalar, frequency dependent, which includes the modeling approach and
the generator and antenna impedances (for more details about α, see for example [16]).
Finally, it should be noted that for this study, it was assumed that the coupling between adjacent
radiation elements is not taken into consideration.
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3. SYSTEM MODEL FOR CHARACTERIZING THE MUTUAL COUPLING
3.1. Presentation

The main idea behind antenna diversity techniques is to produce different replicas of the transmitted
signal to the receiver. If these replicas are sent over the propagation channel such that their statistics
are independent, when one of them fades, it is less likely that the other copies of the transmitted
signal will be in feed fade simultaneously. Thanks to this redundancy, the receiver can decode
the transmitted signal even in fading conditions, as long as they all do not fade simultaneously.
In consequence when antenna diversity is desired, the signals transmitted by multiple antenna
elements are generally supposed independent or uncorrelated. However, the current induced on one
antenna produces a voltage at the terminals of nearby elements, termed as mutual coupling [17].
It means there is always mutual coupling present between nearby antenna elements. For MIMO
applications, the mutual coupling should be minimized to as low value possible.
3.2. Modeling of the Mutual Coupling

In order to illustrate the mutual coupling, let two TX antennas which are confined. The radiated
field by one of these antennas will be modified due to the presence of the second. So the received
field will also be affected! This problem is illustrated in Figure 2: the received signals, s1 (t) and
s2 (t), will be different, even if the emitted signal e1 (t) is the same in the considered cases.

Figure 2: Effect of the mutual coupling generated by MIMO antenna system.

Consider the illustrated example by Figure 1, the corresponding output signals can be described
in the time domain by:
s1 (t) = hSISO (t)∗e1 (t)

(7)

s2 (t) = hMIMO (t)∗e1 (t)

(8)

where e1 (t) is the input of the system, s1 (t) is the output signal in the case of SISO, s2 (t) is the
output signal in the case of MIMO, hSISO (t) is the impulse response of the SISO system, hMIMO (t)
is the impulse response of the MIMO system. With the associative property of the convolution
product, the mutual coupling can be modeled in the following way:
s2 (t) = (hSISO (t)∗e1 (t)) ∗hC (t)

(9)

hMIMO (t) = hSISO (t)∗hC (t)

(10)

with

In consequence, the introduced impulse response hC (t) (subscript C denotes coupling) translates
precisely the effects of the second antenna on the radiations in time domain. From simulation or
measurement, the associated frequency response HC (f ) can be easily determined. Hence
HC (f ) = HMIMO (f )/ HSISO (f )

(11)

HSISO (f ) = S1 (f )/E1 (f )
HMIMO (f ) = S2 (f )/E1 (f )

(12)
(13)

where
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where E1 (f ), S1 (f ), S2 (f ), HSISO (f ), HMIMO (f ), HC (f ) are the frequency responses of e1 (t), s1 (t),
s2 (t), hSISO (t), hMIMO (t), hC (t), respectively.
Therefore, the effects of the mutual coupling can be described by a LTI model. The proposed
approach offers several advantages: an analytical model can be derived, and from this description,
it is possible to envisage the reduction of the coupling using a matched pulse [18].
4. CONCLUSION

This paper emphasized system approaches for modeling the antenna arrays and the mutual coupling.
The proposed concepts lead to general and elegant models including the cases of single antennas
and antenna arrays, which are valuable for narrowband and UWB wireless communication systems.
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Abstract— This paper presents a method of dual-frequency antenna decoupling between closely
spaced 2-element monopole. The method utilizes a newly developed decoupling circuit between
two elements, realizing a reduction of mutual coupling in the two frequency bands simultaneously.
It is confirmed that MIMO antennas using the proposed decoupling technique provide higher
antenna efficiency, lower antenna correlation and higher multiplexing efficiency.
1. INTRODUCTION

MIMO technologies [1] using multiple antennas have been implemented in many wireless terminals,
for the purpose of an increase in transmission rate. There is a limited space available for installing
a number of antenna elements in these wireless terminals, and consequently mutual coupling has a
great impact on antenna efficiency and antenna correlation, resulting in reduction of transmission
rate, due to a small distance between antenna elements. If closely spaced MIMO antennas are placed
without mutual coupling, antennas get low volume, and can give a freedom of designing a wireless
terminal in terms of a good appearance and compactness of the terminal. In previous studies, most
of them were considered only on a single frequency [2] or used many circuit components on multiple
frequencies [3].
This paper presents a method of dual-frequency antenna decoupling between closely spaced
2-element monopole [4]. The method utilizes a newly developed decoupling circuit between two
elements, realizing a reduction of mutual coupling in the two frequency bands simultaneously. It
is confirmed that MIMO antennas using the proposed decoupling technique provide higher antenna efficiency, lower antenna correlation and higher multiplexing efficiency than those without
decoupling.
2. ANALYSIS MODEL

In this paper, decoupling circuits for port isolation of 2-element monopole 2 × 2 MIMO antenna
at dual-frequency is proposed. Fig. 1 shows 2-element monopole 2 × 2 MIMO antenna. Desired
frequencies are 1.5 and 2.5 GHz. This antenna is implemented on 100 × 50 × 0.8 mm one side
Copper plate FR4 substrate. Size of monopole is 26 × 1.4 mm, and interval is 4.6 mm. Antennas
are placed middle of ground plane. Both elements have feed points and matching circuits, and
decoupling circuit is placed between feed points. All antennas in this paper were calculated by
CST Microwave studio [5].
Figure 2 shows S-parameter of Fig. 1’s 2-element antenna with matching circuits without decoupling circuits by simulation and measurement. Matching circuits use Murata’s LQG15 inductor
and GRM15 capacitor [6]. And S11 is under −10 dB at 1.5 and 2.5 GHz. Fig. 2 shows strong
coupling of −1.9 dB at 1.5 GHz and −4.4 dB at 2.5 GHz, because antennas are disposed close. For
this reason, antenna efficiencies of 2-element without decoupling are 6.7 dB at 1.5 GHz and 5.0 dB
at 2.5 GHz less than 1-element. Therefore, to remove coupling and to improve antenna efficiency,
decoupling circuit for dual-frequency is derived by evolving single frequency method [2].
3. DECOUPLING METHOD FOR SINGLE FREQUENCY

·

¸ ·
¸
SB11 SB12
0
αe−j(ϕ+2θ)
[SB ] =
=
SB21 SB22
αe−j(ϕ+2θ)
0
"
#
−j(ϕ+2θ)
−2αe
YC21 = YC12 = Y0
− jB
1 − α2 e−j(ϕ+2θ)

(1)
(2)
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−2YC21 Y0
+ 2YC11 Y0 + (YC11 )2 − (YC21 )2

(3)

Already Single frequency decoupling method between 2-element antenna was shown by [2].
Fig. 3 is block diagram of 2-element antenna with decoupling circuit. Decoupling circuit jB for
single frequency is derived.
α and ϕ are amplitude and phase difference of coupling coefficient between antennas at observation plane A. The phase shifters of θdeg are added after observation plane A. Susceptance jB is
placed between the antenna after observation plane B. In particular, Susceptance jB is referred to
as the decoupling circuit. Finally, matching circuits are added after observation plane C. For sake
of simplicity, structure and circuit value in this diagram are assumed symmetric, and assume that
these antenna elements and phase shifters are obtained impedance matching. For this reason, miss
match doesn’t occur at observation plane A. Phase difference of the coupling between antennas is
ϕ and one phase shifter has electrical length θ. Therefore, Coupling phase difference between ports
at observation plane B is ϕ + 2θ. Thus S-matrix at observation plane B can be expressed as (1).
Y21 at observation surface C is shown by decoupling circuit jB and Y -parameter which is converted
from S-matrix (1), and is expressed as (2). S21 at observation surface C is shown by conversion
formula to S-parameter from Y -parameter, and can thus be expressed as (3).
When numerator is zero of (3), decoupling (SC21 = 0) is obtained. This means that, YC21 = 0 is
a condition of decoupling, and the susceptance job of decoupling circuit and θ of the phase shifter
have to be derived as to satisfy YC21 = 0. When (ϕ + 2θ) is 90 deg at (2), [ ] at (2) is a pure
imaginary number. Furthermore YC21 gets zero by using a jB to offset that imaginary. Thus,
SC21 = SC12 = 0 and Coupling are removed. Therefore, one of conditional expression using phase
shifter for decoupling is shown in (4).
By substituting (4) for (2), conditional expression for decoupling using jB is shown in (5).
Further, If B of (5) is positive, decoupling circuit is capacitor. If B is negative, decoupling circuit
is inductor. θ in (4) and jB in (5) are conditions of decoupling. Finally, matching circuits are
placed at observation plane D.
·
Y0
4.

ϕ + 2θ = ±π/2 ⇒ θ = (±π/2 − ϕ)/2
¸
±2α
−2α × ±j
− jB = 0 ⇒ B =
Y0
1 + α2
1 + α2

(4)
(5)

DECOUPLING METHOD FOR DUAL-FREQUENCY

Dual-frequency decoupling method is evolved from single frequency method.
Only the susceptance jB between feed ports is used when the decoupling performs at dualfrequency. Because it is difficult to make two suitable phases for dual-frequency by one circuit, the
phase shifter should not be derived. And non-phase shifter structure is good for the volume and
cost reduction. Without phase shifter, coupling phase difference ϕ on Fig. 3’s observation surface B
is not 90 deg strictly. Therefore, YC12 in (2) has real part occasionally, and coupling is not removed
at that time. To solve this problem, the impedance of both antenna elements is controlled such
as real parts of YC12 become zero at dual-frequency. By this approach, antennas can be decoupled
without phase shifters. With respect to the imaginary part of Y12 , decoupling circuits have to have
same susceptance of antenna’s Im(Y12 ) at a dual-frequency, and this circuit is placed between feed
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points. These are dual-frequency decoupling techniques. Fig. 4 shows admittance Y12 of only 2element antenna in Fig. 1. Re(Y12 ) has value that is significantly different from 0 mS near 1.8 GHz.
Therefore decoupling is performed at 1.5 and 2.5 GHz which avoid around 1.8 GHz.
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Figure 5: S-parameter. (L = 4.1 nH, C = 1.5 pF).

Dual-frequency decoupling circuit is composed from parallel of an inductor for 1.5 GHz and a
capacitor for 2.5 GHz. Relationships among susceptance B, inductor L and capacitor C are represented by (6). Capacitor C and inductor L of the parallel circuit have to be satisfied susceptance
and angular frequency ω at these dual-frequency simultaneously.
1
ωL
(ω2 + ω1 ) (ω2 − ω1 )
L =
ω1 ω2 (ω1 B2 − ω2 B1 )

B = ωC −

(6)
C=

ω2 B2 − ω1 B1
(ω2 + ω1 ) (ω2 − ω1 )

(7)

Decoupling circuit for dual-frequency is calculated in (7). Susceptance of desired frequency 1
and 2 are defined as B1 and B2 . And angular frequency of desired frequency 1 and 2 are defined
as ω1 and ω2 . L = 4.1 nH and C = 1.5 pF of decoupling circuits are calculated from (7). When
these ideal parallel circuits are disposed between the feed points, S12 are −32.9 dB at 1.5 GHz and
−12.4 dB at 2.5 GHz in Fig. 5. Same decoupling performance as single frequency is realized at
dual-frequency.
In conclusion, at first the antenna structure is selected such as Re(Y12 ) .=· 0 at desired two
frequencies. Furthermore, a decoupling circuit of same susceptance value as antenna’s Im(Y12 ) at
desired frequency is placed between feed points. Finally, effect of dual-frequency decoupling circuit
was demonstrated.
5. ANTENNA EFFICIENCY
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S-parameters, which obtained using decoupling and matching circuits at dual-frequency is shown in
Fig. 7. And these circuit configurations are shown in Fig. 6. Matching and coupling are lower than
−10 dB at dual-frequency. Compared case of without decoupling in Fig. 2(b) to with decoupling
in Fig. 7, S12 are improved 10.6 dB at 1.5 GHz and 7.1 dB at 2.5 GHz.
In Fig. 8, antenna efficiency by simulation and measurement in circuit configuration of Fig. 6
is shown. These experimental results have the same simulation trends, and validity of the analysis
result is revealed. In comparison of the case without decoupling in Fig. 2(b) and the case with
decoupling in Fig. 7, antenna efficiency is improved 4.8 dB and 3.6 dB at 1.5 GHz and 2.5 GHz,
respectively.
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6. CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

Correlation coefficient ρe is a figure of merit for MIMO performance and a measure for the similarity
between two radiation patterns. It is important as well as antenna efficiency for MIMO system.
Using (8) [7], Correlation coefficient is calculated from both antennas of amplitude and phase
radiation pattern E in all angle. Cross-polarization power ratio (XPR) is calculated as XPR = 1
(0 dB). Power density function Pθ and Pϕ are defined as Pθ = Pϕ = 1/(4π). Namely, incoming
wave is assumed uniform distribution as with antenna efficiency.
Figure 9 shows correlation coefficient ρe of 2-element with and without decoupling circuit. When
using decoupling circuit, correlation coefficient is improved from 0.63 to 0.60 at 1.5 GHz from 0.46
to 0.11 at 2.5 GHz. It is reduced at dual-frequency. The reason is that the both antenna has a
different radiation pattern with the opposite direction in decoupling model.
¯R R ¡
¢ ¯¯2
¯ 2π π
∗ ·P +E
∗
¯ 0 0 XP R · Eθ1 · Eθ2
ϕ1 · Eϕ2 · Pϕ dΩ¯
θ
ρe = |r|2 = R 2π R π ¡
¢
∗ ·P +E
∗
R · Eθ1 · Eθ1
ϕ1 · Eϕ1 · Pϕ dΩ
θ
0 R 0 R XP
¢
2π π ¡
∗ ·P +E
∗
× 0 0 XP R · Eθ2 · Eθ2
ϕ2 · Eϕ2 · Pϕ dΩ
θ

(8)

7. MIMO PERFORMANCE
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The multiplexing efficiency [8] which is calculated by antenna efficiency and correlation coefficient is
one of performance MIMO antenna’s index. MIMO performance of decoupling antenna is compared
by this value.
The multiplexing efficiency ηmux defines the loss of power efficiency when using a decoupling
antenna to achieve the same channel capacity as that of an ideal MIMO antenna with 100% total
antenna efficiencies and zero correlation for same reference propagation channel with uniform 3D
angular power spectrum in high signal-to-noise ratio. Using (9), the multiplexing Efficiency ηmux
in Fig. 10 is calculated from both antennas efficiency η1 and η2 in Fig. 8 and correlation coefficient
|r|2 with uniform 3D angular power spectrum in Fig. 9.
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Figure 10: Multiplexing efficiency.

The multiplexing efficiencies of decoupling antenna are 4.9 dB at 1.5 GHz and 4.7 dB at 2.5 GHz
higher than without decoupling model. So the performance of MIMO communication using decoupling antenna will be higher than without decoupling.
r
³
´
ηmux =

η1 η1 1 − |r|2

(9)

8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a design method and effect of dual-frequency antenna decoupling between
closely spaced 2-element monopole. When decoupling circuits which is a parallel circuit composed
of inductor and capacitor for dual-frequency is placed between feed points, couplings were reduced
10.6 dB at 1.5 GHz and 7.1 dB at 2.5 GHz. And antenna efficiencies are improved 4.8 dB at 1.5 GHz
and 3.6 dB at 2.5 GHz. Furthermore, correlation coefficients are reduced, and low correlation coefficient 0.60 and 0.11 were obtained at 1.5 and 2.5 GHz. As a result, decoupling antenna gets higher
multiplexing efficiencies than MIMO antenna without decoupling. Low coupling, high antenna
efficiency and low correlation coefficient mean that this decoupling technique may realize MIMO
antenna which is obtained high throughput.
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Abstract— A body-effect-adaptive compact wideband LTE MIMO antenna array with quad
elements for mobile terminals is proposed in this paper. It can cover the bands of 750–960
and 1700–2700 MHz with a low envelope correlation coefficient. Through different combinations
two of the four elements can be utilized as dual element LTE MIMO antenna array to reduce
three kinds of body effects (head and hand; single hand; dual hands) with the other two ports
open. Some common rules about the body effects are introduced. The conclusions about the
optimal chassis locations of LTE MIMO antenna elements to improve MIMO performance are
also presented.
1. INTRODUCTION

As an effective way to increase channel capacity without more spectrum efficiency and power, the
long-term evolution (LTE) MIMO system has become a research hotspot. In order to guarantee
a high performance of LTE MIMO systems the envelope correlations between MIMO antenna
elements should be low and the efficiency of each element has to be as high as possible. At the
same time, since the space of mobile terminals is limited, the LTE MIMO antenna array should
be compact and cover a wideband. Small wide band antenna elements have been studied in [1, 2]
Compact MIMO antennas have been investigated in [3, 4]. In practical applications, the human
body (as a lossy material) will highly affect the channel capacity of LTE MIMO systems and how
to reduce the channel capacity loss due to body has become an though problem. Actual diversity
performance of a multiband diversity antenna with hand and head effects has been studied in [5].
In this paper, a compact quad-element LTE MIMO antenna array has been proposed for mobile
terminals, which can cover a wide band of 750–960 and 1700–2700 MHz. With the help of different
locations of the four LTE MIMO antenna elements, when only two of them are selected to operate
with the other two ports open, three kinds of the body effects (head and hand; single hand; dual
hand) on MIMO channel capacity can be reduced efficiently. Some conclusions about the body
effects on the chassis locations of LTE MIMO antennas can also be obtained.
2. COMPACT ADAPATIVE WIDEBAND LTE MIMO ANTENNA ARRAY WITH QUAD
ELEMENTS

Figure 1(a) shows the compact qual-element wideband LTE MIMO antenna array. Some detailed
descriptions about the LTE MIMO antenna can be found in [6], and some related single LTE

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Configurations and (b) the S parameters of the compact adaptive LTE MIMO antenna array.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Efficiency and (b) multiplexing efficiency, of the different LTE MIMO antenna element combinations.

Figure 3: Measured S parameters when Antennas 1 and 2 are operating.

wideband antennas can be found in [7, 8]. In the application, only two of the four antenna elements
will be selected to work with the ports and grounding points of the other two elements open, to
realize the adaptive function. In order to describe the dual-element combinations easier, Antenna
ij will be used to represent the Antenna 1 (see Fig. 1(a)) and Antenna 2 are operating with the
grounding points and ports of Antenna 3 and Antenna 4 open. The S parameters and efficiency
of different dual-element combinations are shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(a), respectively. It can
be observed that each combination can cover the bands of 750–960 and 1700–2700 MHz with a
high efficiency. Multiplexing efficiency (ME) is a useful parameter to estimate the MIMO channel
capacity and can be calculated simply through the following formula [9]:
p
Multiplexing Efficiency = (1 − ρe )η1 η2
(1)
where η1 and η2 are the total efficiency of the first and the second antenna, respectively. ρe is the
envelope correlation coefficient between the first and the second antenna. Fig. 2(b) shows the ME
of each combination. We found in the low band the MIMO performance of Antennas 1 and 2 is
better than that of Antennas 3 and 4. This is because the combination of Antennas 1 and 2 has
a lower mutual coupling as well as a lower envelope correlation coefficient than the combination of
Antennas 3 and 4.
In order to verify the simulation, the measured s parameters are shown in Fig. 3 when Antenna 1
and Antenna 2 are operating.
3. BODY EFFECTS REDUCTION WITH THE PROPOSED ADAPTIVE
QUAD-ELEMENT LTE MIMO ANTENNA ARRAY

In the following, three kinds of body effects will be studied with different dual-element combinations
in the proposed quad-element LTE MIMO antennas. All the simulations are carried out using
commercial software CST [10].
Figures 4(a) and (b) show the model of CTIA head PDA hand and the ME, respectively. The
ME is calculated through the envelope correlation coefficients and total efficiencies. It can be
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observed that in the low band the combination of Antennas 3 and 4 (located on the bottom part of
the chassis) has a better ME than the combination of the others. In the high band the combination
of Antennas 1 and 3, which has less coverage of head and hand, performs quite outstandingly.
Therefore, in the applications combination of Antennas 3 and 4 and the combination of Antennas
1 and 3 can be utilized for the low and high bands, respectively. Figs. 5(a) and (b) show the
PDA hand (browsing mode) model and ME, respectively. The results are quite similar to hand
and head case. In the low band of 750–900 MHz the combination of Antennas 3 and 4 (with more
hand coverage) has a better performance while in the high band the combination of Antennas 1
and 2 with less hand coverage performs better. The rules are also the same in the situation of dual
bands in Fig. 6(b), the combination of Antennas 1 and 4 (the most coverage of dual hand) and the
combination of Antennas 2 and 3 (the least coverage of dual hand) will be used for low band and
high bands, respectively.
From the ME results for different body effect cases, we can find the following rules:
1). In the band from 750 MHz to 900 MHz, the dual-element combination with the most human
body coverage perform more outstanding than the other combination. This is a little contrary
to our common thinking. Low body coverage does not always give a good result.
2). In the bands of 900–960 MHz and 1.7–2.7 MHz, the best performance should belong to the
combination with the least body coverage.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Model and antenna locations of CTIA head and PDA hand, (b) multiplexing efficiency of the
different LTE MIMO antenna element combinations in CTIA head and PDA hand case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Model and antenna locations of PDA hand (browsing mode), (b) multiplexing efficiency of the
different LTE MIMO antenna element combinations in PDA hand case (browsing mode).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Model and antenna locations of dual hands, (b) multiplexing efficiencies of the different LTE
MIMO antenna element combinations in dual hands case.
4. CONCLUSION

A compact adaptive wideband collocated LTE MIMO antenna array with quad elements for mobile
terminals has been introduced, which can cover the bands of 750–960 and 1700–2700 MHz. Through
different selections of two MIMO antenna elements in four, the three kinds of body effects (head
and hand; single hand; dual hands) can be reduced efficiently. For the low band, Antenna pair
(3, 4), Antenna pair (3, 4), and Antenna pair (1, 4) can be utilized for the CTIA head and PDA
hand, PDA hand (browsing mode), and dual hand cases, respectively. And for the high band,
Antenna pair (1, 3), Antenna pair (1, 2), and Antenna pair (2, 3) can be utilized for the CTIA
head and PDA hand, PDA hand (browsing mode), and dual hand cases, respectively. Some rules
have been provided to improve the MIMO channel capacity through selecting different dual-element
combinations with the different chassis locations.
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Multiple-feed Coupling Measurements for Luneburg Lens Antenna
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Abstract— Mutual coupling measurements between two feeds of a Luneburg lens are presented in this paper. A 356 mm diameter Luneburg lens with two WR90 feeds is used to perform
measurements within the 8–11 GHz frequency range. Results of mutual coupling with and without lens are presented for different spacing between the feeds for both vertical and horizontal
polarization. Measurements with four feeds are also presented.
1. INTRODUCTION

Luneburg lens has being studied extensively since 1944 [1] but, recently, the use of new materials
avoids the weight inconvenient of this kind of antennas [2, 3]. The Luneburg lens is a very interesting
solution, when simultaneous reception from several different directions is desired, in relation to other
alternatives like arrays that require a complicated beamforming network. Simultaneous beams are
achieved by using as many feeds as beams required. The lens concentrates the feed radiated field
in a narrow beam in the direction of interest. Limitations in the number of beams or proximity
between them are imposed by the system geometry: the size of the feeds, the mutual coupling and
the blocking between them. Despite this drawback, few studies of mutual coupling between feeds
illuminating a Luneburg lens can be found in literature [4].
In this contribution, coupling measurements obtained between 8 and 11 GHz for a 356 mm
diameter Luneburg lens with two and four slightly flared WR90 feeds are shown. In the following
section a description of the antenna, the measurement scheme and the equipment are provided.
Results for different angular feed separation and polarization in the mentioned frequency range can
be found in the third section and the conclusions close the paper.
2. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The antenna under test consists of a 356 mm diameter Luneburg lens illuminated at 193 mm focal
distance by vertical polarized WR90 waveguides with aperture dimensions 2.6 × 1.3 cm. Figure 1
depicts the waveguide azimuth and elevation radiation pattern at 8 and 10 GHz, and Figure 2 shows
a picture of the waveguide used in the measurements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Waveguide radiation pattern (a) azimuth, and (b) elevation.

The antenna under test is placed inside an anechoic chamber to perform the coupling measurements. In a first step, measurements involve only two waveguides placed around the lens at the
focal point, one in a fixed angular position (fixed waveguide) whereas the other (mobile waveguide)
is initially placed as close to the fixed waveguide as possible and then it is moved away around the
lens with a step of one degree. The fixed waveguide is connected to the port 1 of a four-port Rhode
& Schwartz ZVA-67 network analyzer, and the mobile waveguide is connected to the port 2. The
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1
d=193mm

2

3
4

Figure 2: Picture of the waveguide WR90 used in
the measurements.

Figure 3: Scheme of four elements placed simultaneously around the lens.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: Mutual coupling at 8 GHz between two feeds with and without lens. (a) Vertical polarization.
(b) Horizontal polarization.

S21 parameter given by the network analyzer is recorded for further processing at every angular
separation between feeds for both vertical and horizontal polarizations within the frequency range
8–11 GHz.
In a second step, the coupling between four elements placed simultaneously around the lens is
measured. In the initial position the feeds are placed at the focal point around the lens as close as
possible to each other. The feeds are sequentially numbered as it is shown in Figure 3, and each one
is connected to its respectively port of the network analyzer according to its label. The following
feeds arrangement positions are achieved increasing one degree the spacing between feeds. The
scattering parameters involving every pair of feeds gathered from the network analyzer for both
vertical and horizontal polarizations within the frequency range 8–11 GHz are recorded for further
processing.
3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Vertical and horizontal polarization mutual coupling between two feeds at 8 GHz is shown in Figure 4 where measured coupling without lens is also included. Both images show an abruptly
decreasing of the mutual coupling from 20◦ of spacing between feeds, therefore two zones delimited
by 20◦ of separation between feeds (coupled and uncoupled zone) are defined. The difference in
the mean value of S21 between the coupled and uncoupled zone for vertical polarization is around
13 dB. The abruptly decrease in the mutual coupling is clearly due to the collimating effect of the
Luneburg lens, given that the results for mutual coupling without the lens present in the measurement system remains relatively constant, with differences in the mean value of S21 between the
coupled and uncoupled zone of 4.74 dB for vertical polarization and 3.26 dB for horizontal one. The
difference in the mutual coupling level due to the presence of the lens is close to 9 dB. Besides,
results obtained for both polarizations are consistent, although horizontal polarization provides a
slightly lower coupling due to the narrower waveguide 3 dB-beamwidth for horizontal polarization.
Mean values of S21 for coupled and uncoupled zone are presented in Table 1.
Mutual coupling between two feeds with an angular spacing of 20◦ from 8 GHz to 11 GHz for
vertical and horizontal polarization is shown in Figure 5. Again, horizontal polarization provides
smaller coupling for the complete frequency range.
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Table 1: Mean value of the mutual coupling at 8 GHz.
Polarization
Without lens
With lens

Vertical
Horizontal
Vertical
Horizontal

Mean (S21 ) (dB)
coupled zone
−29.78
−30.40
−29.44
−30.77

Mean (S21 ) (dB)
uncoupled zone
−34.52
−33.66
−43.31
−43.53

Difference
(dB)
4.74
3.26
13.87
12.76

Figure 5: Mutual coupling vs. frequency between two feeds with an angular separation of 20◦ .

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Mutual coupling at 8 GHz between two contiguous feeds with four feeds present. (a) Vertical
polarization. (b) Horizontal polarization.

Results for the coupling between two contiguous feeds at 8 GHz when four elements are placed
around the lens simultaneously are presented in Figure 6 for vertical and horizontal polarization.
According to the results depicted, the same trend can be appreciated for the coupling between
the three pairs of feeds studied (feeds 1–2, 2–3 and 3–4). Therefore, coupling between a pair
of contiguous feeds is strongly determined by the spacing between feeds and not for the relative
position of the pair into the 4-feeds arrangement.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Vertical and horizontal polarization measurements of the mutual coupling between two waveguides
feeding a Luneburg lens, for both two and four-feeds arrangements, have been carried out for
frequencies in the range 8–11 GHz. Measurements performed without lens show the mutual coupling
inherent to the feed system.
Mutual coupling in the two-feeds arrangement, with and without lens are similar up to 20 degrees
of separation. An abrupt decrease is observed for greater separations due to the collimating effect
of the lens. Results obtained for both polarizations are consistent, although horizontal polarization
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provides a slightly lower coupling for the complete frequency range due to the narrower waveguide
3 dB-beamwidth for this polarization.
When four waveguides are simultaneously placed around the Luneburg lens, the relative position
of a particular pair of contiguous feeds is not a determinant factor in mutual coupling. The critical
parameter is the angular separation between the feeds.
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Abstract— A planar novel asymmetrical interdigital dual-band bandpass filter (BPF) based
on the bended-inside arms’ using via ground holes is presented for C-band and other wireless
applications. By optimizing the orientation of internal and external interdigital-arms with via
holes, as well as consequently analyzing the transmission and reflection coefficients in scattering
parameters, a useful dual-band filter response is realized. The designed interdigital resonatorbased dual-band filter is fed by asymmetric feeder lines, and four transmission zeros are obtained
at the both sides of bands in order to improve the band selectivity and spurious suppression. The
grounded arms enhance to flow electric and magnetic field significantly. Hence the orientation of
the both arms helps to build up strong electromagnetic (EM) coupling effectively through the open
gaps and via holes themselves with maintaining adequate transmission and reflection coefficients
for dual-band frequencies. The first and second band resonant frequencies were measured at
3.7 GHz and 5.7 GHz, respectively.The measured return losses (S11 ) of the fabricated filter are of
−18.6 dB and −19.2 dB; and insertion losses (S21 ) are of −0.48 dB and −1.02 dB, at the first and
the second resonant frequencies of the dual-band bandpass filter. The spurious suppression was
measured to be less than −32 dB at out-band frequencies in all of four transmission zeros. This
BPF is compared and demonstrated by the predicted simulation and measurement results that
the proposed dual-band filter has both good performance and selectivity. The designed filter can
be useful to the C-band application in satellite communication systems.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of modern satellite communications, dual-band filters have been more
attractive foruplink/downlink global system in fixed satellite service (FSS) using geostationary
satellites.Recently, compact size, high-performance and low cost dual-band filter is in great demand
for enhancing system performances. For requirement of application,dual-band bandpass filter has
been widely studied in many papers [1–11]. In [1–3], dual-band filters were implemented by combination of two single band filters and each of these bands was designed separately [3]. The satellite
communication system used C-band downlink is in geostationary earth orbit and carries usually
24 transponders, each with a bandwidth of 36 GHz, therefore the satellite uses orthogonal circular
polarizations to provide an effective RF bandwidth of 864 MHz. The communications C-band was
the first frequency band that was allocated for commercial telecommunications via satellites. The
same frequencies were already in use for terrestrial microwave radio relay chains. Nearly all Cband communication satellites use the band of frequencies from 3.7 to 4.2 GHz for their downlinks.
Center frequency of 5.7 GHz is used for wireless communication such as in microwave links, RFID,
Wi-Fi, etc..
In this paper, a dual-band BPF is presented by applying asymmetric interdigital arms with via
holes. The lower passband is mainly affected by short stub using via and the higher passband is
mainly affected by the spacing the arms. Besides, two pairs of transmission zeros are introduced
to improve selectivity and suppression.The proposed filter can be used for C-band downlink and
terrestrial microwave link communication effectively. Such type of planar filter can be a desired
size and is easily mounted on a dielectric substrate using printed circuit technology. This BPF can
be very useful to the system by reducing the cost and size, as well as enhancing the overall system
performance. These planar filters have the advantages of a low profile, high selectivity and good
reliability.
2. DESIGN ANALYSIS OF BPF

In this design, the proposed filter was designed, simulated analyze on a common Teflon substrate
with a thickness of 0.504 mm and a relative dielectric constant, εr of 2.52. A commercially available
Sonnet EM simulator is utilized for realizing the desired dual-band filter characteristics. Fig. 1 shows
the schematic design layout of the dual-band BPF with the appropriate dimensions. Two similar
types of resonators are inter-coupled to make asymmetrical interdigital structure. The shorted via
holes connecting into a common ground substrate build up dual-band characteristics. The mutual
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inductance between two corresponding arms of interdigital structure and parasitic capacitance due
to gap distances in resonators enhances the total value of overall inductance and capacitance of
the resonators. With input/output devices 50 Ω impedance are matched and characterized using
asymmetric port terminals as Refs. [12–14]. A simple planar interdigital topology is proposed
with low cost dielectric material like Teflon having a low dielectric constant. Each of inside arms
in the structure is short-circuited using via ground holes at one end and both of outside arms are
open-circuited at the opposite sides. The interdigital arms also called resonator elements are seemed
those open-circuited arms being arranged in a parallel array with the positions of the short-circuited
ends. Two pass-bands are produced by a pair of grounded via holes into the bended ends of the
inside arms of the asymmetrical interdigital structure. The design and use of compact interdigital
structure with opposite vias are critical to ensure successful circuit design and desired bandpass
characteristics. The dual self-resonant frequencies depend on the physical interdigital arms and
bended geometry with vias as well as material properties. The number of arms, via diameter, gaps
and the metal trace width values highly affect the self-resonance frequency.
The photograph of the proposed design layout of the dual-band filter is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The
filter was fabricated using photolithographic techniques and a wet etching process in printed circuit
technology. The overall size of the filter dimensions is 14.6 × 25 mm2 . By using the Sonnet EM
simulation tool, after design analysis and optimization, the geometric dimensions of the filter were
determined to be: L1 = 5.8 mm, L2 = 12.6 mm, W1 = 11.6 mm, W2 = 1.4 mm, X = Y = 2.2 mm,
Ø = 1.0 mm, a = b = 1.4 mm, S = 0.2 mm, d1 = 0.4 mm, d2 = 1.0 mm, g1 = 0.2 mm, g2 = 1.0 mm,
and p1 = p2 = 2.0 mm. p1 and p2 are the port reference distances for connecting connectors with
the fabricated device.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic design layout, (b) photograph of the proposed filter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Surface current distributions at (a) 3.5 GHz and (b) 5.55 GHz.
3. SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS

The surface current distributions at both resonant frequency bands are presented in Fig. 2. The
current distributions at the resonant frequencies are illustrated and nearby adjacent frequencies were
also simulated, but they are not shown here. The current distributions were observed randomly at
different frequencies nearby resonance conditions. The simulation results show the current density
of the proposed filter at the significant states around the resonant condition as given in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b). These figures show the essential state of equal and quite good current distribution at
both frequencies of 3.5 GHz and 5.55 GHz frequencies compared to the other adjacent frequencies.
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In fact, the reactive components cancel each other and leave only the resistance at resonant states,
resulting in the maximum current flowing in those conditions rather than which found in the other
bands of non-resonant frequencies.
The structural design layout with the major dimensions of the proposed filter is illustrated in
Fig. 1(b). The fabricated filter was tested and characterized by using the Agilent 8510C vector
network analyzer (VNA). To verify the predictions, the experimental results were analyzed and
compared to the simulated parameters. The measured and simulated results of the insertion loss
(S21 ) and the return loss (S11 ) are compared in Fig. 3. The proposed filter was designed and
simulated at 3.5 GHz and 5.55 GHz resonant frequencies. In the measurement results, the resonant
frequencies were shifted above and resonated at 3.7 GHz and 5.7 GHz. The reasons of frequency
shift can be due to dielectric substrate loss, the limitation of the accuracy in physical dimension and
lack of accurate connection orientation while connectors soldered with the device. The maximum
allowable fabrication tolerance especially in sensitive geometrical gap can also affect while chemical
etching and cleaning processes were completed [15]. The first and second band resonant frequencies
were measured at 3.7 GHz and 5.7 GHz, respectively. The measured return losses (S11 ) of the fabricated filter are of −18.6 dB and −19.2 dB; and insertion losses (S21 ) are of −0.48 dB and −1.02 dB,
at the first and the second resonant frequencies of the dual-band bandpass filter, respectively. The
spurious suppression was measured to be less than −32 dB at out-band frequencies in all of four
transmission zeros. To validate the methods applied in the design, the proposed filter is fabricated
and measured.

Figure 3: Comparison of S-parameter responses.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed BPF was designed, fabricated, measured and compared with the simulated results.
It is compared and demonstrated by the predicted simulation and measurement results that the
proposed dual-band filter has both good performance and selectivity. The designed filter can be
useful to the C-band application in satellite communication and other wireless communication
systems.Due to the shorted arm of interdigital structure using via holes the proposed filter can
have a dual-band characteristics with four transmission zeros These types of BPF can be attractive
for satellite communications and terrestrial microwave links.
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Abstract— This paper presents the results of a systematic study of the effective permittivity
in a Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) in which arrays of air holes are added along the
waveguide in order to synthesize a lower effective permittivity. The study has been performed
with the commercial software tool HFSS. For each geometry analyzed, one period along the
propagation direction has been simulated, and by applying periodic conditions, the obtained
cutoff frequency of the waveguide provides its effective permittivity. Different hole patterns have
been analyzed, and for each one, the effect of the variation of the hole diameters has also been
studied. Such study demonstrates that the effective permittivity in the drilled guide cannot be
rigorously approximated by a surface weighted average, mainly due to the drilling of the metal
surfaces. The radiation by the air holes in the drilled SIW has also been studied, concluding that
radiation losses are not important if some design considerations are followed.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, many papers have been published on a new type of transmission line called
SIW [1, 2]. This low-cost realization of the traditional rectangular waveguide takes the advantages of planar lines for easy integration with other circuits, and low radiation losses of waveguides.
Furthermore, this new technology has been used for making a large number of microwave devices
such as filters, antennas, multiplexers, etc. [3–5]. On the other hand, the use of different dielectric
materials along a rectangular guide [6] can be applied to the design of filtering structures.
This paper presents the results of a systematic study of the effective permittivity in a SIW in
which arrays of air holes are added along the waveguide in order to synthesize a lower effective
permittivity. To this end, different hole patterns have been analyzed, and for each one, the effect
of the variation of the hole diameters has also been studied. The study shows that, although in
shielded drilled waveguides the effective permittivity can be approximated by a surface weighted
average between the drilled and undrilled surface, this approximation is no longer valid in unshielded
drilled waveguides, mainly due to the drilling of the metal surfaces. The radiation effect by the air
holes in the drilled SIW has also been studied, concluding that radiation losses are not important
if some design considerations are followed. The results of this study will be used in a new topology
of bandpass filters in SIW technology based on coupled cavities of different permittivity, which is
achieved by the introduction of air holes in the lower relative permittivity sections, where a decrease
of the dielectric losses is expected due to the removal of material.

Figure 1: Scheme of a SIW with periodic air holes.
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2. STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVE PERMITTIVITY OF A SIW WITH PERIODIC AIR
HOLES

Figure 1 shows the scheme of a section of the waveguide under study, consisting of a conventional
SIW in which arrays of air holes are added along the waveguide, in this case following a rectangular
pattern. This waveguide is constituted by two rows of parallel metallic posts (or via holes) delimiting the area of propagation of the fundamental TE10 mode of the SIW. The metallic posts are
characterized by their separation sv , and by their diameter dv , whose values must be appropriately
chosen [1] in order to avoid radiation losses, so they must fulfill the following conditions:
dv < λg /5,

sv ≤ 2dv

(1)

where λg is the guided wavelength. On the other hand, the propagation constant of this guide is
determined by the width a of the SIW, and also by the effective permittivity obtained after making
the air holes in the propagation area. The air holes are characterized by their diameter da , and by
their separation sa , whose choice will be delimited by the availability of drills in the manufacturing
process on one hand, and by the minimum separation between the edges of adjacent holes, which
we’ll fix to 200 µm, in order to avoid the breaking the substrate. A previous study of this type
of guide [2] demonstrates that a SIW can be analyzed as an equivalent rectangular waveguide of
effective width aeff given by:
d2v
(2)
aeff = a −
0.95sv
Then, all the study followed in this section is carried out with the equivalent waveguide of width
aeff .
In a first approximation, the effective relative permittivity of the waveguide can be calculated
as an averaged function weighted by the drilled and undrilled surface in a periodic cell (dashed box
in Figure 1):
²r air Sair + ²r subs (Scell − Sair )
(3)
²r eff =
Scell
being ²r air = 1. According to Equation (3), the effective permittivity will be lower for a higher ratio
between the air surface and the surface of the periodic cell Sair /Scell . Figure 2 shows some particular

(a) Sair /Scell = 0.669

(b) Sair /Scell = 0.577

(c) Sair /Scell = 0.773

(d) Sair /Scell = 0.751

Figure 2: Comparison of the ratio Sair /Scell obtained with different hole patterns: (a) Rectangular pattern
with da = 1.2 mm, (b) rectangular pattern with da = 0.6 mm, (c) triangular pattern with da = 1.2 mm, (d)
triangular pattern with multiple air hole sizes (da1 = 1.2 mm and da2 = 0.6 mm).
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cases of the ratio Sair /Scell obtained with different hole patterns. Comparison of Figures 2(a)
and (b) show that when using a rectangular pattern, the air surface is maximized for bigger holes.
Figures 3(a) and (c) show that for a fixed hole diameter, the triangular pattern provides a greater
air/cell surface ratio than the rectangular pattern (see Figure 3). However, not all drills are available
in the manufacturing process. Moreover, the fixed size of the waveguide is an additional constraint
in the choice of the hole size. With all these constraints, another way to increase the air surface
is to use different hole diameters. Figure 2(d) shows that by using different hole sizes, an air/cell
surface ratio close to that of the triangular pattern can be obtained. Finally, it is important to
note that the results provided in Figures 2 and 3 correspond to a minimum separation between air
holes, so that for larger separations we won’t be able to obtain such high values of air/cell surface
ratios.
In Figure 3 it is compared, for the different diameters of drills available in our laboratory, the
air/cell surface ratio Sair /Scell in the case of a rectangular and triangular hole pattern (see Figure 2
for a minimum separation between air holes of 200 µm).
On the other hand, in order to obtain the effective permittivity of the drilled waveguide more
accurately, i.e., having into account the fact that the top and bottom metallic layers are drilled, the
electromagnetic analysis commercial tool HFSS [7] has been employed. This analysis tool yields
the cutoff frequencies of the modes of the structure in the propagation direction. In this case, we’ll
restrict our study to the monomode regime of the waveguide, so that it is possible to relate the
effective permittivity of the waveguide with the cutoff frequency of the TE10 mode through the
following expression:
c2
²r eff = 2 2
(4)
4aeff fc
where c is the speed of light in free space and fc is the cutoff frequency of the first mode of
the waveguide provided by the program. For each air hole pattern analyzed, given that periodic
conditions are met along the waveguide, we only need to analyze a periodic cell along the direction
of propagation.
3. RESULTS

Using Equations (3) and (4) derived in the previous section, we have obtained the effective relative
permittivity of a waveguide of dimensions aeff = 7.9 mm and b = 0.63 mm in which a series of air
holes have been periodically made on a metalized substrate of ²r = 10 for different ratios Sair /Scell ,
varying the hole diameters. First, in Figure 4 it is represented the effective relative permittivity
²r eff given by Equation (4) for a different number of air holes in the unit cell equally spaced across
the width of the guide following a rectangular pattern for the different possible diameters. In all
cases a minimum separation between air hole columns in the direction of propagation of 200 µm
has been kept. Thus, for this guide width, such curves can be employed as a way of determining
the drill diameter to employ for obtaining a desired value of ²r eff . In this figure it can be checked

Figure 3: Comparison of the ratio Sair /Scell of a
rectangular and triangular hole pattern for different
hole diameters.

Figure 4: Effective relative permittivity ²r eff obtained with Equation (5) for different numbers of
air holes in the unit cell equally spaced across the
width of the guide following a rectangular pattern
for the different possible diameters.
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that, contrary to what it is predicted by Equation (3), the ²r eff obtained in each case not always
decreases with increasing radius of the air holes. This fact is more evident in the case of two air
holes along the guide width, which represents a higher inhomogeneity in the guide, thus further
away from the equivalent case of a waveguide filled with a uniform material of ²r eff .
In order to check it, Table 1(a) shows, for the case of two air holes in the unit cell and different
diameters, the ratio Sair /Scell and the value of ²r eff given by Equation (3) and that provided by
Equation (4). In such table it can be observed that the results provided by Equation (3) differ
more to that given by Equation (4) with increasing air hole diameter. This is because Equation (3)
does not take into account the non-uniform field distribution of the fundamental mode in the guide
on one hand, nor does the fact that the top and bottom metallic layers are drilled. In order to
see this last effect in a separated way, the last column in Table 1(a) shows the ²r eff obtained in
an equivalent drilled and shielded guide. In view of the obtained results, it can be concluded that
this last effect is quite relevant, depending of the air hole diameter. In fact, for the unshielded
waveguide, it has been checked that the electric field is mainly confined in the dielectric material,
and then the ²r eff is close to that of the substrate. However, for the shielded waveguide, the electric
field distributes transversely through the air holes following the TE10 mode profile, which implies
a considerable reduction of its effective permittivity.
Table 1: (a) Comparison of ²r eff of a guide of dimensions aeff = 7.9 mm and b = 0.63 mm with two air
holes in the unit cell. (b) ²r eff obtained with Equation (4) for different triangular patterns using 2 different
diameters.
(a)
d a (mm)

Sair /Scell

r eff

(3)

(b)
r eff

(4)

r eff (4)
shielded

n

d a1 (mm)

d a2 (mm)

Sair /Scell

5

1.1

0.6

0.484

6.755

r eff

0.2

0.020

9.821

9.846

9.825

5

0.9

0.8

0.427

6.759

0.4

0.053

9.523

9.588

9.512

5

0.8

0.9

0.416

6.679

0.5

0.071

9.361

9.464

9.344

5

0.6

1.1

0.429

6.358

0.6

0.089

9.195

9.349

9.172

5

0.5

1.2

0.453

6.101

0.7

0.108

9.026

9.310

8.997

4

1.7

0.6

0.653

6.325

0.8

0.127

8.855

9.255

8.821

4

1.5

0.8

0.564

6.508

0.9

0.146

8.682

9.280

8.644

4

1.2

1.1

0.485

6.385

1.1

0.185

8.334

9.275

8.288

4

1.1

1.2

0.473

6.274

1.2

0.205

8.159

9.297

8.109

4

0.8

1.5

0.481

5.776

1.5

0.263

7.632

9.446

7.571

4

0.6

1.7

0.522

5.169

1.7

0.302

7.278

9.532

7.211

3

1.7

1.5

0.510

6.242

2.4

0.440

6.036

9.822

5.937

3

1.5

1.7

0.485

6.008

2.96

0.551

5.038

9.519

4.902

2

3.0

1.7

0.539

7.335

3.0

0.559

4.967

9.479

4.828

2

1.7

3.0

0.382

5.358

A possible way to reduce the ²r eff in the guide is to use different hole diameters. Thus, Table 1(b)
shows the ratio Sair /Scell and ²r eff given by Equation (4) for different triangular patterns using 2
different diameters, for different number n of air holes of diameter da1 equally spaced in the guide
width. In this table it can be checked that the lowest value of ²r eff is not obtained for the highest
Sair /Scell ratio. This is due to the finite size of the waveguide, so when the greater holes are drilled
in the center of the guide (where the field of the fundamental mode is more intense), a lower value
of ²r eff is achieved.
The last part of this study is devoted to the estimation of radiation losses through the air holes.
The side losses through the metallic posts have not been considered, since they have already been
studied in other works [1]. Furthermore, an infinite conductivity has been assumed in the metallic
walls and a zero loss tangent in the dielectric substrate. In order to obtain the radiation losses,
the guide has been placed inside an empty box with radiation conditions on the walls. Radiation
losses in a periodic cell have been obtained from its scattering parameters as:
³
´
LR = −10 log10 |S11 |2 + |S21 |2
(5)
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Figure 5 shows the radiation losses per unit cell in the drilled guide of dimensions aeff = 7.9 mm
and b = 0.63 mm in the case of two air holes in the guide width for the 3 biggest available drills. As
it can be observed, radiation losses increase with frequency on one hand, and with hole diameter
on the other hand. Also, it has been found that radiation losses linearly increase with the number
of cells. In view of the results, we can conclude that radiation losses through the air holes won’t
be important in the future filters to be implemented, if we use diameters smaller than 2 mm.

Figure 5: Radiation losses per unit cell in a drilled guide with two air holes for the 3 biggest available drills.
4. CONCLUSION

A systematic study of the effective permittivity in a SIW in which arrays of air holes are added in
order to synthesize a lower effective permittivity has been made, which is derived from the cutoff
frequency of its fundamental mode. Different hole patterns have been analyzed, and also the effect
of the variation of the hole diameters. Such study demonstrates that the effective permittivity in
the drilled waveguide cannot be rigorously approximated by a surface weighted average, mainly
due to the drilling of the metal surfaces. It has also been checked that there are nearly no radiation
losses through the air holes, if we use diameters smaller than 2 mm.
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Abstract— In this paper, a compact novel wide band microstrip bandstop filter for digital clock
suppression in power supply systems is presented. Filter combines the effects of electromagnetic
bandagap structure (EBG) with surface mount technology (SMT) capacitor. Parameters are
optimized via numerical simulations to achieve a stopband of 12 GHz for a reject of the first nine
harmonics of a 1.35 GHz digital clock frequency. A FR4 substrate of relative permittivity 4.7 is
used, where mushrooms like EBG structure of rectangular patches connected to ground by vias
are built. Four SMT capacitor of 1 pF to the EBG structure are added. With this is possible to
obtain a rejection band at −3 dB form 1 GHz to 13.1 GHz within a small circuit area of 225 mm2
1. INTRODUCTION

Advances in integrated circuit technology have been essential for the rapid development of modern
digital computers and high-speed digital circuits, but as time passes, the increasing need for faster
processing capability, the growing number of devices that have been integrated on a single chip and
the reduction on voltage levels make the digital systems more sensitive to power-ground noise [1].
Simultaneous switching noise (SSN) also known as ground bounce (GBN) or ∆I-noise and is one
of the biggest concerns during the design of digital circuits [2]. The term simultaneous switching
noise is used to describe fluctuations in the reference power plane that occur when most of the
bits in the data bus switch at the same time. This can cause several Power and Signal Integrity
(PI/SI) problems during circuits operation [1–3] due to the increase in switching speeds and clock
frequencies. In this context several researchers published different methods for SSN reduction
which include the use of discrete decoupling capacitors to provide grounding paths for the voltage
fluctuations on the reference planes [4, 5], but this method is limited only to low frequencies due
to the capacitor’s series lead inductance. In the last decade there has been an increasing interest
in the use of electromagnetic bandgap structures (EBG) [7, 8] for suppression of SSN [9–15] in
high digital data rates (above 1 GHz). The use of EBG has been proposed in different papers to
suppress fluctuations in the reference power planes [9–12], however, these planes need large areas to
get a filtering effect with a narrow suppression band. Another proposed structure was built using
mushroom-like EBG structures between the power and return signal planes [13–15]. The drawback
with this kind of structure is the complexity due to the need of three layers which difficulties the
manufacturing process. Both options need large areas to get a wideband noise suppression, which
implies a serious limitation to implement these techniques in real applications within small printed
circuit board (PCB) areas.
2. BANDSTOP FILTER
2.1. Proposed EBG Structure Used as Reference

Figure 1 depicts a scheme of the proposed bandstop EBG filter which is built in a two layer PCB
From de SI point view the structure has a uniform return plane (at the back) in order to have a
good signal quality. Four rectangular metallic patches have been added on each side of the power
trace and connected to the return plane by cylindrical vias set at the center of each patch.
The resulting EBG cells contribute with parasitic capacitive and inductive effects which create
a resonant structure that in combination with the microstrip line presents a filtering effect [16].
The parasitic effects present in these structures are numerous and it would be difficult to analyze
them all. Figure 2 depicts a diagram which illustrates the presence of the LC effects with more
influence on the response of the proposed EBG filter. In the scheme shown the capacitance Cp is
due to the separation between the power trace (signal path) and the neighbor patch. Cv represents
the capacitive effect between the patch and the return power plane (also known as return signal
path) [15, 17], which depends on thickness and permittivity of the substrate and the patch area.
The parasitic inductive effects depend on the elements that form the current loop. The diameter
used in each via is the parameter with more contribution in the parasitic inductance effects.
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Figure 1: 3-D view of the proposed bandstop EBG filter.

Figure 2: EBG filter cross-sectional view showing the parasitic effects present in the structure.

2.2. EBG Filter Design

Figure 3(a) depicts a top view from the proposed EBG filter. The geometrical parameters of the
unit cell are denoted as (a, b), d is the separation between the patches and s is the separation
between the signal path and the frontal patches.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Top view of proposed bandstop EBG filter. (b) Simplified electric equivalent circuit.

A large patch area implies an increase in the parasitic capacitance which reduces the resonant
frequency. However, as mentioned above, the limiting factor lies on the maximum filter size. A low
frequency filter needs bigger patch areas, which may be difficult to implement in compact electronic
designs. Vias radius is another important parameter on filter design since it has considerable
influence on the parasitic inductance effect. Thus, this allows the designer to manipulate easily
the filter’s resonant frequency. So if it is necessary to work on low operation frequencies, the vias
diameter would have to be quite small. In order to quantify the LC parasitic effects present in the
structure and predict the center frequency of the rejection band, Figure 3(b) shows a simplified
equivalent circuit model where the circuit elements can be calculated by:
a·t
s
a·b
Cv = ε0 εr
h·
¸
h
2h
Lv = µ0
ln
+α
2π
r
Cp = ε0 εr

(1)
(2)
(3)

where the constant α can be determined empirically using simulation results [15]. The filter’s
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resonant frequency is given by
f0 =

1
p
2π Lv (Cp + Cv)

(4)

The equivalent circuit model considers only the parasitic capacitive effects between the signal path
and the frontal patch. The external patch effects are neglected since the capacitance between
neighbor patches is very small. By simulation, we have noted that its effect is not decisive for
the filter’s resonant frequency. It is desirable to have a small filter size in order to implement in
compact electronic designs. Therefore, a structure size of 15 mm × 15 mm was proposed. Once the
filter size was defined (L = 15 mm), several simulations were performed varying the geometrical
parameters shown in Figure 3 in order to find the lowest stop band frequency range. According to
simulation results and using the Equation (4) the lower stop band frequency obtained was 8.5 GHz.
To shift the stop band frequency range near to 1 GHz four 1 pF chip monolithic capacitors were
placed in the front patches (near the signal path) because; in this zone the current distribution in
the microstrip line is higher at high frequencies. This allowed us to increase Cp capacitance, which
in turn is useful to expand the rejection bandwidth and reduce the lower cutoff frequency without
increasing the structure size. The signal path (power trace) width W may have different dimensions
in a real-life application; however, in this case a designed trace for 50 Ω impedance was used to
have a good coupling with the measurement equipment. Figure 4 shows a top view of the EBG
structure with its dimensions. The patches were defined with a rectangular shape, their dimensions
were a = 2 mm and b = 4 mm with a separation d = 0.5 mm and a distance between the frontal
patches and the signal path s = 1 mm. The vias radius r used was 0.127 mm, and w = 2.8 mm to
obtain a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω. The filter was built on fiberglass substrate (equivalent
to FR-4) with a relative permittivity of 4.7, with a thickness of 1.6 mm according to the IPC-4101
standard. Figure 5(a) depicts a photography of the EBG filter constructed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Bandstop small size EBG filter. (a) Without capacitors. (b) With chip capacitors.

SMA connectors with a maximum operating frequency of 18 GHz were used to connect the
structure with the measurement equipment. Each via was built by drilling a hole in the patch
(at center) and introducing 0.127 mm gauge copper to connect all of them to the return signal
path This filter was used as reference (Figure 4(a)). Then, four Murata-GRM40 1 pF ceramic chip
capacitors were added to the four front patches, as shown in Figure 4(b).
3. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

The S21 parameter results, obtained by measurement and simulation, for the proposed bandstop
EBG filter (used as reference) are shown in Figure 5(a) (red graph). As can be seen the lower
cutoff frequency obtained was 7.7 GHz with a rejection bandwidth of 1.9 GHz. It is limited in its
rejected bandwidth in comparison with other filters reported. It has a narrower rejected bandwidth
and the maximum attenuation obtained was −15 dB and there is no attenuation in low frequencies.
When 1 pF chip capacitors are used, a notable improvement in filter response is observed. Due to
the combined effects of the capacitors and the EBG structure, both the filter rejection band and
attenuation level increases. One can see that the maximum attenuation has an increase of about
30 dB in a wide frequency range, as can be seen in Figure 5(a) (blue graph).
Figure 5(b) depicts the Hybrid EBG filter response measured using a NVA from 500 MHz to
18 GHz. In Table 1 can be seen the fundamental frequency of 1.35 GHz and the attenuation levels
for the next nine harmonics.
As can be seen in Table 1 is possible to attenuate the 1.35 GHz frequency and the next nine
harmonics with attenuation levels above −3 dBm.
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Figure 5: Measurement results (a) EBG filter with and without chip capacitors and (b) EBG filter with
capacitors from 500 MHz to 10 GHz.
Table 1: Cursor data point from Figure 5(b).
Frequency [GHz]
1.35
4.05
6.75

Attenuation level [dBm]
−4.50
−18.84
−5.26

Frequency [GHz]
9.45
12.1
-

Attenuation level [dBm]
−18.22
−5.05
-

4. CONCLUSION

In this article the implementation of a small size filter built in microstrip using mushroom-like
EBG structures is presented. With this structure, a suppression band of 1.9 GHz with maximum
attenuation of 15 dB in the resonance frequency was achieved. In addition, four 1 pF chip capacitors
were added to the filter to combine the effects of the EBG structure with the effects of capacitors
to increase the rejection bandwidth and reduce the lower cutoff frequency without increasing the
size of the filter. By placing chip capacitors on the filter, a 9.5 GHz rejection band and a maximum
attenuation of 45dB were achieved. This means a significant improvement compared to the EBG
filter without capacitors. Using 1 pF chip capacitors not only allows the filter to operate from lower
frequencies but also increases the attenuation in the EBG structure operating frequencies. This
shows that by combining EBG structures and chip capacitors it is possible to build small-size filters
with rejection bands and attenuation levels similar to those of larger structures. The main advantage
of this EBG filter design is its size, which is smaller than other structures presented in previous
works. Despite the size reduction, in this type of EBG structure design there is no decrease in
attenuation levels and rejected bandwidth. In this way the Hybrid EBG filter with a 15mmx15mm
area can cover a wide rejection bandwidth in a similar way to other bigger structures [10–13].
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Abstract— The exponential growth of the modern wireless communications market creates an
unprecedented demand for compact-size, low-cost, high-performance and a reconfigurable filter.
Due to this recent development, much attention has been devoted to compact microwave reconfigurable filters. This paper discusses and delves into the design of novel switchable band-stop to
all pass filters. This filter is realized by using a stepped impedance resonator, by incorporating
the PIN diodes into the topology as switching elements. It results in two modes of operation
under two conditions; in the first condition, the filter will produce a band-stop response when
the PIN diodes are switched ‘ON’, and in the second condition, the filter will produce an all
pass response when the PIN diodes are switched ‘OFF’. Theoretical analysis of the approach is
presented in this paper, and its feasibility has been experimentally verified with a micro-strip
circuit prototype. The measured result shows that the insertion loss S(1, 2) in band-stop mode
of an operation is around 38 dB, while the return loss S(1, 1) is around 27 dB. For the all-pass
mode of operation, the insertion loss is totally flat at 0 dB, while the return loss is around 17 dB,
making it suitable for wireless communication.
1. INTRODUCTION

As modern wireless and microwave systems progress toward spectral cognitive systems, more and
more filter re-configurability will be necessary so as to enable the full potential of the system
performance [1]. The first condition that must be met by a reconfigurable filter is that it must be
capable of inducing microwave transmitters and receivers to be adaptable to multi-band operations
using a single filter, which is highly desirable in the current wireless communication technology.
Among the many techniques found in recent literature, reconfigurable filters for cognitive system
prove to be a popular technique.
I. Hunter et al. in [2] posit that quite a number of microwave front ends are primarily designed
with bandpass filters in order to prevent it from generating or receiving unwanted interference.
The omnipresence of bandpass filters is due to the fact that most microwave systems are rendered
unaware of the spectrum they are operating in, which creates a need for a fear-based front-end
architecture attenuating all frequencies except the band of interest’s. However, a front-end architecture based on bandpass filters results in a significant insertion loss in the frequency band
of interest, which scuttle the system’s performance. There is an embedded tradeoff between the
given resonator quality factor (Q), bandpass’s filter bandwidth, order, and the pass band insertion
loss [3]. Therefore, the greater the protection from generating or receiving interference in the adjacent frequency bands, the higher the insertion loss will be in the band of interest. When it is
compared to bandpass filters, the band-stop filters exhibit lower pass band insertion losses, which
minimizes the degradation of the receiver’s noise figure, while providing a high rejection level for
removing spurious signals. Therefore, recent interest in tunable band-stop filter for cognitive system is skyrocketing [4–9]. These band-stop filters are salient in spectral-dense environment, where
high power interference signal is of a primary concern.
Microwave system that is cognizant of the spectrum in which it is operating [1], would not need
to operate in the fear-based mode of operation described above. In fact, it could operate without a
filter if there was not any strong interference. This would greatly benefit lower insertion loss than
bandpass-centric front ends.
Wide band systems [10], and systems with highly linear low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) [11] could
reap the most benefit from such an interference mitigation strategy; which allows a receiver to
take advantage of the benefits of a band-stop filter-centric front end, while dynamically allowing
for a mode of operation that allows signals at all frequencies to be received when there are no
interferences.
Until recently, different structures of micro-strip reconfigurable band-stop filters have been proposed [12–14]. These structures are innovative, however, a switchable band-stop to all pass filters
suitable for the integration into a switchable, narrow band system has not been demonstrated as
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of yet. This paper is concerned with the design of a novel switchable band-stop to all pass filters,
with new capabilities not found in previous designs.
This paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents the theory describing the proposed prototype, while Section 3 discusses the microstrip prototype and measurements. Finally, the work is
summarized in Section 4.
2. PROPOSED DESIGN METHOD

In cognitive radio spectrum utilization scheme, it is useful to switch off the band-stop filter in case
no interference is present; when the filter is switched “OFF”, additional channel loss introduced by
the filter will be minimized and the available spectrum will be fully utilized [17].
In this work, PIN diode switches are incorporated into the miniaturized matched band-stop
filter topology [16, 18] in order to realize the design of a band-stop to all pass filters. Therefore,
the novel capacitive coupling structure type of filter is shown in the circuit of Figure 1. It can be
seen in Figure 1(a) that the low Z sections of both left and right side have an electrical length of
θx and a characteristic impedance of Z2 . The high Z sections of both left and right side have an
electrical length of θy and characteristic impedance of Z1 . Moreover, the resonator is loaded with
lump coupling element L, where the lump inductor is shunted at the midpoint of the transmission
line section. Finally, the input and output is coupled by an inverter K = j.
This coupling structure provides two modes of operation under two conditions. In the first
condition, the PIN diodes are switched “ON”. During the “ON” state, the PIN diode behaves like
a variable resistor Rs for high-frequency signal. Therefore, the new capacitive coupling structure
for this mode of operation along with its generalized coupled resonator model, is displayed in
Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) respectively. This topology is a symmetrical structure with respect
to the plane AA0 , ensures that the resonance condition can be derived by utilizing the classical
method for odd and even mode analysis.
The even and odd mode admittances of the generalized coupled resonator model shown in
Figure 2(b) are derived as follows:
Yeven (p) = −j + Rs K12 +

(a)

K12
Ysub + jK2

(1)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Coupling structure of band-stop to all pass filter, (b) generalized coupled resonator model for
band-stop to all pass filter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Coupling structure of the miniaturized matched band-stop mode of operation, (b) generalized
coupled resonator model for band-stop mode of operation.
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and

K12
(2)
Ysub − jK2
The transmission and reflection function of the filter can be calculated from the derived odd
and even-mode admittances and are given in [15].
Yodd (p) = j + Rs K12 +

S(1, 2) =

Yodd (p) − Yeven (p)
(1 + Yodd (p))(1 + Yeven (p)

(3)

1 − Yodd (p)Yeven (p))
(1 + Yodd (p))(1 + Yeven (p))
for a perfectly matched system at resonance,
S(1, 1) =

(4)

S(1, 2)|ω0 = 0 ⇒ Yodd (p) − Yeven (p) = 0

(5)

S(1, 1)|ω0 = 0 ⇒ Yodd (p) = 1/Yeven (p)

(6)

and
The expression of K1 and K2 are derived from Equation (5) and Equation (6) as follows:
p
1 −1 + 1 − 4Rs2 G2 − 4Rs G
K2 = ∓
2
Rs
and

p
K1 = ∓

−K2 (2 + 4Rs G + 2Rs2 G2 + 2Rs2 K22 )
1 + 2Rs G + Rs2 G2 + Rs2 K22

(7)

(8)

The theoretical transmission and reflection responses of the band-stop mode of operation when
Rs = 0 and Rs = 0.02 ohm are shown in Figure 3(c), and the simulation is performed with Mathlab software. When the forward resistance Rs is equal to zero; the generalized coupling resonator
model shown in Figure 2(b) will have the same structure as the Generalized coupled resonator model
of a matched notch filter, displayed in [18, 19], and the expression of K1 and K2 in Equation (7)
and Equation (8) are simplified as follows:
√
K1 = ∓ 2G
(9)
K2 = ±(G)
(10)
It can be observed in Figure 3(c) that the insertion loss and the return loss are infinite when
the forward resistance Rs approaching zero.
When the forward resistance Rs = 0.02 ohm, it is observed that the insertion loss is infinite and
the return loss is around 80 dB in the pass band of interest, and infinite at resonance.
In the second condition, the PIN diodes are switched “OFF ”. During the “OFF ” state, the PIN
diode acts as a low capacitance Cd . So the capacitive coupling structure of this mode of operation
along with its generalized coupled resonator model are displayed in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b).
This mode of operation gives an all pass responses.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Coupling structure for an All pass mode of operation, (b) generalized coupled resonator model
for an All pass mode of operation, (c) theoretical response of band-stop mode of operation.
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3. MICRO-STRIP PROTOTYPE AND MEASUREMENTS

The switchable band-stop to all pass filter was designed and fabricated on Rogers/Duroid 5880
substrate, with a dielectric constant of 2.2 and a thickness of 787 µm. The micro-strip circuit
prototype is shown in Figure 4(a).
The switch elements used in this design are sky-work SMP1345 in an SC79 package. They have
a frequency range of 10 MHz to 6 GHz, a low forward resistance (1.5 ohm at 10 mA), and very low
capacitance (0.15 pF) in reverse bias mode. The inductive element is realized by a short circuit
via a hole shunted at the mid-point of the resonator. The high-impedance quarter-wave-length
transmission-line elements of 200 µm-wide (100 ohm) microstrip traces are implemented in order to
provide bias to the Pin diodes, in conjunction with 1 kohm resistance, and 100 pF chip capacitors.
It is worth to note that the chip capacitor packages parasitic are relatively insignificant at low
frequencies, and its effects are rather negligible. The coupling between the input/output and the
resonator of the proposed prototype is obtained by an interdigital capacitor available in Agilent
Advanced Design System (ADS).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) Photography of switchable band-stop to all pass filter, (b) band-stop mode of operation, (c) all
pass mode of operation.
3.1. Pin Diodes Are Switched “ON ”

The operation of the filter is based on the PIN diode’s “ON ” and “OFF ” mode. When the pin
diodes are switched “ON ”, the filter produces a matched band-stop response. The diodes are turned
“ON ” when 10 V is connected to the bias line. The measured frequency responses of insertion loss
S(2, 1) and return loss S(1, 1) are shown in Figure 4(b). The insertion loss is around 38 dB and the
return loss is around 27 dB.
3.2. Pin Diodes Are Switched “OFF ”

When the pin diodes are turned “OFF”, the filter produces an All Pass response. The measured
frequency responses of S(2, 1) and S(1, 1) magnitudes are shown in Figure 4(c). It can be seen that
the transmission response is totally flat at 0 dB, and the reflection coefficient response is around
−17 dB.
4. CONCLUSION

A switchable matched band-stop filter has been implemented and its hardware verified. The theoretical and measurement analysis are proven by confirming that the miniaturized matched band-stop
filter permits the construction of a switchable filter via the incorporation of a tuning element into
the filter’s topology.
The benefits and applications of a switchable band-stop to an all-pass filter are envisioned to
include general system flexibility, at no cost of physical space. In wireless communication and
cognitive radio environments, these filters would be invaluable to radio systems, as it allows the
receiver to take advantage of the benefits of a band-stop filter centric front end, while dynamically
allowing for a mode of operation, which allows signal at all frequencies to be received in low-power
environments. Potential future application includes increasing the filter’s performance in tandem
with an increasing power level.
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Effect of the Ionizing Radiation on the Harmonic and
Intermodulation Performance of the CMOS Inverting Amplifier
Muhammad Taher Abuelma’atti
King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals, Box 203, Dhahran 31261, Saudi Arabia

Abstract— This paper presents a simple mathematical model for the transfer characteristic of
the CMOS inverting amplifier. The model, basically a Fourier series, can accommodate the influence of the irradiation and can yield closed-form expressions for the amplitudes of the harmonic
and intermodulation components of the output voltage resulting from a two-tone input voltage.
The results show that the harmonic and intermodulation performance of the CMOS inverter is
strongly dependent on the irradiation condition and the amplitudes of the input tones.
1. INTRODUCTION

Over the years researchers have observed the effect of radiation on the performance of CMOSbased inverters; see for example [1–6] and the references cited therein. It is well established that
large changes in threshold voltage, current drive and transconductance of the basic MOSFET
components are attributed to radiation effects. Also, it is well established that these effects will
cause variation in the transfer characteristics of the un-irradiated and irradiated CMOS inverters;
see for example [1–3, 5].
On the other hand, it is well known that properly biased CMOS inverters can be used as analog inverting amplifiers. However, because of the inherent nonlinear characteristic of the CMOS
inverter, a two-tone input voltage would result, in output voltage comprising fundamental components, harmonics and combinations of harmonics of different frequencies that is intermodulation
components. In analog circuit design it is essential to predict the harmonic and intermodulation
performance of the amplifier. Obviously, by virtue of their origin, these harmonics and intermodulation products will be affected by the nonlinear characteristic of the inverter circuit. And since
this nonlinear characteristic is affected by radiation effects then it is obvious that harmonic and
intermodulation performance of an irradiated CMOS inverter will be different from that of an
un-irradiated one. While very few attempts have been reported on the radiation effects on the
intermodulation performance of GaAs MESTET amplifiers [7, 8], no attempt has been reported so
far on the radiation effects on the harmonic and intermodulation performance of CMOS inverters.
It is the major intention of this paper to present such a study.
2. PROPOSED MODEL

Figure 2 shows the typical irradiated and un-irradiated transfer characteristics of the CMOS inverter
circuit shown in Fig. 1 [5]. It is obvious from Fig. 2 that, if properly biased in the linear region, the
inverter circuit of Fig. 1 can be used as an analog amplifier with voltage gain around 20. It is also
obvious that the transfer characteristic of the inverter is nonlinear. Thus, a two-tone input signal
will result in output harmonics and intermodulation components. As a pre-requisite to predict the
harmonic and intermodulation performance of the inverter a mathematical model is needed. Here
we propose to model the un-irradiated inverter transfer characteristic of Fig. 2 by the model of
Equation (1).
Vout = Voutoffset +

M ·
X
m=1

µ
am cos

¶
µ
¶¸
2nπ
2nπ
(Vin − Vinoffset ) + bm sin
(Vin − Vinoffset )
D
D

(1)

In Equation (1), Vinoffset and Voutoffset , are the values of Vout and Vin at the threshold point and
am , bm , m = 1, 2, . . . , M are fitting parameters that can be obtained using the procedure described
in [9]. This procedure is simple and does not require extensive computing facilities or well-developed
software. For convenience, a brief description of this procedure is given here. First, the offsets of
the characteristic of Fig. 1, Vinoffset = 2.43 V and Voutoffset = 2.17 V, are removed and the resulting
characteristic is mirror-imaged to produce periodic functions with a complete period = D.
Second, these characteristics are approximated by a number of straight-line segments joined
end to end. Using the slopes of these segments, it is easy to obtain the parameters am , bm , m =
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VDD

Vin

Vout

Figure 1: CMOS inverter circuit [5].

Figure 2: Transfer characteristics of the CMOS inverter of Fig. 1 [5]. +: Pre-irradiation (D = 0 krad
(Si), ◦: Post-irradiation (D = 500 krad (Si).

1, 2, . . . , M using simple algebraic calculations. The results show that a very small value of the
relative root-mean-square error (RRMSE) less than 0.4% can be achieved. This confirms the
validity of Equation (1) for the approximating the Vout = f (Vin ) characteristic of the un-irradiated
MOSFET inverter transfer characteristic of Fig. 2.
3. HARMONIC AND INTERMODULATION PERFORMANCE

Equation (1) can be used for predicting the amplitudes of the harmonics and intermodulation
components of the CMOS inverter output voltage, Vout , resulting from a two-tone equal-amplitude
input voltage of the form
Vin (t) = Vinbias + V (sin ω1 t + sin ω2 t)
(2)
where ω1 , ω2 and V represent the frequencies and the amplitude of the two input tones. In Equation (2) the input bias voltage, Vinbias , can be expressed as
Vinbias = Voffset + Vinshift

(3)

where Vinshift = 0 for the un-irradiated characteristic of Fig. 1 and Vinshift 6= 0 for the irradiated
characteristic and it represents the DC shift in the un-irradiated characteristic resulting from the
irradiation.
Combining Equations (1)–(3) and using the trigonometric identities
sin(β sin θ) = 2

∞
X

J2k+1 (β) sin(2l + 1)θ

l=0

cos(β sin θ) = J0 (β) + 2

∞
X

J2l (β) cos(2l)θ

l=1

where Jl (β) is the Bessel function of order l, and after simple mathematical manipulations, it is
easy to show that the amplitude of the output voltage components of frequencies ω1 and ω2 will
be given by
Vout1,0

¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
2mπ
2mπ
2mπ
= 2
bm cos
Vshift J1
X J0
X
D
D
D
m=1
¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
µ
M
X
2mπ
2mπ
2mπ
Vshift J1
X J0
X
+2
am sin
D
D
D
M
X

m=1

µ

(4)
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The amplitude of the third-harmonic components of frequencies 3ω1 and 3ω2
Vout3,0

¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
2mπ
2mπ
2mπ
= 2
bm cos
Vshift J3
X J0
X
D
D
D
m=1
µ
¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
M
X
2mπ
2mπ
2mπ
+2
am sin
Vshift J3
X J0
X
D
D
D
M
X

µ

(5)

m=1

The amplitude of the output third-order intermodulation components of frequencies 2ω1 − ω2
and 2ω2 − ω1 will be given by
Vout2,1

¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
2mπ
2mπ
2mπ
= 2
Vshift J2
X J1
X
bm cos
D
D
D
m=1
¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
µ
M
X
2mπ
2mπ
2mπ
+2
Vshift J2
X J1
X
am sin
D
D
D
M
X

µ

(6)

m=1

The amplitude of the second-harmonic components of frequencies 2ω1 and 2ω2 will be given by
Vout2,0

¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
2mπ
2mπ
2mπ
= 2
Vshift J2
X J0
X
am cos
D
D
D
m=1
µ
¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
M
X
2mπ
2mπ
2mπ
+2
bm sin
Vshift J2
X J0
X
D
D
D
M
X

µ

(7)

m=1

And the amplitude of the third-harmonic components of frequencies 3ω1 and 3ω2 will be given by
Vout1,1

¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
2mπ
2mπ
2mπ
= 2
am cos
Vshift J1
X J1
X
D
D
D
m=1
µ
¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
M
X
2mπ
2mπ
2mπ
+2
bm sin
Vshift J1
X J1
X
D
D
D
M
X

µ

(8)

m=1

Using Equations (4)–(8) the harmonic and intermodulation performance of the un-irradiated (Vshift
= 0) and radiated (Vshift = −0.38 V) CMOS inverter of Fig. 2 was calculated and the results are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Inspection of Figs. 3 and 4 clearly shows that the harmonic and intermodulation performances of the CMOS inverter are strongly affected by the irradiation which causes
a shift in the inverter transfer function. For example, for the un-irradiated CMOS inverter characteristic of Fig. 4, the fundamental and the odd-order harmonic and intermodulation products
are monotonically increasing with the amplitude of the input voltage. Moreover, it appears that
the odd-order harmonic and intermodulation products are dominant with respect to the even-order
components. For example, for input voltage amplitude = 1.25 V, the amplitude of the fundamental
output component is 0.96 V, while the amplitudes of output the second-harmonic, third-order intermodulation, third-harmonic and second-order intermodulation components are 0.003 V, 0.27 V,
0.056 V and 0.003 V respectively. This implies that the third-order intermodulation component is
about 39 dB higher than the second-order intermodulation.
However, for the irradiated CMOS inverter characteristic the variations of the output components with the input voltage amplitude follow a different pattern as shown in Fig. 3. While the
fundamental output component is monotonically increasing, the second-order intermodulation and
the second-harmonic components first increase with the increase of the input voltage amplitude
until a maximum value reached at about 0.5 V for the second-order intermodulation and 0.25 V for
the second-harmonic component. Moreover, it appears also that the second-order intermodulation
is always dominant over all other components including the third-order intermodulation. This implies that the voltage shift resulting from irradiation will increase the even-symmetry of the transfer
characteristic. For the sake of comparison with the performance of the un-irradiated CMOS inverter, Fig. 3 shows that for the input voltage amplitude = 1.25 V, the amplitude of the fundamental
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Figure 3: Fundamental, harmonic and intermodulation performance of the CMOS inverter (D = 0 krad
(Si)), +: Fundamental, ∗: Second-harmonic, ×:
Third-order intermodulation,
: Third-harmonic,
◦: Second-order intermodulation.

Figure 4: Fundamental, harmonic and intermodulation performance of the CMOS inverter (D =
500 krad (Si)), +: Fundamental, ∗: Secondharmonic, ×: Third-order intermodulation,
:
Third-harmonic, ◦: Second-order intermodulation.

output component is 0.93 V, while the amplitudes of output the second-harmonic, third-order intermodulation, third-harmonic and second-order intermodulation components are 0.016 V, 0.21 V,
0.012 V and 0.27 V respectively. In contrast with the un-irradiated CMOS inverter performance it
appears that the second-order intermodulation component is about 4 dB higher than the third-order
intermodulation output component. These results clearly demonstrate the effect of irradiation on
the harmonic and intermodulation performance of CMOS analog inverting amplifier.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a simple mathematical model for the transfer characteristic, Vout = f (Vin ), of the
CMOS inverting amplifier has been presented. Using this model, simple closed-form expressions
were obtained for the harmonic and intermodulation performance of the CMOS inverting amplifier
and excited by a multisinusoidal input voltage plus a bias voltage. Since irradiation will result
in shifting the transfer characteristic, the same model can be used for predicting the influence
of irradiation on the harmonic and intermodulation performance of the CMOS inverter with the
shift resulting from the irradiation considered as part of the bias voltage. Using these expressions
the harmonic and intermodulation performance of the CMOS inverting amplifier can be studied
for any scenario of the input voltage amplitudes. The special case of a two-tone equal-amplitude
input voltage was considered in detail. The results reveal that the harmonic and intermodulation
performance of the CMOS inverting amplifier is strongly dependent on the irradiation conditions.
Using the results reported in this paper it is possible to study the influence of irradiation on
the harmonic and intermodulation performance of the CMOS inverting amplifier and to define
the working dynamic range pre-specified harmonic and/or intermodulation performance. This is
very essential for any potential application of the CMOS inverting amplifier in electronic circuits
subjected to irradiation.
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Design Optimization of Microstrip Matching Circuits Using a Honey
Bee Mating Algorithm Subject to the Transistor’s Potential
Performance
Peyman Mahouti, Salih Demirel, and Filiz Güneş
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, Yıldız Technical University Istanbul, Turkey

Abstract— In this work, the same Honey Bee Mating Optimization as in [1], this time is applied
to design of the input and output microstrip matching circuits to provide the source ZS and load
ZL terminations ensuring the selected performance quadrate to the transistor, respectively for
the desired performance triplets (Vin , F (f ), GT ) [1, 2]. In this implementation, the populations of
~ and lengths ~` of the input
the Queen Candidates and Drones are defined in terms of the widths W
and output microstrip matching circuits to determine the fitness values or estrogen values of the
bees. Among the female bees probabilistically mating with the drones, the one with the fittest
gens or estrogen level will be chosen as the Queen bee, in the other words, the best solution for
optimization problem. On the other hand, the multi-objective design optimization procedure of
the amplifier is reduced into the single objective design procedures of the input/output matching
circuits using Darlington realizations of the quadrate ZS , ZL terminations. It can be concluded
that in this work, all the constituents of the HBMO design optimization are defined rigorously
and at the output, all the microstrip lengths and widths of the input and output matching circuits
are obtained to be printed on a selected dielectric substrate. Finally as a work example the design
of a typically ultra-wide band low noise amplifier with NE3512S02 is presented on a substrate of
Rogers 4350 (εr = 3.48, h = 1.524 mm, tan δ = 0.003, t = 0.001 mm) within 2–5 GHz satisfying
(Vin = 1.5, F = Fmin (f ), GT = 10 dB) triplet using the T type of microstrip matching circuit
and verified using the circuit simulator AWR.
1. INTRODUCTION

Honey Bee Mating Optimization (HBMO) is a recent swarm-based optimization algorithm to solve
highly nonlinear optimization problems, in which the search algorithm is inspired by the process of
honey bee mating in real life where the Queen of the colony is the most important member with the
duty of giving birth to the new members of the hive by mating with a series of Drone Bees. In honey
bee colonies, female bees that have the most amount of estrogen will be chosen as the Queen Bees.
In open literature, HBMO is applied firstly to the optimal reservoir operation by Afshar, Haddad,
Marino and Adams [3]. To the best knowledge of the authors, the HBMO algorithm is built as a
simple and efficient optimization tool and applied as a first time to determine the Feasible Design
Target Space (FDTS) for a front-end microwave amplifier and the resulted numerical solutions are
compared with their analytical counterparts [1]. This FDTS covers all the compatible (Input VSWR
Vinreq ≥ 1, Noise Figure Freq ≥ Fmin (f ), Gain GT req ≤ GT max , Bandwidth B) quadrates and their
corresponding source ZS and Load ZL terminations within the continuous operation (VDS , IDS , f )
parameter domain of the microwave transistor In this work, it is aimed to find the widths and
lengths of the microstrip transmission lines of matching circuits. The proposed algorithm will try
to find these dimension values for T type matching circuit for input or output of a LNA design.
In the next section, matching circuits design with microstrip transmission lines and Darlington
theorem will be described. In the Section 3, HBMO algorithm its parameters and its cost function
for our optimization problem will be presented. In the last section, an example work for the
proposed algorithm is done for an ultra-wide band low noise amplifier.
2. MATCHING CIRCUIT DESIGN

In order to make an ultra-wide application design one of the most hard challenges is to design the
matching circuit for the application in order to have the low return loss in input of the structure.
Matching circuits are two port structures that change the impedance value of a certain load to
the impedance value of the source. Briefly, it is desired that the input impedance of the two port
network is equal to the conjugate or to the value of the source impedance. The value of the input
impedance can be obtained as follows:
Zin =

AZL + B
CZL + D

(1)
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Figure 1: Schematic of a two port matching circuit.

In this work, our two port matching circuit is a T type microstrip matching circuit. The chain
(ABCD) parameters of the T type matching circuit can be shown as follow:
¸
·
1 + Z1 Y2 Z3 + Z1 (Y2 Z3 + 1)
(2)
Y2
1 + Y2 Z3
The optimization problem or the cost function for this work is the difference between the required
input impedance value and the values of the T type matching network with 50 ohm termination as
the source or load impedance for input or output of the LNA.
Cost =

m
X

|Rin (fi ) − Rinreq (fi )| + |Xin (fi ) − Xinreq (fi )|

(3)

i

3. HONEY BEE MATING OPTIMIZATION

As it is mentioned before HBMO is a recent swarm-based optimization algorithm to solve highly
nonlinear optimization problems, in which the search algorithm is inspired by the process of honey
bee mating in real life where the Queen of the colony is the most important member with the duty
of giving birth to the new members of the hive by mating with a series of Drone Bees.
For our optimization problem these bees will be taken in terms of widths and lengths of a
microstrip transmission line. The Queen and Drone Population are defined in terms of the optimization variables respectively as below:
·
¸
·
¸
w1Qi , w2Qi , w3Qi
w1Dj , w2Dj , w3Dj
Qi
Dj =
(4)
l1Qi , l2Qi , l3Qi 2x3
l1Dj , l2Dj , l3Dj 2x3
Furthermore Genetic inheritance belonging
of the optimization variables as follows:
·
W1 ,
QiGen =
L1 ,
·
W1 ,
DjGen =
L1 ,

to each Queen Qi and Drone Dj are expressed in terms

Wi = [wi ]m×1

W2 , W3
L2 , L3
W2 , W3
L2 , L3

¸
(5)
¸

2x3

(6)
2x3

Li = [`i ]m×1 ,

i = 1, 2, 3

(7)

m = 5000 for Queens and m = 100 for each Drone bee as the predefined parameters.
The Queen bee and the Drones will take mating flights just as like in [2] in order to create a
genetic pool for next generations. The created genetic pool can be simply described as follow:
·
¸
W1GP , W2GP , W3GP
GP =
(8)
L1GP , L2GP , L3GP 2x3
WiGP = [wi ]m×1

LiGP = [`i ]m×1

i = 1, 2, 3

(9)

m = 1000+100 NDrs and NDrs ≤ NDrone is the number of the drones each of which had a successful
mating flight with the Master Queen Bee.
In the proposed HBMO algorithm, gender of all new born members of the colony will be assumed
as female, thus each solution can be considered as a potential Master Queen Bee candidate.
·
¸
£
¤
w1Eggi , w2Eggi , w3Eggi
Egg population = Egg1 Egg2 . . . EggNEgg
Eggi =
(10)
`1Eggi , `2Eggi , `3Eggi 2x3
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i = 1, . . . , Negg , which is generated by random selection by crossing over among the corresponding
elements of the genetic pool.
In the next step, the cost value of each egg will be calculated according to Eq. (3), and the
best member of the Bee colony will be taken as the final solution just like it is done in [2]. In the
next section, a worked example for our proposed algorithm has been done and its success rate is
conformed in AWR.
4. WORKED EXAMPLE

In this section of the work, NE3512S02 had been used as a high technology transistor for our
ultra-wide band low noise amplifier. In Figure 2 the designed LNA structure with its microstrip
matching circuits are shown. The matching circuits are designed in order to satisfied the required
impedance values for Vin = 1.5, F = Fmin (f ) and GT = 10 dB for 3–5 GHz bandwidth.

MLIN
ID=TL10
PORT
W=3.458 mm
P=1
Z=50 Ohm L=8.944 mm
MSUB=MSUB1

MLIN
ID=TL1
W=0.311 mm
L=2.108 mm
MSUB=MSUB1

MLIN
ID=TL3
W=0.3 mm
L=8.417 mm
MSUB=MSUB1

MTEE$
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1
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MSUB=MSUB1
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ID=S1 2
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Figure 2: Schematic of the designed microstrip LNA.
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Figure 4: Return loss results of the designed microstrip LNA.
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As it is seen in previous figures, the proposed algorithm is an effective and successful algorithm
for our designed problem. By simply giving the required impedance values for the input and output
of the transistor for Vin = 1.5, F = Fmin (f ) and GT = 10 dB for 3–5 GHz the algorithm can easily
make the design with microstrip transmission lines.
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Abstract— Since the time of Hyppocrates it is very well known that is possible to transfer biochemical information for the treatment of human diseases by using molecules as active
principle.
This strategy has been the most efficient one until the time of Becker and Fröhlich when we
become aware that it was also possible transfer effective information to biological target by the
use of electromagnetic field in the ELF range. Later on Benveniste suggested that for every
chemical molecule there is only and only one electromagnetic image a kind of electromagnetic
signature. Benveniste and coworkers demonstrated that picking up the physical signals of a
chemical compound and transferring it to an aqueous system by mean of an electronic device this
procedure was mimicking the same effect of the chemical source molecule. The transfer of the
physical activity is probably mediated and can be amplified by water biophysical re-patterning.
Electromagnetic Information Transfer of Specific Molecular Signals according to previous report
and ours was performed in order to understand the possible role of water in mediating the
electro-magnetic information transfer of biological active molecules such as retinoic acid (RA).
The electromagnetic information signals from the retinoic acid solution (RA-EMIT) was captured
and transferred to the target by a commercially available oscillator (Vega Select 719). The retinoic
acid signals was transferred to a cell culture medium (RPMI). Neuroblastoma Cell Line (LAN5) was seeded and grown up for four days in presence of Retinoic Acid signal and/or chemical
molecule. The experimental findings demonstrated that the RA signal shows the tendency to
behave as a differentiating agent such as the original molecule.
1. INTRODUCTION

Aqueous system is universally assumed as the basis for any living process. Someone suggested that
water could be considered as the forgotten matrix of life [1]. As a matter of fact Tales of Miletus was
the first philosopher assuming water as the primary essence of nature. Nevertheless only recently
the role of water has been reconsidered as more than a simple solvent and has been established that
aqueous system could play an active role in the architecture and function of cell and tissues [2–
5]. Moreover an additional role of aqueous system has been outlined in their ability of processing,
storing and retrieving electro-magnetic information [6, 7].Our hypotheses is that an aqueous system,
such one of those enfolded in livings, could play an additional role in modulating biological functions
providing basis for processing, storing and retrieving information mediated by electro-magnetic
signals mimicking the effect of a specific drug or driving a specific endogenous function.Liquid
water shows many anomalies in its thermodynamics properties such as compressibility, density
variation and many others. Some of these features are more evident at low temperatures but
they are still present at room temperature were living systems exert their biological activities. At
ambient conditions our traditional view of water is an homogeneous distribution of tetrahedral
structure hydrogen bonded. In spite of this very simple description a more complex picture arise
from recent report identifying inhomogeneous structures at ambient condition [8-10] that could fit
the concept of coherent domains as previously described by the Italian physicist Giuliano Preparata
applying the Quantum Electrodynamic Theory (QED) to the understanding
of water and of biological systems behavior [11]. According to QED liquid water can be viewed
as an equilibrium between two components: coherent and incoherent ones. The coherent component is contained within spherical, so called “Coherence Domain” (CD), where all water molecules
synchronously oscillate with the same phase. Coherence Domains are surrounded by the incoherent
component where water molecules oscillate in random phases regardless each other. In this framework an aqueous system such one enfolded in livings could play an additional role in modulating
biological functions by generating dissipative structure providing basis for processing, storing and
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retrieving information mediated by electro-magnetic signals [6, 7, 11, 12]. Any electro-magnetic signals, both endogenous and exogenous, when became resonant with some of the coherent domains
of water can induce a dipole moments re-patterning therefore inducing these structure to oscillate
coherently each other generating a new phase correlation described as a super-coherent [13]. This
procedure could allows to an external pattern of electro-magnetic signals to be stored,translated and
transferred by the water structure of the aqueous systems toward the biological target selectively
modulating their activity. Some experimental evidence of the process defined as electro-magnetic
information delivery mediated through aqueous system has accumulated in the last two decades
(14–22). In order to test the hypotheses that aqueous system could be able to store and transfer
specific information to a biological target we design the following “in vitro”experimental procedure.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Cell Cultures

LAN-5 human neuroblastoma cells were grown in RPMI (Gibco Laboratories, Scotland) supplemented with 10% Fetal Calf Serum (Gibco Laboratories, Scotland)and antibiotics (110 IU/ml of
penicillin and 0.1 mg/ml of streptomycin) at 37 ± 0.3◦ C, and 5% CO2 as carbon source and subcultured twice a week at a 1 : 5 ratio. In our paper the cells were cultured and treated for 4 days
in 3 different conditions: they were grown in absence (control) and in presence of electro-magnetic
signal of the Retinoic Acid (RA emmitas) and also treated with chemical Retinoic Acid (RA, 5 µM
Sigma) which was used as positive control.
2.2. Transmission Apparatus

For the transmission experiments to cell’s medium, the input coil was operated at room temperature
and was coupled via a homemade amplifier (Gain 0.25 dB from 1 to 100 Hz maximum output
voltage 20 V p-p, maximum output current 1 A, Max Power 20 W rms) to a commercial available
wave generator (VEGA Select 719). Into the output (target) coil was placed the cell’s culture
medium. The target coil was made of 85 turns of 2 mm copper wire, 17 cm long and 9.5 cm width
and fed at100mV from the wave generator. The source tube containing 5 µM RA was placed
inside the input coil. The signal from the Retinoic Acid (RA) solution in the coil was fed into
the electronic amplifier, then from the electronic amplifier the signal was transferred to the wave
generator. In the wave generator the electronic signal corresponding to RA was superimposed over a
7 Hz sinusoidal frequency carrier modulated at 3 kHz as previously reported [19–22]. From the wave
generator then, the signal was delivered to the culture medium. During the entire experimental
procedure all the electrical parameters remained constant.
2.3. Cell Medium Conditioning

Retinoic Acid, a well known chemical differentiating agent, were placed at room temperature in the
input coil connected to an oscillator (Vega Select 719), while culture medium for LAN-5 neuroblastoma human cells was placed into the output coil and exposed to RA electro-magnetic signals for
one hour. At the end of the exposure time the oscillator was switched off and LAN-5 neuroblastoma
cells seededon petri dish, cultured using this previously conditioned medium and placed, as usual,
into a cell incubator under controlled growing conditions.
2.4. Cell Growth and Mortality Analysis

For each experimental condition, cells were grown for 4 days. At day 1, 2, 3 and 4, cells were
harvested with 0.1% trypsin-EDTA (Sigma), washed twice with PBS andthe total number of nucleated and viable cells was counted by Trypan Blue dye (0.4%) (Sigma) exclusion assay using a
Bürkerhemocytometer chamber.
2.5. Cell Metabolic Activity Analysis

The quantification of LAN-5 metabolic activity, as an index of cellular proliferation, was performed
by a colorimetric assay based on oxidation of tetrazolium salts (Cell Proliferation Reagent water
soluble tetrazolium salt (WST)-1; Roche Diagnostics Basel, Switzerland). The LAN-5 cells were
seeded on in 96-well plates and grown in the three different conditions (Ctr, RA and RA emittas)
up to 4 days. Water soluble Tetrazolium salt (WST-1) reagent diluted to 1 : 10 was added in
the medium at 1, 2, 3and 4 days and then incubated for 2 h in humidified atmosphere (378C, 5%
CO2 ). The quantification of LAN-5 metabolic activity was performed by absorbance measurement
at 450 nm with a scanning multiwell spectrophotometer (Biotrack II; Amersham Biosciences).
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3. ANALYSIS OF NEURITE OUTGROWTH

The LAN-5 cells were seeded on Petri dishes and grown for 4 days in the three different conditions.
At the end of these treatments the cells were, washed in PBS, fixed in paraformaldeyde 4% in PBS
for 15 min, and tested by phase contrast microscopy to observe cell morphology and to visualize the
presence of neuritic structures that were counted to obtained the percentage of cells having neurite
outgrowth. Phase contrast analysis were performed using an inverted microscope(Olympus
IX51, RT Slider SPOT — Diagnostic instruments) equipped with a 20X, 40X and 60X objective
and with a cooled CCD camera (Spot RT Slider, Diagnostic Instruments).
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrated that the electro-magnetic signals of the Retinoic Acidmolecule can
be recorded and stored by the aqueous system of the cell culture medium. Neuroblastoma cell
line (LAN-5) was grown up to 4 days in standard medium (Control = CTR) or in the presence of

Figure 1: Cell growth analysis: ∗ p < 0.05.

Figure 2: Analysis of neurite outgrowth expression: ∗ p < 0.05.
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Retinoic Acid signal (RA-emittas). The treated cell with chemical Retinoic Acid molecule was also
used as positive control (RA). Cell growth and mortality, analysed by direct cell count using Trypan
Blue dye exclusion assay, showed that treatment with chemical Retinoic Aciddramatically decreased
LAN-5 cell growth and increased cell mortality compared tocontrol one (Fig. 1). Interestingly, cells
grown in presence of the electromagnetic signal of the RA (RA emmitas), showed a statistically
significant decrease of cell growth, similarly to RA treatment, but no changes in cellular mortality as
compared to control cells (Fig. 1). This findings demonstrate that the electromagnetic information
system is able to induce the decrease of cell growth without affecting cell viability. WST-1 assay
confirmed these results, also highlighting a metabolic activity reduction in the LAN-5 cells grown
in the presence of electro-magnetic signals of RA (RA emmitas), compared to control ones (Fig. 3).
The neurite outgrowth was also studied by phase contrast microscopy analysis and the number
of neuritic structures developed by LAN-5 cells cultured in the three different conditions (Ctr,
RA and RA emittas) for 4 days, was counted (Fig. 2). The control cells grew as a monolayer of
confluent cells, with very few neuritic-like structures. Instead, the LAN-5 cells, treated with electromagnetic signal of RA (RA emmitas), increased the number of neuritic structures, that are typically
expressed in differentiated neuronal cells. The same structures, having a well organized neuronal
network, were observed in our positive control, the LAN-5 cells treated with chemical Retinoic Acid,
as reported in Fig. 4. These results provide further evidence that aqueous system can be tuned
in a resonant manner by an appropriate electro-magnetic information delivery procedure. These
data suggest a possible future application of electro-magnetic information delivery protocols for the
synergic treatment of a wide range of human diseases by means of specific informative frequency
patterns, delivered through and to aqueous systems, providing an important integrative tool in
clinical practice.
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Abstract— In this paper, a miniature conformal antenna is proposed for ingestible capsule endoscopy in the Medical Device Radiocommunication Services (MedRadio) band (401–406 MHz).
Finite Element (FE) numerical simulations are performed assuming the capsule to be surrounded
by muscle tissue. The antenna resonates at 402 MHz with a wide 10 dB-bandwidth of 39.95 MHz,
and exhibits nearly omni-directional radiation with a maximum far-field gain of −29.64 dB. Maximum powers of 3.83 mW and 23.35 mW may be set as input to the proposed ingestible antenna in
order to guarantee compliance with the IEEE C95.1-1999 and IEEE C95.1-2005 safety standards,
respectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

The last century advances in telecommunications and microelectronics have contributed a number
of benefits in the field of medical applications. In the field of Ingestible Medical Devices (IMDs),
significant research efforts are currently carried out, which aim to develop extremely small IMDs
with wireless telemetry capabilities. IMDs may be used as diagnostic tools, monitoring devices
or even drug-delivery systems, with the utmost goal being to enhance medical treatment and the
patients’ quality of life.
Traditional wired endoscopy methods do not allow the entire examination of the small intestine
(length of 6.5–7.5 m) and offer limited diagnostic capabilities [1]. Nowadays, the development of
ingestible microcapsules with imaging capabilities and embedded sensors and antennas enables noninvasive wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE), and has the potential to revolutionize wireless medical
telemetry. Such endoscopy capsules are designed to send images of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract
in real-time and at high data rates, thus requiring transmitting antennas with wide-bandwidth
capabilities. Omni-directivity is also a pre-requisite for ingestible antennas in order to transmit
signals regardless of their position and orientation which are, in principle, unknown. Given the
miniature dimensions of the capsule and the limited space left after the integration of sensors,
electronics and batteries [1, 2], size becomes yet another significant concern for ingestible antennas.
Miniaturization becomes even more intriguing in the widely-used low-frequency band of Medical
Device Radiocommunication Services (MedRadio, 401–406 MHz) [3]. In the past, several frequency
bands have been utilized for ingestible antenna (e.g., ISM [4], WMTS [5] or even lower frequencies
(40 MHz) [6]). However, the MedRadio band is hereafter selected because it exhibits some unique
advantages: it is available worldwide and it is exclusively used for medical services, thus eliminating
interferences with other applications.
In this paper, a novel conformal antenna with miniature dimensions is proposed for ingestible
capsule endoscopy in the MedRadio band. The antenna exhibits a microstrip meandered structure
with a shorting pin and is printed on a flexible substrate material which allows its conformance to
the shape of the capsule. Antenna design and performance investigations are carried out in ANSYS
HFSS Software using the Finite Element (FE) method [7].
2.

NUMERICAL METHOD AND TISSUE MODEL

The FE solver performs iterative tetrahedron-meshing refinement automatically with the mesh
being perturbed by 30% between each pass. The mesh refinement procedure has been set to stop
when the maximum change in the reflection coefficient magnitude (|S11 |) between two consecutive
passes is less than 0.02, or when the number of passes exceeds 15. The solver performs an 800
point-frequency sweep by ±100 MHz around the center frequency of 400 MHz.
Antenna design and performance investigations are performed inside a cubic homogeneous model
of the human trunk (Fig. 1). The cube simulates muscle tissue properties at 402 MHz (permittivity,
εr = 57, conductivity, σ = 0.8 S/m [8]), and exhibits dimensions of 100 mm×100 mm×100 mm. The
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antenna is placed in the center of the model, as shown in Fig. 1. A single-layer tissue model has been
chosen because it is simple to model, and exhibits much faster computational times compared to
more complex tissue models (e.g., multi-layer canonical or anatomical tissue models). Furthermore,
single-layer tissue models exhibit comparable performance to more complex tissue models when it
comes to antenna design, as indicated by the authors in [9, 10]. For initial studies and prototype
measurements, use of a simple canonical tissue model can prove to be a reliable first-pass proof of
concept.

Figure 1: Single-layer canonical muscle box used to design the ingestible antenna.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
3.1. Antenna Design

Strict specifications are set during the antenna design process, which can be summarized as follows.
Antenna miniaturization is set as the number one goal for this study. Given the fact that the
antenna is intended to operate in the low-frequency MedRadio band (401–406 MHz) and that the
pill size should not, in average, exceed 24 mm in length and 10 mm in thickness (e.g., 26×11 mm [5],
32.1 × 10 mm [11]) that goal is generally not easy to achieve. Omni-directivity of the ingestible
antenna is also important in order to enhance the quality of the communication link which is
formed between the ingestible capsule and exterior monitoring/control equipment. Last but not
least, optimization of the antenna design has been performed bearing in mind the requirement for
increased bandwidth, as imposed by the high-data rates of WCE applications and the detuning
effects which might be caused by the surrounding human tissue environment.
The proposed antenna exhibits a microstrip geometry, with the patch being printed on a flexible
substrate material (Rogers RT/duroid 5880, εr = 2.2) which allows its conformance to the shape
of the capsule. The goal is to maximize the available space for electronics, sensors, and batteries.
Low-permittivity substrate materials, like RT/Duroid 2880, help increase the bandwidth of the
antenna [12]. Thickness of the substrate layer is limited to 0.127 mm for miniaturization purposes.
The antenna incorporates a ground plane under the substrate, which can be used as the reference
ground of all electronic devices that are integrated inside the capsule. The antenna is coated
by a 0.1 mm-thick polyethylene coating (εr = 2.25, loss tangent, tan δ = 0.001), which preserves
the biocompatibility of the ingestible capsule. The conformal radiating patch is of square shape,
with meanders being inserted to increase the length of the current flow and decrease its size to
18 mm × 18 mm. A shorting pin connects the patch to the ground plane in order to further shrink
the antenna size and assist in antenna matching. Design of the proposed antenna while wrapped
around a miniature cylindrical capsule (radius of 5 mm, height of 18 mm) is shown in Fig. 2. The
antenna is fed by an L-shape 50 Ohm coaxial cable (Fig. 1(a)), which has been chosen as the most
feasible choice for potential future fabrication purposes.
The radiating patch of the antenna consists of seven meanders, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Length
and width of the meanders are considered as optimization parameters which help achieve antenna
tuning in the MedRadio band. Furthermore, length and width of the meanders help re-tune the
antenna in the presence of detuning effects (e.g., variations in tissue electrical properties, presence
of surrounding electronic components and batteries inside the capsule, etc.). Optimized parameter
values are given in Table 1. The feeding point is located at (0 mm, 0 mm) while the shorting pin is
located at (0 mm, −9.2 mm).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Ingestible antenna model 3-D view. (b) Radiating patch geometry top view.
Table 1: Optimized meanders parameters to achieve antenna resonant frequency inside MedRadio band.
Values
Length (mm)
Width (mm)

M1
9.5
0.1

M2
6.9
0.4

M3
6.4
0.5

M4
16.1
0.5

M5
17.1
0.4

M6
13.7
0.2

M7
10.5
0.4

3.2. Antenna Performance

Reff. Coef. S11(dB)

The reflection coefficient (|S11 |) frequency response of the proposed antenna inside the single-layer
model of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3(a). The antenna resonates at 402 MHz with a reflection coefficient
magnitude (|S11 |) of −37.51 dB and a wide 10 dB-bandwidth of 39.95 MHz (or 9.9% of MedRadio).
The radiated far-field gain radiation pattern (Fig. 3(b)) is omni-directional, and the maximum farfield gain value is found to equal −29.64 dB. Fig. 4 shows the current distribution on the radiating
patch at 403 MHz. This indicates that the effective current path which is responsible for the antenna
operation in the MedRadio band is the one between the feeding point and the shorting pin.
Assuming a net input power of 1 W incident to the antenna, the maximum 1-g-averaged (1-g-avg)
and 10-g-averaged (10-g-avg) specific absorption rate (SAR) values are found to be equal to 417.55
and 86.65 W/kg, respectively. Therefore, in order to guarantee conformance with the IEEE C95.1-
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Figure 3: (a) Reflection coefficient frequency response of the proposed optimized antenna, and (b) far-field
gain radiation pattern.

Figure 4: Surface current distribution at 403.5 MHz.
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1999 (1-g-avg SAR ≤ 1.6 W/kg [13]) and IEEE C95.1-2005 (10-g-avg SAR ≤ 2 W/kg [13]) safety
standards, the maximum allowed net input power has to be limited to 3.83 mW and 23.35 mW,
respectively.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a novel conformal ingestible antenna was introduced for operation in the MedRadio
band. Conformity of the antenna to the shape of the ingestible capsule maximizes the available
space for other electronic embedded systems and batteries inside the capsule. Several techniques
were applied to minimize the occupied volume of the designed antenna (18 × 18 × 0.127 mm),
while still maintaining an adequate radiation and safety performance. Based on FEM simulations
carried out in ANSYS HFSS, the antenna was designed to resonate at 402 MHz with a wide 10 dB
bandwidth of 39.95 MHz, and exhibit a maximum far-field gain of −29.64 dB. The IEEE C95.1-1999
and IEEE C95.1-2005 standards were found to limit the maximum allowable net input power to
3.83 mW and 23.35 mW, respectively.
Future work will include the fabrication and experimental testing of a prototype antenna. The
goal will be to verify agreement between simulations and measurements regarding the resonance,
radiation, and safety performance of the antenna.
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Abstract— In the study the impact of whole-body exposure to electromagnetic field with a
frequency of 900 MHz generated by mobile phone on prooxidant/antioxidant balance in selected
internal organs of male rats was estimated, by means of analysis of the contents of markers of
membrane lipid peroxidation and oxidative stress: malone dialdehyde (MDA) and total oxidant
capacity (TOC), respectively, as well as the activity of antioxidant enzymes: superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT), glutathione peroxidase (GPx), glutathione reductase (GR) and
glutathione S-transferase (GST), in homogenates of kidney, heart and lung. The experiment was
performed on 20 male Wistar rats, in mean age of 10 weeks, divided into 2 equal groups (consisting of 10 animals), subjected to long-term exposure to electromagnetic field or to sham-exposure,
respectively. Rats from examined group were exposed for 28 succeeding days to electromagnetic
field with frequency of 900 MHz generated by mobile phone Nokia 5110, that was turned on every
1/2 hour by 8 hours daily and emitted signal for 15 s. The mean value of power density of the
electromagnetic field registered during initializing of connection was 85.3 µW/m2 , and during
lasting connection was 17.0 µW/m2 . Rats from control group were exposed for 28 succeeding
days to sham-exposure, during which they stayed in identical as examined animals environmental conditions, excluding the influence of electromagnetic field. During the exposure the mobile
phone was placed under a cage with animals. After the end of a cycle of 28 daily exposures to
electromagnetic field or sham-exposures (control rats), animals were starved by 24 hours, then
anaesthetized and next the abdominal cavity was opened and samples of kidney, heart and lung
were taken. In the homogenates prepared from the obtained samples the contents of TOC and
MDA, as well as the activity of SOD, CAT, GPx, GR and GST were measured. The biochemical analyses were performed by means of routine spectrophotometric and kinetic methods. As
a result of repeated exposures, in electromagnetic field-exposed group of rats, in kidney tissue
homogenates a significant increase in the contents of TOC, as well as a significant decrease in
the activity of GR and GST was observed, in heart tissue homogenates a significant decrease in
the contents of MDA and in the activity of SOD, CAT, GR and GST was found, while in lung
tissue homogenates a significant increase in the contents of TOC and in the activity of GR, as
well as a significant decrease in the activity of SOD and CAT was confirmed, as compared to
control sham-exposed rats. On the basis of the obtained results it was found, that 4-week lasting exposure of rats to electromagnetic field with physical parameters generated by mobile phone
working in a frequency range of 900 MHz, causes a slight intensification of oxidant processes in the
tissue of examined internal organs with accompanying compensatory, multidirectional changes of
antioxidant enzymes activity, enabling the maintenance of prooxidant/antioxidant balance only
in heart tissue.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years people are commonly exposed to electromagnetic fields with frequency of 900–
1800 MHz generated by mobile phones. Many experimental studies confirmed that electromagnetic
fields with various physical parameters could intensify a generation of reactive oxygen species with
subsequent disturbances of a balance between an intensity of oxidant processes and capacity of
antioxidant defense system depending on the activity of antioxidant enzymes [1–6]. This toxic
phenomenon called oxidative stress, results in stimulation of the process of membrane lipids peroxidation, leading in a consequence to development of apoptosis and cell death [7–11].
As in attainable literature there are lacking papers dealing with the influence of systems of
mobile telecommunication on the intensity of prooxidant processes and the activity of antioxidant
enzymes in tissues of internal organs of living organisms, the aim of the study was to estimate
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the impact of whole-body exposure to electromagnetic field with a frequency of 900 MHz generated by mobile phone on prooxidant/antioxidant balance in kidney, heart and lung of male rats,
by means of analysis of the contents of markers of membrane lipid peroxidation and oxidative
stress: malone dialdehyde (MDA) and total oxidant capacity (TOC), respectively, as well as the
activity of antioxidant enzymes: superoxide dismutase (SOD) (EC 1.15.1.1), catalase (CAT) (EC
1.11.1.6), glutathione peroxidase (POX) (EC 1.11.1.9.), glutathione reductase (GR) (EC 1.6.4.2)
and glutathione S-transferase (GST) (EC 3.1.2.7.) in homogenates of those organs.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experiment was performed on 20 male Wistar rats, in mean age of 10 weeks with mean initial
body mass of 180 ± 7.5 g before the beginning of the experiment. In order to estimate the impact
of electromagnetic field with frequency of 50 Hz generated between two electrodes of experimental
system supplied with an alternating current rats were divided into 2 equal groups (consisting of 10
animals) subjected to long-term exposure to electromagnetic field or to sham-exposure, respectively.
During the experiment the animals were kept in a special plastic cages, in optimal environmental
conditions (stable humidity of air: 60% and temperature: 21◦ C, 12-hour light-dark cycle). They
were fed with standard laboratory pellet food for rodents Labofed B and had unlimited access to
drinkable water.
All procedures involving animals were carried out in accordance with the Animals Scientific
Procedures Act, published by the U.S. National Institute of Health (1985) and were accepted by
the Committee of Bioethics of Medical University of Silesia in Katowice (permission No. 65/2008).
During the exposure animals were placed in a special plastic cage (10 animals in one cage), that
did not disturb applied electromagnetic field and allowed the possibility of free movement. Rats
from examined group were exposed for 28 succeeding days to electromagnetic field with frequency
of 900 MHz generated by mobile phone Nokia 5110, placed directly under the cage, that was turned
on every 1/2 hour by 8 hours daily and emitted signal for 15 s. The mean value of power density of
the electromagnetic field registered during initializing of connection was 85.3 µW/m2 , and during
lasting connection was 17.0 µW/m2 .
Rats from control group were subjected for 28 succeeding days to sham-exposure, during which
they stayed in identical as examined animals environmental conditions, excluding the influence of
electromagnetic field.
After the end of a cycle of 28 daily exposures to electromagnetic field or sham-exposures (control
rats), animals were starved by 24 hours and then anaesthetized with use of a mixture of xylazine
(10 mg/kg ip) and ketamine (100 mg/kg ip). Next after surgical opening of chest and collecting
total amount of blood from the left heart ventricle, the abdominal cavity was opened and samples
of kidney, heart and lung were taken. In the homogenates prepared from the obtained samples the
contents of markers of oxidative stress (TOC) and membrane lipid peroxidation (MDA), as well as
the activity of selected antioxidant enzymes: SOD, CAT, POX, GR and GST were measured.
The biochemical analyses were performed by means of kinetic and spectrophotometric methods
by: Ohkawa, Ohishi and Yagi [12], Erel [13], Oyanagui [14], Aebi [15], Paglia and Valentine [16],
Meister and Anderson [17] and Habich [18], respectively.
3. RESULTS

The results of measurements of the contents of markers of oxidant processes and activities of
antioxidant enzymes in homogenates of tissues of particular internal organs (kidney, heart and
lung) in both groups of rats, with statistical analysis are presented in Tables 1–6.
In electromagnetic field-exposed group of rats in kidney tissue homogenates a significant increase
in the contents of TOC, as well as a significant decrease in the activity of GR and GST was observed,
as compared to control sham-exposed rats. No significant changes in the contents of MDA and in
the activity of SOD, CAT and POX were noticed.
In electromagnetic field-exposed rats in heart tissue homogenates a significant decrease in the
contents of MDA and in the activity of SOD, CAT, GR and GST was observed, as compared to
control, sham-exposed rats. No statistically significant changes in the contents of TOC and in the
activity of POX were noticed.
In electromagnetic field-exposed rats in lung homogenates a significant increase in the contents
of TOC and in the activity of GR, as well as a significant decrease in the activity of SOD and CAT
was observed, as compared to control, sham-exposed rats. No statistically significant changes in
the contents of MDA and in the activity of POX and GST were noticed.
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Table 1: The contents of markers of oxidant processes: MDA and TOC in homogenates of kidney tissue in
electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Malone dialdehyde
MDA [µmol/g protein]
Total Oxidant Capacity
TOC [µmol/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

4.78 ± 0.93

3.45 ± 1.41

p = 0.056

11.72 ± 2.52

10.13 ± 1.82

p < 0.001

Table 2: The activity of antioxidant enzymes: SOD, CAT, POX, GR and GST in homogenates of kidney
tissue in electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Superoxide dismutase
SOD [NU/mg protein]
Catalase
CAT [kIU/g protein]
Glutathione peroxidase
POX [IU/g protein]
Glutathione reductase
GR [IU/g protein]
Glutatione S-transferase
GST [IU/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

216.27 ± 24.84

217.00 ± 16.69

p = 0.939

143.21 ± 16.21

141.80 ± 15.27

p = 0.840

41.87 ± 5.57

40.88 ± 3.58

p = 0.612

42.42 ± 6.70

92.72 ± 2.78

p < 0.001

1.31 ± 0.30

2.91 ± 0.27

p < 0.001

Table 3: The contents of markers of oxidant processes: MDA and TOC in homogenates of heart tissue in
electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Malone dialdehyde
MDA [µmol/g protein]
Total Oxidant Capacity
TOC [µmol/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

2.82 ± 0.53

4.58 ± 0.97

p < 0.001

1.37 ± 0.31

1.60 ± 0.36

p = 0.110
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Table 4: The activity of antioxidant enzymes: SOD, CAT, POX, GR and GST in homogenates of heart
tissue in electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Superoxide dismutase
SOD [NU/mg protein]
Catalase
CAT [kIU/g protein]
Glutathione peroxidase
POX [IU/g protein]
Glutathione reductase
GR [IU/g protein]
Glutatione S-transferase
GST [IU/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

43.36 ± 3.74

65.26 ± 7.56

p = 0.002

39.60 ± 6.17

62.46 ± 12.39

p < 0.001

1.27 ± 0.14

1.15 ± 0.20

p = 0.077

13.67 ± 0.53

19.82 ± 1.98

p = 0.002

0.14 ± 0.06

0.30 ± 0.91

p < 0.001

Table 5: The contents of markers of oxidant processes: MDA and TOC in homogenates of lung tissue in
electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Malone dialdehyde
MDA [µmol/g protein]
Total Oxidant Capacity
TOC [µmol/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

1.37 ± 0.28

1.50 ± 0.29

p = 0.370

9.52 ± 2.59

4.48 ± 1.70

p < 0.001

Table 6: The activity of antioxidant enzymes: SOD, CAT, POX, GR and GST in homogenates of lung
tissue in electromagnetic field-exposed rats and in control, sham-exposed rats, with statistical analysis.

Parameter

Superoxide dismutase
SOD [NU/mg protein]
Catalase
CAT [kIU/g protein]
Glutathione peroxidase
POX [IU/g protein]
Glutathione reductase
GR [IU/g protein]
Glutatione S-transferase
GST [IU/g protein]

Electromagnetic
field-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Control
sham-exposed
group of rats
Mean value ± SD

Statistical
significance

30.67 ± 1.85

39.39 ± 6.14

p < 0.001

16.61 ± 2.89

20.80 ± 3.40

p = 0.029

4.36 ± 1.13

4.50 ± 1.17

p = 0.747

42.65 ± 4.21

35.40 ± 6.37

p = 0.003

2.70 ± 0.69

4.03 ± 0.91

p = 0.222
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Long-term, 4-week lasting exposure of rats to electromagnetic field with physical parameters generated by mobile phone working in a frequency range of 900 MHz, causes a slight intensification
of oxidant processes in the tissue of examined internal organs with accompanying compensatory,
multidirectional changes of antioxidant enzymes activity, enabling the maintenance of prooxidant/antioxidant balance only in heart tissue.
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Abstract— This paper investigates the electric and magnetic fields due to the operation of
roof mounted photovoltaic units. In this framework, firstly, basic topological, constructional and
operational data of these systems have been provided. Electric and magnetic field measurements
in roof mounted photovoltaic systems having different nominal power and inverter types (single or
three-phase) have been performed. The main measurement results have been evaluated according
to the reference levels for safe public exposure given by international guidelines and relevant
conclusions have been finally derived.
1. INTRODUCTION

Exposure to man-made electromagnetic fields has been steadily increasing during the previous
century. The benefits of using electricity in everyday life and health care are unquestioned, but
during the last years the scientific community as well as the general public have become increasingly
concerned about potential health hazards of exposure to electric and magnetic fields (EMFs) at
extremely low frequencies (ELF).
These fields have been suspected of causing or contributing to adverse health effects. Although
some health effects have been statistically related to ELF EMFs exposure, these effects are poorly
understood and may exist only as statistical or scientific errors. The final conclusion of the relevant
work done by several expert working groups all over the world is that more research is required in
order to give an accurate answer to the question “do ELF EMFs present a human health hazard?”
Nowadays, national standards as well as generally accepted guidelines define reference levels for
safe public and occupational exposure to ELF EMFs. Specifically, according to the International
Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [1] guidelines, these levels for safe
general public exposure and for the frequency of 50 Hz are:
• For electric field strength, E < 5 kV m−1
• For magnetic flux density, B < 200 µT
The relevant levels for safe occupational exposure are:
• For electric field strength, E < 10 kV m−1
• For magnetic flux density, B < 1000 µT
In Greece, during the last years a huge number of independent producer applications have
been submitted and approved, concerning ground and roof mounted photovoltaic (PV) systems
connected to the power distribution network. The Greek Government subsidises the production
of these ‘green’ kWhs in order to meet the environmental constraints established by the Kyoto
Protocol and other government initiatives primarily concerning fuel saving.
Various researchers have treated extensively the EMFs generated by transmission lines [2, 3],
power stations and substations [4–9] of various voltage levels, domestic appliances etc.. Limited
data are yet available about the fields of PV units. In particular, the authors of [10] give magnetic
field measurements on an alternating current PV module with attached inverters while the authors
of [11] give sound pressure level and EMF measurements at three utility-scale sites with solar PV
arrays as well as at one residential PV installation but only inside the house. The measured field
values in these papers are far below the safe exposure levels.
This paper investigates the EMFs due to the operation of roof mounted PV units. The close
proximity of these units to houses and work places causes anxiety among people over possible health
hazards from the resultant EMFs. Therefore, first of all, basic topological, constructional and
operational data of these systems are provided. EMF measurements in roof mounted PV systems
having different nominal power and inverter types (single or three-phase) have been performed. The
main measurement results have been evaluated according to the ICNIRP guidelines. Conclusions,
concerning safe public exposure to these fields have been finally derived.
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2. ROOF MOUNTED PV UNITS AND EMF MEASUREMENTS

The EMF measurements were performed in PV systems mounted on the roof of three residences in
the region of Xanthi, Greece which corresponds to the latitude of 41◦ . These residences are denoted
below with the letters A, B and C. The measurements were performed on March 3rd 2013, between
10 : 30 am and 14 : 00 pm. The ambient temperature was around 12◦ C. The instrument used
for the EMF measurements was the EFA — 3 analyser constructed by the Wandel & Goltermann
Company, which is able to take field measurements at the frequency range from 5 Hz to 30 kHz.
The same instrument was used in [4] where its characteristics are given in detail.
The PV unit mounted on the roof of the residence A has a nominal power of 8.05 kW, it consists
of 35 polycrystalline silicon solar panels, with a nominal power of 230 W each and is connected
to the distribution network via three single-phase inverters, each one equipped with an isolation
transformer and located also on the roof of the residence. The PV unit of the residence B has a
nominal power of 4.8 kW, it consists of 20 polycrystalline silicon solar panels with a nominal power
of 240 W each and is connected to the distribution network via one single-phase inverter outside
the roof. Finally, the PV unit of the residence C has a nominal power of 9.84 kW, it consists of
41 polycrystalline silicon solar panels with a nominal power of 240 W each and is connected to the
distribution network via one three-phase inverter outside the roof.
The initial intention was to take magnetic field measurements every 2 m (horizontally and vertically), within the range of frequencies and for three different heights: head height (2 m), waist height
(1 m) and roof surface. Indicative measurements carried out showed that the 50 Hz component is
dominant making the harmonic components negligible.
The measurement process for the residence A is the following. Figure 2 shows the ground plan of
the roof of the Residence A with the positions where it was scheduled to obtain EMF measurements.
As shown, three additional positions (A44, A45 and A46) are identified in the inverters, for more
detailed measurements, apart from the basic measurement positions (A0–A43). Table 1 shows the
measured magnetic flux density values on the roof of the residence A. These values are below the
reference level for safe public exposure, which is equal to 200 µT, in all the measurement positions.
In most of these positions the magnetic flux density value is extremely low. Specifically, it does not
exceed the value of 1 µT whilst the maximum magnetic flux density value was measured in the site
of the inverters and it was equal to 118 µT. The isolation transformers of these inverters are an
additional reason for the increased magnetic flux density value in this case. Only in four positions
and for the height of 2 m, it was impossible to take field measurements because solar panels exist
there. No serious differentiation was noted in the measured magnetic flux density values in relation
to the height, as Table 1 shows. As a consequence, the only measurements performed thereafter
in the residences B and C correspond to the height of 1 m. Magnetic field measurements were
also performed in other places of the residence where its residents have activities, but the resulting
values were negligible. During the measurement process in the residence A, the power of the PV
unit was equal to 6.4 kW.
All the measured magnetic flux density values in residences B and C were far below the reference
level for safe public exposure. In particular, in the residence B, the measured values at the grid
positions on the roof were between 0.32 µT and 0.52 µT, whilst the maximum magnetic flux density
value was measured at the inverter position, outside the roof and it was equal to 24 µT. In the

Figure 1: Photo view of the roof of the residence A.
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Figure 2: Ground plan of the roof of the residence
A with the measurement positions.

Table 1: Magnetic flux density values in the PV unit
of the residence A.

residence C, the measured values at the grid positions on the roof were between 0.32 µT and 1.2 µT,
whilst the maximum magnetic flux density value was also measured at the inverter position, outside
the roof and it was equal to 12 µT. The measured magnetic flux density values in other positions
inside the residences B and C were negligible. During the measurement process in residences B and
C, the power of the PV units was 4.6 kW and 8.4 kW respectively.
Concerning the electric field strength measurements, the electric field sensor was placed on a
tripod at the height of 1.7 m, at several measurement positions in each residence and it was connected to the main instrument with a 10 m fiber optic cable. This connection and the distance
between the sensor and the main instrument were necessary in order to ensure that the electric
field strength would not be perturbed by the presence of persons. In none of the residences the
total number of scheduled electric field strength measurements was performed, because indicative
measurements that were taken showed that the electric field strength was not differentiated significantly with the measurement position. The measured electric field strength values in all the
residences were extremely lower than the reference level for safe public exposure, which is equal to
5 kV/m. Specifically, in the residence A, the entire electric field strength values were around 2 V/m,
except for one point, where a cable passes and this value was equal to 28.9 V/m. In the residence
B the entire measured electric field strength values were between 22 and 36 V/m. In this case, the
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electric field was relatively higher because a low voltage distribution network exists very close to
this residence. The measured values at the inverter position were very low. In the residence C the
entire measured electric field strength values were between 2.2 and 3 V/m, while at the inverter
position 2 V/m were measured. Electric field measurements were also performed in other places of
the residences, but the resulting values were negligible.
During the measurement process, all three examined PV units were operating close — but
lower than their nominal power. However, even if the measured magnetic flux density values were
extrapolated to the nominal power of the PV units, the resulting values would also remain far below
the relevant reference level for safe public exposure.
3. CONCLUSIONS

In recent years, the general public and working personnel have become increasingly concerned about
the health hazards of exposure to ELF EMFs. National and international guidelines have enacted
reference levels for safe exposure, while researchers from different areas of expertise deal with the
above-mentioned health effects.
This paper reports the results of electric and magnetic field measurements in roof mounted PV
systems having different nominal power and inverter types. The measurements have been performed
in order to determine whether internationally accepted reference levels for safe public exposure are
violated. Both these measurements and the elaboration of the relevant results showed that the
magnitudes of the measured field values are within recognized guidelines, suggesting that these
fields are not dangerous and, therefore, are no cause of concern among the public.
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Abstract— Analyzing possible range of the induced thermal effects on biological tissues due
to exposure with different light sources requires an extensive effort with experimental methods.
This experimental study about thermal effects of light sources on living species is studied to
provide reference data for scientists who utilize lighting sources in specific medical treatments
and industrial applications. Subsequently, risk management policies can be established utilizing
the thermal response of skin tissue and the associated health hazards.
1. INTRODUCTION

Interaction of light with tissue is widely investigated in different perspectives: physics of propagation
of light through media and its biological effects to the absorbing media. However, despite the
abundance of studies in literature focusing on utilizing light sources for medical treatment, there is
a crucial need in literature for investigation about the negative health effects humans are exposed,
so that awareness can give birth to protective limits establishment by international organizations.
Optical radiation from artificial sources is used in a wide variety of applications, including
consumer, scientific, industrial and medical purposes [1]. Never though, certain exposures remain
potentially hazardous and require specific attention in terms of safety standards.
Interactions of light and heat sources with biological tissues should be subject to dosimetric
studies with the aim of quantification. No matter which model, either numerical or experimental,
is chosen for a study, power of source and duration of exposure will obviously play the most
important roles.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND METHODOLGY

The principles used in toxicological risk assessment, are: (i) hazard identification, (ii) dose-response,
and (iii) exposure [2]. On the minimum health and safety requirements, the European Parliament
and the Council of European Union has published a directive (19th individual Directive within
the meaning of Article 16 (1) of Directive 89/391/EEC) to specify the exposure of workers to
risks arising from physical agents, in other words artificial optical radiation. This well-organized
directive [3] provides both exposure determination and risk assessments, together with provisions
aimed at avoiding or reducing risks.
Thermoregulation is vital process that skin is thermally responsible for through heat generation,
absorption, transmission, conduction, radiation, and vaporization [4]. These crucial role of skin
makes it the subject for our experimental study to inspect its thermal response under artificial
light and heat sources. Since skin is an inhomogeneous organ with complex optical properties [4],
comprehensive numerical study of thermal behavior in real skin tissue is rather complicated, almost
impossible and multidisciplinary, this experimental study will provide valuable basis for further
numerical studies in literature about thermal interaction of skin with light sources and also may
widen the horizons on in-vivo experimental studies.
3.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Analyzing possible range of the induced thermal effects on biological tissues due to exposure with
different light sources requires an extensive effort with numerical methods, since parameters of both
tissue and the light sources chosen show quite variations. In order to make more and meaningful
contributions with this study, different light sources from everyday usage are chosen in order to
illustrate the effects of spectral variations and also the durational impact on temperature increases.
The experimental setup, graphically shown in Figure 1, consists of a light source directed to live
human arm, and the thermal interaction between them is monitored via a thermal camera. Distance
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between tissue and light source, d1 , is set to 30 cm for CFL, LED and Halogen lamps, and thermal
camera is held at a distance d2 of 80 cm for the best visual results, because of the limitation from
the focus distance of camera which is 40 cm.

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the experimental setup.

First experiments are done with the CFL, LED and Halogen lamps, which are held at 30 cm
distance from human arm. These experiments are followed with Infrared heater studies where the
distance of light is increased to 50 cm and distance of thermal camera is kept constant. Nevertheless,
50 cm distance of IR lamp has a probable harmful effect on skin which cause the subject of the
experiment to get burn feeling. Then distance d1 and d2 are increased to 100 cm and 120 cm
respectively, since d1 = 100 cm is officially suggested by the IR heater producer as the minimum
safety distance. Next, infrared heaters with different power specifications are chosen to illustrate
the results for various thermally induced human skin tissues.
4. DISCUSSION

People are exposed to various kinds of light sources in everyday life, so studying the effects of
different artificial light sources will demonstrate realistic conclusions for the daily exposure; and
this data can be utilized to draw conclusions on the possible health effects. To reach the ultimate
goal, several experiments are conducted with different lamps and heat sources, and thermal behavior
of human arm skin tissue is monitored via thermal camera, as in Figures 2 to 5.

Figure 2: Thermal view of human arm exposed to 12 W LED Lamp at 30 cm distance.

Figure 3: Thermal view of human arm exposed to 15 W CFL (Compact Fluorescent Lamp) at 30 cm distance.

Figure 4: Thermal view of human arm exposed to 100 W Halogen Lamp at 30 cm distance.

From Figure 6, experimental results can be used to compare the thermal effects of different light
sources in ambient temperature of 24◦ C. Initial skin temperature for the human arm, subject of
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Figure 5: Thermal view of human arm exposed to 2500 W Infrared Heater at a distance of 100 cm.

experiment, is held stable around 33◦ C and the light sources are positioned at a 30 cm distance.
Basically, as it can be expected from daily life, even the power specifications of light sources are
smaller relatively than heat sources, these light sources also cause temperature increase on skin
tissue. The LED lamp whose power is at the minimum level induces a 2◦ C increase on live skin in
a 10 minutes duration.
Temperature Variation versus Time
due to Light Exposure on Human Skin

Temperature (Celcius degrees)

36.0
35.5
35.0
34.5

12W_LED @30cm

34.0

15W_CFL @30cm
32W_CFL @30cm

33.5

100W_HAL @30cm

33.0
32.5
32.0
t=0

t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

t=5

t = 10

Time (minutes)

Figure 6: Maximum temperatures induced on human skin by various light sources.

When it comes to comparing the effects of different Compact Fluorescent Lamps with various
power specifications, it is clearly visible that 32 W CFL causes higher temperature increase on skin
than 15 W CFL. On point that needs to be explained is the fact that the reason why 15 W CFL ends
up with higher skin temperature in 10 minutes than 32 W CFL is the higher initial skin temperature
for the case of 15 W CFL. For the 32 W CFL experimental study, initial skin temperature is 1.4◦ C
lower than that of 15 W CFL case, and this difference takes about 2 minutes of exposure to be catch
up. Looking solely to differential temperatures in both cases, 15 W CFL causes 1.3◦ C whereas 32 W
CFL causes 2.4◦ C increase. Hence, the aim of choosing two CFLs with different power values has
been accomplished in such a way that as the output power of the same light source is increased,
induced thermal increase on tissue shows a similar trend, where the effect of power can be clearly
differentiated.
Additionally, 100 W Halogen lamp induces about 2.1◦ C temperature increase on skin tissue
whose initial temperature is 33.5◦ C. Questions may arise here about the difference in experimental
results from expectations on the fact that from a constant distance Halogen lamp whose output
power is quite high than the CFL should cause relatively higher temperature increase on skin after
same duration of exposure. Nevertheless, one should also take the effect of tissue initial temperature
into consideration. For this reason, it would be better and more reasonable to compare the effects
of Halogen lamp with 15 W CFL, since for both experiments initial tissue temperatures can be
taken to be the same.
What is more, from Figure 6, it can be inferred that as duration of exposure is increased from
1 min, to 5 min and 10 minutes, the maximum temperature increase rate gets smaller, that is to say
induced maximum temperatures will eventually reach to steady state level as a result of continuous
exposure.
In the experiments, it has also been observed that some light sources caused temperature increase
in the surrounding air, which has also affected the thermal induction in skin tissue. This factor is
also expected and taken into account in the study, because in everyday life occupational exposure
media contains surrounding air; hence there is no point in trying to configure an experimental setup
which can exclude this effect.
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Distance variation will illustrate obvious and expected results on thermal effects of exposure. For
this purpose, one experiment is carried out at 50 cm distance between tissue and Infrared heater,
whereas others with Infrared heater are carried out at 100 cm distance in accordance with the
manufacturer firm’s suggestions. The experiment at the 50 cm distance cannot be continued for a
duration more than 1 minute, because the subject of experiment starts to get high skin burn feeling
immediately. It is clear from the skin temperature obtained after 1st minute that under such a low
exposure distance skin begins to get thermal damage. Consequently, minimum suggested safety
distance is the most crucial specification to prevent possible health hazards. Previous experiments
are done with different light sources to show the effect of variation under constant exposure distance.
Then, the effect of distance is observed with Infrared heater whose output power is 2500 W. Lastly,
it is now necessary to examine the effect of power variation of Infrared heat sources at a constant
distance of 100 cm. Figure 7 Infrared heaters causes continuous temperature increase on human
tissue whose initial temperature is held around 36◦ C. It can be inferred from Figure 7 that with
higher power specifications of an Infrared heater, induced temperature increase rate is much higher.
For instance, after first 3 minutes of exposure, 2500 W IR heater causes around 10◦ C increase while
1750 W IR heat source causes only about 6.5◦ C increase.
Temperature Variation versus Time
due to InfraRED Heater Exposure on Human Skin
Temperature (Celcius degrees)

49.0
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Figure 7: Maximum temperatures induced on human skin by various IR Heaters.
5. CONCLUSION

Since the primary biological effects of interaction of light with tissues are related to heat problems,
over the past decades temperature prediction on biological bodies has attracted great attention.
Nevertheless, in literature it is almost impossible to find a study focused on thermal effects of
commonly-used artificial light and heat sources. With the experiments made in this study,
we have reached real-time data on human living tissues which are all consistent with
theory and hereby can be used to compare and verify results of any further numerical
methods. From a detailed analysis of the outputs, it can be stated that at certain times the
maximum temperature increase induced on the tissue can reach very high and dangerous levels.
This exposure level, furthermore, can be reduced by increasing the distance between tissue and
source.
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Abstract— The purpose of this study is to get more efficient gold nanocages for photothermal
therapy (PTT) of cancer. Therefore a numerical maximization of the absorption efficiency (generating heat) is achieved. Two therapeutic cases (using visible and infrared laser) are considered.
The optimization leads to an improved absorption of the nanocages compared with previous
studies. The optimized nanocages are also compared with other gold nanoparticles (nanorods,
hollow nanospheres and nanoshells) and are shown to be more efficient when infrared light is
used.
1. INTRODUCTION

The progress and breakthrough of nanotechnology are offering small size nanoparticles that can
penetrate small cell capillaries and hence be used for drug delivery and therapeutics. An increasing
number of works are showing the use of these nanoparticles for both in vitro and in vivo cancer
treatment via localized heat delivery [1–3]. Such treatment is commonly known as photothermal
therapy (PTT) using gold nanoparticles which is based on the interaction of a suitable light source
with gold nanoparticles embedded in cells to absorb large amount of light. The absorbed energy
induces (via non radiative process) a sufficient elevation of temperature leading to the cells necrosis.
The predominating benefits of PTT with gold nanoparticles conjugated to antibodies are both
safety and efficiency as PTT limits the possible damage of healthy cells unlike other treatments [4].
Huang et al. [2] found that the laser energy threshold for cell death of the malignant cells using gold
nanorods with aspect ratio of 3.9 (10 W/cm2 ) is about half that needed to cause cell death of the
nonmalignant cells (that start to be injured at 15 W/cm2 and are obviously injured at 20 W/cm2 ).
Au et al. [5] showed that the damage for cancer cells (percentage of cellular damage) treated with
the immuno gold nanocages increases linearly as power densities (from 1.6 W/cm2 to 6.4 W/cm2 ).
These results suggest that nanoparticles can be used as a selective and efficient photothermal agent
for cancer therapy using a low-energy laser.
The laser energy threshold for death of the malignant cells could be reduced provided that more
absorbent nanoparticles are used and thus the treatment would be more selective (less damage to
healthy cells). The absorption efficiency of gold nanoparticles (that characterizes their ability to
absorb electromagnetic radiation) depends on their shape, size and treatment conditions (e.g., laser
illumination). Therefore, maximizing the absorption of nanoparticles can be achieved by tailoring
their shape and size for a given therapy.
In a previous study [6] we optimized nanorods, nanoshells and hollow nanospheres for targeted
photothermal therapy cases. The optimization yielded improved results compared to those reported
in other studies, and the above optimized nanoparticles are compared to each other. In this study,
we complete the comparison by considering the gold nanocage [3, 5, 7]. The purpose of this study
is to optimize nanocage absorption efficiency and compare it with that of other nanoparticles.
The paper is organized as follows: in the second section, the numerical methods used to compute
the absorption efficiency and the optimization tool are brie y described. In the third section,
the different therapeutic cases and the assumptions for simulations are presented, before carrying
comparisons of optimized nanocages with the other nanoparticles. Finally, concluding remarks are
given in the fourth section.
2. NUMERICAL AND OPTIMIZATION TOOLS

The discrete dipole approximation (DDA) is used to compute the absorption efficiency Qabs of
nanocage. Then, Qabs can be maximized using an adequate optimization algorithm based on the
results of the comparison between different optimization algorithms for plasmonic applications [8].
In what follows, a brief description of DDA and the algorithm used for optimization.
The DDA, firstly developed by Devoe [10, 11], is based on discretizing the geometry of the
nanoparticle into a set of N elements (j = 1 . . . N ) with polarizabilities αj , located at rj . Each
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dipole has a polarization Pj = αj Ej , where Ej is the electric field at rj induced by the incident
wave and the sum of the dielectric fields induced by interaction with other dipoles (see [12] for more
details). The method is widely used for absorption and scattering calculations by nanoparticles used
in PTT (the computing time being reduced for small size targets). Moreover, the accuracy of the
method was checked by comparison with the experimentally measured SPR peak of nanocage [9].
The Fortran code DDSCAT 7.1 is used to calculate scattering and absorption of light by irregular
particles based on the DDA [13]. We edit the Fotran code to present nanocage shape. Then, to
discretize the target an inter-dipole distance of 1 nm as this distance was shown to yield accurate
results compared to Mie theory [6, Figure 3].
The optimization goal is to maximize Qabs within a search space of the size parameters. Computing Qabs using the DDA can sometimes exceed half an hour for a unique wavelength depending
on some parameters: the size of the target, the discretization used, the error tolerance, the optical
index, and the performance of the computer. Therefore a deterministic sweep of the search space
may be prohibitive, and an adequate optimization algorithm must be used. As suggested in the
comparative study [8], we use the improved adaptive particle swarm optimization (PSO) [14, 15].
The PSO, an iterative nature inspired algorithm, uses a population of candidate solutions that
collaborates (mimicking the movement of organisms in a bird ock or fish school [16]) to improve
these solutions. A brief and concise description of the used algorithm can be found in [6].
3. ASSUMPTIONS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Assumptions and Therapeutic Cases

The gold nanoparticles should be small enough to penetrate small capillaries and get fixed to
cells, typically 10–100 nm or smaller [17, 18]. Therefore we consider nanocage with edge length
a ∈ [5, 100] nm and wall thickness e ∈ [1, 50] nm. The lower bounds are somewhat dictated by the
fabrication precisions of similar nanoparticles [6].
The SEM and TEM image of nanocage show that the corners could be truncated and that
the wall is porous but rigid [19, 20]. According to Chen calculation [20], the peak position is
sensitive to truncation of corners but not to the number and size of pores on the wall of gold
nanocages. Therefore, we consider in this study both nanocage and nanocage with truncated
corners as illustrated by Figure 1. The removed part is tetradic with side length equal to 2e.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Nanocage: edge length a and wall thickness e, with entire or truncated corners (tetradic removed
part with side length equal to 2e). (a) Nanocage with entire corners. (b) Nanocage with truncated corners.

The choice of the illumination conditions is dictated by the therapeutic application. Two optical
windows exist in tissue, as it is mainly transparent within these regions of wavelengths. The main
one lies between 600 and 1300 nanometers (nm) and a second one from 1600 to 1850 nm [21]. In
these windows, the gold nanoparticles absorb the light more than the organic molecules [4]. PTT
in the visible region is suitable for shallow cancer (e.g., skin cancer). Whereas for in vivo therapy
of tumors deeply seated under skin, Near Infra Red (NIR) light is required because of its deep
penetration. In fact, the hemoglobin and water molecules in tissue have minimal absorption and
a limited attenuation of scattering in this spectral region. Both the visible (VIS) and NIR regions
are therefore investigated. As in a previous study [6], we consider the two followings cases:
• case 1: treatment of shallow cancer assuming the skin dermis as surrounding tissue (refractive
index 1.55 [21]) under illumination λ = 633 nm (VIS).
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• case 2: treatment of deep cancer assuming subcutaneous fat as surrounding tissue (refractive
index 1.44 [21]) under illumination λ = 800 nm (NIR).
We use the bulk optical index of Johnson and Christy for gold and the inner part of nanocage
is supposed to have the same refractive index as tissue (the wall of nanocage being porous).
3.2. Results and Discussion
3.2.1. Optimized Results

The optimal size parameters, that ensure the maximum absorption efficiency Qabs , are reported in
Table 1.
Table 1: Optimized shape parameters of gold nanocage in the two therapeutic cases: case 1, the nanoparticles
are embedded in skin dermis, using 633 nm illumination wavelength; case 2, the nanoparticles are embedded
in subcutaneous fat, using 800 nm illumination wavelength.
Shape
Nanocage

Nanocage with
truncated corners

a (nm)
e (nm)
Qabs
a (nm)
e (nm)
Qabs

Case 1
32
9
7.8
45
10
4.9

Case 2
50
5
17.9
52
5
16.3

3.2.2. Comparison with Previous Studies

Comparing our results with the previous studies where no optimization tools were used, the optimization tools yield better results. To illustrate, for an illumination laser wavelength of 800 nm
and assuming truncated corners, the absorption efficiency reach 16.3, whereas:
• Au et al. [5] used nanocage with edge a = 65 nm and wall thickness e = 7.5 nm which yields
an absorption efficiency Qabs = 9.4.
• Khlebtsov et al. [7] used nanocage with edge a = 45 nm and wall thickness e = 5 nm which
yields an absorption efficiency Qabs of 5.
• Chen et al. [20] used nanocage with edge a = 60 nm and wall thickness e = 5 nm which yields
an absorption efficiency Qabs = 6.6 (at 810 nm laser).
The improved results show that the laser power could be reduced for targeted therapy cases
(typically lower than the reported 1.5–5 W/cm2 [5, 9]) enabling more control (less damage to surrounding healthy cells).

Figure 2: Absorption spectra of optimized capped cylinder and hollow nanosphere [6] and nanocage in therapeutic case 2 (the nanoparticles are embedded in subcutaneous fat, using 800 nm illumination wavelength).
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3.2.3. Comparison with Other Nanoparticles

In a previous study [6], we compared optimized nanoshell, hollow nanosphere and nanocage. The
nanoshell were found to be the more absorbent in the first therapy case: Qabs = 10.1. Therefore,
we can conclude that even optimized, nanocages are not as efficient as hollow nanospheres when
dealing with shallow cancer. In the second therapeutic case, the absorption efficienciencies of
optimized nanoshell, hollow nanosphere and nanorod (with shape of capped cylinder) are 11.8, 13.6
and 14.4, respectively. It seems that the nanocage is more absorbent as illustrated in Figure 2,
where Qabs = 16.3 for nanocage with truncated corners and Qabs = 17.9 for nanocage with entire
corners. It should be noticed that the truncation of corners has less influence on the absorption
than the shape of nanoparticles (Figure 2).
4. CONCLUSIONS

To get the maximum absorption efficiency in two therapeutic cases, the theoretical optimization
of the size parameters of nanocages was carried out. The optimization of the absorption efficiency
(computed with the discrete dipole approximation) is achieved by an adequate optimization algorithm (improved PSO algorithm). The results show an improved efficiency compared with previous
studies: the absorption efficiency is at least twice.
The nanocages were optimized assuming both non-truncated and truncated corners. The influence of corners’ shape on the absorption is less important than the entire shape of nanoparticles. Indeed, the optimized nanocages are compared with other optimized nanoparticles (nanorods,
nanoshells and hollow nanospheres). They are the most absorbent when a near infra red illumination is used. Therefore, with such nanocages, the laser power used in therapeutics could be reduced
for more control (avoiding any possible injury of surrounding cells).
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Gap Solitons in Coupled Bragg Gratings with Cubic-quintic
Nonlinearity
Md. Jahedul Islam and Javid Atai
School of Electrical and Information Engineering, The University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia

Abstract— The existence and stability of gap solitons in coupled Bragg gratings with cubicquintic nonlinearity are investigated. The effect of quintic nonlinearity and coupling coefficient
on the stability of asymmetric gap solitons are analyzed.
1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the effective dispersion induced by a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) can be up to
six orders of magnitude greater than the chromatic dispersion of the medium [1]. At sufficiently
high intensities, nonlinearity and the grating-induced dispersion can be balanced giving rise to gap
solitons (GSs). Over the past two decades, GSs in Kerr nonlinearity have been studied extensively
both theoretically and experimentally [1–7]. Theoretical studies have shown that in a single fiber
Bragg grating (FBG), GSs form a two-parameter family [3]. One of these parameters is the soliton’s
velocity, which can range between zero and the speed of light in the medium. The other parameter
is dependent on the detuning frequency, peak power and soliton width. Experimental studies
have focused on the generation of very slow or zero velocity gap solitons due to their potential
applications in optical signal processing. Thus far, gap solitons with a velocity of 0.23c (where c is
the speed of light in the medium) have been experimentally observed [8].
Gap solitons have also been investigated in more sophisticated nonlinear systems such as gratings
written in quadratic nonlinearity [9, 10], nonuniform gratings [11, 12], grating assisted couplers with
Kerr nonlinearity [13–15], and cubic-quintic nonlinearity [16–18]. In this paper, we investigate the
existence and stability of GSs in a model of coupled FBGs with cubic-quintic nonlinearity.
2. THE MODEL

Starting from Maxwell’s equations and following a similar procedure as outlined in Ref. [13],
can derive the following set of normalized equations:
µ
¶
µ
¶
1
1
3
3
2
2
4
2
2
4
iu1t + iu1x +
|u1 | + |v1 | u1 − η
|u1 | + |u1 | |v1 | + |v1 | u1 + v1 + λu2 = 0
2
4
2
4
µ
¶
µ
¶
1
1
3
3
2
2
4
2
2
4
iv1t − iv1x +
|v1 | + |u1 | v1 − η
|v1 | + |v1 | |u1 | + |u1 | v1 + u1 + λv2 = 0
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4
2
4
µ
¶
µ
¶
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2
2
4
iu2t + iu2x +
|u2 | + |v2 | u2 − η
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2
4
2
4

one

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

where u1,2 and v1,2 are the amplitudes of the forward- and backward-propagating waves in the
cores 1 and 2, respectively. η > 0 is a real parameter and accounts for the strength of the quintic
nonlinearity. λ is the coefficient of the linear coupling between two cores.
Substituting u1,2 , v1,2 ∼ exp(ikx − iωt) into the system of Eqs. (1)–(4) and linearizing, the
following two branches of the dispersion relation are obtained:
p
ω 2 = 1 + λ2 + k 2 ± 2λ 1 + k 2
(5)
The dispersion relation (5) leads to the bandgap is |ω| < (1 − |λ|).
3. QUIESCENT SOLUTIONS AND THEIR STABILITY

We sought for stationary solutions of Eqs. (1)–(4) as {u(x, t), v(x, t)} = {U (x), V (x)} exp(−iωt).
Substituting these expressions into Eqs. (1)–(4) we arrive at a set of ordinary differential equations
which can be solved by the relaxation algorithm. It is found that Eqs. (1)–(4) admit both symmetric
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(u1 = u2 , v1 = v2 ) and asymmetric soliton (u1 6= u2 , v1 6= v2 ) solutions. It is also found that within
each of these categories there exist two disjoint families of solitons. The soliton families differ in
their amplitudes, phase structures and parities. In one of the families <(u(x)) and <(v(x)) are
even, and =(u(x)) and =(v(x)) are odd functions of x. In the other family, the parities of the real
and imaginary parts of the solutions are opposite. The soliton families are separated by the curve
1 − ω − λ = 27/(160η) in the (η, ω) plane.
To test the stability of the gap solitons, we have solved Eqs. (1)–(4) by means of the symmetrized
split-step Fourier method. Figure 1 displays the stability diagram for asymmetric solitons in the
0.9
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Figure 1: Stability diagram for asymmetric gap solitons for λ = 0.1. The dashed curve separates the two
families of asymmetric solitons.
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Figure 2: Examples of the evolution of asymmetric gap solitons belonging to the region above the dashed
line in Figure 1. (a) A stable soliton with λ = 0.1, η = 0.2, ω = 0.6 and (b) an unstable soliton with λ = 0.1,
η = 0.05, ω = −0.19. In this figure and all the figures that follow, only u1 -component is shown.
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Figure 3: Examples of the evolution of asymmetric gap solitons belonging to the region below the dashed
line in Figure 1. (a) A stable soliton with λ = 0.1, η = 0.6, ω = −0.3 and (b) an unstable soliton with
λ = 0.1, η = 1.0, ω = 0.4.
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(η, ω) plane for λ = 0.1. The dashed curve in Figure 1 separates the two families of asymmetric
solitons. A notable feature of Figure 1 is that, compared with the dual-core FBG in cubic media
(i.e., η = 0), the presence of quintic nonlinearity results in the expansion of the stable region in
the range 0 < η < 0.1. In the case of the other family of asymmetric solitons (i.e., the family to
the right of the dashed curve in Figure 1) the stable region expands as η increases. Examples of
the evolution of stable and unstable asymmetric solitons for both families are shown in Figures 2
and 3.
4. CONCLUSION

We have numerically investigated the existence and stability of quiescent gap solitons in a model
of two linearly coupled Bragg gratings with cubic-quintic nonlinearity. The model supports both
symmetric and asymmetric soliton solutions, and in each category there exist two disjoint families
of solitons. It is also found that the presence of quintic nonlinearity results in the expansion of the
stability region.
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Dual Wavelength Switching by a Bare Fiber Butt Joint in an
Erbium-doped Fiber Ring Laser
Fang-Wen Sheu and Yu-Han Kao
Department of Electrophysics, National Chiayi University, Chiayi 60004, Taiwan

Abstract— We construct an erbium-doped fiber ring laser with a bare fiber butt joint. The
output wavelength can be switched from 1558 nm to 1531 nm approximately if we transversely or
longitudinally displace the bare fiber ends. It is related to the loss-dependent dynamic variation
in the nonlinear gain characteristics of erbium-doped fiber.
1. INTRODUCTION

The wavelength tunable erbium-doped fiber ring laser using a tapered single mode fiber tip as a
tunable bandpass spatial filter [1] has been proposed and demonstrated [2]. Due to the multibeam
interference of the cladding modes in the near field, the tapered fiber tip can be used as a high
resolution filter device. Here, we try to alternatively make use of a bare fiber butt joint to realize
the wavelength switching in a similar ring-cavity structure. The dual wavelength switching can be
achieved by this proposed simple technique.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
2.1. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. The two bare fiber ends of two optical fibers form
a butt joint, as indicated by the inset enclosed by a dashed box in Figure 1. The other end
of the transmitting-end optical fiber is connected to the output port of an erbium-doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA, SDO EFAS1P112PP02). The other end of the receiving-end optical fiber is
further connected to two successive fiber couplers in order to measure the optical power and optical
spectrum of the fiber laser output light with the power meter (ADVANTEST TQ8215) and the
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, ADVANTEST Q8384), respectively. An additional optical fiber is
used to guide the laser light emanating from the first fiber coupler to the input port of the EDFA,
forming a ring-type resonant cavity. The drive current of the EDFA is first set at 190 mA. The
relative positions of the bare fiber ends are initially tuned to achieve maximum laser output power.
At this condition, the output wavelength peak is around 1558 nm and the output optical power is
114.39 µW approximately. As the drive current of the EDFA is further reduced, the output optical
power will decay linearly and the output wavelength peak will keep being around 1558 nm. When

Figure 1: The experimental setup. Inset: The two
bare fiber ends.

Figure 2: The relationship between the optical
power of the fiber laser output light and the drive
current of the EDFA.
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the drive current reaches 40 mA, the output wavelength peak disappears. The relationship between
the optical power of the fiber laser output light and the drive current of the EDFA is shown in
Figure 2, which depicts a lasing characteristic LI curve. From the linear fit to the inclined part of
this LI curve, we can find that the lasing threshold of the EDFA drive current for this erbium-doped
fiber ring laser is 42.07 mA approximately.
2.2. Measurement Results

The drive current of the EDFA is then set again at 190 mA. The relative positions of the bare fiber
ends are initially tuned to achieve maximum laser output power. Figure 3 shows the measured
output spectra of the erbium-doped fiber ring laser when we transversely displace the bare fiber
ends at the butt joint with a precision translator. The original wavelength peak around 1558 nm
will weaken gradually and another wavelength peak around 1531 nm will grow gradually inversely,
forming a two-wavelength output. If the bare fibers are further transversely displaced, the fiber
laser output wavelength can be switched to the peak around 1531 nm.
As shown in Figure 4, when we longitudinally displace the bare fiber ends at the butt joint, the
output spectra of the erbium-doped fiber ring laser have similar variation trend. Yet, the required
spatial displacement of the bare fiber ends at the butt joint is greater than that required in the
previous case, because the longitudinal variation in the laser beam optical intensity is less intense
than the transverse one.

Figure 3: The output spectra of the erbium-doped fiber ring laser when we transversely displace the bare
fiber ends at the butt joint. The displacement is indicated at the right place of each sub figure.
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Figure 4: The output spectra of the erbium-doped fiber ring laser when we longitudinally displace the bare
fiber ends at the butt joint. The displacement is indicated at the right place of each sub figure.
3. CONCLUSIONS

The output wavelength of an erbium-doped fiber ring laser with a bare fiber butt joint can be
switched from 1558 nm to 1531 nm approximately by transversely or longitudinally displacing the
butt-joint bare fiber ends. We attribute the possible mechanism to the dynamic variation in the
nonlinear gain characteristics (population inversion) of erbium-doped fiber [3], which is modulated
by the variation in the resonant cavity loss and still needs further experimental investigation. This
dual wavelength switchable erbium-doped fiber ring laser with a simple setup might find useful
application if a fast spatial tuning device can be incorporated into the system.
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GNSS-based Bistatic Synthetic Aperture Radar Image Formation
via Compressive Sensing
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Institute of Electronics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China

Abstract— Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) based bistatic synthetic aperture Radar
(BiSAR) is a promising non-cooperative radar imaging system, and becomes a hot research topic
in passive remote sensing area. This paper proposed a novel imaging configuration with multiple
GNSS transmitters and one receiver, which can be equivalent to a large sparse two-dimensional
antenna arrays. By this configuration, we can obtain focused sparse targets on the Earth’s
surface via compressive sensing (CS) even in zero coherent integration time. Simulations are also
been performed to validate the effectiveness of our proposed imaging scheme. Corresponding
results show that, our CS image formation algorithm can generate improved focused performance
compared with traditional matching filtering method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Bistatic Synthetic Aperture Radar (BiSAR), in which the transmitter and receiver are separated,
is a useful tool for remote sensing of the Earth’s surface. The transmitter could be non-cooperative
or a dedicated radar satellite, while the receiver could be either mounted on a moving platform or
fixed on the earth [1]. BiSAR based on Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), including the
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) [2], GLObal Navigation SAtellite System (GLONASS) [3], the
forthcoming Galileo [4] and Beidou [5] system, is a subclass of BiSAR which makes it suitable for
applications with a limited power and weight budget.
Our research focused on the imaging configuration with multiple GNSS satellites. In this novel
configuration, multiple transmitters mounted on navigation satellites and one receiver fixed near
the Earth’s surface can be equivalent to a large sparse antenna arrays. To focus the echo data
from multiple transmitters, we investigated the compressive sensing method, such as Basis Pursuit
(BP) and Matching Pursuit (MP). Based on compressive sensing method, the sparse targets echo
data can be focused with overwhelming probability under the restricted isometry property (RIP)
condition [6].
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 contains the signal model of our proposed
image formation configuration. In Section 3, the image formation algorithm based on compressive
sensing is discussed in detail. The numerical simulation to verify the proposed processing method
is performed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
2. SIGNAL MODEL

The data acquisition geometry of the GNSS-based BiSAR configuration is shown in Figure 1.
This novel imaging configuration consists of several satellite transmitters and one receiver near the
Earth’s surface. Without loss of generality, the receiver is mounted at PR ; the k-th transmitter
(k = 1, 2, . . . , K) is mounted at PT (k); the n-th target (n = 1, 2, . . . , N ) is mounted at ξn on the
Earth’s surface. Thus, the slant range R(k, n) is the sum of the slant ranges from point target ξn
to the T/R platforms, i.e.,
R(k, n) = kPT (k) − ξn k2 + kξn − PR k2

(1)

After demodulation to the baseband, the received signal can be written in terms of the time t
and the transmitter index k,
µ
¶
µ
¶
N
X
R(k, n)
R(k, n)
σn pk t −
exp −j2πfc
sR (t, k) =
(2)
c
c
n=1

where fc denotes the carrier frequency; c denotes the wave propagation speed; σn denotes the
scatterer coeffcient of the n-th target; and pk (t) denotes the C/A code of k-th satellite. Applying
a Fourier transform along t, we get
µ
¶
Z
N
X
fc + f
SR (f, k) = sR (t, k) exp(−j2πf t)dt =
σn Pk (f ) exp −j2π
R(k, n)
(3)
c
n=1
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Figure 1: GNSS-based imaging configuration.

where f denotes the range frequency, and Pk (f ) denotes the frequency spectrum of C/A code pk (t).
Subsequently, after performing range compressing, i.e., multiplying the complex conjugate of C/A
frequency spectrum, we have
·
SC (f, k) = rect

µ

f
B

¶

¶
¸
µ
N
X
Pk∗ (f )
fc + f
·
R(k, n)
· SR (f, k) =
σn exp −j2π
|Pk (f )|2
c

(4)

n=1

where B = 1.023 MHz denotes the bandwidth of C/A code.
3. IMAGE FORMATION VIA COMPRESSIVE SENSING

The first step is to rewrite Equation (4) to the matrix form,
Sk = Ak σ

(5)

where
Sk = {SC (fm , k)} ∈ CM ×1
½
µ
¶¾
fc + fm
Ak = exp −j2π
R(k, n)
∈ CM ×N
c
σ = {σn } ∈ CN ×1

(6)
(7)
(8)

where fm denotes the m-th sampling point in range frequency axis f , and m = 1, 2, . . . , M .
Concatenating all equations such as (5) for k = 1, 2, . . . , K, we have
S = Aσ

(9)
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where



S1
 S2 


KM ×1

S = 
 ..  ∈ C
 . 
SK


A1
 A2 


KM ×N

A = 
.
 . ∈C
 . 
AK

(10)

(11)

For the convenience of processing by compressive sensing, the complex matrix Equation (9)
should be transformed to the real matrix equation, i.e.,
S̃ = Ãσ̃

(12)

where
·
S̃ =
·
Ã =

¸
Re(S)
∈ R2KM ×1
Im(S)
Re(A) −Im(A)
Im(A) Re(A)

(13)
¸
∈ R2KM ×2N

(14)

and
·

¸
Re(σ)
σ̃ =
∈ R2N ×1
Im(σ)

(15)

It is natural to think of the matrix Equation (12) as a problem dual to sparse approximation.
Since σ̃ has only a few of nonzero components, the echo S̃ is a linear combination of a few columns
from Ã. To identify the ideal image σ̃, we need to determine which columns of Ã participate in
the echo S̃. The idea for this problem is to pick columns in a greedy fashion. At each iteration, we
choose the column of Ã that is most strongly correlated with the remaining part of S̃. Thus, we
consider the OMP algorithm for the recovery of the image σ̃. The procedure of OMP is listed as
Algorithm [7].
4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In this section, we perform a numerical simulation to verify the validity of the proposed image
formation method. The imaging zone consists of four point targets, which are shown in Figure 2.
The GPS satellite orbit data can be found from the file named “igrs17386.sp3” in website [8].
We choose the nearest 6 satellites from the center of imaging zone as the transmitter. The other
simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.
Imaging results by our proposed method are shown in Figure 3. From this figure, we can see that
all four targets are arranged in their correct position in the Earth’s surface, which means that the
sparse targets could be focused according compressive sensing method. While the imaging results
generated by the traditional matching filtering technology are shown in Figure 4. It is obvious that
the GNSS-based echo data can not be focused by traditional MF method.
Algorithm 1 Procedure of Orthogonal Matching Pursuit.
• Input:
1. The range compressed signal vector S̃ ∈ R2KM ×1 ;
2. The dictionary matrix Ã ∈ R2KM ×2N ;
3. The iteration times H.
• Procedure:
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Table 1: Simulation parameters.
Parameter
Carrier frequency
Bandwidth
Number of GPS in use
Center of imaging zone (latitude)
Center of imaging zone (longitude)
Center of imaging zone (altitude)
Receiver (latitude)
Receiver (longitude)
Receiver (altitude)

Value
1575.42
1.023
6
0
0
0
0
0.5
10

Unit
MHz
MHz
1
deg
deg
m
deg
deg
Km
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Y-Axis (m)
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Figure 2: Four targets in zero amplitude plane.
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Figure 3: Focused image by OMP.

Figure 4: Focused image by MF.

1. Initialize the residual r0 = S̃, the index set Λ0 = ∅, and the iteration counter h = 1, and
the empty matrix Ã0 ;
2. Find the index λh that solves the easy optimization problem:
λh = arg

max

i=1, 2, ..., 2N

|hrh−1 , ãi i|

(16)

where Ãi is the ith column vector of the dictionary matrix Ã;
3. Augment the index set and the matrix of chosen atoms: Λh = Λh−1 ∪ {Λh } and Ãh =
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[Ãh−1 ãλh ];
4. Solve a least squares problem to obtain a new signal estimate:
°
°
°
°
xh = arg min °S̃ − Ãh x° .
x

2

(17)

5. Calculate the new approximation of the data and the new residual:
rh = S̃ − Ãh xh

(18)

6. Increment h and return to Step 2, if h < H;
7. The final solution σ̃ has nonzero indices at the components listed in ΛH . The value of
the solution σ̃ in component λh equals the hth component of xh .
5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a novel imaging configuration with multiple GNSS transmitter and one receiver
mounted near the Earth’s surface. The echo signal is expressed as the linear combination of the
column vectors in dictionary matrix. For the sparse targets, we can obtain the focused image
using compressive sensing method in zero coherent integration time. The responding numerical
simulations are also performed to valid our proposed image formation algorithm.
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Monocrystalline-silicon Microwave MEMS
Joachim Oberhammer, Umer Shah, Zargham Baghchehsaraei, Fritzi Töpfer,
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Abstract— This paper gives an overview of recent achievements in microwave micro-electrome
chanical systems (microwave MEMS) at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden.
The first topic is a micromachined W-band phase shifter based on a micromachined dielectric
block which is vertically moved by integrated MEMS actuators to achieve a tuning of the propagation constant of a micromachined transmission line. The second topic is W-band MEMStuneable microwave high-impedance metamaterial surfaces conceptualized for local tuning of the
electromagnetic resonance properties of surface waves on a high-impedance surface. The third
topic covers 3-dimensional micromachined coplanar transmission lines with integrated MEMS
actuators which move the sidewalls of these transmission lines. Multi-stable switches, tuneable
capacitors, tuneable couplers, and tuneable filters have been implemented and characterized for
1–40 GHz frequencies. As a forth topic, micromachined waveguide switches are presented. Finally, silicon-micromachined near-field and far-field sensor and antenna interfaces are shown,
including a micromachined planar lens antenna and a tapered dielectric rod measurement probe
for medical applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) are integrated microdevices combining electrical components with passive (sensing) and active (actuation) interface functions to their physical surroundings. Radiofrequency (RF) MEMS are MEMS devices that are interacting with electrical
signals from DC up to THz frequencies, by switching, modulating, matching, tuning, and filtering.
Typical devices ares witches, mechanically tunable capacitors, micromachined inductors, micromechanical resonators for filters and as frequency base, tunable loaded lines for phase shifters or
impedance-matching circuits, reconfigurable antennas, and three-dimensional (3D) micromachined
transmission lines. In general, RF MEMS devices are characterized by near-ideal signal handling
performance in terms of insertion loss, isolation, linearity, large tuning range, and by keeping these
performance parameters over a very large bandwidth [4, 13]. Microwave MEMS are RF MEMS
devices that operate with signal frequencies above 30 GHz. With applications moving to higher frequencies, the performance advantages of MEMS devices over their competitors are getting larger.
Also, at frequencies where the signal wavelengths are getting closer to the device dimensions, it is
possible to miniaturize a complete RF system on a chip, and different ways of interaction between
the microwave signals and the micromechanics lead to new possibilities of RF MEMS devices [1].
Operational reliability, i.e., the ability of devices to work as specified over the whole lifetime, and
robustness to process parameter variations, are key issues in RF MEMS design [2, 3]. Conventional
RF MEMS designs are still characterized by some fundamental problems. Thin metallic bridges,
for instance, found in many RF MEMS devices, such as switches and phase shifters, are susceptible
to temperature-accelerated creep and fatigue, limiting the device life-time [3]. Dielectric charging
is another major reliability issue in electrostatically actuated RF MEMS [4, 5].
In contrast, monocrystalline silicon as used for the devices in this paper results in very robust
and reliable MEMS devices, both when used as structural material but also as RF dielectric material
if high-resistivity silicon (HRS) is used [6–8]. Instead of isolation layers which are susceptible to
dielectric charging, all-metal designs with stoppers [9] are utilized for the devices in this paper to
eliminate charging influence.
2. MONOCRYSTALLINE SILICON AS STRUCTURAL AND DIELECTRIC MATERIAL

Even though micromachining has been rapidly augmented with new material and processes [10],
monocrystalline silicon, besides silicon carbide, still is the most robust and reliable structural
material for micromachined devices [11]. Its yield strength exceeds steel by a factor of 2–3, and
maintains elastic properties under high stress levels even when exposed to elevated temperatures,
is very well characterized [6], and offers the largest variety of stable and standardized wafer-scale
micromachining processes and manufacturing tools. Monocrystalline silicon has been successfully
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applied to a variety of MEMS devices including pressure sensors, accelerometers, undeformable
sub-nm-flatness micromirror arrays, and robust micro-relays.
Besides silicon being an excellent structural material for MEMS moving elements, high-resistivity
silicon (HRS), with a bulk resistivity up to 8 kΩcm, and low dielectric losses tan δ of 6 × 10−4 , is an
excellent substrate and structural dielectric material for radio frequency integrated circuit (RFIC)
technology.
3. RF/MICROWAVE MEMS DEVICE EXAMPLES BASED ON MONOCRYSTALLINE
SILICON
3.1. Monocrystalline-silicon Dielectric-block Phase-shifters

This section shows a novel multistage all-silicon microwave MEMS phase-shifter concept [12–14].
The concept is based on multiple-step deep-reactive-ion-etched monocrystalline-silicon dielectric
blocks that are transfer bonded to an RF substrate containing a 3D micromachined coplanarwaveguide (CPW) transmission line, as shown in Figure 1. As compared to conventional MEMS
phase shifters based on thin metallic bridges, including DMTL phase shifters and MEMS switched
true time-delay (TTD) networks, the novel concept features the following design elements for improved reliability:
• All mechanical parts, including the moving block, mechanical springs, and support anchors,
are etched out of the same, continuous monocrystalline silicon bulk layer for best mechanical
reliability, in contrast to thin metallic bridges prone to plastic deformation.
• The dielectric constant of the moving block can be tailor-made in a wide range by varying the
etch hole size.
• As dielectric blocks are used for the tuning, the power handling is only limited by the transmission line, in contrast to conventional phase shifters where currents induced in the thin
bridges result in substantial device heating and thus power limitation.
• No detectable dielectric charging as no closed dielectric isolation layer is used.
• Reduced substrate losses and substrate charging bydeep-etched grooves in the transmission
line.
A single stage of the novel phase shifter concept is depicted in Figure 1, showing a monocrystalline
HRS (4 kΩcm) dielectric block on top of a 1-µm thick gold coplanar waveguide (CPW). The relative
phase shift is achieved by vertically moving the dielectric block above the transmission line by
electrostatic actuation, which results, due to the modulation of the capacitive load of the line, in
varying propagation constants of the microwave signal in the transmission line.
Silicon is a very suitable material for this task because of its high dielectric constant of 11.9,
resulting in high sensitivity to the block position. The silicon blocks are fabricated by polymer
transfer bonding of a complete 30 µm-thick silicon device layer from an SOI wafer to the target
wafer, by subsequent removing of the SOI handle wafer and by structuring the block with its
mechanical springs by different deep-reactive-ion etching steps. With such a process flow, all
mechanical parts (block, spring, anchors) are fabricated out of the same monocrystalline silicon
block which guarantees for optimum reliability. Dielectric charging of the block in the down-state
is avoided by small SiN distance keepers. When properly choosing the etch-hole sizes, the effective

Figure 1: Concept of dielectric-block MEMS phase shifter.
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dielectric constant of the block can be tailor-made, giving the possibility of designing phase-shifter
stages of different relative phase shifts out of the same material layer. Figure 2(a) shows an SEM
picture of a multi-stage device with stages of different effective permittivities, resulting in a 4.25bit binary-coded multi-stage phase shifter constructed with these stages with 15◦ resolution and a
maximum phase shift of 270◦ at 75 GHz, consisting of 5 × 45◦ + 1 × 30◦ + 1 × 15◦ stages.

Figure 2: 4.25-bit phase shifter implemented with binary-coded phase-shifter stages.

The maximum insertion loss and return loss at the design frequency of 75 GHz is −3.5 and
−17 dB, respectively, and the maximum insertion andre turn loss in the whole 75–110 GHz band
are better than −4 and 12 dB. The phase shift per loss is 71.05 and 98.38◦ /dB at 75 and 110 GHz,
respectively, and the phase shift per length is 490 and 7168◦ /cm at these frequencies. These results
are the best maximum loss per bit, phase-shift per loss, and return loss ever reported for the whole
W-band. The phase error at a 35 dBm signal power is still below 2%, but reaches quickly 4% at
40 dBm. This behavior results in an intermodulation intercept pointof third order of 48 dBm up to
a signal power of 30 dBm, which emphasizes the excellent linearity behavior of the device [12, 13].
All tested devices could be actuated to 1 billion cycles in a non-hermetic environment without
any failure or observed change in pull-in voltage, and after which the tests were discontinued. Also,
in contrast to conventional MEMS phase shifters, where the power handling is limited by the critical
current density in the thin metallic bridges, the power handling of this phase shifter concept is not
limited by the moving parts, but just by the actual transmission lines and the substrate as a heat
sink. For the novel dielectric-block phase shifter (45◦ stage), the maximum temperature rise is only
30◦ C, whereas the maximum temperature rises for aconventional TTD switch and DMTL phase
shifter (45◦ ) are as high as 65◦ and 300◦ C, respectively, which is by a factor of more than 20 and
10 times more than the novel dielectric-block phase shifter, respectively. Unique for an RF MEMS
device, the power handling is only limited by the transmission line itself, rather than by the MEMS
elements as in the conventional concepts [14].
3.2. Stress-compensated Metalized Monocrystalline-silicon Membranes for MEMS Tunable
Microwave Surfaces

This section shows a novel concept of MEMS tunable micro-wave surfaces [15, 16], specifically highimpedance metamaterial surfaces and leaky-wave antennas, featuring (a) high-reliability monocrystalline silicon membranes not prone to plastic deformation over time and temperature and thus with
highly reproducible actuation behavior, and (b) stress and temperature compensated membranes for
zero-curvature thick reflective coating using double-side metallization with symmetrical processing
from both sides for process parameter robustness [15].
High-impedance surfaces (HIS) exhibits unnaturally high surface impedance at their resonance
frequency and have attracted attention because of their promising applications in improvement of
antenna radiation patterns, suppression of surface waves [17] and phase shifting [18].
The concept of using distributed electrically small MEMS actuators for local tuning of the
surface resonance frequency is illustrated in Figure 3(a). The micromachined elements uniquely
unify electromechanical tunability with microwave functionality in one and the same distributed
high-impedance surface elements, thus presenting a new class of microsystems interacting with
microwaves.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Illustration of MEMS-tuneable high-impedance surface; (b) cross-section of a single element.

The HIS presented in this section are composed of an array of electrostatically tunable elements,
based on vertically moveable conductive membranes and conductive patches on the surface of a
ground-backed 100 mm-thick HRS substrate (Figure 3(b)).
The process design of the membranes is quite unique in contrast to conventional MEMS tunable
capacitors that are based on thin metallic bridges. A 1 µm-thick monocrystalline silicon core is
used for the membrane to provide mechanical robustness and for optimized membrane flatness,
and is transfer-bonded to the target substrate by adhesive bonding. The target substrate consists
of a 100 µm-thick HRS layer bonded to a handle wafer with a ground plane. For electrical purpose,
the transferred membrane is clad on both sides by 0.5 mm gold, the top layer before and the
bottom layer after the transfer bonding. This symmetric deposition is designed for high process
robustness, since it guarantees a stress-free sandwich structure without having to tune the stress in
the metallic layers. The membrane is electrically and mechanically connected by meander-shaped
springs to the supporting metal posts, before free-etching of the membranes by plasma-etching the
polymer bonding layer is done. Figure 4 shows SEM pictures of a fabricated device, an array of
a size of 70 × 18.5 mm2 with 200 × 52 elements designed for car radar applications [11, 19]. The
reflective properties of the surfaces were evaluated by back-short termination of a rectangular WR10 waveguide, showing the characteristic phase transition of over 245◦ at 112 GHz. The reliability
of the membranes has been investigated by monitoring the curvature during lifecycle measurements
over 100 million cycles, demonstrating excellent long-term stability with virtually no degradation
neither in curvature nor in repeatability of the actuated deflection [15].

Figure 4: SEM pictures of implemented MEMS-tuneable high-impedance surface arrays.
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3.3. Lateral Transmission Line Embedded Multistable Switches and Tunable Capacitors

This section reports on novel electrostatically actuated dc-to-RF metal-contact MEMS switches,
multi-position RF MEMS digitally tunable capacitors, and tuneable couplers integrated inside
coplanar transmission lines. The devices have in common that they are based on a 3D-micromachined
coplanar waveguide (CPW), etched in an RF MEMS SOI process [20] into the 30 µm thick device
layer of an SOI wafer, with integrated moveable ground and/or signal line sidewalls, which can
be mechanically reconfigured by integrated MEMSeletrostatic actuators. All devices in this section feature an all-metal actuator design without dielectric isolation layers, eliminating actuatorcharging problems, arefully stress and temperature compensated since all moving parts are made
from monocrystalline silicon with gold metallization of similar thickness on both sides, and are
implemented by a simple fabrication process in a single photolithographical process.
Figure 5 shows the concept of a mechanically bi-stable MEMS switch implemented by interlocking cantilevers, which achieves zero power consumption in the on and the off state, and is thus able
to maintain its actuation state even at power failure. More information on the bistable mechanism
and the device performance is published in [20]. Figure 6 shows SEM pictures of implemented RF
switches, and close-up views of the interlocking cantilevers.

Figure 5: MEMS bistable RF switch concept based on a 3D-micromachined SOI RF MEMS process.

Figure 6: SEM picture and performance of MEMS bistable RF switch based on a 3D SOI RF MEMS process.

Figure 7 shows the concept of tuneable capacitors based on the MEMS-moveable sidewalls of
a 3D-micromachined transmission line, and Figure 8 shows SEM pictures of implemented devices.
Multi-step actuators have been implemented to achieve a multi-position tuneable capacitance in
discrete, well-defined steps. A Q-factor of 88 was measured by a transmission-line resonator for
such a device at 40 GHz, which is the so far best frequency-Q performance of a tuneable capacitor
ever published. More information on the device can be found in [21].
Furthermore, tuneable couplers have been implemented based on this fabrication concept, which
achieved an extraordinary large bandwidth due to a new tuning concept which varies both the
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Figure 7: Tuneable capacitor concept based on the moving sidewalls in a 3D SOI RF MEMS process.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: SEM pictures of MEMS tuneable capacitors: (a) 7-step and (b) 3-step discrete tuneable capacitors.

signal-to-signal and the signal-to-ground capacitances of the the coupled coplanar transmission
lines [22].
3.4. Micromachined Waveguide Switches

At frequencies approaching and beyond 100 GHz, transmission line losses are increasing and wavegui
de-based solutions are often favourable. Due to the small waveguide dimensions, MEMS chips can
be integrated into the waveguides and provide with miniaturized, low-loss reconfiguration functions.
A waveguide switch has been implemented, which is based on a reconfigurable, transmissive surface
which can be switched between a blocking and a non-blocking state, by reconfiguring vertical bar
sections in a way that they short-circuit the electrical field lines of the dominant TE10 mode in
the blocking state, as shown in Figure 9. Devices with 9–21 horizontal suspension bars and 20–30
vertical columns have been implemented. Figure 10 shows an SEM picture of a fabricated device

Figure 9: Concept of MEMS waveguide switch based on a reconfigurable transmissive surface.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: SEM-picture of waveguide switch, and assembled test setup of the chip between two tailor-made
waveguide flanges.

and the assembled test setup. The measured isolation, i.e., S21 in blocking state, is −40 dB for the
best device implementation, and the measured insertion loss, i.e., S21 in the non-blocking state, is
as low as −0.5 dB from 60–65 GHz, where the waveguide assembly alone (reference measurement)
contributes to −0.4 dB loss in that frequency range [23].
3.5. Micromachined Millimeter-wave Sensor and Antenna Interfaces

Figure 11 shows a concept drawing and a photograph of a micromachined medical near-field sensor
interface [24]. The probe has been developed for skin-cancer diagnosis, and is designed for high
lateral resolution for resolving small skin cancer speckles as well as for vertically discriminating
shallow tissue-layer anomalies. A tip size as small as 0.18 mm2 , which is 18 times smaller than conventional measurement tips for the design frequency of 100 GHz, rs achieved by micromachining a
silicon-core tapered dielectric-rod waveguide. This metallized dielectric probe is positioned centrally
into a standard WR-10 waveguide by a micromachined holder which allows for easily exchanging
the probes at high reproducibility. The dielectric-wedge transition between the waveguide and the
probe is optimized for 100–105 GHz. The probe has a measured responsivity of S11 /εr = 0.47 dB
in the permittivity range of cancer/healthy tissue at 100 GHz, a reproducibility better than 1.4%
(1σ), long-term stability better than 0.6% (1σ) for 8 h, and a lateral scanning resolution ∼ 100 µm
for a 600 × 300 µm2 probe [25]. For the responsivity analysis, shown in Figure 12, silicon-samples
with different etch-hole sizes resulting in a tailor-made permittivity were fabricated, resulting in a
long-term stable and reproducible test sample standard [24].

Figure 11: Microwave near-field sensor, based on a micromachined tapered dielectric rod, developed as a
100 GHz skin cancer sensor.

Figure 13, finally, shows a micromachined silicon planar-lens antenna designed for 100 GHz,
which, at a lens radius of 11 mm, achieves a half-power beam-width of 13◦ . The edge of the
lens is endowed with an impedance-matching layer, which minimizes reflections between the high-
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Figure 12: Responsivity analysis of micromachined millimeter-wave skin cancer sensor.

Figure 13: Silicon-micromachined planar-lens antenna.

permittivity silicon and the low-permittivity free-space, and is achieved by etching holes into the
silicon structure for getting a local permittivity variation [26].
4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented recent achievements in mono-crystalline silicon micromachined RF and microwave MEMS devices, and demonstrates the performance of silicon MEMS in the RF and microwave world, in terms of RF performance, reliability, and also in enabling miniaturized, complex
3-dimensional structures not possible to implement with other fabrication techniques.
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